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Release Notes

New Features
DB2 11 Support
In addition to DB2 11 NFM and CM support, the following DB2 11 functionality has been added to the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

• APREUSE (WARN) support in CA Plan Analyzer
• Automatic index cleanup reporting in CA SYSVIEW for DB2 
• BIND support in CA Bind Analyzer, CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2, and CA RC/Query
• BIND and REBIND parameter support in CA Plan Analyzer
• Buffer pool page frame size display in CA SYSVIEW for DB2
• CREATE VARIABLE support in CA Detector, CA Subsystem Analyzer, and Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM 
• DB2 syntax support in the DB2 Command Processor 
• DROP VARIABLE support in CA Detector, CA Subsystem Analyzer, and Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM 
• DSNZPARM read-only support in Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM 
• EXPANSION_REASON column support in CA Plan Analyzer 
• Explain table support for future explain in CA Plan Analyzer 
• Additional extended logging support in CA Rapid Reorg 
• IFCID records and fields in CA SYSVIEW for DB2 
• New metrics in Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM and CA Detector
• Additional optimizer recommended RUNSTATS support in CA Database Analyzer
• PLAN_TABLE column support in CA Plan Analyzer 
• SCAN_DIRECTION column support in CA Plan Analyzer 
• SQL DML syntax support in CA Detector, CA Fast Unload, CA Log Analyzer, CA Plan Analyzer, CA RC/Compare, CA

RC/Migrator, CA RC/Update, and CA SQL-Ease

Note: For detailed information about these enhancements and the benefits they provide, see the product-specific
enhancement sections.

DB2 11 SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. This support includes:

• The following special registers:
– CLIENT_CORR_TOKEN
– CURRENT APPLICATION COMPATIBILITY
– CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME
– CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME

• New collection-derived table syntax (UNNEST)
• New period-specification syntax (the AS OF TIMESTAMP value)
• Period clauses in an UPDATE or DELETE statement for a view
• ARRAY_EXISTS predicates
• New syntax in the GROUP BY clause for grouping sets and super groups
• The following built-in global variables:

 13
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– SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE
– SYSIBMADM.MOVE_TO_ARCHIVE
– SYSIBM.CLIENT_IPADDR 

• The following aggregate and scalar functions:
– ARRAY_AGG
– ARRAY_DELETE
– ARRAY_FIRST
– ARRAY_LAST
– ARRAY_NEXT
– ARRAY_PRIOR
– CARDINALITY
– GROUPING
– MAX_CARDINALITY
– TRIM_ARRAY(ARRAY_TRIM)

DB2 10 Support
The following additional DB2 10 support has been added to the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS in
this release:

• Additional BIND support in CA Bind Analyzer
• Additional BIND and REBIND support in CA Plan Analyzer
• Additional SQL DML syntax support in CA Detector, CA Fast Unload, CA Log Analyzer, CA Plan Analyzer, CA RC/

Compare, CA RC/Migrator, and CA SQL-Ease
• Audit trace support in CA SYSVIEW for DB2
• DSNZPARM read-only support in Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
• EXPLAININPUTSCHEMA support in CA Plan Analyzer
• Inline LOB support in CA Rapid Reorg
• MAXPARTITIONS support in CA RC/Compare, CA RC/Migrator, and CA RC/Update
• MEMBER CLUSTER support in CA RC/Compare, CA RC/Migrator, and CA RC/Update
• SEGSIZE support in CA RC/Compare, CA RC/Migrator, and CA RC/Update
• Extended temporal table support in CA RC/Compare, CA RC/Migrator, and CA RC/Update
• Stored procedure and UDF IFCIDs support in CA SYSVIEW for DB2
• Additional XML support in CA RC/Migrator

NOTE
 For more information about these enhancements, see the enhancements list for each product.

DB2 SQL DML Syntax Support

Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. This support includes the following special registers:

• CURRENT GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE
• CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION 

New CROSS JOIN syntax is also supported.

 

Installation and Configuration Enhancements
The following installation and configuration enhancements have been made in this release:
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Refreshed DB2 Catalog Index Recommendations

During post-install tailoring of the DB2 catalog, we recommend that you create additional indexes on DB2 catalog tables
to improve the performance of SQL accessing the DB2 catalog. We have reviewed and updated these recommendations
to remove duplicate and partially identical indexes. A new index recommendation is also provided for CA SYSVIEW®

Performance Management Option for DB2 on the STMT_ID column in SYSPACKSTMT.

New Determine DB2 Object Size DB2 Catalog Customization Task

The new Determine DB2 Object Size post-install customization task the RUNSTATS utility against the database objects to
estimate the file sizes for any table unload and load utilities that are generated as part of the subsequent Compare DB2
Objects task. This new task helps avoid out-of-space error conditions due to inappropriate sizing of the target unload data
sets when the Create Required DB2 Objects task is executed.

Execute this task only when you are upgrading to a new release of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS or when applying maintenance and new or altered DB2 objects exist. 

If you are performing a new installation, this task is not required because the object data does not yet exist on the DB2
subsystem.

New FMID Packaging Structure

Our packaging structure has been updated to reduce the total number of FMIDs from 57 to 26. This new packaging
structure is expected to reduce the volume of maintenance PTFs over the duration of the release compared to prior
releases.

CA Chorus Software Manager Enhancements

You can now use the Software Configuration Service (SCS) component of CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) to
configure products that you have already acquired, installed, and deployed through CA CSM. This functionality guides you
through the post-installation configuration process and indicates which configuration steps to perform manually.

Global Parmlib Enhancements

Two of the post-installation panels now indicate the DB2 version and mode for each subsystem and whether that version
and mode are supported: 

• The SETUP Subsystem Edit Selection panel now provides Version, Mode, and Status columns.

• The Select DB2 Subsystems panel now provides a DB2 Status column (in addition to its existing DB2 VER and DB2
MODE columns).

This enhancement helps the user identify unsupported subsystems during the installation process and maintain the
SETUP subsystem configuration.

Product-Specific Parmlib Enhancements

Parmlib member changes in hlq.CDBAPARM:

 15
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• PDA (CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)—Added new parameters.
• PDT (CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS)—Added new parameters.
• PFR (CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS)—Updated.
• PPA (CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS)—Added new parameter.
• PSA (CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS)—Added new parameter.
• MIGRATOR (CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS)—Added new parameter.
• OFA (OFS Services)—Added to ISPF post-install tailoring panels and the Edit Parmlib Member (EP) General Facilities

option.
• OFS (Object Framework Services)—Added this new member.
• UTIL (Utilities)—Added new parameter.

DB2 Catalog Task Enhancements

The Select DB2 Tasks panel has been updated to remove obsolete tasks that are no longer needed with this release.

Miscellaneous Enhancements

Health Check support is more easily managed when using multiple Xmanagers on the same LPAR. This functionality is
enabled by including the optional ENV and SUFFIX parameters in the Xmanager startup JCL.

The CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management installation and configuration process has been enhanced to remove
many manual steps around configuration of the Object Migration function using the Object Framework Services (OFS)
agent (OFA). The customization process has been simplified and can be completed using the Post-Install Tailoring (INS)
panels. These panels are provided for configuration of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS outside
of CA CSM. This enhancement means that you no longer need to manually edit different JCL members to complete this
processing.

The following processing can now be completed through these panels:

• Setup of the following parmlib members using option 1 on the Post-Install Tailoring menu or the EP option on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Products Main Menu:
– New OFS (Object Framework Services) member. This member lets you set default execution values for various

products that access the DB2 system catalog.
– OFA (OFS agent). This member lets you set default execution values for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database

Management. You no longer have to manually edit this member in hlq.CDBAPARM.
• Execution of the following product-specific customization tasks on each LPAR (PTISYS member). Use the Tailor option

(2) on the Post-Install Tailoring Menu to select OFA (Chorus OFS Agent) and perform the following tasks:
– Review the OFA customization member. This member summarizes the required customization steps and provides

additional installation processing instructions. Xmanager and Xnet customization is required.
– Allocate the OFA log file data sets.
– Allocate and define the OFA configuration file. This task includes defining default and user-specific configuration

parameters.
– Prepare the OFA started task JCL.

zIIP Support
IBM System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) support saves costs by moving workloads from a general processor
to specialty engines.

New and additional zIIP support has been added for the following products:

•  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (see CA Database Analyzer Enhancements)
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•  CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (see CA Quick Copy Enhancements)
•  CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (see CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Enhancements)

CA Bind Analyzer Enhancements
CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

  

DB2 11 BIND Parameters Support

DB2 11 BIND parameters are now supported. CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now supports the following
parameters:

APPLCOMPAT

Helps verify that the behavior of your static SQL is compatible with a new release of DB2. For example, this option lets
packages that were bound in an earlier release of DB2 take advantage of the DB2 11 features.

APREUSE(WARN)

Tells DB2 to BIND or REBIND a package using an existing access path. If the existing access path fails, DB2 continues
the package processing with a new access path. Previously, package processing would terminate when an existing
access path failed.

ARCHIVESENSITIVE

Controls whether the value of the SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable affects references to archive-enabled
tables in SQL statements.

BUSTIMESENSITIVE and SYSTIMESENSITIVE

Controls whether the timestamp values in your application-period or system-period temporal tables are applied at BIND or
REBIND.

DBPROTOCOL(DRDACBF)

Allows DRDA access with advanced capabilities for package-based continuous block fetch.

DESCSTAT

Controls whether DB2 processes DESCRIBE requests when binding or rebinding static SQL statements.

PROGAUTH

Controls whether DB2 conducts authorization checking before executing a plan. When enabled, DB2 first verifies that a
row in the SYSIBM.DSNPROGAUTH table contains both the plan name that is used in the BIND PLAN or REBIND PLAN
statement and the corresponding program name.

DB2 10 BIND Parameters Support

The following additional DB2 10 BIND parameters are now supported:

GETACCELARCHIVE

Controls whether static SQL queries that are bound for acceleration retrieve archived data or active data from the IBM
DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.

QUERYACCELERATION

Controls whether static SQL queries are bound for acceleration. This parameter also controls the conditions under which
the bound queries are routed to the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.
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CA Database Analyzer Enhancements
CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

Additional DB2 11 Optimizer Recommended RUNSTATS Support

Additional support is now provided for DB2 11 optimizer recommended RUNSTATS statistics. When the optimizer
selects access paths, it recognizes when relevant statistics are missing or conflicting. This information is written to the
SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK table and broken down by statistics type and reason. Statistics collection utilities can then
collect the missing statistics so that the optimizer can select efficient access paths.

In Version 17.0, we added the (TS) RTS RUNSTATS SYSSTATFEEDBACK pt lvl extract object condition (EOC). This
EOC evaluates the SYSSTATFEEDBACK table and selects all objects at the partition level with a REASON value of
BASIC, KEYCARD, or CONFLICT. This EOC had to be selected manually for use in RTOS extract conditions that have S
(statistics) specified for the maintenance action. In Version 18.0, this EOC is now selected by default helping to automate
the selection of better access paths.

NOTE
This EOC is provided in default extract RTOS$S$C. If you have made site level (RTOS$S$S) or user level
(RTOS$S$U) copies of this extract, copy the updated EOC from RTOS$S$C to your copies. For more
information about copying EOCs, see the online help. Select the tutorial from the CA Database Analyzer main
menu, then select Real Time Obj. Sel (RTOS). Last, select Default options (CA, Site, User).

Updated Models that Automate Space Allocations

The MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1 models have been updated to let DB2 calculate the optimal primary and secondary data
set quantities for you. These models now conditionally set PRIQTY -1, and always set SECQTY -1. This SECQTY value
causes DB2 to use its sliding scale algorithm to calculate the secondary extents. Models MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1
generate DB2 ALTER statements that resize a tablespace or index. Letting DB2 manage the quantities during an ALTER
increases the chances of the object reaching its maximum data set size before reaching maximum extents.

You can edit the models to specify the primary and secondary quantities yourself.

New Automatic Symbolics

You can now add the following new symbolics to your models to reference object-related information during action
processing automatically. Using symbolics to reference this information can be more efficient than previous methods, such
as post-processing the action JCL using CLISTs or REXX EXECs.

%AVGROWLN

Represents the average row length in the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART. When applied to an index, this
symbolic represents the average key length in the index, as recorded in the AVGKEYLEN column of SYSINDEXPART.

%FREEPAGE

Represents the FREEPAGE value for the tablespace or index that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART or SYSINDEXPART.
FREEPAGE specifies how often to leave a page of free space.

%IXHASH

Represents the one-character value that is found in the DB2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES HASH. When
processing a tablespace, this symbolic is set to a space. This symbolic detects sparse indexes when used in Action
Procedure model processing and Utility Manager model processing. These types of indexes contain keys for a subset of
rows in the table. For example, hash overflow indexes are sparse indexes.

%IXSPARSE
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Represents the one-character value that is found in the DB2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES SPARSE. When
processing a tablespace, this symbolic is set to a space. This symbolic detects hash overflow indexes when used in
Action Procedure model processing and Utility Manager model processing.

%MAXROWS

Represents the MAXROWS value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. MAXROWS specifies the
maximum number of rows that can be placed on each data page.

%MBRCLUST

Represents the MEMBER CLUSTER value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. MEMBER
CLUSTER specifies whether to insert data in clustering order or to insert it into the first available space.

%PCTFREE

Represents the PCTFREE value for the tablespace or index that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART or SYSINDEXPART.
PCTFREE specifies the percentage of each page to leave free.

%PCTFRUPC

Represents the PCTFREE_UPD_CALC value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART.
PCTFREE_UPD_CALC specifies the percentage of free space that is reserved for update as calculated by DB2 utilities.

%PCTFRUPD

Represents the PCTFREE_UPD value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART. PCTFREE_UPD
represents the percentage of free space on a data page that is reserved for updates.

%REORGRTS

Represents the estimated REORG pages in 4 KB units for a tablespace or indexspace. This estimate is based on the RTS
values and other DB2 table catalog values. Use this symbolic variable to help size (ALTER) the PRIQTY for an object.
This symbolic is available even when statistics collection was not requested or when statistics do not exist for the object.

%SEGSIZE

Represents the SEGSIZE value of the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. SEGSIZE specifies the number
of pages in each segment of a segmented tablespace.

Control DB2 Catalog Update Option at the Site Level

The DB2 Auto-Catalog Update option can now be controlled at the site level. A warning message displays in the PTIMSG
DD when a product or utility job runs and tries to update the catalog. In addition, you can specify that the job step ends
with an RC=4 or RC=10 when a job tries to update the catalog. This information helps identify job steps where DB2 auto-
catalog update should be replaced with IBM RUNSTATS, which generates more statistics, such as HISTOGRAM and
COLGROUP, for the optimizer to use.

This functionality is enabled by the new DISABLE_DB2_CAT_UPDATE PDA parmlib option.

Control the Display of CA Database Analyzer Product Tips

You can now control the display of product tips on the ISPF product panels. These tips provide suggestions on how
to use various product functions. By default, each tip appears the first three times that its relevant panel is accessed.
Experienced users may not need to see these tips. Newer users may want to see them more than three times. This new
functionality lets you enable all tips, disable all tips, or enable and disable individual tips as needed.

This functionality is enabled through the new Reset PDA Tips field on the PDA PROFILE panel.
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Improved Step Return Code Control

Improved step return code control is now provided. You can now specify the number of statistics collection abends that
are tolerated for a job step, which can help limit the impact of occasional system abends that can occur during statistics
collection.

Until this number is exceeded, statistics collection abends result in an RC=4 instead of an RC=8. Lowering the step return
code from an error value of 8 to a warning value of 4 helps prevent unnecessary job scheduler interruptions or DBA
support calls. For example, if a statistics collection that typically runs without problems occasionally abends because of
concurrent activity while collecting statistics, you can specify a value of 1. As a result, one collection abend is tolerated.
RC=4 is issued instead of an RC=8. If one object collection fails, CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS recovers and
continues with any remaining object collections.

This functionality is enabled by the new COLLECTION_ABEND_RC4 parmlib option in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).

Dynamic Allocation Support

Dynamic allocation support is now provided through new DMPTIFU* and DMPTIUX* models. JCL is now generated
to implement the new dynamic allocation support that CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS provides for the SYSREC,
SYSCTL, and SYSDDL output data sets. This functionality is provided in the following new sample models:

• DMPTIFU5
• DMPTIFU6
• DMPTIFU7
• DMPTIUX4
• DMPTIUX5
• DMPTIUX6

Expanded No Action JCL Return Code Support

CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now honors the NO_ACTJCL_RC keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) for empty
extract procedures. This keyword specifies the return code to set when no action JCL is generated. Previously, the
specified NO_ACTJCL_RC value was applied only when the Action Conditions (ACs) selected no objects. Now, the value
is also applied when the extract is empty because the objects were dropped or excluded at execution time. This keyword
is useful when you use a job scheduler to automate your DB2 object maintenance. By configuring the job scheduler to
recognize that return code, you can avoid reexecuting previously generated action JCL.

NOTE
This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Improved EQF Management

Improved EQF management is now provided. EQFs let you extend the SQL of an existing report query to include more
WHERE clauses. These additional clauses help control the data that each report returns.

EQFs are now managed at the query level. Previously, EQFs were managed through the Query Facility menu and EQFs
could not be saved with a query. As a result, users were required to select the EQF each time they selected the query.
Now that EQFs are created and selected at the query level, the EQF is saved at the query level. Each time a query is
selected, EQF is automatically selected since that was last used with that query.

EQFs are now automatically disabled when navigating between reports using the hyperlink method and the cursor select
method. This change prevents EQF errors when navigating between reports.

In addition, you can now display a list of EQFs for all of the online queries. This functionality is enabled by issuing the new
DEFEQFS command from within the Tablespace/Table Queries Menu and Indexspace/Index Queries Menu options in the
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Query Facility. From this panel, you can enable or disable the EQF or change the EQF name for an online query before
execution.

Improved Performance with Column Frequency Queries and Reports

CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now provides improved performance for column frequency queries and reports.
These queries and reports pull data from the product statistics tables. If the statistics tables contain a large amount of
historical data, performance problems can ensue.

A new RAIK_IX2_xxxx index has now been added to the RAIK_STATS_xxxx table. This index includes object information
and a timestamp that can potentially provide a significant performance improvement by permitting more efficient queries
on the statistics table.

New Timestamp Column in Statistics Table Indexes

A timestamp column has been added to the indexes of several CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics tables.
The statistics tables are used to evaluate objects for maintenance and to perform query reporting, trend analysis, and
forecast reporting. Adding timestamps to their indexes can improve the performance of these functions by permitting more
efficient queries on the statistics tables.

The RAxx_TIMESTAMP_D column has been added to the following indexes:

• RACL_IX_xxxx
• RAFQ_IX2_xxxx
• RAIX_IX_xxxx
• RATS_IX_xxxx

Performance Improvements

CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced to include SYSIBM.SYSTABLES DBNAME in its WHERE
clauses when using Real Time Object Selection (RTOS). Including DBNAME lets the DB2 optimizer use the DB2 10 index
SYSIBM.DSNDTX05 that is on DBNAME and TSNAME.

For a similar performance improvement in DB2 9 systems, add the index that is defined in hlq.CDBASRC(CATDTX08).

This enhancement has the potential to lower your CPU and elapsed times and perform object maintenance more quickly.
These improvements can be experienced when using tablespace extract object conditions (EOCs) after a tablespace is
selected for processing.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

Predefined Queries in the Online Query Facility

Tablespace/Table and Indexspace/Index reports with predefined EQFs are now provided in the Online Query Facility.

The following predefined EQFs are provided at installation, and indicate which objects may be selected when running
extracts in the future:
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• EOC$ prefixed EQF names, which correspond to the built-in Extract Object Conditions (EOCs). EOCs are part of the
Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) Mode=Action Extracts. These EQFs reference the current values in the IBM Real
Time Statistics (RTS) tables.

• QRY$ prefixed EQF names, which correspond to several of the built-in Action Procedures Action Conditions (ACs).
These EQFs reference the most recent activity that was saved to the product historical statistics tables.

• HST$ prefixed EQF names are also provided at installation. These EQFs show the objects that were selected in the
past for a given Extract name or a specific Maintenance Action type of an RTOS Mode=Action Extract. These EQFs
reference the product historical statistics tables.

Generating reports using these predefined EQFs makes it easier to determine which objects require attention. For
example, you can generate a report to assess the objects that are contained in the RTOS extract before running the
extract procedure. Use the new (H)ist option to query historical data from extracts that ran in the past. You can also use
the (R)TS or (P)DA options. These options evaluate the data in the RTS or PDA history tables at the time the query runs.
The resulting report data could cause you to increase or decrease the extract procedure trigger values to better focus on
the objects that require maintenance actions.

You can optionally override the default EQF threshold value to help return results that are suited to your site. You can also
override the default EQF with an EQF that you created.

This functionality is enabled through two new options in the Query Facility: Tablespace/Table Queries - Predefined and
Indexspace/Index Queries- Predefined.

In addition, two new columns have been added to the product statistics tables to facilitate the predefined queries. The
statistics tables are used to evaluate objects for maintenance and to perform query reporting, trend analysis, and forecast
reporting.

The xxxx_MAINT_ACTION column has been added to the following tables:

• RAVL_STATS_xxxx
• RATS_STATS_xxxx
• RAIX_STATS_xxxx
• RATB_STATS_xxxx
• RACL_STATS_xxxx
• RAIK_STATS_xxxx
• RACD_STATS_xxxx
• RAFQ_STATS_xxxx
• RAUT_HIST_xxxx

The RAVL_INSTANCE column has been added to RAVL_STATS_xxxx.

Take Image Copies at the Partition Level Using TEMPLATE Syntax

You can now take image copies of a tablespace or indexspace at the partition level, using TEMPLATE syntax. The
template option lets you create a Generated Data Group (GDG) base automatically. You can also take advantage of other
TEMPLATE options like DSN, GDGLIMIT, UNIT, ICTYPE, LOCREM, and PRIBAC. These options can simplify data set
allocation during image copy processing.

This functionality is enabled through the new MJUTLICL model in hlq.CDBAMDL. This model is available through the IC
utility code on the Build Action Procedure panel.

zIIP Support

System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) support is now provided. Offloading statistics collection workloads to
zIIP processors can reduce the processing load on your general CPs. zIIP processing can also help decrease overall
processing time.
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CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now supports zIIP-enabled statistics collection. The SUBMIT – BUILD JCL
PARAMETERS panel now identifies the number of general CPs and zIIP processors available. This functionality is
enabled in the CPs/zIIPs field.

In addition, you can now set the number of extract collection scans to correspond to the number of online zIIP processors.
Tune extract collection scan processing further by setting the number of extract collection scans to the number of CPs,
zIIPs, or CPs and zIIPs that are currently online, plus (+) or minus (-) a specified number of scans.

Two new parmlib options enable this functionality, ZIIP_ENABLE and EXTRACT_SCANS. For more information about
these options, see the PDA member in hlq.CDBAPARM.

CA Detector Enhancements
CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

DB2 11 Metrics Support

The following DB2 11 metrics can now be reported:

• Accumulated wait time (AT_WTIME)
• Number of waits required (AT_WCNT)

Use this information to help tune your autonomous transactions. For example, if a transaction experiences an excessive
wait time or number of waits before it completes, you can review the autonomous procedure that implemented the
transactions.

These fields are supported in the following batch reports and online and historical product panels:

• Standard Activity reports
• Dynamic SQL Activity reports
• Planname Summary Display panel
• Exception SQL User Summary Display panel
• Planname Summary Detail Display 

DB2 11 SQL Statement Types Support

The CREATE VARIABLE and the DROP VARIABLE statement types are now supported. You can now view the current
SQL call information for these statement types, including the SQL call text, for active threads executing in DB2. This
support expands the depth of your SQL statement monitoring.

This functionality is provided in the Create Session Variable and Drop Session Variable fields on the SQL Displays.

DB2 SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 DB2 SQL DML syntax and additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is now supported. The CURRENT_LC_CTYPE
special register is also supported.

SQL that contains this syntax is successfully processed.

COMMIT and ROLLBACK Processing Support

CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS now captures and calculates the resources that are consumed for the COMMIT and
ROLLBACK statements. Previously, the resources that these statements used were accumulated on the statement that
followed the COMMIT or ROLLBACK. This support helps you measure and assess resource consumption with greater
accuracy.

This functionality is enabled on every panel that displays information about SQL statements.
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Datastores Compatible Across Releases

Datastores are now forward and backward compatible across multiple releases. This enhancement simplifies migration to
new releases because all datastore data remains accessible.

This functionality is enabled by using the same, original control file in multiple Xmanagers.

In addition, a new column, Release, identifies the product release where the data was collected. This column displays on
the Datastore Interval Display.

NOTE
 This support was added to Version 16.0 and Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Reduced Overhead

The following new functionality helps reduce overhead:

• The new BUFSINPRVT parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT) lets you accumulate buffer statistics in the above-the-bar
shared common area. This option typically reduces CPU overhead.

• Reduced FETCH overhead is now provided. Resource consumption is now optimally calculated and actual statistical
measurements are still captured but the CPU overhead is reduced for FETCH-intensive applications. For example, a
batch job with an OPEN CURSOR and subsequent FETCH statements incurs 39 percent less overhead.

• Reduced overhead is now provided when unloading static SQL text from a datastore. The unload process has been
enhanced to run more efficiently when the unload job and DB2 subsystem are on same LPAR.

IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS Support

CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS now provides the following data at the plan, program, and statement levels to help monitor
and manage your IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS use more effectively:

• Amount of time that a statement spent on the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS (AA_TIME)
• Number of statements that were sent to the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS (AA_CNT)

These fields are supported in the following batch reports and online and historical panels:

• Standard Activity batch reports
• Dynamic SQL Activity batch reports
• Planname Summary Display
• Exception SQL User Summary Display
• Planname Summary Detail Display

New Standard Activity Collection Parameter for Modify Commands

The new STAN parameter lets you control standard activity collection using an MVS modify START(DTR) command. This
enhancement provides the flexibility to start standard collection through MVS console commands, an automated operation
tool, or any other technique with which MVS modify commands can be issued.

New View Definitions for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management 

Views are now defined on CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS tables that are created during installation. The view definitions
enable CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management users to view historical data graphically in the time series facility
using DB2 archive table data from CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS for easier problem diagnosis.

This functionality is enabled in CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management by processing the DDL located
in hlq.CDBASKL0(CHRSDDL1) using ISQL.

NOTE
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• CHRSDDL1 is not part of the post-install process. Process the DDL using ISQL.
• For detailed information about the view definitions, see the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS object definitions.
• This support was added to Version 16.0 and Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF. 

Positive SQL Code Support

Positive SQL codes can now be collected and reported on in the following components when initialized on a collection
(SQL error collection is set to A):

• Current and historical online panels
• Unload facility
• Batch facility

This functionality helps you better detect and understand application SQL error activity.

SQL codes are reported in all of the SQL Error Displays and in the SQL Error batch report. Positive SQL codes are
reported in the following tables:

• PDT_SQLERROR_180
• PDT_ERRORTXT_180
• PDT_ERRORVAR_180

SQL Counts in Detail Reports

SQL counts are now provided in the PLAN, PROG, SQL, KEYPLAN, and KEYPROG Detail reports. This enhancement
provides users with more complete SQL activity reporting.

This functionality is enabled by a new report field, SQL Count.

This field displays the same value that is provided in the SQL CALLS field in the Summary reports.

Support for Larger Workloads and Metrics

The history tables now use the BIGINT data type for metric values. Integers up to 8 bytes are supported. This
enhancement increases the size of the count, accumulated, and DB2 data columns in the history tables. As a result, larger
workloads and metrics higher than 2 billion are now supported.

CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2 Enhancements
DB2 11 BIND parameters are now supported. CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2 now supports the following bind
parameters and the corresponding template statements:

APPLCOMPAT 

Helps verify that the behavior of your static SQL is compatible with a new release of DB2. For example, this option lets
packages that were bound in an earlier release of DB2 take advantage of the DB2 11 features.

ARCHIVESENSITIVE 

Controls whether the value of the SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable affects references to archive-enabled
tables in SQL statements.

BUSTIMESENSITIVE and SYSTIMESENSITIVE 

Controls whether the timestamp values in your application-period or system-period temporal tables are applied at BIND.
Temporal tables provide an efficient means to maintain versioned data and track data trends in your DB2 system. These
tables have defined time periods that contain the start and end timestamp values for each row. The time periods indicate
the time range when a row is valid.
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DESCSTAT 

Controls whether DB2 processes DESCRIBE requests when binding static SQL statements.

CA Fast Check Enhancements
CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

-DISPLAY CA ACTIVE Command Support

CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS now supports the -DISPLAY CA ACTIVE command. You can now check and view the
status of CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS running tasks.

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Fast Index Enhancements
CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

Specify Data Sharing Subgroup in EXEC

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Fast Load Enhancements
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

Establish Default RECLUSTER Settings for All Jobs (Updated)

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS now gives you the ability to establish the default RECLUSTER keyword settings for all
jobs. This keyword specifies whether to sort the data and the clustering index during the load. Previously, specifying
RECLUSTER in your SYSIN syntax was the only way to control these sorts.

This functionality is provided by the following new options in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL):

• PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT
Specifies what to sort when you omit RECLUSTER from SYSIN. The following values are valid:
– SORT-CLINDX
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Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence. This value is the default.
– SORT-ALL

Sorts the clustering index and the data. The resultant tablespace rows are in clustering sequence. 
– SORT-NONE

Does not sort the clustering index or the data. The data must be in the correct order. Rows that are out of order are
discarded.

PFL-RECLUSTER-NO
Specifies whether to sort the clustering index during a load. The following values are valid:
– SORT-NONE

Does not sort the clustering index or the data. The data must be in the correct order. Rows that are out of order are
discarded. This value is the default.

– SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence.

• PFL-RECLUSTER YES
Specifies what to sort during a load. The following values are valid:
– SORT-ALL

Sorts the clustering index and the data. The resultant tablespace rows are in clustering sequence. This value is the
default.

– SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence.

The existing RECLUSTER NO and YES keyword options in SYSIN now use the new UTIL parmlib settings:

• NO uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-NO value.
• YES uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-YES value.

NOTE
The default parmlib settings provide the same product behavior that RECLUSTER NO and YES previously
provided. However, if you change the parmlib settings, RECLUSTER NO and YES will behave differently. For
more information, see the RECLUSTER keyword description.

• The existing NO SORT-CLINDX keyword option
• The following new keyword options:

– NO SORT-NONE
– YES SORT-CLINDX
– YES SORT-ALL

New SORTNUM Parameter

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS now provides an additional parameter for the SORTNUM keyword. SORTNUM tells the
sort program how many sort work data sets to allocate. When the new SORTNUM AUTO parameter is used, CA Fast
Load for DB2 for z/OS calculates the number of sort work data sets for you. The calculation is based on the number
of estimated rows and expected row size being passed to the sort program. Using the new AUTO parameter helps
prevent sort capacity errors.

New MAXTASKS Parameter

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS now provides an additional parameter for the MAXTASKS keyword. MAXTASKS
specifies the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks. When the new MAXTASKS  AUTO parameter is used, CA Fast
Load for DB2 for z/OS calculates the number of tasks for you. The calculation is based on how many indexes the target
table has. Using the new AUTO parameter helps balance your sort throughput.
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Enhanced COPY-BUFFERS Support

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can now allocate up to 360 I/O buffers when calling CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to
create image copies during a load. Previously, the maximum was 50 buffers. These buffers are used for read/write
operations during the copy process. Allocating more buffers can result in shorter processing times.

Specify the Column Order in a Delimited Input File

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS now lets you specify the column order in a delimited input file. Specifically, field
specifications are now honored when INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED is specified. Field specifications describe the data to
be loaded, including the column order. This enhancement lets you load delimited data into a table, even when its column
order does not match the target table. Previously, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS always used the column order from
the target table, regardless of any field specifications that were present. The ability to specify a different column order
provides greater flexibility in terms of which data input files you can use.

Improved Performance During OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD Processing

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can now provide improved performance during OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD, RESUME
YES, REBUILD-INDEX NO loads. Previously, the utility checked for duplicate index keys before unloading the index
data, and again after reloading the index data. Now, the utility checks for duplicate keys only once, after reloading the
data. Eliminating the unnecessary check can reduce processing time and overall CPU usage. The greatest performance
improvement will be experienced when the indexes contain many existing keys with a small number of new keys.

New ESTIMATED-ROWS Option

You can now use Real-Time Statistics (RTS) to specify the existing number of rows in a table before loading an input
data set. Specifying an accurate value lets CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS efficiently allocate sort work data sets and
estimate the sort file size, thereby avoiding overallocation and space limitation issues. Using RTS helps ensure that you
are using an accurate value.

This functionality is enabled through the new RTS parameter for the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword. When you
specify ESTIMATED-ROWS RTS, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the TOTALROWS value from the
SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS table. If the TOTALROWS value is 0 or null, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS obtains
the CARDF value from the DB2 catalog instead.

The ESTIMATED-ROWS int parameter has also been simplified. Previously, the suggested value for this parameter varied
depending on the RESUME value and on whether you were loading one or all partitions. In most cases, you were
instructed to specify the total number of rows that the target table would contain after the input data set was loaded. Now,
the int parameter specifies only the current number of rows in the target table before the load process, regardless of other
syntax options or number of partitions processed. The ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword is used to specify the number of rows
in the input data set.

Load Data from an IBM UNLOAD Data Set

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can now process the output data from IBM UNLOAD jobs that specify FORMAT
INTERNAL. This new functionality provides greater flexibility by supporting your existing IBM UNLOAD jobs. Archived or
historical data sets that are already in the IBM DB2 internal format can also be processed.

This functionality is enabled through the new INTERNAL parameter for the INPUT-FORMAT keyword.

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD Support for Duplicate Keys

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can now process unique indexes with duplicate keys when OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD is
specified. When these keys are encountered, processing continues and the affected records are written to a discard data
set. Previously, processing stopped and the object was placed in recover pending (RECP) status. This enhancement lets
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you take advantage of the BUILD load type even when duplicate keys are present. The BUILD type loads data directly into
a tablespace and can therefore be faster than the ALL load type.

New Utilities Partition Independence Service

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS now uses the new Utilities Partition Independence service when loading data in a
partition-independent manner. This service permits multiple product jobs to process different partitions in the same
tablespace concurrently. Previously, the DB2 PI code was used to accomplish this parallel processing. However, the DB2
PI code provides limited concurrent processing support because it cannot access the logical partitions in nonpartitioned
indexes (NPIs). The Utilities Partition Independence service tracks all utility jobs that are processing partitioned data
and coordinates the starting and stopping of the NPI objects appropriately. Any updates to the NPIs are single threaded
by using ENQs. During concurrent processing, the entire object is stopped and only CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS is
allowed to access the object.

This functionality is automatically enabled. No syntax changes are required.

The PI-KEY-COUNT, PI-MAXTASKS, and PI-RETRY-COUNT keywords are no longer needed to control concurrent
processing. You can omit them from your syntax. If you specify these keywords, they are ignored.

The following new objects are provided to support the Utilities Partition Independence service:

• PTG700T4–Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities.
• PTGL700_RESTART4–Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.
• PTGL700_RESTART4_X1 --Identifies the index on PTI.PTGL700_RESTART4.
• PTG700T5–Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities.
• PTGL700_RESTART5–Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.
• PTGL700_RESTART5_X1–Identifies the index on PTI.PTGL700_RESTART5.

Call IBM RUNSTATS During a Load

You can now call IBM RUNSTATS from within a FASTLOAD job to collect object statistics and update the DB2 catalog.
When native methods are used to collect the statistics, the collection occurs concurrently with the load. When statistics
are collected using RUNSTATS, the collection occurs after the load completes, but still within the same job step. As a
result, using RUNSTATS can potentially decrease processing time. You can also take advantage of RUNSTATS profiles,
which apply a predetermined set of options to the specified tables each time the statistics are collected.

This functionality is enabled through the new RSD (RUNSTATS default) and RSP (RUNSTATS profile) parameters for the
UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword.

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement. 

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Fast Recover Enhancements
CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:
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Log-Only Backout Recovery Support

A log-only backout can now be performed for point-in-time recovery. The backout recovery processing uses logs to undo
all changes that were made to the object from the recovery point until the current state.

This functionality is enabled through the new BACKOUT keyword for the RECOVER control statement. Use this keyword
to recover to a recent point-in-time, when undoing changes from the current state can be faster than restoring a preceding
image copy and applying changes to it.

CA Cloud Storage for System z Support

CA Cloud Storage for System z support is now provided. Cloud Storage for System z simplifies the process of moving
mainframe data storage into a private, public, or hybrid cloud. With support for EMC Data Domain, NetApp, and Riverbed
appliances, it helps organizations plan for Disaster Recovery and reduce the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for storing
and managing their z/OS data.

Data Set Image Copy Specification in SYSIN

CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS now lets you specify image copy data set name using a keyword when the OBID
translation is requested.

This functionality is enabled through the new FULLDSN keyword for the RECOVER control statement.  

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

 

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Fast Unload Enhancements
CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

New Default LRECL Value for Comma-Delimited Output (Updated)

NOTE

• This feature was added as a post-GA PTF.
• The following behavior occurs after PTF RO91742 is applied.

A default LRECL value of 32,756 bytes is now applied to SYSREC data sets when OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-
DELIMITED is specified with LRECL NO. Previously, CA Fast Unload calculated an LRECL value for you based on the
record lengths in the input file. However, this value may not accommodate the record length expansion that can occur
during the unload process (for example, when the input file includes embedded quotes or literal values). The new default
value helps ensure that the records can be unloaded without error.

We recommend that you specify LRECL-USER Keyword and an LRECL value in your SYSREC data set allocations to
ensure that your existing jobs run unchanged. This keyword can be specified in your SYSIN, or in a PFU parmlib member
where it applies to all unload jobs.
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• LRECL-USER NO
Uses the default LRECL value.
For OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED, this value is 32,756 bytes after PTF RO91742 is applied. For other
output formats, this value is still calculated by CA Fast Unload.

• LRECL-USER YES
Uses the LRECL value that you specify in your data set allocations.

Syntax of COMMA Now Enforced with QUOTE NONE

NOTE

• This feature was added as a post-GA PTF.
• The following behavior occurs after PTF RO91742 is applied.

The COMMA keyword cannot be specified with a blank value when QUOTE NONE is specified. This restriction is now
enforced in CA Fast Unload job syntax and helps ensure that the records can be unloaded without error. If you specify
COMMA' ' (or C' ') and QUOTE NONE, the job ends and you receive an error.

We recommend that you review your existing jobs for the use of COMMA' ' (or C' ') and QUOTE NONE and update as
needed.

New QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE Keyword

A new QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE keyword is now provided. This keyword specifies whether to suppress the duplication
of the QUOTE value when unloading character-type data in a comma-delimited format. The QUOTE keyword specifies
the character to use as the field delimiter in the output file. This character is used to enclose character-type output fields
such as CHAR and VARCHAR. If the same character is encountered within the column data, it is also enclosed in quotes
to distinguish it from the quotes that enclose the output field. This duplication of the QUOTE value is the default behavior
because load utilities can distinguish between the enclosing quotes and the embedded quotes. However, some third-party
applications cannot process the embedded QUOTE value. In this case, the new keyword lets you suppress the duplication
of the embedded quote value.

Enhanced Timestamp Formatting with Comma-Delimited Output

You now have more timestamp formatting options when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. These
options include rearranging the timestamp values, specifying different delimiters, and using two-digit years. These
additional formatting options give you greater flexibility when working with applications that use different formats.

This functionality is enabled through the new TSFMT keyword.

LOAD Statement Support with Comma-Delimited Output

You can now generate load control statements when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. Load control
statements let you load data into a table. Having CA Fast Unload generate your load control statements after unloading
the data eliminates user error and saves time and effort.

INTO Statement Support with Comma-Delimited Output

You can now include INTO statements in your syntax when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. INTO
statements let you specify the fields into which to unload the data. These statements can include field specifications
that convert data formats and field lengths during processing. This new functionality gives users greater flexibility when
working with applications that use different formats.
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Enhanced Literals Support in Comma-Delimited Output

Enhanced support for literals is now provided when specifying OUTPUT-FORMAT COMMA-DELIMITED. This new
functionality provides greater flexibility for users.

You can now specify a 1-byte to 4-byte literal with the following keyword:

• NULL-FIELD
Specifies the character string that will represent a null value in the output file.

For the following keywords, literal support has been expanded from 1 byte to 4 bytes:

• COMMA
Specifies which character to use as the field separator.

• ROW-DELIMITER
Specifies which character to use as the end-of-record delimiter.

New FILL Keyword

A new FILL keyword is now provided. This keyword specifies whether to add leading zeros to a field when converting
numeric data types to their external representations. Previously, CA Fast Unload always added leading zeros during
these conversions. The ability to suppress these zeros gives you greater flexibility when formatting data for use by other
applications.

New Data Types Support

BIGINT EXTERNAL and SMALLINT EXTERNAL data types are now supported. These data types provide an external
numeric representation of the integer values from the input data. 

Use the new FILL keyword to specify whether to add leading zeros to a field when converting numeric data types to their
external representations.

Enhanced Null Indicator Support

CA Fast Unload now lets you specify which null indicator to use in the output and where to place it. This new functionality
provides greater flexibility for users.

This functionality is enabled through the new NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE keywords. 

NOTE

The CA Fast Unload syntax is hyphenated (NULL-CHAR and NULL-TYPE). However, NULLCHAR and
NULLTYPE are also supported for compatibility with third-party utilities.

Improved Performance with Large WHERE Clauses

CA Fast Unload now provides improved performance when processing large WHERE clauses natively. Specifically,
processing speed is now increased when you use SQL-ACCESS NONE to process a WHERE clause with a ‘column IN
(value-list)’ that has a very large number of entries. This increased processing speed can shorten the elapsed time of
these unload jobs.

New EXITS Parameters

CA Fast Unload now provides additional parameters in the EXITS keyword. You can use these parameters to control
whether certain messages are included in the job output when user exits are used. Suppressing these messages reduces
the amount of data space that is used in the output queue.

This functionality is provided by the new EXMSG and NO-EXMSG parameters:
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EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}

• EXMSG
Issues messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages. These messages indicate which SELECT
statement and user exit terminate processing. This setting is the default.

• NO-EXMSG
Suppresses messages PFU0188E and PFU0353I when writing output messages.

Enhanced Support for Load Control Statements

CA Fast Unload now provides additional syntax options when generating load control statements. These additional syntax
options, provided as part of the LOAD-CONTROL keyword, let you control whether check pending and copy pending flags
are set when the load control statements are executed. Using these options can help you enforce the referential integrity
of your data.

The following LOAD-CONTROL syntax options have been added:

• CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING YES in the load control statement.

• NO-CHECKPEND
Includes SET-CHECKPENDING NO in the load control statement.

NOTE
CHECKPEND and NO-CHECKPEND are ignored when you specify LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD. The IBM
LOAD utility sets check pending flags by default.

• COPYPEND
Includes SET-COPYPENDING YES in the load control statement.

NOTE
COPYPEND is ignored when you specify LOAD-CONTROL DB2LOAD. The IBM LOAD utility sets copy
pending flags by default.

• NO-COPYPEND
Includes the following syntax in the load control statement:
– SET-COPYPENDING NO (if you specified FASTLOAD)
– LOG NO NOCOPYPEND (if you specified DB2LOAD)

SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is also provided. Support is also
provided for the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Latest Consistent FlashCopy Support

When unloading data from a FlashCopy, you can now specify whether to use the latest consistent FlashCopy that has
been registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. (Previously, specifying INPUT-FORMAT FLASHCOPY with LAST-COPY YES or
MULTI retrieved the latest FlashCopy, regardless of whether it was consistent or nonconsistent.) Consistent FlashCopies
do not contain any uncommitted data changes. Using the latest consistent copy lets you process data that is current from
a specific point in time, with minimal object outage.

This functionality is enabled through the new CONSISTENT and NOT-CONSISTENT parameters in the INPUT-FORMAT
FLASHCOPY option.
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Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

Improved Log Processing Visibility

Improved visibility is now provided into the log processing that occurs when you specify BP-LOOKUP SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. The BP-LOOKUP option views the DB2 log data sets to determine which pages have been updated since
the job began and retrieve the latest pages. BP-LOOKUP uses the Log Reader to identify the quiet point and starting
point and the pages that fall within that log range. The Log Reader generates messages during processing that show its
progress, including which logs have been viewed. Previously, these messages appeared in the job output only when the
job had a nonzero return code. Now, these messages appear for every BP-LOOKUP job, regardless of the return code.
Viewing these messages gives you greater visibility into what log data is being processed. This visibility can help you
determine the source of any processing errors that occur.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Log Analyzer Enhancements
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

Improved Performance of Log Apply Insert-only Mode

The Log Apply utility performance has been improved when migrating data into tables. When executed in the insert-only
mode, Log Apply can now use multiple row inserts (MRI) to process load data set faster. MRI decreases the number of
accesses to DB2 and saves the CPU time and elapsed time compared to insert-only mode. 

This enhancement is enabled via a new option for Log Analyzer processing mode (pla_format = M) and a new parameter
pla_mrinum in the Log Apply control statement.

SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is also provided. Support is also
provided for the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Log Label Support

The use of log labels to define processing ranges is now supported. Log labels can be applied to any particular point in
time, such as date, time, RBA, or LRSN. Log labels let you quickly define a log processing range without needing to look
up exact values. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS lets you create and maintain log labels, and also use log labels
during product and other utility processing.
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Date and Time Expressions in Log Processing Range Specification

The use of expressions with DB2 SQL date and time operands is now supported when specifying the start and end values
for log processing. Using expressions in the log range specification lets you create batch jobs to track specified periods
and rerun those jobs regularly without the need to modify them.

Log Apply Customization for Processing SQL Codes

Various SQL errors can occur during the Log Apply processing, such as the code -803 for the insertion of a duplicate row.
These errors can cause unnecessary termination of the Log Apply processing. You can now customize how Log Apply
responds to the SQL codes to avoid these unnecessary terminations.

This functionality is enabled through the new SQL codes data set, DD statement, and the SQLCODES control statement
in the Log Apply input stream. 

CA Merge/Modify Enhancements
CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

Display Parmlib Options from Modify Component

The Modify component now displays the parmlib options that were in effect when the component was executed. The
Modify component prints the parmlib options to the data set that is specified in the PTIIMSG DD statement.

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Plan Analyzer Enhancements
CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

  

DB2 11 APREUSE(WARN) Support

When the APREUSE(WARN) bind option is used with EXPLAIN(YES), the product now indicates whether the access path
of the previously bound package was successfully applied. If the previous access path was not applied, the REMARKS
field displays the first 60 characters of the message that DB2 EXPLAIN issues. This message describes the reason for
the APREUSE failure. This information helps you easily determine whether DB2 reused an access path to complete the
explain processing.

This functionality is enabled in the REMARKS field in the Access Path and Package Explain reports, and on the PPA Plan
Table Query Detail panel (through the Optimization Hints facility).

DB2 11 BIND and REBIND Parameters Support

The following DB2 11 BIND and REBIND parameters are now supported:
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• APPLCOMPAT
Helps verify that the behavior of your static SQL is compatible with a new release of DB2. For example, this option lets
packages that were bound in an earlier release of DB2 take advantage of the DB2 11 features.

• APREUSE(WARN)
Tells DB2 to BIND or REBIND a package using an existing access path. If the existing access path fails, DB2
continues the package processing with a new access path. Previously, package processing would terminate when an
existing access path failed.

• ARCHIVESENSITIVE
Controls whether the value of the SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable affects references to archive-enabled
tables in SQL statements.

• BUSTIMESENSITIVE and SYSTIMESENSITIVE
Controls whether the timestamp values in your application-period or system-period temporal tables are applied at BIND
or REBIND.

• DBPROTOCOL(DRDACBF)
Allows DRDA access with advanced capabilities for package-based continuous block fetch.

• DESCSTAT
Controls whether DB2 processes DESCRIBE requests when binding or rebinding static SQL statements.

• PROGAUTH
Controls whether DB2 conducts authorization checking before executing a plan. When enabled, DB2 first verifies that
a row in the SYSIBM.DSNPROGAUTH table contains both the plan name that is used in the BIND PLAN or REBIND
PLAN statement and the corresponding program name.

APPLCOMPAT, APREUSE(WARN), ARCHIVESENSITIVE, BUSTIMESENSITIVE, SYSTIMESENSITIVE, and DESCSTAT
are supported in BIND and REBIND package routines and trigger routines. 

DBPROTOCOL is supported for BIND and REBIND package routines.

This new functionality is enabled through the following reports and commands:

• APREUSE(WARN) and DBPROTOCOL(DRDACBF):
– Package BIND Parameters Report
– Package REBIND Parameters Report
– Package List Report
– Package Detail Report
– B, BO, R, and RO line commands
– ADDPACK, BINDPACK, and REBINDPACK primary commands

• APPLCOMPAT, ARCHIVESENSITIVE, BUSTIMESENSITIVE, DESCSTAT, GETACCELARCHIVE,
QUERYACCELERATION, and SYSTIMESENSITIVE:
– Package BIND Parameters Report
– Package REBIND Parameters Report
– B, BO, R, and RO line commands
– ADDPACK, BINDPACK, and REBINDPACK primary commands

• PROGAUTH:
– Plan BIND Parameters Report
– Plan REBIND Parameters Report
– B, BO, R, and RO line commands
– BIND and REBIND primary commands

APPLCOMPAT, ARCHIVESENSITIVE, BUSTIMESENSITIVE, GETACCELARCHIVE, QUERYACCELERATION, and
SYSTIMESENSITIVE are also supported for native SQL and scalar function package routines through the ROA and DPLY
commands.
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DB2 11 PLAN_TABLE Column Support

The values that are specified in the new EXPANSION_REASON and SCAN_DIRECTION columns of the PLAN_TABLE
are now reported. New values are also supported in the MERGN column.

• EXPANSION_REASON
Indicates whether the following built-in global variable or special registers implicitly transformed the explained query:
– SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE built-in global variable
– CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
– CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
Access to this information can help you understand how the settings of your ARCHIVESENSITIVE,
BUSTIMESENSITIVE, and SYSTIMESENSITIVE bind options affect your queries.

• SCAN_DIRECTION
Indicates whether a forward or backward index scan was used for index access.

• MERGN
New values specify whether a merge operation was required for table access that used a data partitioned secondary
index.

This functionality is enabled in the Access Path and Package Explain reports, and on the PPA Plan Table Query Detail
panel (through the Optimization Hints facility).

DB2 11 Explain Table Keys Support

DB2 11 explain tables DSN_STAT_FEEDBACK and DSN_PREDICATE_SELECTIVITY are now supported in CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS future explains. If you have created these explain tables, DB2 automatically populates them
during future explain processing and CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS updates the tables with the catalog source plan
and package name. This enhancement expands your ability to query these tables outside of the product using the plan or
package that is associated with the explained SQL. As a result, you can now access all of the generated explain data.

This functionality is enabled by specifying A (Commit All) in the PLAN_TABLE Option field when setting your explain
options.

NOTE

For more information about creating these explain tables, see the IBM DB2 for z/OS documentation.

DB2 SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support and additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is now provided. Support is also provided for
the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

DB2 10 BIND and REBIND Parameters Support

The following additional DB2 10 BIND and REBIND parameters are now supported:

• GETACCELARCHIVE
Controls whether the static SQL queries that are bound for acceleration retrieve archived data or active data from the
IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.

• QUERYACCELERATION
Controls whether the static SQL queries are bound for acceleration. This parameter also controls the conditions under
which the bound queries are routed to the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.

This new functionality is enabled through the following reports and commands:
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• Package BIND Parameters report
• Package REBIND Parameters report
• B, BO, R, RO, ROA, and DPLY line commands
• ADDPACK, BINDPACK, and REBINDPACK primary commands

DB2 10 EXPLAININPUTSCHEMA Support

The DB2 10 EXPLAININPUTSCHEMA BIND QUERY option is now supported. This option helps ensure that the correct
bind query input is selected from the DB2 tables when creating a statement-level optimization hint.

This functionality is enabled by the EXPLAINSCHEMA field (accessible through the BINDQRYOPT command).

CA-Defined Auto Hversion Definitions

CA-defined auto hversion definitions have been created using best practices. These definitions create a space where you
can save explain output to a historical database. You can assign a CA-defined auto hversion definition to an explain profile
or to the explain options that are used when executing an explain strategy. This enhancement simplifies the process of
saving explain output for future analysis and helps streamline the explain and compare processes.

The following CA-defined auto hversion definitions are now provided:

• @CURRDBA
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a current explain.

• @FUTRDBA
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a future explain.

• @CMPBASE
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a baseline access path analysis.

• @CMPAFTR
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing an access path analysis for comparison against the
baseline.

This functionality is enabled by selecting one of the CA-defined auto hversion definitions while creating or updating an
explain profile or while defining a Quick Explain or Explain Strategy.

NOTE

Each CA-defined auto hversion definition is automatically associated to the relevant CA-defined explain profile.

CA-Defined Explain Profiles

CA-defined explain profiles have been created according to best practices. This enhancement makes it easier to start
executing explains right away, because each profile specifies the default explain options that are recommended for
common product tasks. The explain options include whether to save the explain output to the historical database, which
reports to generate, and the explain type. Using these profiles simplifies the explain and comparison processes.

The following new CA-defined explain profiles are now provided:

• @CMPBASE
Contains the default explain options for generating baseline current explain output that is compared against future
explain output. This profile is typically used before migrating to a new release of DB2.

• @CMPAFTR
Contains the default explain options for generating future explain output that is compared against the baseline current
explain output. This profile is typically used after migrating to a new release of DB2.

• @CURRDBA
Contains the default explain options that a DBA typically selects when performing a current explain.

• @CURRDEV
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Contains the default explain options that a developer typically selects when performing a current explain.
• @FUTRDBA

Contains the default explain options that a DBA typically selects when performing a future explain.
• @FUTRDEV

Contains the default explain options that a developer typically selects when performing a future explain.

This functionality is enabled by selecting one of the CA-defined explain profiles from the PPA Explain Profile Selection List
or from the new PPA CA-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel. The new panel includes questions to guide you through
the explain profile selection process.

To suppress this functionality, use the new profile option, Suppress Expl Prof Select panel or specify Y in the Suppress
this panel next time? field when the PPA CA-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel displays.

The @CMPBASE, @CMPAFTR, @CURRDBA, and @FUTRDBA explain profiles are automatically associated to the
relevant CA-defined auto hversion definition.

The @CURRDBA, @FUTRDBA, @CMPBASE, and @CMPAFTR explain profiles reference the CA-defined @@RULDBA
rule set. The @CURRDEV and @FUTRDEV explain profiles reference the CA-defined @@RULDEV rule set.

CA-Defined Rule Sets

CA-defined rule sets have been created according to best practices. The new @@RULDBA and @@RULDEV rules
sets are optimized to focus on the expert system rules that are most relevant to database administrators and developers.
During an explain, these rule sets are used to govern SQL syntax, physical object design, plan and package bound
design, and the use of predicates. Using these rule sets simplifies the explain and comparison processes.

This functionality is enabled by assigning a CA-defined rule set to the explain profile or explain options when preparing a
Quick Explain or Explain Strategy. In addition, you can specify a CA-defined rule set wherever the Target Rule Set field is
available.

Each CA-defined rule set is automatically associated to the relevant CA-defined explain profile. For example, the
@@RULDBA rule set is associated to the @CURRDBA, @FUTRDBA, @CMPBASE, and @CMPAFTR explain profiles.
The @@RULDEV rule set is associated to the @CURRDEV and @FUTRDEV explain profiles.

Compare Explain Versions Using the Lowest Common DB2 Release Access Path Columns

You can now limit Compare Explain Versions reporting to the lowest common DB2 release access path columns. For
example, if the SQL was first explained on DB2 10 and then explained on DB2 11, CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS determines the access path changes using the access path columns that were present in DB2 10. This method helps
streamline the information that is provided in the Access Path report.

This functionality is enabled by specifying a value in the new DB2 Release field, which is located on the PPA Compare
Versions Report Options panel. By default, this value is set to compare all  the access path columns. Optionally change
this default value to compare only the lowest common DB2 release access path columns by updating the new parmlib
option, DB2 Release (PPCEVHLO).

Expanded IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator Support

Support for the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS has been expanded to now include the following options:

• ACCEL profiles
You can now create and use ACCEL profiles. These profiles help verify that queries that meet certain cost thresholds
are processed on the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS. Each profile lets you specify the thresholds for table
cardinality, result size, and total cost. DB2 considers these thresholds when determining when to process a query on
the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.
This functionality is accessed through the DB2 Profile Services option.
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When an ACCEL profile is started, the Access Path report identifies the profile ID that was applied to the explain
statement. This information is provided in all of the Access Path report formats.

• Future Explain
Future Explain processing now supports the packages that are bound with the QUERYACCELERATION bind option.
This option controls whether the static SQL queries are bound for acceleration and the conditions under which
the bound queries are routed to the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS. This support lets you generate the
access path information for packages that were bound with this option, without issuing a REBIND. If DSNZPARM
ACCELMODEL=YES, Future Explain overrides the value that is specified in the QUERYACCELERATION bind option
and sets the value to NONE. This action allows the access path to generate successfully.

Improved Predicate Reporting

Improved predicate reporting is now provided in enhanced explains. The enhanced explain Predicate report can now
query and report on the explain data in the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain tables, resulting
in more accurate predicate analysis. You can also create these tables.

In addition to indicating whether the predicate is indexable, the predicate stage, and the filter factor, this report now
addresses the following questions:

• Who created the predicate (ORIGIN)?
• Where is the predicate located in the SQL (CLAUSE)?
• Why was the predicate created (ADDED_PRED)? This question is addressed when DB2 created the predicate.

Predicate text is also provided along with the other predicate information contained in the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and
DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain tables.

To generate this report, select Predicate when choosing your enhanced explain report options.

Reuse Auto Hversion Definitions

Auto hversion definitions can now be reused for current and future explains. Previously, when an auto hversion definition
was created or updated, the Explain Type had to be specified. As a result, the auto hversion definition could be used only
for one type of explain. You can now defer the selection of an explain type until an explain profile is created or a quick
explain or explain strategy is defined.

This functionality is enabled by leaving the Explain Type field blank on the PPA Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel.

Simplified Installation Process

The process for installing the product is now simplified. The IBM LOAD utility can now be used to load the following rule
tables:

• PTI.PTPA_ES_RULES_1200
• PTI.PTPA_ES_RU2RE_1200

In addition, the IBM RUNSTATS utility is now used to collect the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS object statistics. The
IBM catalog update function of the PDASTATS utility is deprecated.

Template Support for Auto Hversions and Explain Profiles

Template support is now provided for auto hversion definitions and explain profiles. Templates let you quickly clone and
customize existing definitions and profiles to create new ones. Using these templates facilitates the consistent use of auto
hversion definitions and explain profile values.

This functionality is enabled by using the C (create) and T (template) line commands on the Auto Hversion Maintenance
panel and the Explain Profile Maintenance panel.
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CA Quick Copy Enhancements
CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

zIIP Support

System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) support is now provided. Offloading zIIP-eligible workloads to zIIP
processors can reduce the processing load on your CPUs. zIIP processing can also decrease overall processing time by
implementing tasks in parallel.

CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS can now use zIIP processors for Media Manager processing when making full image
copies. No syntax changes are required.

Support for Automated Switching to EXCP NO

Using the Execute Channel Program (EXCP) processing optimizes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS performance.
However, some objects are not supported by EXCP YES. To let you still benefit from EXCP YES processing, CA
Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS now automatically switches to EXCP NO for the objects that are not supported for EXCP
processing. EXCP processing is still used for the supported objects.

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Cloud Storage for System z Support

CA Cloud Storage for System z support is now provided. CA Cloud Storage for System z simplifies the process of moving
mainframe data storage into the cloud. It is designed to help organizations eliminate costly purchases and reduce the
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for storing and managing their z/OS data.

Support for Copy of Tablespace Indexes

CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS now supports copying of indexes that are associated with the tablespace specified in the
control statement.

This functionality is enabled through the INDEX-ALL keyword.

DFSMSdss Support

Snapshot General Services now provides DFSMSdss (DFDSS) copy support. You can now specify whether to use the
native Snapshot method or DFDSS to copy your data sets. You can also use the failover option, which switches from
the native method to DFDSS. The ability to specify the copy method gives you greater control over the creation of your
Snapshot copies. The failover capability increases the reliability of Snapshot General Services, enabling you to take full
advantage of its high performance copy methods.

For EMC devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present:

• The EMCSCF subsystem is not active.
• The source volume is not eligible.
• The target volume is a Symmetrix Remote Data Facility (SRDF) that is operating in asynchronous mode.

For IBM 2105 (Shark) devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present:

• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is operating as a primary Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC).
• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is operating as a primary Extended Remote Copy (XRC).
• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is already in a FlashCopy relationship.

Failover support is also provided when the target volume is a FlashCopy I Extended Addressability Volume (EAV) device.
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This functionality is enabled through the USEDFDSS parameter in the OPTIONS statement. 

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE

This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA Rapid Reorg Enhancements
CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

New RTS Support for Index-Only Reorganizations

CA Rapid Reorg now supports the use of Real-Time Statistics (RTS) when computing a value for FILSZ during index-
only reorganizations. When the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword is omitted from the syntax, the TOTALENTRIES value
from the SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS table is used to help calculate the appropriate FILSZ value. Specifying an
accurate value lets CA Rapid Reorg efficiently allocate sort work data sets and estimate the sort file size, thereby avoiding
overallocation and space limitation issues. Using RTS helps ensure that you are using an accurate value.

New Symbolic Variables

CA Rapid Reorg now supports three new symbolic variables when allocating output data sets dynamically. These
symbolics provide additional ways to generate unique names for the data sets.

The following symbolics are now supported:

• %PROCSTEP
Inserts the cataloged procedure name. If a cataloged procedure is not used, the step name is substituted.

• %STEPNAME
Generates a unique step name for each generated job step.

• %TIMEH
Inserts a unique time value, in the format HHMMSS.

Additional DB2 11 Extended Logging Support

The RBALRSN_CONVERSION keyword is now supported. This keyword specifies whether to convert the RBA or LRSN
format for the selected object during processing. This keyword can be specified in the hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) parmlib
member (applies to all jobs) or in your SYSIN syntax (for a specific job).

This keyword has the following options:

• NONE–Do not convert the log format. NONE is the default.
• BASIC–Convert the log format to 6 bytes.
• EXTENDED–Convert the log format to 10 bytes.
• NOBASIC–Force the use of 10-byte log formats. This option converts 6 byte log values to 10 bytes.
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DB2 10 Inline LOB Support (Updated)

CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS supports inline large objects (LOBs) in non-native mode. Specify SWITCH-TO-IBM
YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) to process inline LOBs.

Rebalance Data Across Partitions

You can now rebalance data across partitions while reorganizing objects. Over time, data can become irregularly
distributed across tablespace partitions, and processing performance can suffer. Rebalancing the data more evenly can
improve performance.

This functionality is enabled through the new REBALANCE keyword, which is specified as a global option in your SYSIN
syntax.

Call IBM RUNSTATS During a Reorganization

You can now call IBM RUNSTATS from within a REORG job to collect object statistics and update the DB2 catalog.
When native CA Rapid Reorg methods are used to collect the statistics, the collection occurs concurrently with
the reorganization. When CA Rapid Reorg uses RUNSTATS to collect the statistics, the collection occurs after the
reorganization completes, but still within the same job step. As a result, using RUNSTATS can potentially decrease
processing time. You can also take advantage of RUNSTATS profiles, which apply a predetermined set of options to the
specified tables each time the statistics are collected.

This functionality is enabled through the new RSD (RUNSTATS default) and RSP (RUNSTATS profile) parameters for the
UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign DB2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA RC/Compare and CA RC/Migrator Enhancements
CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS have been enhanced with the following
additional support in Version 18.0:

  

Additional DB2 10 and DB2 11 BIND and REBIND Support

Additional DB2 10 and DB2 11 BIND and REBIND parameters are now supported. These new parameters are used to
manage package copies and access paths when binding or rebinding packages.

CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS will now automatically generate the following
parameters on BIND and REBIND statements for existing packages that have been previously bound with these
attributes:
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• APRETAINDUP
Specifies whether to retain an old package copy when its access paths are identical to the incoming copy.

• APREUSE
Specifies whether to reuse previous access paths for SQL statements in a package.

• PLANMGMT
Specifies what to do with the previous, current, and incoming package copies during a rebind.

DB2 SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is also provided. Support is also
provided for the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

DB2 10 Support

The following additional DB2 10 support has been added:

  

MAXPARTITIONS Support for Tablespaces

When the MAXPARTITIONS value of a tablespace changes in a DB2 10 or above environment, the ALTER TABLESPACE
MAXPARTITIONS statement is now generated instead of a DROP/CREATE.

NOTE

You cannot use the MAXPARTITIONS keyword for partitioned tablespaces or range partitioned universal
tablespaces.

The Global Change Sets profile option now includes the MAXPARTITIONS attribute for non-large and large tablespace
objects, in addition to PBGs. You can define and update a global change set for non-large, large, and PBG tablespaces
that contain this attribute. The following tablespace types are now supported:

• SMALL (non-large tablespace)
• LARGE (large partitioned tablespace)
• (New) REGULAR (equivalent to SMALL)
• (New) GROWTH (PBG UTS)

For a MAXPARTITIONS global change to affect non-large or large tablespaces, the tablespace type attribute
must be set to GROWTH. The global change of a non-large or large tablespace into a PBG tablespace defaults to
MAXPARTITIONS 1 when a TO value is not specified.

• Asterisk (any supported tablespace type)

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

MEMBER CLUSTER Universal Tablespaces Support

You can now specify the MEMBER CLUSTER clause for DB2 10 partition-by-growth and range-partitioned tablespaces
(UTS type G and R). This attribute is beneficial in a data sharing environment to reduce page latch contention.

The Mbr Cluster option is provided on the Tablespace Create, Template, and Alter panels. When specified, the generated
tablespace DDL contains the MEMBER CLUSTER clause.

The following product components have been updated:
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• Strategy services. When an analysis is performed on an alteration, comparison, or migration strategy that contains
a tablespace with the MEMBER CLUSTER attribute defined, the generated tablespace DDL contains the MEMBER
CLUSTER clause.

• Global change sets. The Global Change Sets profile option includes the MEMBER CLUSTER attribute for tablespace
objects. This enhancement lets you define or update a global change set for universal tablespaces that contain this
attribute.

• Syntax checker. The stand-alone syntax checker accepts ALTER TABLESPACE MEMBER CLUSTER YES or NO. If
object verification is enabled, the syntax checker also verifies that the tablespace exists and is a UTS.

• Object definition defaults. When you enter the DEF command, the MEMBER CLUSTER attribute is now available for
tablespace objects on the Object Definition Defaults panel. If specified, this value is used as the default value for the
Mbr Cluster field on the Tablespace Create, Template, and Alter panels. You can define object definition defaults for
individuals or groups of users.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as post-GA PTFs.

SEGSIZE Universal Tablespace Support

DB2 10 ALTER TABLESPACE xyz SEGSIZE is now supported. The SEGSIZE keyword specifies the segment size for a
universal tablespace. In previous releases, you were not able to alter the SEGSIZE value for an implicitly created partition-
by-growth tablespace.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Temporal Table Support

Enhanced DB2 10 temporal table support is now provided.

When altering a table, you can now edit a temporal table. This process includes:

• Adding or changing a default attribute of a column defined AS ROW BEGIN, AS ROW END, or AS TRANSACTION
START ID.

• Adding a PERIOD definition.

When creating, altering, or templating a table, you can add the BUSINESS_TIME WITHOUT OVERLAPS clause to the
definition of a unique constraint (use the B option on the Unique Constraints panel).

When creating, altering, or templating an index, you can now specifically include or exclude the BUSINESS_TIME
WITHOUT OVERLAPS clause in the index key. A new field, BTWOO, is provided on the index panels.

You can also use the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) analysis option in migrate, alter, and compare strategies.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as post-GA PTFs.

XML Column Support

The CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS utility model can now be used to unload data from tables that contain XML
columns. Previously, the Batch Processor unload utility was used to process XML columns. Using CA Fast Unload® for
DB2 for z/OS lets you take advantage of its faster performance and also process rows that are larger than 32 KB.

XML Index Support

XML indexes are now supported. You can create and alter an XML index on a column of XML data in a DB2 table to
improve performance during queries on XML documents.
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The index panels have been updated to enable this support. To create an XML index, select the key column with XML
type. New fields have been added as follows:

• As SQL Type
Specifies the SQL data type that is used to store the indexed values.

• Size/Precision
Specifies the size and precision values for an XML index.

• XML Pattern
Specifies the path expression describing the specific parts of the documents to be indexed.

A new XML command is also provided. This command toggles the type of index to XML or from XML to a simple index
and updates the screen options.

You can select an XML index for migration, alteration, or comparison and then generate DDL for the index with the XML
clause on the target subsystem. The GENERATE KEY USING XMLPATTERN clause and the GENERATE KEYS USING
XMLPATTERN clause are supported. 

The following XML data types are supported: VARCHAR, DECFLOAT, DATE, and TIMESTAMP.

The syntax checker can also be used to validate the following attributes for the XMLPATTERN clause:

• The CREATE DDL syntax
• The DB2 restrictions

Group Multiple BIND and REBIND Statements Per Call

You can now group BIND and REBIND statements into .CALL statements by package, plan, and authorization ID during
processing. Reducing the number of .CALL statements can significantly decrease the elapsed time and CPU time for a
job.

The Batch Processor statements in the @DEFAULT utility model now contain #SEG and #ENDSEG keywords to group
the BIND and REBIND statements.

Move and Copy Enhancements with RC/Merger

The following enhancements have been made to the RC/Merger component:

• Cloned object support is now provided. RC/Merger can now determine whether a tablespace:
– Has a clone that is associated with it.
– Can be used against tables that have a clone.

• Row format differences that can exist between tablespaces in source and target subsystems can now be resolved by
RC/Merger while moving or copying data.

• New move and copy options have been added:
– AUTOREPAIR

Repairs the catalog data of the tablespace when the relative byte address (RBA), version, or row format differ in the
source and target subsystems. Set this option to YES to detect any differences and perform the repair automatically.
Previously, a manual repair was required.

– STATS BEFORE COPY
Specifies whether to generate data manipulation language (DML) statements for data statistics before RC/Merger
DATASET calls.

– MERGE CONSISTENCY
Specifies how to control the status of source and target tablespaces and indexspaces.

– SOURCE EXECUTION
Specifies the status of the source tablespaces and indexspaces during execution of the RC/Merger analysis.

– SOURCE FINAL
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Specifies the status of the source tablespaces and indexspaces after execution of the RC/Merger analysis.
– TARGET FINAL

Specifies the status of the target tablespaces and indexspaces after execution of the RC/Merger analysis.

New Batch Processor .CHECK Command (RE-EXEC option)

The new Batch Processor .CHECK command (RE-EXEC option) prevents the accidental reexecution of a CA RC/
Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS strategy analysis output that has already been executed successfully.

New Group Analysis Option

You can now use the new Group Analysis option to perform a group analysis from the Import ICL facility. A group analysis
is where a data set containing ICL (Incremental Change Language) statements is used to produce multiple sets of DDL
based on instructions in a copy group set. This option lets you import ICL to a group of subsystems without having to exit
the Import ICL facility (option 9 on the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS Profile panel).

When importing ICL in from another subsystem, the group copy settings (copy group, group name, and group creator)
are now readily available. To perform this task in previous releases, you had to execute the strategy from the Strategy
Services facility. This enhancement eliminates this extra step and enables you to stay in the Import ICL facility to complete
this task.

New TRANSPOSE Command

You can use the new TRANSPOSE command to transpose values between the FROM and TO attribute values or from
source and target subsystems for the following profile options:

• Global change sets. For a global change set, this command lets you interchange the FROM and TO attribute values for
all objects. 

• Automap mask set. For an automap mask set, this command lets you apply the mask set values from the source
subsystem to the target subsystem or from the target subsystem to the source subsystem. 

This command saves time when you have many environments by letting you reuse existing values.

SET TERMINATOR Statement Support

The new SET TERMINATOR option lets you change the SQL termination character when the default termination
character (;) conflicts with the SQL statements that are used in triggers, indexes, and routines. This enhancement lets you
define an alternate terminating character for DB2 objects with embedded DDL.

This functionality is enabled from the following panels and is supported for migrate, compare, and alter strategies:

• Migrate Strategy Analysis Options
• ICL/Alter/Compare Strategy Analysis Options
• Strategy Recovery Options

Object DDL is generated during analysis using the specified terminator.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Sort Processing Enhancement

You can now suppress the generation of the ORDER BY clause when unloading a table. This enhancement can prevent
sort work outages, and can reduce CPU consumption and elapsed time when sorted data is not needed. 

This functionality is enabled by setting the ORDER BY for UNLOAD (SORTUNLD) option in hlq.CDBAPARM(MIGRATOR)
to NO.
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Space Calculator DSSIZE Support

The Space Calculator now supports a DSSIZE of 128 GB and 256 GB.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Use CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS with IBM LOAD for LOB and XML Columns

You can now use CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS with IBM LOAD when processing tables with LOB and XML columns.
Previously, you could not use IBM LOAD as the load utility when a table contained LOB or XML columns. LOAD requires
that these columns be located at the end, and that variable block spanned (VBS) files be used.

Now, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS moves these columns to the end for CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS. And
when CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS generates the load control statements, it uses the new %INFORM symbolic
to insert FORMAT SPANNED YES in the load syntax. This syntax allows LOAD to load the table data. The ability to
use CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS with IBM LOAD gives you greater flexibility when choosing which utilities to use for
processing.

CA RC/Extract Enhancements
 CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

  

Extended Extract Support

You can now use an extended extract definition to extract and load data. The extended extract functionality lets you
include multiple source definitions to extract data and multiple target definitions to load data. This enhancement reduces
the effort for extracting and loading data individually from the source definitions.

Extended extraction provides the following features:

• Automatic synchronization between extract data set and the target object which reduces the load time of data to the
target objects.

• Ability to perform extract and load processes separately on multiple systems, in different environments.
• Multiple start tables support for extracting data from same or different relationally integrated data sets.
• Supports multiple key files, multiple predicates, and multiple sampling ratios for the extract objects in a single step.
• Ability to duplicate objects in extracts with different data selection criteria.

In batch mode, the generated JCL can be run on any system. This functionality is helpful when application developers and
database administrators have restricted authorization in test and production environments. For example, the application
developers can initiate the extract and load processes and generate the process JCLs in the test environment and share
them with the database administrators. The database administrators can modify and run the JCLs to perform extraction
and load processes in the production environment.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Target Definition Synchronization Support

If an extract object or an extended extract object is modified before loading the data, the changes are automatically
synchronized while creating or updating the target definition and while loading the data.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.
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CA RC/Query Enhancements
CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

DB2 11 Support BIND Parameters

The following additional DB2 11 support has been added to CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS  in Version 18.0:

• DB2 11 BIND parameters and the correspond template statements are supported as follows:
APREUSE 
Controls whether DB2 reuses previous access paths for SQL statements in a package.
ARCHIVESENSITIVE 
Controls whether the value of the SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable affects references to archive-enabled
tables in SQL statements.
BUSTIMESENSITIVE and SYSTIMESENSITIVE 
Controls whether the timestamp values in your application-period or system-period temporal tables are applied at
BIND. Temporal tables provide an efficient means to maintain versioned data and track data trends in your DB2
system. These tables have defined time periods that contain the start and end timestamp values for each row. The
time periods indicate the time range when a row is valid.
DESCSTAT 
Controls whether DB2 processes DESCRIBE requests when binding static SQL statements. 

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

• DB2 11 Extended RBA support is displayed in all reports where RBA information is provided.

Command Enhancements

New Line Commands

The following new line commands have been introduced:

New CLONE Line Command 

You can now execute the CLONE line command on a table object to create its clone table. You can exchange data
between the base table and the clone table by using the EXCHANGE command, whenever necessary.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

New TRUNCATE Line Command 

You can now delete entries from table objects without logging the deleted entries in the system log. Using the TRUNCATE
line command to discard transaction logging can help improve performance when a significant amount of entries which do
not need to be recovered are to be deleted.Note: The TRUNCATE line command is not valid for the following table types:
Auxiliary, XML, MQT, system-period, and global temporary.

New CBIND Line Command 

The new CBIND line command lets you copy an existing package to a different collection or move the package between
a test region and a production region. You no longer have to build an existing package again to be able to use it in a
different location. The CBIND line command can be executed for Plan, Package, or DBRM object types.

New PE Line Command 
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The new PE line command displays the pending SQL statement and details about the pending changes.

New CPBG Line Command 

The new CPBG line command converts tablespaces from the TS-EG report into partition-by-growth (PBG) tablespaces.

 New DB2 Analytics Accelerator Line Commands 

DB2 Analytics Accelerator commands have been added to the set of CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS line commands:

ACCEL 

Marks the table for acceleration with the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator. After a table is marked for acceleration, it
displays in the Table Accelerator (T-AC) report.

DACCEL 

Removes the metadata of a previously accelerated table from the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator and removes the
corresponding table data from SYSACCEL.SYSACCELERATEDTABLES.

ENABLE 

Enables query acceleration for a table (T) object. The ENABLE column of the Table Accelerator (T-AC) report displays the
acceleration status of the table.

DISABLE 

Disables query acceleration for a table (T) object.ALOADLoads data from DB2 for z/OS to the IBM DB2 Analytics
Accelerator according to your specifications.

ALL 

Applies a command to all objects in a report when combined with another DB2 Analytics Accelerator line commands.
For example, ALL ACCEL accelerates all tables in a table report to the specified accelerator. ALL DACCEL removes all
accelerated tables appearing in a T-AC report from their accelerators.

New Accelerator Server DB2 Object and Related Reports

New Accelerator Server (AC) objects are now added to the list of DB2 objects. The Accelerator Server reports display
information that is available in the DB2 system catalog concerning DB2 accelerator servers and their related objects.

New DISPLAY Line Command 

The new DISPLAY line command shows the status of an accelerator server.

New START Line Command 

The new START line command starts an accelerator server and makes it available for applications that use the
accelerator server object.

New STOP Line Command 

The new STOP line command stops an accelerator server and makes it unavailable for applications that use the
accelerator server object.

System Report Line Commands

The following system report enhancements have been added:

RECOVER Command: 

RECOVER command now works on SY-L, SY-IC, IC1 Reports.
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• When RECOVER command is entered on Image copy line, RECOVER TOCOPY is generated.
• When RECOVER command is entered on RBA/LRSN line, RECOVER TORBA/TOLOGPOINT is generated.
• When RECOVER command is entered on SY-IC or IC1, RECOVER TOCOPY report is generated.

 

Routine Report Line Commands

You can now view package details associated with a routine using the new PK line command. When you specify R
(routines) as the primary object, the PK option is now available.

HDDL Command Related Enhancements

When you execute the HDDL command, the HDDL Request Options panel displays. The Creator field has been added to
this panel. The new field lets you set the SQLID of DB2 objects to the ID of their creator. By default, the SQLID of objects
displays the ID of the user who executes the HDDL command. 

HDDL line command provides the following enhancements:

• Generates SET CURRENT SQLID as per CREATEDBY of the object rather than User Logged in.
• Displays object name and object type on HDDL panel on which the HDDL operation is performed.

The new feature helps you avoid using alternative methods to determine the correct creator, thus saving time and
minimizing the risk of errors.

Selective Removal of Changes on TS/IX

You can now remove pending changes selectively. A new SDPEND command enables you to remove selectively pending
changes on table space/Index space from new pending changes report. Previously, the removal of pending changes were
limited to ALL and NONE only.

New SDPEND line command works on TS-PC and I-PC reports that selectively removes the pending changes for TS/IX.
This command preserves all changes except the change on which SDPEND line command is entered.

• TS-PC - Describes the new report on pending changes for table spaces.
• I-PC - Describes the new report on pending changes for index.
• TS-PE - Describes the new detail report for full ALTER text of pending ALTER on a TS.
• I-PE - Describes the new detail report for full ALTER text of pending ALTER on a IX.

Report Enhancements

Wildcard Character Support

The asterisk (*) is now supported as a wildcard character in CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS header fields. The asterisk is
identical to the percent sign (%) wildcard, which lets you substitute a string of zero or more characters in a DB2 query.

Integrated DB2 Analytics Accelerator Reports

DBA/Application programmers can access these DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS reports:

New Accelerator Server List (AC-L) Report 

The new Accelerator Server List (AC-L) report displays a row of basic information for each accelerator server that
matches your selection criteria. The AC-L report has been added to the Accelerator Server report options for the
accelerator server (AC) object type.

New Table Accelerator (T-AC) Report 
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The new Table Accelerator (T-AC) report displays the list of accelerators that are defined on your DB2 system and the
tables that are marked for acceleration. The T-AC report has been added to the Table report options for the table (T)
object type.

Table Report Enhancements

The following new table report enhancements are provided:

New Table Index Column (T-XC) Report 

The new Table Index Column (T-XC) report displays the list of indexes based on each specified table, and the table
columns that are referenced by each index. The T-XC report has been added to the Table report options for the table (T)
object type.

New Table Check Constraint (T-CK) Report 

The new Table Check Constraint (T-CK) report displays a row of information for each table that has associated check
constraints. The T-CK report has been added to the Table report options for the table (T) object type.

New Table Check Detail (CE) Report 

The new Table Check Detail (T-CE) report displays a page of detailed information for each table that has associated
check constraints. The T-CE report has been added to the Table report options for the table (T) object type.

Table Drop Impact (T-DI) Report 

History table information for temporal tables is now displayed in Table Drop Impact (T-DI) reports. You can execute all line
commands for table objects from the history table line in T-DI reports.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Table View (T-V) Report 

The VCol Count column has been added to the Table View (T-V) report. The VCol Count column displays the number of
columns in the table object.

Table Reports Employ Enhanced LGRANT/LREVOKE Functionality 

LGRANT/LREVOKE on a user line in T-UA/V-UA reports brings up the User Authorizations panel related to Table/View
and pre-populates the existing authorizations in the panel. DBAs do not need to remember authorizations with this
enhancement.

Index Report Enhancements

The following enhancements are made to Index object reports:

Index Detail (I-D) report 

The Sparse column is added to the Index Detail (I-D) report. The column indicates whether an index is sparse. A sparse
index has fewer index entries compared to other indexes; it may not have an entry for each data row in the table. This
support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Index List (I-L) report 

The Include column is added to the Index List (I-L) report. This column indicates whether an index is an Include index.
Include indexes have additional non-key columns called Include columns added to the set of key columns. Only unique
indexes support Include columns. The use of Include columns reduces the need for additional indexes, lowering index
maintenance and physical storage requirements.
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NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

New Index-Pending Changes (I-PC) Report 

The new I-PC report displays the index objects that have changes pending. This report is added to the Index (I object
type) report options.

New Index Real-time Statistics (I-RT) Report 

The new I-RT report displays a row of real-time statistics for each index object that matches your selection criteria. This
report is added to the Index (I object type) report options. The BIGINT data type is supported.

New DPEND Command 

The new DPEND command lets you drop all pending changes for an index object. Executing this command removes all
rows that are related to the index from the I-PC report.

New SDPEND Command 

The new SDPEND command lets you drop one or more selected pending changes for an index object. Executing this
command removes the selected rows that are related to the index from the I-PC report.

Tablespace Report Enhancements

The following enhancements are made to Tablespace object reports:

New Tablespace-Pending Changes (TS-PC) Report
The new TS-PC report displays the tablespace objects that are pending definition changes. This report is added to the
Tablespace (TS object type) report options. You can now list all eligible segmented table spaces and convert them to PBG
table space.

New Tablespace Eligible for PBG List (TS-EG) Report
The new TS-EG report displays a row of basic information for each tablespace that is eligible to be a partition-by-growth
(PBG) tablespace and matches your selection criteria. This report is added to the Tablespace (TS object type) report
options.

New Tablespace Real-time Statistics (TS-RT) Report
The new TS-RT report displays a row of real-time statistics for each tablespace object that matches your selection criteria.
This report is added to the Tablespace (TS object type) report options. The BIGINT data type is supported.

New DPEND Command 

The new DPEND command lets you drop all pending changes for a tablespace object. Executing this command removes
all rows that are related to the tablespace from the TS-PC report.

New SDPEND Command
The new SDPEND command lets you drop one or more selected pending changes for a tablespace object. Executing this
command removes the selected rows that are related to the tablespace from the TS-PC report.

View Report Enhancements

The following View object reports are enhanced: 

View List (V-L) Report 

The Col Count column are added to the View List (V-L) report. The Col Count column displays the number of columns in
the view object.

View Detail (V-D) Report 
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The following fields are added to the View Detail (V-D) report. The fields provide more information about the views and are
modeled on the Table Detail (T-D) report.

• Owner
• Owner Type
• Created
• Altered
• Type
• Number of Columns
• Relcreated
• Enable
• Maintenance
• Refresh
• Refresh Time
• Isolation Level
• App_Encoding_CCSID
• Encoding Scheme
• Pathschemas

The following new View object reports are added to the View (V object type) report options:

New View Alias (V-A) Report 

The new View Alias (V-A) report displays the list of aliases that are defined to a view. This report is added to the View (V
object type) report options.

New View Trigger (V-TG) Report 

The new View Trigger (V-TG) report displays the list of triggers that are defined to a view. This report is added to the View
(V object type) report options.

Table Reports Employ Enhanced LGRANT/LREVOKE Functionality 

LGRANT/LREVOKE on a user line in T-UA/V-UA reports brings up the User Authorizations panel related to Table/View
and pre-populates the existing authorizations in the panel. DBAs do not need to remember authorizations with this
enhancement.

Collection Report Enhancements

The following enhancements are made to Collection object reports:

Collection List (CL-L) Report 

The CL-L report now displays collections even when they do not have associated packages. The complete collection list is
now displayed, including collections that do not contain packages, but have associated plans or authorizations. Having a
complete collection list ensures that all unwanted collections are removed during collection clean-up.

Package Report Enhancements

The following Package object reports have been enhanced:

Package Detail (PK-D) Report 

The following columns are added to the Package Detail (PK-D) report:

•  SYSTIMESENSITIVE 
•  BUSTIMESENSITIVE 
•  ARCHIVESENSITIVE 
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These columns indicate the values of the respective bind options.

Package Statement (PK-ST) Report 

The EXPANSION REASON column is added to the Package Statement (PK-ST) report. This column indicates whether a
query transformation occurred when the package was bound, and also the reason behind the query transformation.

Routine Report Enhancements

The Routine Package report lists the dependent packages and provides basic information about the related packages.

NOTE

This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Sequence Report Enhancements

The new Sequence Alias (SQ-A) report has been added to the Sequence (SQ object type) report options. This report
displays a list of aliases that are defined to a sequence.

System Report Enhancements

The following system report enhancements have been added:

System Utility Display Report: 

The following columns are added to the System Utility Display report:

• Member
• Obj in List
• Obj Started

The new columns provide more information about the DB2 data sharing group member that the utility job is running under.

CA RC/Update Enhancements
 CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

DB2 SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is also provided. Support is also
provided for the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

DB2 10 ALTER TABLESPACE MAXPARTITIONS Support

When the MAXPARTITIONS value of a tablespace changes in a DB2 10 or above environment, the ALTER TABLESPACE
MAXPARTITIONS statement is now generated instead of a DROP/CREATE.

NOTE

 You cannot use the MAXPARTITIONS keyword for partitioned tablespaces or range partitioned universal
tablespaces. This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

DB2 10 MEMBER CLUSTER Support for Universal Tablespaces

You can now specify the MEMBER CLUSTER clause for DB2 10 partition-by-growth and range-partitioned tablespaces
(UTS type G and R). This attribute is beneficial in a data sharing environment to reduce page latch contention.
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The Mbr Cluster option is provided on the Tablespace Create, Template, and Alter panels. When specified, the generated
tablespace DDL contains the MEMBER CLUSTER clause.

For object definition defaults, when you enter the DEF command, the MEMBER CLUSTER attribute is now available for
tablespace objects on the Object Definition Defaults panel. If specified, this value is used as the default value for the Mbr
Cluster field on the Tablespace Create, Template, and Alter panels. You can define object definition defaults for individuals
or groups of users.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF

DB2 10 SEGSIZE Support

DB2 10 ALTER TABLESPACE xyz SEGSIZE is now supported. The SEGSIZE keyword specifies the segment size for a
universal tablespace. In previous releases, you were not able to alter the SEGSIZE value for an implicitly created partition-
by-growth tablespace.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

DB2 10 Temporal Table Support

DB2 10 temporal table support has been extended.

When altering a table, you can now edit a temporal table. This process includes:

• Adding or changing a default attribute of a column defined AS ROW BEGIN, AS ROW END, or AS TRANSACTION
START ID.

• Adding a PERIOD definition

You can also use the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) analysis option.

When creating, altering, or templating an index, you can now specifically include or exclude the BUSINESS_TIME
WITHOUT OVERLAPS clause in the index key. A new field, BTWOO, is provided on the index panels.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as post-GA PTFs.

SET TERMINATOR Statement Support

The new SET TERMINATOR option lets you change the SQL termination character when the default termination
character (;) conflicts with the SQL statements that are used in triggers, indexes, and routines. This enhancement lets you
define an alternate terminating character for objects with embedded DDL.

This functionality is supported by including the new SETTERM and RSETTERM RC/Alter batch JCL parameters with your
PARMFILE DD input statements.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Sort Processing Enhancement

You can now suppress the generation of the ORDER BY clause when unloading a table. This enhancement can prevent
sort work outages, and can reduce CPU consumption and elapsed time when sorted data is not needed. 

This functionality is enabled by setting the ORDER BY for UNLOAD (SORTUNLD) option in hlq.CDBAPARM(MIGRATOR)
to NO.
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Space Calculator DSSIZE Support

The Space Calculator now supports a DSSIZE of 128 GB and 256 GB.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Unicode Support in Browse and Edit

Unicode support for Browse and Edit is now supported using the HEX and EXPLODE commands.

NOTE

 This support was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

XML Index Support

XML indexes are now supported. You can create and alter an XML index on a column of XML data in a DB2 table to
improve performance during queries on XML documents.

The index panels have been updated to enable this support. To create an XML index, select the key column with XML
type. New fields have been added as follows:

• As SQL Type–Specifies the SQL data type that is used to store the indexed values.
• Size/Precision–Specifies the size and precision values for an XML index.
• XML Pattern–Specifies the path expression describing the specific parts of the documents to be indexed.

A new XML command is also provided. This command toggles the type of index to XML or from XML to a simple index
and updates the panel options.

CA Recovery Analyzer Enhancements
CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now provides an improved process for analyzing multiple recovery strategies.
Previously, when users selected multiple strategies, each strategy was analyzed separately and the user was prompted to
confirm the analysis options for each strategy. Now, when users select multiple strategies, they can analyze the strategies
in a single batch job. Instead of prompting the user to confirm the analysis options for each strategy, the options that had
previously been specified during strategy creation are used. Analyzing multiple strategies in a single batch job simplifies
the task of generating up-to-date recovery JCL that can be kept ready to use.

This functionality is enabled through a new product panel that automatically appears when you select multiple strategies.

CA SQL-Ease Enhancements
CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

 

SQL DML Syntax Support

DB2 11 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. Additional DB2 10 SQL DML syntax is also provided. Support is also
provided for the CURRENT_LC_CTYPE special register.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

CA-Defined Rule Set Support

CA-defined rule sets are now provided. The new @@RULDBA and @@RULDEV rules sets are defined according to
best practices and are optimized to focus on the expert system rules that are most relevant to database administrators
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and developers. During an explain, these rule sets are used to govern SQL syntax, physical object design, and the use of
predicates. Using these rule sets simplifies the explain process.

This functionality is enabled by specifying a CA-defined rule set in the Rule Set field when updating the report options in
an Enhanced Explain.

IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS Support

Expanded IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS support is now provided. The IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS
quickly filters and processes enormous amounts of data.

You can now create and use ACCEL profiles. These profiles help verify that queries meeting certain cost thresholds are
processed on the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS. Each profile lets you specify the thresholds for table cardinality,
result size, and total cost. DB2 considers these thresholds when determining when to process a query on the IBM DB2
Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.

This functionality is accessed through the DB2 Profile Services option. In addition, when an ACCEL profile is started, the
Access Path report identifies the profile ID that was applied to the explain statement. This information is provided in all of
the Access Path report formats.

Improved Predicate Reporting

Improved predicate reporting is now provided in enhanced explains. The enhanced explain Predicate report can now
query and report on the explain data in the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain tables, resulting
in more accurate predicate analysis. You can also create these tables.

In addition to indicating whether the predicate is indexable, the predicate stage, and the filter factor, this report now
addresses the following questions:

• Who created the predicate (ORIGIN)?
• here is the predicate located in the SQL (CLAUSE)?
• Why was the predicate created (ADDED_PRED)? This question is addressed when DB2 created the predicate.

Predicate text is also provided along with the other predicate information contained in the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and
DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain tables.

To generate this report, select Predicate when choosing your enhanced explain report options.

Simplified Installation Process

The process for installing CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS is now simplified. The IBM LOAD utility is now used to load the
following rule tables:

• PTI.PTPA_ES_RULES_1200
• PTI.PTPA_ES_RU2RE_1200

In addition, the IBM RUNSTATS utility is now used to collect the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS object statistics. CA
SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS uses these statistics.

The IBM catalog update function of the PDASTATS utility is deprecated. 

CA Subsystem Analyzer Enhancements
 CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:
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DB2 11 SQL Statement Types Support

The CREATE VARIABLE and the DROP VARIABLE statement types are now supported. You can now view the current
SQL call information for these statement types, including the SQL call text, for active threads executing in DB2. This
support expands the depth of your SQL statement monitoring.

This functionality is provided in the Create Session Variable and Drop Session Variable fields on the DB2 Subsystem SQL
Displays.

Support for Larger Workloads and Metrics

The history tables now use the BIGINT data type for metric values. Integers up to 8 bytes are supported. This
enhancement increases the size of the count, accumulated, and DB2 data columns in the history tables. As a result, larger
workloads and metrics higher than 2 billion are now supported.

Datastores Compatible Across Releases

Datastores are now forward and backward compatible across multiple releases. This enhancement simplifies migration to
new releases because all datastore data remains accessible.

This functionality is enabled by using the same, original control file in multiple Xmanagers.

In addition, a new column, Release, identifies the product release where the data was collected. This column displays on
the Datastore Interval Summary panel.

NOTE

 This support was added to Version 16.0 and Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF. 

New View Definitions for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management 

Views are now defined on CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS tables that are created during installation. The view
definitions enable CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management users to view historical data graphically in the time series
facility using DB2 archive table data from CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS for easier problem diagnosis.

This functionality is enabled in CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management by processing the DDL located
in hlq.CDBASKL0(CHRSDDL2) using ISQL.

NOTE

• CHRSDDL2 is not part of the post-install process.
• For detailed information about the view definitions, see the CA Subsystem Analyzer object definitions.
• This support was added to Version 16.0 and Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF. 

CA SYSVIEW for DB2 (CA Insight DPM) Enhancements
 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (formerly known as CA Insight DPM) has been enhanced with
the following additional support in Version 18.0:

  

DB2 11 Automatic Index Cleanup Reporting

DB2 11 automatic index cleanup reporting is now provided. CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 now reports on the automatic index cleanup activities of the pseudo delete daemon. Data can be provided at hourly
intervals for each database and index space. Use this information to:
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• Determine how often the pseudo deleted daemon is active.
• Identify the number of deleted or cleaned pages.

This functionality is enabled through the new PSEDOSUM IQL request. This request reports on the data that the IFCID
(377) PSEUDO-DELETED collects. The data is available online in a new user-started report, Pseudo Deleted Cleanup
Summary Activity. This report is also supported in batch.

DB2 11 Buffer Pool Page Frame Size

DB2 11 buffer pool page frame sizes of 4 KB, 1 MB, and 2 GB are now supported. These values tell you how much real
storage is used so that you can tune your DB2 subsystem accordingly. You can specify these values on the real-time
Buffer Pool List and Buffer Pool Threshold Detail displays. They are defined to the STATS-BUFFER-SIZES IQL record.

DB2 11 IFCID Support

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 now supports and exploits most new and updated DB2
11 IFCID records. IQL requests have been changed and new ones added to support the new records and fields. The
following records and the related batch reports have been updated to support DB2 11 fields:

 Common Fields
New fields specify end-user workstation and transaction names, the ACE of an agent that initiates an accounting interval,
TCB or SRB CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine, and TCB or SRB time consumed only on CPU. 

 (003) ACCT
New fields provide more information about autonomous transactions, parallel query processing, and the extended
accounting string area.

 (27) SORTRUN
New fields identify the number of records in-memory or in the physical work file. Sparse index data is also provided.

 (38) LOG-WRITE-ST and (39) LOG-WRITE
New fields help provide a better understanding of active log write I/O activity.

 (58) SQL-STMT
New fields report the zIIP processing time that is devoted to processing triggers for each SQL statement. The SQL
statement type and expansion reason is also provided.

 (59) SQL-STMT-ST
A new field provides information about expansion reason of the SQL statement.

 (106) DSNZPARM and (1006) CURR-PARMS
New fields support reporting on DB2 11 DSNZPARMs.

 (126) LOG-BUFFER
New fields support extended RBA values.

 (148) THREAD-STATS
New fields support alternate DDF and active enclave tokens. More new fields specify end-user workstation and
transaction names and the ACE of an agent.

 (217) STMG-POOL-STATS
New fields provide more information about IRLM storage pools.

 (225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY
New fields provide detailed information about IRLM, statement, and shared and common storage.

 (313) LONG-UR-CKPNT
New fields support the nontruncated end-user workstation and transaction names.

 (316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS and (401) EDM-POOL-STMTS
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New fields support the estimated, planned, and actual degree values. (316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS also supports
transaction name, end-user ID, and workstation identification fields.

 (325) TRIGGER-ACTIV
New fields report the zIIP time that was spent processing nested and non-nested triggers.

 (346) THREAD-PACKAGES
A new field reports on parallel query processing.

 (1001) CURR-STATS
New fields provide more support for IFI-CHECKPOINT and distributed processing statistics.

 (1002) CURR-STATS
New fields provide more support for statistics in the following categories: 

• Buffers
• RIDlist
• EDM Pool
• Group Buffer Pools
• IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator
• SQL

 (1026) STATS-BUFFER-SIZES
New fields provide more information about the buffers on the SLRU chain.

The following records are new with DB2 11:

 (377) PSEUDO-DELETED
New fields provide more information about the activity of the index pseudo delete daemon.

 (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT
New fields provide information when an SQL statement uses formats incompatible with the current version of DB2. 

DB2 10 Audit Trace Support

DB2 10 audit traces are now supported. Audit traces help identify different types of events and the users that are
associated with them. This information helps security administrators or EDP Auditors manage corporate authorization
procedures.

This support is enabled in the following IQL requests and reports:

 Trusted Context Activities (AUDCLASA)
Displays all of the reused and established trusted connections that are in use. This report helps verify that only trusted
hosts are connecting to the DB2 subsystem.

 Audit Administrative Authorities (AUDCLASB)
Displays the activity that was performed with administrative authority on system and database objects. This report
identifies checked privileges, the authorization ID that has the involved authority. The SQL and command text are also
displayed.

 Utility Activity (UTILTRAC)
Identifies the utilities that are running, the objects that the utility accesses, and the output data sets. An ILOG-friendly
version of this report, UTILTRAL, is also available.

 Audited DDL (AUDCLAS3)
Displays the instances of the CREATE, ALTER, and DROP statements that were executed against the audited tables,
trusted contexts, row permissions, and column masks.

 DB2 Commands Issued (DB2CMDS)
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Displays an audit trail of all DB2 commands and who issued them. This information is also sent to the Messages function
for viewing in context with other subsystem activity. This version of the DB2CMDL report is suitable for ILOGs.

 Start Trace with Audit Policy (BTAUDPOL)
Displays the audit policy start trace events (START TRACE commands with the AUDITPOLICY option).

DB2 10 Stored Procedure and UDF Support

DB2 10 stored procedure and user-defined function (UDF) support is now provided in new and updated IFCIDs, IQL
requests, and batch reports. These IFCIDs and requests provide detailed information about stored procedures, UDFs,
and the statements that were executed within stored procedures and UDFs. This information can help tune the stored
procedure and UDF performance at the statement level.

 New and Updated IFCIDs 

The following new IFCIDs are now supported:

• (380) STORPROC-DETAIL
• (381) UDF-DETAIL
• (497) STMT-OUT-SP-UDF
• (498) STMT-INSIDE-UDF
• (499) STMT-INSIDE-SP
• (1045) SP-UDF-DETAIL
• (1046) STMT-INSIDE-SP-UDF

IFCID (233) STORED-PROC-EXE has been updated to include new fields that make it easier to identify the SQL
statement that invoked the stored procedure or UDF.

 IQL Requests 

The SQLTRACE and HPRSTDTL IQL requests have been updated with fields from IFCIDs 233, 380, and 381. In addition,
the following new IQL requests are provided:

• RTNSUM (SP/UDF Summary Report)
Helps you determine which routines consume the most resources. You can also identify how many times each routine
executed on a different nesting level, and how many times a routine failed. This report gathers data from IFCIDs 233,
380, and 381 and provides a summary of stored procedures and UDF data in a tabular format. Routines can also
be sorted by elapsed DB2 time in descending order. Records in this IQL request are grouped by procedure name,
schema, version, nesting level, routine type, and program name. These records are ordered according to the routine
name. Total and average elapsed times are provided. From this report, you can access detailed information for the
routines that are currently executing, including the SQL statements.

• RTNSTSUM (SP/UDF Statement Summary Report)
Gathers data from IFCIDs 233, 497, 498, and 499 and lists the SQL statements that the selected stored procedure or
UDF executed. The statement ID and type are displayed and you can view detailed information for the SQL statements
that are currently executing, including the SQL text.

• PRTRACE (SP/UDF Trace Report)
Helps you monitor the execution flow of your stored procedures and UDFs. For example, you can identify how routines
are being invoked and the amount of resources that the routines use. Information about the entry and exit of each
routine is provided, highlighting the calling hierarchy of the nested activity. Routines can be sorted by elapsed DB2
time in descending order, listing the most expensive routine first. More information, including the routine type, event,
collection, transaction, end user, and event time is provided. From this report, you can access detailed information for
the routines that are currently executing, including the SQL statements.

• PRTRCDTL (SP/UDF Statement Trace Report)
Lists the SQL statements that the selected routine executed. The statement ID and type are displayed, and the
transaction, end user, and event time are also provided. You can view the SQL text for each statement that this panel
displays.
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To enable the new IQL requests in the online interface, access the User Started Reports and selecting the SP and UDF
Monitoring Requests option.

 Batch Reports 

The following batch reports have been updated with fields from IFCIDs 233, 380, 381, 497, 498, and 499:

• (BTRECTRC) Detail Trace of DB2 Activity Report
• (BTSQLTRL) Trace all SQL Statements

The following new batch reports are provided:

• (BTPRTRCE) SP/UDF Trace
• (BTRTNSUM) SP/UDF Summary

Auditor Menu Enhancements

Activation and display of the Auditor Reports is now supported from the Auditors Menu. This menu has also been
enhanced to show the status, title, owner, and start time for each request.

Previously, the Auditors Menu was simply a subset of the Systems Menu options. Audit related requests were not
displayed. This enhancement simplifies the process of activating and displaying the Auditor Reports. For example, if
the request is active, authorized users can select the request and can display the data. If the request is not active, an
authorized user can start the request.

CA OPS/MVS Support for Exceptions and IQL Requests

 CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation support is now provided for CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2 exceptions and IQL requests.

You can now update or define an exception so that the thread identification data and exception event is reported directly
through the CA OPS/MVS interface.

Previously, a write-to-operator (WTO) message was required to report CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option
for DB2 information in CA OPS/MVS.  his enhancement helps streamline the process for addressing exception events.

In addition, IQL requests can now specify CA OPS/MVS as an output destination using the OPSMVS keyword.

The CALL-OPS data collector SYSPARMS enables this functionality.

Data Sharing Group Reporting

Data sharing group reporting is now supported. <idb2> now collects data and reports on all members in a data sharing
group. This information lets you quickly determine how many resources the data sharing group consumes. Access to this
data helps simplify the process of monitoring and managing data sharing groups.

This information is provided in the new real-time System Snapshot and modified DB2 Group Members panel.

Expanded (BTSTASM1) DB2 System Services Address Space Statistics Report

Expanded statistics support is now provided in the (BTSTASM1) DB2 System Services Address Space Statistics Report.
These statistics help improve your understanding of your DB2 address space performance.

This report has been expanded and redesigned to be similar to the (BTSTATR1) Statistics Data Trace Report. BTSTASM1
now includes more statistics in the Log Manager and Storage Manager categories. In addition, this report includes the
following new categories:
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• Address Space Manager Statistics
• Latch Manager Statistics
• z/OS System Statistics
• Subsystem Services Statistics

Expanded IFCID 23 and 25 Support

Expanded support is now provided for (23) UTILITY-ST and (25) UTILITY. Use the newly supported fields to obtain more
in-depth information about how your utilities perform.

New fields in IFCID 23 show the specified keywords for the COPY, RECOVER, LOAD, UNLOAD, REORG, REBUILD, and
RUNSTATS utilities. 

New fields in IFCID 25 show the job name, step name, and the CPU and zIIP times that a utility used.

Expanded IFCID 258 Support

Expanded support is now provided for (258) DATASET-EXTEND. New IQL exception EXCP0258 tracks data set
extension activity and informs when the maximum data set size, number of volumes, or number of extends is
approaching. New summarized report DSEXTNDS displays information about the last obtained extent of a DB2 data set
and its characteristics.

Expanded zIIP Support

Expanded System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) support is now provided. Offloading data collector workloads
to zIIP processors can reduce the processing load on your CPUs. zIIP processing can also decrease overall processing
time by implementing tasks in parallel.

The following new functionality enables this support:

 New ZIIP-USE SYSPARM 

Specifies whether the data collector uses zIIP processing. The default is YES.

The following data collector functions can run a zIIP processor:

• IFI trace record processing for READA collected trace records
• History records processing to satisfy an online user history request
• Batch report processing
• Exceptions Processor execution

 New DCCPU Command (INS D) 

Provides the following information for the data collector:

• Data collector tasks.
• CP time is displayed when ZIIP-USE=NO.
• CP time, zIIP on zIIP time, zIIP on CP time, and task switches for each task are displayed when ZIIP-USE=YES.

CP time and zIIP eligible time for each task are displayed when ZIIP-USE=SRB. This setting helps determine how
much CP time can be offloaded to zIIP.

• Number of Unicode quick conversions and the number of Unicode conversions that were sent to the CA Technologies
conversion service.

• Total CPU time.
• Total elapsed time following the start of the data collector.
• The percentage of total CPU time spent executing on a zIIP processor.

These statistics are also written to DBGPRINT during a normal data collector shutdown.
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 Improved zIIP Metrics Reporting 

Provides the DB2 thread execution and eligibility zIIP times in the THRDDETL, HTDETL, and HTUDETL requests. These
fields provide detailed information about zIIP utilization for particular threads.
Support for these fields was added in Version 17.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Expanded IBM DB2 Accelerator Support

The IBM DB2 Accelerator quickly filters and processes enormous amounts of data. Using CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2 to collect and report on IBM DB2 Accelerator-related trace data helps monitor and manage
your IBM DB2 Accelerator use more effectively. For example, you can compare the IBM DB2 Accelerator SQL execution
time against the locally executed SQL and can tune your IBM DB2 Accelerator use.

Command counts are now provided for the following ACCEL commands:

• -DISPLAY ACCEL
• -START ACCEL 
• -STOP ACCEL

DB2 10 accelerator-related fields are now supported in the following IFCID records:

• (002) STATS2
• (003) ACCT

– DB2 Accounting Record
– Package Statistics 

• (106) DSNZPARM
• (148) THREAD-STATS
• (346) THREAD-PACKAGES

– Package Statistics(1002) CURR-STATS2
• (151) IDB2ACCT. New accelerator-related fields from CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS are supported.

Real-time and History panels for Accelerator Services have been updated to report on:

• Accelerator-eligible elapsed, CPU, and zIIP times. These values represent SQL processed in DB2 that could have
been processed on the accelerator. 

• New accelerator-related wait trace event and accumulated wait times are reported on the current and historical
package/DBRM panels. 

• The status of the DB2 DSNZPARM ACCELMODEL is now reported on the DB2 Subsystem Parameters panel.

A new panel, (THRDACCL) Thread Accelerator Services, provides the following real-time information related to active
threads:

• Accelerator server resource use and failures 
• Number of queries that use the accelerator server
• Average and total resource use for each query
• Accelerator-eligible elapsed, CPU, and zIIP times 

The System Snapshot panels now display selected DB2 accelerator metrics.

The following batch reports provide information about IBM DB2 Accelerator activity:
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• (BTSTASM1) DB2 System Services Address Space Statistics and (BTSTATR1) Statistics Data Trace. New fields
provide the ACCEL command counts.

• (BTACTSML) Detailed Summary of Accounting Information and (BTACTTRL) Detailed Trace of Accounting
Information. New fields report on accelerator wait times and accelerator-eligible elapsed, CPU, and zIIP times.

• (BTSYSPRM) System Parameters Report. A new field reports on the status of the ACCELMODEL DSNZPARM.
• (BTSTASM2) Summary of DB2 Database Address Space Statistics Report and (BTSTATR1) Statistics Data Trace

Report. New fields report on accelerator performance, CPU, storage, and state.

Explain Support

You can now invoke explains from the current and historical package/DBRM list and detail panels. After you invoke an
explain, you can obtain catalog and plan table data for a selected package. This data helps you assess plan and package
performance.

This functionality is enabled by using the E line command.

The explain processing is also enhanced with the following changes:

• DB2 Analytics Accelerator information
• Create/drop support for the DSN_QUERYINFO_TABLE
• New system parameter PANEL-EXPLAIN-DB controls the default value of database name in the EXPLAIN utility

Improved Thread Cancellation Security

Improved thread cancellation security is now provided. You can now control whether authorization ID associated with
a logged user or the data collector is used to cancel threads through Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM. This
enhancement helps to ensure that proper authorization is used in DB2 to cancel threads from within CA SYSVIEW®

Performance Management Option for DB2.

This functionality is enabled through the new system parameter THREAD-CANCEL-AUTHID.

The CANCEL command is also enhanced. CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 now does not
cancel data collector threads through the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM from Active Threads panels or
Exception system.

You can now also cancel multiple threads on the Threads Identified to DB2 (THRDACTV) panel.

NOTE

 When upgrading from the prior release, you might need to apply changes to the Thread Termination\Dynamic
DSNZPARM security, DB2 security, and external security so that authorized users are able to cancel threads.

Increased Maximum Field Length in the Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW) Utility

The Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW) utility now supports field names up to 30 characters. This utility lets you
store DB2 performance data in the DB2 tables by generating a CREATE TABLE statement with one column for each field
in your IQL request. Previously, only field names up to 18 characters were supported; longer field names were truncated.
This enhancement makes it easier to correlate the field names in your IQL request with the columns in the DB2 table.

Improved Unicode Conversion Support

Unicode quick conversions are now supported when the DB2 DSNZPARM UIFCIDS=YES. This support can result in a
significant decrease in the CPU used to convert the Unicode fields.
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Rollup Record Accounting Data Support

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 accounting data is now supported in DB2 accounting rollup
records. CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 can now correlate its accounting record to the
trace data for distributed/RRSAF threads in a rollup record. Use this information to help tune the activity from remote
applications.

A new SYSPARM, HIST-ACCT-DETAIL-ROLLUP, controls whether this data is collected and reported in the IDB2ACCT
records (IFCIDs 151 and 1034). Data is provided in real time and in history.

Sort Status and Column Header Indexes

Sort status and column header indexes are now supported for sortable reports. The sort status indicates whether sorting
is available and identifies the active SORT command. When activated, the column indexes let you view the order number
for each column, which simplifies the process of creating your SORT command.

This functionality is enabled through the new COLIND command.

Start or Stop the Exception Processor from the Batch User Interface

You can now start or stop the data collector exception processor from the batch user interface. Previously, changes to an
exception definition were applied to each data collector by restarting the data collector, or logging on to the data collector
and manually restarting the exception processor. This functionality simplifies the management of exception definitions and
lets you control when the exception processor executes.

This functionality is enabled through the COMMAND and REQUEST batch user interface parameters.

Trace Classes Included on Displays

SYSPARMS, online, and batch displays now show the values for trace classes. These values indicate the status of
accounting and statistics traces when DB2 started and help identify whether changes to the DSNZPARMS occurred.
These values are provided in the SMFACCT, SMFSTATS, TRACSTR, AUDITST, and MON fields.

Thread Groups Enhancement

APPLICATION and FILTEROUT thread groups are now supported. 

APPLICATION thread groups enable you to get aggregated metrics for a group of threads that represent an application.
This information is primarily used in CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management and the data is collected
for IFCID 1044.

FILTEROUT thread groups provide another way to filter out accounting records (IFCID 3 and 239), so that they do not get
logged in to history and processed in real-time requests and exceptions. A limited number of filtering fields is supported.
However, you can expect less overhead associated with processing of accounting records in comparison with the existing
method of using a FILTER IQL request.

Thread groups are enabled with the new THREAD-GROUPS-DSN SYSPARM. This SYSPARM points to the configuration
file that contains the thread group definitions.

CA Chorus for DB2 Database Management Support for DB2 10 and 11 Metrics

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 now provides new DB2 10 and 11 metrics to CA Chorus™ for
DB2 Database Management.

Enhanced Archive Tables

The most recent DB2 11 data is now provided in the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 archive
tables. You can now store DB2 system information such as DB2 subsystem, buffer pool, group buffer pool parameters,
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DB2 storage utilization, and DB2 accelerator metrics. This information can be used to track or review DB2 settings during
a specific period or point in time. You can now also store the DB2 analytics accelerator metrics for later review and
analysis.

This functionality is enabled through the following archive tables:

• SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY
• SUBSYS_ZPARMS
• SUBSYS_BP_PARMS
• SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS
• APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL
• APPL_ACCEL_DAILY

Column Filtering Support

Column filtering is now supported for sortable tabular reports. Filter supports the use of wildcards and remains active even
when no data match the filterable criteria. You can also clear all entered filterable criteria by specifying one command.

This functionality is enabled through the new FILTER command.

TRACE Request Enhancement

The buffer now dynamically increases for non-history TRACE requests that are defined as INTERVAL=DEMAND and
NOWRAP=NO. This buffer increase helps to ensure that all data is returned to the user. The NEVENTS TRACE statement
keyword controls the initial buffer size. You can also set a smaller NEVENTS value to help save virtual storage in the data
collector address space.

Online Panels Date Format

Different date formats for online panels are now supported. You can now select between MM/DD/YY and DD.MM.YY
formats and adjust your user interface.

This functionality is supported through the new user interface parameter PANEL-DATE.

Reporting of CPU Utilization in Percentage Support for Active Threads

Reporting of CPU utilization in percentage for active threads is now supported. You can now display how much CPU out
of total LPAR CPU capacity an active thread consumes in percentage for CP and zIIP.

This functionality is supported through the Threads Identified to DB2 and Active Thread Detail panels and new fields for
IFCID (148) THREAD-STATS.

Package Details on Short Accounting Batch Reports

The following reports have been enhanced to contain the package detail sections:

• BTACTSMS Short Summary of Accounting Information Report
• BTACTTRS Short Trace of Accounting Information Report

Enable the package detail information with the new PACKAGE control parameter that is provided in the batch report writer
input parameters (SYSPARMS DD statement in the batch job stream).
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Table Views for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management 

Views on the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 archive tables are now supported for CA
Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management Performance Warehouse. The view definitions enable CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management users to view historical data graphically in the time series facility for easier problem diagnosis.

This functionality is enabled through the creation of corresponding views using the CA Interactive SQL facility or IBM
SPUFI under DB2I to execute the hlq.CDBASKL0(ARCVW418) member.

Value Pack Enhancements
The following Value Pack components have been enhanced in Version 18.0:

Batch Processor Enhancements

The following support has been added to the Batch Processor:

• Set SQL Terminator Support
• IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator Support
• New CHECK Command Support

SQL SET TERMINATOR Support

The SET TERMINATOR SQL statement is now supported. SQL statements in procedures and triggers can have a
terminator other than the default semicolon value. The SET TERMINATOR SQL statement lets you override the default
value using the following syntax:

--#SET TERMINATOR character

NOTE
SPUFI interprets character as a statement terminator.

IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator Support

The following accelerator-related commands are now supported with the .CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC
command:

• .ACCEL_ADD_TABLES
Adds one or more DB2 tables to the accelerator.

• .ACCEL_ALTER_TABLES
Alters the distribution and organization keys of one or more accelerated DB2 tables.

• .ACCEL_GET_TABLES_INFO
Provides the distribution and organization keys of one or more accelerated DB2 tables.

• .ACCEL_LOAD_TABLES
Loads DB2 table data to the accelerator.

• .ACCEL_REMOTE_TABLES
Removes one or more DB2 tables from the accelerator.

• .ACCEL_SET_TABLES_ACCELERATION
Enables or disables acceleration for one or more DB2 tables.

• .ACCEL_SET_TABLES_REPLICATION
Enables or disables one or more DB2 accelerated tables for replication.ion for a DB2 table.

Use .DATA and .ENDDATA commands to define the input stream.
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New CHECK Command Support

The new .CHECK command (RE-EXEC CHECK panel option) prevents the accidental reexecution of the analysis output
from an CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS analysis strategy that has already been executed successfully. 

DB2 Command Processor Enhancements

The new DB2 11 syntax parameters for the following IBM commands are now supported by the DB2 Command
Processor:

• ACCESS DATABASE
• ALTER BUFFERPOOL
• ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL
• DISPLAY DATABASE
• DISPLAY THREAD
• DISPLAY TRACE
• SET LOG
• START DATABASE
• START TRACE
• STOP DATABASE
• STOP TRACE

Sample syntax for these commands is provided in the DB2 Command Processor product panels.

NOTE

For more information about these commands, see the IBM documentation.

Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Enhancements

 The following support has been added to the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM value pack component:

DB2 11 Metrics Support

DB2 11 metrics are now supported. This support helps expand the depth of your active thread monitoring. The following
information is now displayed:

• The number of suspensions that occurred while waiting for parent and child tasks to synchronize for parallel query
processing. The accumulated suspension time also displays.

• The number of waits that occurred while waiting for the completion of autonomous transactions. The accumulated wait
time also displays.

This functionality is enabled through the new Synchronize Parent/Child and Autonomous Transaction fields on the Thread
Time Display panel.

The number of CREATE VARIABLE and DROP VARIABLE SQL statements for an active thread also displays. This
functionality is enabled on the Thread SQL Activity Display panel.

DB2 11 SQL Statement Types Support

The following DB2 11 SQL statement types are now supported:

• CREATE VARIABLE
• DROP VARIABLE

You can now view the current SQL call information for these statement types, including the SQL call text, for active
threads executing in DB2. This support helps expand the depth of your active thread monitoring.
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This functionality is provided in the Create Session Variable and Drop Session Variable fields on the SQL Call Display in
<ptt>.

DSNZPARM Support

The following DSNZPARMS are now supported:

NOTE

These parameters are read-only and accessible from the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Main Menu
using the View DSNZPARM Data option.

DB2 11 parameters:

• APPLCOMPAT
• AUTHEXIT_CACHEREFRESH
• AUTHEXIT_CHECK
• INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS
• LIKE_BLANK_INSIGNIFICANT
• MAXSORT_IN_MEMORY
• OBJECT_CREATE_FORMAT
• PARAMDEG_DPSI
• PARAMDEG_UTIL
• PCTFREE_UPD
• PKGREL_COMMIT
• PREVENT_ALTERTB_LIMITKEY
• REORG_DROP_PBG_PARTS
• REORG_MAPPING_DATABASE
• STATFDBK_SCOPE
• TEMPLATE_TIME
• WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD
• WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD

DB2 10 parameters:
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• ACCELMODEL
• BIF_COMPATIBILITY
• DDF_COMPATIBILITY
• DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_RESTART
• DISABLE_EDMRTS
• DISALLOW_DEFAULT_COLLID (obsolete with DB2 11)
• GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE
• MAXCONQN
• MAXCONQW
• OPT1ROWBLOCKSORT
• PGRNGSCR (obsolete with DB2 11)
• PREVENT_NEW_IXCTRL_PART
• PRIVATE_PROTOCOL
• REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT
• REALSTORAGE_MAX
• REC_FASTREPLICATION
• SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH
• XML_RESTRICT_EMPTY_TAG

Other parameters:

• ACCEL
• CACHE_DEP_TRACK_STOR_LIM
• DDLTOX
• FLASHCOPY_PPRC
• IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXCLUDE
• OPTIOPIN (obsolete with DB2 11)
• QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS
• QUERY_ACCELERATION
• REORG_IGNORE_FREESPACE
• REORG_LIST_PROCESSING
• REORG_PART_SORT_NPSI
• RESTRICT_ALT_COL_FOR_DCC
• SIMULATED_CPU_COUNT
• SIMULATED_CPU_SPEED
• SUBQ_MIDX
• SUB
• XML_RANDOMIZE_DOCID

MLMT Parameter Support

MLMT parameter support is now provided. This parameter controls the amount of IRLM above-the-bar storage. Access to
this read-only parameter through the IRLM Init Options Display lets you quickly review the IRLM start-up options.

IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator Support

The following IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator related data can now be viewed from the Thread Termination\Dynamic
DSNZPARM displays:
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• The Status column on the Thread Terminator Active Threads Display now displays a new value, ACCEL, when active
threads are processing. 

• The PRDID field on the Thread Terminator Distributed Display now displays information when a distributed thread is
processed.

• The new Status field on the Thread Terminator SQL Call Display displays ACCEL to indicate when a specific SQL
call is processed. This field also displays the following status types for an executing SQL call: INDB2, LOCKWAIT, or
PTASK.

Use this information to help monitor and manage your IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS use more effectively.

Main Menu Improvements

The Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Main Menu has been improved with a new structure that organizes the
DB2 parameters under the following new headings:

• Maintain DB2 Parameters
• View DB2 Parameters

Separating the parameter maintenance functionality from the view functionality helps reduce the potential for inadvertently
changing a parameter setting.

In addition, on the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu, the parameters are now organized under the following categories:

• Update DSNZPARM Data
• Update DSNHDECP Data
• Update IRLM Data
• Update Schedules

Categorizing the parameters under these headings makes it easier to identify the location of the parameters that you want
to update.

New Read-Only Displays

Read-only DSZNPARM, DSNHDECP, and IRLM data displays are now available. Each new display is automatically sorted
by keyword, making it easier to review the DB2 parameters and their settings.

The new displays are accessible under the View DB2 Parameters option on the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
Main Menu.

You can also now use the Scrollable Panel commands to alter the display. For example, you can order the display by
column name, set the column width, and organize the data using the FIND and SORT commands.

These displays were previously available in CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS. Moving these displays to Thread
Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM makes this information available with the license of any product in the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. 

DECP Support

DECP parameters are read-only and accessible from the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Main Menu using the
View DSNDECP Data option. These parameters control DB2 application behavior.

The following DECP parameters were added or updated for DB2 10:

• IMPLICIT_TIMEZONE
• NEWFUN (represents NFM, CM, or FM mode starting with DB2 10)

The following additional DECP parameters were added or updated:
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• DEF_DEFAULT_ROUND_MODE
• DECP DSN

The CHARSET parameter is deprecated in DB2 11.

DB2 Version Support
The following IBM DB2 for z/OS versions are supported in Version 18.0 of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS:

• DB2 10 for z/OS
• DB2 11 for z/OS

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job
to run regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS,
CRITICAL, HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers can successfully use its products and supporting documentation
to accomplish vital business tasks. 

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS provide the following accessibility features support:
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Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

•  The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color
combinations and select colors that are easier to see.
To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the emulator, refer
to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating system documentation. 

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or offline by downloading a PDF file.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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•  CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Bind Analyzer)
• CA Common Services for z/OS
• CA Compile/PRF for CICS and TSO (CA Compile/PRF)
• CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (CA Cross-Enterprise APM)
•  CA Chorus™ (CA Chorus)
• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
•  CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management (CA Chorus for DB2 Database Management)
•  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database Analyzer)
•  CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Detector)
• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for DB2 for z/OS (CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2)
•  CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Check)
•  CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Index)
•  CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load)
•  CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Recover)
•  CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Unload)
•  CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer)
•  CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Merge/Modify)
• CA MIM™ Resource Sharing (CA MIM)
• CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS)
•  CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Plan Analyzer)
•  CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (CA Quick Copy)
•  CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Rapid Reorg)
•  CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare)
•  CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Extract)
•  CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator)
•  CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Query)
•  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Secure)
•  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Update)
•  CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer)
• CA Report Facility for CICS, IMS, and TSO (CA Report Facility)
•  CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS (CA SQL-Ease)
•  CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (CA Subsystem Analyzer)
•  CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CA SYSVIEW for DB2)
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Product Documentation
To access the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product documentation, go
to techdocs.broadcom.com and search for your product. Alternatively, you can use Google type searches to locate
information and then access the documentation directly from the search results.

The following product documentation is available in the new online format with Version 19.0:

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA SYSVIEW Performance Management Option for DB2

The following product documentation is available in the new online format in Version 18.0 and Version 19.0: (use the
Versions button to switch between available releases)

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Install and Common Functions
• CA Compile/PRF (see CA Report Facility)
• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (see CA RC/Migrator for DB2 for z/OS)
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Report Facility
• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS

To access documentation for earlier releases of the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products, log into
Broadcom Support Online and select from the product page.
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Installing
Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe z/OS products. Installation uses the following
process and includes all the tasks that are required to acquire the products and make them ready for use in a production
environment.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS installation process is typically performed by the systems
programmer or database administrator who is responsible for installing products on your mainframe systems. You might
also need to work with a storage administrator for DASD allocations and a security administrator for access to installation
data sets, user authorizations, and other security requirements.

NOTE
Knowledge in JCL, TSO/ISPF, and DB2 for z/OS is assumed. An understanding of your z/OS environment and
the IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure at your site is also assumed.

The following steps provide a high-level overview of the installation tasks:

1. Acquisition
Download the product software package.

WARNING
Important! The product pax file contains all the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.
Download and unpack this file only once. 

2. SMP/E Installation
Create an SMP/E environment and run the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. 

3. SMP/E Maintenance
Download, receive, and apply preventive and corrective maintenance. 

4. Deployment
(Optional) Create a copy of the SMP/E execution target libraries and create a working zFS file system. 

5. Configuration
Create customized load modules to bring the customized software to an executable state. 

We recommend that you prepare for installation by reviewing the best practices and addressing the prerequisites
(software, hardware, security, storage, and so on). We also recommend that you review the GA cover letter that is
included with the product software package for additional release information that may impact your installation.

Installation use cases are also provided to help guide you through the most common installation scenarios. For example,
performing a new installation of the products, upgrading to a new release of the products, upgrading your DB2 versions,
and so on.

Prepare for Installation
Before you begin your installation of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, prepare your environment
and system for installation by completing the following tasks:

• Review installation best practices
• Confirm that the following requirements have been met:
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– Hardware
– Software
– Security
– Started task
– Storage
– Global resource sharing
– Object framework services (OFS)
– Health check support

If you plan on running an older release with the current release, see Concurrent Releases. If you are installing products
into DB2 subsystems that are part of a data sharing environment, see Data Sharing Requirements.

Audience
This instruction is meant for database administrators or systems programmers that perform mainframe installations.
Knowledge in the following areas is required:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• DB2 for z/OS
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations
• Security administrator for access to installation data sets

Product and Component List
The following CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS are included in the installation process:

NOTE

 FMIDs are shown in parentheses in the format Cpppxxx, where C is a constant, ppp is the product code, and
xxx is the product version.

• CA DBM common services (base) (CINSxxx)
– Batch processor
– Data set facility
– Execution manager
– Interactive SQL
– RI Manager
– Post-install customization
– Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CPBAxxx)
• CA Endevor SCM Option for DB2 (CAHOxxx)
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CPDAxxx)
• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CPDTxxx)
• CA Recovery Utilities (CUGRxxx)
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– CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS
– CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS 
– CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
– CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS

• CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS (CPUTxxx)
– DB2 Object Manager

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CPFLxxx)
• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS (CPFUxxx)
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CPLAxxx)
• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (CPPAxxx)

– CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS (CPRRxxx)

– Online reorg
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (CRCXxxx)
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CRCMxxx)

– CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CRCQxxx)
• CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CRCSxxx)
• CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CRCUxxx)
• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CPRAxxx)
• CA Report Facility (CPRFxxx)
• CA Report Facility for CICS (CPRFxx1)
• CA Report Facility for IMS (CPRFxx2)
• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (CPSAxxx)
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CIDBxxx)
• Chorus DBA services (CEU9xxx)

Install this component after the installation of CA Chorus Release 3.0 or 4.0, and CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database
Management Release 4.0. Ensure related maintenance is also applied.

• Snapshot general services (CTGRxxx)
• Xnet communications server (CPXNxxx)

Installation Best Practices
Review the following installation best practices before selecting an installation use case:

  

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CA Recommended Service (CA RS) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals.
CA RS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CA RS,
you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way on a schedule that
you select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value: 
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Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

• Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We might provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

• Preventive Maintenance
Lets you bring your system up to a more current level. Doing so helps you avoid problems that others have reported.
This maintenance might also contain compatibility fixes for hardware and software. You might have experienced
the issues that each PTF addresses. CA RS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been
successfully integration-tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom  products, current z/OS
releases, and IBM subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. CA RS levels are published monthly that include PTFs,
HIPERs, and PRPs (PE-resolving PTFs).
Before you download, apply, and test a new CA RS level, we recommend that you accept the previous CA RS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CA RS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Also, you can install maintenance to support a new hardware device,
software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
 You can download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM SMP/
E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA mainframe product maintenance over the Internet, by securely
submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service eliminates the manual steps
that are required to download maintenance from CA Support Online. The orders are fulfilled based on the status
of your SMP/E environments. To use this download option, complete the procedures to Configure CA SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up
this service, you can use CA CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Broadcom Support is always alert to any known problems that could affect customers. We recommend that you sign
up for hiper notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive notification of
potential problems as soon as possible.

Business Value: 

Early notification about the potential need to fix the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assist you in proactively maintaining your software.

Register on Broadcom Support Online

Register your database management team members on the Broadcom Support website. The Broadcom Support web
pages not only contain fixes, but also contain valuable information, technical articles, and recommendations
regarding Broadcom products.

Go to Broadcom Support Online and register.

Business Value: 

The Broadcom Support website has guides available for download and searchable knowledge forums:
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• Knowledge Base Search
• Support By Product or Solution
• Download Management
• Licensing

Broadcom Support users are able to review tickets (both open and closed), search the knowledge database, and
download updates. This access gives them a significant productivity boost, without having to disturb other employees with
questions. Employees can be more productive by being able to get questions answered quickly by searching knowledge
bases and communicating with Broadcom Support on any open issues.

Learning how to navigate the Broadcom Support website can help you become more knowledgeable
about Broadcom  products. Greater product knowledge helps you get more value out of them. You can benefit from
shorter time to resolution when other users report problems on the Broadcom Support website, and better quality
assurance when upgrading to new software.

Reviewing technical documents for your products can unearth previously unused functionality or can provide
enhancements to the usage of known functionality. The technical documents can also describe ways of using the products
that had not been considered and could be beneficial.

Regular monitoring of the Broadcom Support website verifies that you are aware of the latest software changes and
information about upgrade functionality that meets future requirements.

Apply IBM Maintenance

We recommend that you review the current list of IBM APARs for DB2 and z/OS, especially related to hipers. Then apply
the APARs that are appropriate to your environment.

Business Value: 

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Review Health Check Messages

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS are now integrated with the IBM Health Checker for z/OS
through the CA Health Checker Common Service to verify that deployed software follows our best practices. Review the
health check generated messages from the health checks to identify potential problems automatically.

Business Value: 

The health checks continually monitor the system and software to provide feedback on whether the software remains
configured optimally.

Additional Considerations: 

When one or more subtasks contain errors, the health check generates an exception error that assigns a severity level
to the exception and lists the abending tasks. This message provides an explanation, system action, operator response,
system programmer response, problem determination, source, and reference documentation. Other messages are
generated to help diagnose and correct the condition.

More Information: 

For more information about product-specific health checks, see the product documentation.

Optimize CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Installation Setup

We recommend the following activities regarding CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (formerly
known as CA Insight Performance Monitor for DB2 for z/OS) installation setup:
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• Start data collector and PC tasks automatically at IPL
• Enable the appropriate security authorizations
• Adjust dispatching priority to avoid lost trace data
• Create an OBID table translation file
• Allocate adequate trace collection buffers
• Use one exception data set for all data collector tasks
• Enable data sharing when monitoring data sharing subsystems
• Adjust the REGION size
• Avoid data collector overhead

Start Data Collector and PC Tasks Automatically at IPL

We recommend setting up the data collector and PC tasks as started tasks that start automatically upon IPL. This
recommendation allows uninterrupted monitoring of the DB2 subsystem.

NOTE
The data collector task must always remain active, unless circumstances require that you stop and then restart
it.

Business Value:

By starting at IPL, the data collector can monitor the DB2 subsystem and report problems when the DB2 subsystem
becomes available.

Enable the Appropriate Security Authorizations

Verify that the user ID that is associated with the data collector task has the following security-related authorizations in
place:

• Authority to update the exception VSAM data set and the online history VSAM data sets
• TRACE, MONITOR1, and MONITOR2 DB2 privileges minimally

 Business Value: 

The proper authorizations are required to interact with DB2 and start the appropriate DB2 traces for monitoring the DB2
subsystem.

Adjust Dispatching Priority to Avoid Lost Trace Data

Set the dispatching priority for the data collector task after the started tasks are defined. Set this value just below the
IRLM dispatching priority and above the DB2 address spaces and DB2 applications. The dispatching priority must be high
enough to minimize the chance of lost DB2 trace data.

 Business Value: 

This practice minimizes the risk of losing performance data that might be critical in resolving DB2 performance problems.

Create an OBID Table Translation File

Create an OBID translation file during the installation process. This file is used to translate pageset, index, and table
OBIDs into the actual object names.

 Business Value: 

Collected data is more meaningful to your business. This practice allows the online product displays to show object names
rather than DBID/OBID numbers.
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Allocate Adequate Trace Collection Buffer

In addition to have a high-enough dispatching priority, the data collector must have enough trace buffer space to collect
trace data. Otherwise, the buffers overflow and trace data is lost.

Two sets of buffers are involved:

•  Buffers that are located in CSA
DB2 IFI uses these buffers to pass trace data to the data collector.

•  Buffers residing in the data collector private area
These buffers flush the CSA buffers and process the records.

The following data collector SYSPARM options control these buffers:

•  SRVBUFSZ and SRVBUFNUM
Control the size of the CSA trace buffers.

•  PRVMAXSZ
Controls the size of the private area buffers.

Set these parameters based on the following subsystem data:

• Type of DB2 subsystem being monitored
• Expected trace workload (such as the volume of trace data)
• Current system paging rate

Higher buffer sizes reduce the chance of lost trace data, but increase the demand on real, common, and virtual storage.

On higher-volume systems, we recommend the following settings (to start with a CSA buffer allocation of 4 MB):

• SRVBUFSZ=8
• SRVBUFNUM=128
• PRVMAXSZ=4096 

On a low-volume system, use the following default values:

• SRVBUFSZ=8
• SRVBUFNUM=8
• PRVMAXSZ=1024 

NOTE

 To determine the current CSA (IFI monitor size) and private buffer sizes that are in use, use the INS IFI
command from the user interface. This command also shows the number of trace records that have been
lost due to unavailable buffers. If records are being lost and the dispatching priority of the data collector is set
appropriately, increase these values to reduce the number of lost records. 

 Business Value: 

Allocating sufficient trace buffer space minimizes the risk of losing performance data that might be critical in resolving DB2
performance problems.

Use One Exception Data Set for All Data Collector Tasks

When performing CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 post-installation processing tasks, you
can create a common or unique exception data set for each data collector. We recommend sharing a single common
exception data set between all data collector tasks. In the common exception data set, you can:

• Define unique exceptions by DB2 subsystem name. These exceptions are only used by those DB2 subsystems that
qualify by name.

• Define customized exceptions for production systems as opposed to test or development systems.
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Thus, in the common file, you can customize exceptions by subsystem name or type.

 Business Value: 

Using a common exception data set reduces the complexity of managing exceptions by allowing you to have a single set
of exceptions to manage multiple DB2 subsystems.

Enable Data Sharing When Monitoring Data Sharing Subsystems

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 has a limited number of displays to combine data from
members of a data-sharing group. If the data collector is monitoring a data-sharing DB2 subsystem, we recommend
enabling the data-sharing option.

 Business Value: 

When the data sharing option is enabled, additional monitoring capabilities are provided for data-sharing environments.

 More Information: 

For more information about data-sharing implementation, see the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 documentation.

Adjust the REGION Size

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 provides a SYSPARM to override the default REGION
size and limit. If your system is storage-constrained, you can reduce the value of this parameter to reduce system
paging. However, we do not recommend setting a region size that is below 128 MB. Instead, we recommend that you
leave the default value of 128 MB in place or that you increase the value. These changes help to ensure that the data
collector does not run out of virtual storage (particularly in environments where multiple application traces are running).

Business Value:

Overriding the default REGION size when needed lets you collect performance trace data based on your business needs
and storage constraints.

Make Adjustments to Avoid Data Collector Overhead

If collection overhead is a major concern, evaluate the following product activities:

  

Install the History Component

We recommend installing the optional history component of CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2.
The history component lets you view past application and subsystem performance data, which is collected and stored in
VSAM history files.

 Business Value: 

The history component enables the monitoring of DB2 applications and subsystem to help you understand past
performance problems.

 Additional Considerations: 

Consider the following recommendations if you install the history component:

• Pay attention to how the file is allocated (size and secondary extents) during the initial installation process to avoid
needing to redefine history and copy history files:
– Verify that the file is properly sized (primary allocation) for the amount of data to be collected.
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NOTE
 For information about working with the Online History component (including adjusting allocations for the
Online History data sets and using tables/formulas to estimate the proper size for history files), see the CA
SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 product documentation.

– We recommend not defining history files with a secondary extents specification. When the history file is
initialized, CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 initializes the entire file, which causes the data
set to extend into as many extents as possible. Use secondary extents only if you cannot allocate enough space in
a primary allocation.

• Filter the history data (using the HISTORY-ACCT=FILTER SYSPARM option) when implementing history on systems
that generate a high volume of accounting records. Filtering the records lets you specify which history records to keep
in the history file for subsequent online viewing and which records to discard. Trying to store all records on a high-
volume system can cause the data on the history file to wrap too quickly and generate unnecessary CPU overhead.
You can enable filtering in the HISTORY-ACCT SYSPARM option and customize the FILTERAC IQL request to
generate a simple IQL WHERE clause that ignores unwanted records. We recommend using a WHERE clause that is
similar to the following example:
WHERE TOTAL-TIME-DB2 > .5

This clause causes CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 to store records that have an “in DB2”
elapsed time greater than ½ second. You can set the time to a value that makes sense for your applications and
volume of data.

• Enable hardware compression for the history data. Compression lets you store, on average, more than twice the data
of uncompressed records, for little CPU overhead. When the data collector closes the history files during termination, it
indicates the amount of CPU overhead that is used to compress data. If CPU usage is of primary concern, and you find
that this CPU overhead is too much, you can disable compression. However, disabling compression causes more data
to be written to the history files, thus eliminating some CPU savings.

• For high-volume systems, use an accounting trace setting for the ACCTTRACE SYSPARM option that is consistent
with the default accounting trace classes that are started and written to SMF. For low-volume and development
systems, we recommend a value of 8 or higher.

• Accept the default of starting all optional IFCIDs for the HIST-STATS-RECS SYSPARM option. These IFCIDs do not
generate much overhead. If CPU overhead is of primary concern, and you have disabled data set statistics for your
DB2 subsystem, remove 199 from this option to disable collection of IFCID 199 records.

• If CPU overhead is of primary concern, disable the collection of any additional thread data (through the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL SYSPARM option). Otherwise, enable the PDTSQL setting if CA Detector is installed. Evaluate all other
settings for this SYSPARM option on an as-needed basis regarding the overhead that each setting can generate.

 More Information: 

For information about estimating the size of history files, see the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 documentation.

Enable the exception component and optimize exception settings

We recommend accepting the default of having the exception component enabled. If CPU overhead is of primary concern,
try the following recommendations to minimize the overhead of the exception component before disabling the entire
component:

• Set the overall exception interval to a value, such as 5 to 15 seconds, that provides timely detection of exceptions.
However, if CPU overhead is of concern, you can set a higher value. The default is 10 seconds.
 Note: We do not recommend a value higher than 60 seconds.

• If a large number of pagesets are allocated to DB2, database exceptions can generate a temporary spike in CPU
usage during the database exception interval. Set the exception database interval EXCEPTION-DB-INTERVAL
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SYSPARM option to 900 seconds (15 minutes). If CPU overhead is of primary concern, consider increasing this value
with regard to how quickly you want to be notified of a database or pageset problem.

• After the data collector is started, evaluate the application and database exceptions and disable any exceptions that
are not used or needed. In general, subsystem exceptions generate little overhead. If there is a larger number of
concurrent threads or a high volume of threads, limit the application exceptions to only those that are required. If many
pagesets are allocated to DB2, disable any database exceptions that are not beneficial. You can view the overhead
of the exception system by using the MVSTASKS display for the data collector task to view the CPU used by the
AMXSSXPE task. Try enabling and disabling different exceptions to see how CPU overhead is affected, until it is at an
acceptable level.

Business Value: 

Enabling exceptions allows CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 to monitor DB2 and alert you
about performance problems automatically. Customizing the exceptions allows the exception mechanism to execute more
efficiently and reduce CPU and storage overhead.

Adjust IQL requests if overhead is excessive

Most IQL requests that are started by default generate little overhead. In some instances, depending on the type of
applications, the following IQL requests can generate significant overhead. If CPU overhead of the data collector is of
concern, evaluate these IQL requests and edit or remove them from the STARTUP list if needed.

• SORTSUM
This IQL request collects begin and end data for all sorts performed on behalf of SQL. SORTSUM is most beneficial
for transaction-based applications using static SQL. If there is a high rate of ad hoc or dynamic SQL using sorts, we
recommend removing this IQL request from the STARTUP list. If you remove this request, you must also remove the
SORT-ENDED section of the APPLEXCP IQL request.

• CONNACTV/CORRACTV/PLANHIST/THRDHIST
In a high-volume DB2 subsystem, we recommend evaluating these IQL requests and removing them from the
STARTUP list if they are not useful. For these requests, the data collector accumulates data for each accounting
record produced, which can generate significant overhead.

 Business Value: 

Adjusting IQL requests can reduce data collector CPU and storage overhead.

Review and Evaluate CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Optional Components

Review and evaluate the following CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 optional component
installation considerations:

• Evaluate Product Security and Limiting User Access Based on Needs
• Install the GSS Interface Only if Specifically Needed
• Install the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Interface and SCM component
• Refresh the OBID Table Translation File Periodically
• Evaluate Archive DB2 Tables
• Install the RAF Interface for Cross-System Data Access
• Install the VTAM Interface for Access Outside of TSO/ISPF
• Avoid Using Shadow Catalog Tables for EXPLAIN Analysis
• Customize exceptions

Evaluate Product Security and Limiting User Access Based on Needs

We recommend evaluating product security and limiting the different CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 features to users that require access to those features.
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 Business Value: 

Limiting access based on needs prevents users from interfering with data or functions for which they should not be
authorized.

Install the GSS Interface Only if Specifically Needed

We recommend installing the Global Subsystem (GSS) if you need one or more of the following features:

• Collection, logging, and playback of DB2 console messages
• Logging and playback of exception messages
• Logging and playback of DB2 utility phase change messages
• Logging and playback of DB2 commands executed
• Invocation of REXX automated operations routines from IQL requests and exceptions
• Installation and use of the System Condition Monitor

 Business Value: 

The GSS provides additional information and functionality. However, if you do not need its functionality, you do not need to
install it and can avoid the additional installation time and effort.

 More Information: 

For information about enabling the GSS user interface, see the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 documentation.

Integrate with the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Interface and SCM

If you are a licensed user of CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management and the System Condition Monitor, we
recommend integrating this product and the System Condition Monitor (SCM) component for CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2.

 Business Value: 

Integrating with the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management interface allows users of that product to access  CA
SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 monitoring data from within CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management. This integration eliminates the need for a separate terminal session to monitor DB2 and avoids the extra
process of moving from one product to another product. The SCM feature allows the CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2 user to monitor the status of many DB2 subsystems across systems from a single point of
interaction.

Refresh the OBID Table Translation File Periodically

We recommend setting up a batch job that periodically updates the OBID translation file and refreshes the file in the data
collector. We recommend the following refresh intervals:

• Once per day for development or test systems where objects are frequently created and dropped
• Once per week for production systems where objects do not change much

 Business Value: 

As objects in DB2 are created and dropped, this setup allows CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for
DB2 online displays to show current object names rather than obsolete names or DBID/OBID numbers.

Evaluate Archive DB2 Tables

We recommend evaluating the need to maintain DB2 performance data in DB2 tables. CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2 provides a facility for storing thread accounting and subsystem statistics data in DB2 tables
that can be used for customized querying and reporting of DB2 performance data.
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 Business Value: 

Long-term reporting is useful for performing trend analysis to see how the performance of the DB2 subsystem and its
applications is changing over time. Customized reporting allows you to perform detailed performance analysis that is
customized to your specific needs and for specific performance questions or problems that arise.

Install the RAF Interface for Cross-System Data Access

To access data collectors across systems, we recommend installing the remote access facility (RAF) interface. This
interface uses VTAM connections so you can access DB2 performance data from any data collector that has RAF
enabled.

 Business Value: 

Installing the RAF interface lets you access data collectors across systems without having to connect locally for each
system.

Install the VTAM Interface for Access Outside of TSO/ISPF

We recommend installing the VTAM user interface when you need access to the CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management Option for DB2 user interface outside of the TSO/ISPF environment. Or, if you want to use the CA
SYSVIEW® Performance Management interface.

 Business Value: 

Installing the VTAM user interface lets you monitor DB2 subsystems without tying up a TSO/ISPF session.

Avoid Using Shadow Catalog Tables for EXPLAIN Analysis

We do not recommend creating and maintaining shadow tables of the DB2 catalog solely for use with the EXPLAIN
component of CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2. If you have shadow tables already installed for
other usage and have a system for maintaining currency, you can use these shadow tables to perform dynamic EXPLAIN
analysis. If catalog contention is not a problem, we recommend using the real DB2 catalog tables to perform EXPLAIN
analysis.

 Business Value: 

By not using shadow catalog tables to perform EXPLAIN analysis, you avoid unnecessary maintenance and avoid the
overhead of shadow tables.

Customize Exceptions

After you install a new data collector, we recommend using the Exception Monitor option on the product Main Menu to
view exceptions. Use the U line command to customize exception threshold values as needed so that exceptions are
detected only when desired.

We also recommend using the Permanent Exception Definitions option (on the Main Menu) to review all subsystem
exception definitions, evaluate the threshold values for each definition, and disable exceptions that are not needed.

 Business Value: 

Performing this customization on exceptions avoids unnecessary alerts from the exception system and allows only true
alerts to be displayed.

Hardware Requirements
The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS are not hardware-dependent. However, we recommend that
you review the following hardware-related topics:
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CA LMP (License Management Program) Keys

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS must be licensed on each CPU where the products are used.
You must obtain a new LMP key when you acquire a new CPU or when you move a product installation to a different
CPU.

NOTE

CA Common Services for z/OS product documentation

DASD Devices Used with Snapshot General Services

You can use the Snapshot General Services component of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS to reduce the database down time that is associated with image copy activity. Snapshot General Services leverages
capabilities of DASD storage subsystems with advanced copy features to create almost instantaneous point-in-time
copies of the database data sets.

The copy services that are provided by Snapshot General Services can be used with IBM and IBM-compatible storage
subsystems that support the IBM FlashCopy II mode of operation. Verify that your DASD storage subsystem supports
FlashCopy II operations. For more information, refer to the FlashCopy II compatibility documentation for your storage
subsystem vendor.

EMC Corporation storage subsystems are also supported using either the EMC native interface or their FlashCopy II
support.

NOTE

Customize Snapshot General Services 

Software Requirements
The following software requirements exist for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

• IBM DB2 for z/OS Version 11
• IBM z/OS (any supported release as described in the z/OS Compatibility Matrix)

WARNING
 z/OS with IBM TCP/IP communications is required for Xnet.

• CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 14.1 with the following service components:
– CA LMP license keys
– Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)

NOTE
 If CAIRIM is used to initialize the Snapshot General Services component, apply all related maintenance
to ensure correct parameter parsing. Otherwise, valid parameters can trigger error messages.

– CA Health Checker common service
– Common services modules that are found in the linklist
– zIIP enablement service (for CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS, CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Rapid Reorg®

for DB2 for z/OS, and CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2). If you use the ZIIP-USE=YES or
ZIIP-USE=SRB for CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 Version 18.0 and higher, install the
following required dependent fix:
• CCS Version 14.1 - PTF RO73636
• CCS Version 14.0 - PTF RO73638
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NOTE

 The service components are delivered and installed with CCS. If other CA Technologies products are
installed at your site, these services and others can be installed. If these services have not been installed,
install them now. For more information about the installation and configuration of these components, see the
CA Common Services for z/OS documentation.

• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager r7 or above is required for some CA Endevor® Software Change Manager
Interface for DB2 for z/OS functions.

Snapshot General Services Software Requirements
Additional software requirements exist for some devices to be used with Snapshot General Services:

• Hitachi Data Systems and Sun Storage Tek devices require the Hitachi Compatible Mirroring for IBM FlashCopy
feature.

• HP StorageWorks devices require HP StorageWorks XP for FlashCopy Mirroring.

NOTE
If CAIRIM is used to initialize Snapshot General Services, apply all related maintenance to ensure correct
parameter parsing. Otherwise, valid parameters can trigger error messages.

Extended Address Volumes (EAV) are supported for FlashCopy II devices.

CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Requirements
 

CA SYSVIEW for DB2 has the following system requirements:

• One data collector address space per monitored DB2
• One user interface address space per z/OS image
• One program call (PC) owner address space per z/OS image

NOTE
CA SYSVIEW for DB2 does not require SVCs or hooks to DB2 or z/OS.

For more information about these requirements, see:

Data Collector Requirements

The data collector is the heart of the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 system. The data collector is the only component that is
directly connected to DB2. The data collector operates continuously and collects trace data from DB2.

The following list summarizes the DB2 and z/OS environment requirements for the data collector:

• The dispatching priority that is specified in the data collector JCL or assigned in z/OS performance group parameters
must be higher than DB2 or any connections to DB2 to ensure that no CA SYSVIEW for DB2 data is lost.
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NOTE
We recommend that the IRLM have the highest dispatching priority, followed by the data collector, DB2
address space, and associated connections. For more information about dispatching priorities, see the IBM
DB2 documentation.

• You must have one data collector for each DB2 subsystem to be monitored. You can start and stop each data collector
independently.

• Each data collector requires storage in CSA for an anchor control block plus two control blocks for each active user. In
addition, two modules containing SRB routines are loaded into extended CSA.

• DB2 buffers trace data in extended CSA to satisfy data collector requests for DB2 trace data. The size of this OP buffer
is specified in the data collector initialization parameters.

• Storage requirements depend on the number of trace record types that are selected to satisfy active CA SYSVIEW
for DB2 Query Language (IQL) requests. You can obtain statistics about current buffer use using operator display
commands and the DBGPRINT system message file.

• The data collector region size should be specified as REGION=32M or higher. This makes available all private area
below the 16 MB line, plus the 32 MB default above the line. This allows many different IQL requests to be started.

• The data collector can produce report files (PRINT and REVIEW files) and machine-readable data files (OUTFILE
files). These data sets can be allocated using JCL when the data collector starts or dynamically allocated when an IQL
request starts.

• The data collector user ID must be defined to DB2 and be granted (GRANT) TRACE, MONITOR1, and MONITOR2
privileges to start and stop DB2 traces dynamically and to obtain all user accounting data.

• The data collector must have UACC authority to the exception definition data set so that it can write to it.

User Interface Requirements

Note the following operational requirements and considerations for installing and executing the user interfaces (such as
TSO and VTAM):

• Data communications between the data collector and the user interface are handled in one of the following ways:
– If the user interface and data collector are on the same z/OS image, data transfer uses the cross-memory routines

that are owned by the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 program call (PC) owner task.
– If the user interface and data collector are on different z/OS images, the remote access facility (RAF) manages the

transfer of data.

NOTE
The PC owner routine is still required on the remote z/OS image.

• Exiting the user interface or selecting another DB2 subsystem to monitor does not stop the data collector or any active
requests.

• The user interface connects to the data collector with the user ID it acquires from the NSIGHTEX user exit. The
NSIGHTEX user exit assigns the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 user ID as follows:
– For TSO or TSO batch, to the TSO user ID
– For VTAM, to the user ID entered on the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 VTAM user interface logon screen
– For other environments, to the value in the USER parameter on the JOB statement

• Every user must have authority (through their user ID or a group ID) to update the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 user profile
data set.

Program Call Owners Requirements

The PC owner task refers to the routines that are used for cross memory communications between users and each
data collector that monitors a DB2 subsystem. The PC stands for program call with the reference to the Cross Memory
Services (CMS) instruction. The PC owner task creates an index that provides access to all CA SYSVIEW for DB2 CMS
service routines.
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The following list summarizes the DB2 and z/OS environmental requirements for the program call (PC) owner program.

• The program requires its own z/OS address space.
• A single copy of the program services all data collectors and users executing on one z/OS image. Start the program

only once per operating system IPL. The program remains active until the next IPL. Because there is no reason to stop
and start the PC owner program, we recommend starting the program as part of your IPL procedures.

• One z/OS system linkage table index must be available to the program when it is started.
• The module containing the cross-memory services routines requires space in ECSA.
• The program requires a trivial amount of storage in SQA for a table of program call (PC) numbers. 

Security Requirements
Before installing the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, review and address the following security
requirements:

•  Installer User ID Privileges 
•  Authorized Library Requirements 
•  Product Authorization Requirements 
•  Started Task Security Requirements 
•  External Security Manager requirements 
•  RRSAF Authorization 

WARNING
 DB2 product authorizations, user authorizations, and other security requirements that must be performed
through an external security manager product like CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM RACF are described
in Security Settings.

Installer User ID Privileges
Before you begin the installation process, ensure that the installer has the following security privileges defined:

• For z/OS:
– Authority to read, create, update, and execute from the installation data sets and libraries.
– Update authority to the library where the started tasks are stored.

• For UNIX System Services (USS):
– Write authority is required for the USS directories that are used during installation. To issue the USS mount

command for the file system, one of the following authorities is required:
• SUPERUSER
• SAF profile setting  

– Access to OMVS (POSIX services) is required for Object Framework Services (OFS). OFS is a services layer that
is used to perform DB2 system catalog access by the following products and the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM)
component:
• CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS
OFS is also used by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to generate DDL from the DB2 logs. To set default
execution values, use either of the following methods:
• Edit the OFS parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM
• Use the EP option on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu
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WARNING
To enable user access to OMVS when the NO-OMVS setting in CA ACF2 or NOUID setting in IBM RACF
is specified, contact an administrator. To avoid CEE errors, use 64-bit LE options in the CEEOPTS DD
statement instead of 31-bit LE options. 

• For DB2, SYSADM authority is required to execute the DB2 catalog customization tasks during product configuration.

Authorized Library Requirements
Due to authorization requirements and product dependencies, the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS must be installed in an APF-authorized library. To ensure reliable and intended functionality of the products, use the
same APF-authorized load library in the products load library (hlq.CDBALOAD) and the Xmanager started task (PTXMAN
in hlq.CDBASAMP).

Ensure that the APF-authorized library that contains the PTLTSRB module is in your linklist. Or, allocated to the STEPLIB
DD of your TSO LOGON proc (where all the libraries allocated to STEPLIB are APF-authorized). To execute authorized
functions online, add PTLTSRB to the AUTHTSF parameter list in member SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSO00). Save your
changes and IPL.

NOTE

The operating system dynamically updates the APF and AUTHTSF lists dynamically. Permanent changes can
require updating SYS1.PARMLIB members IEAAPFxx and IKJTSOxx or PROGxxc and IKJTSOxx, depending
on the release of z/OS. The provided LINKLIB library is used during SMP/E APPLY processing only. The library
does not get placed into the linklist and does not need to be APF-authorized. Do not confuse this library with the
product load library (hlq.CDBALOAD), which requires APF-authorization.

To perform DSN commands online, ISPLINK and all its aliases must be available from an APF-authorized library. For
questions about ISPLINK, see the IBM documentation.

Product Authorization Requirements
Before you execute the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, verify that the product users have the
required DB2 authority to execute the products and components. If the user can execute the DB2 equivalent, they can
execute the product.

To control user privileges for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, log tables, and DB2 system
catalog tables, use option A (Product Authorization Facility) on the products main menu.

NOTE

For detailed information about the DB2 authorizations for each product, see Security Settings and the product-
specific documentation.

Started Task Security Requirements
The user ID associated with the Xmanager (PTXMAN) and Xnet (PXNPROC) started tasks must have an OMVS segment
defined that lets TCP/IP processing access z/OS UNIX System Services (USS).

You must also grant execute authority to the product plans to Xmanager. For the user ID, enter the Xmanager
authorization ID.

To find out the Xmanager authorization ID, start Xmanager and issue the following command:

F PTXMAN,LISTAUTH
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NOTE

The Xmanager ID must be authorized to create threads on all Db2 subsystems for which collection is started.
So, you may need to grant Xmanager access through your security system. For example, if you are using IBM
RACF general resource class DSNR profiles to control access to Db2, Xmanager must be granted access in the
appropriate profiles within the DSNR resource class. 

We recommend that you use a common z/OS user ID for these started tasks to reduce the number of required definitions.
The OMVS segment must have the following information:

• UID (the numeric z/OS USS user ID)
• GID (the numeric z/OS USS group ID)
• HOME (a directory specification)
• PROGRAM (a default shell program specification)

NOTE
For more information about defining an OMVS segment for the started task user IDs, see your security product
documentation.

External Security Manager Requirements
If you use external security programs like CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM RACF, you must define authorizations in these
products for the following products and functions:

•  Broadcom Utilities
– In CA ACF2, you must have data set authority or you can use program pathing control
– In CA Top Secret, you can grant authorizations to individual users using the following methods:

• On the VSAM files that contain DB2 data and the DB2 catalog (user authority)
• On the volumes containing the VSAM files (volume authority)
• Holdthe necessary authorizations to the VSAM files at the user, volume, or program level

– In IBM RACF, you must have read access to the DB2 catalog VSAM files.
• Batch Processor .AUTH command

The Batch Processor .AUTH command lets users switch their primary authorization ID to another primary authorization
ID for connections to DB2. To verify this authorization, the delivered Batch Processor security exit (EXIT01) uses a
SAF call to your external security system (CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, IBM RACF, or other). To permit use of the .AUTH
command and the security exit, external security definitions are required.

WARNING
 We highly recommend that you use a SAF-based security exit to control authorization to use the .AUTH
command.

If you use a Broadcom security product (like CA ACF2 or CA Top Secret), a module with equivalent functionality to the
DB2 provided sample is required. Similarly, it must have DSN3@SGN as an entry point. Contact Broadcom Support for
instructions for creating an equivalent DSN3@SGN.

If IBM RACF is used as your external security product, you must assemble and link the sample IBM exit DSN3SSGN as a
module with entry point DSN3@SGN into your DSNEXIT library. This task is required when using the following products
and commands:

•  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS 
•  CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS 
•  CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS 
•  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS secondary authorization ID services
•  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS 
• The product authorization's SECONDS command
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DB2 exits are described in detail in the IBM DB2 Administration documentation.

RRSAF Authorization
The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS can use the Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility
(RRSAF) and the Call Attachment Facility (CAF) to connect to the DB2 address space. CAF is the default connection
type. When RRSAF is invoked, it functions as the connection authorization mechanism for users connecting to DB2
subsystems. When an RRSAF connection is attempted, DB2 verifies whether the caller is authorized to use RRSAF.
To enable use of RRSAF, the security administrator must create a resource permission in CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or
IBM RACF for each user on each DB2 subsystem. The DB2 connection type parameter in the SETUPxx global parmlib
member must also be updated to enable use of RRSAF.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUPxx) member to specify AUTO for the DB2 connection type, CONNECT(AUTO).
This parameter option enables the DB2 Database Management products to switch to RRSAF as required.

2. Create a resource permission in CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM RACF to allow users to connect to DB2 using
RRSAF. Repeat for each subsystem.

NOTE
Sample CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and IBM RACF commands are provided for the security administrator.

Sample commands are provided for CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and IBM RACF. Consult with your security administrator
for details specific to your site.

CA ACF2 Sample RRSAF Resource Permissions

Use this procedure to permit a user to use the Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF). Repeat
the authorization for each subsystem. Without this access, users cannot connect to DB2 when CONNECT(AUTO) is
specified. SAF-based security statements are also provided.

The commands in this procedure are samples. For detailed information about using these commands, see the CA ACF2
for z/OS documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the resource by entering the following command:
SET RESOURCE(SAF)

– SAF
Specifies the resource type.

The view is of the resource.
2. Allow the user access to RRSAF

COMP

$KEY(DSNR) TYPE(SAF)

ssss.RRSAF UID(userid) ALLOW

END

STORE

– ssss
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID.

– userid
Specifies the ID of the user needing RRSAF connectivity.

The user is authorized.
3. Complete the RRSAF setup:

F ACF2,REBUILD(SAF)
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Authorization is complete.

CA Top Secret Sample RRSAF Resource Permissions

Use this procedure to permit a user to use the Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF). Repeat
the authorization for each subsystem. Without this access, users cannot connect to DB2 when CONNECT(AUTO) is
specified. The commands in this procedure are samples. For detailed information about using these commands, see the
CA Top Secret for z/OS documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign ownership of the resource by entering the following command.
TSS ADDTO(department_acid) DB2(DSNR.)

– department_acid
Specifies the owner of the object. This object is referenced by SQL. We recommend that you give ownership to a
department.
 

2. Permit the DB2 user authorization:
TSS PERMIT(userid) DB2(DSNR.ssss.RRSAF)

– userid
Specifies the ID of the user needing RRSAF connectivity.

– ssss
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID.

The user is authorized.

IBM RACF Sample RRSAF Resource Permissions

Use this procedure to permit a user to use the Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF). Repeat
the authorization for each subsystem. Without this access, users cannot connect to DB2 when CONNECT(AUTO) is
specified. The following commands are samples. For detailed information about using these commands, see the IBM
product documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Set the view to DSNR by entering the following command:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(DSNR)

The view is of the DSNR.
2. (Optional) Define the resource:

RDEFINE DSNR DSNR.ssss.RRSAF UACC(NONE)

– ssss
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID.

The facility is defined.
3. Allow the user access to the facility:

PERMIT DSNR.ssss.RRSAF CLASS(DSNR) ID(userid)

– userid
Specifies the ID of the user needing RRSAF connectivity.

The user is authorized.

Started Task Requirements
Review the following started task requirements:
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NOTE
 For security requirements for the Xmanager and Xnet started tasks, see Started Task Security Requirements.

• Xmanager (PTXMAN)
The PTXMAN started task for Xmanager (Execution Manager) must be started and active for all CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that run under the PTLDRIVM driver. This processing includes the TSO/
ISPF online environment, batch jobs, and other jobs that are necessary to complete the installation and customization
process.
Xmanager instances are known by a four-digit ID (XMANID). This ID is specified when completing the SETUPxx global
parmlib member during post-installation configuration.

WARNING
The PTXMAN started task must be running at the same release or maintenance level as the release or
maintenance level being installed. To complete the post-installation configuration process when a prior
release or maintenance level of the same major release of the products is installed and running, start an
alternate PTXMAN or recycle the current PTXMAN.

• Xnet (PXNPROC and PXNPROCE)
The Xnet (Execution Manager Networking) started tasks (PXNPROC and PXNPROCE) require the following software:
– IBM z/OS with TCP/IP communications (any supported release as documented in the z/OS Compatibility Matrix)
–  One of the following external security manager products with the System Authorization Facility (SAF) interface

enabled:
• CA ACF2™

• CA Top Secret®
• IBM RACF

NOTE
PXNPROC and PXNPROCE also require that the Xmanager started task is up and running at all times.
Detailed information about customizing Xnet before use is provided in the post-installation configuration
tasks. 

• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 started tasks as described in CA SYSVIEW for DB2
Requirements. 

•  CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management started tasks.

Storage Requirements
When installing the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, we recommend that you have 9,210 cylinders
available with the following allocations:

• 2,755 cylinders for the downloaded files (approximately 371 unzip files)
• 2,755 cylinders to create the RELFILES
• 3,700 cylinders for target, distribution, and SMP/E files

NOTE
The cylinders total does not include the data sets that are created as part of the post-install processing. There
will be 5510 cylinders of temporary data deleted after the installation process completes.

If CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) is used to install the products, note the following additional requirements:

• Increase the default region from within your Java JVM configuration as follows by updating the CA CSM server JCL
member being used in the ddname STDENV:
IJO="-Xms128m -Xmx768m"

The CA CSM server name is normally MSMTC.
• Increase the system setting for MAXCPUTIME to 7200.

– To display your current setting, specify:
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DISPLAY OMVS,OPTIONS

Search through the display for the MAXCPUTIME value.
– To change MAXCPUTIME to the suggested limit temporarily, specify:

SETOMVS MAXCPUTIME=7200

– To change MAXCPUTIME to no CPU limit, specify:

SETOMVS MAXCPUTIME=86400

– To change MAXCPUTIME permanently, specify this value in BPXPRMxx in SYS1.PARMLIB, where xx identifies the
table suffix that will be active in your z/OS system.

• (Optional) Increase the system setting for MAXASSIZE using the following command:
SETOMVS MAXASSIZE=2147483647

To change MAXASSIZE permanently, update the BPXPRMxx member.

Data Set Naming Conventions
During product installation, the term high-level or hlq denotes the node-names concatenated to the low-level data set
name qualifier library name as shown in the following examples:

• Single high-level node-name (PROD concatenated to a load library):
PROD.CDBALOAD

• Multiple high-level node-names (PROD.RxxSP1.SMPE concatenated to a load library):
PROD.RxxSP1.SMPE.CDBALOAD

– xx
Designates the release.

When assigning these values, note that the SMP/E TARGET data sets high-level must be different than the SMP/E TEMP
data sets high-level.

Example: Data Set Names

The following data set names reflect this convention:

PROD.RxxSP0.SMPE            SMP/E TARGET high-level

PROD.RxxSP0.SMPE.TEMP       SMP/E TEMP high-level

Target and Distribution Libraries
The lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets is noted in the following list for the target and distribution
libraries:

NOTE
 All target data sets begin with CDBA. All distribution libraries begin with ADBA. To create aliases relating old
and new library names, see Customize Optional Global Settings. 
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• CDBACICS only
• CDBASLS0 and ADBACLS0
• CDBACOBI and ADBACOBI
• CDBADBRM and ADBADBRM
• CDBAEVNT and ADBAEVNT
• CDBAFORM and ADBAFORM
• CDBAGTF and ADBAGTF
• CDBAIMS only
• CDBALOAD only
• CDBAMAPS and ADBAMAPS
• CDBAMDL and ADBAMDL
• ADBAMOD0 only
• CDBAMSG0 and ADBAMSG0
• CDBAPARM and ADBAPARM
• CDBAPNL0 and ADBAPNL0
• CDBAPXMP and ADBAPXMP
• CDBASAMP and ADBASAMP
• CDBASRC and ADBASRC
• CDBASKL0 and ADBASKL0
• CDBASKL1 and ADBASKL1
• CDBATBL0 and ADBATBL0
• CDBATREQ and ADBATREQ
• CDBAVSMI and ADBAVSMI
• CDBAXMSG and ADBAXMSG

If required by an FMID, you could be prompted for other data set names. For example:

• DB2 SDSNLOAD
• CICS SDFHLOAD

Various iBM data sets could also be required:

• CETJSIDE
• CSSLIB
• SCEEBND2
• SCEECPP
• SCEELIB
• SCEELKED
• SCEESPC
• SEZACMTX

Target Zone Parameters
The Target Zone Parameters dialog of CA CSM prompts you to enter data set names for the following facilities:

• IMS HSSR (required for CA Report Facility)
• IMS RESLIB (required for CA Report Facility)

If these facilities are not installed on your system, enter any existing data set. You can create an empty PDS for this
purpose.
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USS Space Requirements
 

Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately two times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I No space left on device.

Recommended Region Sizes for Executing the HDDL Command
The IEALIMIT or IEFUSI exit routine modules provide IBM-supplied default limits. If these defaults are not changed, the
following region sizes are recommended to execute HDDL successfully:

Region Size DB2 Object Size
0 KB or 0 MB Unlimited storage available. Any object with any number of

dependencies.
< 0 MB < REGION < 16 MB Small and medium sized objects:

Small (objects that have up to 100 dependent objects).
Medium (objects that have up to 1000 dependent objects).

< 16 MB < REGION < 32 MB Large objects (objects that have more than 1000 dependent
objects).

<32 MB < REGION < 2047 MB Any DB2 object with more dependencies.

Data Sharing Requirements
To set up a data sharing environment for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, address the following
data sharing requirements:

1. In each SETUPxx global parmlib member that contains any DB2 subsystem within a data sharing group:
– Define all the DB2 subsystem member names and group names to ensure that the products are able to access

information from all the DB2 subsystems within the data sharing group. Specify the group attach name for the DB2
subsystem member.

– Use the same value for the VSAM Catalog Alias (CATALIAS) parameter for each member in the data sharing group.
This value identifies the VCAT high-level qualifier for the DB2 subsystem and corresponds to the group CATALIAS
value.

– Use unique names for the bootstrap data sets for each member subsystem ID.
When upgrading to a new DB2 version, mode, or function level, define the member subsystem name in the SETUPxx
member. You can also specify the group attach name.

NOTE
The global parmlib SETUP member defines global and remote z/OS and DB2 subsystem options for the
installed products. We recommend that you create one SETUPxx parmlib member for each LPAR. For more
information, see Create a SETUP Global Parmlib Member.

2. If the data sharing members are on different LPARs, set the XSYS parameter to Y in the Xmanager started task JCL
on both LPARs.
When XSYS=Y, we recommend that the involved Xmanagers use the same load library so that they are at the
same maintenance level. If the Xmanagers are at different maintenance levels, you must access data from the local
Xmanager. The maintenance mismatch can potentially result in the display of user values that are inaccurate, an
unexpected user ABEND, or both. If CA MIM Resource Sharing is used to ensure cross-system integrity of objects
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across all members of the sysplex, enable the QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system enqueues. If IBM Global
Resource Serialization (GRS) is used instead, no further action is required.

NOTE
For more information about setting this parameter, see Customize Xmanager. 

3. When binding product packages and plans, note that coexistence of mixed releases in a data sharing group can add
complexity. DB2 allows only two different release levels to coexist in a data sharing group:
– A single old-release at New Function Mode
– The new release at an appropriate Compatibility Mode 

WARNING
We recommend that you execute the Bind Product Packages and Plans DB2 catalog customization task on
the group member having the lowest version. A package that is bound on a higher version might result in
SQL errors when executing that same package on the lower versions.

NOTE
For more information about bind the product packages and plans, and automatic rebinds in a coexisting
data sharing group, we recommend that you review the IBM documentation about mixed releases in a data
sharing group.

4. Review your product-specific documentation for data sharing implementation requirements. For example, CA
SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 requires each member of the DB2 data sharing group to be
monitored by its own data collector. In CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS, you must create a subsystem-
specific datastore using the same high-level and datastore name as the other datastore for this group, and then start
collection for the new member.

Global Resource Sharing
If you use a global resource sharing product like CA MIM, you may need to identify the ENQ QNAMES by product to the
global resource sharing product. If you use IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS), no further action is required.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS can issue ENQs with a SYSTEMS scope to ensure proper
cross-system serialization in a shared DASD environment. These ENQs should be propagated throughout the global
resource sharing ring. If by default, SYSTEMS ENQs are not propagated, the QNAMES in the following table should be
identified to the global resource sharing product.

If you use CA MIM, further action is only necessary when you run with the MII PROCESS=SELECT parameter specified.
If PROCESS=SELECT is specified, identify the QNAMES by product to CA MIM using the following table:

QNAMES Product
CADB2 CA Database Management Solutions
CADB2SYS CA Database Management Solutions
PLATINUM CA Database Management Solutions
SPFEDIT CA Database Management Solutions
DYNWORK CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS
DCONTROL Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
INSIGHT CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2
DBUGDB2I CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2
MIGRATOR CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
CADBR CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
ANALYSIS CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
RBP0200 CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and Batch Processor
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RCU CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS
RC/EDIT CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS
PPA/EXPL CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS

Object Framework Services (OFS)
Object Framework Services (OFS) is a services layer that is used by the following products and the Alternate Catalog
Mapping (ACM) component to perform DB2 system catalog access:

• CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS

OFS is also used by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to generate DDL from the DB2 logs.

To set default execution values for OFS, edit the OFS parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM or use the EP option on the CA
Database Management Solutions Main Menu.

NOTE

OFS uses UNIX System Services (USS) provided POSIX services. Access to OMVS is required. If the NO-
OMVS setting in CA ACF2 or NOUID setting in RACF is specified, contact an administrator to remove this
setting to enable user access to OMVS.

Health Check Support
The CA Health Checker Common Service (FMID CEF5xxx, where xxx varies by release) is installed and delivered with
CA Common Services for z/OS). The CA Health Checker Common Service is integrated with the IBM Health Checker for
z/OS. To customize the health checks for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, install the CA Health
Checker common service and use the IBM Health Checker. The health check owner is CA_DB2. The health check name
depends on the individual check that is performed for each product. For example, CA SYSVIEW for DB2 uses names that
start with DB2_IDB2_*.

For more information about how to manage health checks, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS documentation. For more
information about the available product-specific health checks, see the product documentation.

After the integration is completed using the IBM Health Checker, the CA Health Checker Common Service performs
several health checks automatically when Xmanager is started.

NOTE
 You can optionally customize your Xmanager using the ENV and SUFFIX execution parameters. These
parameters help the CA Health Checker Common Service perform health checks successfully when two or more
Xmanagers running on a single LPAR are sharing a parmlib. For more information, see Prepare the Xmanager
Started Task Procedure. 

Within the Xmanager started task output there are messages indicating the Health Checker has started and ended:

GEN0901 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker task attached

GEN0911 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface initialization in progress

GEN0912 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface initialization complete

...

GEN0913 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface termination in progress

GEN0914 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface termination complete

The health checks are only performed for licensed CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.
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Under SDSF, you can display the health checks using the CK command.

With CA SYSVIEW, you can display and update health check parameters:

• For example, specify the following command to display all health checks that are performed on an LPAR:
HCHECKER (HC)

• To display only the health checks that are performed for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS,
use the following command:
HCHECKER CA_DB2

Concurrent Releases
This article explains how to manage concurrent releases.

You can install this release of your product and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• If you acquired your product with Pax ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
 CA CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CA CSM.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

WARNING
 We recommend that you install in separate environments.

Compatibility with Previous Releases

To keep your previous product versions, you can install the new versions on the same subsystem as the previous version.

To ensure that you can recover data from the previous version when creating JCL for object comparison, set the Recovery
field to Y and specify a data set in the Recovery DSN field when comparing DB2 objects. See Compare DB2 Objects in
the DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks during post-install processing.

Other Requirements

Relink Load Libraries
Several external libraries are currently referenced during the SMP/E install processing. When you install or upgrade to a
new release or apply maintenance to an existing release, you may have to update the external library versions and relink
the CA product load libraries with the latest versions of these external modules. For example, upgrade CICS from V5.1 to
V5.2.

To relink the CA product load libraries, follow these steps:

1. Update the external library name in SMP/E.
2. Relink all load modules containing implicit references to the external library:To detect and relink the load modules,

execute the following SMP/E command:

LINK LMODS CALLLIBS
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The load modules are detected and relinked.

Implementation Knowledge Documents
Use the following link to access and review the Implementation Knowledge Documents that are available on CA Support
Online:

CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Implementation Document Index

Install Products Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM). CA CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your
Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use CA CSM to manage your product software in a common
way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance
easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CA CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING

To install a product using CA CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders
is insufficient to complete the installation. We recommend that you increase the allocation parameters of the
SYSPRINT data set to at least 120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CA CSM:

• Acquire Products Using CA CSM
• Install Products Using CA CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CA CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update the
product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CA CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CA CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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Figure 1: Acquiring_Products_CIG

1. Configure CA CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CA CSM online help.
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Configure CA CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CA CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CA CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CA CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CA CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.
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NOTE
Skip this step if you updated the product list only for a selected filter.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CA CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy.
If you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
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5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.
The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.

6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CA CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. You can use CA CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CA CSM inserts all
the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CA CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.
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Install Your Product Using CA CSM
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CA CSM. This
step of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CA CSM.
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Figure 2: Installing_Products

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.  111
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2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation. Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if
necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

NOTE
For more information about installing products, see the CA CSM online help.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. You select one of the following options:
– Product Specific File System
– z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System (zFS)

NOTE
If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined
according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
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Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CA CSM creates a
pending installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CA
CSM online help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

NOTE
CA CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CA CSM:
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From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CA CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

NOTE
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license
agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then
select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CA CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
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A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.
b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the

prerequisites are installed.
c. Select Next.

You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.
• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:

– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CA CSM where the
prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.

– Open CA CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CA
CSM where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard.
Then, select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to
continue the product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a new SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail. For more information, see the online help.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:

• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CA CSM
• Data set allocation parameters
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You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CA CSM performs the
following validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CA CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the

installation.
a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CA CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.
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Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
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– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a new target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
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Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters

Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Target Zone Name
Identifies the name for the target zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create a new one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CA CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that
case, the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set
will be allocated using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the distribution zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.
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NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data
set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CA CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Distribution Zone Name
Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
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Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.
– Catalog

Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) parameters or data
set (VOLSER, Unit) parameters. Complete the applicable fields.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

Figure 3: How_to_Install_a_Product_Using_a_Pax_File

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.
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We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting so you can issue the USS mount
command for the file system.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data set
name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

NOTE
We recommend that you edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through
80) and CAPS OFF. However, where needed use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,
YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.
NOTE
The SYSIN DD must be indented at least one space.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*
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//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

          

The zFS is allocated.
2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named /CA/

CAPAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

          

NOTE
Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory
for all product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax
download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR)

PARM(AGGRGROW)

          

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

USS pax directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, issue the following command from the system console:
/d omvs,file

The file system is mounted. Resolve errors before continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.
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This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– You have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– You have available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

              

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Select Product Downloads, and then enter the product name or select the product from the list on the Download

Management page.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

NOTE
To optimize product and solution downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the following additional URLs
in your network security software and/or firewalls:

• For FTP, ftp://downloads.broadcom.com .
• For HTTPS, https://downloads.broadcom.com .

Sites that regulate access through an IP address must allow network access to 141.202.253.110 .
4. Locate the appropriate software package under PRODUCTS, and then complete either of the following steps to

download the product package:
– Select the product software package from the list and then select Download Package. You can also download

individual files from the product files list by selecting: Add to Cart under CART, HTTP Via Internet Browser under
DOWNLOAD, or FTP under FTP.

– Select ADD TO CART under CART, HTTP Via Internet Browser under DOWNLOAD, or FTP under FTP.
NOTE
When you select HTTP Via Internet Browser to download from https://downloads.broadcom.com, a zip file is
downloaded to your PC. The zip file is named ordernumber.zip. When you select FTP to download from ftp://
downloads.broadcom.com, log in with your Broadcom Support online username (email) and password. The
directory is the order number. Copy the downloaded file to your designated PC directory. We recommend
FileZilla or WinSCP for FTP downloads.
TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

5. If you downloaded a zip file, unzip the file to prepare the product pax files for use.
The pax file is ready for FTP.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

6. FTP the pax.Z files in binary mode to your mainframe USS file system.
For example, enter the following sample FTP commands from a Windows command prompt:

FTP mainframe  userid password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
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put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

          

• mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or Domain Name Server (DNS) name.

• userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

• password
Specifies your z/OS password.

• C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

• yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads.

• paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

You are now ready to extract the product pax file into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

Use the following sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
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// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

      

Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT

Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL

Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
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6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
 Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this section. Steps 4 through 9 are documented in
the section describing how to run installation jobs for a Pax installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is
documented in the section describing starting your product.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product. Set the NULLFILE hlq and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications if valid libraries do not exist
in your environment

Establishing a hierarchical file system (HFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of
the product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Customize the macro DBMSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type DBMSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
 Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
 The following steps include instructions to execute the DBMSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
DBMAREAD member, and submit the DBMEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM1HOLD in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DBM1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit DBM1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM2ALL in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command line.
DBM2ALL is customized.
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5. Submit DBM2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM3CSI in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command line.
DBM3CSI is customized.

7. Submit DBM3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

8. If your product requires HFS or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires HFS, add the DDDEFS that
are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM3CSIU in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command

line.
DBM3CSIU is customized.

b. Submit DBM3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
 The following steps include instructions to execute the DBMSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the DBMAREAD
member, and submit the DBMEDALL member.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM4RECD in an edit session, and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DBM4RECD is customized.

2. Submit DBM4RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM5APP in an edit session, and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command

line.
DBM5APP is customized.

5. Submit DBM5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we
recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM6ACC in an edit session, and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DBM6ACC is customized.

7. Submit DBM6ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun APPLY
with the CHECK option removed.
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Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform the procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files anymore.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your CA
Technologies product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data
sets. You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

– paxfile
Specifies the name of the CA Technologies pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

– product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases
are built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include
error and FIXCAT holddata, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability
test criteria are released monthly and designated as CA Recommended Service (CA RS) for z/OS. You can install the
following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.
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WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. However, before you do so, we recommend that
you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

You can install product maintenance using CA Chorus™ Software Manager or SMP/E JCL.

For a comprehensive collection of articles dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) provides a product list that enables you to display the list of licensed product
maintenance packages and to download these packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that you
acquired outside of CA CSM so that they can be applied using CA CSM

NOTE
During your initial product installation, all product maintenance should be applied. Otherwise, you may have to
repeat the deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CA CSM:

Figure 4: Maintaining_Products_CACSM

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
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2. (Optional) Configure CA CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CA CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CA CSM.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Apply CA RS maintenance.
b. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

NOTE
You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to
this product. Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target
systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CA CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance
installation. You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CA CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CA CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
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NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CA CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CA RS maintenance wizard execution, CA CSM may receive maintenance. Some
maintenance packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CA CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CA CSM rejects the maintenance that has been
received during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the
wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CA CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the product list on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the
IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service eliminates the
manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.
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To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the CA SMP/E Internet Service as described
in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you can use
CA CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CA CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CA CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CA CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CA CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
For more information about automatic maintenance updates, see the CA Chorus Software Manager
documentation.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CA CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CA CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about
these maintenance packages to CA CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CA CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CA CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some CA Technologies products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CA CSM
inserts all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated
package is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CA CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
package is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CA CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some CA Technologies
products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link.

NOTE
You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance.
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NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CA CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CA CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to
be permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CA CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CA CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CA CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CA CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CA CSM also excludes it from processing.
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If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CA RS Maintenance

CA CSM lets you track and apply CA Recommended Services (CA RS) maintenance for your products.

CA Recommended Service (CA RS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe integrated
system test environment. We recommend that you install CA RS maintenance to keep your products current. CA
Technologies releases CA RS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CA RS maintenance level.

To learn about new CA RS maintenance available, download the CA RS files that are listed for published CA RS
maintenance. You can configure CA CSM to download CA RS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CA RS files, you can filter CA RS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CA RS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CA RS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
A CA RS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CA RS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CA RS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CA RS file is published. The CA RS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CA RS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CA RS File Download

You can configure CA CSM to download available CA RS files automatically. After download, the CA RS files are stored in
a USS directory under the software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CA RS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or

– Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading CA RS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
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example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then
occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update
occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days
to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CA CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CA CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available CA RS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CA RS download is configured.

Add a CA RS File

If you cannot automatically download available CA RS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CA RS File link. The CA RS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other CA RS files.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the CA RS file using FTP from the CA Technologies file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

             

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CA RS file. CA RS files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CA CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CA RS File link in the Actions section
on the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CA RS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CA RS file is saved in the CA CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CA RS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CA RS level. During processing, CA
CSM verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CA RS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CA RS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CA RS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the CA RS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CA CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CA CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

• CA.System.z/OS.*
Selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

• CA.System.z/OS.%%
Selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.
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Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CA CSM.

As an option, CA CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CA CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link.
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NOTE
You can filter out only applied packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CA CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the
maintenance restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.
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4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CA CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CA CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CA CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CA CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.
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NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to
return to the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CA CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

• NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

• NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CA CSM.

Apply Preventive Maintenance
To apply preventive maintenance, you download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. Preventive maintenance lets
you apply PTFs that Broadcom has created and made public. You may not have experienced the issue that each PTF
addresses. We recommend that you apply preventive maintenance regularly so that you do not encounter known issues
with published and tested fixes.

  

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select your download option:

WARNING

We recommend that you use the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies
the download process.

– Download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA Mainframe product maintenance
over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service
eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support Online. The orders
are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their
requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

– Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support Online
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/
OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides
in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running CA Common Services
Release 14.1 with PTF RO58216 or Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements in the Mainframe Common
Maintenance Procedures documentation and complete the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support Online.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.
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Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
6. Select the applicable product and software release.
7. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.

TIP

Review the online help for information about the download methods and locations.
8. Run the CAUNZIP utility.

CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report: 
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
10. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
11. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
12. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
13. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the DBMSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
14. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM1HOLD in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update DBM1HOLD SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

DBM1HOLD is customized.
15. Submit DBM1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
16. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM7RECH in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command

line.
DBM7RECH is customized.

17. Submit DBM7RECH.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

18. (Optional) Apply and accept CA Recommended Service (CS RS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept CA Technologies corrective maintenance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM8APYP in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DBM8APYP is customized.

2. Submit DBM8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member DBM9ACCP in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
DBM9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit DBM9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.
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NOTE
 You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply CA Recommended Service (CA RS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CA RS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
We recommend that you review the CA RS overview.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM7CARS in an edit session, update DBM7CARS SAMPJCL to download ASSIGN
statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command line.
DBM7CARS is customized.

2. Submit DBM7CARS.
The job downloads the CA RS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command line.
DBM7RECP is customized.

4. Submit DBM7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CA RS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member DBM8APYP in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DBM8APYP is customized.

6. Submit DBM8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member DBM9ACCP in an edit session and execute the DBMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
DBM9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit DBM9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

• Action
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Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
• AO

Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the message.
• DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
• DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
• DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.
• DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
• DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.
• DOWNLD

Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
• DYNACT

Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.
• EC

Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does not affect
the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

• ENH
Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement. If no
action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

• EXIT
Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

• EXRF
Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.

• IPL
Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no alternative
for dynamic activation.

• MSGSKEL
Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the message
compiler for each language.

• MULTSYS
Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

• RESTART
Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

• SQLBIND
Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than DB2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from CA Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD DD statement.
To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the HOLDDATA from
CA-supplied jobs.
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You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open yourhighlevelqualifier60RCH in
an edit session and execute the yourhighlevelqualifierSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When CA Technologies publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the
error HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

CA Technologies provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular
hardware device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each
FIXCAT HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Update Existing Environments
You can update existing environments to add products, upgrade to new DB2 versions or modes, upgrade to a new
product release, and install on multiple subsystems.

These tasks are performed after you have completed post-install tailoring and now need to update your existing
environments.

Complete Post-Installation Configuration
After you have prepared for installation and installed the product files, complete the post-installation customization steps in
the order presented on the Post-install Tailoring Menu.

These steps must be completed before you can use the products at your site.

NOTE
 If CA CSM is used for configuration, these steps are completed in the interface. If CA CSM is not used for
configuration, complete these steps manually.

The following tasks must be completed before you can enter the post-installation processing tasks:

• Review the software requirements, hardware requirements, security requirements, and other operational
considerations.

• Unload the product files using CA CSM, Pax ESD, or DVD.
• Review Updating Existing Environments, Security Settings, and Improving Performance.

 To access the Post-Install Tailoring menu, complete these steps: 

1. Log on to TSO.
2. Enter the TSO command or CLIST option and press Enter.

The ISPF Command Shell dialog displays.
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3. Execute the following command and press Enter:
EX 'hlq.CDBACLS0(INSMAIN)' ' hlq'

–   hlq 
Specifies the target data set that was created during the installation (acquisition, installation, and deployment)
process. The first value is for the CDBACLS0 data set where the INSMAIN clist is located. The last value is the
input parameter into the INSMAIN clist. These values are typically the same.

The Post-Install Tailoring (INS) menu appears. This menu contains the manual steps that are required to complete the
post-installation customization processing of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS outside of CA
CSM. If CA CSM is used for configuration, you can ignore these steps.

NOTE

On first access, the Post-Install Information panel appears instead. Enter additional library information for
DB2, CICS, IMS if this informatoin is required for your environment or the products you are installing. Consult
your systems administrator for more information about these values.

WARNING

By default with a native SMP/E install, all products are auto-selected for post-installation customization
processing. However, you can change this and select specific products. These selections are saved from
session to session.

4. Select the following options in the order presented:
– Option 0 (Settings) – Define session and environmental options.

Defines job submission parameters, post-installation libraries, and file allocation parameters. 
– Option 1 (Setup) – Create/edit global and product parmlib members.

Configures global and product-specific parmlib members.
– Option 2 (Tailor) – Execute product-specific customization tasks.

Customizes global and product options.
– Option 3 (Tasks) – Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks.

Generates JCL to perform DB2 tasks that are required to execute the products.

Configure Your Product Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and
configuring mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CA
CSM. A configuration is a CA CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CA CSM deployed software.
Configuration makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and
resources specific to your environment.

This diagram explains the configuration process.
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Figure 5: Configuring_products

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
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– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CA CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation succeeded, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

The product configuration process completes.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CA CSM now if needed.

For more information about configuring products, see the CA CSM online help.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CA CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CA CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
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2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration.

NOTE
If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close the wizard. You can build it
later.

Configuring to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation will be local to the CA CSM driving system. The CA CSM driving system is the system where the CA CSM
is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CA CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CA CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CA CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CA CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name
of a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

NOTE
For more information about non-VSAM user catalog entries and indirect volume serial references, see the
description of the DEFINE NONVSAM command in IBM DFSMS  Access Method Services for Catalogs
(SC26-7394).

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CA CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CA CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.
After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).
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You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Follow these steps:

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. 

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be
utilized when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CA CSM. Doing
so helps avoid data set contention between the CA CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CA
CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
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NOTE
While a validation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without stopping
the validation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the validation dialog while the
validation is still in progress, or view the status of the validation task later from the Tasks tab.

 
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CA CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CA CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CA
CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
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3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CA CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CA CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CA CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, steps do not execute if they have

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, the step does not execute if

it has prerequisite steps that have not completed. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm
manual and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.

NOTE
While an implementation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the implementation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the implementation
dialog while the implementation is still in progress, or view the status of the implementation task later from
the Tasks tab.

You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select the link for the step you want to view
details.
An Actions dialog opens. The dialog contains the actions that are associated with this step as links if more information
is available. This dialog contains the following columns:
– Name

Identifies the name of an action.
– Type

Identifies one of the following types for this action:
• Action

This type is an actual action.
• Backup

This action performs a backup operation if the action is recoverable.
• Commit

This action makes the changes from previous actions permanent.
• Rollback

This action reverts the changes from previous actions.
– Group

Identifies one of the following groups that are associated with this action:
• Operation action

Describes the set of actions that perform the function of the operation.
• Preop recovery

Describes the set of actions to be performed before all other actions in the operation.
• Postop recovery success

Describes the set of actions to be performed if all actions complete successfully.
• Postop recovery failure

Describes the set of actions to be performed if any action completes unsuccessfully.
• Cleanup

Describes the set of actions to be performed after all other actions in the operation.
– SRVC-CC

Identifies the CA CSM services completion code for this action.

NOTE
This code is an internal CA CSM completion code that is returned from the executed service in the SCS
address space.

– SRVC-RC
Identifies the CA CSM services return code for this action.

NOTE
This code is similar to the z/OS completion code.

– Status
Identifies the status for this action.

2. Select the link for the action you want to view details for.
Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:
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• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that youthen move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CA CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CA CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CA CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CA CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

3. Review the steps.
4. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CA CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the

failed configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
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Define Site-Specific Session and Environmental Options
After you acquire your product files and complete the SMP/E installation and maintenance tasks, a systems programmer
or database administrator configures the products to run on your systems. The first step in this process is to define site-
specific session and environmental options.

WARNING

 You must define site-specific session and environmental options before creating global and product parmlib
members.

NOTE
 Configuration is the same with or without CA ChorusTM Software Manager (CA CSM). If CA CSM is used for
configuration, you can ignore the steps in this scenario.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Specify job submission parameters.
2. Select products to be processed.
3. Set current post-install libraries.
4. Specify Data Set Allocation Parameters. 

Specify Job Submission Parameters

To define the default settings for batch jobs that are submitted during post-installation processing, you must specify job
card information. You can change the information in the job stream before submitting the job to the job entry subsystem
(JES).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Select option 0 (Settings) and press Enter.

The INS Options Selection panel appears.
3. Select option 1 (Job Cards) and press Enter.

The Job Submission Parameters panel appears.
4. Enter the job card information that is used when you submit a job through post-install and press Enter.

The first two cards are required and must include accounting and identifying information as defined at your site and a
REGION parameter of at least 7 MB.

 Example: 

//JOBNAME  JOB  (JOB INFO),'jobx',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=7M 

//*

You can specify up to eight cards.

Select Products to be Processed

By default, all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that are installed into the current set of libraries
are selected for post-installation processing. However, you can optionally select a subset of the installed products for
processing. For example, you can:

• Install only certain products on a DB2 subsystem
• Install maintenance to a selected group of products
• Add products to an existing environment

When you select products to be processed, any products that are requisites of the selected products will be auto-selected.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 0 (Settings) - Session and environmental options on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The INS Options Selection panel appears.

2. Select option 2 (Products) - Select products to be processed and press Enter.
The Product Select Installation Type panel appears.

3. Press Enter to continue.
The Product Selection List appears showing the product three-letter acronym, a brief description, and the product
group. By default, all products that were selected previously are still selected.

4. Clear the product selections using the ALLU command and then select products using the S or ALLS command.
When you press Enter, the product selections are registered and the INS Options Selection panel reappears.

You are now ready to define the parmlib and control post-installation libraries.

Set Current Post-Install Libraries

To define settings for the current post-install libraries, specify the data set names for the parmlib and control libraries that
are used for post-install processing.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 0 (Settings) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The INS Options Selection panel appears.

2. Select option 3 (Libraries) and press Enter.
The Set Current INS Libraries panel appears.

3. Specify data set names for the following libraries:
–  PARMLIB library

Contains the global and product-specific parmlib members. These members are used to specify general
configuration values that can be applied to multiple distributed environments and configuration settings for
individual products.
Default: hlq.CDBAPARM

–  CONTROL library
Contains members for the JCL that is generated during post-install processing.
Default: hlq.CDBASAMP

Press Enter.
The settings for the post-install libraries are saved.

Specify Data Set Allocation Parameters

During post-install processing, permanent and temporary data sets are created based on the data set allocation
parameters that you specify.

• The permanent direct access storage device (DASD) files are needed for some customization tasks. You can use a
Storage Management System (SMS) or a specific device type.

• The ISPF work files are used as work space when configuring the post-installation customization tasks. You must
specify the unit to be used.

Your site standards determine the allocation parameter values. See your storage systems programmer or the appropriate
operating system manuals for details.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 0 (Settings) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The INS Options Selection panel appears.

2. Select option 4 (Allocation) and press Enter.
The Dataset Allocation Parameters panel appears.
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3. Specify allocation parameters to install the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:
– For SMS, specify at least one of the three classes (management, data, or storage).
– For non-SMS, leave the three classes blank and enter the device type (unit), and optionally, the volume serial of the

device. Typical device type values are SYSDA or SYSALLDA.
– For ISPF work files, specify the device type (unit) to be used.
Press Enter.
The data set allocation parameters are saved.

You have successfully defined your site-specific session and environmental options. You can now create/edit the global
and product-specific parmlib members.

Create and Edit Global and Product Parmlib Members
After you define the session and environmental options, the next step in the post-installation configuration processing is to
create and edit the global and product-specific parmlib members. These members:

• Identify default settings for a specific subsystem and for multiple distributed environments.
• Establish default execution settings for the installed products.

You can also copy CLISTs and parmlib information from a previous release of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Select option 1 (Setup) and press Enter.

The Parameter Setup Menu appears.
3. Select the following options:

– 1 (Copy information from a previous release)
– 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members)
– 3 (Create/edit product parmlib members)

Copy Information from a Previous Release
You can copy CLIST and parmlib information from a previous installation of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS.

If you are only applying maintenance, do not perform these steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 1 (Setup) on the Post-Install Tailoring Menu and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 (Copy) on the Parameter Setup Menu and press Enter.
3. Select the following options:

– 1 (Copy RSPUSER Clist) 
Copies the RSPUSER CLIST member when a user customization exit is used. Specify the fully qualified data set
name for your previous and current releases, and execute the generated JCL.

– 2 (Copy Parmlib Members)
Copies parmlib members from a previous installation.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not copy the DSNAME global parmlib members from an earlier release.
These DSNAME members will not work for new releases due to the creation of new target libraries or
elements being moved between libraries. Instead, you should use the Edit Global Parmlib Members
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option to Setup Global Parmlib Members when you upgrade. The automatic pre-population of libraries will
ensure that the appropriate target libraries are associated with each parameter.

Complete the following steps to copy parmlib members:
a. Specify the fully qualified parmlib data set names for the previous installation and current installation. A panel

appears indicating where the JCL will be stored. If you want, you can change the member name.
b. Review the job that copies the parmlib members.
c. Execute the generated JCL.

WARNING
 This task does not take the place of editing the parmlib members. To include new and updated settings,
you must still edit the parmlib members after copying them. Make these edits on all subsystems on which
you are upgrading.

Setup Global Parmlib Members
After you have defined your session and environmental settings, setup the following global parmlib members to define
configuration values for multiple distributed environments:

• PTISYS
Specifies the parmlib members that are active in each environment. This parmlib member is required.

• DSNAME
Contains the names of all data sets that are used for product execution. This parmlib member is required.

• SETUP
Specifies the following parameter values that are required for the installation and execution of all products. This
parmlib member is required. 

• PLANS
Specifies the product plan names. Creation of this parmlib member is optional, but highly recommended. If you do not
create this member, default plan names are used.

• ISPF
Defines the data sets that are needed for the ISPF environment. This parmlib member is required for some product
customization batch jobs that must run under ISPF control.

• ENVDEF
Determines which PTISYS member is active based on which LPAR an online user or batch application is running.
Creation of this parmlib member is optional, but highly recommended to execute JCL that was generated from a
previous version of the products.

•  (Optional) ENABLE
Lets you switch between new and old behavior of product features. Contact Broadcom Support to use this member.  

You can copy the necessary data sets and can execute the already-generated JCL on the specified subsystems. This
information is used to complete the installation process and to execute the products. See Sample Global Parmlib
Definitions for examples of how to configure a single LPAR or multiple LPARs with shared or non-shared DASD. Sample
suffix definitions and sample suffix documentation are also provided.

We recommend that you assign suffixes to your global parmlib member definitions to use multiple versions of the same
global parmlib member for different environments.

WARNING
 Before your setup the global parmlib members, we recommend that you define and document the suffixes that
you plan to use in each environment. You can then use this information to edit the global parmlib members. If
you edit the parmlib members manually, unpredictable results can occur.

NOTE
 Global members must be created before editing product parmlib members.
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Suffix Values

You can assign suffix values to create multiple versions of the same global parmlib member for different environments. For
example, you can install the products on a test subsystem for testing purposes. When you are ready to use the products
in production on another logical partition (LPAR), you can use post installation on the test LPAR to create new global
parmlib members and to generate the Db2 jobs that are needed to complete the installation on the new LPAR. You then
copy the product data sets to the production system and execute the jobs. You do not need to run post installation on the
production system, or even modify the JCL to run on the production system.

To distinguish between the members, each version has a unique suffix. For example, your main global parmlib member
might be called PTISYS00. The two-digit suffix (00 in this case) is passed to the CA driver program and determines which
set of global parmlib members to use. The suffix is two characters of alphanumeric data, which gives you 1,296 unique
suffix choices.

A suffix assignment determines which PTISYSxx member of high-level.CDBAPARM is used for installation and execution
of the products.

The following diagram shows the processing that occurs when you assign a suffix value to the global parmlib members:

 

After you have built your suffixed parmlib entries, you can add or remove Db2 subsystems easily as your Db2 systems
increase or decrease. Using ENVDEF processing, we only have to pass the high-level qualifier parmlib data set and suffix
parameter to RSPMAIN.

Create a PTISYS Global Parmlib Member

The PTISYSxx global parmlib member determines the parmlib members that are active in your environments. This
member is required and you must create it first. You can have one or more PTISYSxx members. Each LPAR should have
one PTISYSxx member.
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Each PTISYSxx member can point to different global parmlib members so that you can change an environment without
affecting others. For example, PTISYSxx supports the distributed installation by allowing the various PTISYSxx members
to point at appropriate DSNAMExx members. This outcome lets the DB2 task jobs be generated without being attached to
the target.

You can also include suffixed product parmlib references in PTISYSxx such as PDAxx, PFRxx, PLAxx, PMMxx, RCMIGxx,
RCSECxx, RCUPDxx, and RCXxx.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 1 (Setup) in the Option field on the Post-Install Tailoring Menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) in the Option field and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Enter S next to the PTISYS entry and press Enter.
The currently defined members are displayed. You can select an existing member (S), insert a new member (I), or use
the default suffix (00). To add alternate product parmlib member entries, enter E (edit) instead.

4. Enter S next to the member name to select it for processing and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib System Options panel appears.

5. Enter I in the S (Selection column) and press Enter to insert a new line.

NOTE
Be sure to insert any entries before the *=xx line if it appears. The default, *=00, is used for any global
parmlib member that is not entered on this panel.

6. Enter the global parmlib member name that you want to include in this PTISYS member with a suffix and press Enter.
7. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each global parmlib member you want to include in this PTISYS member and press Enter.

Changes are saved.

The PTISYS global parmlib member is created.

Examples

In the following example, PTISYS contains only the following entry, which creates PTISYS00:

********************************* Top of Data ********************************

* (00)

******************************** Bottom of Data ******************************

SETUP00, DSNAME00, PLANS00, and ENVDEF are the members that are in effect.

In the next example, PTISYS contains an entry for SETUP11 and 00 for PTISYS:

********************************* Top of Data ********************************

SETUP=11

* (00)

******************************** Bottom of Data ******************************

SETUP11 is used for this PTISYS member and the 00 suffix is used for the remainder of the global parmlib members.

Create a DSNAME Global Parmlib Member

The DSNAME global parmlib member is required and lets you specify the data set names that are used to execute the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

This member supports any data set name pattern in use at your site.
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Each data set name can be different inside the DSNAMExx member. Typically, the data set patterns would be consistent
within the DSNAMExx pattern, but the flexibility allows variation.

For multiple distributed installations, specify multiple DSNAME parmlib members with unique suffixes. For example, a DB2
TEST system can have a DSNAME11 parmlib member that points to the high-level.TEST libraries, while a DB2 production
system can have a DSNAME22 parmlib member that points to the high-level.PROD libraries.

The data sets listed in DSNAMExx do not have to exist on the LPAR where you perform your post-installation and
customization work. Having the various DSNAMExx patterns lets you communicate the target installation data sets without
having post-installation processing connected to the target.

You can customize the target data set name for each individual product library.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Setup) on the Post-Install Tailoring Menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Select option 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Type S (Select) next to the DSNAME entry and press Enter.
A list of currently defined members appears. You can insert a new member or can use the default suffix (00).

4. Type I (Insert) in the selection column (S) and press Enter.
A line is inserted for the new member.

5. Type a suffix and press Enter.
The suffix appears next to the new member.

6. Type S (Select) next to the new member and press Enter.
A dialog appears indicating that no data set names were found in the new member.

7. Press Enter to populate this member automatically or press F3 to end.
The Edit Parmlib Dataset Member panel appears.

NOTE
If you populated this member automatically, the Dataset Name column is filled in. Otherwise, this column is
blank. If blank, enter the data set names for the DB2 products next to their corresponding ddnames.

WARNING
Do not use the data set name of an ISPF user profile as a value for ISPTLIB.

8. Add data set names manually if needed and press Enter.
Changes are saved.

Create a SETUP Global Parmlib Member

The global parmlib member SETUP is required. The SETUP member defines global and remote z/OS and DB2
subsystem options for the installed products including national language settings, QMF information, DB2 subsystem
information, compare object, and DDF usage options.

Note the following:

• To establish a connection between the products and the Xmanager started task, you must specify the XMAN
connection ID.

• To display only licensed products on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, specify
NO for Display All Products (FULLMENU). The default is to display all products.

• To integrate with the CA Service Desk, change the default value.
• To prevent errors, the DB2 subsystem version and mode values must match the DB2 runtime environment.

We recommend that you create one SETUP parmlib member for each LPAR.
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If you have CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS installed and use names other than the defaults of PTDB for
database name and PTSG for storage group, the customized values must be put in the SETUP member for the target
DB2 subsystem before running PRA#LOAD.

To create a SETUP global parmlib member

1. Select option 1 (Setup) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Specify S next to the SETUP entry and press Enter.
A list of currently defined SETUP members appears.

4. Specify I in the selection (S) column and press Enter.
A new SETUP member line is inserted on the panel.

5. Enter a two digit number for the suffix in the Suffix column and press Enter.
The entry is saved and the new SETUP member appears in the list of members.

6. Type S next to the new member and press Enter.
The first Edit Parmlib Member SETUP panel appears.

7. Define the global parameters and press Enter.
The SETUP Subsystem Edit Selection panel appears.

8. Select an existing subsystem ID in the SSID field or enter a new one, select it, and press Enter.
The next Edit Parmlib Member SETUP panel appears.
In a data sharing environment, define the member subsystem names or group attachment name in the SETUP
member.

9. Complete the panel fields and press Enter until you reach the last panel.
The SETUP member is defined.

10. Press PF3 as needed to exit and save.

Set Up a Data Sharing Environment

By defining all subsystems in a data sharing environment to each SETUP member, you can ensure that the products
will be able to properly process DB2 subsystems that are part of data sharing groups. You can also specify the group
attachment name.

To set up a data sharing environment, define each subsystem ID that is a member of the data sharing group in the parmlib
member SETUPxx. Each member's CATALIAS parameter will be the same and correspond to the group's CATALIAS. The
BSDS will be unique for each member SSID.

When binding product packages and plans, note that coexistence of mixed releases in a data sharing group can add
complexity. DB2 allows only two different release levels to coexist in a data sharing group:

• A single old-release at New Function Mode
• The new release at an appropriate Compatibility Mode

WARNING
 We recommend that you execute the Bind Product Packages and Plans DB2 catalog customization task on
the lowest level member. For example, on V10NFM when the logical version of a data sharing group is mixed
V10NFM and V11CM. 

NOTE
 More information: For more information about binding the product packages and plans and automatic rebinds
in a coexisting data sharing group, we recommend that you review the IBM documentation about mixed releases
in a data sharing group.
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Multiple SETUP Parmlib Members

You can have one or more SETUP members for each processor (LPAR) and include information about all the DB2
subsystems on that processor.

When using multiple SETUP parmlib members, note the following recommendations:

• If a DB2 subsystem is to be processed from more than one processor, we recommend that you define the DB2 system
within the SETUP members for each processor. This means that each SETUP member will contain the same DB2
subsystem definitions. For example, you might use this processing with CA RC/Compare, which can access DB2
objects across DB2 subsystems on different processors.

• If DB2 subsystems are defined as a data sharing group, we recommend that you define all the DB2 subsystems within
the data sharing group to each SETUP parmlib member containing any DB2 subsystem within the group. Some of our
products that process DB2 subsystems that are part of a data sharing group must be able to access information about
all the subsystems within the group.

Create a PLANS Global Parmlib Member

The global parmlib member PLANS specifies the product plan names. The plan names are also incorporated into the
collection IDs used by the packages. If you do not modify this member, default plan names are supplied.

We recommend that you:

• Create an implementation strategy that includes site-specific naming standards for product plan names in the PLANS
global parmlib member. For example, include the maintenance level in the plan names to make clean up of old plans
and packages easier. This approach is also useful if you must fall back to an earlier product release. When both sets of
plans are in place, reestablish your previous libraries, and then use the PTISYSxx member to point to the appropriate
PLANS member.

• Change only the last four characters of the plan name. The first four characters are used to identify the product or
component. Changes to these values can make it difficult to troubleshoot issues.

NOTE

Apply the same pattern to default plan names that do not have the format xxxxPLAN.
• Use a distinct set of plan names for each product version if you use multiple versions of the products in the same

subsystem. For example, use a PLANS00 member with the default plan names for the older release. Use a PLANSxx
member for the current release, where xx identifies the release. Then, change the default plan names in PLANS00 to
contain a distinct suffix like PLANS17 or PLANS18.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Setup) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Specify S next to PLANS and press Enter.
A list of currently defined members displays. You can insert a new member or can use the default suffix (00).

4. To insert a new member, specify I in the selection column (S) and press Enter.
A line is inserted for the new member.

5. Enter a suffix and press Enter.
The new entry is saved.

6. Select the PLANS member using an S in the line command area and press Enter.
A list of the products and components you have installed is displayed with their default plan names.

7. Change the plan names as needed and press Enter when finished. Press PF8 (down) to view all the plans.
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NOTE
If you are using multiple versions of CA Report Facility in one DB2 subsystem, each product version requires
a unique plan name.

Changes are saved.

Create an ISPF Global Parmlib Member

The global parmlib member ISPF defines the data sets that are needed for the ISPF environment. Some product
customization batch jobs must run under ISPF control and must have the data set names for execution. If you are
generating JCL that needs to execute ISPF in batch mode, this member is required (for example, the Convert Vertical Bar
Character task in Customize Optional Global Settings).

NOTE
There should be no Broadcom product libraries or TSO personal (user) data sets referenced in the ISPFxx
member. Most sites share ISPFxx patterns and can use only one ISPF pattern. If multiple companies are
supported, you should have multiple ISPF patterns.

For example, you can create an ISPFxx member similar to the following sample:

SYSEXEC  (ISP.SISPEXEC)

SYSPROC  (ISP.SISPCLIB)

ISPLLIB  (ISP.SISPLPA 

          ISP.SISPLOAD)

ISPMLIB  (ISP.SISPMENU

          ISF.SISFMLIB)

ISPPLIB  (ISP.SISPPENU)

ISPSLIB  (ISP.SISPSLIB

          ISP.SISPSENU)

ISPTLIB  (SYS2.ISPTLIB

          ISP.SISPTENU)

Having these data sets in your parmlib (and connected by PTISYSxx) lets you execute batch binds for full product plans
and partial maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Setup) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Type 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Type S next to ISPF and press Enter.
A list of currently defined members displays. You can insert a new member or can use the default suffix (00).

4. Specify I in the selection column (S) to insert a new member and press Enter.
A new line is inserted for the member.

5. Specify a suffix and press Enter.
The new entry is saved.

6. Type S next to the ISPF member and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib Dataset Member panel appears.

7. Add data set names to the member manually or automatically based on your current ISPF data set allocations and
press Enter.
Changes are saved.
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NOTE
If you populate the ISPF member automatically, you might have data set contention with active TSO users
when you submit customization JCL generated by post-install. To prevent potential contention, edit the ISPF
member and delete all user data sets.

The Edit Parmlib Dataset Member panel appears. If you populated this member automatically, the Dataset
Name column is filled in. Otherwise, this column is blank. If blank, enter the ISPF data set names next to
their corresponding ddnames.

Create an ENVDEF Global Parmlib Member

Assuming no suffix is supplied, ENVDEF is used in batch jobs and online ISPF environments. ENVDEF determines and
initiates the appropriate execution environments. Sample scenarios (online and batch) are provided.

ENVDEF determines the default suffix, which determines the PTISYSxx to be used. You document what DSNAMExx,
PLANSxx, ISPFxx, and SETUPxx each PTISYSxx will use.

• Online execution uses the DSNAMExx, ISPFxx, PLANSxx, and SETUPxx members of parmlib that are pointed to by
PTISYSxx.

• Batch jobs have their own DD statements for the libraries being used by that JCL member. Therefore, batch execution
only uses information in the PLANSxx and SETUPxx parmlib members.

If no suffix is specified and the ENVDEF member is not present in hlq.CDBAPARM, the default suffix of (00) is used.
This flexibility in suffix assignment lets you customize the installation, rollout, and execution of the products according to
environment requirements.

WARNING
The order in which you define your ENVDEF entries is critical because during processing the values are
selected based on a first best match. If you are using an environment string, specify the more granular entries
first and the catch-all “wildcard” entries last. For example, if you specified *.* as the first entry, it would match
everything that is passed.

NOTE
 Not all sites use ENVDEF processing.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 1 (Setup) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Type 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Specify S next to the ENVDEF entry on the Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib SMF ID Member panel appears.

NOTE
 The defaults, SMF ID (*) and PTISYS suffix (00), are used for any global parmlib member that is not entered
on this panel. This value appears as * (00) in the ENVDEF global parmlib member.

4. Specify the four-character system ID for the CPU and its corresponding PTISYS suffix. The system ID is used to
uniquely identify the machine the code is running on. This ID is also known as the SMFID or LPAR.
You can also use the ENV parameter to specify an environment string (up to eight characters in length) with the
SMFID. This value is matched against the value of the ENV parameter of RSPMAIN when specified.
Note: An asterisk (*) can be specified for the system ID and ENV to match any value.
Some of the common options for the ENV string are as follows:
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– Subsystem ID (SSID)
– Data sharing group IDs
– Test compared to production environments
– CA code releases (r110, r112, r115, and so on)
– TSO IDs (if a user has their own set of customer libraries)

5. Enter I in the S (Select) column to insert a new SMF ID or R to copy an existing ID.
6. Press Enter to save your changes.

Once defined, you can call the ENVDEF member as follows:

• RSPMAIN product clist invocation:
RSPMAIN CDBAPARM(parmlib) {SUFFIX(nn)} {ENV(xxxxxxxx)}

• ENVDEF online syntax:
smfid=suffix or smfid(suffix)

*=suffix or * (suffix)

smfid.env=suffix or smfid.env(suffix)

*.*=suffix or *.* (suffix)

NOTE

Online execution allows varying suffixes by subsystem. This execution lets you implement different
DSNAMExx patterns by subsystem for online execution if desired. Batch jobs do not reference DSNAMExx;
they use their DD statements for library allocations.

• ENVDEF batch syntax:
//S1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=xxxxxxxx,ENV=eeeeeeee/product parms')

//S1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=xxxxxxxx,SUFFIX=ss/product parms')

NOTE
Batch jobs fail unless you specify a suffix or global parmlib member ENVDEF. Sample syntax is shown
in Batch Processing.

Online Processing

You can specify ENVDEF online using the system ID only and the system ID with an environment string.

  

Generate the Same Suffix Assignment Using only the System ID

The following syntax generates the same suffix assignment:

SMFID.* = Suffix (CA22.* = 22)

SMFID   = Suffix (CA22   = 22)

In this example, the following processing occurs:

• The high-level qualifier that is supplied to RSPMAIN is used to allocate the parmlib. Assuming high-
level(CA.DB2.CA22), parmlib CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB is allocated.

• CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) determines the suffix.

RSPMAIN determines the SMIFID (CA22), goes to ENVDEF to find CA22.* = 22. PTISYS22 is used to determine the
DSNAMExx, SETUPxx, PLANSxx, and ISPFxx entries.

RSPMAIN could also have been invoked with parmlib instead of simply high-level, but is not needed when your parmlib
does not vary between LPARs. Having one parmlib that contains all entries for your site makes maintenance easier.
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Generate the Suffix with a Test and Production Parmlib

The following syntax is useful when using only the system ID and you have a test and production parmlib:

*.* = Suffix (*.* = TT)

*.* = Suffix (*.* = PP)

In this example, the test parmlib ENVDEF has *.* = TT. PTISYSTT points at DSNAMETT and SETUPTT, which contain
test data set names and subsystems.

The production parmlib ENVDEF has *.* = PP. PTISYSPP points at DSNAMEPP and SETUPPP, which contain production
data set names and subsystems.

RSPMAIN is invoked with the appropriate parmlib. Batch jobs have the test or production parmlib (*.* = TT or *.* = PP) for
ENVDEF.

One LPAR and Multiple Subsystems

The following syntax is useful when using the system ID and the environment string. It shows one LPAR (CA22) with three
subsystems (S71A, SA1G, and SA2G):

SMFID.SSID = Suffix (CA22.S71A = 1A

                     CA22.SA1G = 1G

                     CA22.SA2G = 2G)

In this example, the high-level qualifier and ENV string that is supplied to RSPMAIN are used to allocate the parmlib.

• Assuming high-level(CA.DB2.CA22), parmlib CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB is allocated.
• CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) determines the suffix.

RSPMAIN determines the SMIFID (CA22), goes to ENVDEF to find CA22.S71A = 1A. PTISYS1A is used to determine the
DSNAMExx, SETUPxx, PLANSxx, and ISPFxx entries.

When high-level(CA.DB2.CA22) and ENV(SA1G) are passed to RSPMAIN; member CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)
determines the suffix. RSPMAIN determines the SMFID (CA22) and goes to ENVDEF to find CA22.SA1G = 1G.
PTISYS1G determines the DSNAMExx, SETUPxx, PLANSxx, and ISPFxx entries.

One LPAR with a Test and Production Environment String

The following syntax is useful when using the system ID and the environment string. It shows one LPAR (CA22) with a
test and production environment string:

LPAR.TEST = Suffix (CA22.TEST = TT

                    CA22.PROD = PP)

This syntax is useful for sites that have multiple subsystems on an LPAR at various levels of code (test compared to
production). The ENV string lets you represent test compared to production while still using or supporting only one
parmlib.

In this example, the test subsystems have ENV(TEST) passed to RSPMAIN. ENVDEF finds CA22.TEST = TT. PTISYSTT
points to DSNAMETT and SETUPTT, which contain the test data set names and subsystems. RSPMAIN is invoked with
the high-level(CA.DB2.CA22) and ENV(TEST).

The production subsystems have ENV(PROD) passed to DSNAMEPP and SETUPPP, which contain the production data
set names and subsystems. RSPMAIN is invoked with high-level(CA.DB2.CA22) and ENV(PROD).

Batch Processing

You can specify ENVDEF in your batch jobs using the system ID only and the system ID with an environment string. You
can also prevent abends when no matching entry is found.
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Use Only the System ID

The following examples show ENVDEF using only the system ID (SMFID) without the environment string (ENV). No JCL
changes are required to your existing JCL.

//SETPx EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('EP=xxxxxxxx/product parms')

If you specify the following syntax and you assume your PTIPARM DD points at CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB, PTLDRIVM
takes the parmlib that is specified in your batch job and references the ENVDEF member from that parmlib.

SMFID.* = Suffix (CA22.* = 22)

Member CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) is accessed to determine the suffix. In ENVDEF, we find CA22.* = 22, so
PTISYS22 is used to determine the SETUPxx entry.

If you specify the following syntax with the same PTIPARM DD, member CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) is accessed
to determine the suffix:

*.* = Suffix (*.* = PP)

In ENVDEF, we find *.* = PP, so PTISYSPP is used to determine the SETUPxx entry.CA.DB2.

Use the System ID and Environment String

The following examples show ENVDEF using the system ID (SMFID) and the environment string (ENV) in your batch jobs.
You must manually change this information in your JCL to provide the ENV string.

//SETPx EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('EP=xxxxxxxx,ENV=xxxxxxxx/product parms')

PTLDRIVM takes the parmlib that is specified in your batch job and references the ENVDEF member from that parmlib
with the additional ENV string that is passed as part of the parameter string.

One LPAR and Three Subsystems

The following syntax shows one LPAR (CA22) with three subsystems (S71A, SA1G, and SA2G):

SMFID.SSID = Suffix (CA22.S71A = 1A

                     CA22.SA1G = 1G

                     CA22.SA2G = 2G)

If you assume that your PTIPARM DD is pointing at CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB and ENV = S71A, member
CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) is accessed to determine what suffix to use. In ENVDEF, we find CA22.S71A = 1A
so PTISYS1A is used to determine the SETUPxx member. The ENV string in your batch jobs should be changed to
ENV=S71A.

One LPAR with a Test and Production Environment String

The following syntax shows one LPAR (CA22) with a test and production environment string:

LPAR.TEST = Suffix (CA22.TEST = TT

                    CA22.PROD = PP)

If you assume that your PTIPARM DD is pointing at CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB and ENV = PROD, member
CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) is accessed to determine what suffix to use. In ENVDEF, we find CA22.PROD =
PP so PTISYSPP is used to determine the SETUPxx member. The ENV string in your batch jobs should be changed to
ENV=PROD.

In ENV=TEST, CA22.TEST = TT is found in ENVDEF so PTISYSTT is used to determine the SETUPxx member. The
ENV string in your batch jobs should be changed to ENV=TEST.
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Prevent Abends when No Matching Entry is Found

If your batch jobs are not updated with the ENV string, a matching entry in ENVDEF is not found. PTISYS00 is used by
default when no matching entry is found in ENVDEF or ENVDEF does not exist in parmlib.

To prevent your batch jobs from abending when no matching entry is found, do either of the following tasks:

• Define a PTISYS00 entry that points at a SETUPxx entry with all of the subsystems that are associated to the parmlib
in your batch job (CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB, for example). This option ensures that no batch job finds a PTISYS00
entry when it finds no matching entry in ENVDEF.

• Alternatively, you can define a SETUP00 entry without a PTISYS00 entry; however,  if you have the PTISYS00 point at
the SETUPxx, it eliminates confusion.
If you have SETUP00 without PTISYS00, you can cause more problems for batch execution when using versioned
plan names.
Create another LPAR.* suffix so ENVDEF finds a match.
For example, if you specify the following options and you assume that your PTIPARM DD is pointing at
CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB, member CA.DB2.CA22.PARMLIB(ENVDEF) determines the suffix to use:
CA22.S71A = 1A

CA22.SA1G = 1G

CA22.SA2G = 2G

CA22.*    = 22

The first matching entry in ENVDEF is CA22.* = 22 so PTISYS22 is used to determine the SETUPxx entry. The
SETUPxx entry contains all of the subsystems on this LPAR (S71A, SA1G, and SA2G). This option creates an
ENVDEF entry that contains a system ID and environment string. Doing so lets batch jobs that do not pass ENV still
find a matching entry and execute properly. If CA22.* was listed first, the online execution would not find any other
entries because CA22.* would have been selected.

ENVDEF Sample Scenarios

For each scenario, you build the appropriate ENVDEF entries, which include:

• Documenting the suffixes that are used, which describes what the ENVDEF looks like.
• Documenting the DSNAMExx, PLANSxx, ISPFxx, and SETUPxx members for each PTISYSxx

Before you review the sample scenarios, review the following topics:

General Assumptions

The following assumptions have been made in these scenarios:

• Each company can have their own naming standards for executable libraries (target libraries).
• The target libraries are named differently from one company to the next.
• Some companies use a subsystem level target set of libraries; others use an LPAR level target set of libraries.

NOTE
You must understand the level of the target libraries so you know how many subsystems you are affecting
by upgrading the target libraries to a new refresh level. The refresh level is the code level to which you are
upgrading. For example, assume that AA00 was Release 19.0 GA, AA01 is maintenance up to 03/31/2018
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on top of Release 19.0 GA, and refresh level AA02 is maintenance up to 04/30/2019 on top of Release 19.0
GA.

• You can specify a subsystem ID and environment string for ENVDEF.
• hlq.CDBAPARM does not contain a PTISYS00 or SETUP00.
• SUFFIX is not passed to RSPMAIN or provided in batch jobs executing PTLDRIVM.
• You are the IT company that manages all three companies and you want to do so from one SDM profile
• All INS work must be done from one shared parmlib. The location can vary and is referred to as “Home Base.”
• Company 1 is assigned suffix letter A. Meaning only Company 1 can use the letter A in position 1 or 2 of suffix.
• Company 2 is assigned suffix letter B. Meaning only Company 2 can use the letter B in position 1 or 2 of suffix.
• Company 3 is assigned suffix letter C. Meaning only Company 3 can use the letter C in position 1 or 2 of suffix.
• For batch jobs that cannot be changed to pass ENV string, you only have to build PTISYSxx and SETUPxx.
• Suffix assignments ensure that no company uses another company's suffix. The suffix assignments apply to position 1

and position 2. This setup means that Company 1 cannot use the letter B and C in position 1 or 2.

You can read each scenario and then compare the scenario to the sample solutions or you can create your own solutions.
There can be more than one correct answer.

Parmlib Considerations

Note the following parmlib considerations:

• Depending on the scenario, a company may have to roll out multiple target parmlibs. The contents of those parmlibs
can be identical in situations where you have existing data sets at the LPAR or subsystem level.

• The target parmlib is the parmlib that the products execute from. It is not the home base INS parmlib.
• If a company has to have multiple levels of parmlib, it is usually because they have different levels of parmlib in their

existing JCL. Here are examples of different levels of parmlib.

Other Assumptions

Unique LPAR names exist across the enterprise (Company 1, Company 2, and Company 3).

The term Logical Data Center (LDC) assumes a grouping of LPARs where the DASD is shared among those LPARs.

high-level.LDC.SSID.CDBAPARM

high-level.LPAR.SSID.CDBAPARM

high-level.SSID.CDBAPARM

high-level.LPAR.CDBAPARM

The level at which a company rolls out parmlib can be influenced by the following factors:

• Does the company have unique subsystem names across the enterprise? If the statement is true, the company could
use high-level.SSID.CDBAPARM.

• Does the company have unique subsystem names across the LDC? If the statement is true, the company could
use high-level.LDC.SSID.CDBAPARM.

• Subsystem names are unique on the LPAR, so if the previous conditions are false the company would use
pattern high-level.LPAR.SSID.CDBAPARM.

• Some companies roll out two target parmlibs (one for test subsystems and one for production subsystems).

The level of the parmlib depends on the uniqueness of the subsystem at the various levels (enterprise, LDC, LPAR). One
parmlib can handle both TEST and PROD by using appropriate ENVDEF, PTISYSxx, DSNAMExx, ISPFxx, PLANSxx, and
SETUPxx entries, and passing ENV string to RSPMAIN. See the scenario for Company 3 for more information.

Scenario 1 (Company 1)
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In this scenario, Company 1 has three LPAR's, six unique subsystems, and one data sharing group. This company
has thousands of CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS batch JCL associated to the prior release,
and has indicated it cannot find all previous batch JCL and add an ENV string to the PTLDRIVM execution. Fail over
support means a stand-alone DB2 subsystem's LPAR goes down and that subsystem is moved to another LPAR so it can
function.

  

ENVDEF

Build ENVDEF entries that allow for the following and assume that ENV is the subsystem ID:

• Assume that ENV is the subsystem ID
• Execute RSPMAIN with high-level and ENV
• Execute prior JCL without any changes
• Provide fail over support should be provided for LPAR's LP01, LP02, and LP03:

 Failing LPAR  Target LPARs 
LP01 LP02 and LP03
LP02 LP01 and LP03
LP03 LP01 and LP02

SMFID/LPAR

Use the following SMFID/LPAR values:

• LP01
• LP02
• LP03

LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID

Use the following LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID values:

• LP01/ DSNA
• LP01/ DSNB
• LP01/ DSGB / GRP1
• LP02/ DSNC
• LP03/ DSND
• LP03/ DSGA / GRP1

Parmlibs in Use

Assume that the following parmlibs are in use:

• CMPY1.LPAR.CADB2.CDBAPARM
• CMPY1.SSID.CADB2.CDBAPARM

Solutions Scenario 1 Company 1

Five sample solutions are provied for Scenario 1 Company 1:
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In these solutions, note the following points:

• ISPFAA is used for ISPF data sets across Company 1.
• SETUPA1 contains only subsystem DSNA
• SETUPA2 contains only subsystem DSNB
• SETUPA3 contains only subsystem DSGB
• SETUPA4 contains only subsystem DSNC
• SETUPA5 contains only subsystem DSND
• SETUPA6 contains only subsystem DSGA
• SETUPAA contains all subsystems at Company 1 that contain CA DB2 code, DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, DSND, DSGA,

and DSGB

Scenario 1 Company 1 Sample Solution 1

The following sample solution uses subsystem-specific data sets and suffixes. In addition, you can use one suffix (AA) to
represent all subsystems for execution of PTLDRIVM where ENV is not coded in the batch job because Company 1 has
unique subsystem names across its home base.

 LPAR  ENV  TYPE  PTISYSxx  DSNAMExx  ISPFxx  PLANSxx  SETUPxx  high-
level.CDBAPARM 

LP01 DSNA N/A A1 A1 AA Vx A1 CMPY1.DSN
A.CADB2

LP01 DSNB N/A A2 A2 AA Vx A2 CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP01 DSGB N/A A3 A3 AA Vx A3 CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP01 DSNC Failover
(from LP02)

A4 A4 AA Vx A4 CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP01 DSND Failover
(from LP03)

A5 A5 AA Vx A5 CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP02 DSNC N/A A4 A4 AA Vx A4 CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP02 DSNA Failover
(from LP01)

A1 A1 AA Vx A1 CMPY1.DSN
A.CADB2

LP02 DSNB Failover
(from LP01)

A2 A2 AA Vx A2 CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP02 DSND Failover
(from LP03)

A5 A5 AA Vx A5 CMPY1.DSN
D.CADB2

LP03 DSND N/A A5 A5 AA Vx A5 CMPY1.DSN
D.CADB2

LP03 DSGA N/A A6 A6 AA Vx A6 CMPY1.DSG
A.CADB2

LP03 DSNA Failover
(from LP01)

A1 A1 AA Vx A1 CMPY1.DSN
A.CADB2

LP03 DSNB Failover
(from LP01)

A2 A2 AA Vx A2 CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP03 DSNC Failover
(from LP02)

A4 A4 AA Vx A4 CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP01 * N/A A7 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
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LP02 * N/A A8 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
LP03 * N/A A9 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A

Scenario 1 Company 1 Sample Solution 2

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and suffixes. This implies all subsystems on the LPAR are
upgraded simultaneously. SETUPxx is used at the LPAR level.

• SETUPAD is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP01 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS code and any failover and CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare) subsystems: DSNA, DSNB,
DSGB, DSNC, and DSND.

• SETUPAE is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP02 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS code and any failover and CA RC/Compare subsystems: DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, and DSND.

• SETUPAF is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP03 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS and any failover and CA RC/Compare subsystems: DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, DSND, and DSGA.

 LPAR  ENV  TYPE  PTISYSxx  DSNAMExx  ISPFxx  PLANSxx  SETUPxx  hlq.CDBAPARM 
LP01 DSNA N/A A1 A1 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSNB N/A A2 A2 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSGB N/A A3 A3 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSNC Failover

(from LP02
A4 A4 AA Vx AE CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP01 DSND Failover

(from LP03)
A5 A5 AA Vx AF CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP02 DSNC N/A A4 A4 AA Vx AE CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP02 DSNA Failover

(from LP03)
A1 A1 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP02 DSNB Failover

(from LP03)
A2 A2 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP02 DSND Failover

(from LP03)
A5 A5 AA Vx AF CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSND N/A A5 A5 AA Vx AF CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSGA N/A A6 A6 AA Vx AF CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSNA Failover

(from LP01)
A1 A1 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP03 DSNB Failover

(from LP01)
A2 A2 AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP03 DSNC Failover

(from LP02)
A4 A4 AA Vx AE CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP01 * N/A A7 N/A N/A N/A AD N/A
LP02 * N/A A8 N/A N/A N/A AE N/A
LP03 * N/A A9 N/A N/ACMPY1.L

P01.CADB2
N/A AF N/A
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Scenario 1 Company 1 Sample Solution 3

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and suffixes. This setup implies all subsystems on the LPAR
are upgraded simultaneously. SETUPAA is all subsystems at Company 1. DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, DSND, DSGA, and
DSGB.

 LPAR  ENV  TYPE  PTISYSxx  DSNAMExx  ISPFxx  PLANSxx  SETIPxx  hlq.CDBAPARM 
LP01 DSNA N/A AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSNB N/A AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSGB N/A AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP01 DSNC Failover

(from LP02)
AE AE AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP01 DSND Failover

(from LP03)
AF AF AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP02 DSNC N/A AE AE AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP02 DSNA Failover

(from LP01)
AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP02 DSNB Failover

(from LP01)
AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP02 DSND Failover

(from LP03)
AF AF AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSND N/A AF AF AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSGA N/A AF AF AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
LP03 DSNA Failover

(from LP01)
AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP03 DSNB Failover

(from LP01)
AD AD AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP03 DSNC Failover

(from LP02)
AE AE AA Vx AA CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP01 * N/A A7 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
LP02 * N/A A8 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
LP03 * N/A A9 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A

Scenario 1 Company 1 Sample Solution 4

The following sample solution uses subsystem-specific data sets and suffixes. SETUPAA is for all subsystems at
Company 1. DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, DSND, DSGA, and DSGB.

 LPAR  ENV  TYPE  PTISYSxx  DSNAMExx  ISPFxx  PLANSxx  SETUPxx  hlq.CDBAPARM 
LP01 DSNA N/A A1 A1 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN

A.CADB2
LP01 DSNB N/A A2 A2 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN

B.CADB2
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LP01 DSGB N/A A3 A3 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSG
B.CADB2

LP01 DSNC Failover
(from LP02)

A4 A4 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP01 DSND Failover
(from LP03)

A5 A5 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
D.CADB2

LP02 DSNC N/A A4 A4 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP02 DSNA Failover
(from LP01)

A1 A1 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
A.CADB2

LP02 DSNB Failover
(from LP01)

A2 A2 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP02 DSND Failover
(from LP03)

A5 A5 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
D.CADB2

LP03 DSND N/A A5 A5 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
D.CADB2

LP03 DSGA N/A A6 A6 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSG
A.CADB2

LP03 DSNA Failover
(from LP01)

A1 A1 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
A.CADB2

LP03 DSNB Failover
(from LP01)

A2 A2 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
B.CADB2

LP03 DSNC Failover
(from LP02)

A4 A4 AA Vx AA CMPY1.DSN
C.CADB2

LP01 * N/A A7 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
LP02 * N/A A8 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A
LP03 * N/A A9 N/A N/A N/A AA N/A

Scenario 1 Company 1 Sample Solution 5

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and suffixes. ENV string is not passed to RSPMAIN
because this solution is not using an environment string. This setup implies all subsystems on the LPAR are upgraded
simultaneously.

• SETUPAD is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP01 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS code and any failover and CA RC/Compare subsystems: DSNA, DSNB, DSGB, DSNC, and DSND.

• SETUPAE is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP02 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS code and any failover and CA RC/Compare subsystems: DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, and DSND.

• SETUPAF is all subsystems at Company 1 on LP03 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS code and any failover and CA RC/Compare subsystems: DSNA, DSNB, DSNC, DSND, and DSGA.

 LPAR  ENV  TYPE  PTISYSxx  DSNAMExx  ISPFxx  PLANSxx  SETUPxx  hlq.CDBAPARM 
LP01 * N/A AD AD AA Vx AD CMPY1.LP01

.CADB2
LP02 * N/A AE AE AA Vx AE CMPY1.LP02

.CADB2
LP03 * N/A AF AF AA Vx AF CMPY1.LP03

.CADB2
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Scenario 2 (Company 2)

In this scenario, we have one company with three LPAR's and five subsystems. This company has thousands of CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS batch JCL associated to the prior release, and has indicated it cannot
find all previous batch JCL and add a ENV string to the PTLDRIVM execution.

ENVDEF

Build ENVDEF entries that allow for the following and assume that ENV is the subsystem ID:

• RSPMAIN is to be executed with high-level and ENV.
• Prior JCL should execute without any changes.

SMFID/LPAR

Use the following SMFID/LPAR values:

• LP04
• LP05
• LP06

LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID

Use the following LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID values:

• LP04/ DSNR
• LP04/ DSNS
• LP05/ DSNR
• LP06/ DSNS
• LP06/ DSNT

Parmlibs in Use

Assume that the following parmlibs are in use:

• CMPY2.LPAR.CADB2.CDBAPARM
• CMPY2.LPAR.SSID.CADB2.CDBAPARM (need LPAR node because duplicate subsystems across LPARs)

Solutions Scenario 2 Company 2

Three sample solutions are provided for Scenario 2 (Company 2):

In these solutions, note the following points:

• ISPFCC is used for ISPF data sets across Company 2
• SETUPB1 contains only subsystem DSNR on LP04
• SETUPB2 contains only subsystem DSNS on LP04
• SETUPB3 contains only subsystem DSNR on LP05
• SETUPB4 contains only subsystem DSNS on LP06
• SETUPB5 contains only subsystem DSNT on LP04
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Solution 1 Company 2

The following sample solution uses subsystem-specific data sets and suffixes:

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx high-
level.CDBAPARM

LP04 DSNR N/A B1 B1 BB Vx B1 CMPY2.LP0
4.DSNR.CA
DB2

LP04 DSNS N/A B2 B2 BB Vx B2 CMPY2.LP0
4.DSNS.CAD
B2

LP05 DSNR N/A B3 B3 BB Vx B3 CMPY2.LP0
5.DSNR.CA
DB2

LP06 DSNS N/A B4 B4 BB Vx B4 CMPY2.LP0
6.DSNS.CAD
B2

LP06 DSNT N/A B5 B5 BB Vx B5 CMPY2.LP0
6.DSNT.CAD
B2

LP04 * N/A BD N/A N/A N/A BD N/A
LP05 * N/A BE N/A N/A N/A BE N/A
LP06 * N/A BF N/A N/A N/A BF N/A

Solution 2 Company 2

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and suffixes. This setup implies all subsystems on the LPAR
are upgraded simultaneously. In this solution, note the following points:

• SETUPBD contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP04 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS code CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare) subsystems (DSNR and DSNS)

• SETUPBE contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP05 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS code CA RC/Compare subsystems (DSNR)

• SETUPBF contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP06 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS code CA RC/Compare subsystems (DSNR and DSNT)

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx high-
level.CDBAPARM

LP04 DSNR N/A BD BD BB Vx BD CMPY2.LP04
.CADB2

LP04 DSNS N/A BD BD BB Vx BD CMPY2.LP04
.CADB2

LP05 DSNR N/A BE BE BB Vx BE CMPY2.LP05
.CADB2

LP06 DSNS N/A BF BF BB Vx BF CMPY2.LP06
.CADB2

LP06 DSNT N/A BF BF BB Vx BF CMPY2.LP06
.CADB2

LP04 * N/A BD N/A N/A N/A BD N/A
LP05 * N/A BE N/A N/A N/A BE N/A
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LP06 * N/A BF N/A N/A N/A BF N/A

Solution 3 Company 2

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and suffixes. ENV string is not passed to RSPMAIN
because this solution is not using an environment string. This setup implies all subsystems on the LPAR are upgraded
simultaneously. In this solution, note the following points:

• SETUPBD contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP04 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS CA RC/Compare subsystems

• SETUPBE contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP05 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS CA RC/Compare subsystems

• SETUPBF contains all subsystems at Company 2 on LP06 that have CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS CA RC/Compare subsystems

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYxx DSNAMExx SPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx high-
level.CDBAPARM

LP04 * N/A BD BD BB Vx BD CMPY2.LP04
.CADB2

LP05 * N/A BE BE BB Vx BE CMPY2.LP05
.CADB2

LP06 * N/A BF BF BB Vx BF CMPY2.LP06
.CADB2

Scenario 3 (Company 3)

In this scenario, we have one company with two LPAR's and three subsystems. This company has thousands of CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS batch JCL associated to the prior release, and has indicated it cannot
find all previous batch JCL and add an ENV string to the PTLDRIVM execution. In addition to the normal ENVDEF logic,
also show how you could support two parmlib data sets for this company, one being used for test subsystems and the
other being used for production subsystems.

ENVDEF

Build ENVDEF entries that allow for the following tasks:

• RSPMAIN to be executed with HIGHLVL and ENV.
• Allow prior JCL to execute without any changes.

Assume that ENV can be implemented as follows:

• ENV = subsystem
• ENV string = TEST or PROD
• ENV string = * (as in *.* (suffix), meaning parmlib is setting the suffix)

SMFID/LPAR

Use the following SMFID/LPAR values:

• LP07
• LP08
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LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID

Use the following LPAR/Subsystem/Data Sharing Group ID values:

• LP07/ DSNP - prod
• LP07/ DSNT - test
• LP08/ DSNT - prod

Parmlibs in Use

Assume that the following parmlibs are in use:

• CMPY3.LPAR.CADB2.CDBAPARM
• CMPY3.LPAR.SSID.CADB2.CDBAPARM (need LPAR node because duplicate subsystems across LPARs)

Solutions Scenario 3 Company 3

Five sample solutions are provided for scenario 3 (company 3):

In these solutions, note the following points:

• The CC suffix is used for ISPF data sets (ISPFCC)
• The CP suffix is used for production subsystems (PTISYSCC) and data set names (DSNAMECP)
• The CT suffix is used for test subsystems (PTISYSCT) and data set names (DSNAMECT)
• PLANSV0 points at production plans ****AA00 and PLANSV1 points at test plans ****AA01

Solution 1 Company 3

The following sample solution uses subsystem-specific data sets and suffixes. Test compared to prod DSNAMExx is
supported from the same parmlib. In this solution, note the following points:

• SETUPC1 contains subsystem DSNP on LP07.
• SETUPC2 contains subsystem DSNT on LP07.
• SETUPC3 contains subsystem DSNP on LP08.
• SETUPCD contains subsystem DSNP and DSNT on LP07.
• SETUPCE contains subsystem DSNP on LP08.

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx hlq.CDBAPARM
LP07 DSNP N/A C1 CP CC V0 C1 CMPY3.LP0

7.DSNP.CAD
B2

LP07 DSNT N/A C2 CT CC V1 C2 CMPY3.LP0
7.DSNT.CAD
B2

LP08 DSNP N/A C3 CP CC V0 C3 CMPY3.LP0
8.DSNP.CAD
B2

LP07 * N/A CD N/A N/A N/A CD N/A
Lp08 * N/A CE N/A N/A N/A CE N/A
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Solution 2 Company 3

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets with subsystem suffixes and test compared to prod
DSNAMExx. This setup implies test subsystems on the LPAR are upgraded together and prod subsystems on the LPAR
are upgraded together. In this solution, note the following points:

• SETUPCD contains subsystem DSNP and DSNT on LP07.
• SETUPCE contains subsystem DSNP on LP08.

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx hlq.CDBAPARM
LP07 DSNP N/A C1 CP CC V0 CD CMPY3.LP07

.CADB2
LP07 DSNT N/A C2 CT CC V1 CD CMPY3.LP07

.CADB2
LP08 DSNP N/A C3 CP CC V0 CE CMPY3.LP08

.CADB2
LP07 * N/A CD N/A N/A N/A CD N/A
LP08 * N/A CE N/A N/A N/A CE N/A

Solution 3 Company 3

The following sample solution uses two parmlibs (test and prod) for each LPAR. ENV string is subsystem ID and
RSPMAIN has the ENV string passed. This example assumes that previous JCL had two different parmlib data sets for
test and prod. This solution is similar to Solution 1 Company 3.

In this solution, an ENVDEF with *.* (CP) or *.* is a way to drive the suffix by test compared to prod parmlib. You can also
list LP07.DSNP (CP), LP07.DSNT (CT), LP08.DSNP (CP).

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx hlq.CDBAPARM
LP07 DSNP N/A CP CP CC V0 CD CMPY3.LP0

7.PROD.CA
DB2

LP07 DSNT N/A CT CT CC V1 CE CMPY3.LP0
7.TEST.CAD
B2

LP08 DSNP N/A CP CP CC V0 CE CMPY3.LP0
7.PROD.CA
DB2

* * N/A CP N/A N/A N/A CD CMPY3.LP0
7.PROD.CA
DB2

* * N/A CT N/A N/A N/A CD CMPY3.LP0
7.PROD.CA
DB2

* * N/A CP N/A N/A N/A CE CMPY3.LP0
8.PROD.CA
DB2
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Solution 4 Company 3

The following sample solution uses two parmlibs (test and prod) for each LPAR, but does not use the environment string.

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETPxx hlq.CDBAPARM
* * N/A CP CP CC V0 CD CMPY3.LP0

7.PROD.CA
DB2

* * N/A CT CT CC V1 CD CMPY3.LP0
7.TEST.CAD
B2

* * N/A CP CP CC V9 CE CMPY3.LP0
8.PROD.CA
DB2

Solution 5 Company 3

The following sample solution uses LPAR-specific data sets and LPAR/TEST compared to LPAR/PROD suffixes. In
addition, note the following points:

• The ENV string is TEST or PROD.
• RSPMAIN and PTLDVM have to pass ENV string because test and prod subsystems exist on the same LPAR but

need to be pointing at different DSNAMExx members.

This solution implies test subsystems on the LPAR are upgraded together and prod subsystems on the LPAR are
upgraded together.

LP08 only contains production subsystems so we can use LP08.* (CP) or LP08.DSNP (CP). Both result in the same suffix
assignment for LP08.DSNP.

LPAR ENV TYPE PTISYSxx DSNAMExx ISPFxx PLANSxx SETUPxx hlq.CDBAPARM
LP07 PROD N/A CP CP CC V0 CD CMPY3.LP07

.CADB2
LP07 TEST N/A CT CT CC V1 CD CMPY3.LP07

.CADB2
LP08 * N/A CP CP CC V9 CE CMPY3.LP08

.CADB2

Create Alternate Parmlib Members

You can specify alternate product parmlib members to define multiple sets of site-specific global and product defaults.
When the product is initialized, the new alternate member name is read as the default in the active PTISYSxx. The old
default member name is ignored.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Setup) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Create/edit global parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

3. Specify S in the line command field next to the PTISYS entry and press Enter.
All available PTISYS parmlib members appear.

4. Specify E in the line command field next to the PTISYS member that you want to edit and press Enter.
A panel appears for editing with the selected PTISYS member values.
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5. Insert a line using the following format:
ABC=xx

– ABC
Identifies the alternate product parmlib member name as follows:
• PDAxx for CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• PFRxx for CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS
• PLAxx for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
• PMMxx for CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS
• RCXxx for CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS
• RCMIGxx for CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS
• RCUPDxx for CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS
• RCSECxx for CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS

– xx
Specifies any two-digit combination of numbers, letters, or both corresponding to the suffix of the ABCxx parmlib
member to be read.

Press Enter.

NOTE
Add the product line before the *=xx line if it appears in the partitioned data set.

The entries are saved and the Create/Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

Sample Global Parmlib Definitions

This section shows several ways that you can define your global parmlib members and suffix examples. Your
site configuration depends on how many LPARs you are running the products on and whether your LPARs share DASD.

Single LPAR Configuration

The following illustration shows a single LPAR setup on multiple DB2 subsystems to one set of CA DB2 product libraries:

The following illustration shows the suggested global parmlib definitions for a single LPAR configuration. This setup
includes one PTISYSxx member, one DSNAMExx member, one SETUPxx global parmlib member that contains set up
information for the subsystems, and an optional PLANSxx member:
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Multiple LPARs with Shared DASD

The following illustration shows multiple LPARs with shared DASD. This setup includes one LPAR with multiple
subsystems (DB2A, DB2B, and DB2C) and another with multiple subsystems (DB2D, DB2E, and DB2F). Both LPARs
point to one set of CA DB2 product libraries.

The following illustration shows the suggested global parmlib definitions for multiple LPARs with shared DASD.
This setup includes one PTISYSxx member on each LPAR, one DSNAMExx member on each LPAR, one SETUPxx
global parmlib member that contains set up information for the subsystems on each LPAR, and an optional PLANSxx
member for each LPAR.

Multiple LPARs with Non-Shared DASD

The following illustration shows multiple LPARs with non-shared DASD. This setup includes one test LPAR with multiple
subsystems (DB2A, DB2B, and DB2C) and one production LPAR with multiple subsystems (DB2D, DB2E, and DB2F).
Each LPAR points to their own CA product libraries (TEST and PROD).
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The following illustration shows the suggested global parmlib definitions for multiple LPARs with non-shared DASD.

• The test LPAR includes one PTISYSxx and SETUP member, a DSNAMExx member that points to test libraries, a
SETUPxx member that contains set up information for the subsystems, and an optional PLANSxx member.

• The production setup includes a PTISYSxx member, a SETUPxx member, and a DSNAME member. The DSNAME
member points to production libraries, the SETUP member contains set up information for the subsystems, and an
optional PLANSxx member.

Sample Suffix Definitions

When you are assigning your suffix values to the global parmlib members, consider the following environments for your
target data set name patterns:

Also, consider how many subsystems you have to upgrade in your implementation window based on your data set name
patterns.

We recommend that you use static data set names in DSNAMExx that do not include a CA version:

• Alter rename strategy supports static DSNAMExx patterns
• Aliases strategy for non-VSAM data sets and paths for VSAM data sets can also support static DSNAMExx patterns

Target CADB2.CONTROL enqueue considerations based on your target data set granularity. DB2 task jobs that create
members in the target control PDS.
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Enterprise Suffixing

Another type of “enterprise suffixing” is suffixing at the Logical Data Center (LDC) level. For this example, a single entry
of *.* (CA) would have covered all situations. However, if you have fully populated the ENVDEF member as this example
shows, it may be easier to understand.

System ID: CA21, CA99               SETUPCA: S71A, SA1G, SA2G, DSNA, DSNB

Subsystems on CA21: S71A, SA1G, SA2G

Subsystems on CA99: S71A, SA1G, SA2G

CADB2.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)

CA21.S71A (CA)

CA21.SA1G (CA)                                    DSNAME=CA

CA21.SA2G (CA)                    PTISYSCA =====> SETUP=CA

CA99.DSNA (CA)                                    ISPF=CA

CA99.DSNB (CA)                                    PLANS=1D

CA21.* (CA)

CA99.* (CA)

*.* (CA)

LPAR Suffixing

All of the subsystems on the same LPAR must be upgraded to the same level of CA code together when using this
configuration. LPAR suffixing is popular, especially because a few of the products use LPAR level started tasks (PTXMAN
for example).

System ID: CA21, CA99                         SETUP21: S71A, SA1G, SA2G

Subsystems on CA21: S71A, SA1G, SA2G          SETUP99: DSNA, DSNB

Subsystems on CA99: DSNA, DSNB

CADB2.CA21.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)                    CADB2.CA99.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)

CA21.S71A (21)                                CA99.DSNA (99)

CA21.SA1G (21)                                CA99.DSNB (99)

CA21.SA2G (CA)                                CA99.* (99)

CA21.* (21)

                DSNAME=21                                     DSNAME=99

PTISYS21 =====> SETUP=21                      PTISYS99 =====> SETUP=99

                ISPF=21                                       ISPF=99

                PLANS=1D                                      PLANS=1D

Subsystem Suffixing

Subsystem suffixing allows you to upgrade by subsystem, supporting multiple code levels on an LPAR. If supporting
multiple levels on one LPAR, you need a PTXMAN started task for each code level. You can manipulate the XMANID in
the started task and associated parmlib entries (PDT, PSA, PTT) to facilitate running more than one PTXMAN stated task
per LPAR. You can also run PTXMAN as a batch job to test out new code levels without having to implement multiple
started tasks for those test levels of code.

System ID: CA21, CA99                         SETUPNA: DSNA

Subsystems on CA21: S71A, SA1G, SA2G          SETUPNB: DSNB

Subsystems on CA99: DSNA, DSNB
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CADB2.DSNA.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)                    CADB2.DSNB.PARMLIB(ENVDEF)

CA99.DSNA (NA)                                CA99.DSNB (NB)

CA99.* (NA)                                   CA99.* (NB)

                DSNAME=NA                                     DSNAME=NB

PTISYSNA =====> SETUP=NA                      PTISYSNB =====> SETUP=NB

                ISPF=CA                                       ISPF=CA

                PLANS=1D                                      PLANS=1D

Sample Suffix Documentation

The following examples assume ENV string is the subsystem ID and shows the shared DASD breakdown.

Suffix Level  Shared DASD   LPAR     SSID     Suffix/PTISYSxx     DSNAMExx     ISPFxx     PLANSxx     SETUPxx

     Target high-level

SSID        Shared dasd1  CA21    S71A         1A             1A        CA         1D        1A        

 CATS.S71A.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    SA1G         1G             1G        CA         1D        1G        

 CATS.SA1G.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21     SA2G         2G             2G        CA         1D        2G        

 CATS.SA2G.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNA         NA             NA        CA         1D        NA        

 CATS.DSNA.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNB         NB             NB        CA         1D        NB        

 CATS.DSNB.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    *            CA             n/a       n/a        1D        CA         n/a

            Shared dasd1  CA99    *            CA             n/a       n/a        1D        CA         n/a

LPAR        Shared dasd1  CA21    S71A         21             21        CA         1D        21        

 CATS.CA21.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    SA1G         21             21        CA         1D        21        

 CATS.CA21.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    SA2G         21             21        CA         1D        21        

 CATS.CA21.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNA         99             99        CA         1D        99        

 CATS.CA99.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNB         99             99        CA         1D        99        

 CATS.CA99.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    *            21             21        CA         1D        21        

 CATS.CA21.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    *            99             99        CA         1D        99        

 CATS.CA99.CADB2

Enterprise  Shared dasd1  CA21    S71A         CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    SA1G         CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA21    SA2G         CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNA         CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2

            Shared dasd1  CA99    DSNB         CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2
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            Shared dasd1  *       *            CA             CA        CA         1D        CA        

 CATS.CADB2

Product Parmlib Members
After you define the global parmlib members, you can specify parameters in the product-specific parmlib members that
are required for the installation and execution of the installed CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products. You
can customize the product-specific parmlib members and customize the optional and user created parmlib members:

• During post-installation processing
• Manually in the member (hlq.CDBAPARM)
• After the installation process is complete using the EP (Edit Parmlib Members) option under General Facilities on the

CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

WARNING
To include new parameter settings in a parmlib member or a copied parmlib member from a previous release,
customize the product parmlib members after installation. Complete this step for all subsystems on which you
are installing the product.

Customize Product Parmlib Members

Customize the following product-specific parmlib members from the post-install Edit Parmlib Members panel and Edit
Parmlib Members option on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

NOTE
Member names only appear for the products you have installed. These members are provided in
hlq.CDBAPARM. For detailed information about the options that can be specified, see the online help.

• ALOGDEL (used by Batch Processor, CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS messages and statistics, CA RC/
Update™ for DB2 for z/OS data, and CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS SRS and catalog data)

• BATPROC (used by Batch Processor)
• DEFAULTS (used by CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• MIGRATOR (used by CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• OFA (Object Framework Services Agent) (used by CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management)
• OFS (Object Framework Services) (used by CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, CA RC/Compare™ for DB2

for z/OS, CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS, CA
RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS).

• PDA (used by CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PFR (used by CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PLA (used by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PMM (used by CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PPA (used by CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PRA (used by CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• RCEDIT (used by CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• RCX (used by CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• SECURE (used by CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• SQE (used by CA SQL-Ease)
• UTIL (Utilities General Functions)
• Create Parameter Load Module (not recommended)
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To customize product parmlib members

1. Do one of the following tasks:
– Complete the following steps:

a. Select option 1 (Setup) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Parameter Setup Menu panel appears.

b. Select option 3 (Create/edit product parmlib members) and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

c. Select a PTISYS member and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

– Type EP (Edit Parmlib Members) on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and
press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a product parmlib member and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib Member panel appears for the selected member.

3. Complete the fields on the panel or panels and press Enter.
The specified options are processed.

Customize Optional and User-Created Product Parmlib Members

Some of the product parmlib members like PDT (for CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS) and PTT (for Thread Termination
\Dynamic DSNZPARM) are optional and only used under specific circumstances. Others are only used for dynamic
allocation, like PFL (CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS), PQC (CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS), and PRR (CA Rapid
Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS). For example, you can dynamically allocate SYSCOPY data sets for CA Quick Copy for DB2 for
z/OS based on models supplied in the PQC hlq.CDBAPARM member.

Other product parmlib members like PBA for CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS and PFU for CA Fast Unload® for DB2
for z/OS must be created by the user and use the same syntax as the product for which they are created.

Optional and user created parmlib members do not appear on the post-install panels. You can create or update the
following members in hlq.CDBAPARM from an ISPF edit session:

• PDT (CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PFC (CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PFL (CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS)
• PFU (CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PQC (CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS)
• PRR (CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PSA (CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS)
• PTT (Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM)

Note: For more information about the user created product parmlib members, see the product specific documentation.

Execute Product Specific Tailoring
After you have defined session and environmental options and created or updated the global and product-specific parmlib
members, complete the required product-specific customization procedures that must be performed before using the
products. Many products have a customization information member that summarizes the customization steps for that
product and provides additional instructions. Be sure to carefully review these instructions for additional actions that must
be completed outside the post-install process.

Product tailoring does not require or interact with a DB2 subsystem. However, you must tailor the products on each
PTISYSxx member.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Select option 2 (Tailor) and press Enter.
3. Select a PTISYS member and press Enter.

The Product Customization panel appears. This panel lets you select and view the additional installation customization
that you must complete for each product listed.

4. Complete all items on this panel.

NOTE

Each tailoring item includes customization instructions for that product. Some of these instructions require
exiting the Product Customization panel and performing other actions that must be completed before the
products can be used. The product order noted in these instructions does not apply to the tailoring items
on this panel. We recommend completing the items on this panel first, and then completing the additional
actions noted in the customization instructions.

Some or all of the following items are shown, depending on which products are installed. 
– Customize CA Log Analyzer

(If you are tailoring both PLA and INS, you must complete PLA first so that external messages are converted to
uppercase text before you link the externalized message text as part of the INS tailoring.)

– Customize CA Recovery Analyzer
(PRA) Backup and Recovery - Recovery Analyzer

– Customize the OFS Agent
(OFA) Database Administration - Chorus OFS Agent

– Customize CA RC/Migrator
(RCM) Database Administration - RC/Migrator

– Customize CA RC/Update
(RCU) Database Administration - RC/Update

– Customize Optional Global Settings
(INS) General Facilities - (Optional) Global

– Customize Xmanager
(PXM) General Facilities - Xmanager

– Customize Xnet
(PXN) General Facilities - Xnet

– Customize CA SQL-Ease
(EASE) Performance Management - SQL-Ease

– Customize CA SYSVIEW for DB2
(IDB2) Performance Management - SYSVIEW for DB2

– Customize CA Bind Analyzer
(PBA) Performance Management - Bind Analyzer

– Customize CA Detector
(PDT) Performance Management - Detector

– Customize CA Plan Analyzer
(PPA) Performance Management - Plan Analyzer

– Customize CA Subsystem Analyzer
(PSA) Performance Management - Subsystem Analyzer

– Customize CA Report Facility
(PRF) Report Facility - Report Facility Menu

– Customize CA Compile/PRF
(QRF) Report Facility - Compile/PRF

– Customize Utilities General Functions
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(PUT) Utilities - Utilities General Functions
– Customize Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM

(PTT) Value Pack - Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM
– Customize Batch Processor

(RBP) Value Pack - Batch Processor
5. Repeat these steps for any remaining PTISYS members.

Customize Optional Global Settings
You can customize the following optional global settings for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

• Convert panel vertical bar on panels for other languages
• Link externalized message text into machine-readable format
• Create library data set name aliases to enable reuse of existing JCL from an earlier release

NOTE

 These post-install tasks are optional and affect multiple products when implemented. These options are found
under the product INS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to INS (Post Install - General Facilities) and press Enter.
The Optional Global Customization Tasks panel appears.

4. Complete the following customization tasks:
– Select option 1 (Customization Information) to review additional information about executing the global

customization options.
– Select option 2 (Convert Panel Vertical Bar) to change the vertical bar character that is used on the product panels.

The ISPF global parmlib member is required for this customization task.
– Select option 3 (Link Externalized Message Text) to convert external message text into machine-readable format.

Each installation provides load modules that contain the externalized message text in the CDBAXMSG library.
However, the externalized message text is retrieved from the load modules, not from the CDBAXMSG library.
If you change the text of any members in the CDBAXMSG library, execute this task to update the load modules with
the new message text. Otherwise, you can ignore this task.
Edit member INSLNKXM in hlq.CDBASAMP to convert external message text into machine-readable format. This
step converts the CDBAXMSG member text into Assembler source code, and assembles and links the source code
into load modules that contain your changes.

– Select option 4 (Create Library Data Set Name Aliases) to enable reuse of existing JCL from an earlier release that
might reference old library data set names. For example, hlq.LOADLIB is now hlq.CDBALOAD. This step creates
aliases relating the old library names to the new library names that now exist. You can also edit member INSALIAS
in hlq.CDBASAMP to create library data set name aliases.
The current target and distribution libraries are listed in the prerequisites.

Customize Xmanager
Xmanager (the Execution Manager) establishes and controls an execution environment for the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that run under the driver PTLDRIVM. Xmanager executes as a started task in its own address
space and is used by all products on a single LPAR. Before you can start Xmanager, you must prepare the Xmanager
started task procedure (PTXMAN by default) with the proper library names. After you have customized the started task
procedure, you must place it into a system PROCLIB for execution, start Xmanager, and verify initialization.
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Xmanager is primarily used to establish and provide a secure APF-authorized execution environment for the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. Xmanager also provides an execution environment for products that initiate long
running asynchronous processes (like CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS real-time SQL statistics collection).

NOTE
For more information about Xmanager dispatching requirements, see Assign Dispatching Priority or a WLM
Service Class.

In a sysplex environment, you can use Xmanager to provide a distributed communications environment. In this
environment, each Xmanager in the sysplex complex connects to all other Xmanagers in the same complex. These
connections provide transparent access to any DB2 subsystem in the sysplex complex executing on a z/OS platform that
has an active Xmanager task.

If you run CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS collections, we recommend that
you run multiple Xmanager started tasks to isolate use of Xmanager from the data collectors (see Execute Multiple
Xmanagers). You can also initiate automatic data collection when Xmanager is started (see the description of the INIT
parameter in Prepare the Xmanager Started Task Procedure).

The JCL procedure to start Xmanager is created during installation and placed in hlq.CDBASAMP. The default procedure
name is PTXMAN.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PXM (Xmanager) and press Enter.
The Xmanager Customization panel appears.

4. Type 1 (Customization Information) in the Option line to display Xmanager customization information and press Enter.
Member PXMCUST in hlq.CDBASAMP displays. This member summarizes the required customization steps, and
outlines the tasks that you must complete outside of post-installation customization.

5. Review the customization information and then press the End key to return to the PXM Customization panel.
6. Type 2 (Prepare the Xmanager Started Task Procedure) in the Option line to set up the Xmanager started task

procedure with the proper library names and press Enter.
The second PXM Customization panel appears.

7. Enter the fully qualified data set name of the loadlib for the oldest release of DB2 that you use to avoid compatibility
issues and press Enter.

NOTE
 Compatibility issues can occur when an older DB2 release attempts to use the loadlib of a newer DB2
release.

The generated procedure is displayed in an edit session (PTXMAN in hlq.CDBASAMP) for review and customization.
8. Review the PTXMAN member and customize the execution parameters as needed.

– To enable communication between the Xmanager and the products, the XMANID value in the JCL must match the
XMANID value in the SETUPxx global parmlib member. You can connect to multiple Xmanagers by maintaining
multiple suffixed SETUPxx parmlib members. The XMANID parameter of each SETUPxx member corresponds to
the XMANID JCL parameter for one of the Xmanagers.

– To implement cross-system support, set the XSYS parameter in the JCL to Y. An Xmanager started task must be
active on each LPAR.

– To initiate automatic data collection when Xmanager is started, see the INIT parameter description.
9. Press the End key (PF3) to save any changes you may have made to the PTXMAN member.

You are returned to the second PXM Customization panel.
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10. Complete the following tasks outside of the post-install panels:
a. Copy the PTXMAN member from your CDBASAMP library to a systems procedure library (PROCLIB) where

procedures that start tasks are kept.

WARNING
 This step is required even when an Xmanager procedure exists in the systems procedure library from a
previous version. If this member already exists, replace it with the new one you created.

b. Grant the following authorizations to the Xmanager started task:
• READ access to the data sets allocated to STEPLIB and PTILIB
• READ and WRITE access to the Xmanager parameter library, which is allocated to CDBAPXMP
Grant execute authority to the product plans to Xmanager. For the user ID, enter the Xmanager authorization ID.
To find out the Xmanager authorization ID, start Xmanager and issue the following command:
F PTXMAN,LISTAUTH

NOTE
 The Xmanager ID must be authorized to create threads on all DB2 subsystems for which collection is
started. If you are using resource class DSNR to control access to a DB2 subsystem, the Xmanager user
ID must be granted access to the appropriate profiles within the DSNR resource class.

c. Start Xmanager.
d. Verify Xmanager initialization.

11. If you install the products on a different LPAR, a separate Xmanager is required and you must repeat the
customization steps.

Start Xmanager

The Xmanager (PTXMAN) started task must be started and active for all products that run under the driver PTLDRIVM.
This requirement includes the TSO/ISPF online environment, and batch jobs, including those batch jobs that are
necessary to complete the installation and customization process. The product libraries must be APF-authorized.

We recommend that you implement Xmanager so that it starts and stops automatically when an IPL occurs. To do so,
add the appropriate commands to SYS1.PARMLIB(COMMAND). Consult your system support personnel to implement
automatic startup and shutdown.

NOTE
 Starting Xmanager does not cause undesirable resource use. Most Xmanager activity is spent waiting for
requests from products. When the address space is idle and waiting for requests, Xmanager resource use is
minimal.

After you prepare the Xmanager started task and define the appropriate authorizations, you can start Xmanager using the
following z/OS command:

S PTXMAN

NOTE
 If you are implementing cross-system support, start an Xmanager task on each LPAR and set the XSYS
parameter to Y in the PTXMAN member in hlq.SPFSLIB. If CA MIM is used to ensure cross-system integrity of
objects across all members of the sysplex, enable the QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system enqueues. If
IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS) is used instead, no further action is required.

Xmanager issues messages to indicate that it has started successfully. If one of the products is executed and the
PTXMAN started task is not available, the following message is issued:

Unable to establish Xmanager connection. Verify PARMLIB(SETUPxx) XMANID parameter and the started task.

You can start and stop Xmanager when an IPL occurs; however, there is no reason to stop Xmanager between system
IPLs. To stop Xmanager manually, issue the following command:
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P PTXMAN

WARNING
 Always use the STOP z/OS modify command to stop Xmanager. This command causes any active processes
within the Xmanager address space to be quiesced during Xmanager termination.

If any asynchronous processes are active when Xmanager is stopped, it can take a few minutes for Xmanager to
terminate. Messages are issued informing you of any activity that is being quiesced within Xmanager while it is stopping.

If Xmanager appears to enter an undetermined wait state during shutdown processing, you can attempt to terminate the
Xmanager with the CANCEL command.

WARNING
 Only use the FORCE command as a last resort to terminate Xmanager. Using the FORCE command can cause
unpredictable results that can impact the availability of your operating system.

Verify Xmanager Initialization

After you start Xmanager, execute the following commands to ensure that it has been installed correctly. Substitute your
started task name in the following commands if a name other than PTXMAN was used.

NOTE
For a list of commands that you can execute when Xmanager is running, see Manage the Xmanager Started
Task.

F PTXMAN,LISTDB2

Lists all DB2 subsystems and their status on the z/OS system.

F PTXMAN,LISTAUTH

Lists the z/OS AUTHID that has been assigned to the Xmanager address space.

F PTXMAN,DISPLAY

Lists the current workload executing within the Xmanager address space. Output messages should indicate that no
workload is active.

Prepare the Xmanager Started Task Procedure

To prepare the Xmanager started ask procedure, customize the execution parameters in the default procedure (PTXMAN)
in hlq.CDBASAMP. You can accept the default values for the supplied execution parameters or can edit them to execute
multiple Xmanagers and to implement cross-system support. You can assign default values to JCL symbolic parameters.
You can also control Xmanager execution by providing optional parameters on the EXEC statement in the Xmanager JCL
procedure.

WARNING
 The PTXMAN started task must be running at the same release or maintenance level as the release or
maintenance level being installed. To complete the post-installation configuration process when a prior release
or maintenance level of the same major release of the products is installed and running, start an alternate
PTXMAN or recycle the current PTXMAN.

 

Supplied Execution Parameters

The following Xmanager execution parameters are supplied in the PTXMAN JCL procedure in hlq.CDBASAMP:
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•  XMANID(xmanid)
Specifies the ID for this Xmanager task. Every Xmanager task executing on the same LPAR must be assigned a
unique 4-digit numeric ID. 
 Default: 0000
Accept the default value unless you are executing multiple Xmanager tasks on the same LPAR.
During Xmanager execution, the default value is converted to the current Xmanager version number. This setting
facilitates migration to new Xmanager versions. Xmanager-based applications are able to connect to multiple
Xmanager versions without having to change the XMANID that the application uses.
To enable communication between the Xmanager and the products, the XMANID value in the JCL must match the
XMANID value in the SETUPxx global parmlib member. You can connect to multiple Xmanagers by maintaining
multiple suffixed SETUPxx parmlib members. The XMANID parameter of each SETUPxx member corresponds to the
XMANID JCL parameter for one of the Xmanagers.

• INIT(membername)
Specifies the name of a member that is used to execute the modify commands automatically when Xmanager is
started. Xmanager looks for the member upon startup and if found, the commands in the member are executed.

NOTE
For a list of commands that you can execute using XMANINIT, see Manage the Xmanager Started Task.

To execute commands automatically, create a member with as many commands as you want in the hlq.CDBAPXMP
library. Note the following considerations:
– Start each command with a hyphen (-) or dollar sign ($).
– Use the same value (hyphen or dollar sign) for all commands in the same member.
– You can extend a command over as many lines as necessary.
– Columns 1 through 72 of each line are assumed to contain command text.
– Columns 73 through 80 are assumed to contain sequence numbers and are ignored.
– Start all comment lines with an asterisk (*). 
 Default: XMANINIT in hlq.CDBAPXMP
Example: The following sample member shows how to set the sysplex interval value to 0200 and start CA Subsystem
Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS data collection on DB2 subsystems DB2$ when Xmanager starts.
-START(SSA)

-PLEXINTV(0200)

 DB2(DB2$)

 PLAN(SSAPLAN1)

 INT(0015)

 DUR(0800)

 EXT(YES)

 DST(DB2$DATA)

 HLVL(hhhhh)

 AUTO(Y)

•  XSYS(Y|N)
Implements Xmanager cross-system communications support. In this environment, each Xmanager in a sysplex
complex connects to all other Xmanagers in the same complex. These connections provide transparent access to any
DB2 subsystem in the sysplex complex executing on a z/OS platform that has an active Xmanager task.
Enabling this support provides a distributed communications environment to access DB2 subsystems executing on any
LPAR in a sysplex complex. When XSYS=Y, the Xmanager started task must be started on a z/OS system that is a
member of a sysplex complex.

NOTE
 When XSYS=Y, we recommend that the involved Xmanagers use the same load library so they are at the
same maintenance level. If the Xmanagers are at different maintenance levels, you must access data from
the local Xmanager. The maintenance mismatch can potentially result in the display of user values that are
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inaccurate, an unexpected user abend, or both. If CA MIM Resource Sharing is used to ensure cross-system
integrity of objects across all members of the sysplex, enable the QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system
enqueues. If IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS) is used instead, no further action is required.

 Default: N
To implement cross-system support, adhere to the following guidelines:
– An Xmanager started task must be active on each LPAR.
– When starting each Xmanager started task, set XSYS to Y in the PTXMAN member in hlq.SPFSLIB to enable the

cross-system communications support feature.

Optional Execution Parameters

The following Xmanager execution parameters are optional and can be used to customize Xmanager behavior. They are
not supplied in the PTXMAN JCL procedure that is installed in hlq.CDBASAMP.

NOTE
 If you are using the standard PTXMAN JCL procedure that Broadcom supplies, you can specify these
parameters using the OPT= parameter.

The following optional execution parameters can be specified:

•  CPUTIME(10|10-999)
Specifies the number of CPU seconds Xmanager lets a process consume when satisfying a request routed from
another Xmanager in the sysplex complex. The default value is sufficient for most sites. When the following conditions
exist, you might need to increase the value of this parameter:
– A request fails while accessing nonlocal DB2 subsystems
– User 996 abends in the Xmanager on the LPAR where the nonlocal DB2 is located also accompany the failed

request
Limits: 10 to 999
Default: 10 seconds

•  CUSHION(low,high)
Specifies a numeric pair of storage limits interpreted in MB. The high value is optional, but if present it must be greater
than the low value. 
If the amount of available region storage falls below the high limit, a short on storage condition is signaled to the
processes in the region. CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS recognize a
short on storage condition and act to reduce their storage footprint before the shortage becomes critical. This action
consists of suspending current active collections until the short on storage condition is relieved.
The low limit is considered a region critical limit. If the amount of available storage falls below the low limit, a short on
storage condition is signaled and Xmanager region termination begins. 
If you specify CUSHION with only one value, it is interpreted as the region critical limit.

NOTE
 In previous releases, Xmanager default behavior terminated the region if the amount of available storage fell
below 10 MB. This behavior is the same as specifying CUSHION(10).

 Limits: 10 to 1000
Default: 20,50

•  CUSH64(low,high)
Specifies a numeric pair of memory object (64-bit storage) limits interpreted in MB. The high value is optional, but if
present it must be greater than the low value.
If the amount of 64-bit storage that is used to hold memory objects plus the CUSH64(high) value exceeds the memory
object limit, a short on storage condition is signaled to the processes in the region. CA Detector® for DB2 for z/
OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS recognize a short on storage condition and act to reduce their
storage footprint before the shortage becomes critical. This action consists of suspending current active collections
until the short on storage condition is relieved.
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The CUSH64(low) limit is considered a region critical limit. If the available 64-bit storage (memory object limit
minus the memory object used) falls below this limit, a short on storage condition is signaled and Xmanager region
termination begins.
 Limits: 0 to 2147483647
 Default: 100,200

•  ENV(eeeeeeee)
Supplies an ENV string that passes into the CA Health Checker common service. This parameter enables the CA
Health Checker common service to access CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS parmlib information.
This parameter helps the CA Health Checker common service perform health checks successfully when two or more
Xmanagers running on a single LPAR are sharing a parmlib.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
Default: Blank

•  FENCE (2|0-8)
Specifies the amount of 1 MB storage (below the line) that is reserved for Xmanager abnormal termination. If the value
exceeds the available low region size, minus a 1 MB minimum reserve, the Xmanager issues message PXM0371 and
ignores the parameter.
Limits: 0-8
Default: 2

•  HB (5|0-30)
Specifies how often (in minutes) to send status information to the System State Manager (SSM) component of CA
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. Status updates are provided on Xmanager events at a specified
interval.

NOTE
Specify HB(0) to turn off this processing.

 Limits: 0 to 30 minutes
Default: 5 minutes

•  MAXREGN(Y|N)
Controls whether Xmanager can force the equivalent of REGION=0. The following values are valid:
–  Y

Forces REGION=0. This value is the default.
–  N

Does not alter any specified region size.

NOTE
 Be cautious about specifying MAXREGN(N) as enforcing too small of an Xmanager region size could result
in frequent storage shortages in the Xmanager address space.

The principal applications that execute in the Xmanager region are CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem
Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS. The monitoring activities of these applications can consume considerable storage.
Especially, for example, if you enable CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS collection options like dynamic SQL text statistics
or additional view by keys. In addition, multiple DB2 subsystems can be monitored from a single Xmanager address
space.

NOTE
 To help in ensure sufficient storage in prior releases, the Xmanager default behavior would be to alter the
region storage limits to the equivalent of specifying REGION=0 regardless of the actual region size specified.

•  PARMS(mbr-name)
Specifies a member name in the PDS on the PXMPARM DD statement of the Xmanager. This member lets you pass a
list of parameters exceeding 100 characters to your Xmanager startup job. Parameters are separated by a comma, for
example:
CUSHION(64,100),CPUTIME(999),CUSH64(200,5000)
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The Xmanager processes this parameter first. If the JCL contains duplicate values, the values in this parameter are
overridden.
Limits: 8 characters
Default: XMANPARM

•  PLEXINTV(hhmm)
Sets the Xmanager sysplex interval. The sysplex interval is an Xmanager managed time interval that you can use to
provide a consistent time interval across all LPARS in a sysplex complex. Products such as CA Detector® for DB2
for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS use this time interval to coordinate time-related activities. We
recommend that you set this parameter by adding a PLEXINTV(hhmm) modify command to the XMANINIT member in
the hlq.CDBAPXMP library.

NOTE
 If you are using CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS, add this
parameter to the START command.

•  SERVERS(5|5-100)
Specifies the number of service tasks that are used to route requests between Xmanagers in a sysplex complex. The
default value is sufficient for most sites. If you experience errors accessing nonlocal DB2 subsystems, it could be
necessary to increase the value of this parameter.
Limits: 5 to 100
Default: 5

•  SUFFIX(xx) 
Supplies a suffix value that passes into the CA Health Checker common service. This parameter enables the CA
Health Checker common service to access CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS parmlib information.
This parameter helps the CA Health Checker common service perform health checks successfully when two or more
Xmanagers running on a single LPAR are sharing a parmlib.
The SUFFIX parameter overrides the ENV parameter. Do not specify these parameters together.
Limits: 2 characters
Default: blank

•  TASKS (50|30-500)
Specifies the number of subtasks that can be concurrently started in this Xmanager. For example, specifying
TASKS(250) causes the Xmanager to allocate 250 MSW$COMM control blocks during the Xmanager startup
initialization.
Limits: 30-500
Default: 50

•  TERMWAIT(1|0-30)
Specifies the number of minutes Xmanager waits for subtasks, such as the collection manager, to terminate during
Xmanager shut down before forcing subtask termination. The default of 1 minute is sufficient for most sites. A value of
0 results in the Xmanager waiting indefinitely for subtask termination.
Limits: 0 to 30 minutes
Default: 1 minute

•  TIMEOUT(20|0-600)
Specifies the number of seconds Xmanager waits for a request that is routed to another Xmanager in the sysplex
complex for execution to complete before signaling a timeout error. The default of 20 seconds is sufficient for most
installations. If you experience timeouts accessing nonlocal DB2 subsystems, it could be necessary to increase the
value of this parameter. A value of 0 results in the Xmanager waiting indefinitely for routed requests to complete.
Limits: 0 to 600 seconds
Default: 20 seconds

•  XTRACE(Y)
Starts an Xmanager communication trace. The communication trace writes diagnostic messages to the Xmanager job
log for requests that are routed between Xmanager tasks in the sysplex complex. The communication trace is intended
for Broadcom Support use only and can result in many messages being written to the Xmanager job log and system
console. The XTRACE modify command can also control the Xmanager communications trace.
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NOTE
 For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

 Example: Specify Optional Execution Parameters 

The following example shows how to use the OPT= parameter to specify the optional execution parameters:

S PTXMAN,XMANID=0000,XSYS=Y,OPT='parm1,parm2,...'

 Example: Perform Health Checks for Multiple Xmanagers 

After integration is completed with the IBM Health Checker and the CA Health Checker common service, several health
checks are performed for licensed products automatically when Xmanager is started.

Within the Xmanager started task output, there are messages indicating that the Health Checker has started and ended:

GEN0901 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker task attached

GEN0911 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface initialization in progress

GEN0912 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface initialization complete

...

GEN0913 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface termination in progress

GEN0914 CA-DB2 Tools Health Checker interface termination complete

Under SDSF, you can display the health checks using the CK command. With CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management,
you can display and update health check parameters. For example:

• To display all health checks that are performed on an LPAR, specify:
HCHECKER (HC)

• To display only CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS health checks, specify:
HCHECKER CA_DB2

Review External Security Considerations

Review the following security considerations and make changes as needed:

• If you are using CA Top Secret™ as your security system, you must assign the Xmanager started task to a facility and
grant access to the facility to all product users (like CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Subsystem
Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS, and so on).
To ease implementation considerations, we recommend granting access to the facility to all users and relying on
existing plan based security to restrict access for individual users. The following steps outline how to create and assign
the facility.
a. Add the facility by modifying the CA Top Secret™ startup parameter file to include the following statement

(replacing nn with the next available facility number):
FAC(USERnn=NAME=PTXMAN)

b. Assign the facility to the Xmanager started task using the following CA Top Secret™ administrator commands
(replacing stcuserid with the ACID assigned to the Xmanager started task):
TSS ADD(stcuserid) MASTFAC(PTXMAN)

TSS ADD(stcuserid) FAC(PTXMAN)

NOTE

Define the Xmanager as a MASTFAC only when using external security for CA Detector® for DB2 for z/
OS® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS authorization.

c. Grant access to the facility to all users with the following CA Top Secret™ administrator command:
TSS ADD(ALL) FAC(PTXMAN)

Alternately, you can grant access to specific users or to a profile common to a group of users.
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• If you are using a custom coded DSN3@ATH security exit, you must review the security exit and determine if the
primary authorization ID passed to DB2 in field AIDLPRIM is modified by the security exit. If the security exit is
modifying the value of AIDLPRIM and, for the Xmanager address space, the modified value is obtained from a location
other than field ASXBUSER, you may receive a message indicating that the user is not authorized for the product plan
when you attempt to select the product from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. If this occurs
you will need to modify your DSN3@ATH security exit to restrict the modification of AIDLPRIM for the Xmanager
address space.

Assign Dispatching Priority or a WLM Service Class

The operating system dispatching priority assigned to the Xmanager address space can be of concern when collection is
active. Selected collection components executing within the Xmanager address space require CPU cycles to be obtained
at a comparable level to the application workload being generated.

We recommend that you assign Xmanager a dispatching priority that is higher than DB2 DBM1, DIST or WLM address
spaces, any allied address space such as CICS, IMS, or WebSphere, or any other address space executing SQL.
The same considerations apply if you are using WLM in goal mode. However, the Xmanager address space should be
assigned to a service class with velocity and importance equal to or higher than the service class assigned to the DB2
system regions and your DB2 applications.

NOTE

• With the trace facility of CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS, a lower Xmanager dispatching priority can result in
lost SQL trace data, inaccurate reporting, and error messages appearing in the syslog.

• When Xmanager is initially installed, you can delay assigning Xmanager to an applicable operating system
performance group. However, you should eventually assign Xmanager to a performance group that enables
the recommended dispatching priority.

Execute Multiple Xmanagers

If you run CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS data collections, we recommend
that you run multiple Xmanager started tasks to isolate use of Xmanager from the data collectors for these products. By
isolating Xmanager use, impact on the product driver is minimized because the Xmanager that is responsible for the data
collectors can be shut down independently, without impacting other products

You can execute multiple copies of the same Xmanager release level on a single z/OS image, which lets you:

• Run separate Xmanager address spaces for different DB2 subsystems that execute on the same z/OS system. For
example, you could run one Xmanager for test subsystems and another Xmanager for production subsystems.

• Execute different maintenance levels of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS on the same z/OS
system.

NOTE
A single Xmanager can handle multiple DB2 subsystems and multiple copies of the same version of products
like CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS, as long as they are executing on the same z/OS system. There is no
requirement to run more than one Xmanager.

To run multiple versions of Xmanager and related products, configure each as follows:
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Modify the Xmanager JCL

During installation, you indicate which Xmanager address space your TSO session communicates with by specifying an
XMANID parameter in the product hlq.CDBAPARM SETUPxx member. You also provide the same XMANID when starting
Xmanager. These settings let the product running in your TSO session and Xmanager communicate with each other.

Follow these steps: 

1. To execute multiple copies of the same release level of Xmanager, start each Xmanager address space with a unique
Xmanager ID (XMANID in the Xmanager started task JCL).
The Xmanager loads modules from SYS1.CSSLIB.

2. If SYS1.CSSLIB is not in the system linklist concatenation, add it now or add it to the Xmanager STEPLIB DD
statement.

3. To modify the Xmanager JCL, start each Xmanager address space and override the default XMANID with a unique
value to run multiple copies of Xmanager. The XMANID parameter must be a four character numeric value or
Xmanager terminates when started.

4. Save your edits.
The Xmanager JCL is modified.

The following Xmanager JCL is located in hlq.CDBASAMP member PTXMAN after you perform the post-installation tasks
for Xmanager:

NOTE
 In this example, the XMANID JCL parameter specifies the default value of 0000.

//PTXMAN   PROC XMANID='0000',XSYS='N',INIT='XMANINIT',                

//              OPT=                                                   

//*                                                                    

//XMANAGER EXEC PGM=PXMINICC,                                          

//             PARM=('XMANID(&XMANID),XSYS(&XSYS),INIT(&INIT) ',       

//             '&OPT '),                                               

//             REGION=0M,                                              

//             TIME=1440                                               

//*                                                                    

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR           ** CA LOADLIB       ** 

//         DD DSN=CA.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR           ** DB2 DSNLOAD      ** 

//*                                                                    

//PTILIB   DD DSN=CA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR           ** CA LOADLIB       ** 

//*                                                                    

//PXMPARM  DD DSN=CA.CDBAPXMP,DISP=SHR           ** XMANAGER PARMLIB ** 

//*                                                                    

//PTTLOG   DD DSN=SYSOUT=?                      ** VALID SYSOUT     ** 

//*                                             ** CLASS            ** 

//ABNLINGR DD DUMMY                                                    

//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=?                          ** VALID SYSOUT     ** 

//*                                             ** CLASS            **

To modify the JCL so the XMANID is 0001, issue the following command:

S PTXMAN,XMANID='0001'

Modify the XMANID

Change the XMANID value that is used by any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that you want to
communicate with the new Xmanager address space. For example, to communicate with the Xmanager address space
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started with an XMANID value of 0001, change the XMANID parameter to XMANID(0001). The next time that you start the
product, it communicates with the Xmanager 0001 address space.

Typically, the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that communicate with an Xmanager specify their
XMANID as a parameter in their parmlib member that is located in hlq.CDBAPARM.

If Xmanager cross system communications support:

• Is not enabled or you want to communicate with Xmanagers at different release levels from a singleTSO/ISPF session,
you need additional data sets to contain parmlib members that have unique XMANID values.

• Is enabled, you do not need to modify the parmlib member to communicate with any of the Xmanagers (at the same
release level) in the same sysplex. 

Modify the CLIST

If it is necessary to maintain multiple parmlib members, you must modify the CLIST of the product so that when it
is executed the data set containing the parmlib members that you want to use are allocated. Parmlib data sets are
allocated to ddname PTIPARM in the RSPMAIN CLIST contained in the distribution CLIST library. You can choose how to
implement this in your environment. For example, you could use different CLIST names or different CLIST libraries.

Copy the Xmanager JCL to the Started Task Library

You must copy each Xmanager procedure to your started task library and then rename the procedures so that each has
a unique name. We recommend that you assign meaningful names such as PTXTEST and PTXPROD to the Xmanager
JCL.

Example

For example, suppose that you want to have two pairs of Xmanager and CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS running, one on
your test subsystem and one on your production subsystem. The high-level qualifiers for the subsystems are DB2.TEST
and DB2.PROD, respectively.

Follow these steps: 

1. Change the XMANID parameter in PTXMAN JCL located in DB2.TEST.CDBASAMP to a unique
value. In this example, we changed it to 0001. You can leave the XMANID in the production library
DB2.PROD.CDBASAMP(PTXMAN) JCL set at 0000.

2. Change the XMANID parameter in the DB2.TEST.CDBAPARM(SETUPxx) to 0001. The default value of 0000 was
not changed in the production library so you do not have to change the default value in the parmlib members of
DB2.PROD.CDBAPARM.

3. Copy PTXMAN from DB2.TEST.CDBASAMP and DB2.PROD.CDBASAMP into the started task library, renaming them
to PTXTEST and PTXPROD, respectively.

4. Start the Xmanagers as follows:
S PTXTEST

S PTXPROD

Isolate Data Collectors

To isolate CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS data collectors to a specific
Xmanager, you can:
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• Collect all the start commands into a single CDBAPXMP member (such as XMANINIT) and start them with a single
Xmanager RUN command.

• Code a separate CDBAPXMP member for each DB2 subsystem and start them independently with separate RUN
commands.

• Combine both approaches.

Then start the data collections using the z/OS modify format start commands.

When the modify format collection start command is used, data collection is isolated to the Xmanager address space that
processes the command.

For details about starting collections using the modify format collection start command, see the product-specific
documentation.

Run Xmanager as a Batch Job

Running Xmanager as a batch job is not meant to be the permanent or long-term method for using Xmanager. These
instructions are provided to let you run a trial without changing your environment. Running Xmanager as a batch job
should only be a temporary situation.

The Xmanager JCL is located in high-level.CDBASAMP.

To run Xmanager as a batch job instead of a started task, perform the following steps:

1. Modify the Xmanager JCL as follows:
– Supply the following STEPLIB ddname data sets:

• The installation load library.
• The DB2 DSNLOAD data set. This data set name must be the DSNLOAD data set name for the oldest version of

DB2 used at your site.
– Supply the PTILIB ddname data set. This is the installation load library name (same as STEPLIB).
– Supply the CDBAPXMP ddname data set. This is the data set name of the PDS containing the Xmanager

parameter library (the high-level.CDBAPXMP and not high-level.CDBAPARM).
– Supply a valid SYSOUT class for the SYSABEND ddname. This should enable any dump activity to be retained for

diagnostic documentation if needed.
2. Add a valid job statement to the top of the Xmanager JCL.

The userid in the job statement must have appropriate product and environment authorizations as described in the
product specific documentation. You might also want to add the TIME=1440 and REGION=0M parameters to the job
statement.

3. Submit the modify Xmanager JCL.
When you start Xmanager, it generates messages indicating a successful initialization.

Customize Xnet
Execution Manager Networking (Xnet) provides a communications subsystem that the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS share. Xnet executes as a started task in its own address space and works with the Execution
Manager (Xmanager) address space for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. Xmanager and Xnet
provide common services for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.  

WARNING
 Xnet, like Xmanager, must be running at all times. Xnet uses minimal system resources (CPU and memory)
when the agents for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS are not actively communicating.
Xnet also requires an external security manager (ESM) product like CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM RACF
with the System Authorization Facility (SAF) interface.
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The basic Xnet customization enables Xnet to be started so that correct operation of the major Xnet components can be
verified. For example, the Xmanager connection and TCP/IP services. This customization needs to be done only once.

Additional customization is required to enable Xnet use with the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS and other Broadcom products. For more information about this customization, see Configure Xnet to Interface with
Other Products.

To customize Xnet, complete the following required steps:

1. Configure (tailor) Xnet.
2. Address Xnet security requirements.
3. Address Xnet memory and CPU requirements.
4. Verify the Xnet startup configuration.

Tailor Xnet

Before you can use Xnet, you must prepare the JCL procedures for Xnet started tasks and allocate the Xnet runtime
log file data sets. You can also browse the Xnet initialization parameters. The JCL procedures must be copied to a z/
OS system PROCLIB that is available to the z/OS START command. To tailor Xnet, you must first recreate a basic Xnet
configuration that can be started and verified. Once you have the basic Xnet configuration operating correctly, more
customization is required to complete the interface setup for other products.

WARNING

Before you begin Xnet configuration (tailoring), determine the following values:

• The XMANID that is assigned to the Xmanager component. This value is set during Xmanager
customization. Xmanager customization is required for Xnet and must be completed before you begin the
Xnet customization.

• The STC name of the IBM TCP/IP address space. 
• The TCP/IP port number for use by the Xnet TCP/IP listener.
• The fully-qualified data set name of the APF-authorized IBM DB2 load module data set for the most recent

version of IBM DB2 that is installed on the system where Xnet will be executing.

To obtain the STC name and TCP/IP port number, coordinate as needed with other personnel that are
responsible for the communications components of your z/OS system. 

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PXN (Xnet) and press Enter.
The PXN Xnet Customization menu appears.

4. Select the following options:
– 1–Review the Xnet customization member (PXNINST)
– 2–Allocate Xnet Log File Data Sets (PXNALLOC)
– 3–Prepare the Xnet JCL (PXNPROC)
– 4–Prepare the Xnet execution space JCL (PXNPROCE)
– 5–Review the Xnet initialization parameters (PXNPARM)
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Review the Xnet Customization Member

Review the Xnet customization member before you begin the actual Xnet customization. This member summarizes the
required customization tasks and provides installation processing instructions.

Allocate Xnet Log File Data Sets

Two twenty cylinder permanent log file data sets are allocated for Xnet use. These data sets are standard sequential
data sets that will contain informational, warning, error, and trace messages that are logged during Xnet execution. Xnet
logging switches between the data sets as each one fills up while Xnet is running. A third smaller data set is also allocated
and used in the Xnet JCL procedure (PXNPROC) to prevent the accidental startup of more than one instance of the
primary Xnet address space. PXNPROC is set to use the data sets as allocated by PXNALLOC.

After selecting this option (2 – Allocate the Xnet log file data sets) on the Xnet Customization menu, the PXNALLOC
sample job is displayed in an edit session. Follow the instructions in the JCL comments to prepare the JOB and
then submit it to perform the data set allocations. Return code zero (0) is expected. The sample JOB is saved in the
CDBASAMP data set.

These data sets can be deleted and reallocated any time Xnet is down to change the size or location of the data sets.

WARNING
You must allocate the log files before you try to start Xnet.

Prepare the Xnet JCL (PXNPROC)

PXNPROC is provided in the CDBASAMP data set. To prepare the JCL, follow the instructions in the JCL comments and
specify the following values:

• The XMANID that you selected for your Xmanager.
• The STC name of your IBM TCP/IP address space.
• The TCP/IP port number for use by Xnet. Xnet establishes a TCP/IP listener on the port that you specify.
• The IBM DB2 load module data set name.

Save your changes and then copy this procedure to a z/OS system PROCLIB that is used for started task JCL procedures
that are started using the z/OS START command.

WARNING
Xnet security definitions must be created before attempting to start Xnet.

Prepare the Xnet Execution Space JCL (PXNPROCE)

The Xnet execution space (XES) JCL member (PXNPROCE) is provided in the CDBASAMP data set. The XES
component gives Xnet the ability to start, stop, and manage auxiliary z/OS address spaces. These address spaces are
used to execute units of work on behalf of the products that are part of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS. Prepare the JCL as described (specify the IBM DB2 load module data set name). Save your changes and then
copy this procedure to a z/OS system PROCLIB where you copied the previously created PXNPROC JCL.

NOTE
In the initial release of XES features, auxiliary address spaces are used to increase the availability of the agents
that work with CA Chorus™.

Review the Xnet Startup Parameters (PXNPARM)

Sample startup parameters for Xnet are distributed in member PXNPARM in the CDBAPARM data set. Review and
read the comments in this member directly or from the Xnet Customization panel by selecting option 5 (Browse the Xnet
initialization parms (PXNPARM)).
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The Xnet startup parameters establish operational settings that are processed each time Xnet is started. All parameters
have default values that are established during Xnet initialization. Most default values are appropriate for all users.

Address Xnet Security Requirements

z/OS security subsystem permissions and definitions are needed for the Xnet started tasks. You may need to coordinate
with other personnel who are responsible for the security components of your z/OS system to create the Xnet permissions
and definitions.

Address the following Xnet security requirements before attempting to start Xnet:

NOTE
Sample JCL for CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and IBM RACF is provided in hlq.CDBAJCL to define these security
settings. For CA ACF2, see PXNSECA. For CA Top Secret, see PXNSECT. For IBM RACF, use PXNSECR.

WARNING
We recommend that you copy the member you use into a different data set. Do not make changes directly
in hlq.CDBAJCL.

• Xnet authorization (authID) for security permissions and assignments
The primary Xnet started task is started using the PXNPROC JCL. You can start more Xnet execution space started
tasks using the PXNPROCE JCL. Both of the JCL procedures are customized during Xnet customization.
Security definitions for the Xnet started tasks define a z/OS user ID to be associated with the started task. This started
task (STC) user ID is sometimes referred to as the authorization ID (authID) of the started task. We recommend that
you assign the same authID to all Xnet started tasks so that PXNPROC and PXNPROCE STCs run with the same
authID.

• Xnet data set security requirements
The Xnet authID requires:
– READ access to the CDBALOAD and CDBAPARM data sets.
– READ and WRITE access to the following data sets that are created during Xnet customization:

• XNETLOG1
• XNETLOG2
• XNETEXCL

• Xnet OMVS security requirements
The Xnet started tasks use services that are provided by the IBM TCP/IP product. The IBM TCP/IP interface requires
callers, such as Xnet, to have an OMVS segment that is defined for the authID assigned to the started task. The
OMVS segment is defined as part of the security permissions and assignments for the Xnet authID.
The Xnet authID requires a UID, GID, and home directory to be defined in the OMVS segment.

Address Xnet Memory and CPU Requirements

The memory and CPU requirements for Xnet depend on:

• The number of concurrently active agents and directors.
• The volume and size of the message traffic.
• Other Xnet parameter settings.

As distributed, the JCL procedures for Xnet specify region sizes of 128 MB. This size should be sufficient for most
customer configurations. Xnet allocates virtual storage only when it is needed.
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Verify Xnet Startup Configuration

When you have completed the previously described Xnet post-install customization tasks, you can verify that Xnet is
installed and operating correctly. In the following procedure, Xmanager and Xnet are started so that you can make simple
checks of the Xnet startup messages. These messages appear in the JESMSGLG data set for the Xnet started task. If
you experience a problem in the future, you can also review these messages as a starting point to help you resolve the
problem.

After the Xnet installation is verified, Xnet provides the connectivity services that enable the products that are included
with the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS to communicate with other CA products like CA Chorus™

for DB2 Database Management, CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management, and CA SYSVIEW. For
more information about Xnet configuration with these products, see Configure Xnet to Interface with Other Products.

To verify the Xnet startup configuration, follow these steps:

1. Start Xmanager and Xnet using z/OS START commands (abbreviated S) as follows:
S PTXMAN

S PXNPROC

NOTE

 The order that these commands are entered is not important. However, Xnet cannot communicate with
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS products until Xmanager comes up. If Xnet finds
that its Xmanager is not started, it checks periodically to see if it has come up. When it does, Xnet connects
with Xmanager and your system is ready for Xnet communications. Startup for Xmanager and Xnet should
be quick, a matter of seconds.

Xnet startup messages are logged to the z/OS SYSLOG and the Xnet JOBLOG.
2. Review the startup messages in the Xnet JESMSGLG. Look for the following messages:

– xntDRV022I
– xntDRV040I and xntDRV050I
– xntDRV025I and xntDRV050I
– xntSAF901I
– xntXNT002I
– xntTCP011I
– xntDRV002I

The Xnet startup messages that have been reviewed in the JESMSGLG show that Xnet is almost ready for
operation. Component startup continues after basic Xnet initialization is complete. In particular, the Xnet TCP/IP
component activates a TCP/IP listener on the PORT that you specified during Xnet post-install customization.

– xntTCP904I
3. Shut down the Xnet and Xmanager address spaces as follows using the z/OS STOP command:

P PXNPROC

P PTXMAN

Both address spaces should go through normal shutdown processing and exit from the z/OS system in a few seconds.
4. Restart Xmanager and Xnet as described in Step 1.

xntDRV022I

Xnet runs in privileged mode. The CDBALOAD load library data set is assigned APF-authorization during post-installation
customization. Message xntDRV022I indicates that Xnet is running APF-authorized.
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xntDRV040I and xntDRV050I

Look for message xntDRV040I and the following series of xntDRV050I messages. Xnet initialization reads in the startup
parameters from the member that is identified on your INITPARM DD statement in the PXNPROC JCL procedure. The
PXNPARM parameter member was added to your CDBAPARM data set during SMP/E installation. You browsed this
member during Xnet post-installation customization processing.

xntDRV025I and ntDRV050I

Look for message xntDRV025I and the following message xntDRV050I. Xnet collects startup parameter overrides from
the PARM field of the EXEC statement in the JCL procedure. The initial Xnet operating parameters have been set:

• First, using internally set default values
• Then, updated by values specified in your PXNPARM member
• Lastly, updated by values specified in your EXEC PARM

The xntDRV050I message following message xntDRV025I shows the parameters that are collected from the EXEC
PARM. These messages should show the values that you customized in the PXNPROC symbolic parameters during Xnet
post-installation customization. For more information about Xnet startup parameters, see Xnet Startup Parameters.

xntSAF901I

Look for message xntSAF901I. Xnet includes security features that are not used with the product networking functions.
Message xntSAF901I indicates that resource class definitions that are associated with the unused security features
are not active. This message is a normal startup message. Xnet still uses the SAF security subsystem interface to
authenticate credentials that are passed in product messages.

xntXNT002I

Look for message xntXNT002I. The Xnet interface to Xmanager is initialized using the XMANID parameter that you
specified when tailoring your Xnet JCL procedure. Verify that the connection is established. Investigate exception
conditions. Message xntXNT002I should say that Xnet and Xmanager are connected.

xntTCP011I

Look for message xntTCP011I. The Xnet TCP/IP component initializes using the TCPNAME and PORT that you specified
when tailoring your Xnet JCL procedure. Check message xntTCP011I and verify that the retcode(0) and errorno(0) are
reported in the message. These values indicate a successful connection to the TCP/IP address space. Other values in
this message indicate a problem that you should investigate and resolve.

xntDRV002I

Look for message xntDRV002I. Message xntDRV002I indicates that processing of the Xnet parameters is complete and
the linkages to Xmanager and IBM TCP/IP have been attempted. You should have previously verified that these linkages
were successfully established by reviewing messages xntXNT002I and xntTCP011.

xntTCP904I

Look for message xntTCP904I. This message indicates that the Xnet TCP/IP listener has been started and that Xnet
is ready to receive connection requests from directors, or client programs, such as: CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database
Management, CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management, and CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management.

If you do not see message xntTCP904I, there may be a problem with your PORT specification. Look for other xntTCP
messages in the JESMSGLG and the Xnet log file data set that may help identify the problem.
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A common problem is a BIND failure when the port number is not available to be used by the Xnet listener. This problem
might occur because another IBM TCP/IP application is using the same port number or because the port number is in
a range of port numbers that cannot be allocated by application programs. You can verify the correct status of the Xnet
listener by issuing an Xnet display socket command as follows to show all active "server" (listening) sockets:

F PXNPROC,TCP D SO(ALL) SERVERS

The z/OS MODIFY command (abbreviated F) sends whatever command text follows the comma to the job or started
task name that you specify. PXNPROC is the name. The Xnet command is TCP D SO(ALL) SERVERS. In the command
response from Xnet, message series xntCMD411I should indicate that a socket is allocated and listening on your Xnet
PORT number. For more information about Xnet commands, Manage the Xnet Shared Communications Subsystem.

Configure Xnet to Interface with Other Products

After you have customized Xnet during post-installation processing of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS, Xmanager and TCP/IP configuration is enabled. To enable integration with other products, additional
configuration is required.

To accomplish the required Xnet customization, work with the personnel that are responsible for setting up the product
to modify the PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM data set. The installation instructions for these products describe
the Xnet parameter settings that are required. Comment statements in the PXNPARM member describe the required
customization. To update the PXNPARM member, use any standard z/OS text editing tool.

WARNING

 Complete the following tasks only if you are using Xnet with any of the products listed in Step 2 of the following
procedure. These steps are not required for the basic Xnet configuration with the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Address PassTicket security requirements.
2. Complete Xnet configuration for integration with the following products as applicable:

– CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management 
– CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management
– CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management (CA SYSVIEW)

3.  Tune OPSEVENT health checks for all configurations.

Address PassTicket Security Requirements

All the products that use Xnet send a z/OS user ID when they first establish their TCP/IP connection. This z/OS user ID
must be a valid user ID that is properly defined to the security subsystem of the z/OS system where Xnet is executing.

All the external products also send a PassTicket value that can be used as a substitute for the current password that is
associated with the z/OS user ID. The PassTicket value is:

• Generated by the security subsystem on the z/OS system where the external product is executing
• Authenticated by the security subsystem on the z/OS system where Xnet is executing

Xnet and the external products often reside on the same z/OS system but they are not required to do so.

Several security subsystem definitions must be established before the security subsystem can generate or authenticate a
PassTicket value. These definitions are typically created as part of the installation procedures for the external product.

PassTickets are always generated for a specific application and the security subsystem requires the definition of an APPL
name to represent the application. PassTicket generation requires that you also define a secret encryption key value for
that APPL name within the security subsystem. The PassTicket value that the security subsystem generates creates a
substitute password that:
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• Combines elements of the user ID name, the APPL name, and the current time and date
• Is encrypted using the secret encryption key value

The substitute password is:

• Valid for only a short timeframe
• Only recognizable by a product that references the same APPL name when it calls its local security subsystem to

authenticate the user ID and PassTicket value.

If the generating and authenticating security subsystems reside on different z/OS systems, the secret encryption key value
that is defined for the APPL name on each system must be the same.

When all the required security subsystem definitions are completed, you can update Xnet to use PassTicket values for
user ID authentication. To update Xnet, edit the PASSNAME parameter in the PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM
data set. The Xnet PASSNAME parameter specifies the APPL name that has been selected and configured for PassTicket
generation and authentication in the security subsystem or subsystems.

WARNING
 Enable the Xnet PASSNAME parameter before the product begins sending PassTicket values for user
authentication. Failure to enable the Xnet PASSNAME can result in the suspension of user IDs by the security
subsystem due to PassTicket authentication failures.

WARNING

 Xnet supports a single APPL name that is specified using the PASSNAME parameter. If Xnet is interfacing to
more than one product outside the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, a conflict can arise
related to the required APPL name. If there is a conflict, change the product configuration to use a common
APPL name that can be specified in the Xnet PASSNAME parameter.

Complete Xnet Configuration

To integrate with the following products, complete the following configuration tasks.

 

 CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management Integration

CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management uses the Xnet execution space (XES) feature and this feature must be
enabled in the Xnet PXNPARM member.

CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management also provides an interface component that is known as the data source
handler (DSH). The DSH can interface with the CA Chorus™ Application Server to any number of Xnet servers that may
be running on the same, or different, z/OS systems. To identify each Xnet to be included, the DSH uses the db2tools.cfg
file that is prepared during CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management installation.

To configure Xnet for use with CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, complete the following steps:

1. Edit the Xnet PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM data set to remove the comment indicator (*) from:
– The PASSNAME parameter

You may need to change the actual application (APPL) name that is specified in the PASSNAME parameter. This
value must match the APPL name that is specified in the db2tools.cfg file entry (see Step 2).

– The set of XES-related statements
2. Edit the db2tools.cfg file in the CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management configuration to add one line for each

Xnet that specifies the host address, PORT, and APPL name of the Xnet.
If Xnet is on a different z/OS system, the CA Chorus™ configuration must know each Xnet port number and the Xnet
host address.
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CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management Integration

CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management must know the Xnet port number and the Xnet PassTicket
application (APPL) name.

CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management typically runs in the same z/OS system with Xnet and
specifies LOCALHOST, or the equivalent 127.0.0.1, as the Xnet host address.

To configure Xnet for use with CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management, edit the Xnet PXNPARM
member in the CDBAPARM data set to remove the comment indicator (*) from the PASSNAME parameter. You may need
to change the actual application (APPL) name that is specified in the PASSNAME parameter. This value must match the
APPL name that CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management specifies in its configuration for the Xnet
connection.

CA SYSVIEW Integration

CA SYSVIEW must know the Xnet port number and the Xnet PassTicket application (APPL) name.

CA SYSVIEW typically runs in the same z/OS system with Xnet and specifies LOCALHOST, or the equivalent 127.0.0.1,
as the Xnet host address.

To configure Xnet for use with CA SYSVIEW, edit the Xnet PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM data set to remove
the comment indicator (*) from the PASSNAME parameter. You may need to change the actual application (APPL) name
that is specified in the PASSNAME parameter. This value must match the APPL name CA SYSVIEW specifies in its
configuration for the Xnet connection.

Tune OPSEVENT Health Checks for All Configurations

Xnet performs a health check every five (5) minutes of many key facilities by default. Xnet then reports a NORMAL,
WARNING, or PROBLEM status to the Xnet JESMSGLG. This information is also provided to CA OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation, if it is available. Not all the key facilities being checked are required in every configuration.
If unnecessary key facilities are checked, inaccurate WARNING or PROBLEM reports can be generated even though the
configuration is correct and operating properly.

To prevent these unnecessary reports, we recommend that you tune the OPSEVENT health checks that are described
in the PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM data set. The goal of the tuning is to test all the key facilities that should
be operational in your Xnet configuration periodically so that the health reporting is NORMAL when your configuration is
operational. Then, using the periodic report messages that are logged, it is possible to:

• Identify the approximate time when a WARNING or PROBLEM condition first began
• Review other system events around that time
• Track down the cause
• Effect a remedy

All the health checks are appropriate when Xnet is interfacing with CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management. Use the
comments in the PXNPARM member to help identify specific checks that should be disabled when Xnet is interfacing with
other products.

One of the checks verifies the correct operation of the PassTicket services that rely on the PASSNAME parameter using
the user ID that is assigned to the Xnet started task. This check simulates a "log in" operation using a PassTicket. In some
security subsystem definitions, user IDs that are assigned to started tasks are often assigned a special property that
prevents the started task user IDs from being used in "log in" operations. When this occurs, specify a valid user ID that
can "log in" instead of the Xnet started task user ID.
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Xnet Startup Parameters

The Xnet startup parameters establish operational settings that are processed each time Xnet is started. All parameters
have default values that are established during Xnet initialization. Most default values are appropriate for all users.

The parameters that must be customized for proper operation of Xnet are specified in the following areas:

• Xnet JCL EXEC PARM field. The parameters in the Xnet JCL EXEC PARM field are typically set when you create a
basic Xnet configuration during Xnet post-installation configuration processing.

• Xnet PXNPARM parameter file member. The PXNPARM parameter file member can be used as-is to verify the correct
operation of the basic Xnet configuration. Update the PXNPARM member when you configure Xnet to interface with
one or more of the external products.

Initialize Xnet Parameters

Xnet uses startup parameters to establish product operational characteristics. Values for the startup parameters are
supplied from the following sources:

• Internally established default values.
• The parameter file specified by the INITPARM DD statement.
• The PARM parameter of the EXEC statement in the Xnet JCL procedure.

These sources are processed in the order listed. The following processing occurs:

1. At the beginning of Xnet startup, Xnet applies its default parameter values.
2. Xnet reads the startup parameters file.

This file is the PXNPARM member in your CDBAPARM data set. This data set is specified by the INITPARM DD
statement in your Xnet JCL procedure. The parameters that are specified in this file replace (override) the Xnet default
values.

3. Parameters specified in the EXEC PARM field are processed last.
The parameters that are specified in the PARM field override the same parameters in both the Xnet defaults and the
startup parameter file. In other words, at each stage of parameter processing, the new parameter supersedes the
previous specification or it supplements the set of all startup parameters by adding a new parameter specification.

Internal Defaults

Xnet first establishes pre-defined default values for all of the parameters. The default values are documented later in the
individual parameter descriptions. These defaults are hard-coded in Xnet, but can be overridden from the parameter file or
the EXEC PARM if special circumstances warrant a change.

In general, parameters that are not discussed in the Xnet configuration information should only be specified at the
direction of CA technical support. For example, you might be requested to specify a particular value for the STGINTEG
parameter if you have reported a problem and technical support wants to gather some additional documentation to help
diagnose the cause of the problem.

PXNPARM Parameter File

The PXNPARM parameter file is provided in the CDBAPARM data set. This file is the startup parameter file that is
selected by the INITPARM DD statement in your Xnet JCL procedure. This parameter file has an 80-character logical
record length (LRECL). You can add startup parameter specifications to your Xnet parameter file using any standard z/OS
editor such as ISPF. During initialization, Xnet first applies its default values for the parameters and then processes the
parameters that are specified in the PXNPARM member. Parameters in this file override the default settings.

When updating the parameter file, you can add the following formatting:
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• Comments; place an asterisk (*) in the first column to start a comment.
• White space; leave blank lines to improve readability.

Each line, or record, of the parameter data set is read during initialization. If an error is encountered on a line:

• A diagnostic message is issued to the system log and to the Xnet log file.
• Processing of the record in error stops. Any parameters following the parameter in error on that record are also

skipped. Processing continues with the next record in the parameter file.

Only the first 72 character positions of the records are processed and positions 73-80 are ignored. A parameter can begin
anywhere in positions 1-72 of a record. You can start each parameter on a new record or you can combine parameters on
a single record (separate parameters with blanks and commas, or and/or a single comma).

Most parameters can be specified on a single logical record. Long parameters (CMD command line entries, for example)
can be continued onto multiple records, up to a maximum length of 255 characters. To continue a parameter, end the
record to be continued with a dash or minus sign , or a plus sign  somewhere before position 73 of the record. Then
continue with the parameter specification anywhere in positions 1-72 of the next record.

Xnet JCL PARM Field

Parameters acquired from Xnet startup JCL are processed immediately after the INITPARM data set processing
completes. Parameters from the JCL procedure override the default settings and the setting from the parameter file.

Xnet processes the PARM string as a set of startup parameters. If an error is encountered in a PARM string parameter, a
diagnostic message is issued to the system log and to the Xnet log file. Xnet skips the parameter in error and continues
processing any remaining parameters in the PARM string.

During post-installation, you customized the following symbolic parameters on the PROC statement with values specific to
your installation:

• TCPNAME
• PORT
• XMANID

When Xnet is started by the z/OS START command, z/OS reads the JCL statements and substitutes your symbolic
parameter values into the other JCL statements where those symbolic parameters are referenced. All of the values are
referenced in the PARM field of the EXEC statement in the Xnet JCL as follows:

// PARM='TCPNAME(&TCPNAME),PORT(&PORT),XMANID(&XMANID) '

The ampersand (&) preceding a string means that this is a reference to the symbolic parameter value specified by
the name string that follows the ampersand. The z/OS JCL processing substitutes your value string for the symbolic
parameter reference.

NOTE
Use blanks with a single comma or just a comma to separate parameters in the PARM field. The z/OS PARM
value is limited to a maximum of 100 characters.

Example: Xnet PARM String

If your PROC statement specifies TCPNAME=TCPSYS1, PORT=6791, and XMANID=1502, the final PARM string passed
to Xnet will be:

TCPNAME(TCPSYS1),PORT(6791),XMANID(1502)

Example: Overriding Xnet parameters with the z/OS START command

If you manually issue the z/OS START command to start Xnet, you can re-specify, or override, the symbolic parameter
values that are hard-coded in the JCL PROC statement. For example, if you want Xnet to use a different TCP/IP address
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space (perhaps for testing with a new IBM TCP/IP address space that has new network connections), you can change the
name of the TCP/IP address space when you start Xnet:

START PXNPROC,TCPNAME=TCPTEST1

Startup Parameter Descriptions

Each startup parameter is one of the following values:

• A stand-alone keyword (the parameter name).
• A keyword followed by a list of one or more values that are enclosed in parentheses.

For example, KEYWORD or KEYWORD(value-1,...,value-n). If a parameter requires values, they are specified as a list,
enclosed in parentheses.

If you are specifying a list with more than one value, separate each value using blanks and a single comma, or simply a
single comma.

Commas, which are separated only by spaces, are used to represent missing operands. A value that contains special
characters, such as blanks or periods, must be enclosed in double quotes (“).

The Xnet startup parameters that are available for customization are organized under the following headings:

• Miscellaneous Parameters 
• Xmanager Connection Parameter 
• TCP/IP Communications Parameters 
• Storage Management Parameters 
• Tracking and Trace Table Parameters 
• Command Line Entries

Miscellaneous Parameters

The following Xnet miscellaneous parameters can be specified:

• EVENTSIZE(number)
Specifies the maximum number of events that an Xnet server task can manage. Xnet uses the z/OS EVENTS service
for event notification and each server task creates its own events table.
Default: 1024

• OFAMAXUSER(number)
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent user sessions that are allowed for each instance of the Object
Framework Services agent (OFA) started task.
Limits: 1 to 50
Default: 20 

• OPSEVENT|NOOPSEVENT
Activates or disables the CA OPS/MVS interface. OPSEVENT is the default. Specify NOOPSEVENT when you do not
want to report on the state and status of Xnet, or when calls to the CA OPS/MVS interface appear to cause a problem.
The NOOPSEVENT parameter completely disables the Xnet operational checking. As an alternative, use the following
parameters to selecting disable heartbeat checks that are not relevant in your specific configuration:
Note: All checks are active by default.
–  OPSXMGR|NOOPSXMGR

Activates or disables the Xmanager operational check. OPSXMGR is the default and recommended setting.
–  OPSTCP||NOOPSTCP

Activates or disables the TCP/IP operational check. OPSTCP is the default and recommended setting.
–  OPSPTCKT|NOOPSPTCKT
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Activates or disables the PassTicket operational check. OPSPTCKT is the default and recommended setting in
configurations where PassTickets are being used.

–  OPSPXN|NOOPSPXN
Activates or disables the Xnet internal agent operational check. OPSPXN is the default and recommended setting.

–  OPSU2X|NOOPSU2X
Activates or disables the U2XAGENT operational check. OPSU2X is the default and recommended setting.

–  OPSIDB2|NOOPSIDB2
Activates or disables the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 agent operational check. OPSIDB2 is the default.

–  OPSOFA|NOOPSOFA
Activates or disables the Object Framework Services agent (OFA) operational check. OPSOFA is the default.

Use the following guidelines for selective disablement of heartbeat checks in common Xnet configurations. Proper use
of selective disablement ensures that Xnet does not report a misleading WARNING or PROBLEM status for heartbeat
checks that are not relevant in a specific product configuration:
– For CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, all checks are valid.
– For CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management with CA SYSVIEW for DB2, the U2XAGENT and

OFA checks can be disabled. If PassTickets are not used, PTCKT can also be disabled.
– For CA SYSVIEW with CA SYSVIEW for DB2, U2XAGENT and OFA can be disabled.
– For CA File Master Plus for DB2, U2XAGENT and CA SYSVIEW for DB2 can be disabled.

• OPSHEARTBT (minutes)
Specifies the interval at which Xnet reports the status to CA OPS/MVS.
Limits: 1 to 60
Default: 5

• OPSPTCKTID (userid)
Specifies the z/OS user ID to be used for periodic PassTicket operational checks that are made during the Xnet
OPSEVENT heartbeat processing. The specified user ID must be a valid logon ID for the z/OS system where Xnet is
running.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters; a valid z/OS logon user ID.
Default: The authorization ID assigned to the Xnet address space.

• PASSNAME(applname)
Specifies the application name (APPL) used when the PassTicket generation secret key values were defined to your
security subsystem.
If you are configuring your system for PassTicket support, do not specify this parameter until the required application
definition is made in your security subsystem and all users connecting to agents through this Xnet have permission to
use this application in the security subsystem definitions.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
Default: None. (No application name is defined for Xnet PassTicket support in the z/OS security subsystem.) 

• PDIRTOT(number)
Specifies the number of minutes of inactivity that are allowed for a web services user session. When a user session
has been idle for the specified time, Xnet notifies the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product
agent that the session ended because the inactivity time period expired.
Range: 1 to 60
Default: 10

• QNAME(name)
Specifies the QNAME that Xnet uses with the z/OS ENQ/DEQ services. Xnet performs ENQ/DEQ operations for its
own serially reusable resources using this QNAME.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
Default: XNET

• SDUMP(number)
Specifies the maximum number of abends for which Xnet should request z/OS SVC dump recording. Xnet typically
uses the z/OS SDUMP service to create a comprehensive SVC dump when a program failure occurs. If the specified
limit is reached, Xnet stops requesting the SDUMP service. The z/OS ABEND processing provides a less rigorous
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dumping operation to the SYSUDUMP file. If the SDUMP limit is reached, ABEND still creates a SYSUDUMP
diagnostic dump. A specification of SDUMP(0) prohibits the issuance of an SVC dump.
Default: 3

• SERVERTASK(number)
Specifies the number of z/OS TCBs created for server tasks. Each director that connects to Xnet is automatically
assigned to a specific server task so that the messaging processing workload is spread across several z/OS
dispatchable units. This permits work to proceed concurrently using available system engines. If you anticipate that
more CPUs will be brought online after Xnet is initialized, you can override this Xnet startup parameter.
Range: 0 to 16
Default: 0 (tells Xnet to create one server TCB for each CPU that is online when Xnet initializes).

• XES|NOXES 
Activates or disables the Xnet Execution Space (XES) services.
If you are using Xnet with CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, specify XES and complete the Xnet post-
installation customization for the additional JCL procedure members and startup parameter file members.
Default: NOXES

Xmanager Connection Parameter

Xnet communicates with other CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS using z/OS program call (PC)
services established by Xmanager. The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS act as agents to provide
their unique product services to end users, and also to automated management products, through distributed software
components called directors. The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS that implement an agent use
Xnet API calls to notify Xnet when they are active in z/OS and ready to provide their agent services. The Xnet API calls
use the z/OS PC services foundation established by Xmanager.

You must define the XMANID that you have assigned to your Xmanager subsystem.

• XMANID(number)
Specifies the 4-digit ID assigned to your Xmanager subsystem.
If XMANID is not specified, Xnet will complete initialization without its Xmanager interface and other CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS will not be able to access Xnet. If XMANID is incorrectly specified, Xnet
will initialize its Xmanager interface and Xnet will periodically attempt to connect with Xmanager using the incorrect
XMANID that was specified. These attempts will be unsuccessful and other CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS will not be able to access Xnet.
Default: 0000 (specified in the Xnet JCL procedure)

See Xnet Startup Parameters for more information.

TCP/IP Communications Parameters

Xnet communicates with directors using TCP/IP stream sockets. The directors initiate communication by connecting to the
z/OS TCP/IP port that Xnet is listening on.

You must define the TCPNAME and PORT parameters for your installation. The SOCKETS and MSGLIM parameters are
optional tuning parameters and they should be left with their default values.

The following Xnet configuration parameters for TCP/IP are provided:

• TCPNAME(jobname)
Specifies the 1 to 8 character jobname or started task name of the IBM TCP/IP for z/OS address space.
The systems programmer or administrator who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of IBM TCP/IP for z/
OS at your site will be able to supply you with the appropriate jobname or started task name.
If TCPNAME is not specified, Xnet will complete initialization without TCP/IP communication services.Default: None
(must be defined; specify this in your Xnet JCL procedure). 

• PORT(number)
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Specifies the TCP/IP port number that Xnet should LISTEN on. The TCP/IP port number is a 16-bit integer; therefore,
a value in the range 1024-65535 is appropriate for this parameter (port numbers 0-1023 are reserved for well known
ports).
Port numbers for z/OS TCP/IP applications should be assigned by a z/OS systems programmer or administrator who
has the authority to update the profile data set of the IBM TCP/IP product. This prevents two or more applications from
accidentally attempting to use the same port number (only one application can actually use a specific port number;
subsequent applications will see error conditions when they attempt to use it). This should also prevent you from
specifying a port number that is in a range of port numbers reserved for other functions. For example, a range of port
numbers may be reserved for dynamic assignment by IBM TCP/IP.
If PORT is not specified, Xnet will complete initialization without starting a listener process that can accept connection
requests.Default: None (must be defined; specify this in your Xnet JCL procedure).

• SOCKETS(number)
Specifies the maximum number of concurrently active sockets that will be allowed. The specified value is rounded up
to the nearest multiple of eight, if necessary.
Range: 8 to 2000
Default: 2000

• MSGLIM(number)
Specifies the maximum number of outstanding TCP/IP API requests that will be allowed.
Range: 10 to 255
Default: 32767

Storage Management Parameters

The following Xnet storage management parameters can be specified:

• STGINITIAL(numberB|numberK|numberM)
Specifies the initial storage allocation size to use when Xnet first creates a cell pool. A cell pool is a contiguous block
of storage, located above the 16 MB line, and used by Xnet to store information requiring 8 KB or less space. The
amount of storage specified in this parameter can be expressed in sizes of B (bytes), K (kilobytes), or M (megabytes).
If cell pool space is needed by Xnet and STGINITIAL(0) is specified, the amount of storage specified by the
STGEXPAND value is allocated.
If STGINITIAL and STGEXPAND are specified with zero values, cell pools are not created. Performance may be
impacted.
Default: K is the default when you specify a number, 1M is the default if nothing is specified.

• STGEXPAND(numberB|numberK|numberM)
Specifies the secondary allocation size to use when Xnet must expand a cell pool. The amount of storage specified in
this parameter can be expressed in sizes of B (bytes), K (kilobytes), or M (megabytes).
If STGEXPAND(0) is specified, the cell pool storage cannot be extended beyond the value specified by STGINITIAL, if
STGINITIAL is a non-zero value.
If STGINITIAL and STGEXPAND are specified with zero values, cell pools are not created. Performance may be
impacted.
Default: K is the default when you specify a number, 1M is the default if nothing is specified.

•  FRAMESIZE(numberK)
Specifies the stack frame size used by Xnet components.
Range: 1K to 16K
Default: 5K

Tracing and Table Table Parameters

The following Xnet tracing and trace table parameters can be specified:

• TRACE or NOTRACE
Enables or disables the internal diagnostic trace. The trace provides critical problem determination data.
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Default: TRACE
• TRTABSIZE(number)

Specifies the size of the primary and alternate Xnet internal trace tables in KB units.
Default: 128

• LOGTRACE(number)
Specifies the number of formatted trace table entries that will be written to the LOGFILE when a program failure
occurs. The requested number of trace table entries is formatted in the log file immediately following the indicative
dump that is logged when a failure occurs. A specification of LOGTRACE(0) requests the entire trace table.
Default: 50

• STGINTEG(number)
Specifies the level of diagnostic checking performed by Xnet’s storage management routines. Xnet periodically
validates its storage structures to proactively detect incorrect alterations of data areas caused by malfunctioning
programs. The STGINTEG parameter is used to select the frequency and depth of this diagnostic checking.
Default: 1

Command Line Entries

You can place command line entries in the Xnet startup parameter file to execute Xnet commands automatically when
Xnet is initialized. Command line entries are not parameters and they do not follow the syntax conventions for Xnet
parameters.

Each parameter line beginning with the token CMD is expected to contain the complete text of an Xnet command
following the CMD token. All such commands are collected during startup parameter processing and then executed at
the end of Xnet startup. Command response messages typically appear on both the system log and in the Xnet log file,
but prior MESSAGE commands can affect command response routing. Command syntax errors do not affect startup
parameter processing. If any errors are detected, the command processor reports them as they are executed.

The PXNPARM member in the CDBAPARM data set includes several startup command line entries.

 Example: Execute an ISSUE Command at Startup 

The following example executes an ISSUE command at startup. The ISSUE command can be used to establish
automatic, periodic execution of one, or more Xnet commands.

CMD ISSUE EVERY(5) MINUTES COMMANDS(EV,TL)

In the example, the EVENTS (EV) command and the TASKLIST (TL) command are set to be automatically executed
every 5 minutes. This processing creates an on-going display of system throughput statistics (through the EVENTS
command) and workunit counts (through the TASKLIST command) at five-minute intervals. The command output is sent
to the log file data set every 5 minutes to provide a high-level summary of Xnet activity at different times during the day.

Customize Batch Processor
If you plan on using the Batch Processor value pack component, execute the following customization tasks:

• Customize the ALOGDEL and BATPROC parmlib members.
• Review the product customization member hlq.CDBASAMP(RBPCUST), which contains critical information

about the existing security exits, sample security exits, replacement instructions, and other important Batch
Processor customization information.

• (Optional) Implement the following Batch Processor security exits to control Batch Processor command execution.
(If your site will not enable use of the .AUTH command and you will not be providing security exits for the other
commands, you do not need to customize the Batch Processor security exits.)
– EXIT01 (.AUTH command)
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The .AUTH command allows users to switch the primary authorization ID used when connected to DB2. This
security exit is called whenever an .AUTH command is executed to validate a user's authority to switch to the
desired primary authorization ID (user ID).

WARNING
 By default, no users can execute the .AUTH command until you update your external security system
(like CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, and RACF) to permit users to change authorization IDs.

– EXIT02 (.CONNECT command)
The .CONNECT command connects to the specified DB2 subsystem. This security exit is called whenever
a .CONNECT command is executed to validate a user’s authority to connect to the specified DB2 subsystem.

– EXIT03 (SQL statements executed from the Batch Processor)
This security exit is called whenever a SQL statement is executed to validate a user’s authority to execute the
statement.

– EXIT04 (.CALL command)
The .CALL command invokes the DB2 command processor, DB2 utility, VSAM services, stored procedures, or
any user application programs within a Batch Processor execution. This security exit is called whenever a .CALL
command is executed to validate a user’s authority to execute the desired program.

You can use the existing security exits as provided or replace one or more of them with your own customized exits. You
can also copy exits that you customized in a previous release to the current release. If you replace or copy any of the
existing exits, you must also generate and execute JCL to assemble and link the new exits into the Batch Processor load
module BPLSEC.

Use the Delivered Security Exits

Batch Processor provides default exits already assembled and link-edited in the BPLSEC load module.

The BPLSEC load module is invoked whenever a Batch Processor command is executed. The appropriate security exit
is invoked based on the Batch Processor command being executed. No changes are needed to enable this processing
unless you plan on allowing users to switch authorization IDs using the .AUTH command.

WARNING
By default, no users can execute the .AUTH command until you update your external security system (like CA
Top Secret, CA ACF2, IBM RACF, or other) to permit users to change authorization IDs.

EXIT01 (the .AUTH command) uses SAF based security administration for authorization. To permit users to use
the .AUTH command, define the following CLASS and permit READ access to the required entities in your external
security system:

CLASS:  CADB2      Entity length: 256

ENTITY: CONNECT.AUTH.uuuuuuuu

Where service is CONNECT, function is AUTH, and uuuuuuuu is the user ID to be switched to. If your site will not permit
use of the .AUTH command, do not establish permissions.

NOTE
The CADB2 class is predefined in CA ACF2 and CA Top Secret. The CA ACF2 resource type code is CDB.

Replace Security Exits

The Batch Processor security exits can be replaced as follows:
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• Copy Batch Processor security exits from a prior release.
• Use one of the sample security exits.
• Use the security exit API to write your own custom security exits. You can start from scratch or with one of the sample

security exits.

WARNING
 The default EXIT01 security exit performs a SAF call to determine whether the user is authorized to use
the .AUTH command. We highly recommend that you do not replace this exit with an exit that does not use a
SAF call. With this security exit in place, no users can use the .AUTH command until the authorizations have
been established in your external security management system (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, IBM RACF, or other).

The source code to be assembled for the exits must be placed in members EXIT01, EXIT02, EXIT03, and EXIT04 in high-
level.CDBASRC. Any other members required for assembly must reside in high-level.CDBASRC as well.

The modified members must then be assembled and linked.

Copy Batch Processor Security Exits

If you are upgrading from a previous release and had Batch Processor security exits coded, you can copy the source code
of those exits to the new high-level.CDBASRC environment.

To copy Batch Processor security exits

1. Select RBP (Batch Processor) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The RBP Install Customization panel appears.

2. Type 2 (Copy Security Exits) in the Option field and press Enter.
The RBP Copy Security Exits panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields as needed:
– Library name

Specifies the fully qualified data set name where the old security exit source resides.
– Copy EXITnn

Indicates whether to copy the specified security exit. Specify Y or N.
Default: N.

– Member name
Specifies the member names of any other security exits, user ID tables, or other members needed to assemble and
link the security exits.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

Press F3.
The generated job appears in an edit session.

4. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.
The job executes.

5. Press F3 after the job completes successfully.
The RBP Customization panel appears. Assemble and link the security exits you have coded.

Note: If you copy EXIT01 from a release prior to r14, note that a return code of 12 from EXIT01 is now recognized
by Batch Processor. You may need to modify your customized EXIT01. Return code 12 is needed if you specify
AUTHERR(WARN) in the BATPROC parmlib member and EXIT01 determines that Batch Processor should not execute
the .AUTH command and should stop executing other commands or statements.

 

Assemble and Link Batch Processor Security Exits

After replacing the source code for the Batch Processor security exits in high-level.CDBASRC, you must generate and
execute JCL to assemble and link the new exits into the Batch Processor load module BPLSEC.
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WARNING
Ensure the appropriate exits are set up before executing this step. We highly recommend that the security exit
for the .AUTH command (EXIT01) use a SAF call to your external security management system (like CA Top
Secret, CA ACF2, IBM RACF, or other) to check authorizations.

Note that the .AUTH command only works if PTILIB is APF authorized. The person who links BPLSEC must have access
to update the APF authorized library where the module will be linked into. Control of access to PTILIB is critical.

To assemble and link Batch Processor security exits

1. Select RBP (Batch Processor) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The RBP Install Customization panel appears.

2. Type 3 (RBP Assemble and Link Security Exits) in the Option line and press Enter.
The Assemble and Link Security Exits panel appears.

3. Complete the Assemble and Link Exitnn field to specify whether to assemble and link EXIT01, EXIT02, EXIT03, and
EXIT04 and press F3 to register your entries.
The generated job (BPSALSEC) appears in an edit session.

4. Type SUBMIT on the command line.
The job is executed.

Sample Security Exits

Sample security exits can be found in high-level.CDBASRC. They are Assembler modules that can be customized as
needed.

The following sample security exits are supplied for the .AUTH command (EXIT01):

• EXIT01$ -- SAF based security exit (recommended)
The source code in EXIT01$ is the source code that was pre-assembled and link edited into BPLSEC for delivery. It
will do a SAF call to check authorization and is the recommended sample exit to be used. If this SAF-based exit is
used, controlling access to the .AUTH command is accomplished using the standard security administration facilities of
your external security management system (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, IBM RACF, or other). EXIT01$ can be used to
restore the security exit to its delivered state.

• EXIT01@ -- Allow all users
This sample exit allows all users to use the .AUTH command to switch authority to any user ID desired.

• EXIT01# -- Do not allow use of the the .AUTH command
This sample exit will not allow any user to use the .AUTH command.

• EXIT01T -- Allows pre-defined users to use the .AUTH command.
This sample exit uses a table of user IDs that are authorized to execute the .AUTH command. The user IDs are
specified in member EXIT1TAB. These users will be allowed to switch to any user ID desired.

The sample security exits for the other Batch Processor commands are in members EXIT02$, EXIT03$, and EXIT04$.
These exits are the pre-assembled and link edited source members included in the delivered version of BPLSEC, which
allows all users to execute the commands.

Security Exit API

The security exit API lets you write your own custom security exit. You can start from scratch or with one of the sample
security exits.

The Batch Processor communicates with the security exit routine through the security exit communication block.
The security exit communicates with the Batch Processor through the return code and the security exit communication
block. Security exit communication block definitions are provided for both Assembler and COBOL, BPMSEC and
BPCSEC, respectively in high-level.CDBASRC. The security exit routines use standard register calling conventions.
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Security Exit Communication Block Fields

The following fields appear in the security exit communication block:

• SEC_SUBUSER
Specifies the original submitter of the job.

• SEC_AUTHUSER
Specifies the current connection ID which is the original submitter ID or the user ID from the last successful .AUTH
command.

• SEC_NEWUSER
Specifies the user ID on an .AUTH card (meaning, the user ID to be switched to). This field is only valid for the .AUTH
command.

• SEC_COMMAND
Specifies the command verb. This might be the SQL verb (CREATE, ALTER, and so on) or the Batch Processor
command verb of .AUTH, .CONNECT, or .CALL.

• SEC_COMMLEN
Specifies the command length. The length of the command whose address is in SEC_COMMADDR. If you change the
command, you must update the command length.

• SEC_COMMADDR
Specifies the command address. The address of the actual command.

• SEC_MESSAGE
Specifies a return message. You can enter a message to appear on the Batch Processor's audit trail. The messages
can be a maximum of 80 characters.

• SEC_USERAREA - User Area.
You can use the 100-byte user area for communications between your own routines.

• SEC_DB2ID
Specifies the ID of the DB2 subsystem that the Batch Processor is currently connected to. If the Batch Processor is not
currently connected to a DB2 subsystem, the field will be set to spaces.

• SEC_TGT_SSID - Target SSID.
Specifies the subsystem ID (SSID) of the DB2 subsystem that Batch Processor is about to connect to. If the command
verb is .CONNECT, this field contains the target SSID. This field is valid for EXIT02.

NOTE
You can use exits EXIT02 to EXIT04 to limit what a user can do once they have switched authorization IDs
with the AUTH command. For example, you can limit a user from issuing GRANT statements under a different
authorization ID, but permit them to issue CREATE statements.

Security Exit Return Codes

The Batch Processor recognizes the following return codes from the security exits and will process as documented.

• 0 -- The command is authorized and will be executed by the Batch Processor. No message (SEC_MESSAGE)
appears.

• 4 -- The command is authorized and will be executed by the Batch Processor. Message (SEC_MESSAGE) is written to
the Batch Processor audit trail.

• 8 -- The command is not authorized and will not be executed.
For all commands, except for the .AUTH command, message (SEC_MESSAGE) is written to the Batch Processor
audit trail and Batch Processor execution stops.
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For the .AUTH command, message (SEC_MESSAGE) is written to the Batch Processor audit trail and then Batch
Processor uses the value of the AUTHERR parameter in the BATPROC parmlib member to determine whether to stop
execution.

• 12 -- The .AUTH command is not authorized or authorization could not be determined by the .AUTH command security
exit. The .AUTH command is not executed, message (SEC_MESSAGE) is written to the Batch Processor audit trail,
and Batch Processor stops execution even if AUTHERR(WARN) is specified in the BATPROC parmlib member.

NOTE
Return code 12 is only valid for the .AUTH command security exit (EXIT01).

Implement Security Exits Using LNKBPSEC

A special link member, LNKBPSEC, is supplied in high-level.CDBASRC to link the Batch Processor security exits outside
of post-install processing. It can be used to implement security exits at a later time without having to go through post
install panels. The LNKBPSEC JCL has the following steps:

1. Assembles the exits.
2. Links the exits into a standalone load module (like, EXITnn load module).
3. Linkedits BPLSEC with the INCLUDES for the load modules specified in LNKBPEXT.

LNKBPSEC links the security exits with BPLSEC any time you want to change security exits in BPLSEC. The BPLSEC
member must be stored in a z/OS authorized library.

NOTE
The authorized load library should be protected so that only authorized users have write access. This prevents
other non-authorized users from making changes to the Batch Processor security exit.

To implement security exits using LNKBPSEC, edit the member as follows:

1. Specify the required job statement information.
2. Specify the values for the symbolic parameters needed for the assemble and link steps. You can change the value

entered for the EXITNAM parm to assemble and link other exits.
3. Update the link control statements (following) provided in the SYSIN DD statement:

INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT01) 

INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT02) 

INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT03)

INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT04)

INCLUDE OBJLIB(BPLSEC)

ENTRY BPASEC

NAME BPLSEC(R)

a. Remove the INCLUDE for any exit you are not replacing; otherwise, a non-zero return code is issued. If you name
your user-written exits EXITnn, where nn is the exit number, you do not need to modify the member names.

b. Use INCLUDE statements in the link control statements stream if you have created your own member names. If
desired, you can have one security exit member with several entry points. The members can be called anything,
but the entry points must match the correct EXITnn naming standards.

c. (Optional) Specify an INCLUDE statement INCLUDE OBJLIB(BPOSEC) as shown in the following example to
replace any EXITnn not specified on an INCLUDE statement with a default copy from BPOSEC:
INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT01) -> This includes the assembled and link-edited EXIT01.

INCLUDE OBJLIB(EXIT04) -> This includes the assembled and link-edited EXIT04.

INCLUDE OBJLIB(BPOSEC) -> This replaces EXIT02 and EXIT03 with a copy of the default EXIT02 and EXIT03.

ENTRY BPASEC

NAME BPLSEC(R)
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Customize CA Bind Analyzer
You can create optional CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS parameters for the DB2 precompiler to help minimize JCL
changes. You can rename the DB2 precompiler to a name other than DSNHPC and rename the product precompiler to
DSNHPC. This change enables all existing references to DSNHPC to invoke the product precompiler instead of the DB2
precompiler. You can also set default return codes for the product. 

If you specify the DSNHPC DD card in your JCL, you can specify an alternative library where the DB2 precompiler
resides. The member name is optional. If CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot locate the DB2 compiler module, it
will look in the STEPLIB DD.

If you plan on using enhanced explain from CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, install and customize CA Plan Analyzer®
for DB2 for z/OS. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PBA (Bind Analyzer) and press Enter.
The PBA Customization panel appears.

4. Type 1 and press Enter.
The product customization member appears.

5. Review the customization instructions and complete the following steps:
a. (Optional) Rename the DB2 precompiler module (DSNHPC).
b. (Optional) Update and assemble the product options CSECT (PBA$HPCP).
c. Update the procedures that perform precompiles.
d. (Optional) Edit the DSNH clist to invoke the product through the DB2I interface.
e. (Optional) Ensure access to the ISPF/PDF Super/C load module (ISRSUPC).
Press PF3 when finished.
The PBA Customization panel reappears.

6. Type 2 to create optional parameters and press Enter.
The PBA Optional Parameter Selection panel appears.

7. Define optional parameters for the DB2 precompiler and set the default CA Bind Analyzer return codes and press F3.
The generated JCL appears.

8. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.
The JCL is executed.

Customize CA Detector
If you are installing CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS, complete the following product-specific customization tasks:

• Edit the PDT parmlib member in CDBAPARM to pick up new values and set site-specific default execution values.
• Review the product customization member. You can review this member by selecting option 1 (Customization

Information) on the PDT Customization menu. You can also review this member from hlq.CDBASAMP(PDTCUST).
• Initialize Xmanager. Xmanager must be installed and running.
• Create the control file. The control file must be set up before you can use CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS.

All TSO users and the Xmanager started task require READ and WRITE access to the control file data set. 
• Grant access for viewing static SQL text (member PDTSQTGR in hlq.CDBASRC contains the SQL GRANT statements

that must be executed to access the DB2 catalog).
• (Optional) Set up the SQL trace component to trace application SQL activity.
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WARNING
If you are implementing cross-system communications support, you must adhere to certain guidelines when
setting up your Xmanager task and control file. For more information, see the description of the XSYS parameter
in Prepare the Xmanager Started Task Procedure. 

Create the CA Detector Control File

The CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS control file specifies the product control information, which is shared across multiple
TSO users. Various CA Detector components running within the Xmanager task read and update the control file. The
control file must be set up before you can use the product.

After the control file has been initialized, grant the necessary authorizations. All TSO users and the Xmanager started task
require READ and WRITE authorization to the control file data set.

NOTE

• Use an existing control file by copying the DTCFPARM member from your old Xmanager parmlib
(CDBAPXMP) data set to the new installation data set hlq.CDBAPXMP. This processing points the new
system to the control file that was created for the old system. You can then use the same data stores and
collections that you have established already. Sample JCL is provided in hlq.CDBASRC.

• Data store compatibility is provided across multiple releases. CA Detector reads and writes to data stores
that were created in later releases by applying the appropriate maintenance to earlier releases. Later
releases remain compatible with earlier releases. Although data stores are compatible across multiple
releases, the PDTDSCPY utility is required to read data store data from  11.5, 12, 14, or 14.5 on a later
release. The 15.0 PDTDSCPY utility is required to copy the data store that you want to read. If you do
not have access to the 15.0 PDTDSCPY utility, contact Broadcom Support. For more information, see CA
Detector Migration Considerations see the upgrade installing documentation.

• The CA Detector control file cannot be shared with CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS or Thread
Terminator.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select PDT (CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The PDT Customization panel appears.

2. Type 2 in the Option line and press Enter.
The DETECTOR Create Control File Display panel appears. Adequate space requirements are provided. 

NOTE

 You can also access this panel directly from the CA Detector main menu by typing DTCF or INSTALL on the
command line.

3. Specify the data set allocation criteria and Xmanager CDBAPXMP data set name and press Enter.
JCL is created to allocate the control file and create a DTCFPARM member in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP)
data set to control dynamic allocation of the control file during Xmanager execution.

4. Recycle any currently executing Xmanagers to pick up the changes. If cross-system communication support is
enabled, all Xmanager tasks in the sysplex must reference the same control file.

NOTE
If CA MIM is used to ensure cross-system integrity of objects across all sysplex members, enable the
QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system enqueues. If IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS) is used
instead, no further action is required.

Grant Access for Viewing Static SQL Text

Perform DB2 GRANTs to grant necessary DB2 authorizations required by the Xmanager started task.
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These GRANTs must be executed on each DB2 subsystem in which CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS will be used. The
Xmanager started task will need to be stopped and restarted after all the grants have been issued.

You can use SPUFI or ISQL to execute the statements directly from TSO, or you can use DSNTEP2 or DSNTIAD to
execute the statements in a batch environment.

To grant access for viewing static SQL text, modify the SQL GRANT statements in member PDTSQTGR in hlq.CDBASRC
prior to execution.

If you are using external security to secure DB2, you might have to grant the Xmanager user ID access to retrieve
the SQL text from the DB2 catalog. If you are using resource class DSNR to control access to a DB2 subsystem, the
Xmanager user ID must be granted access to the appropriate profiles within the DSNR resource class.

Set Up SQL Traces

The SQL trace component of CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS lets you trace application SQL activity to assist you in the
diagnosis and understanding of troublesome application activity that may be identified from CA Detector® for DB2 for z/
OS. This component provides insight into application flow and resource use. Information is available about application
threads, commits, aborts, programs, SQL calls, access path scan activity, and locking activity.

NOTE
This is an optional feature of CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and this customization can be done at any time. If
you are upgrading from a previous release and want to keep the SQL trace parameters that have already been
established, copy all members starting with DTTR from your old Xmanager parameter library (PXMPARM) to the
new one created during the upgrade.

To set up SQL trace, follow these steps:

1. Modify the default SQL trace parameters provided in DTTR in hlq.PXMPARM.

NOTE
You can also create unique DTTR members for a specific DB2 subsystem from within CA Detector® for DB2
for z/OS using the Product Profile option after the installation process is complete.

2. Enable DB2 CONNECT authority to the Xmanager started task for all DB2 subsystems for which the CA Detector® for
DB2 for z/OS SQL trace may be used.
The ability for a started task to connect to DB2 is frequently controlled by special MVS authorization product rules.
Contact your security administrator to determine if DB2 CONNECT authority is being controlled.
The MVS AUTHID in use by the Xmanager can be viewed using the following Xmanager modify command:
'F PTXMAN,LISTAUTH'

If output indicates that there has not been an AUTHID assigned, the AUTHID that will be used by DB2 during the
connect process is derived from the DSNZPARM 'DEFLTID' (default authorization ID) operand.

3. Perform DB2 GRANTs to grant necessary DB2 authorizations required by the Xmanager started task. Member
PDTSQTGR in hlq.CDBASRC contains the SQL GRANT statements that need to be executed.
Review the documentation within the member, make the necessary modifications, and execute the GRANT
statements. The grants must be executed on each DB2 subsystem where the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS SQL
trace component may be used.

Customize CA Log Analyzer
If you have installed CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, you can customize it for use on a system that supports mixed or
Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters. If you want to use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS on a system that
supports mixed or Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters, you may want to have all external CA Log Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS messages appear in upper case.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PLA and press Enter.
The PLA Customization panel appears.

4. Type 1 and press Enter.
Product customization member hlq.CDBASAMP(PLACUST) appears.

5. Review the customization instructions and press PF3 when finished.
The PLA Customization panel reappears.

6. Type 2 and press Enter.
The JCL to convert external messages to upper case appears.

NOTE
This job executes ISPF in batch. Prior to generating the JCL for this job, create the ISPF global parmlib
member that contains the names of the ISPF data sets.

7. Edit the JCL as needed and submit for execution.
The JCL is generated named QICSPLA. The generated JCL contains a NAMEMASK parameter with value of LAE.
This is used to capitalize only those messages for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

NOTE
After the QICSPLA job completes, you can link the externalized message text.This task is performed as part
customizing the Optional Global Settings.

Customize CA Plan Analyzer
If you have installed CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, use the following procedure to review the customization
instructions. The following tasks are optional:

• Install the ISPF Edit to CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS interface. This interface enables an ISPF Edit user to
access CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS without exiting the Edit session.

• Install the QMF to CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS interface. This interface creates a QMF synonym that runs the
QMF procedure. The QMF procedure passes the current QMF query to CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS Quick
Explain.  

• Ensure access to the ISPF/PDF Super/C load module (ISRSUPC). This load module is invoked by the Compare
Explain Versions feature to perform advanced comparison of SQL statements for a version.

• Allocate the QMF load library (DSQLOAD) to your STEPLIB or ISPLLIB to retrieve SQL from QMF when explaining
SQL related to a QMF query.

• Allocate the CA Report Facility load library (hlq.CDBALOAD) to your STEPLIB and ISPLLIB to enable an explain SQL
for a CA Report Facility query. 

• Install the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS stored procedure task. This customization step is used to tailor the JCL,
which performs DB2 DROP PROCEDURE and CREATE PROCEDURE steps for the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS stored procedures. The stored procedure load module is available to DB2 and the WLM.

WARNING

This functionality is activated by a CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS profile option. If this profile option is
not set, EXPLAIN processing continues without use of the stored procedure.
A WLM environment must exist with NUMTCB=10-40. The WLM steplib data set does not require
authorization. The stored procedure only requires the WLM to support the C programming language.
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No additional DD statements are required. Check with the WLM experts at your site to see what other
commands need to be executed to refresh, quiesce, and so on this JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PPA and press Enter.
The PPACUST member appears.

4. Review the product customization member instructions and press PF3 when finished.
The Product Customization panel reappears.

5. Execute the DB2 catalog customization tasks as described here. The installation and upgrade task loads expert
system rules, and performs database conversions when upgrading from a previous release, if needed. The
stored procedure task permits users with limited EXPLAIN authority to perform CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS EXPLAINs and drops and creates the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS stored procedures.

Customize CA Recovery Analyzer
Customize CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer) as follows:

• Edit the PRA parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM using the edit product parmlib facility prior to use.
• Customize the work files (ISPWRK1 and ISPWRK2) for your site.

ISPWRK1 and ISPWRK2 are ddnames of temporary data sets that are used by file tailor services in CA Recovery
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

NOTE

 CA Recovery Analyzer omits VERIFYSET when generating RECOVER TABLESPACE TOCOPY jobs on a DB2
10 subsystem. To synchronize DB2 and CA Recovery Analyzer behavior and prevent errors, ensure that all IBM
maintenance has been applied to obtain the current VERIFYSET processing code. IBM previously supported the
VERIFYSET keyword in TOCOPY syntax. However, this support has been removed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PRA and press Enter.
The PRA Customization panel appears.

4. Type 1 and press Enter.
The customization member (PRACUST) appears.

5. Review the product customization member instructions and press PF3 when finished.
The PRA Customization panel reappears.

6. Customize the work files (ISPWRK1 and ISPWRK2) for your site.
ISPWRK1 and ISPWRK2 are ddnames of temporary data sets that are used by file tailor services in CA Recovery
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

Customize CA Report Facility
After you install CA Report Facility, perform the following additional customization tasks:
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• Review the product customization member in hlq.CDBASAMP(PRFCUST) for information about creating the spill file,
TSO CLIST execution, initializing for first use, and multi-lingual use.

• (Optional) Create and Populate the CA Report Facility VSAM Chart File.
•  Create and Populate the CA Report Facility Screens File.

NOTE
 Detailed information is provided in the customization member.

Create and Populate the CA Report Facility VSAM Chart File

If you are installing the CA Report Facility chart facility for CICS for the first time, execute the following step to reproduce
the charting formats for CA Compile/PRF:

from - (*)

  to -

This step is necessary only for the CICS chart format initialization. IDCAMS is used to create and populate the VSAM
chart file that is used by CA Report Facility in CICS to show form data in a chart format.

Then proceed with the creation and population of the VSAM Chart File.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select PRF (Report Facility) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The CA Report Facility Customization panel appears.

2. Type 1 in the Option line and press Enter.
The Initialize Report Facility Chart Formats panel appears.

3. Specify the DASD volume for your CA Report Facility VSAM chart formats for CICS or indicate that the install SMS
parameters should be used and press Enter.
The generated JCL appears in member PRFLDCHT of high-level.CDBASAMP.

4. Type SUBMIT to execute the job.
The job is executed.

Create and Populate the CA Report Facility Screens File

If CA Report Facility is installed, execute this task to create and populate the VSAM screens file in English or French. This
file is used in CA Report Facility for all online panels in the product and is required.

This task must be completed before CA Report Facility is used.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following:
– For English panels, type 2 in the Options line and press Enter. The Load the Report Facility Screen File panel

appears.
– For French panels, type 3 in the Options line and press Enter. The Load the Report Facility French Screen File

panel appears.
The CA Report Facility customization panel (English or French) lets you specify the DASD volume for your CA Report
Facility VSAM screens or indicate that the install SMS parameters should be used. For French, you can also indicate
whether CA Report Facility is used in a bilingual system or strictly French Canadian.

2. Indicate how the install process should create the VSAM file and press Enter.
The member appears in an edit session. The CA Report Facility panels are generated from a VSAM input file.

3. Type SUBMIT to execute the job.
The job is executed.
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Customize CA Compile/PRF

After you install CA Compile/PRF, build the screen job to load the VSAM file that contains the panels that are used.

 Follow these steps: 

• Review the product customization member in hlq.CDBASAMP(QRFCUST) for more information about TSO and CICS
execution, supplementary programs, additional files, and model JCL.
a. Specify the QRFMAP in the DSNAMExx member of the parmlib data set if CA Compile/PRF will be executed from

the CA Report Facility main menu.
b. Update the QRF CLIST as described in the member to execute CA Compile/PRF stand-alone.
c. Review the CA Compile/PRF documentation for CICS execution and information about using dynamic plan

allocation and how CA Compile/PRF and CA Report Facility interact.
d. Update the QRFJCCSP (CICS) and QRFJTCSP (TSO) jobs as needed. Instructions are provided in the members.
e. Review the CA Compile/PRF documentation for information about file characteristics and their use.
f. Update the model JCL in hlq.MODEL as described in the member to define environment-specific library names

after the installation is complete.
• Create an IDCAMS job to build a VSAM file to load the CA Compile/PRF panels, so that you can execute CA Compile/

PRF online.
a. Select option 2 (Tailor) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.

The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.
b. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.

The Product Customization panel appears and lists the products you have installed.
c. Type S next to QRF (CA Compile/PRF) and press Enter.

The Compile/PRF Customization panel appears.
d. Type 1 in the Option line and press Enter.

The Load the Compile/PRF Screen File panel appears.
e. Specify the desired IDCAMS options to be used to build the screen's file (QRFLSCR in hlq.CDBASAMP) and press

F3.
The data set appears for execution. This job creates and loads the screens file.

• Execute the CA Compile/PRF table conversion utility Db2 catalog customization task.

WARNING
Execute this task only if you have a previous version of CA Compile/PRF installed and you want to have the
CA Compile/PRF information from your current installation converted to this version of CA Compile/PRF.

Customize the OFS Agent
The Object Framework Services (OFS) agent (OFA) address space is provided to service requests from the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS on behalf of user requests from other products like CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management. OFA executes as a started task in its own address space and works with the Xmanager and Xnet
address spaces.

Before configuring this agent for use with CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, we recommend that you
customize the OFA and OFS parmlib members. The OFA parmlib member is used by CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database
Management. The OFS member is used to perform DB2 catalog access. Use either of the following methods to complete
this customization:

• EP option on the Products Main Menu
• Setup option on the Post-Install Tailoring Menu

WARNING
  You must execute the product-specific customization tasks on each PTISYSxx member for the products you
have installed.
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The following customization is required to use the DBA Command Manager component and Object Migrate function in CA
Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management.

NOTE
To migrate DB2 objects with CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/
OS must be installed. At least one utility model ID must exist. The @DEFAULT model is created during CA RC/
Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS post-install processing. Alternatively, you can use the PROF option for Utility Model
Services as described in the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS product documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

  

Review the OFA Customization Member

Review the OFA customization member before you begin the actual OFA customization. This member summarizes the
required customization tasks and provides more installation processing instructions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring Menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears. 

3. Type S next to OFA and press Enter.
The OFA customization panel appears.

4. Select option 1 to view the OFA customization member, which provides instructions for OFA customization.

After you have completed this task, you must allocate the OFA log file data sets.

Allocate the OFA Log File Data Sets

You can direct the OFS agent (OFA) logging information to a sequential data set instead of SYSOUT as described in the
following procedure. OFA has the following log files: OFALOG1 and OFALOG2.

NOTE
 You can change the default logging options or turn off logging in the OFA parmlib member.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears. 

2. Select the PTISYS parmlib member that you want to use for processing and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Enter S next to OFA (OFS Agent) and press Enter.
The OFA Customization panel appears.

4. Select option 2 to allocate the OFA log file data sets and press Enter.
The Allocate OFA log file data sets panel appears.

5. Complete the following values:
a. Specify the target library data set name prefix.
b. Specify the OFALOG file allocation details and press Enter.

You must specify the allocation units, primary space, and secondary space. These fields are mandatory.
The JCL for allocating the OFA log file data sets displays.

6. Review the generated JCL and type SUBMIT to execute.
The OFA log file data sets are allocated.

You can now allocate and define the OFA configuration file.
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Allocate and Define the OFA Configuration File

To store information that is required for submitting JCL and job-specific information from the Object Framework Services
agent (OFA), you must allocate and define the OFA configuration file. The information in the configuration file consists
of default and user-specific configuration parameters that are defined in a model for a specific LPAR or for all systems.
This information is used by the Object Migrator function in CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management for migrating DB2
objects.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears. This screen lists all the previously created PTISYSxx members.

2. Select the PTISYS parmlib member that you want to use for processing and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears and lists the products that you have installed.

3. Enter S next to OFA (OFS Agent) and press Enter.
The OFA Customization panel appears.

4. Select option 3 to allocate and define the OFA configuration file and press Enter.
The OFA Configuration File Specification panel appears.

5. Allocate the configuration file by completing the following steps.
a. Select option 1 and press Enter.
b. Specify the following values:

a. Name of the OFA configuration file target library data set prefix
b. Data set allocation details

Press Enter.
The JCL to allocate the OFA configuration file is displayed.

c. Review the generated JCL and type SUBMIT to execute.
The OFA configuration PDS is allocated.

6. Define the default configuration parameters for the @DEFAULT member by completing the following steps:
a. Select option 2 in the OFA Configuration File Specification panel and press Enter.
b. Specify the default JOB statement and press Enter.
c. Specify the model ID and model creator and press Enter.
d. (Optional) Specify the high-level qualifier and press Enter.

WARNING
By default, the DBA Command Manager and Object Migrator functions create data sets using the TSO
PREFIX of each user as the high-level qualifier. You can override the default settings on a specific LPAR
or on all systems. For more information about overriding the default settings, see Override Data Set
Allocations. 

e. Review the generated JCL and type SUBMIT to execute.
The @DEFAULT member is created in the OFA configuration PDS.

7. (Optional) Define user-specific configuration parameters by completing the following steps:
a. Select option 3 in the OFA Configuration File Specification panel and press Enter.
b. Specify a user-specific member name and press Enter. A member is required for each Object Migrator user.
c. Complete the following tasks to override the default values:

a. (Optional) Specify user-specific JOB statement information and press Enter.
b. (Optional) Specify a user-specific model ID and model creator and press Enter.
c. (Optional) Specify user-specific data set prefix information and press Enter.
When specified, these values override the default configuration values on a specific LPAR or all systems.

d. Review the generated JCL and type SUBMIT to execute.
The user-specific member is created in the OFA configuration PDS.
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Prepare the OFA Started Task JCL

Before you can start the Object Framework Services agent (OFA), prepare the OFA started task JCL. The OFA started
task JCL procedure (OFAPROC by default) is used to start the OFA address space.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select the PTISYS parmlib member that you want to use for processing and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Enter S next to OFA (OFS Agent) and press Enter.
The OFA Customization panel appears.

4. Select option 4 to prepare the OFA started task JCL and press Enter.
The OFA Started task setup JCL panel appears.

5. Specify the following values:
a. JOB statement for the OFA started task JCL.

NOTE

 You must specify the message class or class for the JOB statement.
b. A unique name for the agent.

The default value is CA-DB-MGT-WWW-SV.
c. The z/OS procedure library name.
Press Enter.
The started task JCL is displayed.

6. Review the JCL and issue the SAVE command.
The JCL is saved in the specified procedure library so that it is available to the z/OS START command.

NOTE

The PARM field supports two optional positional parameters following the unique name string for the agent.

• The first optional parameter is an override for the XMANID value that the agent will use when Xmanager and
Xnet services are requested. The default value is obtained from the SETUPxx member in the CDBAPARM
data set. 

• The second optional parameter is an override for the service request groups that should be recognized and
processed by the agent. The default value for the supported service request groups is OFA,BPA,QMA,PPA. 

These optional parameters can be added by extending the PARM field of the EXEC statement in the JCL.
Parameters in the PARM field should be separated by spaces as shown in this example:

PARM='EP=FLCOMSER/ &ID 1019 OFA,BPA,PPA'

In the example, an optional XMANID value of 1019 is specified and the QMA group has been removed in the
override for the default supported service request groups.

Start the Object Framework Services Agent

After you prepare the Object Framework Services agent (OFA) started task and define the appropriate authorizations, you
can start the agent.

To start the agent, enter the following command:

/START OFAPROC

The agent issues messages to indicate that it has started successfully. If the started task is not available, a connection
error message appears.
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Verify Successful Agent Initialization

After you start the Object Framework Services agent (OFA), review the agent log for the following messages to verify that
it has been successfully initialized: 

ETJOF002I: XMAN  ID: XXXX                          

ETJOF003I: AGENT ID: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                       

ETJOF800I: OFA INITIALIZATION COMPLETE 

 The XMAN ID is the value that is specified during the configuration of Xmanager. The AGENT ID is the value that is
specified in the OFA started task procedure.

Override Data Set Allocations

To override the default data set allocations for the Object Migrator and the DBA Command Manager for DB2, specify an
alternate high-level qualifier in the default or user-specific configuration parameters. You can override the default settings
on a specific LPAR or on all systems by specifying an alternate high-level qualifier such as a specific TSO prefix, the CA
Chorus user ID, any constant, or a combination of a constant and a user ID or TSO prefix.

The following list describes the order of precedence (first to last) for the processing that occurs when an alternate high-
level qualifier (hlq) is specified:

• 1 -- Individual member (specific LPAR).
• 2 -- @DEFAULT member (specific LPAR).
• 3 -- Individual member (SYSTEM: ALL).
• 4 -- @DEFAULT member (SYSTEM: ALL).

The following examples demonstrate how this processing works:

• Example for @DEFAULT member 
• Example for individual member (Case 1) 
• Example for individual member (Case 2) 
• Example: Specify Different Allocation Parameters for Different LPARs 
• Example: Override Data Set Allocations when the Configuration File contains the @DEFAULT and User ID Members 
• Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using a Different High-Level Qualifier 
• Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the MYID.HLQ Prefix 
• Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the CATECH.%TSOPREFIX Prefix 
• Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the %USERID.B Prefix

 

 Example for @DEFAULT Member 

In this example, the following entries are defined in the @DEFAULT member:

• SYSTEM: ALL
• SYSTEM: LPAR1

There are no entries defined in individual user members.

The following table shows the LPAR on which execution occurs and the HLQ value that is used in the @DEFAULT
member:

 Execution LPAR  HLQ Used 
LPAR1 HLQ defined for LPAR1
LPAR2(represents any LPAR other than LPAR1 defined in the
@DEFAULT member)

HLQ defined for ALL
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 Example for individual member (Case 1) 

In this example, there are no entries defined in the @DEFAULT member.

The following entries are defined in individual user members:

• SYSTEM: ALL
• SYSTEM: LPAR1

The following table shows the LPAR on which execution occurs and the HLQ value that is used in the individual user
member:

  LPAR in which execution happens  HLQ used 
LPAR1 HLQ defined for LPAR1 in the individual user member
LPAR2
(any LPAR other than LPAR1 defined in the individual user
member)

HLQ defined for ALL in the individual user member

 Example for individual member (Case 2) 

In this example, the following entries are defined in the @DEFAULT member:

• SYSTEM: ALL
• SYSTEM: LPAR2

The following entries are defined in individual user members:

• SYSTEM: ALL
• SYSTEM: LPAR1

The following table shows the LPAR on which execution occurs and the HLQ value that is used:

  LPAR in which execution happens  HLQ used 
LPAR1 HLQ defined for LPAR1 in the individual user member
LPAR2 HLQ defined for LPAR2 in the @DEFAULT member
LPAR3
(any LPAR other than LPAR1 and LPAR2 defined in the
@DEFAULT member and the individual user member)

HLQ defined for ALL in the individual user member

Example: Specify Different Allocation Parameters for Different LPARs

This example shows how to use different allocation parameters for different LPARs.Edit the @DEFAULT member from the
OFA configuration file (PDS) and add the following values:

<SYSTEM:ALL>

<PREFIX>

%USERID;

</PREFIX>

</SYSTEM:ALL>

<SYSTEM:LPAR1>

<PREFIX>

%TSOPREFIX.LPAR1

</PREFIX>

</SYSTEM:LPAR1>
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During run time, the value %TSOPREFIX.LPAR1.* is used for requests coming from LPAR1 and the value %USERID.* is
used for requests coming from all other systems/LPARs.

You can also provide system/LPAR-specific configuration by manually editing the @DEFAULT member or the individual
member to add the following control statements:

<SYSTEM:ALL>

<PREFIX>

%TSOPREFIX; 

</PREFIX>

</SYSTEM:ALL>

NOTE
 Replace ALL in the <SYSTEM:ALL> and </SYSTEM:ALL> tags with the same specific LPAR, for example,
LPAR1.

Example: Override Data Set Allocations when the Configuration File contains the @DEFAULT and User ID
Members 

These examples show how to override the prefix values that are based on the originating system during data set
allocations. To do so, add <SYSTEM> and <PREFIX> control cards to the @DEFAULT and user ID members:

• The @DEFAULT member contains the following:
<SYSTEM:SYS1>                                                       

<PREFIX>    

MCA11   

</PREFIX>

</SYSTEM:SYS1>    

• The user ID member contains the following:
<SYSTEM:SYS2>                                                     

<PREFIX>    

MCOE     

</PREFIX>

</SYSTEM:SYS2>

During run time, the value MCA11.ETJ.* is used for requests coming from SYS1 and the value MCOE.ETJ.* is used for
requests coming from SYS2.

We recommend that you repeat the previous lines (from <SYSTEM:ALL> to </SYSTEM:ALL>) and customize as needed
for a specific LPAR.

 Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using a Different High-Level Qualifier 

This example shows how to use a site-specific high-level qualifier during data set allocations for all users:

CHORUS.TEMP

 

Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the MYID.HLQ Prefix 

This example shows how to use a constant second node applicable for all users while the first node is replaced with the
user ID:  

%USERID..CATECH

During run time, values in the @DEFAULT member are ignored. Instead, the value MYID.HLQ.ETJ* is used. If this control
statement is added to the @DEFAULT member, the value MYID.HLQ.ETJ* is used during run time if no user ID member is
specified.
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Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the CATECH.%TSOPREFIX Prefix 

This example shows how to use a constant first node applicable for all users while the second node is replaced with the
TSOPREFIX value of the user:  

CATECH.%TSOPREFIX

Example: Override Data Set Allocations Using the %USERID.B Prefix

This example shows how to append a constant to the user ID and use the resulting string as the prefix:  

%USERID.B

Customize CA RC/Migrator
If you are installing CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator), use the following procedure to review the CA
RC/Migrator customization instructions that are provided in hlq.CDBASAMP(RCMCUST). These instructions list the
required and optional DB2 catalog customization tasks.

You should also prepare the ALOGDEL, BATPROC, DEFAULT, MIGRATOR, and OFS product parmlib members. You can
do so using the EP option on the CA Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS main menu.

NOTE
During installation, CA RC/Migrator objects are created. Table PTMG2_ALTER_0200 stores the information
about a strategy. CA RC/Migrator reads this information to verify that the same object is not modified in a
different strategy than the current one. Over time, this information can impact performance. COMPRESS
YES syntax is included in the distributed DDL for the initial installers of CA RC/Migrator. However, if you are
upgrading from a previous release to the current release, you must reoganize the table PTMG2_ALTER_0200 in
tablespace PTITSMG2 for the compression to take effect. Alternatively, you can use CA RC/Query® for DB2 for
z/OS to perform this task. To do so, use the REORG line command on the tablespace PTITSMG2.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to RCM and press Enter.
The RCMCUST member appears.

4. Review the product customization member instructions and press the END key (F3) when finished.
The Product Customization panel reappears.

5. Execute the DB2 catalog customization tasks.

Customize CA RC/Update
If you installed CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, review the product customization member and complete the CA RC/
Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS product-specific customization tasks and DB2 catalog customization tasks. 

NOTE

 If CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS is already installed, you do not have to repeat these steps for CA RC/
Update™ for DB2 for z/OS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
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The Product Customization panel appears.
3. Type S next to RCU and press Enter.

The RCUCUST member appears. You can also review this member in hlq.CDBASAMP.
4. Review the product customization member instructions and press PF3 when finished.

The Product Customization panel reappears.

Customize CA SQL-Ease
If you are installing CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS, review the customization instructions. These instructions describe
how to load the default values for the expert system rules by executing the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS install/
upgrade customization DB2 task on each DB2 subsystem where CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS is used.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Customize) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to SQE and press Enter.
The product customization member appears.

Customize CA Subsystem Analyzer
The following procedure describes the required customization tasks for CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS. A high-
level summary of these tasks follows:

• Edit the PSA parmlib member in CDBAPARM to pick up new values and set site-specific default execution values.
• Review the product customization member. This member provides a summary of the following customization tasks:

– Initialize Xmanager.
– Initialize control file.
– Enable DB2 CONNECT authority for Xmanager.
– Grant the Xmanager and product users DB2 EXECUTE authority to the product plan.

• Create the CA Subsystem Analyzer control file. The control file contains product-specific information that is shared
across multiple TSO users. This information includes data store settings and collection start variables. The control file
is read and updated by various product components running under the Xmanager started task. 

WARNING

The control file must be set up before you can use CA Subsystem Analyzer.

NOTE

• To use the same data stores and collections that you have already established, you can use an
existing control file data set. Copy the SACFPARM member from your old Xmanager parmlib data set
(oldhlq.CDBAPXMP) to the new installation data set (newhlq.CDBAPXMP). The new system then points
to the control file that was created for the old system. Data store compatibility is provided across multiple
releases as described in CA Subsystem Analyzer Migration Considerations in the installation upgrade
documentation.

• The CA Subsystem Analyzer control file cannot be shared with CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS or Thread
Terminator.
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WARNING
If you are implementing cross-system communications support, you must adhere to certain guidelines
when setting up your Xmanager task and control file. For more information, see the description of the XSYS
parameter in Prepare the Xmanager Started Task Procedure.

After the control file has been initialized, complete the following tasks:

• Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks (like compare/create DB2 objects, bind packages and plans)
• Enable DB2 CONNECT authority for the Xmanager started task.
• Grant authorizations. All TSO users and the Xmanager started task require read and write access to the CA

Subsystem Analyzer plan.

Use the following procedure to complete these tasks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to PXM (Xmanager) and press Enter.
The PXM Customization panel appears.

4. Customize Xmanager and then return to the Product Customization panel.
5. Type S next to PSA (Subsystem Analyzer) and press Enter.

The Subsystem Analyzer Customization panel appears.
6. Type 1 (View Subsystem Analyzer Customization Information) and press Enter.

The customization instructions for the product are displayed.
7. Review the customization instructions and press PF3 when finished.

The Subsystem Analyzer Customization panel reappears.
8. Create the control file:

NOTE
You can use an existing control file data set. Copy the SACFPARM member from your old Xmanager parmlib
data set (oldhlq.CDBAPXMP) to the new installation data set (newhlq.CDBAPXMP). 

a. Type 2 (Create Subsystem Analyzer Control File) and press Enter.
The Create Control File Display panel appears. 

NOTE

You can also access this panel directly from the CA Subsystem Analyzer main menu by
typing SACF or INSTALL on the command line.

b. Specify the following parameters for the control file:
• Control file data set allocation criteria (adequate space requirements are provided).
• Xmanager PXMPARM data set name.
Press Enter.
The control file settings are saved. JCL is created to allocate the control file and create a SACFPARM member
in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP) data set. The SACFPARM member specifies what data set to use as the
control file. This member controls dynamic allocation of the control file during Xmanager execution.
Currently executing Xmanagers must be recycled before the product recognizes the new control file or
SACFPARM. If cross-system communication support is enabled, all Xmanager tasks in the sysplex must reference
the same control file.
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NOTE
If CA MIM™ Resource Sharing is used to ensure cross-system integrity of objects across all members of
the sysplex, enable the QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system enqueues. If IBM Global Resource
Serialization (GRS) is used instead, no further action is required.

c. Press PF3 to return to the customization panel.
d. Press PF3 to return to the Post-Install Tailoring menu.

9. Execute the following DB2 catalog customization tasks as applicable:
– Start Xmanager
– Determine DB2 Object Sizes
– Compare DB2 Objects
– Create Required DB2 Objects
– (Optional) Create Catalog Indexes
– Bind Product Packages and Plans
– Copy Plan Authorizations
– Free Obsolete Packages and Plans
– Grant PUBLIC access to global defaults
– Grant PUBLIC access to general services plan
– Execute the ACM table conversion task

10. Enable DB2 CONNECT authority to the Xmanager started task for all DB2 subsystems for which CA Subsystem
Analyzer collection is used. Frequently, the ability for a started task to connect to DB2 is controlled by special z/OS
authorization product rules. Contact your security administrator to determine whether DB2 CONNECT authority is
being controlled.
You can view the z/OS AUTHID in use by the Xmanager using the following modify command:
'F PTXMAN.LISTAUTH'

If an AUTHID has not been assigned, the AUTHID that is used by DB2 during the connect process is derived from the
DSNZPARM 'DEFLTID' (default authorization ID) operand.

11. Grant EXECUTE authority on the main product plan to the Xmanager started task.
Member PSAGRANT in hlq.CDBASRC contains the SQL GRANT statements that must be executed. Review the
comments in the member, make the necessary modifications, and execute the GRANT statements on each DB2
subsystem on which the product is used.
You must stop and restart the Xmanager started task after all the grants have been issued.

NOTE
You can use SPUFI or ISQL to execute the statements directly from TSO. To execute the statements in a
batch environment, use the PSAGRANT member that is described in the previous step. You can also use
the Product Authorizations Facility (option A on the products main menu) to provide these authorizations. To
use the Product Authorizations Facility, you must know the AUTHID that is in use by the Xmanager started
task.

Customize CA SYSVIEW for DB2
If you are installing CA SYSVIEW for DB2, review the product customization member and build and submit the install JCL.
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NOTE

• Review the instructions for upgrading to a new product release. When migrating from a previous release, you
are prompted for information from the previous release so that the information can be migrated to the new
release.

• If CA MIM is used to ensure cross-system integrity of objects across all members of the sysplex, enable the
QNAME CADB2 to propagate cross-system enqueues. If IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS) is used
instead, no further action is required.

• Additional installation, set up, configuration, and data set security tasks are described in the CA SYSVIEW
for DB2 documentation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 (Tailor) from the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members panel appears.

2. Select a PTISYS parmlib member and press Enter.
The Product Customization panel appears.

3. Type S next to IDB2 and press Enter.
The product customization panel appears.

4. Type 1 (Customization Information) in the Option line and press Enter.
The customization member (IDB2CUST in hlq.CDBASAMP) displays. This member provides a high-level summary of
the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 installation instructions.

5. Review the installation instructions and press F3 (End) when done.
6. Type 2 (Build and Submit Install JCL) in the Option line and press Enter.

The CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Customization Parameters Page 1 of 3 panel appears.
7. Complete the customization parameters and press Enter on the last panel.

All data is saved in the parmlib data set for future use and the customized install JCL is created in the CONTROL data
set in member IDB2SYS. You are automatically placed into edit on this member once it has been generated.

8. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.
The JCL is generated. Ensure that each step completes with a return code of zero. If errors occur, make the necessary
corrections and resubmit from the top. Output from this step includes:
– JCL to run the PC task as a batch job or started task.
– New SOURCE library containing common customized members.
– User interface profile data set.
– Common exception definition data set if desired.
– Customized SOURCE members to set-up and run the VTAM user interface.
– Customized CLIST members for executing CA SYSVIEW for DB2 tasks.
– Default SECURITY profile data set.

9. Perform the Db2 catalog customization tasks for CA SYSVIEW for DB2 on each Db2 subsystem on which you are
running the product.

10. Review the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 documentation for more information about:
– Product authorization
– Installing the components as started tasks
– Scheduling high-level and detailed DB2 reports using SMF data
– Managing data collector DASD output
– Implementing the CICS monitoring facility
– Implementing data sharing
– Using the data collector (online and batch)
– Operating the program call (PC) owner
– Installing optional components:
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• Global subsystem (GSS)
• VTAM user interface
• Remote access facility (RACF)
• System condition monitor (SCM)
• Shadow catalog tables for EXPLAIN 

– Controlling CA SYSVIEW for DB2 commands, DB2 IFCIDs, and data through CA SYSVIEW for DB2 security
– Using online history
– Archiving DB2 performance data
– Starting program call (PC) owner tasks per z/OS image

11. Review the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 product documentation for more information about:

• Starting data collector and PC tasks automatically at IPL
• Assigning appropriate authorizations for the user ID associated with the data collector task
• Setting the dispatching priority to avoid lost trace data
• Creating an OBID table translation file
• Allocating adequate trace collection buffer space
• Using one exception data set for all data collector tasks
• Enabling data sharing option for data collectors
• Adjusting the default REGION parameter value

Customize Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM
Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM requires the use of a z/OS started task that executes the execution manager
(Xmanager).

If you plan on using the Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM value pack component, review the customization
instructions in hlq.CDBASAMP(PTTCUST) and complete the following tasks:

• (Required) Create the control file. This file must be used exclusively by Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM and
cannot be shared with other products like CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/
OS.
All Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM users and the Xmanager address space require READ and WRITE
access to the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM control data set.

• (Required) Customize Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Startup Options.
• (Recommended) Customize Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM Authorization Options.
• (Optional) Create Sample Schedules.
• (Optional) Create Sample JCL for Terminating Threads.
• (Optional) Create Sample JCL for Updating ZPARMS.

WARNING
If you are implementing cross-system communications support, you must adhere to certain guidelines when
setting up your Xmanager task and control file. See the description of the XSYS parameter in Prepare the
Xmanager Started Task Procedure for more information.

Create the Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM Control File

Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM uses the control file to provide control information that is shared across multiple
Thread Terminator TSO users. The Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM control file is also read and updated by
various Thread Terminator components that execute in the Xmanager address space. The control file must be set up
before you can use the product.
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After the control file has been initialized, grant the necessary authorizations. All Thread Terminator TSO users and the
Xmanager address space require READ and WRITE access to the Thread Terminator control file data set.

NOTE

 The Thread Terminator control file cannot be shared with CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Subsystem
Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 2 in the Option line and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator Create Control File Display panel appears. Adequate space requirements are provided. 

NOTE

 You can also access this panel directly from the Thread Terminator main menu by
typing TTCF or INSTALL on the command line.

3. Specify the data set allocation criteria and Xmanager CDBAPXMP data set name and press Enter.
JCL is created to allocate the control file and create a TTCFPARM member in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP)
data set to control dynamic allocation of the control file during Xmanager execution. You must also perform Xmanager
customization.

4. Recycle any currently executing Xmanagers to pick up the changes. If cross-system communication support is
enabled, all Xmanager tasks in the sysplex must reference the same control file.

Customize Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Startup Options

To use the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM, you must prepare the PTTSTART member of the Xmanager parmlib
(CDBAPXMP) data set. In this member, you specify the following options:

• Where to write Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM logs (to SYSOUT or to a data set that you specify). For more
information about what is logged, see Specify Logging Destination. 

• The name of the default scheduler data set. The default name is PTTSCHED. You will create this data set and
populate it with sample schedules in a later customization step. (See Create Sample Schedules.) For more information
about the scheduler, see Schedule Db2 Parameter Changes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 3 in the Option line and press Enter.
The PTTSTART data set of CDBAPXMP appears in an edit session for you to edit.

3. Specify the data set options and save your edits.
The Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM startup options are defined.

Customize Thread Terminator Dynamic DSNZPARM Authorization Options

We recommend that you create a default PTTAUTH member in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP) data set. In this
member you can control what security checking is to be used for specific Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
commands or functions related to managing and changing DB2 parameters. You can also optionally specify a DB2
subsystem that is to be used to control authorizations for managing the scheduler.

Details of these options are documented in both the PTTAUTH member that will be created and in the Use Thread
Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM.
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A PTTAUTH member is not required to run Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM, but it is recommended that you
create one in case you wish to change the security options at a later time.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 4 in the Option line and press Enter.
The PTTAUTH data set of CDBAPXMP appears in an edit session for you to edit.

3. Specify the data set options and save your edits.
The Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM authorization options are defined.

Create Sample Schedules

You can optionally create a sample schedules member, PTTSCHED, in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP) data set.
The default member will contain a sample set of schedules that are commented out. You can use these as a basis for
creating your own set of schedules.

Follow these steps:

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 5 in the Option line and press Enter.
The PTTSCHED member in the Xmanager parmlib (CDBAPXMP) appears for editing.

3. Edit the sample schedules using the following syntax: 
SCHEDULE FROM(start-time) TO(end-time) DAYS([MON] [,TUE] [,WED] [,THU] [,FRI] [,SAT] [,SUN] | *)

COMMAND=“SET commandcommand-operand FOR(ssid)”

– SCHEDULE FROM
Specifies the start-time and end-time of the schedule. Valid values are from 00:00 to 24:00.
Time ranges cannot span midnight. Instead, define two time ranges: one that ends at 24:00, and another that starts
at 00:00.

– DAYS
Specifies what days to run the schedule. An asterisk (*) indicates that the schedule is run every day.

– COMMAND
Specifies the parameter value to change and the subsystem in which to change it. For a list of parameters, see SET
Statement Syntax. 

4. Save your changes and exit the edit session.
Sample schedules are created.

Create Sample JCL for Terminating Threads

You can optionally create a batch job for terminating threads in PTTTERM in high-level.CDBASRC. The sample member
contains syntax instructions as well as tailored JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 6 in the Option line and press Enter.
The PTTTERM data set in the CDBASRC member appears for editing.

3. Edit PTTTERM in high-level.CDBASRC and save your changes.
PTTTERM is customized.

4. Submit the JCL for execution.
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The job is executed.

Create Sample JCL for Updating ZPARMS

You can optionally create a sample batch job for altering the DB2 environment (changing ZPARMS, management
functions) in the PTTBATCH member of hlq.CDBASAMP. The member contains tailored JCL with sample commands.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select PTT (Thread Term/Dynamic DSNZPARM) on the Product Customization panel and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator (PTT) Customization panel appears.

2. Type 7 in the Option line and press Enter.
The PTTBATCH data set in hlq.CDBASAMP appears for editing.

3. Edit PTTBATCH. For the PTTIN DD section, see SET Statement Syntax. Save your changes.
PTTBATCH is customized. The member contains tailored JCL with sample commands.

Customize Utilities General Functions
In addition to customizing the UTIL parmlib member, the following customization steps are provided for the Broadcom
utilities that are provided as part of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the product customization member. You can review this member by selecting option 1 (Customization
Information) on the PUT Customization menu. You can also review this member from hlq.CDBASAMP(PUTCUST).

2. Create an EXCP DUMMY data set to prepare the utilities work data set for use by EXCP processing. Select option 2
(EXCP Initialization) on the PUT Customization menu. Specify the full data set name without quotes and an optional
volume for the utility work data set and then submit the job for execution.

NOTE

 If you are using VIO+ software, consult the product-specific documentation for the CA Technologies utilities
for DB2. You may need to override VIO+ execution to prevent VIO+ abends.

Customize Snapshot General Services
The Snapshot General Services component of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS provides
functionality that allows the Broadcom utility programs to leverage capabilities of DASD devices that support the IBM z/
OS DFSMS Advanced Copy Services. Snapshot General Services (also known as Tiger or referred to using the TGR
acronym) makes it possible for the Broadcom utility programs to create instantaneous point-in-time copies of DASD data
sets residing on appropriate DASD hardware volumes. Snapshot General Services supports IBM (and compatible), and
EMC storage devices.

Customizing Snapshot General Services involves the following activities:

• Identify your IBM, IBM-compatible, and EMC DASD hardware devices that support DFSMS Advanced Copy Services,
and verify that your hardware supports FlashCopy II operation.

• Identify the SMS data, management, and storage classes that are associated with your FlashCopy II DASD hardware.
• Copy and update the sample Snapshot General Services initialization statements to create a definition for your copy

environment.
• Run the TG10INIT initialization program to process your initialization statements and establish a Snapshot General

Services z/OS subsystem and copy environment. This environment will process copy requests that are made by
the Broadcom utility programs.
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In the future, if you change your initialization statements or apply maintenance to your Broadcom product, you must
reinitialize your Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems to activate the changes.

• (Recommended) Prepare and execute a Broadcom utility job that performs a FlashCopy operation to verify correct
operation of your Snapshot General Services installation.

• (Recommended) Set up the CA Common Services for z/OS Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) to include
the TG10INIT program as a Broadcom product initialization module. CAIRIM calls this initialization module as part of
the IPL processing for your z/OS system.

When the Snapshot General Services customization activities are complete, you can use the following products to
manage point-in-time image copies of your DB2 and IMS data:

• CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS 
• CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS (online reorg component)
• CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS 
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS 
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS 

You can direct the Broadcom utility programs to use Snapshot General Services using control statement keywords and
JCL.

NOTE
For more information about the keywords you can specify with these products, see the product-specific
documentation.

Prepare the Initialization Statements

Initialization statements are processed when you run the TG10INIT Snapshot General Services initialization program.
They define the copy environment for the Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem that is being initialized.

Sample initialization statements are provided in the TGRPARM member of hlq.CDBAPARM. Make a copy of this member
and use it as a basis for creating your first configuration. Comments can be added to this file by specifying an asterisk (*)
in column one. Initialization statements can be continued onto more than one line using a hyphen (-) at the end of each
line to be continued. Sample member TGRPARM demonstrates both comments and statement continuations.

When multiple statements apply, the first statement that is defined in TGRPARM is used. For example, if two VOLGROUP
statements are defined for the same volume serial number, the first statement in TGRPARM is used.

Use the following Snapshot General Services initialization statements to define your configuration:

  

OPTIONS Statement–Specify Global Options

The OPTIONS statement specifies the following global options that apply to all Snapshot General Services executions:

•  CATDATA(Y or YES | N or NO)
Specifies whether to use z/OS catalog information that is passed to Snapshot General Services by the product that is
making point-in-time copies.
– When set to Y or YES, you might see performance improvements for IBM Shark or HDS devices. However,

performance for EMC devices might be reduced.
– When set to N or NO (the default), you might see performance improvements for EMC devices. 
To achieve the best performance when you have a mixture of these devices, define a Snapshot General Services
subsystem for each device type. To specify which subsystem a job step uses, include the SUBSYS initialization
parameter in your JCL.
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Default: N or NO (do not use catalog information that is passed from the products that are being used to make point-
in-time copies)

•  CATMET(CSI|SVC)
Specifies the z/OS catalog access method that Snapshot General Services use. Two options are available to improve
catalog retrieval performance:
– CSI (the Catalog Search Interface, IGGCSI00)
– SVC (SVC 26, an internal function). SVC is the default.

•  MESSAGES(ALL|STD)
Specifies whether to return all messages to the caller (ALL) or to suppress unimportant messages (STD). Messages
are returned to the program, usually a Broadcom utility program, at the completion of a requested service. How
returned messages are processed is at the discretion of the program that requested the service. The Broadcom utility
programs generally write these messages to the same SYSOUT data set where the utility program logs its messages.
The ALL option causes informational messages to be included. These informational messages can be useful to
review when Snapshot General Services is not providing the results you expect. When OPTIONS MESSAGES(STD)
has been specified or defaulted, you can select ALL messages on a job-by-job basis by including the following DD
statement in the Broadcomutility program JCL:
//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

 Default: STD
•  EMCAPI(FLASH|EMCSNAP)

Specifies the FlashCopy emulation (FLASH) or the EMC Snap API (EMCSNAP) Snapshot General Services uses.
By default, Snapshot General Services uses the FlashCopy API (FLASH), which makes it compatible with concurrent
DFSMSdss FlashCopy full-volume backups. Specify EMCSNAP to help prevent VTOC index corruption on EMC
devices when:
– You are using EMC SNAP VOLUME INSTANT backups
– Your microcode level is 5773 or below
– FlashCopy emulation is enabled.
Default: FLASH

•  EMCPARAL(YES|NO)
Specifies whether to use parallel processing when copying data sets on EMC devices (version 5.4.0 or later). Specify
EMCPARAL(NO) only at the direction of CA Technical Support.

•  MAXATASK(num-tasks), MAXCTASK(num-tasks), and MAXDTASK(num-tasks)
Specifies the maximum number of allocation (MAXATASK), copy (MASCTASK), and delete (MAXDTASK) tasks to use
for point-in-time copies. Specify a number from 1 through 99 for each option. The default is 1.
The best value for these options varies from site to site, therefore some experimentation is necessary. When you
increase num-tasks, performance improves up to a point, and then it decreases. To see how long the allocation, copy,
or delete tasks take, specify MESSAGES(ALL) or include a //TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY statement in the JCL, and then
review the TGRIBY007I and TGRIBY008I messages. Sample messages follow:
TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II allocation tasks have completed 

TGRIBY008I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:09.505232 Count: 4 

TGRIBY008I (2) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:05.409171 Count: 2

•  STATINTV(n)
Specifies how often in seconds the interval checks for completion of the copy operation are performed on each flash
DASD device. The range is 1 through 3600. The default is 15. For example, when SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT is
specified in CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS or FLASHIC=YES is specified in CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/
OS, Snapshot General Services waits for the physical copy to complete before registering the copy and continuing
processing. If SNAPSHOTIWAIT NO is specified in CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS syntax, Snapshot General
Services processing continues before the physical copy completes.
This value should not exceed the JWT value specified in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. The default JWT
value is 600 seconds. If the STATINTV value is larger, the job abends.
STATINTV also controls how often the TGRF2K003I status messages are issued when you specify MESSAGES(ALL)
or include a //TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY statement in the JCL. For example:
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TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:11:35.04:  0% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:11:55.09: 26% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:12:15.18: 52% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:12:55.29: 100% done

•  USEDFDSS(N or NO | Y or YES | F or FO or FAILOVER)
Specifies whether to use DFSMSdss to copy the data sets. By default, Snapshot General Services uses a high-
performance native method for copy operations. For example, IBM ANTRQST for FlashCopy or EMC SNAP API for
EMC Corporation devices). The IDCAMS utility is also used for improved performance when copying small data sets.
The following options are valid:
–  N or NO

Does not use DFSMSdss. Instead, the native Snapshot General Services method is used. N or NO is the default
behavior.

–  Y or YES
Uses DFSMSdss (program ADRDSSU). A single DFSMSdss task is attached and the MAXCTASK operand is
ignored. DFSMSdss performs its own multitasking. The control statements are generated and fed to the subtask in
a way that maximizes DFSMSdss subtasking. DFSMSdss is invoked with the following parameters:
COPY

DATASET(INCLUDE ( -

   source.data.set.name -

   )) -

RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL (( -

   source.data.set.name , -

   target.data.set.name -

   )) -

STORCLAS(storage-class) -

ALLDATA(*) -

CANCELERROR -

SHARE -

TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) -

VOLCOUNT(ANY) -

FASTREPLICATION(PREFERRED) -

DEBUG(FRMSG(MINIMAL)) -

FCTOPPRCP(PRESMIRNONE)

The following descriptions of parameters that are used with the DFSMSdss ADRDSSU program are included for
understanding the failover copy operations. The ADRDSSU parameters shown here cannot be specified in the
Snapshot General Services initialization statements.
•  VOLCOUNT(ANY)

Copies a large, single volume data set to a multivolume data set when it is too large for a single volume.
•  FASTREPLICATION(PREFERRED)

Uses FlashCopy system services when they are available; otherwise, DFSMSdss copies the data set to the
target volume.

•  DEBUG(FRMSG(MINIMAL))
Reports whether DFSMSdss used the FlashCopy services or not. If the FlashCopy services were not used,
messages are produced to explain why.

•  FCTOPPRCP(PRESMIRNONE)
Omits the "preserve mirror" operation when the target volume is a peer-to-peer mirror primary volume. When the
target is a Metro Mirror primary device, the mirror pair is placed in a duplex pending state while the secondary
device is updated with the copied tracks.

–  F or FO or FAILOVER
Uses the native Snapshot General Services method when possible. If the native method cannot be used for any of
the following reasons, DFSMSdss performs the copy instead.
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• For EMC devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present:
• The EMCSCF subsystem is not active
• The source volume is not eligible
• The target volume is a Symmetrix Remote Data Facility (SRDF) that is operating in asynchronous mode

• For IBM 2105 (Shark) devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present:
• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is operating as a primary Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is operating as a primary Extended Remote Copy (XRC)
• The target volume is an IBM 2105 that is already in a FlashCopy relationship

Default: N or NO

BCVGROUP Statement–Define BCV Volume Groups for EMC Devices

The BCVGROUP statement defines a group of business continuation volumes (BCVs) so that they can be conveniently
referred to in DSNGROUP statements. The BCVs have been split from the volumes they mirror, re-clipped with a different
volume serial number, and brought online. The BCVs are used to determine where copies are put when copying data sets
on EMC devices by specifying the BCV group name with the DSNGROUP parameter statement.

The following operands are required with this statement:

•  NAME(group-name)
Defines the name that is associated with a group of BCVs. Specify this name as the BCVGROUP parameter value in
the DSNGROUP statements.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

•  VOLUMES(vol-list)
Defines the volume or volumes that apply to this BCVGROUP. Separate the volume serial numbers using a comma or
blank. Masking can be used to specify a list of volume serial numbers. The following rules apply:
– An underscore (_) represents a single character.
– A percent sign (%) represents a string of zero or more characters.
– Any other character represents itself.
We recommend that you pad a mask that ends in a percent sign to the proper length with percent signs. Otherwise,
the system pads the mask with blanks. For example, a mask of ABC% is padded with blanks to six characters. This
mask matches volume serial numbers that begin with ABC and end with two blanks such as ABC, ABCD, ABC1. This
mask does not match ABCDE or ABC001. To match all volume serial numbers that begin with ABC, specify this mask
as ABC%%%.
Limits: 1 to 6 characters (per serial number or mask)

 Example: 

BCVGROUP NAME(EMCVOLS)

         VOLUMES(EMC001,EMC002,EMC003)

DSNGROUP Statement–Define Allocation Characteristics for Data Set Groups

The DSNGROUP statement specifies alternative allocation characteristics for copy data sets. By default, Snapshot
General Services allocates copy data sets using the SMS characteristics of the source data set. The DSNMASK
parameter is used to select the source data set names that are included in a DSNGROUP and the remaining parameters
are used to override the default allocation characteristics for copy data sets. The DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and
STORCLAS parameters specify the SMS characteristics for copy data set allocations. Alternatively, for source data
sets on EMC devices, the BCVGROUP parameter can be used to indirectly specify candidate target volumes for copy
data sets by naming a BCVGROUP statement. The BCVGROUP statement provides the actual list of candidate target
volumes. In many environments, the default allocation using SMS characteristics of source data sets is sufficient and
DSNGROUP statements are not needed in the Snapshot General Services copy environment definition.

The following operands can be used with this statement:
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•  NAME(group-name)
Specifies the 1 through 8 character name associated with a DSNGROUP. The name is used in messages to identify
the DSNGROUP in use. This operand is required.

•  DSNMASK(dsn-mask)
Specifies the names of source data sets. The DSNGROUP statement defines the allocation characteristics for
the copies of the data sets whose data set name matches the dsn-mask. You can specify a single mask for each
DSNGROUP. This operand is required.
Limits: 1 to 44 characters. The mask must specify at least as many qualifiers as the data set name to be matched.
When specifying dsn-mask, the following rules apply:
– An underscore (_) represents a single character.
– A percent sign (%) represents a string of zero or more characters.
– Any other character represents itself.

NOTE
 DSNGROUP statements are checked in the order they are defined in the initialization statement data set.
When a CA Technologies utility program passes a source data set name in a Snapshot General Services
request, the first DSNGROUP statement that matches the given name is selected. Copy data set allocations
are made using allocation characteristics for that DSNGROUP. If the passed name is a masked data set
name (for example, DBN1.DSNDBC.LG6DB.PAYROLL.I0001.A%), the first DSNGROUP that matches
the mask is selected and ALL copy data set allocations made when processing the request use allocation
characteristics for that DSNGROUP. This is true even if an actual source data set name being processed
(a masked source data set name in a copy request is resolved to actual source data set names for the
individual copy operations) would better match another DSNGROUP definition in the initialization statement
data set.

 DB2 Examples:
A typical DB2 tablespace source data set name might look as follows:
D11A.DSNDBC.LG6DB.PAYROLL.I0001.A001

– To match all tablespaces in the D11A subsystem, specify:
D11A.%.%.%.%.%

– To match tablespaces for the LG6DB, LG7DB, LG8DB, and any other database on D11A with a name that begins
with LG followed by a single character, followed by DB, specify:
D11A.%.LG_DB.%.%.%

– To match the same tablespaces as the previous mask and also match the LGDB database, the LG95DB database,
the LG1024DB database, and so on, specify:
D11A.%.LG%DB.%.%.%

•  BCVGROUP(b-group)
(Optional) Defines the name of a BCV group defined with a BCVGROUP statement. If you specify a BCVGROUP
when the data set to be copied is on an EMC storage device, the copy is allocated on one or more of the volumes in
the BCV group. For data sets on EMC Symmetrix devices, we recommend that you include this option.
If you specify this option, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and STORCLAS are ignored.

•  DATACLAS(data-class), MGMTCLAS(management-class), STORCLAS(storage-class)
(Optional) Defines the SMS data, management, and storage classes to use for copies of this data set. If you specify
BCVGROUP, these options are ignored.

 Examples: 

DSNGROUP NAME(ALLCOPY)                    -

         DSNMASK(%.%.%.%.%.%)             -

         TGTMAP(**.ZZ)                    -

         BCVGROUP(EMCVOLS)

DSNGROUP NAME(DX)                         -
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         DSNMASK(SSID.DSNDBC.DB%.TS%.%.%) -

         TGTMAP(**.Q*.*)

VOLGROUP Statement–Define IBM and HDS Volume Groups

The VOLGROUP statement lets you define volume groups for IBM Shark or Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) source volumes
as FlashCopy II devices. The copy data set is allocated in the same SMS storage class as the source data set. You can
also specify a different storage class on a masked data set name basis using the DSNGROUP statement.

Extended address volumes (EAV) are supported.

NOTE
 If you omit the VOLGROUP statement, Snapshot General Services determines whether the devices are
FlashCopy II-compatible.

The following operands can be used with this statement:

•  NAME(group-name)
Specifies a 1 through 8 character name for this volume group.

•  VOLUMES(vol-list)
Specifies the volume serial numbers to which this VOLGROUP statement applies. You can also specify masks.
Separate the numbers or masks with commas or blanks.
Limits: 1 - 6 characters per item
When using a mask to specify a list of volume serial numbers, the following rules apply:
– An underscore (_) represents a single character.
– A percent sign (%) represents a string of zero or more characters.
– Any other character represents itself.
We recommend that you pad a mask that ends in a percent sign to the proper length with percent signs. Otherwise,
the system pads the mask with blanks. For example, a mask of ABC% is padded with blanks to six characters. This
mask matches volume serial numbers that begin with ABC and end with two blanks such as ABC, ABCD, ABC1. This
mask does not match ABCDE or ABC001. To match all volume serial numbers that begin with ABC, specify this mask
as ABC%%%.
If multiple VOLGROUP statements apply to the same volume, the first statement that is encountered in the initialization
parameters is used. For example, consider the following VOLGROUP statements:
VOLGROUP NAME(GROUP1) VOLUMES(PRD%%%) FCVER(2)

VOLGROUP NAME(GROUP2) VOLUMES(PRD123) FCVER(2)

The PRD123 volume belongs to GROUP1 because that was the first VOLGROUP statement that matched it.
•  FCVER(1|2)

Specifies whether to treat the devices for this VOLGROUP statement as FlashCopy I or FlashCopy II. FlashCopy I
devices must be defined as FCVER(1). FlashCopy II-compatible devices can be defined as FCVER(1) or FCVER(2).
If you specify FCVER(1), use the TGTMAP operand to map your source volumes to your target volumes. If omitted,
FlashCopy I is assumed.

•  TGTMAP(tgt-map)
Defines a mask that maps the source volumes to the target volumes. This operand applies only to FlashCopy I devices
(specified or defaulted to FCVER(1)). This operand is ignored for devices defined as FCVER(2).

WARNING
The target volumes specified here must be dedicated to Snapshot General Services. They must not be used
by any other jobs or systems. Snapshot General Services manages the space on the volumes and destroys
any data put on the volumes by other jobs or systems.

–   tgt-map 
Specifies the target volser map.The target volser map is specified like a volser, but with the following special
characters to specify mapping: A percent sign (%) copies the character in that position from the source volser. An
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asterisk (*) at the end of a map copies all remaining characters from the source volser. Inserting an asterisk at the
end is equivalent to replacing the asterisk and following blanks with percent signs. Any other characters in the map
are copied to the target volser, replacing the characters in the equivalent positions of the source volser. 

Examples:
– In this example, VOLGROUP statement allocates the copy data set on the BKP050 volume:

VOLGROUP NAME(GROUP2) VOLUMES(SYS050) TGTMAP(BKP%%%) FCVER(1)

– Both the source and target volume serial numbers can be masked. For example, consider the following
VOLGROUP statement:
VOLGROUP NAME(GROUP3) VOLUMES(PRD%%%) TGTMAP(SGS***) FCVER(1)

In the previous statement, any volume whose volser begins with PRD has a corresponding target volser that is
the same, except that the characters PRD are replaced by SGS. Thus, source volumes PRD123, PRD001, and
PRD975 have target volumes SGS123, SGS001, and SGS975, respectively.

– There must be a one‑to‑one correspondence between source and target volumes. The easiest way to do this
is to set up a naming convention for source volumes and their corresponding target volumes. For example, a
VOLGROUP statement that specified VOLUMES(SRC%%%) and TGTMAP(CPY%%%) would map SRC001 to
CPY001, SRC002 to CPY002, and so on.

•  IXVTOC(YES|NO)
Specifies whether to use an indexed VTOC on the target volume. The default is YES.

WARNING
 Use this keyword only when requested by CA Support.

NOTE
You cannot copy Extended Format data sets (for example, striped data sets) on a volume in a VOLGROUP
with IXVTOC(NO) specified.

•  TGTPPRCP(YES|NO)
Specifies whether to copy volumes in the volume group for peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) primaries. By default,
FlashCopy hardware does not permit making a copy to a device if it is the primary member of a PPRC relationship.
The default for PGTPPRCP is NO.
This problem can affect the restore of a data set that is on a PPRC primary device. For PPRC primaries, set this value
to YES to copy to volumes in the VOLGROUP.

Initialize Snapshot General Services

Snapshot General Services includes a z/OS subsystem component that you must initialize before the Broadcom utilities
can request the advanced copy services. You execute the Snapshot General Services initialization program (TG10INIT) to
complete the following tasks:

• Read and process your initialization statements
• Create a copy environment from those statements
• Establish a Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem that the Broadcom utility programs can call to perform copy

operations.

TG10INIT stores the initialization statement information in structures that Snapshot General Services uses as it processes
copy requests from the Broadcom utility programs. When TG10INIT initialization is complete, the initialization statement
data set is no longer referenced by Snapshot General Services processing. The TG10INIT program also loads the
Snapshot General Services program modules that are used during the copy request processing.

Prepare JCL to Run the TG10INIT Initialization Program 

To initialize Snapshot General Services, prepare JCL to run the TG10INIT initialization program. Sample JCL for executing
the Snapshot General Services initialization program is provided:
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• For the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, see member TGRINIT in the hlq.CDBASRC data set.
• For the CA Database Management Solutions for IMS, see member STARTTIG in the hlq.CIMTSAMP data set.

The following sample TGRINIT JCL is from a product-specific installation of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS, with explanatory comments removed. A similar sample can be used for the CA Database Management
Solutions for IMS. You can execute the JCL independently as a standard JOB or an STC (started task).

//TGRINIT PROC TGRPARM=TGRPARM

//TGRINIT EXEC PGM=TG10INIT,PARM=''

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//TGRPARM  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM(&TGRPARM),DISP=SHR

In the sample JCL:

• The EXEC statement includes a null PARM field specification. The PARM field also supports optional parameters as
described in Optional EXEC PARM Field Parameters for TG10INIT. 

• The STEPLIB DD points to the Broadcom product program library where the Snapshot General Services modules
can be found. In this example, hlq.CDBALOAD for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. If
the Broadcom product library has been included in your z/OS system LNKLST, the STEPLIB DD statement is not
needed.

• The TGRPARM DD points to the set of initialization statements that define your copy environment. As provided, the
sample JCL points to the sample initialization member TGRPARM in the hlq.CDBAPARM data set for the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. Be sure to specify the initialization statements that you have prepared. Your
initialization statements can optionally be included in-stream following a TGRPARM DD * statement.

Optional EXEC PARM Field Parameters for TG10INIT

The TG10INIT program supports the following PARM field parameters, all of which are optional:

•  INITMSGS
If specified, TG10INIT logs diagnostic information that might be useful for troubleshooting. The diagnostic information
is logged using WTO and appears in both the JESMSGLG for the initialization job and in the z/OS SYSLOG.

•  PARMDSN(dsname) and PARMVOL(volume)
Use PARMDSN to specify the data set containing Snapshot General Services initialization statements.
Use PARMVOL to specify the volume serial number if the data set is not cataloged.

NOTE

The Snapshot General Services initialization statement data set is typically preallocated using a TGRPARM
DD statement. The presence of a TGRPARM DD statement overrides any PARMDSN(dsname) and
PARMVOL(volume) specifications.

•  SUBSYS(name)
Specifies the name of a secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem to be initialized.
– If you omit this parameter, TG10INIT initializes or reinitializes the Snapshot General Services master subsystem

named CATG.
– If you specify this parameter for the first execution of TG10INIT, the master subsystem (CATG) is initialized first,

followed by the secondary subsystem named in the SUBSYS parameter. 
These two Snapshot General Services subsystems will have the same copy environment established. For more
information, see Secondary z/OS Subsystems for Snapshot General Services.
Limits: 1 to 4 characters

NOTE
If TG10INIT is rerun after CATG (the master Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem) has been
initialized and a SUBSYS(name) parameter is specified, only the specified secondary Snapshot General
Services z/OS subsystem is initialized or reinitialized. To reinitialize the CATG master z/OS subsystem, run
TG10INIT without the SUBSYS(name) parameter.
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Secondary z/OS Subsystems for Snapshot General Services

When you do not specify the SUBSYS(name) EXEC PARM field parameter, TG10INIT initializes or reinitializes the master
Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem named CATG. Having only the one CATG master subsystem meets the
needs of many installations.

Reasons for establishing secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems include:

• Testing a new release of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS or CA Database Management
Solutions for IMS products

• Specialized environments for production and testing

Perform the following activities to establish and use a secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem:

• Prepare an initialization statement data set (if copy environment is different)
• Update and run the TG10INIT initialization program job:

– Specify the SUBSYS(name) parameter
– Update the STEPLIB (for a different release, for example)
– Update the TGRPARM (if initialization statement data set is different)

• Add a TGRSUBSY DD statement to the Broadcom utility program job steps that use the secondary subsystem

The secondary subsystem may not require its own initialization statement data set. For example, if the secondary
subsystem is for testing a new Broadcom product release, you might want to establish the same copy environment with
a new execution environment using Snapshot General Services modules that are provided in the new release. In this
case, you use the same initialization statements, but alter the STEPLIB of the initialization job to select the program
library from the new Broadcom product release. The TG10INIT program preloads all the Snapshot General Services
processing modules from the STEPLIB so the new secondary subsystem will have an execution environment that uses
the new program modules. The original copy and execution environments of the CATG subsystem and other secondary
subsystems (if they were previously initialized) are not changed when the new subsystem is initialized. If they have
been initialized from your current Broadcom production release program library, they will continue to use that execution
environment.

By default, the Broadcom utility programs obtain services from the CATG subsystem. They can be directed to a secondary
Snapshot General Services subsystem by including a special DD statement in each Broadcom utility job step that use the
services. The required statement is:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=name

The SUBSYS parameter specifies the subsystem to be called for the Snapshot General Services processing in the job
step.

Automate Snapshot General Services Initialization

During setup and testing of Snapshot General Services, you manually execute the TG10INIT program to initialize and
reinitialize the copy and execution environments of your Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem. When your
initialization statement definitions are complete, we recommend that you set up the TG10INIT initialization program to be
automatically executed as part of the initialization process (IPL) for your z/OS systems. This automation ensures that your
Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem is ready to perform advanced copy services when your z/OS system begins
processing work.

NOTE

 Be sure to complete these tasks first: 
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• Prepare Snapshot General Services initialization statements that define a copy environment (see Prepare the
Initialization Statements). 

• Use the prepared initialization statements to initialize a Snapshot General Services subsystem implementing
that copy environment (see Initialize Snapshot General Services). 

To accomplish the automatic initialization, Broadcom provides the CA Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) service
as part of the CA Common Services for z/OS. The CA Common Services for z/OS are typically installed on your system
when your first Broadcom product is installed. CA Common Services and CAIRIM are usually invoked during the z/OS IPL
processing to prepare z/OS for execution of the Broadcom products and then start the Broadcom products that provide
core functionality for your z/OS work. For example, CA ACF2 security and CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Snapshot General Services advanced copy services. 

 To use CAIRIM to initialize Snapshot General Services, complete the following steps: 

NOTE

The JCL procedure for executing CAIRIM is member CAS9 in the hlq.CAW0PROC data set. The CAIRIM
program is parameter driven. The PARMLIB DD statement in CAS9 JCL specifies a sequential data set
containing the CAIRIM parameters. Sample CAIRIM parameters are provided in member CARIMPRM
in the hlq.CAW0OPTN data set. Each solution (CA product) that CAIRIM initializes provides an entry in
the hlq.CAW0OPTN(CARIMPRM) PARMLIB data set. See the CA Common Services for z/OS product
documentation for detailed information about CAIRIM.

1. Add the following statement for Snapshot General Services initialization to the PARMLIB data set that is used by your
CAS9 procedure:
PRODUCT(SNAPSHOT GEN SERVICE) VERSION(TG10) LOADLIB(hlq.CDBALOAD) PARM(TG1OINIT parameters)

– The PRODUCT keyword begins in column 2. This product description is limited to a maximum of 20 characters.
– The VERSION parameter value is TG10. The VERSION parameter is a four-character identifier, consisting of a

two-character solution or service code plus a two-character version code. The VERSION is combined with the
characters INIT to create the default product initialization module name, TG10INIT. If you ever need to override the
default name, add an INIT(module) parameter specifying the complete initialization program module name.

– The LOADLIB parameter specifies the hlq.CDBALOAD library containing the TG10INIT module. This data set
must be APF-authorized. The LOADLIB parameter is not needed when your hlq.CDBALOAD library is in the z/OS
LNKLST or when it is included in the STEPLIB of the CAS9 JCL.

– The PARM keyword specifies parameters to be passed to the product initialization module, TG10INIT. Because
this PARM value is limited to 32 characters, we recommend that you add a TGRPARM DD statement to the CAS9
JCL (see Step 2) instead of including the PARMDSN and PARMVOL parameters in this PARM specification. The
remaining INITMSGS and SUBSYS(name) parameters will easily fit within the PARM limit of 32 characters.

2. Add a TGRPARM DD statement to the CAS9 JCL used to execute CAIRIM. For example:
//TGRPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM(TGRPARM)

The TGRPARM DD statement should point to the sequential data set or partitioned data set member that contains
your Snapshot General Services initialization statements. When called by CAIRIM, TG10INIT opens this data set and
processes the statements.

3. If you copied the CAS9 JCL for updating, replace the old version in the z/OS system PROCLIB with your updated
version.

4. Start CAS9 to execute CAIRIM and process the Broadcom product statements, including the new definition for
Snapshot General Services.
If Snapshot General Services is currently initialized, this step is not necessary.

Reinitialize Snapshot General Services

Initializing Snapshot General Services establishes both an execution environment and a copy environment for your
advanced copy services. The Snapshot General Services program modules are preloaded into z/OS virtual storage
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when the z/OS subsystem is initialized to create a consistent execution environment. Your initialization statements
are processed to create runtime structures that are used to define your copy environment and manage ongoing copy
operations.

You must reinitialize the affected subsystems when you:

• Apply maintenance to your Broadcom utility products and the product modules are updated with corrective service,
preventive service, and enhancements. Because Snapshot General Services preloads its processing modules during
z/OS subsystem initialization, you must reinitialize the affected subsystems after applying product maintenance that
updates the preloaded modules.

• Update your Snapshot General Services initialization statements to change your copy environment. You must
reinitialize the affected subsystems to rebuild the runtime structures.

 To reinitialize the Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems, rerun the initialization job.  

The sample jobs execute the TG10INIT program to initialize or reinitialize the Snapshot General Services z/OS
subsystems.

NOTE
Initialize Snapshot General Services discusses the sample jobs and the initialization process in detail.

When TG10INIT is executed and it finds that the subsystem to be initialized is already active, a reinitialization is
performed. During reinitialization, the TG10INIT program first unloads all the preloaded program modules and releases
the runtime structures that were previously built. This takedown of the current environment is coordinated with any active
copy operations and it will be delayed until all copies are complete.

TG10INIT then proceeds with a normal initialization.

• Program modules are again preloaded from the Broadcom product program library identified by the STEPLIB. The
modules might be updated from maintenance that has been applied or they might be unchanged if you are reinitializing
to update your copy environment. 

• Your initialization statements are processed from the data set that is identified in the TGRPARM DD statement and
new runtime structures are built for your copy environment. Your initialization statements might be updated for a copy
environment change or unchanged if you are reinitializing only to pick up product maintenance.

When TG10INIT completes a reinitialization, the execution and the copy environments have been refreshed.

WARNING

When the TG10INIT program is re-executed, only one subsystem is reinitialized per execution. If your
initialization job is set to initialize both CATG (the master subsystem) and a secondary subsystem in a single
execution, you must run TG10INIT twice. Once to reinitialize your secondary subsystem (specified using the
SUBSYS parameter in the TG10INIT program) and again to reinitialize the CATG master subsystem. When
you run the initialization job the second time to reinitialize the CATG master subsystem, you must remove the
SUBSYS parameter in the TG10INIT program.

Use Snapshot General Services

After you successfully complete the Snapshot General Services customization activities, the Snapshot General Services
z/OS subsystem is active and waiting to process advanced copy services requests from the Broadcom utility programs.
Using Snapshot General Services for your FlashCopy activity is easy once the subsystem has been established. Using
advanced copy services can be as simple as:

• Ensuring the original source objects are allocated on eligible DASD volumes
• Adding the FlashCopy parameters to the Broadcom utility program control statements

In general, the DASD devices that are used with FlashCopy operations require that the following objects both reside on
volumes in the same storage subsystem:
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• The original source object to be copied
• The target copy object to be created

This architecture allows the storage subsystem hardware to copy tracks of data from source to target without z/OS
involvement once a FlashCopy source-target relationship has been established in the storage subsystem by a z/OS
program. Snapshot General Services is responsible for allocating target copy objects and establishing FlashCopy
relationships in response to requests from the Broadcom utility programs.

A complete usage example, including subsystem initialization, is included here. However, before going into the example,
there are a few brief usage-related items to cover:

• Reinitializing subsystems for changes 
• Selecting a specific subsystem 
• STEPLIB for EMC Corporation devices 
• Diagnostic logging during utility execution

Reinitializing Subsystems for Changes

If you change the initialization statements or if you apply Broadcom product maintenance that updates the preloaded
program modules, you must reinitialize the Snapshot General Services subsystem.

NOTE

Reinitialize Snapshot General Services

Selecting a Specific Subsystem

Multiple Snapshot General Services subsystems might have been initialized to create different copy environments. For
example, you might have set up a copy environment to:

• Isolate storage subsystems from different manufacturers
• Test Snapshot General Services from a new Broadcom product release

By default, the Broadcom utility programs connect to the CATG master subsystem when requesting advanced copy
services. When you must select a specific secondary subsystem, add a TGRSUBSY DD statement to the Broadcom utility
job step JCL. Specify the name of the secondary subsystem using the SUBSYS= parameter of the DD statement. For
example:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=CAT2

During the initial processing of a Broadcom utility program request, Snapshot General Services checks for the presence
of a TGRSUBSY DD statement. If one is found, the specified subsystem is used to complete the program request. Each
subsystem provides an execution environment of preloaded Snapshot General Services modules and a copy environment
built from the initialization statements for that subsystem.

NOTE

Initialize Snapshot General Services

STEPLIB for EMC Corporation Devices

Snapshot General Services can use programming interfaces provided by EMC Corporation for use with their storage
subsystems. If you are using these interfaces, you might need to add an EMC Corporation program library data set to the
STEPLIB of your Broadcom utility program JCL. This change makes the EMC programming interface modules available
to Snapshot General Services. Your EMC storage administrator can provide the appropriate data set names to include in
your STEPLIB, if necessary.
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Diagnostic Logging During Utility Execution

If you do not get the expected results when using a Broadcom utility program with advanced copy services, you can
request detailed logging of the Snapshot General Services activity. This detailed logging records the actions that are
taken, and the results, for data set allocation, copy or FlashCopy establishment, data set clean up, and so on. Logging is
typically interspersed with the standard output messages of the Broadcom utility program in a SYSOUT data set. Include
the following TGRDEBUG DD statement in the Broadcom utility program job step JCL when you want the additional
diagnostic logging:

//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

Usage Example

The following usage example uses CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to make a FlashCopy image copy of a single, small
DB2 tablespace. It includes the following steps:

1.  Initializing the Snapshot General Services subsystem.
2.  Executing the CA Technologies utility program.

Initializing the Snapshot General Services Subsystem

 Example Snapshot General Services initialization job 

The subsystem initialization job shown here is included only for completeness of the example. The job uses the TG10INIT
program to initialize both the CATG master subsystem and a secondary subsystem named RLW1. Subsystem initialization
is typically done as part of the z/OS system initialization (IPL) so that Snapshot General Services are available when the
z/OS system is ready to process work. Because these subsystems were previously initialized, re-executing the TG10INIT
program for this example causes only the RLW1 subsystem to be reinitialized.

//USERA01I JOB (000000000),'SNAPSHOT INIT',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//TGRINIT PROC TGRPARM=TGRPARM

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* Snapshot General Services initialization JCL (example)

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//TGRINIT EXEC PGM=TG10INIT,PARM='INITMSGS SUBSYS(RLW1)' 

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD

//TGRPARM  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=myparm.dataset(&TGRPARM) 

//        PEND 

//TGRINIT EXEC TGRINIT,TGRPARM=MYPARM

 Example Snapshot General Services initialization statements (from myparm.dataset(MYPARM)) 

The initialization statement data set is basic. No DSNGROUP or BCVGROUP statements are used and the OPTIONS
statement explicitly specifies the default values for all OPTIONS parameters.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* Snapshot General Services initialization statements (example)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* OPTIONS definitions - global settings

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

OPTIONS CATDATA(NO)                       -

        CATMET(SVC)                       -

        MESSAGES(STD)                     -
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        EMCAPI(FLASH)                     -

        EMCPARAL(YES)                     -

        MAXATASK(1)                       -

        MAXCTASK(1)                       -

        MAXDTASK(1)                       -

        STATINV(15)                       -

        USEDFDSS(N)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* DSNGROUP definitions - not used

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------

* BCVGROUP definitions - not used

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

 Snapshot General Services Initialization Job Output 

The example output from the Snapshot General Services subsystem initialization job actually shows a reinitialization job
as described previously. The PARM field for TG10INIT included the INITMSGS parameter to request detailed logging
of the initialization program activity. Logging from TG10INIT is done using WTO (Write to Operator) and the messages
appear in both the JESMSGLG and JESYSMSG job output data sets.

JESMSGLG

17.02.30 JOB57057 IEF403I USERA01I - STARTED - TIME=17.02.30

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI003I Snapshot General Services Initialization, Version TGAINIT 06/21/16 13.08

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI023I Macro version: 4, Macro release: 4

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI022I CA-ENF/BASE release 1400E100AW100 is present

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master TGVT is at location 0714C5D0

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master TGIB is at location 0714C708

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master SSCT is at location 00BEA270

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem TGVT is at location 07AB96D0

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem TGIB is at location 07AB9808

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem SSCT is at location 00BEA2D0

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM001I Processing parameter file: TGRPARM

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *----------------------------------------------------------------- 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * Snapshot General Services initialization statements (example)

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * OPTIONS definitions - global settings

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I OPTIONS CATDATA(NO) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I CATMET(SVC) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MESSAGES(STD) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I EMCAPI(FLASH) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I EMCPARAL(YES) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXATASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXCTASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXDTASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I STATINV(15) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I USEDFDSS(N)

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * DSNGROUP definitions – not used

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * BCVGROUP definition – not used
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17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE001I Storage released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: M.A.List Address: 3A8ABBB0 

                                                                     Length: 1100 Subpool: 241

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSWT

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA713000 Length: 2192 Token: 00000A6900000496

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSUN

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7C6000 Length: 528 Token: 00000A680000041C

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSCI

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7CE000 Length: 2992 Token: 00000A6700000499

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSAG

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA825000 Length: 784 Token: 00000A66000001B7

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: PTLGREMX

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD24000 Length: 49496 Token: 00000A65000001D5

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLMFSRV

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA714000 Length: 6968 Token: 00000A640000013F

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLF2DEL

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7C7000 Length: 7152 Token: 00000A6300000240

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLF2CPY

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7CF000 Length: 7248 Token: 00000A620000004F

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALDFD

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7D6000 Length: 8440 Token: 00000A6100000360

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALSEQ

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA819000 Length: 9472 Token: 00000A60000004A3

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALVSM

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA821000 Length: 9616 Token: 00000A5F000002F1

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSVC99

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA826000 Length: 6864 Token: 00000A5E0000038B

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSVC26

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD31000 Length: 19184 Token: 00000A5D0000041E

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLAPI

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA829000 Length: 8384 Token: 00000A5C00000052

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSERV

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD36000 Length: 193696 Token: 00000A5B000001B5

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRINI009I Snapshot General Services reinitialization is complete

17.02.31 JOB57057 IEF404I USERA01I - ENDED - TIME=17.02.31

17.02.31 JOB57057 $HASP395 USERA01I ENDED - RC=0000

Executing the Broadcom Utility Program

After Snapshot General Services is initialized, it is easy to use its advanced copy services with the
following Broadcom products to manage point-in-time image copies of DB2 and IMS data:

•  CA Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS 
•  CA Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS (online reorg component)
•  CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS 
•  CA High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS 
•  CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS 

  CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS Example Job 

This example uses CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS.

//USERA01Z JOB (000000000),'FLASH QC COPY',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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//* Make a CA Quick Copy using Snapshot General Services

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('SUFFIX=00,EP=UTLGLCTL/DT32')

//STEPLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD

// DD            DISP=SHR,DSN=db2.SDSNEXIT 

// DD            DISP=SHR,DSN=db2.SDSNLOAD 

//PTIPARM   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG    DD SYSOUT=* 

//TGRDEBUG  DD DUMMY 

//TGRSUBSY  DD SUBSYS=RLW1 

//SYSIN     DD * 

 COPY TABLESPACE DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 FULL YES 

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT 

 STARTUP-ACCESS RESET 

 MODIFYBITS NO 

 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE 

 ALLMSGS 

//

The example job uses CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to copy a single tablespace in the DT32 DB2 subsystem. Adding
the SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT parameter to the utility COPY statement causes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to
request advanced copy services from Snapshot General Services. When called, Snapshot General Services verifies that
the source tablespace data set resides on a volume that supports FlashCopy operation. If so, a target data set is allocated
using the SMS characteristics of the source data set and a FlashCopy relationship is established between the two data
sets. At that point, the point-in-time FlashCopy is “complete” and the tablespace for the source data set can be put back
into service. Ongoing background activity completes the physical replication of data from source to target with the storage
subsystem ensuring that original point-in-time data from the source is replicated to the target before any change is written
to a source data set track.

NOTE
For detailed information about the advanced copy services parameters that are used with
specific Broadcom utility programs, see the product-specific documentation.

By default, the services of the CATG master subsystem would be used. However, in this example the utility program JCL
includes a TGRSUBSY DD statement that specifies subsystem RLW1. This DD statement directs the utility program
requests to that secondary subsystem for processing in the execution and copy environments of RLW1. A TGRDEBUG
DD statement is also included to request diagnostic logging during the subsystem processing. The detailed diagnostic
logging messages start with the TGR acronym and appear in the PTIMSG SYSOUT data set, interspersed with the
standard utility program messages that are logged.

JESMSGLG

...

JESJCL

...

PTIMSG

...

TGRFLD008I TTWA address: 0x7F5E3098

...

TGRGMM001I Snapshot General Services subsystem RLW1 

 TGRGMM001I was initialized at 17:02:30 on 10/31/2016 

 TGRGMM001I by job WITRA01I(JOB57057) with XMANID ---- 

 TGRFLD008I TTWA Address: 0x7F5CB098 

 TGRFLD009I DBMS: DB2 MODE: COPY BUFFER: Y EASCHECK: N ESTAE: N REUSE: Y WAIT: Y
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 TGRFLA013I DSN signature: CB225286-C4FE0472-631A06AA-83DC5711-2FEBA2D7 

 TGRFLD008I TTWA Address: 0x7F5CB098

TGRIBY005I FlashCopy II VSAM data sets: 1, Allocation tasks: 1 

 TGRALV019I (1) DELETE - 

 TGRALV019I (1) SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 - 

 TGRALV019I (1) CLUSTER 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC3012I ENTRY SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 NOT 

 TGRALV019I (1) FOUND 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC3009I ** VSAM CATALOG RETURN CODE IS 8 - REASON CODE IS I 

 TGRALV019I (1) GG0CLA3-42 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0551I ** ENTRY SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 N 

 TGRALV019I (1) OT DELETED 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 8 

 TGRALV019I (1) SET MAXCC = 0 

 TGRALV019I (1) DEFINE - 

 TGRALV019I (1) CLUSTER( - 

 TGRALV019I (1) NAME(SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) DATACLASS(DEFAULT) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) MANAGEMENTCLASS(MCDB2EAS) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) STORAGECLASS(SCDB2EAS) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) LINEAR - 

 TGRALV019I (1) ) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) DATA( - 

 TGRALV019I (1) NAME(SHK7.DSNDBD.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) CYLINDERS (1 1) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) CONTROLINTERVALSIZE(4096) - 

 TGRALV019I (1) ) 

 TGRALV019I (1) IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCDB2EAS M1418 

 TGRALV019I (1) IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGDB2EAS STORAGE GROUP 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0508I DATA ALLOCATION STATUS FOR VOLUME MMF017 IS 0 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I STORAGECLASS USED IS SCDB2EAS 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I MANAGEMENTCLASS USED IS MCDB2EAS 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I DATACLASS USED IS DEFAULT 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0 

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0002I IDCAMS PROCESSING COMPLETE. MAXIMUM CONDITION CODE WAS 0

 TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II allocation tasks have completed 

 TGRIBY008I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:00.300443 Count: 1 

 TGRIBY012I FlashCopy II copy tasks: 1 

 TGRF2C001I (1) Copy task 1 has started 

 TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II copy tasks have completed 

 TGRIBY008I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:00.082399 Count: 1 

 PQC0302I SNAPSHOT: IBM ANTRQST - SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 

TGRCKP002I Checkpoint timestamp: X'D193C82B852A8387', 

 TGRCKP002I Date: 10/31/2016, Time: 17:06:19.09 

 TGRCKP001I Checkpoint buffer compressed, Original length: 2484, 

 TGRCKP001I Compressed length: 1696, Percent: 68 

 TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 17:06:19.17: 100% done 

 PQC0385I A SNAPSHOT CHECKPOINT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TAKEN 
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 PQC0690I THE SNAPSHOT CHECKPOINT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY SAVED IN THE RESTART DATASET

 + 

 +-STA DB(DTXXFPDT) SPACENAM(DTXXFPST) ACCESS(RW) 

 +DSN9022I !DT32 DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION 

 PQC0337I SNAPSHOT READ ONLY ACCESS END: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.275963 

 PQC0680I SNAPSHOT INSTANT LOGICAL COPIES HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TAKEN 

 PQC0674I SNAPSHOT INSTANT COPY PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.285815 

 PQC0675I SNAPSHOT INSTANT COPY PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.285906 

 PQC0815I SYSCOPY INFORMATION WILL BE RECORDED IN CA-SYSCOPY 

 PQC0790I SNAPSHOT INSTANT SYSCOPY PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.299089 

 PQC0688I SYSCOPY UPDATE COMPLETED FOR OBJECT: DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 PQC0791I SNAPSHOT INSTANT SYSCOPY PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.382263 

 PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:10 - 31 OCT 2016 17:06:19 

 PQC0792I SNAPSHOT CLEANUP PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.390517 

TGRFDE008I Deleting copy data sets: 0, old backups: 1 

 TGRFDE008I Delete tasks: 1 

 TGRF2D001I (1) Delete task 1 has started 

 TGRF2D004I (1) Backup file SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.X0001.A001 deleted 

 TGRFDE009I All delete tasks have completed 

 TGRFDE011I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:00.148172 Count: 1 

 PQC0793I SNAPSHOT CLEANUP PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.565787 

 PQC0794I SNAPSHOT INSTANT RESTART CLEANUP START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.565850 

 PQC0029I RESTART ROW DELETED FOR DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 PQC0795I SNAPSHOT INSTANT RESTART CLEANUP END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.597541 

 PUT0136I - Primary restart rows deleted

Snapshot General Services Health Check

The following health check is provided for Snapshot General Services. The product owner is CA_DB2.

DB2_TGR_CHECK_FCII_DEVS@xmanxxxx

 Description 

This health check looks for FlashCopy II-capable devices that are defined to Snapshot General Services as FlashCopy I
devices. Redefining them as FlashCopy II devices can greatly reduce the number of needed disk volumes and is required
for use.

This check runs when Xmanager is initialized, and every time a Snapshot General Services subsystem is initialized or
reinitialized.

 Best Practice 

Defining a device as FlashCopy II can significantly reduce storage requirements and operational complexity. FlashCopy II
devices do not require a dedicated target volume for each source volume, and permit multiple jobs to be copied to or from
the same device concurrently.

You can define the device type by using the VOLGROUP statement.

 Parameters Accepted 
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The following parameter can be set in the VOLGROUP statement:

•  FCVER(2)
The device is FlashCopy II compatible.

 Debug Support 

No.

 Verbose Support 

No.

 Reference 

For instructions on defining the device types, see VOLGROUP Statement in Prepare the Initialization Statements.

 Messages 

Yes.

Execute DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks
Execute the DB2 catalog customization tasks on each DB2 subsystem where the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS are installed after you have executed the product-specific customization tasks.

NOTE

DB2 catalog customization tasks can be executed only for subsystems on supported DB2 versions.

These customization tasks require and interact with the DB2 subsystems that you identified in the SETUP global parmlib
members. DB2 SYSADM authority is required.

WARNING
Review the instructions for each DB2 catalog customization task before execution. In some instances, it might
not be necessary to execute a task, especially when you are applying maintenance.

We recommend that you have at least two people available to execute the DB2 tasks. If a problem is encountered on one
subsystem during execution, the second installer can submit and verify the DB2 tasks while the other installer tracks down
problems and performs subsystem checkout.

NOTE
To prevent contention errors like MIM1099, only one user at a time can access the Executing DB2 Tasks online
dialog for a specific environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks) and press Enter.

A list of defined DB2 subsystems appears on the Select DB2 Subsystems panel.
3. Select one or more DB2 subsystems and press Enter. (Select all subsystems using the ALLS command. Reorder rows

using the SORT SSID (by DB2 subsystem) or SORT SETUP commands.)

WARNING
Execute the DB2 tasks on each of the listed subsystems.

A list of DB2 tasks that must be performed for the selected subsystems is displayed on the Select DB2 Tasks panel.
Install related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks for the products that are installed
on your DB2 subsystems.

4. Review the instructions for each DB2 task using the V line command or ALLV command. The instructions describe
when to execute the task and provide other useful information. In some instances, execution is not required.
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5. Select a task or multiple tasks and press Enter.

NOTE

For base installs, all tasks are typically executed. For maintenance upgrades, typically only the install (INS)
related tasks are executed.

The JCL for each DB2 task is generated in a member named with the subsystem ID and a task number.
– If you selected multiple subsystems, the task appears for each subsystem selected.
– If additional information is needed to create the JCL for the task, you are prompted to provide this information

before the JCL is submitted.

NOTE
You can change the member names if needed; however, if you are performing a distributed installation,
retain the numerical order of the suffixes to ensure proper job submission order at the remote site.

WARNING

To prevent the member names from being overwritten when a subsystem name is used on multiple systems
and you are using the same output data set, we recommend that you copy the members or target a different
output data set before generating new jobs.

6. Submit the generated JCL for execution.

NOTE
You can browse and edit the generated JCL before submission.

The member name where the job is stored in the hlq.CDBASAMP library appears in the Member field for the currently
selected DB2 subsystem. If the job has been generated for more than one subsystem, MULTIPLE appears instead. N/
A appears if the task is informational and does not generate a JCL member.

NOTE
To reinitialize the task completion status, select a subsystem and specify RESET on the command line. If you
change the product selection list after some DB2 tasks have already been processed, the task completion
status will no longer be synchronized with the list of products.

Install Related and General Tasks
Review the instructions for each of the following DB2 subsystem specific install related and general tasks, and execute
as needed for the selected subsystem. It might not be necessary to execute a task, especially when you are applying
maintenance.

Start Xmanager

The XManager started task is required for the install process and for use by the Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS both online and batch.

Execute this task after you perform the customization for PXM (XManager).

To start Xmanager

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Start Xmanager task and press Enter.
The Xmanager member in the CDBASAMP library appears.

4. Review the instructions and make sure the Xmanager task is started. JCL is not generated for this task.
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5. Continue with the remaining installation tasks.
If Xmanager is not started, the following message appears:
Unable to establish XMANAGER connection. Verify PARMLIB(SETUPxx) XMANID parm and the started task.

Determine DB2 Object Size

This task executes the RUNSTATS utility against the database objects and updates the catalog with object data from
table spaces and indexes so that the Compare DB2 Objects task obtains the correct object size information for migration.
Execution of this task helps avoid out-of-space error conditions due to inappropriate sizing of the target unload data sets
in the script that is generated when the Create Required DB2 Objects task is executed.

WARNING

Execute this task only when you are upgrading to a new release of the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS or when applying maintenance and new or altered DB2 objects exist. If you are performing a new
installation, this task is not required because the object data does not yet exist on the selected DB2 subsystem.

 Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Determine DB2 Object Size task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears. Control cards are generated in a data set with the necessary statements to
collect statistics for the migration.

5. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears.

Compare DB2 Objects

The Compare DB2 Objects task compares the DDL associated with each installed product with the DB2 catalog. This task
does the setup and provides the input for the Create Required DB2 Objects task.

WARNING
Execute this task every time you install into a DB2 subsystem, apply maintenance and new or altered DB2
objects exist, or upgrade to a new DB2 version or to New Function Mode (NFM). This task uses PDASTATS,
RUNSTATS, or IDCAMS high-used RBA for estimating file sizes for the table unload and load utilities. If you
have existing objects in the PTDB database, ensure that PDASTATS or RUNSTATS is current before executing
this task.

Specify the DB2 Version and Mode in the SETUPxx parmlib member before you execute this task.

The utilities restart objects are compared in a separate step so that their contents and authorizations are preserved.
However, previously granted authorizations are not carried forward to new tables. New restart objects require specific
GRANTs. Grant these authorizations using the Product Authorization Facility (Option A on the Main Menu).

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.
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3. Select the Compare DB2 Objects task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
The Create JCL for DB2 Object Comparison panel appears.

5. Enter the information that is needed to create the JCL for the compare job and press Enter.

NOTE
The subsystem being processed appears in the DB2 Subsystem Name field.

The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears. Control cards are generated in a data set with the necessary statements
to create, update, and delete objects in the DB2 catalog. This data set is used as input to the Create Required DB2
Objects task.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears.

Create Required DB2 Objects

The Create Required DB2 Objects task creates, updates, and deletes DB2 objects using control statements that were
generated when the Compare DB2 Objects task JCL was generated. When completed, this step ensures that all DB2
objects that are needed to execute the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS have been created and are
in the correct format.

NOTE
To view a summary of objects for each product, see Summary of Objects. You must be logged in to view this
content.

Execute this task every time you install into a DB2 subsystem, apply maintenance and new or altered DB2 objects exist,
or upgrade to a new DB2 Function Level or Catalog Level, or DB2 version or mode.

WARNING
 Anytime that the DB2 function level and catalog level or DB2 version and mode values change, you must
update the DB2 subsystem information in the SETUP parmlib member to specify the changed values before you
execute this task.

Note the following:

• If you run multiple CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product databases, you can receive errors
stating that the DB2 objects already exist in the environment when you execute this task. You must use the same CA
product DB2 database for older and newer versions.

• The Statistics Manager tables have the following expanded buffer pool requirements:
CREATE TABLESPACE PTITSPSF BUFFERPOOL BP8K0

CREATE TABLESPACE PTITSPSD BUFFERPOOL BP16K0

• The Restart tables have the following expanded buffer pool requirements (BP32K0):
CREATE TABLESPACE PTG700TS BUFFERPOOL BP32K0

CREATE TABLESPACE PTG700T2 BUFFERPOOL BP32K0

CREATE TABLESPACE PTG700T4 BUFFERPOOL BP32K0

CREATE TABLESPACE PTG700T5 BUFFERPOOL BP32K0

The utilities restart objects are compared in a separate step so that their contents and authorizations are preserved.
However, previously granted authorizations are not carried forward to new tables. New restart objects require specific
GRANTs. Grant these authorizations using the Product Authorization Facility (Option A on the Main Menu).
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• DB2 SYSADM authority is required to successfully execute this task. When the SYSADM authority belongs to the
users secondary authorization id, you must manually insert a SET CURRENT SQLID=secondary id for the secondary
id into the output DDL generated from this task to provide the required authorization.

• To prevent overriding the SET CURRENT SQLID for the secondary SYSADM ID, suppress the generation of all other
SET CURRENT SQLID statements in the output DDL. See the No SET SQLIDs field on the Create JCL for DB2 Object
Comparison panel for information about how to suppress the generation of all SET CURRENT SQLID statements in
the output DDL.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Create Required DB2 Objects task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
An informational popup panel about Batch Processor Restart instructions appears.

5. Complete the following fields:
– DB2 Subsystem Name
– Include Report Header (Y or N)
– Include Report Trailer (Y or N)
– Delete unloaded files (Y or N)
– Delete temporary files (Y or N)
– Runstats (Y or N)
– Imagecopy (Y or N)
– No SET SQLIDs (Y or N)
– Default SQLID
– Recovery (Y or N)
– No Recovery .AUTHs (Y or N)
– Recovery Data Set

NOTE
If the Recovery Data Set is a partitioned data set, a member name must be specified with the data set
name.

– Recovery Data Set (CA Util)
– Dataset Name Mask
– Apply all TS/IX changes to existing objects? (Y or N)
– Use the same values for all DB2 subsystems being processed? (Y or N)
Press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears. If an error occurs, refer to the instream JCL for
detailed instructions about how to restart the job.

7. If the INS Create Required DB2 Objects task terminates during a CA LOAD or COPY utility, perform the following
steps to successfully rerun this task:
a. Edit the data set in the DDNAME BPIIPT as it appears in the generated JCL for the Create Required DB2 Objects

task.
b. Locate the CALL command for the failing utility and change it to include the following RESTART parameter: .CALL

UTLGLCTL PARM(SSID,RESTART(PHASE))
c. Save the member.
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d. Repeat the process for creating required DB2 objects, but only specify Sync for the Restart Parameter.
e. Resubmit the job. 

(Optional) Create Catalog Indexes

Creating additional indexes on DB2 catalog tables improves the performance of SQL accessing the DB2 catalog.
Certain CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS and product features can benefit from the creation of these
additional indexes.

NOTE
For the index recommendations by product name and DB2 catalog table, see Improving Performance next. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Type S next to the Create Catalog Indexes task and press Enter.
The Create Catalog Indexes member in the CDBASAMP library appears.

NOTE
 JCL is not generated for this task.

Improve Performance

You can define additional indexes on DB2 catalog table columns to help improve performance. These indexes may also
improve performance when using ACM (Alternate Catalog Mapping).

The following index recommendations are provided by product name and DB2 catalog table. Define all index columns in
ascending order (ASC).

WARNING

These recommendations are general suggestions based on functionality; the performance impact you
experience can vary based on product usage. We do not guarantee any performance improvement as a result of
the creation of these indexes. If you do not experience a performance improvement as a result of creating these
indexes, you might want to remove them.

NOTE
DB2 does not allow creation of unique or clustering indexes on catalog tables.

Index Summary by Product Name

The following table provides a summary of the index recommendations by product name, DB2 catalog table, columns, and
skeleton information:

NOTE
In DB2 10 New Function Mode (NFM), the following product indexes can be dropped: CA Bind Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS, CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (SYSDBRM), CA RC/
Query® for DB2 for z/OS (SYSDBRM and SYSSTMT). The tables are no longer populated.

Product Table Columns Skeleton DDL in
CDBASRC

Improves performance
when ...

CA Bind Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSDBRM NAME, PDSNAME CATDBR02 Generating bind cards.
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CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

SYSPACKAGE NAME, COLLID CATDKX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

SYSRELS IXNAME, IXOWNER CATDLX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

SYSTABLES DBNAME, TSNAME,
TYPE

CATDTX08 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

SYSTABLESPACE NAME, CREATOR CATDSX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSFIELDS TBCREATOR, TBNAME,
COLNO, FLDPROC

CATFLD01 Running against tables
that have FIELDPROC
definitions.

CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSTABLESPACE DBNAME, NAME, DBID,
OBID, PSID

CATDSX03 Running DML activity
reporting.

CA Plan Analyzer® for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSDBRM PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Explaining plans or
using statement, plan, or
package reporting.
If plans are not bound
with DBRM's, use the
package only option
when explaining plans
and skip this index.

CA Plan Analyzer® for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSSTMT
 

PLNAME, NAME,
STMTNOI, STMTNO,
SECTNOI, SECTNO,
SEQNO

CATSTM04 Explaining plans.
If plans are not bound
with DBRM's, use the
package only option and
skip this index.

CA RC/Migrator™ for
DB2 for z/OS

SYSDBRM PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Using the BIND analysis
option.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSDBRM NAME CATDBR03 Generating package and
plan reports.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSFOREIGNKEYS TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Generating reports
that contain referential
integrity information.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSINDEXPART STORNAME,
IXCREATOR, IXNAME,
PARTITION

CATDRX04 Retrieving indexes
related to a storage group
with the SG/DI report.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSSTMT NAME, PLNAME CATSTM05 Generating package and
plan reports.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABAUTH TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Generating user
authorization reports.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLEPART IXNAME, IXCREATOR,
PARTITION

CATDPX03 Generating index partition
list reports using the PL
command.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLEPART STORNAME, DBNAME,
TSNAME, PARTITION

CATDPX04 Retrieving tablespaces
related to a storage group
with the SG/DI report.
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CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLES NAME, CREATOR CATDTX06 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLES DBNAME, TSNAME,
TYPE

CATDTX08 Retrieving tables that are
defined by tablespace.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLESPACE NAME, CREATOR CATDSX04 Generating reports that
contain DB2 view object
data.

CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

SYSVIEWS NAME, CREATOR CATVVX03 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSCOLAUTH GRANTEETYPE,
GRANTEE, GRANTOR

CATACX04 Retrieving column-level
security information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSDBAUTH GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATADH01 Retrieving database-level
security information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSPACKAUTH GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATKAX01 Retrieving package-level
security information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSPLANAUTH GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAPH01 Retrieving plan-level
security information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSRESAUTH GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAGH01 Retrieving resource-level
security information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABAUTH TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Retrieving table security
information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABAUTH TTNAME, TCREATOR,
TIMESTAMP,
SCREATOR,
STNAME, GRANTOR,
GRANTEETYPE

CATDTA04 Retrieving table security
information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABLES TYPE, CREATOR, NAME CATDTX07 Retrieving table security
information.

CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSUSERAUTH GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAUH01 Retrieving user-level
security information.

CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSCOLAUTH TNAME, CREATOR,
COLNAME, GRANTEE,
GRANTEETYPE

CATACX03 Retrieving column-level
security information or
when using ACM.

CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSCOLUMNS NAME, TBNAME,
TBCREATOR

CATDCX01 Altering table columns or
when using ACM.

CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSFOREIGNKEYS TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Editing tables with foreign
keys or when using ACM.

CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

SYSTABAUTH TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Editing tables with the
Perform Authorization
Checking profile option
set to Y or when using
ACM.
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CA Report Facility SYSDBRM PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Determining whether
there is a valid static
query.

CA Report Facility SYSPACKAGE COLLID CATKKX01 Determining whether
there is a valid static
query.

CA Report Facility SYSTABLES LOCATION, CREATOR,
NAME, TYPE

CATDTX01 Selecting tables for a
query.

CA Report Facility SYSTABLES LOCATION, NAME,
TYPE

CATDTX02 Selecting tables for a
query.

CA Report Facility SYSTABLES LOCATION, CREATOR,
TYPE

CATDTX03 Selecting tables for a
query.

CA Report Facility SYSTABLES LOCATION, TYPE CATDTX04 Selecting tables for a
query.

CA Report Facility SYSTABLES NAME, CREATOR CATDTX06 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

RI Manager Value Pack
component

SYSFOREIGNKEYS TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Listing foreign keys
and converting system-
defined RI.

RI Manager Value Pack
component

SYSRELS TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDLX02 Defining relationships.

CA SYSVIEW®

Performance
Management Option for
DB2

SYSPACKSTMT STMT_ID CATDKS01 Displaying static
statement text for
EXPLAIN. This index
applies starting in DB2 10
NFM.

Index Summary by DB2 Catalog Table

The following table provides a summary of the index recommendations by DB2 catalog table, product name, columns, and
skeleton information:

NOTE
In DB2 10 New Function Mode (NFM), the SYSDBRM and SYSSTMT tables are no longer populated and these
indexes can be dropped.

Table Product Columns Skeleton DDL in
CDBASRC

Improves performance
when ...

SYSCOLAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEETYPE,
GRANTEE, GRANTOR

CATACX04 Retrieving column-level
security information.

SYSCOLAUTH CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

TNAME, CREATOR,
COLNAME, GRANTEE,
GRANTEETYPE

CATACX03 Retrieving column-level
security information or
using ACM.

SYSCOLUMNS CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

NAME, TBNAME,
TBCREATOR

CATDCX01 Altering table columns or
using ACM.

SYSDBAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATADH01 Retrieving database-level
security information.
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SYSDBRM CA Bind Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

NAME, PDSNAME CATDBR02 Generating bind cards.

SYSDBRM CA Plan Analyzer® for
DB2 for z/OS

PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Explaining plans or
using statement, plan, or
package reporting.
If plans are not bound
with DBRM's, use the
package only option
when explaining plans
and skip this index.

SYSDBRM CA RC/Migrator™ for
DB2 for z/OS

PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Using the BIND analysis
option.

SYSDBRM CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

NAME CATDBR03 Generating package and
plan reports.

SYSDBRM CA Report Facility PLNAME, NAME CATDBR01 Determining whether
there is a valid static
query.

SYSFIELDS CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

TBCREATOR, TBNAME,
COLNO, FLDPROC

CATFLD01 Running against tables
that have FIELDPROC
definitions.

SYSFOREIGNKEYS CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Generating reports
that contain referential
integrity information.

SYSFOREIGNKEYS CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Editing tables with foreign
keys or using ACM.

SYSFOREIGNKEYS RI Manager Value Pack
component

TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDRH03 Listing foreign keys
and converting system-
defined RI.

SYSINDEXPART CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

STORNAME,
IXCREATOR, IXNAME,
PARTITION

CATDRX04 Retrieving indexes
related to a storage group
with the SG/DI report.

SYSPACKAGE CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

NAME, COLLID CATDKX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

SYSPACKAGE CA Report Facility COLLID CATKKX01 Determining whether
there is a valid static
query.

SYSPACKAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATKAX01 Retrieving package-level
security information.

SYSPACKSTMT CA SYSVIEW for DB2 STMT_ID CATDKS01 Displaying static
statement text for
EXPLAIN. This index
applies starting in DB2 10
NFM.

SYSPLANAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAPH01 Retrieving plan-level
security information.

SYSRELS CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

IXNAME, IXOWNER CATDLX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

SYSRELS RI Manager Value Pack
component

TBNAME, CREATOR,
RELNAME

CATDLX02 Defining relationships.
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SYSRESAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAGH01 Retrieving resource-level
security information.

SYSSTMT CA Plan Analyzer® for
DB2 for z/OS

PLNAME, NAME,
STMTNOI, STMTNO,
SECTNOI, SECTNO,
SEQNO

CATSTM04 Explaining plans.
If plans are not bound
with DBRM's, use the
package only option and
skip this index.

SYSSTMT CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

NAME, PLNAME CATSTM05 Generating package and
plan reports.

SYSTABAUTH CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Generating user
authorization reports.

SYSTABAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Retrieving table security
information.

SYSTABAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

TTNAME, TCREATOR,
TIMESTAMP,
SCREATOR,
STNAME, GRANTOR,
GRANTEETYPE

CATDTA04 Retrieving table security
information.

SYSTABAUTH CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS

TCREATOR, TTNAME,
GRANTEETYPE

CATATX02 Editing tables with the
Perform Authorization
Checking profile option
set to Y, or using ACM.

SYSTABLEPART CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

IXNAME, IXCREATOR,
PARTITION

CATDPX03 Generating index partition
list reports using the PL
command.

SYSTABLEPART CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

STORNAME, DBNAME,
TSNAME, PARTITION

CATDPX04 Retrieving tablespaces
related to a storage group
with the SG/DI report.

SYSTABLES CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

DBNAME, TSNAME,
TYPE

CATDTX08 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

SYSTABLES CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

NAME, CREATOR CATDTX06 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

SYSTABLES CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

DBNAME, TSNAME,
TYPE

CATDTX08 Retrieving tables that are
defined by tablespace.

SYSTABLES CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

TYPE, CREATOR, NAME CATDTX07 Retrieving table security
information.

SYSTABLES CA Report Facility LOCATION, CREATOR,
NAME, TYPE

CATDTX01 Selecting tables for a
query.

SYSTABLES CA Report Facility LOCATION, NAME,
TYPE

CATDTX02 Selecting tables for a
query.

SYSTABLES CA Report Facility LOCATION, CREATOR,
TYPE

CATDTX03 Selecting tables for a
query.

SYSTABLES CA Report Facility LOCATION, TYPE CATDTX04 Selecting tables for a
query.
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SYSTABLES CA Report Facility NAME, CREATOR CATDTX06 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

SYSTABLESPACE CA Chorus™ for DB2
Database Management

NAME, CREATOR CATDSX04 Using the Topology
Viewer and Object
Relationship Reports.

SYSTABLESPACE CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS

DBNAME, NAME, DBID,
OBID, PSID

CATDSX03 Running DML activity
reporting.

SYSTABLESPACE CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

NAME, CREATOR CATDSX04 Generating reports that
contain DB2 view object
data.

SYSUSERAUTH CA RC/Secure™ for DB2
for z/OS

GRANTEE, GRANTOR CATAUH01 Retrieving user-level
security information.

SYSVIEWS CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS

NAME, CREATOR CATVVX03 Generating reports on
objects that have an
underscore as part of the
name or when CREATOR
is not specified or has a
low cardinality.

Bind Product Packages and Plans

The Bind Product Packages and Plans task lets you generate the following types of BIND tasks:

• Bind all product packages and plans locally and remotely
• Bind only product packages for maintenance locally and remotely
• Bind all product plans on a single local subsystem
• Bind only product packages for maintenance on a single local subsystem

This task must be executed under the following circumstances:

• Every time you install products into a DB2 subsystem.
• When applying SMP/E maintenance and the RECEIVE Exception SYSMOD Data Report indicates that new DB2

objects are needed or existing DB2 objects have changed.
• When migrating to New Function Mode (NFM) from any other mode. In this circumstance, you must first update the

subsystem DB2 version and mode in the SETUPxx parmlib member before you execute this task.

NOTE
SMP/E PTF HOLDDATA may contain rebind IDs that are listed in the RECEIVE SUMMARY REPORT printed
by SMP/E RECEIVE. However, it is not valid to select individual members from the CDBASKL1 library. All of the
rebind IDs must be processed together as as set to properly update the DB2 catalog with the correct package
versions. Be sure to execute this task for each PLANSxx member in parmlib that you intend to use for a given
DB2 subsystem. You will have to choose unique names for the generated JCL members.

To bind product packages and plans

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Bind Product Packages and Plans task and press Enter.
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The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.
4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.

The Bind Product Packages and Plans panel appears.
5. Specify an option (0, 1, 2, or 3):

NOTE
All options bind on the selected local subsystem. Options 0 and 1 also bind on all remote subsystems based
on values.

Press Enter.
The BIND control cards are generated in batch when the job is run, and written to a temporary data set. You must
choose unique names for the JCL members generated.

6. Submit the generated JCL for execution.

NOTE
The scope of the generated bind job is influenced by the Remote Protocol (SSPROTCL) and DRDA Remote
Binds (SSREMOTE) settings you specify for the local subsystem in the SETUPxx parmlib member and by
the selected option for this task.

Typical Bind Scenarios

We recommend that you bind the product packages and plans using DRDA protocol. With DRDA, packages and plans are
bound on the local subsystem, but the packages are also bound and executed on the remote subsystem. DRDA remote
binds can be accomplished while connected to the local or remote subsystem.

Following are examples of typical bind scenarios that can occur during the post-installation and customization processing:

Example: Performing a New Install with DRDA Protocol and Remote Data Access

When you are performing a new base install with DRDA protocol and remote data access, use the following process to
bind packages locally and remotely and all plans locally.

1. Prepare the SETUPxx parmlib member for each local subsystem as follows:
– Specify DRDA for Remote Protocol (SSPROTCL) and YES for DRDA Remote Binds (SSREMOTE) on the local

subsystem.
– Add the local subsystem and each remote subsystem to the location list for the local subsystem.

NOTE
The same SETUPxx parmlib member should include a subsystem section for each remote location, with
each subsystem section also specifying DRDA for Remote Protocol.

2. Generate and execute the Bind Product Packages and Plans DB2 customization task with bind task 0.

NOTE
You must execute the Bind Product Packages and Plans task with option 0 every time you perform a base
install of all products into a DB2 subsystem.

The generated job creates and executes a temporary file of commands that will bind all packages locally and remotely
and all plans locally. You can now run the product on the local subsystem and access data on all remote subsystems
using the DRDA protocol.

NOTE
If you have several remote subsystems assigned to a given local subsystem, you may find that this job
becomes too large, or one or more of the subsystems may not be active. If this occurs, change the SETUPxx
member DRDA Remote Binds option (SSREMOTE) to NO for each subsystem and use bind task 0 to
generate and execute the bind job separately on each local and remote subsystem.

Example: Accessing Remote Data from a Local Subsystem
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In this example, we assume you have bound packages and plans only locally on a subsystem with DRDA. To access
remote data from that local subsystem, do the following:

• Make sure that the remote subsystems are included in the SETUPxx parmlib member location list for the local
subsystem.

• Make sure that each remote subsystem has its own subsystem section in the same SETUPxx member, each
specifying Remote Protocol (SSPROTCL) DRDA.

• Specify DRDA Remote Binds (SSREMOTE) YES for the local subsystem and generate and run the Bind Product
Packages and Plans task using option 0 (Bind all product packages and plans) locally and remotely. Alternatively, you
can specify DRDA Remote Binds (SSREMOTE) NO for the local subsystem and then generate and run a bind job
separately for each subsystem.

Example: Using a Remote Subsystem with DRDA as a Local Subsystem

NOTE
If you have already bound packages with DRDA on a remote subsystem and now want to use that subsystem as
a local subsystem, bind the product plans on that subsystem using Bind Packages and Plans task option 2 (Bind
all product plans only).

Example: Using a Remote Subsystem with Newer Versions of DB2

When the remote subsystem has a newer version of DB2 than the local subsystem, some of the product packages cannot
be bound remotely while connected to the local subsystem. If you specified YES for DRDA Remote Binds (SSREMOTE)
in your SETUPxx parmlib member and option 0 for the bind packages and plans task, when the job is generated, it omits
the remote subsystems with newer versions of DB2.

To bind packages on a remote subsystem with a newer version of DB2 than the local subsystem, select the newer
versioned subsystem as the local subsystem in the SETUPxx parmlib member and generate and execute bind task option
0 or 2.

Example: Binding Changed Packages for Maintenance for a Service Pack or PTF

NOTE
To bind changed packages for maintenance from a Service Pack or PTF, generate and execute Bind Product
Packages and Plans option 1 (bind only product packages for maintenance). Make sure that the SETUPxx
member has DRDA Remote Binds (SSREMOTE) YES specified for the local subsystem.

Copy Plan Authorizations

The Copy Plan Authorizations task locates the users that currently have EXECUTE authority on plans from a previous
installation. Statements are created to grant EXECUTE authority to the same users on the new plans for the products
being installed.

The grantor of EXECUTE authority on plans in the previous installation will be the same grantor used for plans in the new
installation. The Copy Plan Authorizations task ascertains the necessary authority to grant EXECUTE authority on the new
installation plans based on whether the grantor has the following privileges:

• EXECUTE authority WITH GRANT OPTION
• SYSADM authority
• Plan ownership

If the grantor does not hold any of these privileges, the grant is skipped and a message is issued that identifies the grantor
and plan.

WARNING
Execute this task only if you are upgrading to a new version of one or more products. This task must be run
once when you install a new base release (if you already have a previous release installed). Or, when you
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have renamed your plans in the release you are upgrading from. Do not execute this task when installing
maintenance or applying individual PTFs.

To copy plan authorizations

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Copy Plan Authorizations task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
The Copy Authorizations panel appears.

5. Specify an existing data set name and PLANSxx member name that you want to copy from the previous version of
products. Indicate whether to use the same value on all DB2 subsystems and press Enter.
The copy plan authorizations JCL is generated and the Process DB2 Tasks panel appears. The following processing
occurs:
– Finds DB2 authorities on DB2 plans associated with prior versions of the products.
– Generates control statements to grant those authorities to the DB2 plans corresponding to the new versions of

those products.
– Executes the control statements using the Batch Processor.

6. Submit the generated JCL for execution.

Grant users authority to use the Space Calculator through the Product Authorizations Facility after installation. This task
must be done even if you copy plan authorizations. See Grant Product Authorizations for information about granting the
proper authorities.

Free Obsolete Packages and Plans

The Free Obsolete Packages and Plans task lets you free an entire set of plans and packages or free old package
versions for a set of plans.

The list of products that will have plans and packages freed is determined by the loadlib specified for PTILIB. The version
of the plans and packages that will be freed is determined from the PLANSxx member.

Execute this task when you are removing an older release or freeing a separate environment that you no longer need.

WARNING
Do not execute this task using your current, active PLANSxx parmlib member, except when you want to remove
access to a specific DB2 subsystem.

NOTE

The FREE task jobs are driven by a PLANSxx parmlib member the same way that the products are controlled by
a PLANSxx member. For example, when the input PLANSxx member does not contain an entry for a particular
product plan, the plan's default name is used. If you inadvertently free needed plans, run the Bind Product
Packages and Plans task to restore the missing plans and packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Free Obsolete Packages and Plans task and press Enter.
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The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.
4. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.

The INS DB2 Task - Free Product Plans panel appears.
5. Specify one of the following options on the command line and indicate whether to use the same values for all DB2

subsystems:
– Type 0 and specify the list of obsolete plan names to be used by the task job with the following fields:

• Specify the name of the PLANS member from the previous version of DB2 products in the PLANSxx member
name field. This member should exist in the specified parmlib data set.

• Specify the name of the DSNAME member from the previous version of DB2 products in the DSNAMExx
member name field. This member should exist in the specified parmlib data set. The PTILIB listed in this
member is used to determine the release of CA DB2 product for which packages will be freed.

• Specify the data set name of a library containing the required PLANSxx and DSNAMExx parmlib members.
This option does not free packages that are being referenced by other plans not identified by the input PLANSxx
member. The task frees packages only for the release of products that correspond to the CDBADBRM data set
listed in the DSNAMExx member in the parmlib you specify. Select this option when you are removing an older
release or freeing a separate environment that you no longer need. You should not execute this task using your
current, active PLANSxx parmlib member, except when you want to remove access to a specific DB2 subsystem.

– Type 1 and specify how many package versions to keep when cleaning up packages within the current set of
product plans (1 to 9) in the Keep field.

Press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.
The generated JCL compares the resultant plan names to the DB2 catalog and frees the appropriate plans and
packages. Option 1 only frees versions of packages for which newer versions have been added by maintenance. Only
packages in the current release will be freed.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears.

Grant PUBLIC Access to Global Defaults

The Grant PUBLIC Access to Global Defaults task is optional and grants execute access to Public for the global defaults
plan name, which provides access to the global defaults facility (GLBLDEF command) in CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/
OS or CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS. If you do not plan to use this facility, you do not need to execute this task.

Execute this task each time you install products into a DB2 subsystem, and whenever the global defaults plan name
changes (for example, when upgrading to a new release of the product).

NOTE
These defaults are not the same as the RC/Object defaults (accessed by the DEFAULTS command).

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Grant Public Access to Global Defaults task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select the member to process and press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Submit the generated JCL for execution.
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Grant PUBLIC Access to General Services Plan

The Grant PUBLIC Access to Global Defaults task is optional and grants execute access to Public for the general services
plan in batch.

Execute this task each time you install products into a DB2 subsystem and whenever the general services plan name
changes (for example, when upgrading to a new release).

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Grant Public Access to General Services Plan task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select the member to process and press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Submit the generated JCL for execution.

Convert the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) Tables (Optional)

The Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) Table Conversion Task migrates data from older (release 15.0 or earlier) ACM
tables to the new tables. Column values are also converted as needed to support post-r15.0 functionality.

The following table data is migrated:

• PTI.PTALT_ACM_0610 to PTI.PTALT_ACM_0160

• PTI.PTALT_SYSTBL_0610 to PTI.PTALT_SYSTBL_0160

Run this task only when your site uses ACM and you are upgrading from r15.0 or earlier. If either of the following
conditions apply, do not run this task:

• You are installing CA products for DB2 for z/OS for the first time. The correct tables will be created when you set up
ACM at your site.

• You are upgrading from release 16.0 or later. The tables have already been migrated.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following SQL query to determine whether the old ACM tables still contain data: 

SELECT DISTINCT USERID FROM PTI.PTALT_ACM_0610

If the query outcome is an empty result set, there is no data to migrate. Skip the rest of this procedure.
If the result set indicates that the old tables still contain data, continue to Step 2.

2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

3. Select one or more subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select the ACM Table Conversion Task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Press Enter.
The JCL is generated and written to the output data set shown in the pop-up window. The Process DB2 Tasks panel
appears.

6. Type J next to the task and press Enter.
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The JCL executes. When the job completes successfully, SQLCODE=000 is issued.

Product Specific DB2 Tasks

CA Compile/PRF DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you installed CA Compile/PRF, the CA Compile/PRF Table Conversion Utility task is provided to convert the data from
previously installed product tables to the tables for the current version.

WARNING
Execute this task only if you have a previous version of CA Compile/PRF installed and you want to have the
information from your current installation converted to this version. If there is no previous version installed,
this task fails. The installed version does not necessarily need to be installed on the current subsystem, but to
access remote data, the subsystems must be attached through DDF.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.

The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.

The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.
4. Select the Compile/PRF Table Conversion Utility task and press Enter.

The Compile/PRF Table Conversion panel appears. The subsystem and product plan name to be used for this
conversion task are displayed at the top.

5. Enter data in the fields as needed (product version, DB2 location, environment, and so on and press F3.
You might not want to convert to this subsystem if you need an empty CA Report Facility system. If you do not convert
to a CA Report Facility system, you must execute the PRF (PRF Table Initialization Utility-PRFINIT/PRFX) task to
prepare the CA Report Facility tables for use.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears.
Upon successful completion, the tables for this version will be populated with the data from the currently installed
product tables. Success is noted by a zero return code from QRFYC## and the SYSOUT DD output will end with:
ALL DATA HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM VERSION ## AND IS AVAILABLE FOR USE

Failure of this task will have the tables for this version only partially populated with the data from the currently installed
product tables. Failure is noted by a return code of 8 from PRFYC## and the SYSOUT DD output will end with a
suitable ERROR. message.
The SYSOUT DD will contain audit records of the progress of the conversion.

CA Database Analyzer DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you installed CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, execute the Install/Upgrade Customization task to customize
your installation for the version of CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS you are using.

NOTE
If you do not have a CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS license, skip these steps. This product can
appear in the executable tasks lists due to the auto-select process during installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
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2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select the Database Analyzer - Install/Upgrade Customization task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
The PDA Customization panel appears.

6. Complete the following fields:
– Repeat this selection menu for each subsystem

Specifies whether to repeat the selection menu for each subsystem that is installed under the selected PTISYSxx
member. Specify Y if all subsystems are not on the same CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS version.
Specify N if all subsystems are the same CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS version. If Y, unique JCL is
generated for each subsystem. If N, the generated JCL is the same for all subsystems.

– Prior Database Analyzer version
Specifies the current CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS environment to use on the subsystem. Select the
appropriate option for the task you are performing. Options are provided for installing CA Database Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS for the first time, or upgrading from a previously installed release.

Press Enter.
The next PDA customization panel appears.

7. Type 1 and press Enter.
Customization information for the selected environment is shown.

8. Read and perform the tasks indicated in the member.
9. Press F3 to generate the JCL.

The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.
10. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.

A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears.

CA Endevor SCM for DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you are installing CA Endevor SCM for DB2, complete the following CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OSDB2 catalog
customization tasks:

• Load and Customize Model Services
• Load the Automapping Mask Services Table
• Load the Ruleset table

CA Merge/Modify DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

The ALOGRANGE Table Conversion task converts data in the ALOGRANGE table from previously installed versions to
the ALOGRANGE_1700 table. CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS uses this table to store change accumulation data.

The following tables are changed:

• PTI.ALOGRANGE table is converted to PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700.
• PTI.ALOGFILE table is updated: the VERSION column is set to X’01’ for the converted rows.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.

The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.
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3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Select the ALOGRANGE Table Conversion task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Select an entry or multiple entries and press Enter.
The Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears. When the job completes, the tables for the current
version are populated with the data from the previous tables. 

CA Plan Analyzer DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

Generate JCL for the following DB2 tasks for each subsystem on which you have installed CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for
z/OS:

Install/Upgrade CA Plan Analyzer

When upgrading from a previous release of CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, conversion steps might be required to
load expert system rules from the previous version. This process deletes the necessary rows and then loads the new rules
and recommendations.

NOTE
If you are installing for the first time or applying maintenance, this conversion is not required.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the PPA Plan Analyzer - Install/Upgrade Customization task and press Enter.
The PPA Load and Optional Upgrade panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
– Previous Version of PPA

Specifies the version of CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS from which you want to reload the expert system rules.
For a new installation, leave this field blank.

– Temporary dataset name prefix
Specifies a data set high-level qualifier (to be used for a temporary data set when loading or upgrading the Expert
Systems Rules table).

– Use the same value for all DB2 Subsystems being processed
Specifies whether to use the same value for all DB2 subsystems being processed.

Press PF3.
The JCL is generated and the Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Type J to submit the JCL for execution.
A message appears when the job completes successfully.

Install CA Plan Analyzer Stored Procedure

If you installed CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, execute this task to permit users with limited EXPLAIN authority to
perform CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS EXPLAINs. This task will DROP and CREATE the PPA stored procedures.

The high-level.CDBALOAD (LOAD) must be present in each DB2 subsystems WLM where the CA Plan Analyzer® for
DB2 for z/OS stored procedure is expected to run.
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NOTE
This functionality is activated by a CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS profile option. If the profile option is not
set, the product continues to perform EXPLAIN processing as it has in the past, without the use of a stored
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the PPA Plan Analyzer Stored Procedure Installation task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

4. Press Enter.
The JCL is generated and the Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.

5. Type J to submit the JCL for execution.
A message appears when the job completes successfully.

CA RC/Migrator DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

Complete the following DB2 catalog customization tasks for CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator):

  

Load and Customize the Model Services Table

This task loads the default utilities into the CA RC/Migrator model services table. Model services enable specific attributes
in CA RC/Migrator and CA RC/Update to be specified during processing. These attributes include:

• The model ID to load and whether to delete the existing model (@DEFAULT is the default)
• The ID to use as the CREATOR ID for the selected model ID (this ID is the administrator for Model Services)
• The tape name unit name to use for the selected model ID
• The generic disk unit name to use for the selected model ID
• The symbolic prefix to use for the data set names that are generated for output when a utility is invoked during

analysis. To ensure uniqueness in the generated data set names, we recommend that you use the following automatic
symbolics in the Batch Processor DSN mask setting:
%USERID..%DSNQUAL2..%DSNQUAL3

NOTE
For more information, see model services in the CA RC/Migrator documentation.

• Whether to use Broadcom or IBM utilities during analysis. IBM utilities are selected by default.
• Whether to use the same values for all DB2 subsystems being processed

WARNING

Execute this task the first time you install CA RC/Migrator into a DB2 subsystem. If you execute it again on the
same subsystem, the default utilities are reloaded into the model services table under whatever creator and
name have been chosen. If you are installing product maintenance, only execute this task when the applied
maintenance explicitly states that you must do so. If you are installing CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA
RC/Update) and CA RC/Migrator is already installed, do not execute this task again.

NOTE
 We recommend that you keep an unchanged version of the default model for every release. Use SHARE
OPTION Y so that it cannot be modified. To identify changes that have been made, you can compare this
version with the previous release version. Then, apply the differences to any customized models that you want
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to bring them up-to-date with the new release. To exploit model changes in the current release, see CA RC/
Migrator Upgrade Considerations in the installation upgrade documentation. For more information identifying
model changes, see How You can Identify @DEFAULT Model Changes in the CA RC/Migrator documentation. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
4. Select the RCM LOAD AND CUSTOMIZE THE MODEL SERVICES TABLE task and press Enter.
5. Press Enter to generate JCL for the selected task.

The Model Service Customization panel appears.
6. Specify customization values as noted in the description of this task and press Enter.
7. Browse (B), edit (E), or submit the generated JCL (J) and then press Enter. If you specified J, a message indicating

that the job has been submitted appears.

Upon successful completion, the appropriate tables are updated. Success is noted by a zero return code.

Load the Automapping Mask Services Table

Execute this task to initialize the automapping mask services table and load the @DEFAULT automapping mask set
that CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS uses during DB2 object comparisons. From this task, you can also define a mask
services administrator for the specified subsystem. Having a mask set by release helps you understand what has changed
and ensures that you are not overlaying your own mask set. The install mask set has a unique creator that matches
the Broadcom release.

WARNING

Execute this task on each DB2 subsystem on which you are installing CA RC/Migrator and CA RC/Compare. If
it is executed again on the same subsystem, it overwrites any customization that you might have made. If you
are installing product maintenance, only execute this task when the applied maintenance explicitly states it is
needed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
4. Select the LOAD THE AUTOMAPPING MASK SERVICES TABLE task and press Enter.
5. Press Enter to generate JCL for the selected task.

The Automapping Mask Setup panel appears.
6. Enter the user ID for the @DEFAULT mask set, then press Enter. This user can update the @DEFAULT mask set. You

can use the same user ID for all subsystems.
7. Browse (B), edit (E), or submit the generated JCL (J) and then press Enter. If you specified J, a message indicating

that the job has been submitted appears.

Upon successful completion, the appropriate tables are updated. Success is noted by a zero return code.

Load the Rule Set Table

This task creates and loads the @DEFAULT rule set that is used by the Compare Facility during DB2 object comparisons.
Rule sets are used to specify which object types and attributes to include or exclude from a compare. Once the
@DEFAULT rule set exists, it can be browsed, deleted, templated, and updated from CA RC/Migrator using compare rule
database services.
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WARNING

Execute this task the first time you install CA RC/Migrator into a DB2 subsystem. If it is executed again on the
same subsystem, it adds another @DEFAULT rule set into the rule set table.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
4. Select the LOAD THE AUTOMAPPING MASK SERVICES TABLE task and press Enter.
5. Press Enter to generate JCL for the selected task.

The Rule Set Setup panel appears.
6. Enter the user ID for the @DEFAULT rule set, then press Enter. This user can update the @DEFAULT rule set. You

can use the same user ID for all DB2 subsystems.
7. Browse (B), edit (E), or submit the generated JCL (J) and then press Enter. If you specified J, a message indicating

that the job has been submitted appears.

Upon successful completion, the appropriate tables are updated. Success is noted by a four return code. If the return code
is zero, the job may have been executed on the subsystem previously.

Install the SQL Stored Procedure Processor Task

Install SQL stored procedure processor task to enable the migration of SQL stored procedures. This task installs the
stored procedure processor (RMRSSP). RMRSSP defines and builds an SQL stored procedure. CA RC/Migrator
generates a call from the Batch Processor interface to RMRSSP to migrate SQL stored procedures whenever the
necessary SQL source and build options are available in the DB2 catalog for the source subsystem. RMRSSP defines
and builds an SQL stored procedure by acting as a front end to DSNTPSMP, an IBM SQL stored procedure processor.
This task copies the RMRSSP REXX EXEC into a target DB2 subsystem EXEC library that you can customize for your
environment. 

WARNING

 A WLM environment must exist with NUMTCB=1 for the RMRSSP, RMRTPE, and RMRSQPE stored
procedures. RMRTPE and RMRSQPE are optional. Use the JCL that is generated from RMRSSP for RMRTPE
and RMRSQPE, changing all RMRSSP references to RMRTPE or RMRSQPE, respectively. These stored
procedures coexist in the same WLM environment.

 Follow these steps:   

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
4. Type V (view) next to the Install RCM SQL Stored Procedure Processor task to learn more about this task before

execution. 
5. Select the Install RCM SQL Stored Procedure Processor task and press Enter.
6. Press Enter to generate JCL for the selected task.

The RMRSSP Install panel appears.
7. Identify the WLM environment in which RMRSSP is to execute and the name of the EXEC library that is accessible to

that environment. You can also indicate whether to use an explicit.AUTH statement.
Press Enter.

NOTE
 This information is needed for each subsystem on which you plan to install RMRSSP.

8. Browse (B), edit (E), or submit the generated JCL (J) and then press Enter. If you specified J, a message indicating
that the job has been submitted appears.
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RMRSSP is defined in the DB2 subsystem and copied to the specified EXEC library. This library must be accessible to
the WLM environment that is used by RMRSSP.

NOTE
 If RMRSSP already exists, the copy fails. Remove the existing version.

9. Customize the RMRSSP REXX stored procedure to enable use of the VD diagnostic facility. The VD diagnostic is
specified in the Rmrssp control tag. This tag is supplied to RMRSSP as:
<SspRmrssp> VD </SspRmrssp>

10. Search for the EDITHERE text string and make the changes noted to enable further diagnostic processing when
failures occur. Remember to submit the customized JCL.

(Optional) Install the Table Process Exit Stored Procedure

You can install the optional Table Process Exit Stored Procedure (RMRTPE). RMRTPE resets identity column numbering
after a table reload. When a table that is involved in an alter, compare, or in-place migration strategy contains an identity
column, RMRTPE is called before the table is dropped to save the MAXASSIGNEDVAL of the identity column with +1
added to that value. MAXASSIGNEDVAL is stored as an internal sequence object. Once the table is recreated and
loaded, RMRTPE is called again to retrieve the value that was saved from the first call. Behind the scenes, an ALTER
TABLE, ALTER column RESTART WITH is executed.

NOTE

 Saving the MAXASSIGNEDVAL of the identity column with +1 added, may not be appropriate for your site. For
example, this value might not be appropriate if the identity column is defined with:

• A descending increment
• An increment other than 1
• A CYCLE
• A MINVALUE or MAXVALUE that matches MAXASSIGNEDVAL

There may be other site-specific requirements that would also make this change invalid.

We recommend that you review RMRTPE and make changes as necessary so that it addresses the
requirements of your environment.

RMRTPE restarts numbering for identity columns of a recreated table after it is loaded.

NOTE

 A WLM environment must exist with NUMTCB=1 for RMRTPE.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install RMRTPE as a DB2 stored procedure on each subsystem (define RMRTPE to DB2 and copy the REXX source
to the proper EXEC library). Sample JCL is provided in hlq.CDBASAMP(RCMCUST).

NOTE
 You can also use the JCL that was generated from RMRSSP, changing all RMRSSP references to
RMRTPE. These stored procedures coexist in the same WLM environment.

2. Customize your model for CA RC/Migrator using the Model Services profile option. Add the following steps to the
@DEFAULT model:
a. Add step GETIDENT:

#IF(%SQLPOSB)

.CALL PROCEDURE PTI.RMRTPE

.DATA

GETIDCOLS %CREATOR %OBJECT %DSNQUAL2..%DSNQUAL3

.ENDDATA

#ENDIF
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b. Add step SAVIDENT:
#IF(%SQLPOSA)

.CALL PROCEDURE PTI.RMRTPE

.DATA

PUTIDCOLS %CREATOR %OBJECT %DSNQUAL2..%DSNQUAL3

.ENDDATA

#ENDIF

c. Define authorizations to enable CA RC/Migrator jobs to create sequences.
CA RC/Migrator uses this model to generate the .CALL PROCEDURE statements that are required to execute the
REXX stored procedure. The stored procedure creates job-temporary DB2 sequences.

The following BPA077E messages might display under certain circumstances:

BPA0077E: 4 = RC from RMRTPE "GETIDCOLS". The MAXASSIGNED value is NULL or not available for identity column

 in table tb-creator.tb-name. The RESTART WITH value will not be set for that column.

BPA0077E: 4 = RC from RMRTPE "PUTIDCOLS". The temporary SEQUENCE used to hold the RESTARTWITH value for the

 identity column in table tb-creator.tb-name could not be found. The RESTART WITH value will not be set for

 that column.

If you receive the first message, it means that:

• The table was newly recreated, but empty
• The RESTART WITH attribute of the table was altered by an ALTER TABLE statement, but no rows have been

inserted yet through an SQL INSERT
• The table was newly recreated and populated with a LOAD utility, but no rows have been inserted yet through an SQL

INSERT.

If you receive the second message, it means that the temporary sequence that should have been created in the
GETIDCOLS step was not created. This can occur because the GETIDCOLS step failed or was subsequently deleted
before running the PUTIDCOLS step in the REXX EXEC.

(Optional) Install the Sequence Process Exit Stored Procedure

Install the Sequence Process Exit (RMRSQPE) DB2 stored procedure to restart numbering of sequence objects
after the object is recreated. RMRSQPE prevents duplicates for altered sequences. It is called before and after any
sequence object is dropped and recreated. The procedure restarts numbering for the sequence object from the previous
MAXASSIGNEDVAL after the sequence object is recreated.

The object is reset to its previous MAXASSIGNEDVAL value so that the sequence object resumes. RMRSQPE is a
REXX procedure in the installation CLIST library (hlq.CDBACLS0). RMRSQPE is called using the Batch Processor .CALL
PROCEDURE statement before and after any sequence object is dropped and recreated.

NOTE
 A WLM environment must exist with NUMTCB=1 for RMRSQPE.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install RMRSQPE as a DB2 stored procedure on each subsystem (define RMRSQPE to DB2 and copy the REXX
source to the proper EXEC library). Sample JCL is provided in hlq.CDBASAMP(RCMCUST).

NOTE
You can also use the JCL that was generated from RMRSSP, changing all RMRSSP references to
RMRSQPE. These stored procedures coexist in the same WLM environment.

2. Customize your model for CA RC/Migrator using the Model Services profile option. Add the following steps to the
@DEFAULT model:
a. Add step GETMXSGN:

#IF(%SQLPOSB
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  #IF(%OBJDISP,NE,ALTER)

.CALL PROCEDURE PTI.RMRSQPE

.DATA

GETMAXASSIGNEDVAL %CREATOR %OBJECT %DSNQUAL2..%DSNQUAL3

.ENDDATA

#ENDIF

b. Add step PUTMXSGN:
#IF(%SQLPOSA)

  #IF(%OBJDISP,NE,ALTER)

    #IF(%DSNQUAL3,NE,%BLANK) 

.CALL PROCEDURE PTI.RMRSQPE

.DATA

PUTMAXASSIGNEDVAL %CREATOR %OBJECT %DSNQUAL2..%DSNQUAL3

.ENDDATA

    #ENDIF

  #ENDIF

#ENDIF

c. Define authorizations to enable CA RC/Migrator jobs to create sequences.
CA RC/Migrator uses this model to generate the .CALL PROCEDURE statements that are required to execute the
REXX stored procedure. The stored procedure creates job-temporary DB2 sequences.

CA RC/Query DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you have installed CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS, review the product customization member and initialize the CA
RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS report table task when you install CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS into a DB2 subsystem or
when you move to a new release of CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS. This task will add default entries into the CA RC/
Query® for DB2 for z/OS Report Description Table. It will also add default Extended Query Facility (EQF) entries for CA
RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS into the EQF table.

This task does not need to be executed if you are installing maintenance for CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS.

CA RC/Secure DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you have installed CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, complete the following steps:

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.

 

• Execute the CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS initialize department definition table DB2 catalog customization task the
first time you install CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS into a DB2 subsystem.
To check if the department table has been initialized, run the following query. If the value returned is 18 or higher, the
Department table has been fully initialized.
SELECT COUNT(*)  FROM PTI.PTRCS_DPTDEF_0200

  WHERE DB2ID = '*';

If the value returned is 0, the table has not been initialized. If the value is greater than 1, the Department table has
been initialized and further modified from the default initial values. This would indicate existing usage of Department
security.

WARNING
If departmental security is not being used, this task must be executed.

After this task has been executed, you do not need to ever execute it again. However, if it is executed a second time, it
will insert duplicate data in the Department Definition Table.
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NOTE
The default entries provided for this table provide the maximum privilege for all object types to be defined in
any domain for any department and DB2 subsystem.

CA Recovery Analyzer DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you installed CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, review and execute the following DB2 catalog customization
tasks:

• PRA - Define PRA Table Backup GDG Datasets
• PRA - Setup PRA#LOAD Batch JCL
• PRA - Load Disaster Recovery Backup Types Table

Define PRA Table Backup GDG Data Sets

If you installed CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, select and execute the Define PRA Table Backup GDG
Datasets task to create generation data group (GDG) data sets that are used to back up tablespaces whenever
PRA#LOAD is run in CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. The GDG base data sets must exist before the
PRA#LOAD job is executed.

WARNING
This task must be executed on each DB2 subsystem into which CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS is
being installed. Once this task has been performed for a given DB2 subsystem, it never needs to be performed
again. If it is ever performed again, it will fail because it will try to define GDG base data sets that already exist.
This task does not need to be performed when maintenance is being installed.

To create GDG base data sets

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Define PRA Table Backup GDG Datasets task and press Enter.
The Generate JCL For DB2 Tasks panel appears for the selected subsystem.

NOTE
Select only one DB2 subsystem at a time. If you select multiple subsystems, the information for the
additional subsystems will not be processed correctly.

4. Press Enter.
The Create Recovery Analyzer GDG Base Data Sets panel appears.

5. Edit the fields to create the generation data group (GDG) data sets that are used to back up the CA Recovery
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS tablespaces whenever PRA#LOAD is run. See the online help for more information about
these fields.

6. Press PF3 to process.

Set Up PRA LOAD Batch JCL

If you installed CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, select and execute the Set Up PRA#LOAD Batch JCL task
to load the CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS tables with information necessary for a recovery. The tables are
loaded with catalog and DASD information used to generate recovery JCL. This job (PRA#LOAD) gathers the information
necessary to display and recover tablespaces and indexspaces.

The PRA#LOAD job retrieves the database name and storage group name for the tables and indexes it creates from the
target DB2 system's global parmlib SETUPxx member. These values are used to create objects when required.
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WARNING
If you use names other than the defaults (PTDB for the database name and PTSG for the storage group), you
must put the customized values in the SETUP member.

To set up PRA#LOAD batch JCL

1. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Subsystems panel appears.

2. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
The Select DB2 Tasks panel appears.

3. Select the Setup PRA#LOAD Batch JCL task and press Enter.
The Create Recovery Analyzer Batch JCL panel appears.

4. Enter data in the fields as needed to specify the GDG model DSCB data set name and high-level for the CA Recovery
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS table backup data sets and press F3.

NOTE
This must be the same high-level qualifier that you specified in the Define PRA Table Backup GDG Datasets
task. For more information about these fields, see the online help. The PRA#LOAD job should be scheduled
to run at least once a day to ensure the catalog and DASD information is up to date.

The data is processed, the JCL is generated, and the Process DB2 Tasks panel appears.
5. Type J to submit the generated JCL for execution.

A message appears indicating successful completion.

Load Disaster Recovery Backup Types Table

If you installed CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, execute the PRA Load Disaster Recovery Backup Types
Table task to load the default disaster recovery backup types into the CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS disaster
recovery backup type table.

Consider the following:

• You must execute this task for each DB2 subsystem into which CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS is being
installed. Once this task has been executed for a specific DB2 subsystem, it never needs to be performed again. If it is
executed again, it will delete all rows from the Disaster Recovery Backup Type table and reinsert the default types.

• This task does not need to be performed when maintenance is being installed.

CA Report Facility DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

Use the Table Initialization Utility and the Table Conversion Utility to customize your installation of CA Report Facility.

Table Initialization Utility (PRFINIT/PRFX)

Select and execute the PRF Table Initialization Utility (PRFINIT/PRFX) task if any of the following statements are true:

• You are installing CA Report Facility for the first time.
• You do not want to use data from a previously installed version.
• You want to re-open user enrollment after conversion by rebuilding the DEFAULT user profile.

NOTE

Do not run this step if you want your current DEFAULT user profile to remain unchanged.

As initialization of the CA Report Facility tables is possible also through the Table Conversion Utility, it is necessary to
specify whether the initialization should be executed for each subsystem. Initialization of a subsystem after conversion
causes the DEFAULT user to be rebuilt and opens enrollment to CA Report Facility for all users.
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Upon successful completion of this task, the tables for this version of CA Report Facility will be populated with a control
record, a DEFAULT user profile, and the DEFAULT language record.

Table Conversion Utility (PRFCNVRT)

Select and execute the PRF Table Conversion Utility (PRFCNVRT) task to convert existing tables for use by a new
version of CA Report Facility. See the online help for detailed information about the values you can specify.

This task replaces existing alignment codes with the default specification (blank) in the following cases:

• L will be replaced for character data fields
• R will be replaced for numeric data fields

These changes will be made to fields in any freeform text area definitions (such as block forms and page headers). This
will not affect the output of the report in any manner. It will, however, change the value that is displayed in the applicable
build panel.

You can indicate that you want to use the input parameters for all CA Report Facility subsystems being installed, or
indicate specific parameters for each subsystem. At anytime during the process, you can enter Y in the Use these controls
for all subsystems field to convert the remaining subsystems using the current values on the panel. This would be useful
for subsystems that contain a previous version of CA Report Facility (using the LOCAL location), or a conversion process
that takes all source data from a single previous installation.

CA SQL-Ease DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you installed CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS, execute the Generate JCL for the PPA (CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS) install/upgrade customization task for each subsystem on which you have installed CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS.

CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks

If you installed CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2, execute the following DB2 catalog
customization task to customize a data collector. There is one data collector task for each DB2 subsystem. Execute the
task on each applicable DB2 subsystem.

This task includes the following outputs:

• JCL to run the data collector task as a batch job or started task.
• SOURCE library members containing common customized members for each DB2 subsystem. The SOURCE

members contain the DB2 subsystem ID as the first part of the member name.
• Exception definition data set, if not using a common exception definition data set.
• Set of online history files, if desired.
• OBID table population from DB2 Catalog
• Configuration for XManager to run Data Collector in XManager address space

NOTE
If you are migrating from a previous release, you should still go through the post install process. When
necessary, you will be prompted for information from the previous release so that the information can be
migrated to the new release. For migration information, see the installation upgrade articles.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu.
2. Type 3 (Tasks) on the Post-Install Tailoring panel and press Enter.
3. Select a subsystem or multiple subsystems and press Enter.
4. Select the CA SYSVIEW for DB2: DB2 Specific Install Tasks task and press Enter.
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A panel appears for you to specify more installation information.
5. Enter data in the fields as needed. See the online help for each panel for detailed information about these fields.

When you press Enter on the last panel, the specified data is saved in the parmlib in member db2ssidVARS and a set
of customized install JCL is generated in the CDBASAMP library. The Generate JCL for DB2 Tasks panel appears.

6. Type J next to the task to submit the generated JCL for execution.
A message indicating that the job has been submitted appears. Ensure that each step completes with a return code of
zero. If non-zero return codes are encountered, correct any errors and resubmit from the top.

7. Grant DB2 privileges to the data collector.
– Ensure that the data collector (whether run as a started task or batch job) has the appropriate DB2 authority to

perform the necessary tasks. The authorization ID that the data collector task runs under, whether as a started task
or a batch job, requires MONITOR and TRACE privileges.

– Issue a GRANT EXECUTE on the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 System Tables EXPLAIN plan name (IDBSPLAN in the
DB2 Tools PARMLIB(PLANSxx) member) for the authorization ID of the data collector.
Data collector tasks do not execute the plan, but IBM requires the plan name allocation to collect IFCID 401 data
from DB2. The IDGRANT member contains a sample GRANT EXECUTE statement. 

WARNING
We recommend using the explain plan name that is specified in the PLANSxx member. Do not override
the value in the PLANSxx member by specifying a value in the EXPLAIN-PLAN-SYSIBM or EXPLAIN-
PLAN-USERQUAL parameter in the data collector SYSPARMS. If you specify a plan name for EXPLAIN-
PLAN-SYSIBM or EXPLAIN-PLAN-USERQUAL in the data collector SYSPARMS, the data collector and
online explain attempt to allocate threads with those plan names, instead of the names specified in the
PLANSxx member.

– SYSCTRL authority is needed for the data collector if you cancel threads in DB2 using the Thread Termination
\Dynamic DSNZPARM value pack component.

– SYSCTRL authority and the appropriate Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM authority are needed for the
data collector if you customize exceptions to issue Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM commands.

– The SOURCE data set, generated during the product-specific post-installation processing, contains a sample
member, IDGRANT. This member contains SQL GRANT statements for granting the necessary authority to a data
collector authorization ID. Edit this member and change the user ID to the ID that is used for the data collector task.
You can execute the GRANTs using SPUFI or other similar dynamic SQL program.

Once the DB2 privileges have been granted, you can start a data collector and user interface. Once these tasks are
fully initialized, you can invoke the user interface from the product with which you are working.

Summary of Objects
Most of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS create DB2 objects during installation that are used
during product execution. A list by product is provided:

NOTE

The DB2 object summary content is restricted. To view it, login using your CA Support Online credentials. To
maintain the objects, see Object Maintenance.

• Batch Processor Objects
• CA Compile/PRF Objects
• CA Database Analyzer Objects
• CA Detector Objects
• CA Endevor SCM for DB2 Objects
• General Facilities Objects (used by all products)
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– RI Manager Objects 
• CA Log Analyzer Objects
• CA Merge/Modify Objects
• CA Plan Analyzer Objects
• CA RC/Extract Objects
• CA RC/Migrator Objects
• CA RC/Secure Objects
• CA RC/Update Objects
• CA Recovery Analyzer Objects
• CA Report Facility Objects
• CA SQL-Ease Objects
• CA Subsystem Analyzer Objects
• Utilities Objects
• Object Maintenance 

Batch Processor Objects

The following DB2 objects are created for the Batch Processor interface during installation.

• PTITSBP2 (tablespace)
Batch Processor restart log.

• BPLOG_0203 (table)
Tracks sync points during script execution by the Batch Processor.

• BPLOG_0203_INDEX (index)
Batch Processor index.

These objects are used by CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, CA Compile/PRF, CA Report Facility, CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA
SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS.

The following columns are provided in the BPLOG_0203 table:

• BPLOG_BPID
Contains the value of the BPID parameter that is specified on the control command.

• BPLOG_TIMESTAMP
Contains the time at which this record was logged.

• BPLOG_SYSID
Contains the current DB2 subsystem ID, which Batch Processor was running under when this record was logged.

• BPLOG_USERID
Contains the current user ID that Batch Processor was executing at the time this log record was logged.

• BPLOG_MESSAGE
Contains messages that are issued from the MSG LOG command or internally. These messages reflect the current
status of the Batch Processor script.

• BPLOG_STATUS
Contains the current or ending status of a Batch Processor script.

• BPLOG_TYPE
Contains the log record type:
– S (sync-point record)
– M (log message from MSG command)

• BPLOG_SYNCID
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Contains the last successfully executed sync point number from a SYNC command.
• BPLOG_ST_CREATOR

Contains the owner user ID of the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS managed input strategy being executed.
• BPLOG_ST_NAME

Contains the name of the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS managed input strategy being executed.
• BPLOG_UTILITY_ID

Contains the utility ID that is used to execute a DB2 utility.

NOTE
This ID is the utility ID that is used when running the Batch Processor with the TERMUTIL option of
the .OPTION command.

• BPLOG_UTILITY_SSID
Contains the DB2 subsystem ID in which the current utility is executing.

• BPLOG_LPAR
Contains the target LPAR where the migration request executes for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management.

• BPLOG_TRGSSID
Contains the target SSID where the migrated object is created for CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management.

• BPLOG_CONFED
Contains the Object Framework Services agent (OFA) that is used to submit the migrate request for CA Chorus™ for
DB2 Database Management.

• BPLOG_DESCR
Contains the system-generated or user-specified description of the object that is being migrated for CA Chorus™ for
DB2 Database Management.

CA Compile/PRF Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for CA Compile/PRF. These objects and the Batch Processor
objects are used during product execution.

The # (pound sign) in the object name represents an internal table identifier. The identifiers are listed in the corresponding
product DDL in hlq.CDBASKL0(PRFDDL).

• PTQRH# (tablespace)
Host variable definitions.

• PTQRF_HST_# (table)
Host variable definitions.

• PTQRF_HST_# (index)
Host variable definitions.

• PTQRJ# (tablespace)
User job cards.

• PTQRF_JOB_# (table)
User job cards.

• PTQRF_JOB_# (index)
User job cards.

• PTQRK# (tablespace)
User-defined PF keys.

• PTQRF_KEY_# (table)
User-defined PF keys.

• PTQRF_KEY_# (index)
User-defined PF keys.

• PTQRM# (tablespace)
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Registered modules.
• PTQRF_MOD_# (table)

Registered modules.
• PTQRF_MOD_# (index)

Registered modules.
• PTQRR# (tablespace)

Region profile definitions.
• PTQRF_RGN_# (table)

Region profile definitions.
• PTQRF_RGN_# (index)

Region profile definitions.
• PTQRU# (tablespace)

User profiles.
• PTQRF_USR_# (table)

User profiles.
• PTQRF_USR_# (index)

User profiles.

CA Database Analyzer Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. These objects and
the Batch Processor objects are used during product execution.

The # (pound sign) in the object name represents an internal table identifier. The identifiers are listed in the corresponding
product DDL in hlq.CDBASKL0.

• PTITSTXT (EQF tablespace)
– PTSQL_TEXT_# (EQF tables)

• PTRALGT7 (catalog statistics tablespace)
– PTLOG_CTSTATS_# (catalog statistics table)
– PTLOG_CATIX_# (catalog statistics index)
– PTLOG_RDAMSG_# (audit messages table)
– PTLOG_DASTATS_# (maintenance statistics table)

• PTTSRCD7 (cardinality statistics tablespace)
– RACD_STATS_# (table)
– RACD_IX_# (index)
– RACD_IX2_# (index)

• PTTSRCL7 (column statistics tablespace)
– RACL_STATS_# (table)
– RACL_IX_3 (index)

• PTTSRCR7 (procedures tablespace)
– RACP_PROCD_# (table)
– RACP_IX_# (index)
– RACR_PROC_# (procedure definition table)

Contains extract and action procedures.
– RACR_IX_# (index)
– RACA_CONN_# (extract/action connection table)
– RACA_IX_# (index)

• PTTSREP7 (execution procedures tablespace)
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– RACN_CONN_# (Exec/ext/report connections table)
– RACN_IX_# (index)
– RAEP_PROC_# (execution procedures table)

Contains execution procedures.
– RAEP_IX_# (index)

• PTTSRFQ7 (frequency statistics tablespace)
– RAFQ_STATS_# (table)
– RAFQ_IX_# (index)

• PTTSRIK7 (index column statistics tablespace)
– RAIK_STATS_# (table)
– RAIK_IX_# (index)

• PTTSRIX7 (index statistics tablespace)
– RAIX_STATS_# (table)
– RAIX_IX_# (index)
– RAIX_IX2_# (index)

• PTTSRRP7 (tablespace queries)
– RARP_PROCD_# (table)
– RARP_IX_# (index)

• PTTSRTB7 (table statistics tablespace)
– RATB_STATS_# (table)
– RATB_IX_# (index)
– RATB_IX2_# (index)

• PTTSRTS7 (tablespace statistics tablespace)
– RATS_STATS_# (table)
– RATS_IX_# (index)
– RATS_IX2_# (index)

• PTTSRVL7 (volume statistics tablespace)
– RAVL_STATS_# (table)
– RAVL_IX_# (index)
– RAVL_IX2_# (index)
– RAVL_IX3_# (index)

• PTTSUTL7 (utility history file tablespace)
– RAUT_HIST_# (table)
– RAUT_HIST_IX_# (index)

• PTTSROS7 (tablespace)
– RAOS_PROC_# (table)

RTOS EQF online extract definition processing support. This table is always empty.

We recommend that you complete the following actions as part of maintaining your system environment:

1. Delete old actions in the RACR_PROC_# table.
2. Delete old execution procedures in the RAEP_PROC_# table.
3. REORG and image copy the tables.

To maintain statistical tables:

1. Execute the following SQL statements for records that are not object dependent:

DELETE FROM PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_# WHERE LOG_ID = 'RDAMSG' AND LOG_TIMESTAMP < 'value'

DELETE FROM PTI.PTLOG_RDAMSG WHERE RAEX_TIMESTAMP < 'value'
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– value
Specifies a character that is defined as YYYYMMDDHHMMSSDD.

2. REORG and image copy the tablespace.
During processing, activity is logged in PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_# and PTI.PTLOG_RDAMSG table .

Cardinality Statistics (RACD_STATS_xxxx)

The RACD_STATS_xxxx cardinality statistics table contains statistics that are related to the cardinality or distinctness of
the first index column or group of index columns.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per group of index key columns cardinality:

• One row or more for each nonpartitioned index
• One row or more for each index partition and one aggregate row per group (part=0)

The following table describes the index for RACD_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RACD_IX_xxxx N RACD_TIMESTAMP_D
RACD_IX2_xxxx N RACD_SYSID, RACD_DBNAME,

RACD_TSNAME, RACD_PARTITION

The following table describes each column in the cardinality statistics table. The corresponding IBM statistics are found in
DB2 SYSCOLDIST/SYSCOLDISTSTATS.

Field Name Type Description
RACD_CARDF FLOAT Number of distinct values for the table

column
RACD_COLGROUPNO VARCHAR (254) Key column sequence. This information

is useful when the column is an index
key column. The sequence is an array of
hexadecimal values that represent the table
column number of each concatenated index
key.

RACD_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name
RACD_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action

chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RACD_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
RACD_NUMCOLUMNS SMALLINT Number of concatenated columns
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RACD_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number
RACD_PARTITION SMALLINT Partition number
RACD_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RACD_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 subsystem that contains the table for

this column
RACD_TBNAME VARCHAR(18) Table name
RACD_TBOWNER CHAR(8) Table creator
RACD_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RACD_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RACD_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RACD_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RACD_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

Frequency Statistics (RAFQ_STATS_xxxx)

The RAFQ_STATS_xxxx frequency statistics table contains statistics that are related to the frequency of occurrence for
first index column values. These statistics are also related to groups of index column values.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per group of index key column frequency data values, as follows:

• One row or more for each nonpartitioned index
• One row or more for each partition of an index and one aggregate row per group (part=0)

The following table describes the indexes for RAFQ_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RAFQ_IX_xxxx N RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D
RAFQ_IX2_xxxx N RAFQ_SYSID, RAFQ_DBNAME,

RAFQ_TSNAME, RAFQ_PARTITION,
RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each column in the frequency statistics table. Corresponding IBM statistics are found in DB2
SYSCOLDIST/SYSCOLDISTSTATS.

Field Name Type Description
RAFQ_COLGROUPNO VARCHAR (254) Key column sequence
RAFQ_COLVALUE VARCHAR (255) Column value (for example,

RACL_VALUE1 - 10)
RAFQ_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name
RAFQ_FREQUENCYF FLOAT Percentage of rows with values

RAFQ_COLVALUE. A value of 1 indicates
100 percent. A value of .15 indicates 15
percent.

RAFQ_IXCREATOR CHAR(8) Index creator
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RAFQ_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAFQ_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action

chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RAFQ_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
RAFQ_NUMCOLUMNS SMALLINT Number of concatenated columns
RAFQ_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number
RAFQ_PARTITION SMALLINT Partition number
RAFQ_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAFQ_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 subsystem that contains the table for

this column
RAFQ_TBNAME VARCHAR(18) Table name
RAFQ_TBOWNER CHAR(8) Table creator
RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAFQ_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RAFQ_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RAFQ_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAFQ_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

Index Column Statistics (RAIK_STATS_xxxx)

The RAIK_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics for columns used in indexes. These statistics are gathered when the
Column Statistics field is A or I on the Build Extract Procedures panel.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per index key column, as follows:

• One row for each nonpartitioned index key column
• One row for each partition of an index key column and one aggregate row (part=0)

The following table describes the indexes for RAIK_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RAIK_IX_xxxx N RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D, RAIK_TBOBID,

RAIK_COLSEQ
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RAIK_IX2_xxxx N RAIK_SYSID, RAIK_IXUSER,
RAIK_IXNAME, RAIK_PART,
RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each field in the RAIK_STATS_xxxx table:

Column Name Type Description
RAIK_COLCARD_F FLOAT Number of distinct values in the column
RAIK_COLSEQ SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the

table
RAIK_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database that contains the index
RAIK_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAIK_IXUSER CHAR(8) User who created the index
RAIK_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action

chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RAIK_PART SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAIK_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical partition number (if applicable)
RAIK_SEQNO SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the key
RAIK_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAIK_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 subsystem that contains the index
RAIK_TBOBID SMALLINT Table OBID
RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAIK_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace that contains the table the index

is defined on
RAIK_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RAIK_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIK_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

Indexspace Statistics (RAIX_STATS_xxxx)

The RAIX_STATS_xxxx table contains the statistics that are collected at the indexspace level.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains the following information:
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• One row for each unpartitioned index
• One row for each index partition

The following table describes the indexes for RAIX_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Nonunique Indexed Columns
RAIX_IX_xxxx N RAIX_SYSID, RAIX_CREATOR,

RAIX_IXNAME, RAIX_PART,
RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D

RAIX_IX2_xxxx N RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each field in the RAIX_STATS_xxxx table.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) indicates that the field will be removed in a future release.

Column Name Type Description
RAIX_ACTIVE INTEGER Number of active pages
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN SMALLINT Average length of keys within the index. A

padded index or one with no keys has the
average set to the key length.
If the index was defined as NOT PADDED,
the average key length must be less than
the key length (RAIX_KEYLEN). The key
length includes the overhead bytes to track
variable column lengths. NOT PADDED
indexes taking up more space than an
equivalent PADDED index. The NOT
PADDED length can be found with this
formula:
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN > (RAIX_KEYLEN-
(RAIX_VARCHARS*2))
Note: For more information, see
RAIX_PADDED.

RAIX_AVGLEAF INTEGER Average leaf distance
RAIX_CLUST_10-10M INTEGER Number of rows in the table that fall within

the indicated range of pages away from its
home page.
For rows that are >64 pages, add all the
RAIX_CLUST-70-10M values.

RAIX_CLUSTER_CNT_F FLOAT Number of clustered keys
RAIX_CLUSTER_F FLOAT Total number of unclustered rows
RAIX_CLUSTER_IND CHAR(1) Whether the index is clustered (Y or N),

based on the RAIX_CLUSTERED value
RAIX_CLUSTERED CHAR(1) HEX 80 -- Clustered/descending

HEX A8 -- Clustered/ascending
HEX C0 -- Clustered/unique/descending
HEX E8 -- Clustered/unique/ascending
HEX 40 -- Non-clustered/unique/
descending
HEX 68 -- Non-clustered/unique/ascending
HEX 28 -- Non-clustered/ascending
HEX 00 -- Non-clustered/descending
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*RAIX_CLUSTERRATIO SMALLINT Cluster ratio. Typically, zero (0) indicates an
empty partition.

RAIX_CLUSTERRATIOF FLOAT Cluster ratio. (Same as
RAIX_CLUSTERRATIO except for type.)
Range: 0.0 to 1.0. Typically, zero (0.0)
indicates an empty partition.

RAIX_COLLEN SMALLINT Length of first column
RAIX_CREATOR CHAR(8) Index creator
RAIX_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database of the index
RAIX_DELETD_RIDS_F FLOAT Number of pseudo deleted RIDs
RAIX_EXTENSION_TYPE CHAR(1) Value from SYSINDEXES column

IX_EXTENSION_TYPE. This value is
always one of the following:
blank -- simple index
S -- index on expression
N -- XML node ID index
V -- XML values index

RAIX_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RAIX_EXTRACT_NAME CHAR(8) Extract name
RAIX_EXTRACT_SYSID CHAR(4) SYSID
RAIX_EXTRACT_TYPE CHAR(1) Extract type (AUTOBUILD, ALL IX)
RAIX_EXTRACT_USER CHAR(8) Extract creator
RAIX_FAROFFPOS_F FLOAT FLOAT Number of referenced rows far from

optimum position because of inserts into a
full page

RAIX_FIRSTKEY_F FLOAT Number of distinct values of first key
column

RAIX_FREE_0100-10 INTEGER Number of pages that have the specified
percent free

RAIX_FREEPAGE SMALLINT Index FREEPAGE attribute
RAIX_FREESPACE INTEGER Total amount of free space (in 1 KB)
RAIX_FULLKEY_F FLOAT Number of distinct key values
RAIX_HASH CHAR(1) Value from SYSINDEXES column HASH.

This value is always one of the following:
N -- non-hash
Y -- hash

RAIX_HIGHKEY CHAR(8) Second highest 8 bytes of key
RAIX_HURBA INTEGER HI-USED-RBA from LISTCAT (in 4-KB

pages)
RAIX_INSTANCE SMALLINT Value from SYSTABLESPACE column

INSTANCE. This column indicates the data
set name instance number for the index on
the current base table.

RAIX_IPREFIX CHAR(1) Value from SYSINDEXPART column
IPREFIX. This column indicates the first
character of the indexspace data set name
instance qualifier. This value is always I or
J.
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RAIX_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAIX_IXTYPE CHAR(1) Identifies the index type (2 or blank)
RAIX_KEYLEN SMALLINT Key length. If the index is NOT PADDED,

the key length includes the overhead bytes
to track variable column lengths.

RAIX_KEYS_F FLOAT Number of index entry keys
RAIX_LEAF INTEGER Number of leaf pages
RAIX_LEAFFAR INTEGER Number of splits that the distance between

the new and the original leaf pages is
greater than or equal to 16 pages

RAIX_LEAFNEAR INTEGER Number of splits that the distance between
the new and the original leaf pages is less
than or equal to 16 pages

RAIX_LEAF_1-1M INTEGER Number of leaf pages that are the specified
distance from the next sequential leaf

RAIX_LEVELS SMALLINT Number of levels in the index
RAIX_LOWKEY CHAR(8) Second lowest 8 bytes of key
RAIX_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action

chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RAIX_NONLEAF SMALLINT Number of nonleaf pages
RAIX_NEAROFFPOS_F FLOAT FLOAT Number of referenced rows near from

optimum position because of inserts into a
full page

RAIX_ORDER CHAR(1) Index key order of first key (A or D)
RAIX_PADDED CHAR(1) Index key padded attribute. “Y” means that

the key was defined as PADDED explicitly
or by default (due to DB2 system settings
or DB2 version functionality). “N” means
that the key was defined as NOT PADDED.
These keys do not contain space padding
up to the defined length for each variable-
length key column. The keys contain
overhead bytes to determine each variable
key column length as a prefix to the entire
key.
Note: For more information, see
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN.

RAIX_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Number of DB2 pages per track (in 4-KB
pages)

RAIX_PART SMALLINT Index partition number (if applicable)
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RAIX_PART_LOG SMALLINT Index logical partition number (if applicable)
RAIX_PCTFREE SMALLINT Index PCTFREE attribute
RAIX_PGSIZE SMALLINT Index page size
RAIX_PIECESIZE INTEGER Value from SYSINDEXES column

PIECESIZE. This value is always one of the
following:
The user-specified value in CREATE
INDEX
The default data set size, based on the
object characteristics

RAIX_PQTY_A INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_PQTY_U INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_REORG_LEVELS SMALLINT Number of levels needed for a

reorganization
RAIX_REORG_PAGES INTEGER Number of pages needed for a

reorganization (in 4-KB pages).
*RAIX_RIDCHN_ENTS_F FLOAT Total number of RID chain entries
RAIX_RIDCHN_MAX SMALLINT Largest RID chain found
RAIX_RIDCHN_OCCS_F FLOAT Number of nonunique keys with a RID

chain
RAIX_SELECTED_CONDN SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIX_SPACENAME CHAR(8) Index spacename as defined by DB2 to use

in the underlying VSAM data set name
RAIX_SPARSE CHAR(1) Value from SYSINDEXES column

SPARSE. This column identifies a sparse
index. A sparse index may not have an
entry for each table row. This value is
always one of the following:
N -- non-sparse
Y -- sparse
X -- sparse excluded nulls

RAIX_SQTY_A INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_SQTY_U INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAIX_SUBPAGE SMALLINT Index subpage parameter
RAIX_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 system ID of index
RAIX_TBNAME CHAR(18) Name of the table the index is built on
RAIX_TBUSER CHAR(8) Table creator
RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAIX_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace containing indexed table
RAIX_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RAIX_UNIQUE CHAR(1) Unique rule (U, D, or P), based on the

RAIX_CLUSTERED value
RAIX_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIX_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
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RAIX_VARCHARS SMALLINT Zero (0) if the index is PADDED. Otherwise,
this column contains the number of
variable-length key columns in the index.
The result of multiplying by 2 is the number
of bytes of overhead to track the variable
key column lengths.
Note: For more information, see
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN.

RAIX_VERSND_KEYS_F FLOAT Number of versioned keys
RAIX_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

RAIX_VOLUMES SMALLINT Number of volumes

Table Column Statistics (RACL_STATS_xxxx)

The RACL_STATS_xxxx table column statistics table contains statistics that are collected at the column level.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

 

Each collection date contains rows per column:

• One row per column for each nonpartitioned tablespace
• One row per column for each tablespace partition and one aggregate row for each column (part=0)

The following table describes the index for RACL_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RACL_IX_xxxx N RACL_DBNAME, RACL_TSNAME,

RACL_PART, RACL_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each field in the RACL_STATS_xxxx table:

Column Name Type Description
RACL_COLAVG SMALLINT Average column value
RACL_COLCARD_F FLOAT Number of distinct values in the column
RACL_COLMAX SMALLINT Highest value in the column
RACL_COLMIN SMALLINT Lowest value in the column
RACL_COLNAME CHAR(18) Column name
RACL_COLNULLS INTEGER Whether the column can contain nulls

(0=No, 1-Yes)
RACL_COLSEQ SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the

table
RACL_COLTYPE CHAR(8) Data type of the column
RACL_DBNAME CHAR(8) The database that contains the table
RACL_HIGH1KEY VARCHAR(254) Highest column value
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RACL_HIGH2KEY VARCHAR(254) Second highest column value (similar
to HIGH2KEY statistics stored in
SYSCOLUMNS)

RACL_LENGTH SMALLINT Column length or precision (decimal)
RACL_LOW1KEY VARCHAR(254) Lowest column value
RACL_LOW2KEY VARCHAR(254) Second lowest column value (similar

to the LOW2KEY statistics stored in
SYSCOLUMNS)

RACL_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action
chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RACL_NULL CHAR(1) Whether the column can contain null values
RACL_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RACL_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number (if

applicable)
RACL_SCALE SMALLINT Scale of decimal data
RACL_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RACL_SYSID CHAR(4) The DB2 subsystem that contains the table

for this column
RACL_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
RACL_TBOBID SMALLINT Table OBID
RACL_TBUSER CHAR(8) The user who created the table
RACL_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RACL_TSNAME CHAR(8) The tablespace that contains the table
RACL_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RACL_UDT_COLTYPE VARCHAR(18) If a column type is defined as DISTINCT

(a UDT), this statistic column will retain
the UDT column type. (RACL_COLTYPE
will then contain the base column type.)
Otherwise, the column is left blank.

RACL_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RACL_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

Tablespace Statistics (RATS_STATS_xxxx)

The RATS_STATS_xxxx table describes the statistics that are collected at the tablespace level.
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WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains the following information:

• One row for each unpartitioned tablespace
• One row for each partition of a tablespace

The following table describes the indexes for RATS_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RATS_IX_xxxx N RATS_SYSID, RATS_DBNAME,

RATS_TSNAME, RATS_PART,
RATS_TIMESTAMP_D

RATS_IX2_xxxx N RATS_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each field in the RATS_STATS_xxxx table:

Column Name Type Description
RATS_AVGLEN SMALLINT Average (mean) row length in the

tablespace
RATS_AVGLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual average row length in the tablespace
RATS_BPOOL CHAR(8) Tablespace buffer pool
RATS_CATALOG CHAR(8) Tablespace VSAM catalog
RATS_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database containing the tablespace
RATS_DSSIZE INTEGER Value from SYSTABLESPACE column

DSSIZE. This value is always one of the
following:
The user-specified value in the CREATE
TABLESPACE statement
The default data set size, based on object
characteristics

RATS_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RATS_FREEPAGE SMALLINT Tablespace FREEPAGE attribute
RATS_HURBA INTEGER HI-USED-RBA from LISTCAT or CA

Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
calculation (in 4-KB pages)

RATS_IDMAPS_CNT INTEGER Number of allocated map IDs
RATS_IDMAPS_USED INTEGER Number of used map IDs
RATS_INSTANCE SMALLINT Value from SYSTABLESPACE column

INSTANCE. This column indicates the data
set name instance number for the current
base table.

RATS_IPREFIX CHAR(1) Value from SYSTABLEPART column
IPREFIX. This column indicates the first
character of the tablespace data set name
instance qualifier. This value is always I or
J.

RATS_LHOLE_CNT INTEGER Number of large holes
RATS_LHOLE_SPACE INTEGER Large hole space
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RATS_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action
chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RATS_MAXLEN SMALLINT Maximum row length in the tablespace
RATS_MAXLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual maximum row length in the

tablespace
RATS_MAXPARTITIONS SMALLINT Value from SYSTABLESPACE column

MAXPARTITIONS. This column indicates
the maximum number of partitions a
partition by growth universal tablespace can
grow. The value is zero if the tablespace
is non-partitioned or a range-partitioned
universal tablespace.

RATS_ORGANIZATIONTYPE CHAR(1) Value from SYSTABLESPACE column
ORGANIZATIONTYPE. This value is
always one of the following:
H -- hash
blank -- unknown

RATS_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Pages per track based on device type
RATS_PAGES_ACTIVE INTEGER Number of active pages in the tablespace
RATS_PAGES_FP10-100 INTEGER Number of pages based on a percentage

full
RATS_PAGES_REORG INTEGER Number of pages required for tablespace

reorganization (in 4-KB pages)
For a universal tablespace (UTS) that is
organized by hash, this value shows one of
the following:
Number of hash data pages found (for a
PBR)
Total pages that are allocated (for a PBG)

RATS_PAGESAVE SMALLINT Pages saved due to DB2 compression
RATS_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number
RATS_PART_LOG SMALLINT Tablespace logical partition number
RATS_PCTFREE SMALLINT Tablespace PCTFREE attribute
RATS_PGSIZE SMALLINT Tablespace page size
RATS_PQTY_A INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_PQTY_U INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_ROW_SPACE INTEGER Total row space in the tablespace (in 1 KB)
RATS_ROWS_ARCNT INTEGER Average rows actually counted
RATS_ROWS_ARSPM INTEGER Number of average rows in space map
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RATS_ROWS_DR10-100 INTEGER Number of dropped rows in that area of the
tablespace

RATS_ROWS_DROPC INTEGER Total number of dropped rows
RATS_ROWS_DROPS INTEGER Total amount of dropped space (in 1 KB)
RATS_ROWS_FRCNT INTEGER Full rows actually counted
RATS_ROWS_FRSPM INTEGER Number of full rows in space map
RATS_ROWS_HIGH INTEGER Highest number of rows for any individual

table
RATS_ROWS_LRCNT INTEGER Large rows actually counted
RATS_ROWS_LRSPM INTEGER Number of large rows in space map
RATS_ROWS_RELOC INTEGER Total number of relocated rows
RATS_ROWS_SRCNT INTEGER Small rows actually counted
RATS_ROWS_SRSPM INTEGER Number of small rows in space map
RATS_ROWS_TOTAL INTEGER Total rows in tablespace
RATS_SEG_SIZE SMALLINT Tablespace segment size
RATS_SEG_USED INTEGER Number of used segments
RATS_SELECTED_CONDN INTEGER Internal use only
RATS_SHOLE_CNT INTEGER Number of small holes
RATS_SHOLE_SPACE INTEGER Small hole space
RATS_SMLLEN SMALLINT Smallest row length in tablepsace
RATS_SMLLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual smallest row length in tablespace
RATS_SQTY_A INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_SQTY_U INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RATS_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 system ID of tablespace
RATS_SYSUT1 INTEGER Number of pages required to hold sorted

keys during reorganization
RATS_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RATS_TOT_FREESP INTEGER Total available free space (in 1 KB)
RATS_TOT_TABLES SMALLINT Total tables contained in tablespace
RATS_TOT_UPDATE INTEGER Total updated pages
RATS_TRACKMOD CHAR(1) Value from SYSTABLEPART column

TRACKMOD (N or blank)
RATS_TS_TYPE CHAR(1) Value from SYSTABLESPACE column

TYPE
RATS_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RATS_TYPE CHAR(1) Populates %ROSORT and %ROSYSUT1

when no tablespace extract collection has
occurred

RATS_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RATS_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
RATS_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)
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RATS_VOLUMES SMALLINT Number of volumes

Table Statistics (RATB_STATS_xxxx)

The RATB_STATS_xxxx table contains the statistics that are collected at the table level.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per table, as follows:

• One or more rows for each nonpartitioned tablespace
• One row for each tablespace partition

The following table describes the indexes for RATB_STATS_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Nonunique Indexed Columns
RATB_IX_xxxx N RATB_SYSID, RATB_DBNAME,

RATB_TSNAME, RATB_PART,
RATB_TBNAME, RATB_CREATOR

RATB_IX2_xxxx N RATB_TIMESTAMP_D

The following table describes each field in the RATB_STATS_xxxx table:

Column Name Type Description
RATB_#ROWCOMP INTEGER Number of compressed rows
RATB_AVGLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual average row length found in table
RATB_CREATOR CHAR(8) Table creator
RATB_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database of table
RATB_EXTRACT_NAME CHAR(8) Extract name
RATB_EXTRACT_SYSID CHAR(4) SYSID
RATB_EXTRACT_TYPE CHAR(1) Extract type (AUTOBUILD, ALL TB)
RATB_EXTRACT_USER CHAR(8) Extract creator
RATB_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action

chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. . The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RATB_MAXLEN SMALLINT Calculated maximum row size
RATB_PAGE_RL10-100 INTEGER Number of rows at that length in the table,

1 being the minimum and 100 being the
maximum

RATB_PAGES_USED INTEGER Total pages with active rows
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RATB_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RATB_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number (if

applicable)
RATB_PCTROWCOMP SMALLINT Percent of rows compressed
RATB_PSIZE SMALLINT Table page size
RATB_ROWS_AR10-100 INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that

can fit average rows
RATB_ROWS_FR10-100 INTEGER Number of rows in the indicated area that

are full (fit no rows)
RATB_ROWS_LR10-100 INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that

can fit large rows
RATB_ROWS_PD10-100 INTEGER Number of rows in the indicated area of

the table; the sum of these values equals
RATB_ROWS_TOTAL.

RATB_ROWS_RD10-100 INTEGER Count of relocated row pointers in that area
of the table

RATB_ROWS_RG64 INTEGER Rows > 64 pages away
RATB_ROWS_RL64 INTEGER Rows < 64 pages away
RATB_ROWS_RR10-10M INTEGER Number of relocated rows that distance

from the original page
RATB_ROWS_SPACE INTEGER Total space used by active rows

(in 1 KB)
RATB_ROWS_SR10-100 INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that

can fit small rows
RATB_ROWS_TOTAL INTEGER Total number of rows in the table
RATB_SEGALLOC INTEGER Number of segments allocated for the table
RATB_SMLLEN SMALLINT Calculated minimum row size
RATB_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RATB_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 subsystem ID of the table
RATB_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
RATB_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RATB_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace of the table
RATB_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RATB_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RATB_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

Utility History Statistics (RAUT_HIST_xxxx)

The RAUT_HIST_xxxx table contains utility history statistics. After these statistics are gathered, you can view them
through the Report Procedures or the Query Facility report, Utility History Queries.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains one row per utility and collection date combination.
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The following table describes the index for RAUT_HIST_xxxx:

Index Name U =UniqueN =Non-Unique Indexed Columns
RAUT_HIST_IX_xxxx N UTL_SYSID, UTL_DBNAME,

UTL_TSNAME, UTL_START_DATETIME

The following table describes each field in the utility history table:

Column Name Type Description
UTL_AVG_CPU_BUSY DEC(3 , 1) AVERAGE CPU BUSY as retrieved after

each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_CMD_TEXT VARCHAR

(400)
Command text

UTL_CPU_TIME DEC(7 , 1) CPU TIME retrieved after each DSNUTILB
invocation

UTL_CREATOR CHAR(8) Creator name. If a creator name is not
supplied and one is needed by the utility,
the current SQLID is used. If the current
SQLID is unavailable, the ASXBUSER field
from the ASXB control block is used.

UTL_DB2_LVL CHAR(4) DB2 level
UTL_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name. If a database name is not

supplied and one is needed by the utility,
DSNDB04 is used.

UTL_ELAPSED_TIME DEC(7 , 1) ELAPSED TIME retrieved after each
DSNUTILB invocation

UTL_END_DATETIME TIMESTAMP END DATE retrieved after each DSNUTILB
invocation

UTL_EXCP INTEGER EXCP COUNT retrieved after each
DSNUTILB invocation. This field is currently
not supported.

UTL_IXNAME CHAR(18) Indexspace name
UTL_JOBID CHAR(8) JES job number
UTL_JOBNAME CHAR(8) Job name
UTL_PARTNUM SMALLINT Tablespace or indexspace partition number
UTL_PARTNUM_LOG SMALLINT Logical partitioned tablespace or

indexspace partition number
UTL_PARTNUM2 SMALLINT Second partition number from the control

statement: REORG PART (x:y)
UTL_PARTNUM2_LOG SMALLINT SMALLINT Second logical partition number from the

control statement: REORG PART (x:y)
UTL_RC INTEGER RETURN CODE as retrieved after each

DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_SMFID CHAR(4) SMF ID of system where the job was

previously run
UTL_START_DATETIME TIMESTAMP START DATE as retrieved before each

DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_STEPNAME CHAR(8) Step name
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UTL_SYSID CHAR(4) Subsystem ID
UTL_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
UTL_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
UTL_USER CHAR(8) Job user ID
UTL_UTIL CHAR(8) Utility name

Volume Statistics (RAVL_STATS_xxxx)

The RAVL_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics that are collected at the DASD volume level.

WARNING

Do not update this statistics table using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per volume, as follows:

• One row for each unpartitioned tablespace or index
• One row per volume for each partition of a tablespace or index

The following table describes the indexes for RAVL_STATS_xxxx:

 Index Name U =UniqueN =Nonunique Indexed Columns
RAVL_IX_xxxx N RAVL_TYPE, RAVL_SYSID,

RAVL_CREATOR, RAVL_OBJECT,
RAVL_PART

RAVL_IX2_xxxx N RAVL_TIMESTAMP_D
RAVL_IX3_xxxx N RAVL_TYPE, RAVL_SYSID,

RAVL_CREATOR, RAVL_TSNAME,
RAVL_PART

The following table describes each field in the RAVL_STATS_xxxx table:

Column Name

 Type Description
RAVL_COLLECT_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U,

blank)
RAVL_CREATOR CHAR(8) Object creator (or database name if the row

represents tablespace information)
RAVL_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name of object
RAVL_DSID SMALLINT Identifies which data set (if object has

multiple data sets)
RAVL_EXTALLOC SMALLINT Number of extents still available
RAVL_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RAVL_FREESPACE INTEGER Total free space in object (in 1 KB)
RAVL_INSTANCE SMALLINT Specifies the data set name instance

number for the tablespace/index on the
current base table.
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RAVL_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) Identifies the RTOS Extract Maint Action
chosen when defining the Extract. The
following values are valid:
R -- Reorg
S -- Statistics
C -- Copy
F -- Full Image Copy
I -- Incremental Image Copy
D -- User-Defined
U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were
created before Version 18.0.00 or the
statistics rows were created from a Classic
Mode=Name Extract.

RAVL_OBJECT CHAR(18) Object name
RAVL_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Number of DB2 pages per track (in 4-KB

pages)
RAVL_PART SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAVL_PQTY INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_PQTY_USED INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_SELECTED_CONDN SMALLINT Internal use only
RAVL_SQTY INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages
RAVL_SQTY_ALLOC INTEGER SECQTY allocation amount
RAVL_SQTY_USED INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAVL_SYSID CHAR(4) DB2 system ID of object
RAVL_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP DB2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAVL_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RAVL_TYPE CHAR(2) Object type (TS or IX)
RAVL_TYPE CHAR(1) Used for collection type during extract
RAVL_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAVL_UPDPAGE INTEGER Total number of updated pages
RAVL_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
RAVL_VERSION SMALLINT CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

version that generated this statistic row, in
vvrmm format (example: 02601=2.6.1)

RAVL_VOLSER CHAR(6) DASD volume serial number

CA Detector Objects

The following DB2 objects are created for CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS during installation:

• PDTHS180 (tablespace where all product tables are created)
• PDTSD180 (tablespace - standard activity data)

– PTI.PDT_STANDARD_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_STANDARD_180 (index)

• PDTOB180 (tablespace - statement object data)
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– PTI.PDT_OBJECT_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_OBJECT_180 (index)

• PDTST180 (tablespace - standard activity SQL text)
– PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_180 (index)

• PDTSE180 (tablespace - SQL error data)
– PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_180 (index)

• PDTET180 (tablespace - SQL error SQL text)
– PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_180 (index)

• PDTEV180 (tablespace - SQL error SQL host variables)
– PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_180 (index)

• PDTDR180 (tablespace - Exception SQL data)
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_180 (index)

• PDTDT180 (tablespace - Exception SQL text)
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_180 (index)

• PDTHV180 (tablespace - Exception SQL host variables)
– PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_180 (table)
– PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_180 (index)

PTI.PDT_STANDARD_

The standard activity table contains accounting data values from application, plan name, package/DBRM, and SQL
statement perspectives, depending on the parameters provided to batch reporting. This information provides an
understanding of DB2 application use and resource consumption.

The PDTSTAN member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into the table.

NOTE

• All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTST#.
• The following columns have meaning only when the UNLDKEYS=Y input parameter is specified and

Additional Keys is enabled for the collection:
– CONN_TYPE
– CONN_NAME
– CORRID
– LOCATION
– USERID
– END_USER_ID
– TRANSACTION_ID
– WORKSTATION_ID
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The following table describes the columns in the table PTI.PDT_STANDARD_#:

 Field Name  Data Type  Description 
AA_CNT BIGINT Represents the number of requests

that were sent to the IBM DB2 Analytics
Accelerator.

AA_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Represents the time that the request spent
on the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator.

ABORTS INTEGER Specifies the number of rollbacks issued by
the thread plan.

ARCH_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred archive log-related
wait time.

ARCHWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of incurred archive
log-related waits.

ARCRD_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
due to archive tape read processing.

ARCRDWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
was incurred due to archive tape read
processing.

AT_WCNT BIGINT Specifies the number of times a wait was
incurred while waiting for the completion of
an autonomous transaction.

AT_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated wait time
incurred while waiting for the completion of
an autonomous transaction.

BPGPSYNC DECIMAL(9,2) Reserved.
CHANGEREQ BIGINT Specifies the number of IRLM change

requests.
CLAIM_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting

during drain processing for claims to be
released.

CLAIMFAIL BIGINT Indicates the number of unsuccessful claim
requests.

CLAIMREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of successful claim
requests.

CLAIMWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of times a wait was
incurred while waiting for claims to be
released.

COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
COMMITS INTEGER Indicates the number of commits issued by

the thread plan.
CONN_NAME CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(12) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
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DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/
OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DEADLOCK BIGINT Indicates the number of deadlocks incurred
by the plan, program, or SQL call.

DELETED BIGINT Specifies the number of deleted rows.
DRAIN_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the time spent waiting to acquire a

drain lock.
DRAINFAIL BIGINT Specifies the number of unsuccessful drain

requests.
DRAINREQ BIGINT Specifies the number of successful drain

requests.
DRAINWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a drain lock

wait was incurred.
DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from

the DSGROUP input parameter.
DSS_WTIME DECIMAL (15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting

for a synchronous unit switch for DB2
dataspace manager services.

DSSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait was
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 dataspace manager services.

DYN_DUP BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2
created a duplicate statement instance
in the the statement cache for a dynamic
statement that had literals replaced by
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior. The duplicate
statement instance was needed because
a cache match failed solely due to literal
reuse criteria.

DYN_MATCHED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2 found
a matching reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache during
the prepare of a statement that had literals
replaced because of CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.

DYN_PARSED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2 parsed
dynamic statements. Parsing occurred
because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS
WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect
for the prepare of the statement for the
dynamic statement cache.

DYN_REPLACED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2
replaced at least one literal in a dynamic
statement. Replacement occurred because
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for dynamic statement cache.
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DYN_TEXT_TOKEN CHAR(8) FOR BIT DATA Specifies a uniquely generated value based
on the text of a dynamic SQL statement.
This value corresponds to rows in the
standard activity SQL text and statement
object tables. This value is not dependent
on the collection interval. This column
has meaning only when the RECTYPE is
DYNS.

DYN_USE_COUNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times that the
dynamic SQL statement text was prepared
or immediately executed. This column has
meaning only when RECTYPE is DYNS.

DYNPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

ELAP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed
time consumed while executing stored
procedure requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

ELAP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
consumed while executing user-defined
function requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

END_USER_ID CHAR(16) Specifies the end user identification
supplied by the distributed or RRSAF
application.

ESCALEXC BIGINT Specifies the number of exclusive locking
escalations.

ESCALSHR BIGINT Specifies the number of shared locking
escalations.

FALSEUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends caused
by false contentions for an ending thread.

FETCHED BIGINT Specifies the number of fetched rows.
When the FETCHED value is greater than
the SQL_CALLS value for an SQL_CALL
value of FETCH, then the Multi Row Fetch
DB2 option was used.

GCHNGREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of change requests
for physical locks.

GETP_RIO DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the ratio of getpages to
synchronous read I/O.

GETP_RIO_LONG DECIMAL(11,1) Specifies the ratio of getpages to
synchronous read I/O.

GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests
executed for the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

GETPFAIL BIGINT Identifies the number of failed conditional
getpage requests.
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GIRLMSUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends due to
IRLM global resource contention.

GLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for a lock held by a member in the data
sharing group.

GLOCKFAIL BIGINT Identifies the number of global lock or
change requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock.

GLOCKREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of lock requests for
physical locks.

GLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a lock held by a member in the
data sharing group.

GUNLKREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of unlock requests for
physical locks.

GXESSUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends that
occurred due to MVS XES global resource
contention.

IMWRITE BIGINT Specifies the number of immediate writes
issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

INDB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of CPU time spent
executing within DB2 for the plan, program,
or SQL statement. This value includes
standard CP and zIIP CPU times. This
value can be larger than the corresponding
INDB2_TIME because the zIIP CPU time
component is normalized to equal the time
on a standard CPU.

INDB2_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of elapsed time spent
executing within DB2 for the plan, program,
or SQL statement.

INSERTED BIGINT Indicates the number of inserted rows.
INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred synchronous read I/O

wait time.
IOPFAILBUF BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups

that had a planned degree greater than
one. However, lack of available storage or
contention within the buffer pool prevented
these groups from processing in parallel.

IOPFAILCUR BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
that were not processed in parallel due to
a cursor that can be used for UPDATE or
DELETE processing.

IOPFAILSRT BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups that
were not processed in parallel due to lack
of MVS/ESA sort availability.

IOPGROUPS BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed.
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IOPMAXDEG BIGINT Indicates the maximum degree of
parallelism executed by all processed
parallel groups.

IOPPLANNED BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
with a planned degree that was greater
than one. These groups were successfully
executed to the degree of planned
parallelism.

IOPREDUCED BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
that had a planned degree greater than
one. However, lack of available storage or
contention within the buffer pool prevented
these groups from processing as planned.

IOWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of incurred
synchronous read I/O waits.

IX_SKIPPED BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
skipped because it was not necessary.
DB2 predetermined the outcome of index
ANDing or ORing.

JOIN_LMTD BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
append for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the number
of RIDs exceeded one or more internal
limits.

JOIN_SWITCH BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
append for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RIDPOOL
storage was available to hold the list of
RIDs.

LATCHSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of latch suspensions.
LLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies incurred wait time due to global

contention for L-locks.
LLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait

incurred due to global contention for L-
locks.

LOB_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the amount of time spent waiting
for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

LOBWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of times a wait
incurred for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
LOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the incurred lock/latch wait time.
LOCKREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM lock

requests.
LOCKSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of lock suspensions.
LOCKWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of incurred lock/latch

waits.
LOG_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for log write

I/O.
LOG_WCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait

incurred for log write I/O.
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LPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of list prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

NONZIIP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing stored
procedures on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include
CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine. Because these stored procedures
run entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

NONZIIP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing user-defined
functions on the main application execution
unit. This time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these functions run entirely within
DB2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time

OCS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for
synchronous unit switch for DB2 data set
open, close, or HSM recall.

OCSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 data set open, close, or HSM recall.

ORIO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the other incurred read I/O wait
time.

ORIOWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of other incurred read
I/O waits.

OTHERREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM
miscellaneous requests.

OTHERSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of miscellaneous
suspensions.

OTS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for a
synchronous unit switch for DB2 service
tasks.

OTSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 service tasks.

OWIO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the other incurred write I/O wait
time.

OWIOWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of other incurred write
I/O waits.

PAGEUPDT BIGINT Identifies the number of page updates
issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

PFAILENC BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed in sequential mode because
MVS/ESA enclave services were
unavailable.

PFPAGES BIGINT Identifies the number of pages read from
DASD as a result of prefetch requests.
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PGMCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of packages/DBRMS
executed by the plan.

PGMTYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the program type. The following
values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

PKGE_PLANCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of unique plans that
executed the package/DBRM.

PKGE_STMTCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of unique SQL
statements that the package/DBRM
executed.

PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of thread or
application.

PLATCH_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting due to
page latch contention.

PLATCHWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred due to page latch contention.

PLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the wait time incurred due to
global contention for P-locks.

PLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred due to global contention for P-
locks.

PROC_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing SQL
statements issued by stored procedures
that were processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
PSC_IPREP BIGINT Specifies the number of times that DB2 did

an implicit PREPARE for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). The implicit
PREPARE occurred because the prepared
statement cache did not contain a valid
copy of the prepared statement.

PSC_KDPREP BIGINT Specifies the number of times that DB2
did not PREPARE a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). The statement
was not prepared because the prepared
statement cache contained a valid copy of
the prepared statement.

PSC_MATCH BIGINT Identifies the number of times that DB2
satisfied a PREPARE request by making
a copy of a statement in the prepared
statement cache.
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PSC_NMATCH BIGINT Identifies the number of times that DB2
searched the prepared statement cache
but could not find a suitable prepared
statement.

QUERYREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM query
requests.
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RECTYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the type of record. The following
values are valid:
PLAN -- Contains the totals by plan
for the interval indicated in the record.
These records are equal to the rows in
the online display Planname Summary
Display. These records are written to the
SYSREC data set for REPORT=PLAN and
REPORT=PLANDYNT.
PGM -- Contains the totals by programs
executed within a plan, summarized by
interval. These records are equal to the
rows in the online display Plan Program
Display. These records are written to the
SYSREC data set for the REPORT=PLAN
and REPORT=PLANDYNT.
STMT -- Contains the totals by STMT
executed within a program and plan,
summarized by interval. These records
are equal to the rows in the online display
Plan SQL Display. These records are
written to the SYSREC data set for the
REPORT=PLAN.
PKGE -- Contains the totals by program
within the package, summarized by interval.
These records are equal to the rows in the
online display Package/DBRM Summary
Display. These records are written to the
SYSREC data set for REPORT=PROG and
REPORT=PROGDYNT.
 
PKGS -- Contain the totals by statement for
a given package, summarized by interval.
For example, the getpage count reflects
the number of getpages done on behalf of
the STMT while running within the PGM
(from the PGM field). These records are
equal to the rows in the online display
Package/DBRM SQL Display. These
records are written to the SYSREC data set
for REPORT=PROG and REPORT=SQL.
 
DYNS -- Contains the totals by statement
for a dynamic SQL statement, summarized
by interval. For example, the getpage
count would reflect the number of getpages
done on behalf of the particular dynamic
SQL statement. When REPORT=DYNT,
these records are equal to the rows in the
online display Dynamic SQL Summary
Display. When REPORT=PLANDYNT
or REPORT=PROGDYNT these
records are equal to the rows in the
online Plan Dynamic SQL Summary
Display or Pgm Dynamic SQL
Summary Display. These records are
written to the SYSREC data set for
REPORT=DYNT, REPORT=PLANDYNT,
and REPORT=PROGDYNT.
 
PKGP -- Contains the totals by plan for a
given package, summarized by interval.
For example, the getpage count reflects the
number of getpages done on behalf of the
PLAN while executing the PGM (from the
PGM field). These records are equal to the
rows in the Package/DBRM Plan Display.
These records are written to the SYSREC
data set for REPORT=PROG.
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REOPT BIGINT Specifies the number of times the access
path for static and dynamic SQL queries
and subqueries was reoptimized at run
time.

RID_FLIM BIGINT Identifies the number of times RID list
processing failed due to RID list processing
limits.

RID_FSTG BIGINT Identifies the number of times RID list
processing failed.

RID_LIMIT BIGINT Identifies the number of times a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVRFLW BIGINT Identifies the number of times a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no
RIDPOOL storage was available to hold the
list of RIDs.

RID_USED BIGINT Identifies he number of times RID list
processing was used by the plan, program,
or SQL call.

SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

SERV_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred service wait time.
SERVWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of incurred service

waits.
SLS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies he number of times a wait

incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
the DB2 SYSLGRNG recording service.

SLSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for a synchronous unit switch for the DB2
SYSLGRNG recording service.

SMSG_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for messages to be sent to other members
in the data sharing group.

SMSGWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait was
incurred for sending messages to other
members in the data sharing group.

SP_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures that were processed in a DB2
stored procedure/WLM address space.

SP_ELAP_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the elapsed time spent in stored
procedure requests processed in a DB2
stored procedure/WLM address space. This
time includes time executing SQL.

SP_SQL_CNT BIGINT Identifies the number of SQL performed by
stored procedures.

SP_SQL_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the elapsed time spent executing
SQL using stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space.
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SP_TCB_WAIT DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent waiting
for an available TCB, before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.

SP_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy the stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/
WLM address space. This time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

SP_Z_DB2_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space while
executing on an IBM specialty engine.

SP_Z_TOT_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
used to satisfy stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine.

SPFAILBUF BIGINT Identifies the number of times that the
parallelism coordinator had to bypass a
DB2 when distributing tasks. The bypass
occurred because there was not enough
buffer pool storage on one or more DB2
members.

SPFAILCNO BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed on a single DB2 because the
coordinator subsystem parameter was set
to NO.

SPFAILRRRS BIGINT Identifies the number of parallel groups
executed on a single DB2 because the plan
or package was bound with an isolation
value of repeatable read or read stability.

SPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of sequential prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

SPPLANNED BIGINT Identifies the number of parallel groups
that DB2 intended to run across the data
sharing group.

SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Identifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_CALLS INTEGER Specifies the number of SQL calls that the

plan or program executed.
SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to

view activity for.
STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that

the DB2 precompiler generates.
STMTCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of SQL statements

executed by the plan.
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SYNCREAD BIGINT Identifies the number of synchronous read
I/O issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement. This count is for all buffer pools
accessed.

TIMEOUT BIGINT Identifies the number of lock time-outs
incurred by the plan, program, or SQL call.

TOTAL_WAITCNT INTEGER Identifies the total incurred waits.
TOTAL_WATTIM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the total incurred wait time.
TR_NEST_ZIIP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time

consumed on an IBM specialty engine while
executing triggers on a nested task.

TR_NESTED DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on a
nested task. This time does not include
CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

TR_NST_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
expended executing triggers on a nested
task.

TRANSACTION_ID CHAR(32) Specifies the end user transaction
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

TRIG_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
expended executing triggers on the main
application execution unit.

TRIG_NONZIIP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on the
main application execution unit. This time
does not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.

UDF_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

UDF_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

UDF_ELAP_SQL DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent executing
SQL using user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space.

UDF_ELAP_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent executing
user-defined function requests processed
in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM address
space. This time includes time executing
SQL.

UDF_SQL_CT BIGINT Specifies the number of SQL performed by
user-defined functions.
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UDF_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/
WLM address space. This time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

UDF_WAIT_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB, before the user-defined
function could be scheduled.

UDF_Z_DB_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space while
executing on an IBM specialty engine.

UDF_Z_TT_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine.

UNACC_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time incurred executing SQL
that is not accounted for by the IFCID
accounting fields. This field has no specific
meaning but can indicate the amount
of SQL execution time not specifically
accounted for by the IFCID accounting
fields.

UNLKREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM unlock
requests.

UPDATED BIGINT Identifies the number of updated rows.
USERID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 connection user ID.
VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier

from the VCAT input parameter.
VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is

applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

WORKSTATION_ID CHAR(18) Specifies the end user workstation
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

XESCHNGR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES change
requests.

XESLOCKR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES lock requests.
XESUNKLR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES unlock

requests
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XML_MAX_STG BIGINT Identifies the maximum storage used for
XML values.

ZIIP_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the CPU time executing on an
IBM zIIP processor. The value is scaled to
correspond to the standard CP processor
speed. Due to this scaling, the value
can be larger than the corresponding
INDB2_TIME.

ZIIP_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing in DB2 on an
IBM specialty engine.

ZIIP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing stored
procedure requests on the main application
execution unit on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these stored procedures run
entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

ZIIP_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing on an IBM
specialty engine in all environments.

ZIIP_TRIG DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on the
main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine.

ZIIP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing user-defined
function requests on the main application
execution unit on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these stored procedures run
entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

ZONCP_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time on a standard CP while
zIIP-eligible.

PTI.PDT_OBJECT_

The statement object table contains the data values for the objects that are accessed by the SQL statements from the
standard activity table. This information provides an understanding of what DB2 objects are being used and resource
consumption. This table is populated only when the CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS collection was active and
synchronized with the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS collection.

The PDTSOBJ member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

You can suppress generating these records types by specifying UNLDOBJ=N or NOCONTENT=(TABLE,INDEX) as
SYSIN parameters.

You can use the following columns to join the standard activity table with the statement object table when RECTYPE
is STAB or STIX: SSID, INTERVAL_START, PLANNAME, PROGRAM, SECT#, STMT#, COLLID, CONTOKEN, and
VERSION. You can use the following columns to join the standard activity table with the statement object table when
RECTYPE is DTAB or DTIX: SSID, INTERVAL_START, and DYN_TEXT_TOKEN.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTOB#.
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NOTE
The following columns have meaning only when the UNLDKEYS=Y input parameter is specified and Additional
Keys is enabled for the collection:

• CONN_TYPE
• CONN_NAME
• CORRID
• LOCATION
• USERID
• END_USER_ID
• TRANSACTION_ID
• WORKSTATION_ID

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_OBJECT_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONN_NAME CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(12) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DBID CHAR(8) Specifies the internal DB2 identifer (OBID)
for the database.

DBNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the database.
DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from

the DSGROUP input parameter.
DYN_TEXT_TOKEN CHAR(8) FOR BIT DATA Specifies a uniquely generated value based

on the text of a dynamic SQL statement.
This value corresponds to rows in the
standard activity SQL text and statement
object tables. This value is not dependent
on the collection interval. This column only
has meaning when the RECTYPE is DTAB
or DTIX.

END_USER_ID CHAR(16) Specifies the end user identification
supplied by the distributed or RRSAF
application.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IS_GETP INTEGER Specifies the number of index getpages

issued for the index.
IS_TABL_GETP INTEGER Specifies the number of table getpages

issued for the index.
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ISID SMALLINT Specifies the internal DB2 identifer (OBID)
for the indexspace.

ISNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the indexspace.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
PGMTYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the program type. The following

values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or
application.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
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RECTYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the type of record. The following
values are valid:
STAB -- Contains the totals for a particular
table accessed by the particular STMT
record. One record exists for each table
accessed by a particular STMT. These
records are written to the SYSREC data set
for REPORT=PLAN, REPORT=PROG, and
REPORT=SQL.
STIX -- Contains the totals for a particular
index accessed by the particular STMT
record. One record exists for each index
accessed by a particular STMT. These
records are written to the SYSREC data set
for REPORT=PLAN, REPORT=PROG, and
REPORT=SQL.
DTAB -- Contains the totals for a
particular table accessed by the
particular DYNS record. One record
exists for each table accessed by a
particular DYNS. These records are
written to the SYSREC data set for
REPORT=DYNT, REPORT=PLANDYNT,
and REPORT=PROGDYNT.
DTIX -- Contains the totals for a
particular index that the particular
DYNS record accessed. One record
exists for each index that the particular
DYNS accessed. These records are
written to the SYSREC data set for
REPORT=DYNT, REPORT=PLANDYNT,
and REPORT=PROGDYNT.
The STAB and STIX records contain the
totals for static SQL statements while the
DTAB and DTIX records contain the totals
for dynamic SQL statements. The DTAB
and DTIX records are generated only if
dynamic SQL text statistics was enabled
when the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS
collection was started.
For example, if SQL statement A accesses
five tables and three indexes, there are
five STAB records and three STIX records
relating to SQL statement A. Each record
contains the total number of times that
statement A accessed the table or index.

SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Identifies the executed SQL statement.
SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to

view activity for.
STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that

the DB2 precompiler generates.
TB_GETP INTEGER Specifies the number of table getpage

requests for the SQL call.
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TB_GETP_INDX INTEGER Specifies the number of table getpages
that were issued for the table using index
access.

TB_GETP_LINK INTEGER Specifies the number of table getpages that
were issued for the table as a result of a
link or hash access.

TB_GETP_SEQU INTEGER Specifies the number of table getpages that
were issued for the table, where the table
was read sequentially.

TB_INDX_CNT INTEGER Specifies the number of indexes referenced
for the table.

TB_INDX_GETP INTEGER Specifies the number of index getpages
issued for the table.

TBCREATOR VARCHAR(128) Identifies the table creator.
TBID SMALLINT Specifies the internal DB2 identifer (OBID)

for the tablespace.
TBNAME VARCHAR(128) Identifies the table.
TRANSACTION_ID CHAR(32) Specifies the end user transaction

identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

TSID SMALLINT Specifies the internal DB2 identifer (OBID)
for the tablespace.

TSNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the tablespace.
USERID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 connection user ID.
VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier

from the VCAT input parameter.
VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is

applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

WORKSTATION_ID CHAR(18) Specifies the end user workstation
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_

The standard activity SQL text table contains the SQL text for static and dynamic SQL statements executed during the
collection interval. The SQL text column is limited to 254 characters. Anything beyond the 254-character limit is contained
in another row and an incremented SEQNO value, up to 254 characters. Therefore, the entire SQL statement can be
stored in the table, allowing you to review the entire SQL query.

The PDTSQLT member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

You can use columns the following columns to join the standard activity table with the standard activity SQL text table
when RECTYPE is STXT: SSID, INTERVAL_START, PLANNAME, PROGRAM, SECT#, STMT#, COLLID, CONTOKEN,
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and VERSION. You can use the following columns to join the standard activity table with the standard activity SQL text
table when RECTYPE is DTXT: SSID, INTERVAL_START, and DYN_TEXT_TOKEN.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTST#.

NOTE
The following columns have meaning only when the UNLDKEYS=Y input parameter is specified and Additional
Keys is enabled for the collection:

• CONN_TYPE
• CONN_NAME
• CORRID
• LOCATION
• USERID
• END_USER_ID
• TRANSACTION_ID
• WORKSTATION_ID

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONN_NAME CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(12) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

DYN_TEXT_TOKEN CHAR(8) FOR BIT DATA Specifies a uniquely generated value based
on the text of a dynamic SQL statement.
This value corresponds to rows in the
standard activity SQL text and statement
object tables. This value is not dependent
on the collection interval. This column only
has meaning when the RECTYPE is DTXT.

DYN_USE_COUNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times that the
dynamic SQL statement text was prepared
or immediately executed. This column has
meaning only when RECTYPE is DTXT.

END_USER_ID CHAR(16) Specifies the end user identification
supplied by the distributed or RRSAF
application.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
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PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or
application.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
RECTYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the record type. The following

values are valid:
STXT -- Contains the static SQL statement
text. These records are written to the
SYSREC data set for REPORT=PLAN,
REPORT=PROG, or REPORT=SQL when
FORMAT=DETAIL and CONTEXT=TEXT
have been specified (or occur as defaults).
The records are not written to SYSREC for
FORMAT=SUMMARY reports.
DTXT -- Contains dynamic SQL
statement text. These records are
written to the SYSREC data set when
REPORT=DYNT, REPORT=PLANDYNT,
or REPORT=PROGDTNT. These records
will only be generated if dynamic SQL
text statistics was enabled when the CA
Detector® for DB2 for z/OS collection was
started.

SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

SEQNO SMALLINT Orders the SQL_TEXT when the SQL
statement text is greater than 254
characters. If the SEQNO value is 1, it
is the first 254 characters. If the SEQNO
value is 2, it is the second 254 characters,
and so on.

SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Identifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(254) Specifies up to 254 characters of SQL

statement text. If the SQL statement text
is more than 254 characters, the text is
contained in multiple rows.

SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to
view activity for.

STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that
the DB2 precompiler generates.

TRANSACTION_ID CHAR(32) Specifies the end user transaction
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

USERID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 connection user ID.
VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier

from the VCAT input parameter.
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VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is
applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

WORKSTATION_ID CHAR(18) Specifies the end user workstation
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_

The SQL error table contains collection data for the application SQL error activity. SQL error collection lets you view data
on application errors that were incurred as a result of abnormal SQL call return codes.

The PDTESQL member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTSE#.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the DB2 connection user ID.
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONN_TYPE2 CHAR(4) Identifies the connecting system type.
CONNID CHAR(8) Specifies the DB2 connection name.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

ERR_MSG VARCHAR(256) Identifies the SQL error message.
INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
LUNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the requesting LU (logical unit) for

the SQL statement.
OPID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the original connection user ID

before the authorization exit was invoked.
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PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or
application.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the

DB2 precompiler generates.
SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Specifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_ENDTIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the ending timestamp of the SQL

statement.
SQLCODE INTEGER Specifies the SQL error code.
SQLERRD1 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD1 RDS return code

from the SQLCA.
SQLERRD2 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD2 DBSS return

code from the SQLCA.
SQLERRD3 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD3 row count from

the SQLCA.
SQLERRD4 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD4 value from the

SQLCA.
SQLERRD5 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD5 value from the

SQLCA.
SQLERRD6 CHAR(8) Specifies the SQLERRD6 value from the

SQLCA.
SQLERRP CHAR(8) Specifies the SQL process detecting the

error.
SQLSTATE CHAR(5) Specifies the SQLSTATE value from the

SQLCA.
SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to

view activity for.
STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that

the DB2 precompiler generates.
TYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the program type. The following

values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.
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VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is
applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_

The SQL error SQL text table contains the SQL text for SQL statements that are collected as SQL errors. The SQL text
column is limited to 254 characters. Anything beyond the 254-character limit is contained in another row, with the same
SQL_ENDTIME value and an incremented SEQNO value, up to 254 characters. Therefore, the entire SQL statement can
be stored in the table, allowing you to review the entire SQL query.

The PDTETXT member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

These records are only written to the SYSREC data set for REPORT=SQLE and FORMAT=DETAIL reports.

NOTE
The SSID and SQL_ENDTIME columns can be used to join the SQL error table with the SQL error SQL text
table.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTET#.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the DB2 connection user ID.
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONNID CHAR(8) Specifies the DB2 connection name.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
LUNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the requesting LU (logical unit) for

the SQL statement.
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OPID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the original connection user ID
before the authorization exit was invoked.

PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or
application.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the

DB2 precompiler generates.
SEQNO SMALLINT Orders the SQL_TEXT when the SQL

statement text is greater than 254
characters. If the SEQNO value is 1, it
is the first 254 characters. If the SEQNO
value is 2, it is the second 254 characters,
and so on.

SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Specifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_ENDTIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the ending timestamp of the SQL

statement.
SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(254) Specifies up to 254 characters of SQL

statement text. If the SQL statement text
is more than 254 characters it will be
contained in multiple rows

SQLCODE INTEGER Specifies the SQL error code.
SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to

view activity for.
STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that

the DB2 precompiler generates.
TYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the program type. The following

values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is
applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.
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PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_

The PDTEVAR member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

These records are only written to the SYSREC data set for REPORT=SQLE, FORMAT=DETAIL and HOSTVARS=Y
reports.

NOTE
You can use the SSID and SQL_ENDTIME columns to join the SQL error table with the SQL error SQL host
variable table. Each SQL host variable table row contains the data for one host variable. If more than one host
variable is associated with an SQL error, each row of the SQL host variable table has the same SQL_ENDTIME
value and an incremented SEQNO value.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTEV#.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the DB2 connection user ID.
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONN_TYPE CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection type.
CONNID CHAR(8) Specifies the DB2 connection name.
CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.

If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
LUNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the requesting LU (logical unit) for

the SQL statement.
OPID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the original connection user ID

before the authorization exit was invoked.
PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or

application.
PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the

DB2 precompiler generates.
SEQNO SMALINT Specifies the sequence number of the host

variable.
SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Specifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_ENDTIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the ending timestamp of the SQL

statement.
SQLCODE INTEGER Specifies the SQL error code.
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SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to
view activity for.

STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that
the DB2 precompiler generates.

TYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the program type. The following
values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

VAR_CHAR VARCHAR(254) Specifies the host variable data, formatted
into printable characters.

VAR_LENGTH SMALLINT Specifies the input variable length.
VAR_NAME CHAR(30) Specifies the host variable name, from the

SQLNAM field of the SQLVAR.
VAR_RAW VARCHAR(254) FOR BIT DATA Specifies the actual host variable data from

the SQLVAR, as captured by CA Detector®
for DB2 for z/OS.

VAR_TYPE SMALLINT Identifies DB2 data type of the host variable
from the SQLTYPE field of the SQLVAR.

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is
applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_

The exception SQL table contains data that is related to SQL queries that have met the exception thresholds specified in
the collection profiles. The SQL collection facility allows SQL to be evaluated from any application origin. SQL originating
from client/server database gateways, fourth-generation tools, or typical ad-hoc queries can all be analyzed using this
feature.

The PDTDYNR member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTDR#.
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The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AA_CNT BIGINT Represents the number of requests

that were sent to the IBM DB2 Analytics
Accelerator.

AA_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Represents the time that the request spent
on the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator.

ABORTS INTEGER Specifies the number of rollbacks issued by
the thread plan.

APPL_GROUP CHAR(18) Specifies the application group name that
determined whether to collect the exception
SQL request. If the request was collected
due to global defaults thresholds, this
column contains *GLOBAL DEFAULTS*.

ARCH_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred archive log-related
wait time.

ARCHWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of incurred archive
log-related waits.

ARCRD_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
due to archive tape read processing.

ARCRDWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
was incurred due to archive tape read
processing.

AT_WCNT BIGINT Specifies the number of times a wait was
incurred while waiting for the completion of
an autonomous transaction.

AT_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated wait time
incurred while waiting for the completion of
an autonomous transaction.

AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the original connection user ID
before the authorization exit was invoked.

BPGPSYNC DECIMAL(9,2) Reserved.
CHANGEREQ BIGINT Specifies the number of IRLM change

requests.
CLAIM_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting

for claims to be released during drain
processing.

CLAIMFAIL BIGINT Indicates the number of unsuccessful claim
requests.

CLAIMREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of successful claim
requests.

CLAIMWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of times a wait was
incurred while waiting for claims to be
released.

COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
COMMITS INTEGER Indicates the number of commits issued by

the thread plan.
CONNID CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
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CONTOKEN CHAR(16) Identifies the package consistency token.
If the program is a DBRM, this value
represents the DBRM timestamp that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
CTOKEN INTEGER Reserved.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DEADLOCK BIGINT Indicates the number of deadlocks incurred
by the plan, program, or SQL call.

DELETED BIGINT Specifies the number of deleted rows.
DRAIN_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the time spent waiting to acquire a

drain lock.
DRAINFAIL BIGINT Specifies the number of unsuccessful drain

requests.
DRAINREQ BIGINT Specifies the number of successful drain

requests.
DRAINWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a drain lock

wait was incurred.
DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from

the DSGROUP input parameter.
DSS_WTIME DECIMAL (15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting

for a synchronous unit switch for DB2
dataspace manager services.

DSSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait was
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 dataspace manager services.

DYN_DUP BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2
created a duplicate statement instance
in the the statement cache for a dynamic
statement that had literals replaced by
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior. The duplicate
statement instance was needed because
a cache match failed solely due to literal
reuse criteria.

DYN_MATCHED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2 found
a matching reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache during
the prepare of a statement that had literals
replaced because of CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.

DYN_PARSED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2 parsed
dynamic statements. Parsing occurred
because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS
WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect
for the prepare of the statement for the
dynamic statement cache.
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DYN_REPLACED BIGINT Specifies the number of times DB2
replaced at least one literal in a dynamic
statement because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS was in
effect for the prepare of the statement for
the dynamic statement cache.

DYNPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

ELAP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed
time consumed while executing stored
procedure requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

ELAP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
consumed while executing user-defined
function requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

END_USER_ID CHAR(16) Specifies the end user identification
supplied by the distributed or RRSAF
application.

ESCALEXC BIGINT Specifies the number of exclusive locking
escalations.

ESCALSHR BIGINT Specifies the number of shared locking
escalations.

EXCEPTION_TYP CHAR(1) Identifies the exception type. If the
exception is for dynamically prepared SQL,
this value is D. Otherwise, this value is S.

FALSESUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends caused
by false contentions for an ending thread.

FETCHED BIGINT Specifies the number of fetched rows.
When the FETCHED value is greater than
the SQL_CALLS value for an SQL_CALL
value of FETCH, then the Multi Row Fetch
DB2 option was used.

GCHNGREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of change requests
for physical locks.

GETP_RIO DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the ratio of getpages to
synchronous read I/O.

GETP_RIO_LONG DECIMAL(11,1) Specifies the ratio of getpages to
synchronous read I/O.

GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests
executed for the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

GETPFAIL BIGINT Identifies the number of failed conditional
getpage requests.

GIRLMSUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends due to
IRLM global resource contention.
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GLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for a lock held by a member in the data
sharing group.

GLOCKFAIL BIGINT Identifies the number of global lock or
change requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock.

GLOCKREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of lock requests for
physical locks.

GLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a lock held by a member in the
data sharing group.

GUNLKREQ BIGINT Indicates the number of unlock requests for
physical locks.

GXESSUS BIGINT Specifies the number of suspends that
occurred due to MVS XES global resource
contention.

IMWRITE BIGINT Specifies the number of immediate writes
issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

INDB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of CPU time spent
executing within DB2 for the plan, program,
or SQL statement. This value includes
standard CP and zIIP CPU times. This
value can be larger than the corresponding
INDB2_TIME because the zIIP CPU time
component is normalized to equal the time
on a standard CPU.

INDB2_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of elapsed time spent
executing within DB2 for the plan, program,
or SQL statement.

INSERTED BIGINT Indicates the number of inserted rows.
INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred synchronous read I/O

wait time.
IOPFAILBUF BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups

that had a planned degree greater than
one. Lack of available storage or contention
within the buffer pool prevented these
groups from processing in parallel.

IOPFAILCUR BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
that were not processed in parallel due to
a cursor that can be used for UPDATE or
DELETE processing.

IOPFAILSRT BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups that
were not processed in parallel due to lack
of MVS/ESA sort availability.

IOPGROUPS BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed.
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IOPMAXDEG BIGINT Indicates the maximum degree of
parallelism executed by all processed
parallel groups.

IOPPLANNED BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
with a planned degree that was greater
than one. These groups were successfully
executed to the degree of planned
parallelism.

IOPREDUCED BIGINT Indicates the number of parallel groups
that had a planned degree greater than
one. Lack of available storage or contention
within the buffer pool prevented these
groups from processing as planned.

IOWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of incurred
synchronous read I/O waits.

IX_SKIPPED BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
skipped because it was not necessary.
DB2 predetermined the outcome of index
ANDing or ORing.

JOIN_LMTD BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
append for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the number
of RIDs exceeded one or more internal
limits.

JOIN_SWITCH BIGINT Indicates the number of times a RID list
append for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RIDPOOL
storage was available to hold the list of
RIDs.

LATCHSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of latch suspensions.
LLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies incurred wait time due to global

contention for L-locks.
LLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait

incurred due to global contention for L-
locks.

LOB_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the amount of time spent waiting
for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

LOBWCNT INTEGER Indicates the number of times a wait
incurred for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
LOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Indicates the incurred lock/latch wait time.
LOCKREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM lock

requests.
LOCKSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of lock suspensions.
LOCKWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of incurred lock/latch

waits.
LOG_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for log write

I/O.
LOG_WCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait

incurred for log write I/O.
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LPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of list prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

NONZIIP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing stored
procedures on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include
CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine. Because these stored procedures
run entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

NONZIIP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing user-defined
functions on the main application execution
unit. This time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these functions run entirely within
DB2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time

OCS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for
synchronous unit switch for DB2 data set
open, close, or HSM recall.

OCSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 data set open, close, or HSM recall.

OPID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the DB2 connection user ID.
ORIO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the other incurred read I/O wait

time.
ORIOWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of other incurred read

I/O waits.
OTHERREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM

miscellaneous requests.
OTHERSUS BIGINT Identifies the number of miscellaneous

suspensions.
OTS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting for a

synchronous unit switch for DB2 service
tasks.

OTSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
DB2 service tasks.

OWIO_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the other incurred write I/O wait
time.

OWIOWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of other incurred write
I/O waits.

PAGEUPDT BIGINT Identifies the number of page updates
issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement.

PFAILENC BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed in sequential mode because
MVS/ESA enclave services were
unavailable.
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PFPAGES BIGINT Identifies the number of pages read from
DASD as a result of prefetch requests.

PGMCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of packages/DBRMS
executed by the plan.

PKGE_PLANCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of unique plans that
executed the package/DBRM.

PKGE_STMTCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of unique SQL
statements that the package/DBRM
executed.

PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or
application.

PLATCH_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time spent waiting due to
page latch contention.

PLATCHWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred due to page latch contention.

PLOCK_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the wait time incurred due to
global contention for P-locks.

PLOCKWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred due to global contention for P-
locks.

PROC_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing SQL
statements issued by stored procedures
that were processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
PSC_IPREP BIGINT Specifies the number of times that DB2 did

an implicit PREPARE for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). The implicit
PREPARE occurred because the prepared
statement cache did not contain a valid
copy of the prepared statement.

PSC_KDPREP BIGINT Specifies the number of times that DB2
did not PREPARE a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). The statement
was not prepared because the prepared
statement cache contained a valid copy of
the prepared statement.

PSC_MATCH BIGINT Identifies the number of times that DB2
satisfied a PREPARE request by making
a copy of a statement in the prepared
statement cache.

PSC_NMATCH BIGINT Identifies the number of times that DB2
searched the prepared statement cache
but could not find a suitable prepared
statement.

QUERYREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM query
requests.

REOPT BIGINT Specifies the number of times the access
path for static and dynamic SQL queries
and subqueries was reoptimized at runtime.
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RID_FLIM BIGINT Identifies the number of times RID list
processing failed due to RID list processing
limits.

RID_FSTG BIGINT Identifies the number of times RID list
processing failed.

RID_LIMIT BIGINT Identifies the number of times a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVRFLW BIGINT Identifies the number of times a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no
RIDPOOL storage was available to hold the
list of RIDs.

RID_USED BIGINT Identifies the number of times RID list
processing was used by the plan, program,
or SQL call.

RSRC_GROUP CHAR(18) Identifies the resource group containing
the thresholds that caused the collection of
the exception SQL request. If the request
was collected due to global defaults
thresholds, this column contains *GLOBAL
DEFAULTS*.

SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

SERV_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the incurred service wait time.
SERVWCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of incurred service

waits.
SLS_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the number of times a wait

incurred for a synchronous unit switch for
the DB2 SYSLGRNG recording service.

SLSWCNT INTEGER Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for a synchronous unit switch for the DB2
SYSLGRNG recording service.

SMSG_WTIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the amount of time spent waiting
for messages to be sent to other members
in the data sharing group.

SMSGWCNT INTEGER Specifies the number of times a wait
incurred for sending messages to other
members in the data sharing group.

SP_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures that were processed in a DB2
stored procedure/WLM address space.

SP_ELAP_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the elapsed time spent in stored
procedure requests processed in a DB2
stored procedure/WLM address space. This
time includes time executing SQL.

SP_SQL_CNT BIGINT Identifies the number of SQL performed by
stored procedures.
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SP_SQL_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the elapsed time spent executing
SQL using stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space.

SP_TCB_WAIT DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent waiting
for an available TCB, before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.

SP_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy the stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/
WLM address space. This time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

SP_Z_DB2_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space while
executing on an IBM specialty engine.

SP_Z_TOT_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
used to satisfy stored procedure requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine.

SPFAILBUF BIGINT Identifies the number of times that the
parallelism coordinator had to bypass a
DB2 when distributing tasks. The bypass
occurred because there was not enough
buffer pool storage on one or more DB2
members.

SPFAILCNO BIGINT Specifies the number of parallel groups
executed on a single DB2 because the
coordinator subsystem parameter was set
to NO.

SPFAILRRRS BIGINT Identifies the number of parallel groups
executed on a single DB2 because the plan
or package was bound with an isolation
value of repeatable read or read stability.

SPFETCH BIGINT Specifies the number of sequential prefetch
requests issued by the plan, program, or
SQL statement.

SPPLANNED BIGINT Identifies the number of parallel groups
that DB2 intended to run across the data
sharing group.

SQL_CALL CHAR(16) Identifies the executed SQL statement.
SQL_CALLS INTEGER Specifies the number of SQL calls that the

plan or program executed.
SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(254) Specifies the first 254 characters in the

SQL statement. If the SQL statement is
longer than 254 characters, the complete
SQL statement can be found in the
DYNAMTXT table.

SQLID CHAR(8) Specifies the current SQLID.
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SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to
view activity for.

START_TIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the starting timestamp for the
SQL statement.

STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that
the DB2 precompiler generates.

STMTCNT INTEGER Identifies the number of SQL statements
executed by the plan.

SYNCREAD BIGINT Identifies the number of synchronous read
I/O issued by the plan, program, or SQL
statement. This count is for all buffer pools
accessed.

THRESHOLD CHAR(10) Specifies the type of threshold that caused
the capture of the exception SQL request.

TIMEOUT BIGINT Identifies the number of lock time-outs
incurred by the plan, program, or SQL call.

TIMERON CHAR(20) Specifies the PREPARE TIMERON value.
TOTAL_WAITCNT DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the total incurred waits.
TOTAL_WATTIM DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the total incurred wait time.
TR_NEST_ZIIP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time

consumed on an IBM specialty engine while
executing triggers on a nested task.

TR_NESTED DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on a
nested task. This time does not include
CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

TR_NST_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
expended executing triggers on a nested
task.

TRANSACTION_ID CHAR(32) Specifies the end user transaction
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.
Spreadsheet said "application
identification." Changed to "transaction
identification."

TRIG_ELAP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated elapsed time
expended executing triggers on the main
application execution unit.

TRIG_NONZIIP DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on the
main application execution unit. This time
does not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.
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TYPE CHAR(4) Identifies the program type. The following
values are valid:
DBRM -- DBRM
PKGE -- Package
PROC -- Stored procedure
UDF -- User-defined function
TRIG -- Trigger
RMPK -- Executes a remote package
UNKN -- Unknown

UDF_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

UDF_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space.

UDF_ELAP_SQL DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent executing
SQL using user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space.

UDF_ELAP_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent executing
user-defined function requests processed
in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM address
space. This time includes time executing
SQL.

UDF_SQL_CT BIGINT Specifies the number of SQL performed by
user-defined functions.

UDF_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/
WLM address space. This time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM specialty
engine.

UDF_WAIT_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB, before the user-defined
function could be scheduled.

UDF_Z_DB_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed in DB2 while processing
SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions processed in a DB2 stored
procedure/WLM address space while
executing on an IBM specialty engine.

UDF_Z_TT_WLM DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a DB2 stored procedure/WLM
address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine.
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UNACC_TIME DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time incurred executing SQL
that is not accounted for by the IFCID
accounting fields. This field has no specific
meaning but can indicate the amount
of SQL execution time not specifically
accounted for by the IFCID accounting
fields.

UNLKREQ BIGINT Identifies the number of IRLM unlock
requests.

UPDATED BIGINT Identifies the number of updated rows.
VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier

from the VCAT input parameter.
VERSION CHAR(64) Identifies the package version. This field is

applicable only when the viewed program is
a package.
For some types of SQL statements, such
as CONNECT statements, the source of
execution (package or DBRM) cannot
always be determined. These statements
are represented with a TYPE of UNKN
and a version value containing a reason
code, such as EEEEEEEE00000xxx or
FFFFFFFF00000xxx.

WORKSTATION_ID CHAR(18) Specifies the end user workstation
identification supplied by the distributed or
RRSAF application.

XESCHNGR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES change
requests.

XESLOCKR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES lock requests.
XESUNKLR BIGINT Identifies the number of XES unlock

requests
XML_MAX_STG BIGINT Identifies the maximum storage used for

XML values.
ZIIP_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the CPU time executing on an

IBM zIIP processor. The value is scaled to
correspond to the standard CP processor
speed. Due to this scaling, the value
can be larger than the corresponding
INDB2_TIME.

ZIIP_DB2_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing in DB2 on an
IBM specialty engine.

ZIIP_SP DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing stored
procedure requests on the main application
execution unit on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these stored procedures run
entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

ZIIP_TOT_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing on an IBM
specialty engine in all environments.
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ZIIP_TRIG DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing triggers on the
main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine.

ZIIP_UDF DECIMAL(15,6) Identifies the accumulated CPU time
consumed while executing user-defined
function requests on the main application
execution unit on an IBM specialty engine.
Because these stored procedures run
entirely within DB2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

ZONCP_CPU DECIMAL(15,6) Specifies the time on a standard CP while
zIIP-eligible.

PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_

The exception SQL text table contains the SQL text for the SQL statements that are identified as exception SQL. The
SQL text column is limited to 254 characters. Anything beyond the 254-character limit is contained in another row, with the
same START_TIME value and an incremented SEQNO value, up to 254 characters. In this way, the entire SQL statement
can be stored in the table, allowing you to review the entire SQL query.

The PDTDYNT member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

These records are only written to the SYSREC data set for REPORT=EXCP and HOSTVARS=Y reports.

NOTE
The SSID and START_TIME columns can be used to join the exception SQL table with the exception SQL text
table.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTDT#.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the original connection user ID

before the authorization exit was invoked.
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONNID CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
OPID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 connection user ID.
PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or

application.
PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
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SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the
DB2 precompiler generates.

SEQNO SMALLINT Orders the SQL_TEXT when the SQL
statement text is greater than 254
characters. If the SEQNO value is 1, it
is the first 254 characters. If the SEQNO
value is 2, it is the second 254 characters,
and so on.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(254) Specifies up to 254 characters of SQL
statement text. If the SQL statement text
is more than 254 characters, the text is
contained in multiple rows.

SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to
view activity for.

START_TIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the starting timestamp for the
SQL statement.

STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that
the DB2 precompiler generates.

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_

The exception SQL host variable table contains the host variables for the SQL statements that are identified as exception
SQL. The SQL host variable data is limited to 60 characters, and anything beyond the 60-character limit is truncated.

The PDTDYNV member of CDBASRC maps the unload data record that contains the data that is loaded into this table.

NOTE
You can use the SSID and START_TIME columns to join the exception SQL table with the exception SQL host
variable table. Each SQL host variable table row contains the data for one host variable. When more than one
host variable is associated with an exception SQL, each row of the exception SQL host variable table has the
same START_TIME value and an incremented SEQNO value.

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PDTHV#.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the original connection user ID

before the authorization exit was invoked.
COLLID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the package collection.
CONNID CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 connection.
CORRID CHAR(12) Specifies the DB2 correlation identifier.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/

OS datastore name from the DATSTORE
input parameter.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
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LOCATION VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 location.
OPID VARCHAR(128) Identifies the DB2 connection user ID.
PLANNAME CHAR(8) Specifies the plan name of the thread or

application.
PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package or DBRM name.
SECT# SMALLINT Specifies the SQL section number that the

DB2 precompiler generates.
SEQNO SMALLINT Orders the SQL_TEXT when the SQL

statement text is greater than 254
characters. If the SEQNO value is 1, it
is the first 254 characters. If the SEQNO
value is 2, it is the second 254 characters,
and so on.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(254) Specifies up to 254 characters of SQL
statement text. If the SQL statement text
is more than 254 characters, the text is
contained in multiple rows.

SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to
view activity for.

START_TIME TIMESTAMP Specifies the starting timestamp for the
SQL statement.

STMT# INTEGER Specifies the SQL statement number that
the DB2 precompiler generates.

VAR_CHAR VARCHAR(254) Indicates the host variable data, formatted
into printable characters.

VAR_LENGTH SMALLINT Specifies the input variable length.
VAR_NAME CHAR(30) Identifies the host variable name, from the

SQLNAM field of the SQLVAR.
VAR_RAW VARCHAR(254) FOR BIT DATA Specifies the actual host variable data from

the SQLVAR, as captured by CA Detector®
for DB2 for z/OS.

VAR_TYPE SMALLINT Identifies the DB2 data type of the host
variable from the SQLTYPE field of the
SQLVAR.

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

CA Detector View Definitions

CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management uses the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS unload tables to view historical
collection data in the Application category of the Performance Warehouse folders in the Investigator function. The
following table views enable CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management users to view CA Detector historical collection
data from unload tables without knowing the release of the base table.

To use these tables, process the DDL located in hlq.CDBASKL0(CHRSDDL1) using ISQL. CHRSDDL1 is not part of the
post-install process. The table DDL is located in hlq.SPFSLIB(PDTDDL). The PDT_STANDARD_# table is mapped by
many views per the record type.

Category Table View
Plans PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PLAN_VW
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Programs PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PGM_VW
Package PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGE_VW
Packages PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGS_VW
Packages, group PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGP_VW
SQL statements PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_STMT_VW
Dynamic SQL statements PTI.PDT_STANDARD_# PTI.PDT_STANDARD_DYNS_VW
SQL statement object PTI.PDT_OBJECT_# PTI.PDT_OBJECT_VW
SQL text PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_# PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_VW
SQL error activity PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_# PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_VW
SQL error activity, SQL text PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_# PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_VW
SQL error activity, SQL host variables PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_# PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_VW
SQL exception activity PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_# PDI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_VW
SQL exception activity, SQL text PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_# PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_VW
SQL exception activity, SQL host variables PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_# PTI.PDT_HOSTVAR_VW

CA Endevor SCM for DB2 Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for CA Endevor SCM for DB2 (ENNDDL):

• PTITSE21 (tablespace)
– PTI.EDB2FP01 (Plan Footprint table)
– PTI.EDB2FP02 (Package Footprint table)
– PTI.FP01X01 (index)
– PTI.FP01X02 (index)
– PTI.FP02X01 (index)
– PTI.FP02X02 (index)

• PTITSEAT (tablespace)
– PTI.EDB2EEAT (Association table)
– PTI.EEATX01 (index)
– PTI.EEATX02 (index)
– PTI.EEATX03 (index)

General Facilities Objects

The following DB2 objects are created for the General Facilities components of the CA Database Management Solutions
for DB2 for z/OS during installation:

• PTSG (storage group)
• PTDB (database)
• PTACM# (ACM tablespace)

– PTALT_SYSTBL_# (table for ACM object definitions)
– PTALT_SYSTBLIX_# (index on PTALT_SYSTBL_#)

• PTITACM (ACM tablespace)
– PTALT_ACM_# (table list of ACM definitions)
– PTALT_ACMIX_# (index on PTALT_ACM_#)

• PTITSDAT (EQF tablespace)
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– PTSQL_DATA_# (EQF table)
• PTITSTXT (EQF tablespace)

– PTSQL_TEXT_# (EQF table)
• PTITSGAU (system defaults authorization tablespace)

– PTGEN_AUTH_# (system defaults authorization table)
– PTGEN_AUTHIX_# (system defaults authorization index)

• PTITSLOG (main logging table tablespace)
– PTLOG_MAIN_# (table)
– PTLOG_MAIN_# (index)

• PTITSGBK (log maintenance backup table 1 tablespace)
– PTLOG_BACKUP_# (table)
– PTIIXGBK (index)

• PTITSGB2 (log maintenance backup table 2 tablespace)
– PTLOG_BACKUP_# (table)
– PTIIXGB2 (index)

• PTITSLLD (log labels table tablespace)
– PTLOGLABEL (table)
– PTLOGLABEL_IX1 (index)
– PTLOGLABEL_IX2 (index)

• PTITSLLV (log label versions table tablespace)
– PTLOGLABEL_VERSION (table)
– PTLOGLABEL_VERSION_IX1 (index)
– PTLOGLABEL_VERSION_IX2 (index)

• PTITSDEF (global defaults tablespace)
– PTGEN_DEFAULT_# (table)
– PTGEN_DFLTIX_# (index)

• PTITSRCE (RC/Edit profile tablespace)
– PTRCE_OPTION_# (table)

• PTITSSEC (CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS log tablespace)
– PTLOG_SEC_0102 (table)
– PTLOG_SEC_0102 (index)

• PTITSSDF (system default controls tablespace)
– PTSYS_DEFAULT_# (table)
– PTSYS_DFLTIX_# (index)

CA Log Analyzer Objects

The following table lists the DB2 objects that are created during installation for use by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/
OS.

Object Name Type Description
PTITSLA1 Tablespace Strategy services
PTPLA_STRAT_# Table DDL file mapping
PTPLA_STRATIX_# Index  
PTITSLA2 Tablespace Report form services
PTPLA_DDLMAP_# Table  
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PTPLA_DDLMPIX_# Index  
PTITSLA3 Tablespace  
PTPLA_FORM_# Tables  
PTPLA_FORMIX_# Index  
PTITSLA4 Tablespace  
PTPLA_ALTIC_0301 Table Alternate image copy mapping
PTSMATS2 Tablespace DEFINE NO holds tables used for SMF

audit reporting
PTSMA_AUTFAIL_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_DDL_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_GRANTS_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_DDL_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_FCH_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_FAA_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_DML_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_SQLID55_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_SQLID83_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_SQLID87_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_UTIL23_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_UTIL24_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_UTIL25_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_STARTTR_0101 Table Used to map SMF data
PTSMA_STOPTR_0101 Table Used to map SMF data

CA Merge/Modify Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSLGE (tablespace)
Contains PTPMM_PURGE_1700.

• PTPMM_PURGE_1700 (table)
Tracks the starting point of the SYSLGRNX deletion process.

• PTPMM_PURGEX_1700 (index)
Primary index on PTPMM_PURGE_1700.

CA Plan Analyzer Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS:

• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS objects
• Statistics manager objects

The Batch Processor objects are also used by CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS.

NOTE
To maintain CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS DB2 objects, use strategy services to delete old strategies, and
then REORG and image copy the tablespace.
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• PTITSPA1 (tablespace) Strategies
– PTPA_ES_STRAT_# (table) Strategy version

• PTITSPA2 (tablespace) Reports
– PTPA_ES_VOUTP_# (table) Report output
– PTPA_IX_VOUTP_# (index) Reports

• PTITSPA3 (tablespace) SQL
– PTPA_ES_EXSRC_# (table) SQL source

• PTITSPA4 (tablespace) Immediate SQL
– PTPA_ES_IMSQL_# (table) Immediate SQL

• PTITSPA5 (tablespace) Explain auto Hversion
– PTPA_AUTOHVER_# Table Explain auto Hversion
– PIPA_AUTOHVER_# Index Explain auto Hversion

• PTITSPA6 (tablespace) Explain output
– PTPA_ES_EXPL_# (table) Explain output
– PTPA_IX_EXPL_# (index) Explain output

• PTITSPA7 (tablespace) Explain profile
– PTPA_EXPLPROF_# (table) Explain profile
– PIPA_EXPLPROF_# (index) Explain profile

• PTITSPA8 (tablespace) Explain exceptions
– PTPA_EXCPT_# (table) Explain exceptions
– PTPA_IX_EXCPT_# (index) Explain exceptions

• PTITSPA9 (tablespace) Rule sets
– PTPA_ES_RULES_# (table) Rule sets
– PTPA_IX_RULES_# (index) Rule sets
– PTPA_ES_RULID_# (table) Rule set administration
– PTPA_IX_RULID_# (index) Rule set administration
– PTPA_ES_RU2RE_# (table) Rules
– PTPA_IX_RU2RE_# (index) Rules to recommendations

• PTITSANA (tablespace)
– PTAN_STMT_# (table) Identifies a single SQL statement, its source, and the historical version.
– PIAN_STMT_1_# (index) Primary index for PTAN_STMT_#
– PIAN_STMT_2_# (index) Secondary index for PTAN_STMT_#

• PTITSANB (tablespace)
– PTAN_SQL_# (table) Contains host variable information and actual SQL text.
– PIAN_SQL_# (index) Primary index for PTAN_SQL_#

• PTITSANC (tablespace)
– PTAN_PRFM_# (table) Performance table
– PTI.PIAN_PRFM_1_# (index) Primary index for PTAN_PRFM_#
– PTI.PIAN_PRFM_2_# (index) Secondary index for PTAN_PRFM_#

Statistics Manager Objects

The following table lists the Statistics Manager objects that are created during installation:

 Object Name  Type  Description 
PTITSPSF Tablespace n/a
PTPS_DBASTATS_# Table User-modified statistics.
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PTPS_X_DBSTAT_# Index n/a
PTITSPSD Tablespace n/a
PTPS_SYSSTATS_# Table User-modified statistics.
PTPS_X_SYSTAT_# Index n/a
PTITSPSE Tablespace n/a
PTPS_STRAT_# Table User-defined strategies for updating and

extracting statistics.
PTPS_X_STRAT_# Index n/a
PTPS_OBJECTS_# Table Object information for strategies.
PTPS_X_OBJS_# Index n/a
PTPS_MASKS_# Table User-defined masks for object names

during catalog update.

PTI.PTPA_AUTOHVER_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB database.

Field Name Data Type Description
ATHV_CREAT_DATE DATE The date on which the auto hversion was

created.
ATHV_CREAT_TIME TIME The time at which the auto hversion was

created.
ATHV_CREATOR CHAR(8) The ID of the auto hversion creator.
ATHV_DESCRIPT CHAR(20) The description of the auto hversion.
ATHV_EXPL_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies the type of explain processing

that you want:
F specifies a Future type explain.
C specifies a Current type explain.

ATHV_HVERSION CHAR(8) The name of the auto hversion.
ATHV_PHYSRULE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to perform Physical

Rules analysis:
Y specifies to perform Physical Rules
analysis.
N specifies to not perform Physical Rules
analysis.

ATHV_PLANRULE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to perform Plan Rules
analysis:
Y specifies to perform Plan Rules analysis.
N specifies to not perform Plan Rules
analysis.

ATHV_PRED_RPT CHAR(1) Specifies whether to perform predicate
analysis:
Y specifies to perform predicate analysis.
N specifies to not perform predicate
analysis.
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ATHV_PREDRULE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to perform predicate
rules analysis:
Y specifies to perform predicate rules
analysis.
N specifies to not perform predicate rules
analysis.

ATHV_RULESET CHAR(8) Specifies the name of the rule set that
should be applied when the explain is
executed.

ATHV_RULESSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 subsystem where the
SQL source should be explained.

ATHV_SHARE_OPT CHAR(1) The share option of the auto hversion.
Possible values are as follows:
Y-Others can use but not update the auto
hversion.
N-Others cannot use or update the auto
hversion.
U-Others can use and update the auto
hversion.

ATHV_SQLRULE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to perform SQL rules
analysis:
Y specifies to perform SQL rules analysis.
N specifies to not perform SQL rules
analysis.

ATHV_SRC_QUAL VARCHAR(128) (Optional) Limits the explain to only those
plans or packages that were bound with a
matching QUALIFIER.
Note: This field has no effect when left
blank.
For example, two packages could be bound
as follows:
BIND PACKAGE (COLLECT)
MEMBER(DBRM1) QUALIFIER(QUALID1)
BIND PACKAGE (COLLECT)
MEMBER(DBRM2) QUALIFIER(QUALID2)
If you set Source QUALIFIER to QUALID1,
only the SQL statements in DBRM1 will be
processed. DBRM2 will not be processed
because the QUALIFIER does not match.

ATHV_SRC_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 SSID to which the
explain will be limited.

ATHV_TARGET_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 SSID where the explain
should take place.

ATHV_UPDATE_ID CHAR(8) The ID of the person who last updated the
auto hversion.

ATHV_VER_NUMBER INTEGER The number of the package versions to
keep.
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PTI.PTPA_ES_EXPL_

This table resides in PTDB. Do not modify this table.

Field Name Data Type Description
ACCESS_DEGREE SMALLINT The number of parallel I/O streams that are

activated by a query.
ACCESS_PGROUP SMALLINT The ID of the parallel group. This ID is used

when accessing the new table.
ACCESSCREATOR VARCHAR(128) Indicates the creator of the index for

ACCESSTYPE I, I1, N, NR, MX, or DX.
Otherwise, the column is blank.

ACCESSNAME VARCHAR(128) Indicates the name of the index for
ACCESSTYPE I, I1, H, MH, N, NR,
MX, or DX. For ACCESSTYPE P,
DSNPJW(mixopseqno) is the starting pair-
wise join
leg in MIXOPSEQNO. Otherwise, the
column is blank.
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ACCESSTYPE CHAR(2) Method used to access the new table. Valid
values are as follows:
A-Accelerated Query Table Access
DI-By an intersection of multiple DOCID
lists to return the final DOCID list.
DU-By a union of multiple DOCID lists to
return the final DOCID list.
DX-By an XML index scan on the index
that is named in ACCESSNAME to return a
DOCID list.
E-By direct row access using a row change
timestamp column.
H-Hash Access-By hash overflow index
(identified in ACCESSCREATOR and
ACCESSNAME).
I-Matching index scan when
MATCHCOLS>0 or by a Non-Matching
index scan when MATCHCOLS=0.
IN-IN-List Direct Table Access-By an index
scan when the matching predicate contains
an IN predicate and the IN-list is accessed
through an in-memory table.
I1-One-fetch index scan.
N-Matching index scan searching the leaf
pages for the IN (list) values.
R-Tablespace scan.
M-Multiple index scan, followed by MX, MI,
or MU, or MH.
MH-Multiple Index Hash Overflow-
By the hash overflow index named in
ACCESSNAME.
MI-Consolidation (intersection) of RIDs from
multiple indexes.
MU-Combination (union) of RIDs from
multiple indexes.
MX-Matching index scan that only retrieves
RIDs.
NR-Range-list Index Scan.
P-By a dynamic pair-wise index scan.
RW-By a work file scan of the result of a
materialized user-defined table function.
V-By buffers for an INSERT statement
within a SELECT.
(blank)-Not applicable to the current row.

BIND_EXPLAIN_ONLY CHAR(1) Indicates whether the row was inserted
by the BIND command with the
EXPLAIN(ONLY) option. Valid values are
as follows:
Y-Yes
N-No
Blank-Not applicable

BIND_TIME CHAR(26) Indicates the time at which the plan or
package was bound.
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COLUMN_FN_EVAL CHAR(1) Indicates when an SQL column function
was evaluated. Valid values are as follows:
R-At data retrieval time.
S-At sort time.
(blank)-At run time.

CORRELATION_ NAME VARCHAR(128) The correlation name of a table or view that
is specified in the statement. This column is
blank when there is no correlation name.

CREATOR VARCHAR(128) Creator of the new table access in this step.
Blank when METHOD is 3.

CTEREF SMALLINT If the referenced table is a common table
expression, the value is the top-level query
block number.

EXPANSION_REASON CHAR(2) Identifies the type of implicit query
transformation contained in the query.
This field applies only to statements that
reference archive or temporal tables.
Otherwise, this field is blank. The following
values are valid:
A -- SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE built-in
global variable
B -- CURRENT TEMPORAL
BUSINESS_TIME special register
S -- CURRENT TEMPORAL
SYSTEM_TIME special register
SB -- CURRENT TEMPORAL
SYSTEM_TIME special register and
CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME
special register

EXPL_FINISH CHAR(16) Ending time for when this statement was
explained.

EXPL_SQLCODE CHAR(4) SQL code returned by the EXPLAIN
command.

EXPL_START CHAR(16) Starting time for when this statement was
explained.

EXPL_GROUP_ID INTEGER The group identifier.
EXPLAIN_TIME TIMESTAMP Indicates the time at which the EXPLAIN

statement was processed.
GROUP_MEMBER CHAR(8) The member name of the DB2 group that

executed the EXPLAIN.
If the DB2 subsystem was not in a data
sharing environment when the EXPLAIN
was executed, this column is blank.

HINT_USED VARCHAR(128) Contains the identifier (value of Ophint)
when DB2 uses an optimization hint.

INDEXONLY CHAR(1) Indicates whether only index entries are
accessed for a step (PLANNO).
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)
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JOIN_DEGREE SMALLINT The number of parallel I/O streams used
when joining the composite table with the
new table.

JOIN_PGROUP SMALLINT The ID of the parallel group. This ID is used
when joining the composite table with the
new table.

JOIN_TYPE CHAR(1) The type of outer join. Valid values are as
follows:
F-FULL OUTER JOIN
L-LEFT or RIGHT OUTER JOIN
P-Pair-wise join
S-Star join
(blank)-INNER JOIN or no join

MATCHCOLS SMALLINT Indicates the number of index keys used
in an index scan for ACCESSTYPE I, I1,
N, NR, MX, or DX. Otherwise, the column
contains 0.

MERGC CHAR(1) Indicates whether the composite table is
consolidated before the join. Valid values
are as follows:
Y-Yes
N-No
Blank-Not applicable

MERGE_JOIN_ COLS SMALLINT The number of columns that are
joined using a merge scan join (when
METHOD=2).
When the join method is not merge scan, or
when the plan was bound on the DB2 level
prior to version 4, then this column is NULL.

MERGN CHAR(1) Describes the type of table access. The
following values are valid:
Y -- Consolidates the table before the join.
N -- Does not consolidate the table before
the join.
D -- Uses a merge operation for access
through a data partitioned secondary index.
U -- Does not use a merge operation
for access through a data partitioned
secondary index.
Blank -- Indicates that the field does not
apply.
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METHOD SMALLINT What join method/sort is used for the step
identified by PLANNO. Valid values are 0,
1, 2, 3, and 4.
0-The first table in the SQL statement is
accessed.
1-The composite table is scanned to find
matching rows in the new table.
2-Merge Scan Join. Both the composite and
new tables are scanned to find matching
rows.
3-Further sorts are performed on the
composite table before it is available to the
application.
4-Hybrid Join. The composite table is
scanned according to the join-column rows
of the new table.

MIXOPSEQ SMALLINT Number indicating the sequence of steps in
a multiple index operation.

OPTHINT VARCHAR(128) A string identifying the step as an
optimization hint. DB2 uses the step as
input during access path selection.

PAGE_RANGE CHAR(1) Indicator of whether the access path
qualifies for a page range. Valid values are
as follows:
(blank)-The default setting. The page range
does not qualify for page range paneling.
Y-The table can qualify for page range
paneling, in which DB2 generates plans
that scan only the partitions that are
needed.

PARALLELISM_ MODE CHAR(1) The type of parallelism that is used at bind
time, if any. Valid values are as follows:
I-Query I/O parallelism
C-Query CPU parallelism
X-Sysplex parallelism
NULL-No parallelism, or the plan was
bound on a DB2 level prior to version 4.

PARENT_PLANNO SMALLINT Corresponds to the plan number in the
parent query block where a correlated
subquery is invoked. For non-correlated
subqueries, corresponds to the plan
number in the parent query block that
represents the work file for the subquery.

PARENT_QBLOCKNO SMALLINT Indicates the QBLOCKNO of the parent
query block.

PLANNO SMALLINT Number identifying the order in which
the steps were executed within the
QBLOCKNO.
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PREFETCH CHAR(1) Whether data pages were read in advance
by PREFETCH. Valid values are as follows:
D-Optimizer expects dynamic PREFETCH.
S-Pure sequential PREFETCH.
L-PREFETCH through a page list.
(blank)-Unknown.

PRIMARY_ACCESSTYPE CHAR(1) Direct row access indicator. Possible values
are:
D-Direct Row Access. DB2 attempts to use
direct row access at runtime, if unable to do
that, DB2 will use access type described in
field ACCESS.
T-The base table or result file is
materialized into a work file, and the work
file is accessed via sparse index access.
(blank)-DB2 does not try to use direct row
access by using a rowid column or sparse
index access for a work file..

QBLOCK_TYPE CHAR(6) Indicates the statement type of the
outermost query block. Valid values are as
follows:
SELECT-SELECT statement.
INSERT-INSERT statement.
UPDATE-UPDATE statement.
MERGE-MERGE statement.
DELETE-DELETE statement.
SELUPD-SELECT with FOR UPDATE OF.
DELCUR-DELETE WHERE CURRENT OF
CURSOR.
UPDCUR-UPDATE WHERE CURRENT OF
CURSOR.
CORSUB-Correlated subquery.
TRUNCA-TRUNCATE.
NCOSUB-Noncorrelated subquery.
TABLEX-Table expression
TRIGGR-WHEN clause on CREATE
TRIGGER
UNION-UNION
UNIONA-UNION ALL
INTERS-INTERSECT
INTERA-INTERSECT ALL
EXCEPT-EXCEPT
EXCEPTA-EXCEPT ALL

QBLOCKNO SMALLINT Number that identifies separate SQL
statement sections.

QUERYNO INTEGER A number used to identify the statement
being explained.

REMARKS VARCHAR(762) Indicates whether the optimization hint
was successfully applied when the
APREUSE(WARN) bind option is used with
EXPLAIN(YES).
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SCAN_DIRECTION CHAR(1) Specifies whether a forward or backward
index scan was used for index access. If an
index scan did not occur, this field remains
blank. The following values are valid:
F -- Forward
R -- Backward

SECTNOI INTEGER Specifies the section number of the
statement.

SEQNO INTEGER Relative sequence number of the
EXPLAIN data used to order the EXPLAIN
rows correctly. The first sequence
number for the rows for a single SQL
statement relates to EXPL_SEQNO in the
PTPA_ES_STMT_0102 table, which stores
the SQL text for those rows.

SORTC_GROUPBY CHAR(1) Whether a GROUP BY clause results in a
sort on the composite table.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SORTC_JOIN CHAR(1) Whether a sort is performed on the outer
composite table when METHOD is 2 or
METHOD is 4.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SORTC_ORDERBY CHAR(1) Whether a sort is performed on the
composite table for ORDER BY or for a
quantified predicate.

SORTC_PGROUP SMALLINT The parallel group identifier for the parallel
sort of the composite table. If this identifier
is not applicable, the column is NULL.

SORTC_UNIQ CHAR(1) Whether a sort is performed on the
composite table to remove duplicate rows.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SORTN_GROUPBY CHAR(1) Whether a GROUP BY clause results in a
sort on the new table.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SORTN_JOIN CHAR(1) Whether a sort is performed on the inner
table of a Merge Scan Join (METHOD is 2).
Indicates a sort is performed by order of the
inner table RIDs, on the intermediate table
of Hybrid Join (METHOD is 4).
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)
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SORTN_ORDERBY CHAR(1) Whether an ORDER BY clause results in a
sort on the new table.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SORTN_PGROUP SMALLINT The parallel group identifier for the parallel
sort of the new table. If this identifier is not
applicable, then the column is NULL.

SORTN_UNIQ CHAR(1) Whether a sort is performed on the new
table to remove duplicate rows.
Valid values are as follows:
Y-(Yes)
N-(No)

SRC_ID INTEGER ID identifying the explain source.
STMT_ID INTEGER ID identifying the SQL statement.
STMTTOKEN VARCHAR(240) User-specified statement token.
STMTTYPE_FLAG CHAR(1) Type of SQL statement. Valid values are as

follows:
0-Unknown statement type.
1-SELECT
2-INSERT
3-DELETE (WHERE CURRENT OF)
4-UPDATE (WHERE CURRENT OF)
5-DELETE
6-UPDATE
7-MERGE

TABLE_DCCSID SMALLINT The DBCS CCSID value of the table.
TABLE_ENCODE CHAR(1) The encoding scheme of the table.

A-ASCII
E-EBCDIC
U-UNICODE
M-MULTIPLE CCSID sets

TABLE_MCCSID SMALLINT The mixed CCSID value of the table.
TABLE_SCCSID SMALLINT The SBCS CCSID value of the table.
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TABLE_TYPE CHAR(1) Indicates the type of new table. Possible
values are:
B-Buffers for SELECT from INSERT,
SELECt from UPDATE, SELECT from
MERGE, or SELECT from DELETE
statement.
C-Common Table Expression
F-Table function
I-Generated from an IN-LIST predicate. If
the IN-LIST predicate is selected as the
matching predicate, it will be accessed as
an in-memory table.
M-Materialized Query Table
Q-Temporary Intermediate Result Table (not
materialized)
R-Recursive Common Table Expression
S-Subquery (correlated or non-correlated)
T-Table
W-Work file
(NULL)

TABNO SMALLINT Number that identifies the sequence of the
table referenced in the FROM clause. Blank
when METHOD is 3.

TIMESTAMP CHAR(16) Time at which the EXPLAIN statement was
processed.

TNAME VARCHAR(128) Name of the new table access in this step.
Blank when METHOD is 3.

TSLOCKMODE CHAR(3) Lock mode of the tablespace that contains
the new table. Valid values are as follows:
IS-Intent share.
IX-Intent exclusive.
S-Share.
U-Update.
X-Exclusive.
SIX-Share with intent exclusive.
N-UR (uncommitted read) isolation.
NS-When the isolation level at execution
is UR, no lock will be acquired. When the
isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an
S lock is acquired.
NIS-When the isolation level at execution
is UR, no lock will be acquired. When the
isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an
IS lock is acquired.
NSS-When the isolation level at execution
is UR, no lock will be acquired. When the
isolation level at execution is CS, an IS
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at
execution is RR, an S lock is acquired.
SS-When the isolation level at execution is
UR or CS, an IS lock is acquired. When the
isolation level at execution is RR, an S lock
is acquired.
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WHEN_OPTIMIZE CHAR(1) Indicates when the access path was
determined. Valid values are as follows:
R-At run time.
B-At bind time, with reoptimization at run
time.
(blank)-At bind time, with no reoptimization
at run time.

PTI.PTPA_ES_EXSRC_

All fields are NOT NULL. This table resides in the PTDB database.

Field Name Data Type Description
APF_COND CHAR(18) Contains bit data flags for internal use.
APF_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for access path filters exist.
CATSTAT_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for catalog statistics exist.
CEV_ACCESS_VER CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display the access

path information for the old or new version:
E displays the access path information only
once (when the access path information
is the same for both the old and new
versions).
B displays both the old and new version
access path information.
O displays the old version access path
information only. If the access path
information for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.
N displays the new version access path
information only. If the access path
information for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.

CEV_CHANGE_LVL CHAR(1) Specifies the types of changes to include in
the report:
B includes both changed and unchanged
SQL statements.
E includes changes only if the access path
information or the SQL text has changed.
S includes changes only when the SQL text
has changed.
A includes changes only when the access
path has changed.
N includes changes only when the access
path has changed and the SQL has not
changed.

CEV_COMP_CREATOR CHAR(1) Specifies whether to compare the creator of
the tables and indexes:
N specifies to ignore the creator.
Y specifies to compare the creator.
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CEV_COSTMS CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the estimated CPU processor
cost in milliseconds (obtained at explain
time from column PROCMS in table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE).
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value represented as a percentage
increase, decrease, or both increase and
decrease.
Valid values are as follows:
Blank specifies to ignore cost comparison
by milliseconds. This value is the default.
+n compares cost by milliseconds and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example,
Cost Margin (ms) => +00 flags every
statement where cost service units have a
cost increase.
-n compares cost by milliseconds and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (ms) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n compares cost by milliseconds
and reports on cost increases or decreases
that exceed the numeric value specified.
For example, Cost Margin (ms) => 00 flags
every statement where cost service units
have a cost increase or cost decrease.
Note: n represents a signed or unsigned
numeric value from 0 through 99.
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CEV_COSTSU CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the estimated CPU processor
cost in service units (obtained at explain
time from column PROCSU in table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE).
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value represented as a percentage
increase, decrease, or both increase and
decrease.
The following values are valid:
Blank specifies to ignore cost comparison
by service units. This value is the default.
+n compares cost by service units and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (su) => +00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
increase.
-n compares cost by service units and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (su) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n compares cost by service units
and reports on cost increases or decreases
that exceed the numeric value specified.
For example, Cost Margin (su) => 00 flags
every statement where cost service units
have a cost increase or cost decrease.
Note: n represents a signed or unsigned
numeric value from 0 through 99.
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CEV_COSTTM CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the relative cost calculated in
Total Cost (estimated CPU processor cost
plus I/O utilization), obtained during a future
explain.
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value represented as a percentage
increase, decrease, or both increase
and decrease. Relative cost is the Total
Cost value that DB2 returns in the fourth
fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an
explain.
Valid values are as follows:
Blank specifies to ignore cost comparison
by relative cost. This value is the default.
+n compares cost by relative cost and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (tc) => +00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
increase.
-n compares cost by relative cost and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (tc) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n compares cost by relative cost
and reports on cost increases or decreases
that exceed the numeric value specified.
For example, Cost Margin (tc) => 00 flags
every statement where cost service units
have a cost increase or cost decrease.
Note: n represents a signed or unsigned
numeric value from 0 through 99.

CEV_HOSTVAR CHAR(1) Specifies how to report the differences in
host variables:
B specifies to show changed and
unchanged.
C specifies to show changed only.
N specifies to not show differences.

CEV_HVERSION CHAR(8) Specifies to compare against a previous
stored hversion name.

CEV_OPTIONS CHAR(1) Is for internal use.
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CEV_PAIRED CHAR(1) Specifies whether to include SQL
statements that have a corresponding
match in the other version:
B includes both paired and unpaired SQL
statements.
U includes statements only when the
statements are unpaired.
P includes statements only when the
statements are paired.

CEV_SQL_ACCESS CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display SQL text or
access path information:
B displays both the SQL text and access
path information.
C displays only the changed SQL text and
access path information.
S displays only the SQL text.
A displays only the access path information.

CEV_SQL_VER CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display the SQL text
for the old or new version:
E displays the SQL text only once (when
the SQL text information is the same for
both the old and new versions).
B displays both the old and new version
SQL text.
O displays the old version SQL text only. If
the SQL text for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.
N displays the new version SQL text only.
If the SQL text for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.

CEVCC_EXPLODE CHAR(1) Determines the level of detail to display
in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report:
D displays the DBRM or the collection/
package level.
S displays the statement level.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package
Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds,
based on increase/decrease and based on
actual or percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the
Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference
filter. Because the filter is disabled, the
Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference
in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report is displayed as an actual numeric
cost difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following in the form of a numeric value:
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with percent
sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost
Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number between 0 and
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you choose, the
Cost Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTMSO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Milliseconds. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTMSO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package Service
Units and old package Service Units, based
on increase/decrease and based on actual
or percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the Service
Units Cost Compare Difference filter.
Because the filter is disabled, the Service
Units Cost Compare Difference in the
Compare Versions Cost Compare report
will be displayed as an actual numeric cost
difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following in the form of a numeric value:
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with percent
sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost
Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number between 0 and
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you choose, the
Cost Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTSUO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Service Units. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTSUO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package Total
Cost and old package Total Cost, based on
increase/decrease and based on actual or
percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the Total
Cost Compare Cost Difference filter.
Because the filter is disabled, the Total
Cost Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report will be
displayed as an actual numeric cost
difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following in the form of a numeric value:
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with percent
sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost
Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number between 0 and
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you choose, the
Cost Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTTCO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Service Units. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTTCO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC.
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COST_FILTER CHAR(2) Specifies a cost filter. CA Plan Analyzer®
for DB2 for z/OS processes and reports on
only those SQL statements that have a cost
filter equal to or greater than the number
you specify.

CEVCC_FILTK CHAR(1) Specifies a filter to be applied at the object
level (package/DBRM), so report data can
be restricted in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report:
A shows all packages. This value is the
default.
I shows packages where SQL cost has
decreased for all three cost differences
(MS, SU, TC), improving SQL cost
performance.
D shows packages where SQL cost has
increased for all three cost differences (MS,
SU, TC), degrading SQL cost performance.
U shows packages where SQL cost has
remained the same for all three cost
differences (MS, SU, TC).
M shows packages that indicate "Needs
Review," meaning Milliseconds, Service
Units, and Total Cost for the package show
Improvement or Unchanged, but at least
one SQL statement within the package has
a degraded cost for Milliseconds, Service
Units, or Total Cost.
P shows packages that contain SQL
statements that had an access path
change.

CREATOR CHAR(8) Creator of the strategy.
DATA_ESTATS VARCHAR(200) Bit data containing internal data structures.
DATA_FILTERS VARCHAR(500) Bit data containing internal data structures.
DATASET VARCHAR(132) Specifies the sequential or partitioned data

set name.
DB_AUTO_PREFIX CHAR(8) Is an Historical Database explain option

providing an automatic historic versioning
name.

DB_AUTO_SSID CHAR(4) Is an Historical Database explain option
providing an automatic historic versioning
subsystem ID where hversion name can be
found.

DB_CREATE_NAME CHAR(8) Is an Historical Database explain option
providing a new hversion name.

DB_OPTIONS CHAR(1) Contains bit data flags for internal use.
DB_OPTIONS_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for the historical database exist.
DBRM VARCHAR(24) Specifies the DBRM name of the plan to be

explained.
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DEGREE_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options for parallelism degree exist:
1 specifies to not use parallel I/O
processing.
A specifies to use parallel I/O processing.
D specifies to use the IBM defaults.
Blank indicates non-applicable.

DEGREE_OPT CHAR(1) Specifies the explain option parallelism
degree:
1 specifies to not use parallel I/O
processing.
A specifies to use parallel I/O processing.
D specifies to use the IBM defaults.
Blank indicates non-applicable.

EQF_NAME CHAR(8) Specifies the extended query name.
EXPL_REPORTS CHAR(5) Contains bit data flags for internal use.
EXPL_STATRPTS CHAR(4) Contains bit data flags for internal use.
FILTER_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for search filters exist.
HVERSION CHAR(8) Named Historical version.
MEMBER CHAR(8) Specifies the PDS member name.
NAME CHAR(8) Name of the strategy.
OBJECT_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) Specifies the creator of the object.
OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) Specifies the name of the object upon

which the SQL that you want explained is
dependent.

OBJECT_SQLOPT CHAR(1) Allows you to request explain processing
for dependent SQL only or for all SQL in the
plan/DBRM or collection/package:
Y requests explain processing for
dependent SQL only.
N requests processing for all SQL.

OBJECT_TABLE VARCHAR(128) Specifies the name of the table that
contains the column. This specification
applies when the object type is C (Column).

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(2) Specifies the type of object upon which the
SQL that you want explained is dependent:
T -- Table
A -- Alias
C -- Column
DB -- Database
I -- Index
S -- Synonym
TS -- Tablespace
V -- View
RP -- Row permission
CM -- Column mask

PK_LOCATION CHAR(16) Specifies the package location.
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PK_COLLID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the collection name.
PK_PACKAGE VARCHAR(128) Specifies the package name.
PK_VERSION VARCHAR(122) Specifies the package version name.
PLAN VARCHAR(24) Specifies the plan name to be explained.
RELEASE SMALLINT Reserved for future use.
REPORTS_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for explain reports exist.
SDB_HVERSION CHAR(8) Is for internal use.
SDB_SSID CHAR(4) Is for internal use.
SDB_SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) Is for internal use.
SDB_TYPE CHAR(2) Is for internal use.
SDB_UDFQUAL VARCHAR(128) Is for internal use.
SEARCH_COND CHAR(136) Contains bit data flags for internal use.
SEARCH_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for search conditions exist.
SOURCENO SMALLINT Relative source number used to uniquely

identify each SQL source contained in the
strategy.

SRC_LOCATION CHAR(16) Specifies the source location where to find
the SQL from which to retrieve.

SRC_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the source subsystem where to
find the SQL from which to retrieve.

SRC_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies the explain SQL source type.
STMTNUM CHAR(10) Specifies the SQL statement number.
TARGET_RULE_SET CHAR(8) Specifies the name of the rule set that

should be applied when the explain is
executed.

TARGET_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 subsystem where the
SQL source should be explained.

VERSION CHAR(6) Reserved for future use.
VOLSER CHAR(6) Specifies the volume serial name.

PTI.PTPA_ES_STRAT_

All fields are NOT NULL. This table resides in the PTDB database. The following table contains the field name, data type,
and description of columns in the table PTI.PTPA_ES_STRAT_#:

 Field Name  Data Type  Description 
CREATE_DATE DATE Indicates the date the strategy or version

was created.
CREATE_TIME TIME Specifies the time the strategy or version

was created.
CREATE_USER CHAR(8) Contains the ID of the user that created the

strategy or version.
CREATOR CHAR(8) Specifies the creator of the strategy.
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DB_OPTION CHAR(1) Indicates how the hversion method was
created.
S -- Strategy
A -- Auto Hversion
M -- Manual Hversion
(blank)

DESCRIPTION CHAR(25) Contains a description of the strategy or
version.

EXPL_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to use Future (F) or
Current (C) explain processing.

GROUP_ID INTEGER Contains the group identifier.
ISOLATION CHAR(2) Indicates the isolation method that is used

during an explain for Non-Catalog SQL
sources.
CS -- Cursor Stability
RR -- Repeatable Read
RS -- Read Stability
UR -- Uncommitted Read

NAME CHAR(8) Contains the name of the strategy.
OPTHINT VARCHAR(128) Identifies if optimization hints were used. 
PACKAGE_COPY CHAR(1) n/a
PATHSCHEMAS VARCHAR(2048) Indicates the SCHEMA PATH specified at

BIND time. 
PGI INTEGER Contains the performance group indicator.
PLAN_EXPL_OPT CHAR(1) Specifies whether to explain DBRMs,

packages, or both.
B -- Explains both the DBRMs and the
packages in the plan.
D -- Explains only the DBRMs in the plan.
P -- Explains only the packages in the plan.
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PLANTAB_OPTION CHAR(1) Specifies whether to save the IBM explain
output to the specified explain tables. The
following values are valid:
R -- Does not save the changes.
C -- Saves the changes and
updates the PLAN_TABLE and
DSN_STATEMENT_TABLE with SQL
source catalog information. The following
tables are also updated with catalog source
information, depending on the selected
reports:
The DSN_COLDIST_TABLE and
DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE are updated
when the Index Probe Statistics Report is
selected.
The DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and
DSN_FILTER_TABLE are updated when
the Predicate Report or Predicate Rules
Report is selected.
A -- Saves the changes and updates all of
the EXPLAIN tables that DB2 populates
with SQL source catalog information.
We strongly recommend rolling back
these updates to avoid filling up the
explain tables, because these rows cannot
be easily identified outside of CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS. This option is
not applicable to versions.

PRIMARY_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Contains the primary authorization ID
used for the EXPLAIN. This column is not
applicable to versions.

PROCESS_VIEW CHAR(1) Specifies whether views are processed.
Y -- Specifies that all CREATE VIEW text is
read, parsed, and analyzed with the base
SQL statement.
N -- Specifies that CREATE VIEW text
is not processed.

PROFILE CHAR(8) Contains the name of the explain profile
that is used to set the explain options for
the strategy.

PROFILE_SSID CHAR(4) Contains the ID of the DB2 subsystem on
which the explain profile resides.

RULES_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the ID of the subsystem that
contains the rule set that you want used for
explain processing.

SAVE_HOSTVAR CHAR(1) Specifies whether to save host variables to
the Statement Text table for later Compare
Explain Versions processing. 

SAVE_REPORTS CHAR(1) Specifies whether to report output saved.
Save the report output initially or it cannot
be browsed later. 
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SECONDARY_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the secondary authorization ID
used for the EXPLAIN. This column is not
applicable to versions.

SHARE_OPTION CHAR(1) Indicates the share option of the strategy or
version. Versions inherit the share option of
its strategy.
U -- Indicates that all users can browse,
update, or EXPLAIN this strategy.
Y -- Indicates that all users can browse or
EXPLAIN this strategy. Only the creator can
update or delete.
N -- Indicates that only the creator can
access this strategy.

SQL_QUALIFIER_ID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the SQL qualifier that is used to
qualify noncatalog SQL. This column is not
applicable to versions.

SQL_QUALIFIER_OV CHAR(1) Indicates whether you want to override the
qualifier for unqualified cataloged SQL.
Y -- Overrides the qualifier for unqualified
cataloged SQL. The value that is used
is the value that is specified for the SQL
Qualifier ID.
N -- Does not override the qualifier. The
qualifier of the package or plan is the
qualifier for unqualified cataloged SQL.

TIE_PERF CHAR(1) Specifies whether to tie the explain data
to the performance data for the SQL
statements. 

TYPE CHAR(1) Indicates the type of strategy. The only valid
value is E for Explain.
For versions, the following values are valid:
C -- Complete -- Indicates that the version
created, explained, and completed.
I -- Incomplete -- Indicates that the
version created and explained, but did not
complete.
(blank) -- Indicates that the version was
created, but not yet explained. Blank shows
as an incomplete version when CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS displays the
status online.

UPDATE_DATE DATE Specifies the date that a strategy was
updated or date a version was created.

UPDATE_TIME TIME Specifies the time that a strategy was
updated or time a version was created.

UPDATE_USER CHAR(8) Contains the user ID of the person who
updated the strategy or created the version.
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UPPERCASE CHAR(1) Specifies how to print reports.
N -- Prints reports in uppercase and
lowercase.
Y -- Prints reports in uppercase only. Use
this option if your printer does not support
lowercase.

VERSION CHAR(6) Indicates the version identifier for the
strategy. When this field is blank, the row
identifies the strategy. When this field is not
blank, the row identifies a version.

VIEW_QUALIFIER_ID VARCHAR(128) Indicates the qualifier PPA uses for
unqualified view references.
(blank) -- Indicates that the CREATOR field
from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the
view when this field is blank and the Use
View Creator field contains a Y.
If this field is blank and the Use
View Creator field is marked N,
then the CREATEDBY field from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the view.
qualifier -- Indicates that a 1-8 character
qualifier is entered.

VIEW_QUALIFIER_OV CHAR(1) Indicates whether you want to override the
qualifier for unqualified view references.
Y -- Overrides the qualifier for unqualified
view references. The value that is used
is the value that is specified for the View
Qualifier ID.
N -- Does not override the qualifier. The
qualifier of the package or plan is the
qualifier for unqualified view reference.

 

PTI.PTPA_ES_IMSQL_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAO.

• CARD
Data type: CHAR(80)
Description: Card image contains all or part of an SQL statement.

• CREATOR
Data type: CHAR(8)
Description: Creator of the strategy.

• NAME
Data type: CHAR(8)
Description: Name of the strategy.

• SEQNO
Data type: SMALLINT
Description: Relative sequence number of the SQL card images used to order the SQL card images correctly.

• SOURCENO
Data type: SMALLINT
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Description: Source number to relate the immediate SQL cards to the correct SQL source stored.
• VERSION

Data type: CHAR(6)
Description: Version identifier for the strategy. Currently not used.

PTI.PTPA_ES_RU2RE_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAG.

• DB2V
Data type: CHAR(3)
Description: Db2 version.

• REC_NUMBER
Data type: CHAR(4)
Description: Recommendation number for this rule (defined by RULE_NUMBER) for this version of Db2 (defined by
DB2V).

• RULE_NUMBER
Data type: CHAR(4)
Description: Rule number.

PTI.PTPA_ES_RULES_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAE.

Field Name Data Type Description
ACTIVE_FLAG CHAR(1) Flag indicating whether the rule is active.

Valid values are as follows:
Y-The rule is active.
N-The rule is inactive.

DB2V CHAR(3) Version of DB2 for the DB2 subsystem
defined by SSID.

NOTIFY_OPTION CHAR(1) Indicates whether a user should be notified
if the rule set is triggered. Valid values are
as follows:
Y-Notify the user.
N-Do not notify the user.

RULE_NUMBER CHAR(4) Rule number.
RULESET CHAR(8) Rule set name.
SSID CHAR(4) DB2 subsystem that the rule set is to be

used on.
THRESHOLD_1 CHAR(8) First threshold value.
THRESHOLD_2 CHAR(8) Second threshold value.
THRESHOLD_3 CHAR(8) Third threshold value.
THRESHOLD_4 CHAR(8) Fourth threshold value.
THRESHOLD_5 CHAR(8) Fifth threshold value or severity code.
THRESHOLD_6 CHAR(8) Sixth threshold value.
THRESHOLD_FLAG CHAR(1) Number of thresholds contained in this rule.

0 indicates no thresholds are used.
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PTI.PTPA_ES_RULID_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAH.

Field Name Data Type Description
CREATOR CHAR(08) Creator of the rule set.
DB2V CHAR(03) DB2 version in which the rule set was

created.
NOTIFY_USER CHAR(1) Indicates whether a user (based on the

User ID) is to be notified if the rule set is
triggered. Valid values are as follows:
Y-Notify the user.
N-Do not notify the user.

DESCRIPTION CHAR(22) Description of the rule set.
RULESET CHAR(08) Name of the rule set.
SHARE_OPTION CHAR(01) Share option of the rule set.
SSID CHAR(04) Subsystem of the rule set.
UPDATE_DATE DATE Date the rule set was last updated.
UPDATE_TIME TIME Time the rule set was last updated.
UPDATE_USER CHAR(08) User ID that last updated the rule set.

PTI.PTPA_ES_VOUTP_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAM.

Field Name Data Type Description
CREATOR CHAR(8) Specifies the creator of the strategy.
NAME CHAR(8) Specifies the name of the strategy.
OUTPUT CHAR(80) Specifies the version output report data.
SEQNO INTEGER Specifies the relative sequence number

used to order the rows of this table.
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TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies the type of output this row
represents. These values are hexadecimal
values.
X00 -- Enhanced Explain input cards
X01 -- Summary report
X02 -- Access report
X03 -- Cost report
X04 -- Predicate Analysis report
X05 -- Dependency report
X06 -- Tree report
X07 -- Statistics report
X08 -- SQL rules report
X09 -- Physical rules report
X0A -- Plan/Package rules report
X0B -- SQL text
X0C -- Error messages
X0D -- Compare report
X0E -- Predicate Rules report
X0F -- Referential Integrity report
X10 -- Performance report
X11 -- Statistics Manager interface
X12 -- Compare Versions Cost Compare
report
X13 -- Index Probe report

VERSION CHAR(6) Specifies the version identifier for the
strategy.

PTI.PTPA_EXCPT_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PTITSPAA.

Field Name Data Type Description
EXCPT_GROUP_ID INTEGER The group ID of the SQL statement.
EXCPT_PHY_RULES VARCHAR(50) Bit data regarding physical rule violations.
EXCPT_PRED_RULES VARCHAR(50) Bit data regarding predicate rule violations.
EXCPT_RULESET CHAR(8) The name of the rule set run during explain

processing.
EXCPT_RULESSID CHAR(4) The ID of the DB2 subsystem on which the

rule set is stored.
EXCPT_SQL_RULES VARCHAR(50) Bit data regarding SQL rule violations.
EXCPT_SRC_ID INTEGER The source ID of the SQL statement.
EXCPT_STMT_ID INTEGER The statement ID number.
EXCPT_TARG_SSID CHAR(4) The ID of the DB2 subsystem on which the

explain took place.
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PTI.PTPA_EXPLPROF_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in the PTDB database. The following table contains the field name, data type,
and description of columns in the table PTI.PTPA_EXPLPROF_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
PROFILE CHAR(8) Specifies the explain profile name.
CREATOR CHAR(8) Specifies the ID of the explain profile

creator.
DESCRIPT CHAR(20) Specifies the description of the explain

profile.
CREAT_TIME TIME Specifies the time at which the explain

profile was created.
CREAT_DATE DATE Specifies the date on which the explain

profile was created.
UPDATE_ID CHAR(8) Specifies the ID of the person who last

updated the explain profile.
SHARE_OPT CHAR(1) Specifies the share option of the explain

profile. The following values are valid:
Y -- Specifies that others can use but not
update the auto hversion or the explain
profile.
N -- Specifies that others cannot use or
update the auto hversion or the explain
profile.
U -- Specifies that others can use and
update the auto hversion or the explain
profile.

PRIMARY_AUTHID VARCHAR (128) Specifies the primary authorization ID used
for the EXPLAIN.

SECONDARY_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the secondary authorization ID
used for the EXPLAIN.

SQL_QUALIFIER_ID VARCHAR(128) Specifies the SQL qualifier that is used to
qualify unqualified SQL.

SQL_QUALIFIER_OV CHAR(1) Specifies whether to override the qualifier
for unqualified cataloged SQL. The
following values are valid:
Y -- Overrides the qualifier for unqualified
cataloged SQL. The value that is used
is the value that is specified for the SQL
Qualifier ID.
N -- Does not override the qualifier. The
qualifier of the package or plan is the
qualifier for unqualified cataloged SQL.
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VIEW_QUALIFIER_ID VARCHAR (128) Specifies the qualifier that CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS uses for
unqualified view references. If this field
is blank, and the Use View Creator field
is marked Y, the CREATOR field from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the view. If
this field is blank, and the Use View Creator
field is marked N, the CREATEDBY field
from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the
view. Blank is the default.
You can enter a 1- to 128 character
qualifier.

VIEW_QUALIFIER_OV CHAR(1) Specifies whether to override the qualifier
for unqualified view references. The
following values are valid:
Y -- Overrides the qualifier for unqualified
view references. The value that is used
is the value that is specified for the View
Qualifier ID.
N -- Does not override the qualifier. The
qualifier of the package or plan is the
qualifier for the unqualified view reference.

PLANTAB_OPTION CHAR(1) Specifies whether to save the IBM explain
output to the specified explain tables. The
following values are valid:
R -- Does not save the changes.
C -- Saves the changes and
updates the PLAN_TABLE and
DSN_STATEMENT_TABLE with SQL
source catalog information. The following
tables are also updated with catalog source
information, depending on the selected
reports:
The DSN_COLDIST_TABLE and
DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE are updated
when the Index Probe Statistics Report is
selected.
The DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and
DSN_FILTER_TABLE are updated when
the Predicate Report or Predicate Rules
Report is selected.
A -- Saves the changes and updates all of
the EXPLAIN tables that DB2 populates
with SQL source catalog information.
We strongly recommend rolling back
these updates to avoid filling up the
explain tables, because these rows cannot
be easily identified outside of CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS. This option is
not applicable to versions.

EXPL_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies whether to use Future (F) or
Current (C) explain processing.
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PLAN_EXPL_OPT CHAR(1) Specifies whether to explain DBRMs,
packages, or both. The following values are
valid:
B -- Explains both the DBRMs and the
packages in the plan.
D -- Explains only the DBRMs in the plan.
P -- Explains only the packages in the plan.

PROCESS_VIEW CHAR(1) Specifies whether to process views. The
following values are valid:
Y -- Reads, parses, and analyzes all
CREATE VIEW text with the base SQL
statement.
N -- Does not process CREATE VIEW text.

SAVE_REPORTS CHAR(1) Specifies whether to save report output.
Note: Save the report output initially or it
cannot be browsed later.

SAVE_HOSTVAR CHAR(1) Specifies whether to save host variables to
the Statement Text table (for later Compare
Explain Versions processing).

RULES_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the ID of the subsystem that
contains the rule set that you want used for
explain processing.

UPPERCASE CHAR(1) Specifies how reports are printed. The
following values are valid:
N -- Prints reports in uppercase and
lowercase.
Y -- Prints reports in uppercase only. If your
printer does not support lowercase, use this
value.

TIE_PERF CHAR(1) Specifies whether to tie the explain data
to the performance data for the SQL
statements.

ISOLATION CHAR(2) Specifies the isolation method that is used
during an explain for noncatalog SQL
sources. The following values are valid:
CS -- Uses the Cursor Stability method.
RR -- Uses the Repeatable Read method.
RS -- Uses the Read Stability method.
UR -- Uses the Uncommitted Read method.

OPTHINT VARCHAR (128) Specifies the optimization hint ID used to
influence or override the access path that
the DB2 optimizer uses for a particular
query. This is accomplished by referencing
PLAN_TABLE information as input.

DB_OPTIONS_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options exist for a historical database.

QUALOV_FLAG CHAR(1) Indicates internal use.
CATSTAT_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for catalog statistics exist.
REPORTS_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain

options for explain reports exist.
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APF_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options for access path filters exist.

SEARCH_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options for search conditions exist.

FILTER_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options for search filters exist.

DEGREE_FLAG CHAR(1) Specifies whether source-level explain
options for a parallelism degree exist. The
following values are valid:
1 -- Does not use parallel I/O processing.
A -- Uses parallel I/O processing.
D -- Uses the IBM defaults.
Blank -- Indicates nonapplicable.

SEARCH_COND CHAR(136) Indicates internal use.
APF_COND CHAR(18) Indicates internal use.
EXPL_REPORTS CHAR(5) Indicates internal use.
EXPL_STATRPTS CHAR(4)
TARGET_SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 subsystem where the

SQL source is explained.
TARGET_RULE_SET CHAR(8) Specifies the name of the rule set that is

applied when the explain is executed.
COST_FILTER CHAR(2) Specifies a cost filter. CA Plan Analyzer®

for DB2 for z/OS processes and reports
only on SQL statements that have a cost
filter equal to or greater than the number
you specify.

DEGREE_OPT CHAR(1) Specifies the explain option parallelism
degree. The following values are valid:
1 -- Does not use parallel I/O processing.
A -- Uses parallel I/O processing.
D -- Uses the IBM defaults.
Blank -- Indicates nonapplicable.

DB_OPTIONS CHAR(1) Indicates internal use.
DB_CREATE_NAME CHAR(8) Indicates a Historical Database explain

option that provides a new hversion name.
DB_AUTO_PREFIX CHAR(8) Indicates a Historical Database explain

option that provides an automatic historic
versioning name.

DB_AUTO_SSID CHAR(4) Indicates a Historical Database explain
option that provides an automatic historic
versioning subsystem ID where the
hversion name can be found.
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CEV_CHANGE_LVL CHAR(1) Specifies the types of changes to include in
the report. The following values are valid:
B -- Includes changed and unchanged SQL
statements.
E -- Includes the changes only when the
access path information or the SQL text has
changed.
S -- Includes the changes only when the
SQL text has changed.
A -- Includes the changes only when the
access path has changed.
N -- Includes the changes only when the
access path has changed and the SQL is
unchanged.

CEV_PAIRED CHAR(1) Specifies whether to include SQL
statements that have a corresponding
match in the other version. The following
values are valid:
B -- Includes paired and unpaired SQL
statements.
U -- Includes statements only when the
statements are unpaired.
P -- Includes statements only when the
statements are paired.

CEV_COMP_CREATOR CHAR(1) Specifies whether to compare the creator of
the tables and indexes.

CEV_SQL_ACCESS CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display SQL text or
access path information. The following
values are valid:
B -- Displays the SQL text and access path
information.
C -- Displays only the changed SQL text
and access path information.
S -- Displays only the SQL text.
A -- Displays only the access path
information.

CEV_SQL_VER CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display the SQL text
for the old or new version. The following
values are valid:
E -- Displays SQL text only once when the
SQL text information is the same for the old
and new versions.
B -- Displays the old and new version SQL
text.
O -- Displays the old version SQL text only.
If the SQL text for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.
N -- Displays the new version SQL text
only. If the SQL text for both versions is
equal, a generic title is displayed.
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CEV_ACCESS_VER CHAR(1) Specifies whether to display the access
path information for the old or new version.
The following values are valid:
E -- Displays the access path information
only once when the access path information
is the same for the old and new versions.
B -- Displays both the old and new version
access path information.
O -- Displays the old version access
path information only. If the access path
information for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.
N -- Displays the new version access
path information only. If the access path
information for both versions is equal, a
generic title is displayed.

CEV_HVERSION CHAR(8) Specifies to compare against a previous
stored HVERSION name.

CEV_HOSTVAR CHAR(1) Specifies how to report the differences in
host variables. The following values are
valid:
B -- Shows changed and unchanged.
C -- Shows changed only.
N -- Does not show differences.

CEV_OPTIONS CHAR(1) Indicates internal use.
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CEV_COSTMS CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the estimated CPU processor
cost in milliseconds (obtained at explain
time from the column PROCMS in the table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE).
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value. This value is represented as a
percentage increase, decrease, or both.
The following values are valid:
blank -- Ignores cost comparison by
milliseconds.
+n -- Compares cost by milliseconds and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example,
Cost Margin (ms) => +00 flags every
statement where cost service units have a
cost increase.
-n -- Compares cost by milliseconds and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (ms) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n -- Compares cost by
milliseconds and reports on cost increases
or decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified. For example, Cost Margin (ms)
=> 00 flags every statement where cost
service units have a cost increase or cost
decrease.
Note: The value n represents a signed or
unsigned numeric value from 0 through 99.
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CEV_COSTSU CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the estimated CPU processor
cost in service units (obtained at explain
time from the column PROCSU in the table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE).
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value. This value is represented as a
percentage increase, decrease, or both.
The following values are valid:
blank -- Ignores cost comparison by service
units. This value is the default.
+n -- Compares cost by service units and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (su) => +00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
increase.
-n -- Compares cost by service units and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (su) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n -- Compares cost by service
units and reports on cost increases or
decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified. For example, Cost Margin (su)
=> 00 flags every statement where cost
service units have a cost increase or cost
decrease.
Note: The value n represents a signed or
unsigned numeric value from 0 through 99.
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CEV_COSTTM CHAR(3) Specifies whether to do the following:
Compare the relative cost calculated in
Total Cost (estimated CPU processor cost
plus I/O utilization), obtained during a future
explain.
Determine whether the compared cost
percentage has exceeded the cost margin
value. This value is represented as a
percentage increase, decrease, or both.
Relative cost is the Total Cost value
that DB2 returns in the fourth fullword
of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an
explain. The following values are valid:
blank -- Ignores cost comparison by relative
cost.
+n -- Compares cost by relative cost and
reports on cost increases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (tc) => +00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
increase.
-n -- Compares cost by relative cost and
reports on cost decreases that exceed the
numeric value specified. For example, Cost
Margin (tc) => -00 flags every statement
where cost service units have a cost
decrease.
Unsigned n -- Compares cost by relative
cost and reports on cost increases or
decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified. For example, Cost Margin (tc)
=> 00 flags every statement where cost
service units have a cost increase or cost
decrease.
Note: n represents a signed or unsigned
numeric value from 0 through 99.

CEVCC_EXPLODE CHAR(1) Determines the level of detail to display
in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report. The following values are valid:
D -- Displays the DBRM or the collection/
package level.
S -- Displays the statement level.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package
Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds,
based on increase/decrease and based on
actual or percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the
Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference
filter. Because the filter is disabled, the
Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference
in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report is displayed as an actual numeric
cost difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following values:
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for
Cost Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number from 0 through
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you select, the Cost
Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTMSO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Milliseconds. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTMSO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTMS.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package Service
Units and old package Service Units. The
comparison is based on increase/decrease
and actual or percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the Service
Units Cost Compare Difference filter.
Because the filter is disabled, the Service
Units Cost Compare Difference in the
Compare Versions Cost Compare report
is displayed as an actual numeric cost
difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following values:
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for
Cost Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number from 0 through
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you select, the Cost
Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTSUO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Service Units. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTSUO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTSU.
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CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC CHAR(5) Specifies a filter to compare the cost
difference between new package Total
Cost and old package Total Cost. This
comparison is based on increase/decrease
and actual or percentage basis.
The default (blank) disables the Total
Cost Compare Cost Difference filter.
Because the filter is disabled, the Total
Cost Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report is displayed
as an actual numeric cost difference.
Alternatively, you can specify one of the
following values:
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for
Cost Increase)
Signed percentage cost number (with a
percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for
Cost Decrease)
Unsigned percentage number (with a
percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for
Cost Increase/Decrease)
Signed actual number between 0 and
+9999 (for Cost Increase)
Signed actual number between -9999 and 0
(for Cost Decrease)
Unsigned actual number from 0 through
9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)
Based on the format you select, the Cost
Compare Difference in the Compare
Versions Cost Compare report shows
a percentage cost difference or actual
numeric cost difference as follows:
Cost Increase shows the largest cost
increase where cost differences are greater
than cost filter.
Cost Decrease shows the largest cost
decrease where cost differences are
greater than cost filter.
Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost
differences matching Cost Increase and
Cost Decrease.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTTCO CHAR(3) Represents the relationship operator. Valid
values are AND, OR, and blank.

CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC1 CHAR(5) Specifies the second cost difference
filter for Service Units. This filter is
valid only when values are specified
for CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC and
CEVCC_FILT_COSTTCO. Valid numeric
values are the same values described for
CEVCC_FILT_COSTTC.
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CEVCC_FILTK CHAR(1) Specifies a filter to apply at the object level
(package/DBRM), so report data can be
restricted in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report. The following values are
valid:
A -- Shows all packages.
I -- Shows packages where SQL cost has
decreased for all three cost differences
(MS, SU, TC), improving SQL cost
performance.
D -- Shows packages where SQL cost has
increased for all three cost differences (MS,
SU, TC), degrading SQL cost performance.
U -- Shows packages where SQL cost
has remained the same for all three cost
differences (MS, SU, TC).
M -- Shows packages that indicate "Needs
Review," meaning Milliseconds, Service
Units, and Total Cost for the package show
Improvement or Unchanged, but at least
one SQL statement within the package has
a degraded cost for Milliseconds, Service
Units, or Total Cost.
P -- Shows packages that contain SQL
statements that had an access path
change.

SRCH_UDFQUAL VARCHAR(128) Specifies the qualifier to use for user-
defined functions.

DATA_ESTATS VARCHAR (200) Provides bit data containing internal data
structures.

DATA_FILTERS VARCHAR(500) Provides bit data containing internal data
structures.

PATHSCHEMAS VARCHAR (2048) Specifies the schema path.
PACKAGE_COPY CHAR(1)

PTI.PTAN_STMT_

All fields are NOT NULL. This table resides in the PTDB database.

Field Name Data Type Description
STMT_ACCESS_CHANGE CHAR(1) Populates during compare explain to

indicate whether the access path has
changed.
blank -- Indicates that no access path
changes were made.
Y -- Indicates that the access path has
been changed.

STMT_ACM CHAR(1) Indicates whether ACM is activated.
STMT_BIND_STAMP TIMESTAMP Contains the plan and package BIND

TIMESTAMP.
STMT_CASE CHAR(1) Indicates the CASE clause.
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STMT_CCSID INTEGER Indicates the CCSID setting for the
statement. This value is obtained from the
SYSPLAN or SYSPACK tables.

STMT_COL_FUNC CHAR(1) Indicates whether a statement column
function is present.

STMT_CONTOKEN CHAR(8) Specifies the package consistency token.
STMT_COST_CATEGORY CHAR(1) Indicates whether DB2 was forced to use

default values to make cost estimates.
A -- Indicates that default values were not
used.
B -- Indicates that some default values were
used.

STMT_COST_CHANGE CHAR(1) Populates during compare explain to
indicate whether a cost change is present.
Blank -- Indicates no cost change.
Y -- Indicates that a cost change is present.

STMT_COST_PROCMS INTEGER Specifies the estimated processor cost in
milliseconds captured from explain table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

STMT_COST_PROCSU INTEGER Specifies the estimated processor cost in
service units that are captured from explain
table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

STMT_COST_PROFILEID INTEGER Specifies the profile ID that was applied to
the explain statement. If an active profile
does not exist, this value defaults to 0.

STMT_COST_TOTAL FLOAT Specifies the estimated cost of
the statement in the explain table
DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

STMT_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) Specifies the creator of the row.
STMT_CURRENT CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement is a

positioned UPDATE or DELETE.
STMT_DATE DATE Indicates the date that this table was

updated with this row.
STMT_DBRM VARCHAR(128) Specifies the DBRM/package that contains

the statement.
STMT_DCL_TEMP_TBL CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement contains a

Declared Temporary Table.
STMT_DISTINCT CHAR(1) Indicates whether the DISTINCT keyword

was specified.
STMT_DYNAMIC CHAR(1) Indicates whether SQL was issued

dynamically.
STMT_EXCEPTS CHAR(01) Indicates whether rules have been fired for

the SQL statement.
Y -- Indicates that one or more rules have
been fired.
Blank -- Indicates that no rules have been
fired.

STMT_EXPL_SQLCODE CHAR(4) Reserved for future use.
STMT_EXPL_TIMESTMP CHAR(16) Reserved for future use.
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STMT_FETCH CHAR(1) Indicates whether FOR FETCH ONLY was
specified.

STMT_FETCH_FIRST CHAR(1) Indicates whether FETCH FIRST n ROWS
was specified.

STMT_FREQ FLOAT Internal use.
STMT_GROUP_BY CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a GROUP BY

clause.
STMT_GROUP_ID INTEGER Specifies the group identifier.
STMT_GROUP_MEMBER VARCHAR(24) Indicates the current value in the

SYSPLAN.GROUP_MEMBER or
SYSPACKAGE.GROUP_MEMBER
columns in the system catalog.
The DB2 data sharing member name of the
DB2 subsystem that performed the most
recent bind. This column is blank if the DB2
subsystem was not in a DB2 data sharing
environment when the bind was performed.

STMT_HAVING CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a HAVING
clause.

STMT_HOLD CHAR(1) Indicates whether the cursor was declared
WITH HOLD.

STMT_HOSTLANG CHAR(1) Specifies the HOSTLANG setting for the
statement. This value is obtained from the
SYSDBRM or SYSPACK Tables.

STMT_HVERS_ CREATOR CHAR(8) Indicates the user ID of the user who saved
the analysis information to the historical
version.

STMT_HVERS_ DATE DATE Specifies the date when the analysis
information was saved to the historical
version.

STMT_HVERS_ TIME TIME Specifies the time when the analysis
information was saved to the historical
version.

STMT_HVERSION CHAR(8) Indicates the named historical version.
STMT_ID INTEGER Specifies the numeric identifier of the SQL

statement.
STMT_INLINE_VIEW CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a nested table

expression.
STMT_INTO CHAR(1) Indicates whether SELECT INTO was

specified.
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STMT_ISOLATION CHAR(1) Specifies the statement level ISOLATION
value.
R -- Repeatable read.
S -- Cursor stability.
T -- Read stability.
U -- Uncommitted read.
(blank) -- Indicates that the isolation value
was not specified or the source is non-
catalog.
This value is obtained from the SYSPLAN
or SYSPACKAGE tables.

STMT_JOIN CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement contains a
join predicate.

STMT_JOIN_CART CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement contains a
join that results in a Cartesian product.
Y -- Indicates that the statement contains a
join without a predicate which results in a
Cartesian product.
N -- Indicates that the statement does not
contain a join which results in a Cartesian
product.

STMT_KEEP_UPD_LOCK CHAR(1) Indicates whether KEEP UPDATE LOCKS
was specified.

STMT_LOCATION CHAR(16) Specifies the location of the source of the
SQL.

STMT_MATCHED CHAR(1) Populates during compare explain to
indicate whether a SQL comparison found a
match.
Blank -- Indicates that a SQL comparison
was not performed.
X -- Indicates that the SQL was paired.
N -- Indicates that the SQL was not paired.

STMT_NOT CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement contains a
NOT clause.

STMT_OLD_HVERSION CHAR(8) Populates during compare explain
to indicate the old hversion that was
compared against.

STMT_OPTHINT VARCHAR(128) Indicates whether optimization hints were
used.

STMT_OPTIMIZE CHAR(1) Indicates whether OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS
was specified.

STMT_ORDER_BY CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of an ORDER BY
clause.

STMT_OWNER CHAR(1) Indicates the product that creates the row.
The following value is valid:
P -- CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS
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STMT_PACK_COPYID INTEGER Indicates the access path stability package
copyid that was used for a Current Explain.
0 -- Current copy
1 -- Previous copy
2 -- Original copy

STMT_PACK_CREATE TIMESTAMP Indicates the creation timestamp of a
package.
This field can be NULL.

STMT_PATHSCHEMAS VARCHAR(2048) Indicates the SCHEMA PATH that is
specified at BIND time.

STMT_PCOPTS CHAR(1) Indicates whether precompiler options were
specified.

STMT_PERF_DATA CHAR(1) Indicates whether performance data is
associated with this row.
YY -- Indicates that performance data is
associated with this row.
(blank) or N -- Indicates that performance
data is not associated with this row.

STMT_PGI INTEGER Specifies the performance group
indicator that relates the statement to its
performance data.

STMT_PLAN VARCHAR(128) Specifies the plan/collid/query that contains
the statement.

STMT_POA CHAR(1) Not used.
STMT_PPA CHAR(1) Indicates whether the data originated from

CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (PPA)
processing. The following values are valid:
Y -- Indicates that the data originated from
CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS.
(blank) -- Indicates that the data originated
from outside CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for
z/OS.

STMT_PRED_BASIC CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a BASIC
predicate.

STMT_PRED_BETWEEN CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a BETWEEN
predicate.

STMT_PRED_EXISTS CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of an EXISTS
predicate.

STMT_PRED_IN CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of an IN predicate.
STMT_PRED_LIKE CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a LIKE predicate.
STMT_PRED_NONINDEX CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a non-indexable

predicate.
STMT_PRED_NONSARGE CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a non-sargable

predicate.
STMT_PRED_NULL CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a NULL

predicate.
STMT_PRED_QUANT CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a quantified

predicate.
STMT_QUALIFIER VARCHAR(128) Specifies the statement qualifier.
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STMT_QUERYNO INTEGER Indicates the value specified in the
QUERYNO clause in the SQL text; 0 if not
present.

STMT_RULE_HIGHRC CHAR(4) Indicates the highest return code of PPA
expert system rule triggered.

STMT_RULE_NUMBER CHAR(4) Reserved.
STMT_RULE_SSID CHAR(4) Reserved.
STMT_RULESET CHAR(4) Reserved.
STMT_SCALAR_FUNC CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a scalar function.
STMT_SCROLLABLE_CS CHAR(1) Indicates the scrollable cursor type.

I -- Indicates that an INSENSITIVE
Scrollable Cursor specified.
S -- Indicates that a SENSITIVE Scrollable
Cursor specified.
N -- Indicates that the cursor is not a
Scrollable Cursor.

STMT_SECTNOI INTEGER Indicates the DBRM section number
that contains the statement. Replaces
STMT_SECTNO; this column is now in
integer format to correspond to the DB2
catalog.

STMT_SRC_ID INTEGER Specifies the ID of the source table row that
this statement represents.

STMT_SRC_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies the source type of the SQL.
1 -- SRCCAT - DB2 Catalog
2 -- SRCSQL - Typed in SQL
3 -- SRCFILE - SPUFI input
4 -- SRCPRF - Exported PRF query
5 -- SRCQMF - Exported QMF query
6 -- SRCDBRML - Member of a DBRM
library
7 -- SRCPACK - Package in the DB2
Catalog, not explained as part of a plan
8 -- SRCOBJ - DB2 object
9 -- SRCQMFQ - QMF query

STMT_SSID CHAR(4) Indicates the ID of the DB2 subsystem that
contains the statement.

STMT_STMTNOI INTEGER Indicates the DBRM statement number.
Replaces STMT_STMTNO; this column is
now in integer format to correspond to the
DB2 catalog.

STMT_SUBSEL CHAR(1) Indicates whether the statement contains a
SubSELECT.

STMT_SUBTYPE CHAR(01) T -- Indicates that this package is a trigger
definition.

STMT_TABLE_FUNC CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a table function in
the SQL.

STMT_TARGET_ SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID where
SQL is explained.
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STMT_TEXT_CHANGE CHAR(1) Populates during a compare explain to
indicate when an SQL text change is
present.
Y -- Indicates that an SQL text change is
present.
N -- Indicates that an SQL text change was
not present.

STMT_TIME TIME Specifies the time that this table was
updated with this row.

STMT_TIMERONS INTEGER Reserved for future use.
STMT_TYPE CHAR(1) Specifies the SQL Statement type.

S -- Select
I -- Insert
U -- Update
D -- Delete
M -- Merge

STMT_UNION CHAR(1) Indicates whether a UNION was specified.
STMT_UNION_ALL CHAR(1) Indicates whether a UNION ALL was

specified.
STMT_USER_FUNC CHAR(1) Indicates whether a user-defined function is

present in the SQL.
STMT_VERSION VARCHAR(122) Indicates the version identifier for this

package, or the partitioned data set name.
STMT_WITH CHAR(1) Indicates the presence of a WITH clause.

R -- Repeatable read.
S -- Cursor stability.
U -- Uncommitted read.
(blank) -- A WITH clause was not
encountered in the SQL.

PTI.PTAN_SQL_

All fields are NOT NULL. This table resides in PTDB database.

Field Name Data Type Description
SQL_GROUP_ID INTEGER The group identifier.
SQL_SEQNO SMALLINT Relative sequence number of the SQL

statement.
SQL_STMT_ID INTEGER Numeric identifier of the SQL statement.
SQL_STMT_SRC_ID INTEGER ID of the source of the SQL.
SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(3800) SQL statement text.
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PTI.PTAN_PRFM_

Table PTI.PTAN_PRFM_# contains performance data obtained from Detector, such as SQL execution statistics. The table
resides in the PTDB database.

Column Name Type Qualifier Description
PRFM_ANLTYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Source type of the SQL.

P-Plan
C-Collection
Y-Dynamic plan
Z-Dynamic collection

PRFM_ARCH_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total log archive wait time
incurred while executing.

PRFM_ARCHWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to log archive
waits.

PRFM_ARCRD_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total time waiting for archive
tape read processing.

PRFM_ARCRDWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to archive tape
read waits.

PRFM_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The primary authorization
identifier of the thread. This
column is valid only for dynamic
SQL.

PRFM_CHANGREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of IRLM change
requests issued.

PRFM_CLAIM_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total time waiting for drain
processing for claims to be
released.

PRFM_CLAIMFAIL REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of unsuccessful
claim requests issued.

PRFM_CLAIMREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of successful claim
requests issued.

PRFM_CLAIMWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to claim waits.

PRFM_CONNID CHAR(08) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The connection identifier of the
thread that originated the SQL
request. This column applies
only to dynamic SQL.

PRFM_CONTOKEN CHAR(08) NOT NULL The consistency token.
PRFM_CORRID CHAR(12) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The correlation identifier of the

thread that originated the SQL
request. This field applies only
to dynamic SQL.

PRFM_DBRM VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL The name of the DBRM.
PRFM_DEADLOCK REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of deadlocks

incurred.
PRFM_DRAIN_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total time waiting to acquire

a drain lock.
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PRFM_DRAINFAIL REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of unsuccessful
drain requests issued.

PRFM_DRAINREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of successful drain
requests issued.

PRFM_DRAINWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to drain waits.

PRFM_DYNPFETCH REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of dynamic
prefetch requests triggered by
sequential detection.

PRFM_END_TIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT End timestamp of interval or
consolidation record.

PRFM_ESCALEXC REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of exclusive
locking escalations that have
occurred.

PRFM_ESCALSHR REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of shared locking
escalations that have occurred.

PRFM_FND_CACHE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times that DB2
satisfied a PREPARE request by
making a copy of a statement in
the prepared statement cache.

PRFM_GETPAGE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total getpages DB2 processed
for this record.

PRFM_GETPFAIL REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total times a getpage request
failed.

PRFM_GLB_LOCKCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The wait count incurred by the
program while it is waiting for a
lock held by another member
of the data sharing group. This
situation requires intersystem
communication to resolve the
contention.
Note: Available only when
Accounting Class 3 is active.
The subsystem also must be
a member of a data sharing
group.

PRFM_GLB_LOCKTME DECIMAL(17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The wait time incurred by the
program while it is waiting for a
lock held by another member
of the data sharing group. This
situation requires intersystem
communication to resolve the
contention.
Note: Available only when
Accounting Class 3 is active.
The subsystem also must be
a member of a data sharing
group.

PRFM_GLBLOCKFAIL REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of global lock
or change requests denied
because of an incompatible
retained lock.
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PRFM_HOURS INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total hours of actual data
collected for this record.

PRFM_HPREAD REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times a
synchronous getpage request
successfully located a page in
the hiperpool and moved it to
the virtual buffer pool.

PRFM_HPREADF REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times a
synchronous getpage request
successfully located a page
in the hiperpool and moved
it to the virtual buffer pool.
Although the page is located in
the hiperpool, its contents have
been discarded by MVS.

PRFM_HPREADPGS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times a
synchronous getpage request
successfully located a page in
the hiperpool and moved it to
the virtual buffer pool as a result
of thread prefetch activity.

PRFM_HPWRITE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of successful
requests to synchronously move
a DB2 page from the virtual pool
to the hiperpool.

PRFM_HPWRITEF REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of unsuccessful
requests to synchronously move
a DB2 page from the virtual pool
to the hiperpool. These requests
were unsuccessful due to lack of
storage.

PRFM_IMPL_PREPARE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times that
DB2 did an implicit PREPARE
for a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because
the prepared statement cache
did not contain a valid copy of
the prepared statement.

PRFM_IMWRITE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of immediate
writes for all buffer pools.

PRFM_INDB2_CPU DECIMAL (19,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT CPU time spent processing this
statement.

PRFM_INDB2_TIME DECIMAL (19,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Time spent within DB2 for this
statement.

PRFM_IO_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total read I/O wait time
incurred while executing.

PRFM_IOPDATAGRPS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of parallel
groups that DB2 intended to run
across the data sharing group.
This count is only incremented
on the parallelism coordinator at
run time.
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PRFM_IOPFALLBUF REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of parallel groups
that failed to process as planned
due to lack of available storage
or contention in buffer pools.

PRFM_IOPFALLCUR REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of parallel groups
that failed to process as planned
due to cursor update or delete
processing.

PRFM_IOPFALLSRT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of parallel groups
that failed to process as planned
due to lack of MVS/ESA sort
availability.

PRFM_IOPGROUPS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of parallel groups
executed.

PRFM_IOPMAXDEG REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The maximum degree of I/O
parallelism.

PRFM_IOPNOENCLAV REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of parallel groups
executed in sequential mode
because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable.

PRFM_IOPPLANNED REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of parallel groups
with a planned degree and
that executed to the degree of
parallelism planned.

PRFM_IOPREDUCED REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of parallel groups
that were reduced from the
original planned count.

PRFM_IOPSINGCORD REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of parallel
groups executed on a single
DB2 due to one of the following
reasons:
When the plan or package
was bound, the coordinator
subsystem parameter was set to
YES, but the parameter is set to
NO when the program runs.
The plan or package was bound
on a DB2 with the coordinator
subsystem parameter set to
YES, but the program is being
run on a different DB2 that has
the coordinator value set to NO.

PRFM_IOPSINGRSRR REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of parallel
groups executed on a single
DB2 because the plan or
package was bound with an
isolation value of read stability
or repeatable read.
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PRFM_IOPSKIPBFRP REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times that the
parallelism coordinator had to
bypass a DB2 when distributing
tasks because there was not
enough buffer pool storage on
one or more DB2 members.
This field is incremented only
on the parallelism coordinator,
and it is incremented only once
per parallel group, even though
it is possible that more than one
DB2 has a buffer pool shortage
for that parallel group.
This count indicates when there
are not enough buffers on a
member. Therefore, this count
is incremented only when the
buffer pool is defined to allow
parallelism.

PRFM_IOWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to read I/O
waits.

PRFM_LATCHSUS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of latch
suspensions incurred.

PRFM_LOCATION CHAR(16) NOT NULL The location of the DB2
subsystem on which the
performance data was collected.

PRFM_LOCK_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total lock/latch wait time
incurred while executing.

PRFM_LOCKREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of IRLM lock
requests issued.

PRFM_LOCKSUS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of lock
suspensions (waits) incurred.

PRFM_LOCKWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a
wait was incurred due lock/latch
waits.

PRFM_LPFETCH REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of list prefetch
requests.

PRFM_MAXPLOCK REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Currently not supported.
PRFM_MINUTES SMALLINT NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total minutes of actual data

collected for this record.
PRFM_NOTFND_CACHE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times that

DB2 searched the prepared
statement cache but could
not find a suitable prepared
statement.

PRFM_NUM_REOPTS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times the access
path for static and dynamic SQL
queries and subqueries was
reoptimized at runtime.
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PRFM_OPID VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The original authorization
identifier of the thread. This
column applies only to dynamic
SQL.

PRFM_ORIO_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total other read I/O wait
time incurred while executing.

PRFM_ORIOWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times a wait
was incurred due to other read I/
O waits.

PRFM_OTHERREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of other,
miscellaneous IRLM requests
issued.

PRFM_OTHERSUS REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of other or
miscellaneous suspensions
incurred.

PRFM_OWIO_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total other write I/O wait time
incurred while executing.

PRFM_OWIOWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times a wait
was incurred due to write I/O
waits.

PRFM_PAGEUPDT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of page updates.
PRFM_PFPAGES REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of pages read from

DASD as a result of prefetch
requests.

PRFM_PGI INTEGER NOT NULL The performance group
indicator.

PRFM_PLAN VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL The name of the plan or
collection.

PRFM_PLTCH_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total time waiting due to
page latch contention.

PRFM_PLTCHWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due to page latch
contention waits.

PRFM_PROC_TIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Timestamp when data was
processed.

PRFM_QUERYREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of IRLM query
requests issued.

PRFM_RID_FLIM REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times RID list
processing failed due to RID
limits being reached.

PRFM_RID_FSTG REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times RID list
processing failed due to lack of
RID pool storage.

PRFM_RID_USED REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of times RID list
processing was used.

PRFM_SECONDS SMALLINT NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total seconds of actual data
collected for this record.
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PRFM_SECTNOI INTEGER NOT NULL The section number. Replaces
PRFM_SECTNO; now in Integer
format to correspond to the DB2
catalog.

PRFM_SERV_WTIME DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total service wait time
incurred while executing.

PRFM_SERVWCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred due service I/O
waits.

PRFM_SKIP_PREPARE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of times that
DB2 did not PREPARE
a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because
the prepared statement cache
contained a valid copy of the
prepared statement.

PRFM_SND_MSGCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The wait count incurred by
the program while waiting for
messages to be sent to other
members in the data sharing
group.
Note: Available only when
Accounting Class 3 is active.
The subsystem also must be
a member of a data sharing
group.

PRFM_SND_MSGTME DECIMAL(17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The wait time incurred by
the program while waiting for
messages to be sent to other
members in the data sharing
group.
Note: Available only when
Accounting Class 3 is active.
The subsystem also must be
a member of a data sharing
group.

PRFM_SPFETCH REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of sequential
prefetch requests.

PRFM_SQL_COUNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Number of times that the
statement was executed.

PRFM_SSID CHAR(04) NOT NULL The ID of the DB2 subsystem on
which the performance data was
collected.

PRFM_START_TIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Start timestamp of interval or
consolidation record.

PRFM_STATUS CHAR(01) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Record status.
C-Consolidated record
I-Interval record
P-Pending status update

PRFM_STMT_TIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Statement execution time.
Note: This applies to dynamic
statements only.
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PRFM_STMT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Database statement identifier.
Note: A value of 0 (zero)
indicates a Plan/PGM record.

PRFM_STMTNOI INTEGER NOT NULL The number of the SQL
statement. Replaces
PRFM_STMTNO; now in Integer
format to correspond to the DB2
catalog.

PRFM_SUSPND_IRLM REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of suspends
because of IRLM global
resource contention. (IRLM lock
states were in conflict.)
Global contention requires
inter-system communication
to resolve the lock conflict.
In contrast, local contention
does not require inter-system
communication to resolve
the lock conflict. The sum
of PRFM_SUSPND_IRML,
PRFM_SUSPND_XES, and
PRFM_SUSPNDFALSE gives
the total number of suspends
caused by global contention.

PRFM_SUSPND_XES REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of suspends
because of MVS XES global
resource contention (MVS XES
lock states were in conflict but
IRLM lock states were not).

PRFM_SUSPNDFALSE REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of suspends
caused by false contentions.
This occurs when different
resource names hash to the
same entry in the coupling
facility lock table. This causes
MVS XES to detect contention
on the hash class, however,
when MVS XES determines
that there is no real conflict on
the resource, the contention is
called false.

PRFM_SYNCREAD REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of synchronous
read I/O.

PRFM_TIMEOUT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of timeouts
incurred.

PRFM_TWAITCNT REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total number of times a wait
was incurred.

PRFM_TWAITTIM DECIMAL (17,6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The total wait time incurred.
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PRFM_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Statement type.
O-OPEN
F-FETCH
C-CLOSE
S-SELECT
I-INSERT
U-UPDATE
D-DELETE
P-PREPARE
E-EXECUTE
X-EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

PRFM_UNLKREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Total number of IRLM unlock
requests issued.

PRFM_VERSION VARCHAR (64) NOT NULL The package version, or the
partitioned data set name.

PRFM_XES_CHNGREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of change requests
for physical locks. A physical
lock (p-lock) is a lock used only
by data sharing and is acquired
by DB2 to provide consistency
on data cached in different DB2
subsystems. P-locks are owned
by the subsystem, not by the
transaction.

PRFM_XES_LOCKREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of lock requests for
physical locks. A physical lock
(p-lock) is a lock used only by
data sharing and is acquired by
DB2 to provide consistency on
data cached in different DB2
subsystems. P-locks are owned
by the subsystem, not by the
transaction.

PRFM_XES_UNLKREQ REAL NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT The number of unlock requests
for physical locks. A physical
lock (p-lock) is a lock used only
by data sharing and is acquired
by DB2 to provide consistency
on data cached in different DB2
subsystems. P-locks are owned
by the subsystem, not by the
transaction.

PTI.PTPS_STRAT_

The following details Statistics Manager tables.

All fields are NOT NULL.

Field Name Data Type Description
STR_ACM CHAR(01) Indicates whether ACM is active.
STR_ACM_ID CHAR(08) Indicates the ACM ID to use when ACM is

active for the strategy.
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STR_COLCARD CHAR(01) Indicates whether to calculate column
cardinality.

STR_COLGROWTH CHAR(01) Indicates whether to calculate column
growth.

STR_COLGROWTHNUM SMALLINT Indicates the percentage to use to calculate
column growth.

STR_CREATOR CHAR(08) Strategy creator.
STR_DESCRIPTION CHAR(50) Description of the strategy.
STR_ETIME TIMESTAMP Timestamp for the creation or update of the

strategy or version.
STR_IXPAGEFREE CHAR(01) Indicates whether to use FREEPAGE when

calculating index statistics.
STR_IXPCTFREE CHAR(01) Indicates whether to use PCTFREE when

calculating statistics.
STR_MULTIPLIER SMALLINT Multiplier used for statistical propagation.
STR_NAME CHAR(08) Name of the strategy.
STR_OLD_VERSION INTEGER Originating strategy or version for the

current version.
STR_OPTIMIZE CHAR(01) Not used currently.
STR_PRODUCT CHAR(03) Product ID.
STR_PRODV CHAR(06) Product version number.
STR_RECALC CHAR(01) Indicates whether to recalculate statistics.
STR_QUALIFIER CHAR(08) Export qualifier.
STR_SEGSIZE CHAR(01) Indicates whether to use SEGSIZE when

calculating statistics.
STR_SHARE_OPTION CHAR(01) share option assigned to the strategy.
STR_SOURCE_LOC CHAR(16) Import location.
STR_SOURCE_SSID CHAR(04) Import SSID.
STR_STATUS CHAR(02) Version status.
STR_SYSDBASE CHAR(01) Not used currently.
STR_SYSSTATS CHAR(01) Not used currently.
STR_TARGET_LOC CHAR(16) Export location.
STR_TARGET_SSID CHAR(04) SSID for the export location.
STR_TSPAGEFREE CHAR(01) Indicates whether to use FREEPAGE when

calculating tablespace statistics.
STR_TSPCTFREE CHAR(01) Indicates whether to use PCTFREE when

calculating tablespace statistics.
STR_TYPE CHAR(02) Type of strategy.
STR_USERID CHAR(08) Creator of the strategy or version.
STR_VERSION INTEGER Strategy version number.
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PTI.PTPS_OBJECTS_

All fields are NOT NULL.

Field Name Data Type Description
OBJ_CREATOR CHAR(08) Strategy creator.
OBJ_GROUP CHAR(18) Object group name.
OBJ_NAME CHAR(08) Strategy name.
OBJ_OBJECT CHAR(08) Object name.
OBJ_PRODUCT CHAR(03) Product ID.
OBJ_PRODV CHAR(3) Product version number.
OBJ_STATUS CHAR(01) For internal use only.
OBJ_TYPE CHAR(02) Strategy type.
OBJ_VERSION INTEGER Strategy version number.

PTI.PTPS_MASKS_

All fields are NOT NULL.

Field Name Data Type Description
MASK_CREATOR CHAR(08) Strategy creator.
MASK_LOCATION CHAR(16) Mask location.
MASK_NAME CHAR(08) Strategy name.
MASK_NEWMASKLONG CHAR(18) Full name of the target mask.
MASK_NEWMASKSHRT CHAR(08) Shortened name of the target mask.
MASK_OLDMASKLONG CHAR(18) Full name of the source mask.
MASK_OLDMASKSHRT CHAR(08) Shortened name of the source mask.
MASK_PRODUCT CHAR(03) Product ID.
MASK_PRODV CHAR(3) Product version number.
MASK_SSID CHAR(04) Mask SSID.
MASK_STATUS CHAR(01) For internal use only.
MASK_TYPE CHAR(03) Mask type.
MASK_VERSION INTEGER Strategy version number.

PTI.PTPS_DBASTATS_

All fields are NOT NULL.

Field Name Data Type Description
STS_CREATOR CHAR(08) Strategy creator
STS_MAIN_DATA VARCHAR(0500) Internal use only
STS_NAME CHAR(08) Strategy name
STS_OBJ_CREATOR VARCHAR(0128) Statistics object creator
STS_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(0128) Statistics object name
STS_PRODUCT CHAR(03) Product ID
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STS_PRODV CHAR(6) Product version number
STS_SEQNO INTEGER For internal use only
STS_STAT VARCHAR(0100) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA1 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA2 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_SPAD VARCHAR(0100) Internal use only
STS_TYPE CHAR(03) Statistics table type
STS_VERSION INTEGER Strategy version

PTI.PTPS_SYSSTATS_

All fields are NOT NULL.

Field Name Data Type Description
STS_CREATOR CHAR(08) Strategy creator
STS_MAIN_DATA VARCHAR(0500) Internal use only
STS_NAME CHAR(08) Strategy name
STS_OBJ_CREATOR VARCHAR(0128) Statistics object creator
STS_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(0128) Statistics object name
STS_PRODUCT CHAR(03) Product ID
STS_PRODV CHAR(6) Product version number
STS_SEQNO INTEGER For internal use only
STS_STAT VARCHAR(0100) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA1 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA2 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA3 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA4 VARCHAR(2000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_DATA5 VARCHAR(1000) Internal use only
STS_STAT_SPAD VARCHAR(0100) Internal use only
STS_VERSION INTEGER Strategy version
STS_TYPE CHAR(03) Statistics table type

CA RC/Extract Objects

The following table lists the DB2 objects that are created during installation for use by CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS.

• PTITSRCX (registry tablespace)
– PTRCX_SRCDEF_REG (source definition table)
– PTRCX_SRCDEFREGX (source definition index)
– PTRCX_TRGDEF_REG (target definition table)
– PTRCX_TRGDEFREGX (target definition index)
– PTRCX_MDX_REGISTRY (extended extract table)
– PTRCX_MDX_REGX (extended extract index)
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CA RC/Migrator Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSMG1 (strategies tablespace)
– PTMG1_STRAT_0200 (table)
– PTMG1_STRATIX_0200 (index)

• PTITSMG2 (altered DB2 objects tablespace)
– PTMG2_ALTER_0200 (table)
– PTMG2_ALTERIX_0200 (index)

• PTITSMG4 (rule sets tablespace)
– PTMG4_RULES_0300 (table)

• PTITSMG5 (global change services tablespace)
– PTMG5_GLOBAL_0400 (table)
– PTMG5_GLOBIX_0400 (index)

• PTITSMG7 (copy group services tablespace)
– PTMG7_GROUP_0400 (table)

• PTITSMG8 (managed output tablespace)
– PTMG8_OUTPUT_0401 (table)
– PTMG8_OUTIX1_0401 (index)

• PTITSMG9 (mask sets tablespace)
– PTMG9_MASK_0510 (table)
– PTMG9_MASK_0510IX1 (index)
– PTMG9_MASK_0510IX2 (index)

• PTITSMGA (long names tablespace)
– PTMGA_LNAME_0200 (table)
– PTMGA_LNAMEIX_0200 (index)

• PTITSMGB (analysis profile tablespace)
– PTMGB_APTABLE_0100 (table)
– PTMGB_APTABIX_0100 (index)

• PTITSMGC (primary schema profile tablespace)
– PTMGB_SPTABLE_0100 (table)
– PTMGB_SPTABIX_0100 (index)

• PTITSMGD (primary utility profile tablespace)
– PTMGB_UPTABLE_0100 (table)
– PTMGB_UPTABIX_0100 (index)

• PTITSMGE (long string manager repository tablespace)
– PTMGE_STRINGS_0200 (table)
– PTMGE_IXSTRNG_0200 (index)

• PTITSMGF (long string manager LOB repository tablespace)
– PTMGE_STRAUX_0200 (table)
– PTMGE_IXSTAUX_0200 (Index)

The following objects are shared between CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSMD4 (model services tablespace)
– PTMOD_UTLSYM_0401 (table)
– PTMOD_UTLSYX1_0401 (index)

• PTITSSDF (object definition defaults)
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– PTSYS_DEFAULT_0100 (table)
– PTSYS_DFLTIX_0100 (index)

CA RC/Query Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTIRCQTS (tablespace)
Batch mode

• PTRCQ_DESC_# (table)
Table descriptions

• PTRCQ_SAVED_RPTS (table)
Used by the customized report feature

CA RC/Secure Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSSAC (tablespace) Application domains columns
– PTRCS_APLCOL_0200 (table)

If the UPDATE_COLUMN privilege is selected for the application domain, the individual column information is stored
in this table.

– PTIIXSAC (index)
• PTITSSAD (tablespace) Application domains

– PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 (table)
This table contains application domain information.

– PTIIXSAD (index)
• PTITSSDC (tablespace) Department definition columns

– PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200 (table)
If the department definition entry specifies the UPDATE COLUMN privilege, the individual column information is
stored in this table.

– PTIIXSDC (index)
• PTITSSDD (tablespace) Domain administration

– PTRCS_DOMDIR_# (table)
– PTIIXSDD (index)

• PTITSSDP (tablespace) Department definition
– PTRCS_DPTDEF_0200 (table)
– PTIIXSDP (index)

• PTITSSDR (tablespace) Domain relations
– PTRCS_DOMREL_0200 (table)
– PTIIXSDR (index)

• PTITSSEP (tablespace) Execution procedures
– PTRCS_EXCPRC_# (table)
– PTIIXSEP (index)

• PTITSSE2 (tablespace) Errored execution procs
– PTRCS_ERRPRC_0200 (table)
– PTIIXSE2 (index)

• PTITSSPS (tablespace) Secondary authid reporting
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– PTRCS_PRISEC_# (table)
• PTITSSUD (tablespace) User domains

– PTRCS_USRDOM_0200 (table)
– PTIIXSUD (index)

• PTITSSUR (tablespace) User registration
– PTRCS_USRREG_0200 (table)
– PTIIXSUR (index)

PTRCS_APLCOL_0200

If the UPDATE_COLUMN privilege is selected for the application domain, the individual column information is stored in
this table.

The PTRCS_APLCOL_0200 table contains the following columns:

• NAME
Data type: CHAR(25)
Description: Application domain

• DB2ID
Data type: CHAR(4)
Description: DB2ID of the application domain

• DEPT
Data type: CHAR(8)
Description: Department of the application domain

• CREATOR
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Table/view creator

• OBJNAME
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Table/view name

• OBJTYPE
Data type: CHAR(2)
Description: Object type T (table) or V (view)

• COLUMN_NAME
Data type: VARCHAR(30)
Description: Table/view column name

• PENDING
Data type: CHAR(1)
Description: Pending status for the column (Y, G, D, or blank)

• AUTH
Data type: CHAR(1)
Description: The authorization implemented for the column (Y or G)

• LONG_QUAL
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Backup of CREATOR

• LONG_OBJECT
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Backup of OBJNAME

• LONG_COLUMN
Data type: VARCHAR(30)
Description: Backup of COLUMN_NAME
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PTRCS_APLDOM_0200

PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 contains application domain information. PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 contains the following
columns:

• NAME
Data type: CHAR(25)
Description: Name of the application domain

• DB2ID
Data type: CHAR(4)
Description: DB2 ID of the application domain

• DEPT
Data type: CHAR(8)
Description: Department of the application domain

• QUALIFIER
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Object qualifier

• OBJNAME
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Object name

• OBJTYPE
Data type: CHAR(2)
Description: Object type

• UPDATE_USER
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: ID of the user who last updated the application domain

• UPDATE_DATE
Data type: DATE
Description: When the application domain was last updated

• IMPLEMENTED
Data type: TIMESTAMP
Description: When the privileges were implemented (when the online or batch execution was performed)

• AUTHS
Data type: VARCHAR(25)
Description:  The authorizations selected for the object. The first byte is empty. Bytes 2 through 25 (maximum) indicate
the authorizations that are granted for the object (Y, G, or blank)

• LONG_QUAL
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Backup for CREATOR

• LONG_OBJECT
Data type: VARCHAR(128)
Description: Backup of OBJNAME

• PENDING
Data type: VARCHAR(25)
Description: The first byte indicates whether a change (Y) or a delete (D) is pending. Bytes 2 through 25 (maximum)
indicate the authorizations granted for the object (Y, G, or blank)

Values for the AUTHS and PENDING columns are specified for each authorization in the following order: (the same order
the authorizations are displayed on the Authorization Selection panel, with the exception of the System authorities)
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NOTE
The number of bytes used to store the authorization and pending information depends on the object type. For
example, if the object type is plan, the authorizations available are EXECUTE and BIND. Therefore, the flags will
occupy bytes 2 and 3, respectively.

Object Type Byte Authority
Auxiliary Table 2 INDEX
Buffer Pool 2 USE OF
Collection 2

3
CREATE IN
PACKADM

Database 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CREATETAB
CREATETS
DROP
DISPLAYDB
START
STOPDB
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STATS
DBMAINT
DBCTRL
DBADM

Distinct Type 2 USAGE
Function 2 EXECUTE
Global Temporary Table 2 ALL
Package 2

3
4

EXECUTE
COPY
BIND

Plan 2
3

EXECUTE
BIND

Procedure 2 EXECUTE
Schema 2

3
4

ALTERIN
CREATEIN
DROPIN

Sequence 2
3

ALTER
USAGE

Storage Group 2 USE OF
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System 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BINDADD
CREATEDBA
CREATEDBC
CREATESG
CREATEALIAS
DISPLAY
RECOVER
BSDS
TRACE
STOP
STOSPACE
MONITOR1
MONITOR2
SYSOPR
SYSADM
ARCHIVE
BINDAGENT
SYSCTRL
CREATETMTAB

Table 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN
INDEX
ALTER
REFERENCES
REFERCOL
Note: If UPDATE COLUMN is selected,
the pending flag for the UPDATE
COLUMN privilege is stored in the
PTRS_APLCOL_0200 table.

Tablespace 2 USE OF
View 2

3
4
5
6
7

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN

PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200

If the department definition entry specifies the UPDATE COLUMN privilege, the individual column information is stored in
this table. The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
DB2ID CHAR(4) DB2 ID of the department.
DEPT CHAR(8) The department.
CREATOR CHAR(8) Table/view creator.
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OBJNAME VARCHAR(18) Table/view name
OBJTYPE CHAR(2) Object type:

T -- Table V -- View
COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
AUTH CHAR(1) The authorization selected for the column

(Y or G)
LONG_QUAL VARCHAR(128) The full version of CREATOR
LONG_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) The full version of OBJNAME
LONG_COLUMN VARCHAR(30) The full version of COLUMN_NAME

CA RC/Update Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSDR2 (drop recovery tablespace)
– PTRU2_DROPR_0202 (table)
– PTRU2_DROPRIX_0202 (index)

• PTITSRU1 (data compare strategy tablespace)
– PTDC1_STRAT_0100 (table)
– DC1_STRAT_INDEX (index)

• PTITSRU2 (RI/Editor LINK command dynamic RI tablespace)
– PTRI_PSFKEY_0100 (RI/Editor LINK command pseudo foreign key table)
– PTRI_PSSYSCOL_0100 (RI/Editor LINK command pseudo-syscols table)

The following DB2 objects are created during installation and shared between CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA
RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• PTITSMD4 (model services tablespace)
– PTMOD_UTLSYM_0401 (table)
– PTMOD_UTLSYX_0401 (index)

CA Recovery Analyzer Objects

The internal CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer) tables, skeletons, and models that are
presented here are furnished for your reference. Do not change these objects. Instead, use the JCL that CA Recovery
Analyzer generates based on the information you specify on the product panels. If you must modify these objects, make a
backup copy first.

Internal Tables

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA Recovery Analyzer:

• PTITSRAB
Identifies the tablespace that contains the strategy services strategy names.
– PTRA_RS_STRAT_0200

Identifies the table that holds strategy services information.

WARNING

 Do not edit this table.
– PTRA_IX1_STRT_0200
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Identifies the index for strategy services information.

• – PTRA_IX2_STRT_0200
Identifies the index for strategy services information.

• PTITSRAC
Identifies the tablespace that contains data within each strategy.
– PTRA_RS_RVSRC_0200

Identifies the table that contains strategy services data.

WARNING

 Do not edit this table.
– PTRA_IX1_RV_0200

Identifies the index for strategy services data.
• PTITSRAD

Identifies the tablespace that contains disaster recovery strategy names.
– PTRA_DR_STRAT_0300

Identifies the table that holds the disaster recovery strategy name information.
– PTRA_IX1_DRST_0300

Identifies the index for disaster recovery strategy names.
• PTITSRAE

Identifies the tablespace that contains the data within each disaster recovery strategy.
– PTRA_DR_RVSRC_0300

Identifies the table that contains disaster recovery data.
– PTRA_IX1_DRV_0300

Identifies the index for disaster recovery data.
• PTITSRAF
• Identifies the tablespace that contains disaster recovery library categories.

– PTRA_DR_TYPES_0300
Identifies the table that contains the disaster recovery library category name information.

– PTRA_DRT_0300
Identifies the index for disaster recovery library category name information.

• PTITSRAG
Identifies the tablespace that contains disaster recovery volume cross-reference member names.
– PTRA_DR_VOLXS_0300

Identifies the table that contains disaster recovery volume cross-reference member name information.
– PTRA_VXS_0300

Identifies the index for disaster recovery volume cross-reference member name information.
• PTITSRAH

Identifies the tablespace that contains disaster recovery data within cross-reference members.
– PTRA_DR_VOLXR_0300

Identifies the table that contains the disaster recovery data from volume cross-reference members.
– PTRA_VXR_0300

Identifies the index for disaster recovery data from volume cross-reference members.
• PTITSRAJ

Identifies the tablespace that contains reporting services information.
– PTRA_PT_STRAT_0301

Identifies the table that contains reporting services information.
– PTRA_SS_STRAT_0301

Identifies the table that contains reporting services information.
– PTRA_IX1_SSRT_0301
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Identifies the index for reporting services information.
• PTITSRAK

Identifies the tablespace that contains reporting services information.
– PTRA_SS_RVSRC_0301

Identifies the table that contains reporting services information.

WARNING

 Do not edit this table.
– PTRA_IX1_SV_0301

Identifies the index for reporting services information.
• PTITSRAL

Identifies the tablespace that contains disaster recovery required tapes information.
– PTRA_DR_TAPES_0301

Identifies the table that contains disaster recovery required tapes information. The ssid@TPL job generates this
information.

– PTRA_DRTAPE_0301
Identifies the index for disaster recovery required tapes information.

• PTITSRAM
Identifies the tablespace that contains profile information for CA Recovery Analyzer users.
– PTRA_PROFILE_0301

Identifies the table that contains profile information.
– PTRA_XPROF_0301

Identifies the index for profile information.
• PTITSRAN

Identifies the tablespace that contains archive log information.
– PTRA_ARCHIVE_0301

Identifies the table that lists the archive logs that have been backed up during the disaster recovery process.
– PTRA_ARCH_0301

Identifies the index for archive log information.
• PTITSRA3

Identifies the tablespace that contains SYSINDEXES and SYSINDEXPART extract information.
– URA_IDX_1

Identifies the table or MQT that contains columns from SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. This table is unloaded so that it
can be accessed through an index. The PRA#LOAD job creates and uses this table to create and reallocate BSDS
DASD space JCL.

– URA_IX1_IDX_1
Identifies an index for SYSINDEXES and SYSINDEXPART extract information.

– URA_IX2_IDX_1
Identifies an index for SYSINDEXES and SYSINDEXPART extract information.

– URA_IX3_IDX_1
Identifies an index for SYSINDEXES and SYSINDEXPART extract information.

• PTITSRA4
Identifies the tablespace that contains SYSTABLES and SYSTABLEPART extract information.
– URA_TBS_1

Identifies the table that captures all tablespaces with a recover pending indicator that is not equal to n. When
PRATBL1 is reloaded, the recovery pending indicator is restored.

– URA_IX1_TBS_1
Identifies an index for SYSTABLES and SYSTABLEPART extract information.

– URA_IX2_TBS_1
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Identifies an index for SYSTABLES and SYSTABLEPART extract information.
– URA_IX3_TBS_1

Identifies an index for SYSTABLES and SYSTABLEPART extract information.
• PTITSRA5

Identifies the tablespace that contains tablespace and indexspace VTOC data.
– URA_VTOC_1

Identifies the table that contains tablespace and indexspace information. This program is the main driver table for
the online ISPF dialog programs. The PRA#LOAD JCL loads this table.

WARNING

 Do not edit this table.
– URA_IX1_VTOC_1

Identifies an index for tablespace and indexspace VTOC data.
– URA_IX2_VTOC_1

Identifies an index for tablespace and indexspace VTOC data.
– URA_IX3_VTOC_1

Identifies an index for tablespace and indexspace VTOC data.

Internal Skeletons

CA Recovery Analyzer includes the following internal product skeletons in hlq.CDBASKL0:

• PRSACTJ
Recovers active logs.

• PRSAIXC
Contains alter index control statements.

• PRSALGC
Contains archive log control statements.

• PRSALGJ
Contains JCL to archive active logs.

• PRSALIC
Defines alias and GDG to master catalog control statements.

• PRSALIJ
Defines alias and GDG to master catalog JCL.

• PRSATSC
Contains alter tablespace control statements.

• PRSBSDC
Copies BSDS from archive tape AMS control statements for recovering dual BSDS.

• PRSBSDJ
Contains JCL to recover dual BSDS AMS.

• PRSBSRJ
Contains JCL to reallocate BSDS DASD space.

• PRSBSSJ
Contains JCL and control statements to recover single BSDS AMS.

• PRSBSUJ
Recovers BSDS using the DB2 command.

• PRSCHIC
Contains CHECK index utility control statement:
– Contains index name only
– Beginning of control statement is in CHECK JCL

• PRSCHKC
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Contains CHECK tablespace utility control statement:
– Contains tablespace name only
– Beginning of control statement is in CHECK JCL

• PRSCHKD
Contains CHECK utility file deallocation control statements. This skeleton is used for Batch Processor generation only.

• PRSCHKJ
Contains CHECK utility JCL for tablespaces and indexes.

• PRSCMDJ
Contains command processor JCL.

• PRSCPVJ
Contains image copy tablespace JCL for volume/storage recovery.

• PRSCPYC
Contains image copy tablespace control statements.

• PRSCPYD
Contains image copy tablespace file deallocation. This skeleton is used for Batch Processor generation only.

• PRSCPYJ
Contains image copy tablespace JCL for individual tablespace recovery.

• PRSENDD
Contains end data delimiter. This skeleton is used for Batch Processor generation only.

• PRSEOFM
Contains end of input control statements and step:
– Adds /* for end of input file
– Adds SYNC for Batch Processor

• PRSJOBC
Contains a JOB statement with the following values:
– JOB statement
– Recovery type and log number
– DB2 libraries in JOBLIB

• PRSJU3J
Contains change inventory log (DSNJU003) JCL.

• PRSJU4J
Contains print inventory log (DSNJU004) JCL.

• PRSJ3AP
Contains archive password control statements.

• PRSJ3AR
Contains control statements to add new archive log to BSDS.

• PRSJ3CC
Contains control statements to cancel checkpoint restart from BSDS.

• PRSJ3CR
Contains control statements to create checkpoint restart record.

• PRSJ3DA
Contains control statements to delete archive data set from BSDS.

• PRSJ3DP
Contains control statements to add/change password to DB2 catalog.

• PRSJ3DR
Contains control statements to cancel conditional restart.

• PRSJ3MC
Contains control statements to change DDF record in BSDS.

• PRSJ3MH
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Contains control statements to reset high RBA in BSDS.
• PRSJ3MR

Contains control statement to add checkpoint restart record to BSDS.
• PRSJ4BC

Contains control statements and JCL to compare two BSDS data sets.
• PRSLGAG

Contains control statements and JCL to recover active log AMS.
• PRSLGDJ

Contains control statements and JCL to reallocate active log data set AMS.
• PRSLGPC

Contains control statements to print inventory log.
• PRSLGPJ

Contains JCL to print inventory log.
• PRSLGRJ

Contains control statements and JCL to recover archive log.
• PRSLODC

Contains LOAD utility control statements.
• PRSLODD

Contains LOAD utility file deallocation. This skeleton is used for Batch Processor generation only.
• PRSLODJ

Contains LOAD utility JCL.
• PRSQUIC

Contains QUIESCE tablespace control statements:
– Contains tablespace name only
– Beginning of control statements in QUIESCE JCL

• PRSQUIJ
Contains QUIESCE tablespace JCL.

• PRSRCIC
Contains control statements to recover indexspaces.

• PRSRCRC
Contains control statements to recover tablespaces (TORBA/current).

• PRSRCTC
Contains control statements to recover tablespaces (TOCOPY).

• PRSRCVD
Contains recover utility file deallocation. This skeleton is used for Batch Processor generation only.

• PRSRCVJ
Contains recover utility JCL.

• PRSREPC
Contains NOCOPYPEND/NOCHECKPEND control statements to repair objects.

• PRSREPJ
Contains JCL to repair tablespaces.

• PRSRSTC
Contains RUNSTATS control statements.

• PRSRSTJ
Contains RUNSTATS JCL.

• PRSSTEP
Contains JCL for STEP libraries / CDBAPARM / MSGLIB.

• PRSSTGC
Contains control statements to alter storage groups.

• PRSSTGJ
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Contains JCL to alter storage groups:
– This JCL is also used for all dynamic SQL
– X in column 1 indicates end of statement

• PRSSTPC
Contains control statements to stop a database. SW in column 1 indicates a STOP and WAIT.

• PRSSTRC
Contains control statements to start a database in read/write mode. RW in column 1 indicates a READ/WRITE.

• PRSSTUC
Contains control statements to start a database in utility mode. SU in column 1 indicates a utility start.

• PRSUPD1
Contains control statements to update status codes.

• PRSVCTC
Contains control statements to create VCAT-defined tablespace AMS.

• PRSVCTJ
Contains JCL to create VCAT-defined tablespace AMS.

• PRSVOLC
Contains DELETE DEFINE VCAT define tablespace/indexspace for volume recovery.

• PRSBCHJ
Contains batch JCL.

• PRSMAXC
Contains CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Recover) control statements.

• PRSDFEJ
Restores data sets through the DFSMSdss documentation box.

• PRSDRJCL
Contains disaster recovery JCL.

• PRSLGAJ
Contains JCL to recover active logs.

• PRSCPJJ
Contains image copy data set JCL.

• PRSCP1J
Contains image copy data set JCL.

• PRSRALJ
Contains image copy data set allocation JCL.

• PRSISPF
Contains execution libraries.

• PRSFABJ
Contains JCL for backup FDR archive control file.

• PRSDFDJ
Contains DFSMSdss JCL.

• PRSCPYA
Contains CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (CA Quick Copy) control statements.

• PRSCPDJ
Contains Batch Processor JCL.

• PRSFARJ
Contains JCL to restore FDR Archive control file.

• PRSDFRC
Contains data set restore JCL.

• PRSDFVJ
Contains DASD volume JCL.

• PRSDFRJ
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Restores data sets through the DFSMSdss JCL.
• PRSDNVC

Contains control statements for IDCAMS defines for backup data set.
• PRSGNRJ

Contains JCL to copy log to disk.
• PRS14JJ

Contains catalog / uncatalog JCL.
• PRSUCTJ

Contains JCL to define user catalogs.
• PRSRPTE

Contains 'End of Report' indicator for Device Utilization Report.
• PRSRPTA

Contains headings for Device Utilization Report.
• PRSQUSJ

Contains JCL to update strategy with quiesce RBA.
• PRSLOOJ

Contains other vendor's LOAD utility JCL.
• PRSLGPC

Contains print recovery log JCL.
• PRSJBBC

Contains batch job documentation box.
• PRSINCJ

Contains JCL to initialize the DB2 catalog.
• PRSD1CPJ

Contains DSN1COPY Translate JCL.
• PRSDNVJ

Contains catalog / uncatalog JCL.
• PRSDSNJ

Contains JCL to determine copy data set volumes.
• PRSCTLJ

Contains JCL to rebuild the DB2 catalog.
• PRSBSOJ

Contains repro BSDS to offsite JCL.
• PRSBSCJ

Contains repro BSDS to backup JCL.
• PRSBPRC

Contains control statements to recover broken pages.
• PRSDB7C

Contains control statements to reallocate the temporary database (DSNDB07).
• PRSACTJ

Contains JCL to recover active logs.
• PRSJ3DAA

Contains control statements to delete data sets.
• PRSJ3AA

Contains control statements for DSNJ003 to add a record to the BSDS.
• PRS14UN

Contains JCL to delete the BSDS backup data set.
• PRSIMAXC

Contains condition code control statement.
• PRSDNVCU
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Contains control statements for IDCAMS delete for backup data set.
• PRS14CT

Contains control statements to define BSDS backup data sets.
• PRSERRC

Contains error range recovery control statements.
• PRSALIC

Contains control statements to define aliases.
• PRSDFDC

Contains DFSMSdss processing control statements.
• PRSDFDD

Contains DFSMSdss processing control statements.
• PRSJ3RD

Contains control statement for DSNJ003 to delete a record from the BSDS.
• PRSMAXI

Contains CA Fast Recover control statements.
• PRSRIXC

Contains control statements to recover indexes.
• PRSRTIC

Contains Recover Index (ALL) control statements.
• PRSCP1C

Contains skeleton initialization control statement.
• PRSREFD

Contains Batch Processor JCL to deallocate allocated files.
• PRSYSNJ

Contains copy utility invocation JCL.
• PRSRIOC

Contains control statements to recover a tablespace's indexes.
• PRSRPTC

Contains dynamic JCL skeleton.
• PRSRROC

Contains control statements to recover to current or TORBA.
• PRSRTOC

Contains recover TOCOPY control statements.
• PRSRXOC

Contains Recover Index control statements.
• PRSVCDC

Contains control statements for IDCAMS define VCAT data set.
• PRSVCVC

Contains multiple volumes control statements.
• PRSVLDC

Contains control statements for IDCAMS define VCAT data set.
• PRSLGRJB

Contains JCL to recover archive logs.
• PRSRCOJ

Contains other vendor's recover utility JCL.
• PRSRCVC

Contains control statements to recover tablespaces.
• PRSRCVF

Contains JCL to recover tablespaces and indexes.
• PRSRECC
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Contains recover instruction control statement.
• PRSCHDC

Contains check data control statement.
• PRSCI2C

Contains CA Fast Recover control statements.
• PRSCPDD

Contains Batch Processor JCL to deallocate allocated image copy data sets.
• PRSCPDS

Contains skeleton initialization control statements.
• PRSCPOC

Contains other vendor's copy utility control statements.
• PRSCPOJ

Contains other vendor's copy utility control statements JCL.
• PRSEOFJ

Contains 'End of File' marker JCL.

Internal Models

The file tailoring skeletons of SPFSLIB for all disaster recovery jobs have been replaced by models. If you have made
local modifications to skeletons, use the following table to identify the equivalent model members:

File Tailor Skeletons From SPFSLIB Equivalent Models from xxx.CDBAMDL Data Set
PRS14JJ PRS@ARC, PRS@TPL
PRS14UN PRS@ARC, PRS@TPL
PRSALGJ PRS@CDCH
PRSBCHJ PRS@ARC, PRS@CDCI, PRS@CDCJ, PRS@CDCK,

PRS@DNS, PRS@DSNF, PRS@TPL
PRSBSCJ PRS#BSCJ
PRSBSDJ PRS#BSDJ
PRSBSOJ PRS@ARC
PRSCHKP PRS@CDCG
PRSCPYC PRS@CDCD
PRSCPYJ PRS@CDCA, PRS@CDCC
PRSCTLJ PRS#RDC, PRS#RDCA
PRSCTLK PRS#RDCA
PRSCTLL PRS#RDCA
PRSCTLM PRS#RDCA
PRSD#DB1 PRS#DBCD
PRSDALJ PRS@ARC
PRSDFDC PRS@DSNC
PRSDFDD PRS@DSND
PRSDFDJ PRS@DSNB
PRSDFEJ PRS#DSNC
PRSDFRC PRS#DSNE
PRSDFRJ PRS#DSNA, PRS#DSNB
PRSDFVJ PRS#DSND
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PRSDNSC PRS#DNSA
PRSDNV1 PRS#DBCF
PRSDNV2 PRS#DBCG
PRSDNV3 PRS#DBCH
PRSDNV4 PRS#DBCI
PRSDNV5 PRS#DBCJ
PRSDNV6 PRS#DBCK
PRSDNV7 PRS#DBCL
PRSDNVC PRS#DNVC
PRSDNVC PRS#DBCE
PRSDNVC0 PRS#DVC0
PRSDNVC1 PRS#DVC1
PRSDNVC2 PRS#DVC2
PRSDNVC3 PRS#DVC3
PRSDNVC4 PRS#DVC4
PRSDNVC5 PRS#DVC5
PRSDNVC8 PRS#DVC8
PRSDNVC9 PRS#DVC9
PRSDNVCU PRS#NVCU
PRSDNVJ PRS#DNVJ, PRS#DNS
PRSDNVZ PRS#DBCM
PRSDRJCL PRS@JCL
PRSFABJ PRS@DSNE
PRSFARJ PRS#DSNA
PRSGNRJ PRS#GNRJ
PRSGNRJ0 PRS#NRJ0
PRSGNRJ1 PRS#NRJ1
PRSGNRJ2 PRS#NRJ2
PRSGNRJ3 PRS#NRJ3
PRSGNRJ4 PRS#NRJ4
PRSGNRJ8 PRS#NRJ8
PRSIMAXC PRSIMAXC
PRSJ3AA PRS#J3AA
PRSJ3AR PRS#J3AR
PRSJ3CR PRS#J3CR
PRSJ3DR PRS#CAN
PRSJ3RA PRS#J3RA
PRSJ3RD PRS#J3RD
PRSJ3RD1 PRS#J3RD
PRSJOBC PRSJOBX
PRSJOBC PRSJOBX
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PRSJOBC PRSJOBX, PRS#DNS
PRSJOBC PRSJOBX
PRSJOBC PRSJOBX
PRSJOBC PRSJOBX
PRSJOBC2 PRS#DNS
PRSJOBC2 PRS#DSN
PRSJU3J PRS#JU3J
PRSJU4J PRS#JU4J
PRSMAXC PRSMAXI, PRS#PRAE
PRSPLCJ PRS@CDCL
PRSRALJ PRS#DBCN, PRS#PRAC
PRSRCRC PRS#PRAB
PRSRCVJ PRS#DBCA, PRS#PRA
PRSRIXC PRS#DBCC, PRS#PRAF, PRS#PRAG
PRSRTIC PRS#DBCC, PRS#PRAF, PRS#PRAG
PRSSTGJ PRS#ASGA
PRSSYSJ PRS@CDCF

CA Report Facility Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA Report Facility. These objects and the Batch
Processor Objects are used during product execution.

The # (pound sign) in the object name represents an internal table identifier. The identifiers are listed in the corresponding
product DDL in hlq.CDBASKL0(PRFDDL).

NOTE
 CA Report Facility can accumulate queries and forms over time. Use the Administrative Function to delete old
queries and forms, and then REORG and image copy the index and tablespace.

• PTRFF# (tablespace - external data file definitions)
– PTPRF_FIL_# (table)
– PTPRF_FIL_# (index) 

• PTRFL# (tablespace - control records)
– PTPRF_LIB_# (table) 
– PTPRF_LIB_# (index) 
– PVPRF_LIB_# (view)

• PTRFM# (tablespace - control master/subform relationship)
– PTPRF_FXF_# (table) 
– PTPRF_FMF_# (index) 
– PTPRF_FSF_# (index) 

• PTRFN# (tablespace - language table)
– PTPRF_LNG_# (table) 
– PTPRF_LNG_# (index) 

• PTRFP# (tablespace - system printer definition)
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– PTPRF_PRT_# (table) 
– PTPRF_PRT_# (index) 

• PTRFQ# (tablespace - query/form relationships)
– PTPRF_QXF_# (table) 
– PTPRF_QUF_# (index) 
– PTPRF_QXF_# (index) 

• PTRFR# (tablespace)
– PTPRF_STR_# (table) 
– PTPRF_STR_#_X2 (index) 
– PVPRF_STR_# (index) 

• PTRFS# (tablespace - static query definitions)
– PTPRF_STA_# (table) 
– PTPRF_STA_# (index) 

• PTRFU# (tablespace - user printer definitions)
– PTPRF_UXP_# (table) 
– PTPRF_UXP_# (index) 

• PTRFV# (tablespace - global variable definitions)
– PTPRF_VAR_# (table) 
– PTPRF_VAR_# (index)

RI Manager Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for RI Manager:

Object Name Type Description
PTITSRI1 Tablespace RI Manager user-defined relationships.
PTPRI_SYSRELS_0100 Table Contains one row for every user-defined

referential constraint.
PTPRI_SYSRLIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_SYSRELS.
PTITSRI2 Tablespace RI Manager user-defined primary keys.
PTPRI_SYSCOLS_0100 Table Contains one row for every column of each

user defined primary key.
PTPRI_SYSCLIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_SYSCOLS.
PTITSRI3 Tablespace RI Manager (PDN) user-defined foreign

keys.
PTPRI_SYSFKEY_0100 Table Contains one row for every column of every

user-defined foreign key.
PTITSRI4 Tablespace RI Manager user-defined indexes.
PTPRI_SYSINDX_0100 Table Contains one row for every primary key

index of every user-defined RI.
PTPRI_SYSIXIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_SYSINDX.
PTITSRI5 Tablespace RI Manager user-defined index keys.
PTPRI_SYSKEYS_0100 Table Contains one row for every column of every

user-defined index key.
PTPRI_SYSKYIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_SYSKEYS.
PTITSRI6 Tablespace RI Manager unique constraint columns.
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PTPRI_KEYCOLS_0100 Table Contains one row for every column in a
primary or unique key (constraint) of any
user-defined RI.

PTITSRI7 Tablespace RI Manager unique constraints.
PTPRI_TABKEYS_0100 Table Contains one row for every primary or

unique key (constraint) of any user-defined
RI.

PTPRI_TABKEYS_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_TABKEYS_0100.
PTEMPRI8 Tablespace RI Manager named relationship sets.
PTPRI_NRS_0100 Table RI Manager named relationship sets base

information.
PTPRI_NRSUIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_NRS_0100 by

creator and name.
PTPRI_NRSIDIX_0100 Index A unique index on PTPRI_NRS_0100 by ID

number.
PTEMPRI9 Tablespace RI Manager named relationship set

components.
PTPRI_NRSCOMP_0100 Table RI Manager named relationship set

component information.
PTPRI_NRSCIX_0100 Index A unique index on

PTPRI_NRSCOMP_0100 by relationship
descriptors.

PTPRI_NRSLIX_0100 Index A unique index on
PTPRI_NRSCOMP_0100 by base ID and
component line.

CA SQL-Ease Objects

During installation, the following objects are created for use by CA SQL-Ease:

• CA SQL-Ease objects
• Statistics manager objects

The following table lists the CA SQL-Ease objects that are created during installation:

 Note: The Batch Processor objects are also required. 

 Object Name  Type  Description 
PTITSSE1 Tablespace n/a
PTSE_AD_PREFX_# Table CA SQL-Ease host language prefixes.
PTSE_AD_PREFX_NFM Table CA SQL-Ease host language prefixes.
PTSE_IX_PREFX_# Index n/a
PTSE_IX_PREFX_NFM Index n/a

The following table lists the Statistics Manager objects that are created during installation:

 Object Name  Type  Description 
PTITSPSF Tablespace n/a
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PTPS_DBASTATS_# Table User-modified statistics.
PTPS_X_DBSTAT_# Index n/a
PTITSPSD Tablespace n/a
PTPS_SYSSTATS_# Table User-modified statistics.
PTPS_X_SYSTAT_# Index n/a
PTITSPSE Tablespace n/a
PTPS_STRAT_# Table User-defined strategies for updating and

extracting statistics.
PTPS_X_STRAT_# Index n/a
PTPS_OBJECTS_# Table Object information for strategies.
PTPS_X_OBJS_# Index n/a
PTPS_MASKS_# Table User-defined masks for object names

during catalog update.

SQL GEN Administration Table

The SQL GEN administration table (PTI.PTSE_AD_PREFX_0105) contains the host variable tags, indicator variable tags,
and correlation names that are established through the SQL GEN Administration function in CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/
OS (CA SQL-Ease).

The following table describes each field in the PTI.PTSE_AD_PREFIX_0105 table. All fields are NOT NULL. The table
resides in PTDB.PTITSSE1. This information is provided so that you can have a better understanding of CA SQL-Ease
processing.

WARNING
Do not modify this table!

Field Name Data Type Description
TBCREATOR CHAR(08) Creator of the object.
TBNAME CHAR(18) Name of the object.
TBTYPE CHAR(01) Type of object. Valid values are provided in

the following list.
A -- Alias
S -- Synonym
T -- Table
V -- View

PREFIX CHAR(28) Host variable tag.
CORR_NAME CHAR(18) Correlation name.
UPDATE_USER CHAR(08) User ID that updated the host/indicator tags

or correlation name.
UPDATE_DATE DATE Date that the host/indicator tags or

correlation name was last updated.
UPDATE_TIME TIME Time that the host/indicator tags or

correlation name was last updated.
INDPFX CHAR(28) Indicator variable tag.
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PS_HOST CHAR(01) Host variable tag position.
P (Prefix)
S (Suffix)

PS_IND CHAR(01) Indicator variable tag position.
P (Prefix)
S (Suffix)
H (Host)

CA Subsystem Analyzer Objects

The following DB2 objects are created for CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS during installation:

• PSADB# (tablespace - database activity)
– PTI.PSA_DB_# (table)
– PTI.DBIX# (index)

• PSAVL# (tablespace - volume activity)
– PTI.PSA_VOL_# (table)
– PTI.VOLIX# (index)

• PSABP# (tablespace - buffer pool activity)
– PTI.PSA_BP_# (table)
– PTI.BPIX# (index)

PTI.PSA_BP_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PSABP#. The PSA$BP member of CDBASRC maps the (SA$BP)
unload data record that contains the data loaded into table PTI.PSA_BP_#.

Note: # represents the release level.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PSA_BP_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
ASYWIO BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous write

I/O requests issued.
ASYWIO_PAGES BIGINT Specifies the number of pages written by

asynchronous write I/O requests.
BP_PAGE_SIZE SMALLINT Specifies the buffer pool page size in bytes.
BPID CHAR(6) Identifies the buffer pool.
BUF_UPDATE BIGINT Specifies the number of times update

intents were requested for pages in the
buffer pool.

CASTOUT_CIO BIGINT Specifies the amount of I/O on castout.
CASTOUT_PCO BIGINT Specifies the number of pages on an unlock

castout.
CURRACTBF BIGINT Specifies the number of current active

buffers.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the CA Subsystem Analyzer for

DB2 for z/OS datastore name from the
DATSTORE input parameter.
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DEFER_W_THR SMALLINT Specifies the deferred write threshold. This
threshold determines when deferred writes
begin based on the number of unavailable
buffers.

DFR_W_DSTRCT_RPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages dequeued
from the data set deferred WRITE queue
for destructive READ requests.

DFR_W_THR_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of times the deferred
write threshold is reached.

DMTH BIGINT Specifies the number of times the data
manager buffer critical threshold was
reached.

DPF_IO BIGINT Specifies number of asynchronous read I/
O requests issued due to dynamic prefetch
processing.

DPF_PGS BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous
pages read during dynamic prefetch
processing.

DPF_REQ BIGINT Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch
requests that the buffer pool issues.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Identifies the DB2 datasharing group name
from the DSGROUP input parameter.

DSOPOEN BIGINT Specifies the number of successfully
opened data sets.

DSTRCT_RPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages for which
destructive READs were requested.

EXPFAIL BIGINT Specifies the number of failed buffer pool
expansion requests. Failure occurred due
to a virtual storage shortage.

GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number or percentage of
issued getpage requests.

GETPAGE_LONG DECIMAL(13,0) Specifies the long buffer pool getpage
number.

GPFAIL BIGINT Specifies the number of times that a
getpage failed due to a full buffer pool.

HEX_BPID INTEGER Specifies the buffer pool ID in hexadecimal
format.

HSMTIMO BIGINT Specifies the number of timeouts that
occurred while waiting for recalled migrated
data sets.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IOP_GPF BIGINT Specifies the number of unsuccessful

GETPAGEs that occurred due to
conditional GETPAGE requests.

IOP_NEGOT BIGINT Specifies the number of negations between
BM and RDS runtime to support I/O
parallelism.

IOP_PFF BIGINT Specifies the number of prefetch I/O
streams denied due to buffer pool shortage.
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IOP_PLF BIGINT Specifies the number of times I/O
parallelism was downgraded due to a buffer
pool shortage.

IOP_SEQ_THR SMALLINT Specifies the parallel sequential threshold.
This threshold determines how much of the
buffer pool is used for parallel processing
operations.

LPF_IO BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous read
I/O requests performed during list prefetch
processing.

LPF_PGS BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous
pages read during list prefetch processing.

LPF_REQ BIGINT Specifies the number of list prefetch
requests performed.

MAXWKFILES BIGINT Specifies the max number of workfiles
allocated during SORT/MERGE.

MIGRAT BIGINT Specifies the number of times migrated
data sets were encountered.

PAGEIN_RIO BIGINT Specifies the pagin-in count for buffer pool
pages that were paged out when read I/O
processing required the page to be backed
by real memory.

PAGEIN_WIO BIGINT Specifies the pagin-in count for buffer pool
pages that were paged out when write I/
O processing required that the page be
backed by real memory.

PF_PAGES BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous
pages read during prefetch processing.

PFABORT BIGINT Specifies the number of WK prefetch that
was aborted due to a zero prefetch quantity.

PFDECR1 BIGINT Specifies the number of occurrences when
prefetch quantity decreased from normal to
half of normal.

PFDECR2 BIGINT Specifies the number of occurrences when
prefetch quantity decreased from half of
normal to one quarter of normal.

PFDISAB_NOBUF BIGINT Specifies the number of times sequential
prefetch was disabled because no prefetch
buffers were available.

PFDISAB_NOREE BIGINT Specifies the number of of times
sequential prefetch was disabled due to an
unavailable READ engine.

PFSTREAM_MAX BIGINT Identifies the highest prefetch I/O streams
ever allocated.

SEQ_GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests
issued by sequential access requesters.

SEQ_PF_IO BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous
read I/O requests issued due to sequential
prefetch processing.

SEQ_PF_REQ BIGINT Specifies the number of sequential prefetch
requests issued.
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SEQ_SYNCRIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous read
I/O requests issued by sequential access
requesters.

SORT_DEGRADE_BF BIGINT Specifies the number of times SORT/
MERGE sacrificed efficiency due to a buffer
pool shortage.

SSID CHAR(4) Identifies the subsystem you want to view
activity for.

SYNC_RIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous read
I/O issued.

SYNC_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of immediate writes
issued for pages in the buffer pool.

TOT_WF_DENY_SORT BIGINT Represents the sum of the workfiles denied
during SORT/MERGE.

TOT_WF_REQ_SORT BIGINT Represents the sum of the workfiles
requested during SORT/MERGE.

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high-level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

VDEFER_W_THR SMALLINT Specifies the vertical deferred write
threshold. This threshold determines when
deferred writes begin based on the number
of updated pages for a given data set.

VDEFER_W_THR_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of times the vertical
deferred write threshold has been reached.

VP_EXP_COMPL BIGINT Specifies the number of successful VPOOL
expansions/contractions.

VP_PAGE_ALLOC BIGINT Specifies the number of buffers allocated
for the virtual pool.

VP_SEQ_THR SMALLINT Reserved.
VP_SIZE INTEGER Specifies the currently defined buffer pool

size.
WF_REQ_SORT BIGINT Specifies the number of requests to query

for workfiles in the SORT/MERGE process.
WIOENGN BIGINT Reserved.
WKCREATFAIL BIGINT Specifies the number of WK files that

cannot be created due to insufficient buffer
resources.

PTI.PSA_DB_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PSADB#. The PSA$DB member of CDBASRC maps the (SA$DB)
unload data record that contains the data loaded into table PTI.PSA_DB_#.

Note: # represents the release level.

The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PSA_DB_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
ASYN_RIO BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous read

I/O requests issued.
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ASYN_RPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages read as a
result of the performed asynchronous read
I/O operations.

ASYN_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous write
I/O requests issued.

ASYN_WPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages written as a
result of performed asynchronous write I/
Os.

BPID CHAR(6) Identifies the buffer pool.
CODE CHAR(2) Specifies the object type code. This code

identifies the object type for which the
metrics are collected. The following values
are valid:
DB -- Database
TS -- Tablespace
TD -- Tablespace data set
TX -- Tablespace data set extent
TB -- Table
IS -- Indexspace
ID -- Indexspace data set
IX -- Indexspace data set extent

CREATOR VARCHAR(128) Identifies the table creator.
DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the data store name from the

DATSTORE input parameter.
DBID SMALLINT Identifies the database descriptor.
DBNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the database.
DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from

the DSGROUP input parameter.
DSNAME CHAR(4) Identifies the database.
DXNAME CHAR(4) Identifies the database extent.
FMT_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of format write I/Os

performed for the database.
GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number or percentage of

issued getpage requests.
HI_RBA BIGINT Specifies the high relative byte address for

the extent.
IDX_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of indexspaces that

have been accessed for the table.
IDX_GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of database extent

getpage requests.
INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IS_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of indexspaces

accessed for the database.
ISDGP BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests

issued against all indexspaces on the table.
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ISGETP BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests
issued against all indexspaces in the
database.

ISNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the indexspace.
LNK_GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of table link getpage

requests.
LOW_RBA BIGINT Specifies the low relative byte address for

the extent.
SEQ_GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of sequential getpage

requests.
SSID CHAR(4) Specifies the subsystem ID you want to

view activity for.
STOGROUP VARCHAR(128) Identifies the database storage group.
SYNC_RIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous read

I/O requests issued.
SYNC_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous write

I/O requests issued.
TB_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of tables accessed for

the database.
TBID SMALLINT Identifies the OBID of the table.
TBNAME VARCHAR(128) Identifies the table.
TOT_GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the number of getpage requests

for this database.
TS_CNT BIGINT Specifies the number of tablespaces

accessed for the database.
TSID SMALLINT Specifies the OBID of the tablespace.
TSNAME CHAR(8) Identifies the tablespace or indexspace.
TYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the tablespace type. The following

values are valid:
NSEG -- Nonsegmented
SEGM -- Segmented
PART -- Partitioned
LOB -- LOB tablespace
XML -- XML tablespace

VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high level qualifier
from the VCAT input parameter.

VCAT_NAME CHAR(8) Identifies the volume catalog name of the
dataset.

VOLUME CHAR(6) Identifies the database extent volume.

PTI.PSA_VOL_

All fields are NOT NULL. The table resides in PTDB.PSAVL#. The PSA$VL member of CDBASRC maps the (SA$VL)
unload data record that contains the data loaded into table PTI.PSA_VOL_#.

Note: # represents the release level.
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The following table describes the columns in table PTI.PSA_VOL_#:

Field Name Data Type Description
ASYN_RIO BIGINT Specifies the number of asynchronous read

I/Os issued.
ASYN_RPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages read by

asynchronous read I/Os.
ASYN_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous write

I/Os issued.
ASYN_WPG BIGINT Specifies the number of pages written by

asynchronous write I/Os.
AVG_IO_Q_CNT BIGINT Specifies the average count of I/O requests

on the volume I/O queue.
CONNECT_TIME DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the average amount of time spent

transferring commands and data between
the device and device control unit.

CURR_IO_Q_CNT BIGINT Specifies the current count of I/O requests
on the volume I/O queue.

DATASTORE CHAR(8) Specifies the data store name from the
DATSTORE input parameter.

DB2_IO BIGINT Specifies the number of I/Os that DB2
issued to the volume.

DISCON_TIME DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the average amount of time
attributable to seeking the appropriate
volume cylinder and head for the data
being read or written.

DSGROUP CHAR(8) Specifies the datasharing group name from
the DSGROUP input parameter.

FMT_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of format write I/Os
issued to the volume.

GETPAGE BIGINT Specifies the percentage of issued getpage
requests.

INTERVAL_END TIMESTAMP Indicates the end of the collection interval.
INTERVAL_START TIMESTAMP Indicates the start of the collection interval.
IO_Q_TIME DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the average amount of I/O queue

time for a volume I/O request.
MAX_IO_Q_CNT BIGINT Specifies the maximum count of I/O

requests on the volume I/O queue.
PEND_TIME DECIMAL(7,1) Specifies the average amount of time I/O

was queued as a result of a logical control
unit or logical path busy condition.

SSID CHAR(4) Identifies the subsystem ID that you want to
view activity for.

SYNC_RIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous read
I/Os issued.

SYNC_WIO BIGINT Specifies the number of synchronous write
I/Os issued.

TOTAL_IO BIGINT Specifies the number of I/Os issued.
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UNIT CHAR(4) Specifies the MVS volume unit address.
VCAT CHAR(17) Specifies the data store high level qualifier

from the VCAT input parameter.
VOL_TYPE CHAR(4) Specifies the volume type.
VOLUME CHAR(6) Identifies the DASD volume.

Utilities Objects

The following DB2 objects are created during installation for use by CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Fast Recover™
for DB2 for z/OS, CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2
for z/OS:

• ALOGFILE (tablespace)
Identifies the tablespace for change accumulation.
– ALOGFILE (table)

Identifies the table for change accumulation (equivalent to SYSCOPY).
– ALOGFILE (index)

Identifies the index for change accumulation.
• ALOGRANE (tablespace)

Identifies the tablespace for change accumulation.
– ALOGRANGE_1700 (table)

Identifies the table for change accumulation (equivalent to SYSLGRNX).
– ALOGRANGE_1700 (index)

Identifies the index for change accumulation.
– ALOGRKEY_1700 (index)

Identifies a Type 2 index on ALOGRANGE_1700.
– ALOGRDBTS_1700 (index)

Identifies a Type 2 index on ALOGRANGE_1700.
• ALOGSTRT

Identifies the tablespace for change accumulation strategies.
– ACCUM_STRATEGY

Identifies the table for change accumulation strategies.
• PTG500UH

Identifies the utility history tablespace.
– PTGL500_HISTORY

Identifies the 8-KB utility history table.
– PTGL500_IX_0001

Identifies the index on PTGL500_HISTORY.
• PTG700TS

Identifies the primary restart tablespace for the utilities. The utility restart tables permit concurrent processing of the
base and clone instances of an object.
– PTGL700_RESTART

Identifies the 32-KB page primary restart table. 

• – PTGL700_RESTART_X1
Identifies the index on PTGL700_RESTART.

• PTG700T2
Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities. The utility restart tables permit concurrent processing of the
base and clone instances of an object.
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– PTGL700_RESTART2
Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.

• – PTGL700_RESTART2X1
Identifies the first index on PTGL700_RESTART2.

• – PTGL700_RESTART2X2
Identifies the second index on PTGL700_RESTART2.

• PTG700T4
Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities. This utility restart table permits concurrent processing using
the Utility Partition Independence service.
– PTGL700_RESTART4

Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.

• – PTGL700_RESTART4_X1
Identifies the index on PTGL700_RESTART4.

• PTG700T5
Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities. This utility restart table permits concurrent processing using
the Utility Partition Independence service.
– PTGL700_RESTART5

Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.

• – PTGL700_RESTART5_X1
Identifies the index on PTGL700_RESTART5.

• PTITSRAI
Identifies the tablespace that contains recovery information that cannot be stored in the DB2 catalog.
– PTRA_SYSCOPY_0301

Identifies the table that contains recovery information that cannot be stored in the DB2 catalog. CA Recovery
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses this table to record image copies that are taken outside of standard DB2 image
copies. Other recovery utilities also use this table to hold onto image copies that are produced from Snapshot
General Services. CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS, CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Merge/Modify™

for DB2 for z/OS use the snapshot instant image copies that are recorded in this table.
– PTRA_SYSCOPY1_0301

Identifies the index for recovery information that cannot be stored in the DB2 catalog.

Object Maintenance

Whenever any of the CA Database Management Solution for DB2 for z/OS products execute a statement through the
Batch Processor, a record of the transaction is written to PTLOG_MAIN_#. To maintain this log, execute the following
command:

DELETE FROM PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_# WHERE LOG_TIMESTAMP < 'value'

• #
Identifies the table version. For example, 1500 (PTLOG_MAIN_1500).

• value
Specifies a character value that is defined as YYYYMMDDHHMMSSDD.

When completed, REORG and image copy the tablespace.

As an alternative to using the SQL DELETE statements to clean up PTLOG_MAIN_#, use the automatic log delete job
in hlq.CDBASRC(LOG#DEL). If the BTCHPROC and RCUPDATE flags are set to a value greater than zero (0), this job
cleans up rows in the main log.
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If you notice performance issues after you have completed the recommended maintenance, rebind the product plans to
take advantage of any updated access path information that was changed during the rebind process.

Security Settings

Data Set Security

Installation Data Sets

The installation data sets are included in member DSNAME00 in high-level.CDBAPARM.

NOTE
The lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets is provided.

Started Task Data Sets

The following data sets are needed by the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS product started tasks:

NOTE
 The installer needs UPDATE access to the library where the started tasks are stored.

  

PTXMAN (Xmanager)

PTXMAN in hlq.CDBASAMP is required for the Xmanager started task. After the Xmanager procedure (PTXMAN) has
been defined, you must grant the following authorizations to the Xmanager started task:

• READ access to the data sets allocated to STEPLIB and PTILIB.
• READ and WRITE access to the Xmanager parameter library, which is allocated in hlq.CDBAPXMP.
• Additional DB2 authorities are required on each DB2 subsystem to view SQL trace information in CA Detector® for

DB2 for z/OS with Xmanager. See PDTSQTGR in the hlq.CDBASRC installation data set.

PXNPROC and PXNPROCE (Xnet)

PXNPROC and PXNPROCE in hlq.CDBASAMP are required for the Xnet started task. Update the JCL and copy to a
system procedure library that is available to the z/OS START command.

 CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 Related 

The following list describes the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 started tasks, jobs, and data
set access rights to grant with the external security package (RACF, CA ACF2, or CA Top Secret):

• Data Collector started task:
– Read access is required for the following data sets:
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• Product load library (hlq.CDBALOAD)
• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS parmlib data set (hlq.CDBAPARM)
• IQL request libraries (system and user as specified in the data collector SYSPARMS (default hlq.CDBATREQ,

user-defined post-install-hlq.REQUESTS)
• SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.SOURCE)
• SECURITY data set (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.SECURITY)
• OBID translation file (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.DB2ssid.OBID)
• Thread group definition file specified by the THREAD-GROUPS-DSN system parameter
• Destination group definition file specified by the DEST-GROUPS-DSN system parameter

– Update access to the IQL output files that are provided on request destinations (PRINT, SAVEIFI, OUTFILE, etc.)

NOTE
If a new data set is being allocated, CREATE access is required.

– Universal access (UACC - READ, UPDATE, and ALTER):
• Exception definition VSAM file(s) (if exceptions are enabled, post-install-hlq.EXCPDEF or post-install-

hlq.DB2ssid.EXCPDEF data sets)
• History VSAM files (if history is enabled, post-install-hlq.DB2ssid.HSTSTATS and post-install-

hlq.DB2ssid.HSTACCTG data sets)
• PC Owner started task

– Read access is required to the product load library
• GSS started task to load and execute programs that are required for initializing and maintaining the global subsystem

– Read access to the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 IMOD file
• VTAM User Interface started task (IDB2VUS in SOURCE) and TSO user sessions:

– Read access to the following data sets:
• Product load library (hlq.CDBALOAD)
• Product ISPF panel library (hlq.CDBASKL0)
• Product IQL request library (default hlq.CDBATREQ, user-defined post-install-hlq.REQUESTS)
• Product IUIMAPS library
• SOURCE data set (created during post-install processing as post-install-hlq.SOURCE)
• SECURITY data set (created during post-install processing as post-install-hlq.SECURITY)
• User IQL request library (created during post-install processing)
• User profile VSAM data set (created during post-install processing)

• IDB2ARC archive procedure 
– Read access is required to the following data sets:

• Product load library
• Product parmlib data set
• IQL request libraries (system and user as specified in the report writer SYSPARMS)
• SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing)
• Online history VSAM files

• Batch report writer
– Read access to the following data sets:

• Product load library
• IQL request libraries (if needed)
• SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing)
• Input files, as needed:
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• Unloaded SMF file
• GTF file
• SAVEIFI trace VSAM linear data set from online IQL execution
• Unloaded online SAVEIFI or history file (which are in SMF format)

– Write access to any output data sets in IQL
• Utilities

– IDB2OBI to translate DBIDs and OBIDs into DB2 object names
– NSIGHTRW to generate DDL and LOAD statements for offloading IQL data into DB2 tables
– NALLCAPS to convert IQL requests to upper case
– GSSIDUMP to dump the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 messages ILOG to a data set
– IDB2UIFI to manage the VSAM history data sets
– NSGIMIGA to migrate archive database to the latest release
Where applicable, these utilities typically require READ access to the following data sets:
– Product load library
– Input files

Snapshot General Services Started Task

EMCSCF in the EMC resource pack base library that contains the EMCSNAPI module for the Snapshot General Services
started task.

Authorized User Data Sets

Functions that TSO users request can cause data set access requests on behalf of the user to occur in the Xmanager
address space. To accomplish these tasks, the Xmanager address space might attempt to create a security environment
for the users within its address space using the MVS RACROUTE macro. The Xmanager address space might require
authorization to create this security environment. If the facility class is active within the security subsystem, then users
must be granted access to the Xmanager facility. Contact your security administrator to determine whether the security
subsystem requires updates.

The following z/OS authorizations are required for TSO users of the product and for Xmanager:

• Control file data set
– Required TSO user access: READ and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Collection data store
– Required TSO user access: CREATE and READ
– Required Xmanager access: READ and CONTROL

• Collection profiles
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Reporting profiles
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: None

• SQL trace control file
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• SQL trace data set
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– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: None

• Xmanager parmlib data set
– Required TSO user access: None
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Db2 catalog data sets
– Required TSO user access: None
– Required Xmanager access: READ

USS Data Sets

Optionally, you can add the following UNIX System Services (USS) definition table to the USSTAB for CA SYSVIEW for
DB2 to simplify the manner in which a user logs on to the VTAM user interface. These statements can be found in the
USSDEF member in the SOURCE library.

USSCMD   CMD=CA-INSIGHT,REP=LOGON,FORMAT=PL1

USSPARM  PARAMETER=APPLID,DEFAULT=IDB2USER

USSPARM  PARM=LOGMODE

USSPARM  PARAMETER=DATA

Volume-Level Security

Some external security managers (like CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and IBM RACF) enforce volume-level security. In CA
Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS, all programs starting with UTL and PTL, after IDCAMS and SORT, read the VTOC
directly.

Sensitive Utilities and Programs
List any program modules that should be protected from general use. This may be the case for APF programs that have
no other security controls to prevent usage.

WARNING
Due to product and component dependencies, we strongly recommend that the load libraries in high-
level.CDBALOAD be APF-authorized. All the data sets allocated to the PTILIB ddname must be APF authorized.
The load library should be allocated to the PTILIB ddname. In addition, SYSCOPY UPDATE requires APF
authorization.

The following program modules should be protected from general use for the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS
products and components:

• PTLTSRB
Enables products to acquire APF authorization in an only TSO environment using the TSO service facility. Some
products use the TSO service facility to perform certain authorized functions in an online TSO environment. For
example, it is in this way the Batch Processor performs online authorization switching using the .AUTH command.
Execution of such authorized functions through the TSO service facility requires that PTLTSRB is added to an APF
authorized LINKLIST or STEPLIB library.

• BPLFILE
Contains the Batch Processor load modules. These must be APF authorized.

• PRFSMMPR
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Contains CA Report Facility sample MPR JCL in high-level.CDBASRC. The STEPLIB DD must be an APF-authorized
library. We recommend that DFSRRC00 JCL is link authorized (AC(1)) and the module placed into the high-
level.CDBAIMS library. The high-level.CDBAIMS library should be the first library in the STEPLIB for the IMS MPR.

• PIEFILM
Contains CA Report Facility load modules. You must place the PIEFILM module in the STEPLIB of the CICS region for
CA Report Facility for CICS. This STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

• PTLDRIVM
Requires all invoked programs to be run from an APF-authorized library.

• DSN3@ATH
(IBM supplied) Processes secondary ID's associated with the TSO ID executing a Batch Processor job without
any additional changes being made to the module. However, if you must change the ID associated with the .AUTH
command execution of the Batch Processor job, you must modify this module.
DSN3SATH in the DSNSAMP library is the DB2-provided source for the DSN3@ATH exit. DSN3@ATH is used to
return the list of secondary IDs to DB2 during connect processing.

• NSIGHTDC
Identifies the data collector task for CA SYSVIEW for DB2.

• NSIGHTPC
Identifies the PC owner program task for CA SYSVIEW for DB2.

External Security Programs Authorization

If you use external security programs with the CA utilities (CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/
OS, and so on) for DB2, you must define authorizations in these products as follows before users can execute the utilities:

• Data set authority in CA ACF2
• CONTROL authority in IBM RACF
• User, volume, or program authority in CA Top Secret

CA ACF2 Authorization

You can use program pathing control in CA ACF2 to let specified users run the utilities. Users can access specified data
sets (the VSAM files that contain DB2 data) under the control of a single program (the CA driver program).

The following is an example of a CA ACF2 product rule set that demonstrates program pathing control:

$KEY(high-level vcat)                                       

 DSNDB-.- UID(userid string) LIB('ca.load.library') -       

   PGM(PTLDRIVM)  READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A) PATH(LOG)

 DSNDB-.- UID(userid string) LIB('db2.exit.library') -      

   PGM(PTLDRIVM)  READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A) PATH(LOG)

 DSNDB-.- UID(userid string) LIB('db2.load.library') -      

   PGM(PTLDRIVM)  READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A) PATH(LOG)

• high-level vcat
High-level VCAT qualifier of the VSAM files that contain DB2 data. If your DB2 system uses multiple VCAT high-level
qualifiers, you must create a separate rule set for each VCAT.

• userid string
Single user ID or a user ID mask. A mask allows a series of user IDs to all have the same authority. For example, all
IDs beginning with PROD could have the same authority. A UID of asterisk (*) allows all users the same authority.

Additionally, every library that is allocated in STEPLIB when running the utilities in batch must have a LIB statement in the
CA ACF2 authorization. The CA products load library, DB2 exit library, and DB2 load library are the typical libraries that
are allocated.
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The values for READ, WRITE, ALLOC, and EXEC can be A to allow the option without logging or L to allow the option
with logging.

To run the utility, use program pathing control to grant the CA driver program authority to access both the active and
archive log data sets and the bootstrap data sets.

RACF Authorization

You must have control interval access to the DB2 catalog VSAM files to use the online interface to generate JCL. In the
IBM RACF security product, this is granted with CONTROL authority.

CA Top Secret Authorization

CA Top Secret lets you grant the necessary authorizations using user, volume, and program authority as follows:

• User authority
Grant authorizations to individual users on the VSAM files that contain DB2 data and the DB2 catalog: 
TSS PERMIT (userid) DSN(VCATID.DSNDB+.database.tablespace) ACCESS(CONTROL)

• Volume authority
Grant authorizations to individual users on the volumes containing the VSAM files that hold DB2 data and the DB2
catalog: 
TSS PERMIT (userid) ACCESS(CONTROL) VOLUME(volid,...)

• Program authority
Grant authorizations to the CA modules that begin with PTL, RAL, and UTL. The access can be restricted to specific
databases or tablespaces and indexes within a database, or to the DB2 catalog VSAM files. 
TSS PERMIT (userid) DSN(VCATID.DSNDB+.database.tablespace)  ACCESS(ALL) -

PRIVPGM(module_name) LIBRARY('CA.LOAD.LIBRARY')

NOTE
All other programs, including system modules such as sort programs, must have a similar rule as described
previously.

To run the utility, use the previous rule to authorize the CA driver program access to both the active and archive log
data sets and the bootstrap data sets.

 

General Resource Security
The CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products and components have the following general resource security
requirements:

• Batch Processor .AUTH command
• RACF authority is needed for the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Page Display Facility to access the VSAM

data sets.
For more information, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation. 

• Users who are customizing the XMAN startup options must have the authority to update the high-level.CDBAPXMP
data set.

Product Configuration Settings Affecting Security
The CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products have the following security-related configuration settings that
you can enable:
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• ProductParmlibSettings
• SYS1.PARMLIB requirements

Product Parmlib Settings

The following security-related product configuration settings can be set in hlq.CDBAPARM. The Default values appear in
parentheses.

• In the BATPROC member for batch processing, AUTHERR(TERM).
• In the DEFAULTS member for CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS execution:

– DSECURE(Y)
– MSECURE(Y)
– MRSECURE(Y)
– UNOAUTHS(N)
– UAUTH(N)
– CNOAUTHS(N)
– MNOAUTHS(N)
– MRNOAUTHS(N)

• In the MIGRATOR member for CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, QGRANT and VSAMID in the MIGRATOR member.
• In the PDA member for CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, EXT_AUTH_CHK (N).
• In the PDT member for CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS, EXTERNALSEC(N).

The EXTERNALSEC parameter value has no effect on Xmanager external security requirements.
• In the PLA member for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:

– EXPLICIT_AUTH(N)
– SECURITY(N)

• In the PPA member for CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS:
– PRIAUTH() blank defaults to current user ID
– SECAUTH() defaults to PRIAUTH
– SQLAUTH () blank is SECAUTH

• In the RCEDIT member for CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, ENHCA (Y).
• In the PSA member for CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS, EXTERNALSEC(N).

The EXTERNALSEC parameter value has no effect on Xmanager external security requirements. 
• In the PTT member for the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM value pack component:

– EXTERNALSEC(N) 
The EXTERNALSEC parameter value has no effect on Xmanager external security requirements. 

– DFLTSECCLAS
• In the SECURE member for CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS:

– RCSADM(RCSADM1)
– RCSADM2(RCSADM2)
– RCSGRNT(RCSECUR)
– RCSDEPTS(YES)

• In the UTIL member for utilities:
– RACF-AUTHID(N)
– SYSCOPYAUTH(OFF)

In the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 SOURCE library, the SECURITY file. This file enables access to CA SYSVIEW for DB2
internal security profiles (SECURITY=YES) SECURITY profiles and data collector SYSPARMS.
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SYS1.PARMLIB Requirements

The following updates in SYS1.PARMLIB are required:

• Add PTLTSRB to the AUTHTSF parameter list in member SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSO00).
The CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products use the TSO service facility to perform certain authorized
functions in an online TSO environment. The APF and AUTHTSF lists are dynamically updated by the operating
system. Permanent changes can require updating SYS1.PARMLIB members IEAAPFxx and IKJTSOxx or PROGxxc
and IKJTSOxx, depending on the release of z/OS. 

• Add the appropriate commands to the COMMAND member in SYS1.PARMLIB to start and stop the Xmanager address
space automatically with a system IPL (Initial Program Load).

• Define the GSS LINKLIB for CA SYSVIEW for DB2 as APF authorized in SYS1.PARMLIB by placing an entry in the
IEAAPFxx member.
For more information about this GSS requirement, see the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 documentation. Alternatively, you
can dynamically authorize the load library using a product such as CA SYSVIEW PM. 

• Include the appropriate command statement in the IEACMDxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB to make the program call
owner in CA SYSVIEW for DB2 a part of your normal IPL procedure. For more information about running the PC owner
job, see the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 documentation.

Additional Security Considerations
The CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products have the following additional security considerations:

• Security exits
• Password data set considerations
• DB2 authorization requirements

Security Exits

The following security exits are provided with the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products:

• Batch Processor supplies security exits that you can implement to control which statements (commands) can be used.
To implement the security exits, edit the sample members that are provided in high-level.CDBASAMP or create your
own, and then assemble and link the source code. 

NOTE
For more information about customizing Batch Processor to implement security exits, see Customize Batch
Processor.

• The following CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS user exits located in hlq.CDBASRC control the display of reports
according to site-defined specifications:
–  RQAUSRX1

Restricts the generation of unauthorized report requests. For example, you can restrict specific users from
displaying a Plan Statement report unless a mask is specified for the plan name.

–  RQAUSRX2
Prevents the generation of duplicate reports.

NOTE
For more information about these user exits, see the CA RC/Query documentation.

• The NSIGHTEX exit is called from the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 data collector and the TSO, VTAM, and batch user
interfaces. The function requested is specified with the call.
For the data collector, the name of the security exit to be loaded is specified by the SECURITY-EXIT data collector
SYSPARM parameter and it is loaded into the data collector address space. For the user interfaces, the security
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exit is loaded and controlled by the PC task. The name of the security exit that the PC task loads is controlled by the
SECEXIT PC task parameter. 
The NSIGHTEX User Exit is provided in both the AUTH.LOAD and SOURCE libraries. NSIGHTEX only needs to be
modified if you require more functionality. Default functionality includes checks to RACF, CA Top Secret, and CA ACF2
security. The sample code is in the SOURCE library member NSGHTEXA.

NOTE
For more information about the NSIGHTEX user exit, see the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 System documentation.

• The SECURITY-EXIT parameter of PRFIPT for CA Report Facility lets you specify a security exit. The SECURITY-
EXIT parameter controls the START, DISPLAY, STOP, CANCEL, and RESET functions. The security exit that you
provide passes a return code to IMS. If the return code is 0, the function is allowed. If the return code is not equal to 0,
the function is not allowed.
CA Report Facility also has the Data Set Access exit and the following IMS exits:
– Accounting exits
– User ID exit

NOTE
For more information about these exits, see the CA Report Facility documentation.

NOTE

 These products do not use default user IDs and passwords, encrypt data, or require a private web server.

DSN3SATH Exit

The IBM supplied DSN3@ATH module uses or processes secondary ID's associated with the TSO ID executing a Batch
Processor job without any additional changes being made to the module. However, if you must change the ID associated
with the .AUTH command execution of the Batch Processor job, you must modify the DSN3@ATH module.

DSN3SATH in the DSNSAMP library is the DB2-provided source for the DSN3@ATH exit. DSN3@ATH is used to return
the list of secondary IDs to DB2 during connect processing.

How To Apply the IEBUPDTE

For sites using the IBM RACF security product, the IEBUPDTE decks are provided in hlq.CDBASRC. Apply the
appropriate member (based on the DB2 version you are running) to modify DSN3SATH and enter changes into
DSN3@ATH. The members are named ATHUPxxx, where xxx identifies the DB2 version. For example, ATHUPB10
applies to DB2 11.

For sites that use other security products like CA ACF2 or CA Top Secret, apply these changes to DSN3SATH and use
the results as guidance to providing equivalent functionality appropriate to that security product.

To apply the IEBUPDTE, follow these steps:

1. Make a backup copy of DSN3SATH.
2. Apply the appropriate IEBUPDTE member.
3. Reassemble and link the modified DSN3SATH exit as DSN3@ATH in your DB2 DSNEXIT library. The DSNEXIT

library must be in the STEPLIB DD for the DSNMSTR started task. For more information about the DSNEXIT library,
see the IBM DB2 installation instructions.

4. Cycle DB2 to make the change effective.

If your site has made its own changes to the DSN3SATH exit, the changes might need to be retrofitted into the new exit.
The CDBASRC updates are additions only. No code has been deleted from the sample exit as distributed by IBM.
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Password Data Set Considerations

In CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, the Bootstrap Data Recovery Window lets the user optionally assign
passwords to the BSDS, archive log data sets, system directory (DSNDB01), system catalog (DSNDB06), and Distributed
Data Facility communication record.

DB2 Authorization Requirements

DB2 does not allow you to grant or revoke privileges that you do not hold yourself. To grant or revoke privileges in DB2,
you must hold GRANT authority on the specific authorizations that are assigned to you, or you must hold SYSADM
(system administrator) authority. The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS do not override the DB2
authority requirements. EXECUTE authority must be granted to product users on the product and component plans they
are authorized to use.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS can have additional DB2 authorization requirements. See the
product-specific documentation for detailed requirements by product.

WARNING
We highly recommend that you use a SAF-based security exit to control authorization to use the .AUTH
command.

Page Display Authorization in CA Database Analyzer

You need appropriate authorization from your external security manager product (like CA ACF2™, CA Top Secret®, or IBM
RACF) for the Page Display Facility in CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to access VSAM data sets. The following
requirements are needed when the Access parameter in the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS profile is set to
DIV or VSAM:

•  DIV
READ access is required to the VSAM data sets of the DB2 objects.

•  VSAM
Control interval access is required to the VSAM data sets of the DB2 objects.

Users need appropriate authorization for the following catalog objects that are read by DIV and VSAM:

• SYSTSDBA
• SYSTSPLN
• SYSTSPKG
• DSNDSX01
• DSNGGX01
• DSNDTX01
• DSNDLX01
• DSNKDX02

Start the Products
After you have completed configuration of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, complete the
following steps to prepare the products for execution:
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Add the CLIST Data Set to the SYSPROC DD

Use this procedure to add the CLIST data set (hlq.CDBACLS0) to the SYSPROC DD statement.

WARNING

You can skip these steps and then use the CLIST as is without changes when:

• The installation CLIST library is not concatenated with other libraries.
• The other libraries in the concatenation are fixed block format data sets.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Make a copy of the fixed blocked format installation CLIST library and save it as a variable blocked format data set.
2. Use the created copy in the SYSPROC DD.

Invoke the Products

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu is available when you install any products in
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. You can invoke the products from the Main Menu or you can
invoke a specific product menu directly using the RSPMAIN CLIST in hlq.CDBACLS0.

• Specify the following command to invoke products from the Products Main Menu:
RSPMAIN PARMLIB(parmlib) SUFFIX(nn)

• Specify the following command to access a single product directly from the main menu product panel:
RSPMAIN PARMLIB(parmlib) SUFFIX(nn) PARMS(CI=pgmname)

NOTE

 If your TSO LOGON PROC allocates SYSIN, SYSTSIN, SYSPRINT, SYSTPRT, and ISPFILE, you must free
these DD statements before entering the products. To do so, add the appropriate statements to RSPMAIN. For
example: FREE FI(SYSIN), FREE FI(SYSTSIN), FREE FI(ISPFILE), and so on. If necessary, you can reallocate
the data sets in the CLIST when you exit the product environment. 

A description of the parameters you can specify with RSPMAIN follows:

•   parmlib 
The parmlib data set to be used with the products.
Default: hlq.CDBAPARM

•   nn 
The two-digit suffix that is specified with the global parmlib members.

•   pgmname 
The name of the program for the product you have installed. Valid names for the following products and components
are shown in parentheses:

NOTE
 If your product is not in this list, it might have an alternate method of execution that does not require
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS driver. For more information, see the product
documentation.
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– Alternate Catalog Mapping (RGLALTNM)
–  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (RALPCOM)
–  CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (PDTSPFCC)
–  CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (LAL$MAIN)
– Log Maintenance (PTLLOGMM)
–  CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (PPL$MAIN)
–  CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (RXL#DRIV)
–  CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (RML$MAIN)
–  CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (RQLMAIN)
–  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (RSL$MAIN)
–  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (RULMAIN)
–  CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (PRL$MAIN)
– Space Calculator (ROLSSC)
–  CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (PSASPFCC)
– Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM (PTTSPFCC)
– Utilities (UOLGLM)

Once you have entered the parameters and optionally the program name, executing RSPMAIN takes you directly to
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu or the main menu for the product.

Add the Products to the ISPF Menu

Use the following procedure to add the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS to any existing ISPF menu
such as the ISPF Primary Options Menu.

WARNING

 Ensure that the CLIST library (hlq.CDBACLS0) has been added to the SYSPROC DD statement.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Allocate the product libraries.
The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS libraries must be allocated before product execution.
RSPMAIN performs the allocations using the libraries (and library definitions) that were specified in the DSNAMExx
parmlib member during product configuration.
The ISPF LIBDEF service automatically allocates the specified libraries when the product is executed.

2. Modify the ISPF panel.
a. Modify the title line.

Add a title line to the body of the ISPF Menu for your Broadcom products. For example, we suggest:
         1         2         3         4

----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5

%     P +CA TECHNOLOGIES DB2 PRODUCTS

In this example, you can replace the P in column 7 with an option number of letter of your choice.

NOTE
 Default ISPF attributes are used in the previous example. If the defaults have been changed, make the
corresponding changes to the suggested title line.

b. Modify the command line.
Insert the following line into the PROC area of the ISPF Panel in the TRUNC function of the assigned statement for
ISPF variable &ZSEL. The RSPMAIN CLIST must be copied to one of the CLIST libraries that are allocated on the
SYSPROC DD statement:
         1         2         3         4

----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0
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                P, 'CMD(%RSPMAIN PARMLIB(parmlib) SUFFIX(nn)'

• Replace the P in column 17 with the same option number or letter you specified in the Step 2a. 
• Replace parmlib with the parmlib data set to be used with the products.
• Replace nn with the suffix that was specified on your global parmlib members.

Once these changes have been made and the ISPF libraries have been reallocated, the Broadcom option appears on the
corresponding ISPF panels.

Set Up a Callable Interface

You can invoke the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS using any application program that you write.
When you invoke the product, processing starts with the passed options. However, the product session is not limited
to the initial options. Once a product is invoked, it is active until you exit the product. You can change the initial options
and then perform several operations or even jump to another product before exiting. 

When you exit a product, control is passed back to the calling application program.

To set up a callable interface, see Callable Interface for the processes that are used to pass control to the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS and back to your programs.

Implement Multiple Product Releases in Parallel

To implement multiple releases in parallel, set up an ISPF menu from which you can select the release that you want to
use. Include the following options in this menu:

• Logic to build the appropriate CLIST library name (hlq.CDBACLS0) for the selected release level.
• An ALTLIB statement that specifies the build CLIST library name.
• Logic to execute the RSPMAIN CLIST from the built CLIST library.

Use different plan names for each release level of the products. For example, you can append the release number to the
plan name (such as PDAv190 for Version 19.0.00 and PDAv200 for Version 20.0.00).

When you upgrade to a newer version of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, do not drop any
objects from the previous version or free plans.

Perform a Base Installation
The base installation process includes installing the products to create the SMP/E maintainable environment (target and
distribution libraries). After the products are installed, you apply product maintenance, and configure the products to
customize the SMP/E environments to site-specific settings and configure the products for execution. 

NOTE
We recommend that you create a copy of the SMP/E target data sets to keep the SMP/E environment clean and
to isolate the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation used in the day-to-day operation of the
products.

NOTE

Before you begin this process, verify that the installation prerequisites have been met.

Follow these steps: 

1. Install the products using one of the following methods:
– CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) (web-based interface)
– Pax-ESD (packaged SMP/E jobs)
Both methods create the SMP/E maintainable product libraries. See Product and Component List for a list of the
products and components (FMIDs) included in the release.
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2. Apply product maintenance using SMP/E jobs or CA CSM.
3. Configure the products to tailor the SMP/E runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system:

a. Access the Post-Install Tailoring menu by entering the following TSO command from the ISPF command shell:
EX 'hlq.CDBACLS0(INSMAIN)' 'hlq'

• hlq
Specifies the target data set that was created during the SMP/E installation. The first hlq value is for the
CDBACLS0 data set where the INSMAIN CLIST is located. The second hlq value is the input parameter into the
INSMAIN CLIST. These values are typically the same.

b. Select the following options in order:
• Select option 0 (Defining Site-Specific Session and Environmental Options). These settings are used to manage

and maintain the configuration environment and include:
• Defining the JOB statement to be used during the installation process.
• Selecting the products to be installed. This option is useful when you want to install a subset of products

on a specific DB2 subsystem. It is also useful if you are installing maintenance on only a selected group of
products. You can also use this option to add products to an existing environment.

• Specifying the parmlib and control libraries to be used during the installation process (hlq.CDBAPARM and
hlq.CDBASAMP, respectively).

• Specifying data set allocation parameters. This step identifies the SMS classes, volser, and unit for files that
are used for the post-installation configuration tasks. 

• Select option 1 (Creating and Editing Global and Product Parmlib Members). From these options, complete the
following tasks:
• Edit the Setup Global Parmlib Members parmlib members first.
• Edit the Product Parmlib Members parmlib members for the products you are installing to set site-specific

default execution values.
• (Optional) Copy previous release information).

• Select option 2 (Execute Product Specific Tailoring), and then select from the following options:

NOTE
Review the customization members for each installed product and component. The members
summarize the product-specific customization requirements that can be done from the post-install
panels. They can also include instructions that require you to exit the post-install process for
completion. We recommend that you complete the panel customization tasks first.
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• PLA (CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PRA (CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• OFA (CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management OFS Agent)
• RCM (CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• RCU (CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• INS (Post install global options)
• PXM (Xmanager)
• PXN (Xnet)
• EASE (CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS)
• IDB2 (CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2)
• PBA (CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)
• PDT (CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PPA (CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS)
• PSA (CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS)
• PRF (CA Report Facility)
• QRF (CA Compile/PRF)
• PUT (Utilities general functions)
• PTT (Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM)
• RBP (Batch Processor)

• Select option 3 (Execute DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks). This option generates JCL to perform DB2 tasks
that are required for the products to execute. Install Related and General Tasks (INS and GEN) tasks appear
first. Product-specific tasks appear next for the products that are installed on your DB2 subsystems. Repeat on
each PTISYS and DB2 subsystem.

NOTE
For a list of DB2 objects that are created during installation, see Summary of Objects (login required).

4. Prepare the products for execution (make user CLIST modifications, make products accessible from an ISPF menu,
set up a callable interface, and verify that product users have the required authorizations).

NOTE
You can control access to the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS from option A (Product
Authorizations) on the main product menu. Simply set the ID and then use the G (Grant) or R (remove) line
commands to grant or remove access.

Install Preventive Maintenance
We recommend that you keep your system current on maintenance to ensure that you have the latest and best software.

We recommend that you keep your system current on maintenance to ensure that you have the latest and best software.

To keep your system current on maintenance, you must download and receive maintenance, and then apply maintenance.

Broadcom delivers product maintenance using CA Recommended Service (CA RS) for z/OS. CA RS provides more
flexibility and granular application intervals and is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended
Service Upgrade (RSU). With CA RS, you can install preventive maintenance in a consistent way on a schedule that you
select. For example, monthly, quarterly, annually.

When a base installation is performed, we recommend that you apply all product maintenance (corrective and preventive)
using CA Chorus Software Manager or provided batch JCL. Otherwise, you might have to repeat the deployment and
configuration processes when your testing identifies more maintenance requirements.
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For more information about the available maintenance, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Maintenance Grid. Be sure to review the HOLDDATA that has been published. System and external HOLDDATA is
supported.

NOTE
For more information about our maintenance philisophy, see Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures. For
information about implementing a proactive preventive maintenance strategy and other maintenance related
best practices, see the Installation Best Practices.

Upgrade to a New Release of the CA Database Management Solutions
for DB2 for z/OS
We recommend that you upgrade to the new releases as they become available to take advantage of new features
and functionality provided in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. Upgrading from one release
to another always requires a complete new installation (repeat of all installation and post-installation tailoring). You can
migrate information (settings and data) from your existing releases to the new release when you perform the upgrade. You
can also install the release on the same subsystem as the earlier release if needed.

NOTE
In general, you do not need to apply maintenance to the current installation before beginning the upgrade
process. However, some products have migration considerations that may require specific maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for installation.
2. Install the products using CA CSM or Pax-ESD. An upgrade from one release to another, always requires a complete

new installation into a new release environment.
3. Complete post-install configuration:

a. Define session and environmental options.
b. Create/edit global and product-specific parmlib members.

Select the option to copy previous release information (RSPUSER clist and parmlib members). This option lets
you copy installation information to your target data set if you are complete an upgrade install. When you copy the
parmlib members from a previous installation, all the parameter settings from the previous installation remain, but
any new parameter settings from the new release are not included. To include those settings, you must edit the
parmlib members on all subsystems on which you are upgrading the product.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not copy the DSNAME global parmlib members from a previous release.
These members will not work for new releases because new target libraries and elements can be
moved between libraries. Instead, you should use the Edit Global Parmlib Members option to create
new DSNAME members. The automatic pre-population of libraries will ensure that the appropriate target
libraries are associated with each parameter.
NOTE
Review the installation related changes and product-specific migration considerations before continuing
to the next step..

c. Execute product-specific customization tasks.
d. Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks.

4. Verify that the new release is functional. You can free obsolete packages and plans when you are ready to stop using
the prior release.

Review Installation Related Changes
As part of upgrading to a new release of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, review the following
changes that have been made to the installation process:
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• New and updated options in the global and product-specific parmlib members.
• New and updated DB2 catalog customization tasks.
• New and updated model members.

NOTE
If you have customized models in hlq.CDBAMDL, install into a new set of libraries. This processing prevents
the new installation from using the existing libraries and overwriting the customized models.

• New and updated database model services members.
• New and updated PTDB DDL members.

A list of these changes follows.

Parmlib Member Changes

The following parmlib member changes have been made in Version 18.0 for global and product parmlib members
in hlq.CDBAPARM. For more information about these options, see the online help.

• MIGRATOR Parmlib Member Changes
• OFA Parmlib Member Changes
• OFS Parmlib Member Changes
• PDA Parmlib Member Changes
• PDT Parmlib Member Changes
• PFR Parmlib Member Changes
• PPA Parmlib Member Changes
• PSA Parmlib Member Changes
• UTIL Parmlib Member Changes

MIGRATOR Parmlib Member Changes

The SORTUNLD option has been added to the MIGRATOR parmlib member. This option controls whether the ORDER BY
clause is added to the SELECT clause when unloading a table. When set to NO,the ORDER BY clause is suppressed and
not added to the SELECT clause. Setting this option to NO can reduce the CPU consumption and the elapsed time when
sorted data is not needed. If you had previously applied APAR RO62609, use this option now instead.

The ORDER BY clause is always suppressed when in recover mode. The default is YES (include).

OFA Parmlib Member Changes

The OFA parmlib member is new. This member is used to enable database administration functions in CA Chorus™ for
DB2 Database Management. You can edit and browse this member from the Post-Install Tailoring panels and Edit Parmlib
Member opton on the products main menu.

OFS Parmlib Member Changes

The OFS parmlib member is now available from the Post-Install Tailoring panels and Edit Parmlib Member option on the
products main menu.

PDA Parmlib Member Changes

The following new parameter options are now available in the PDA parmlib member:
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• COLLECTION_ABEND_RC4 (specifies the number of statistics collection abends that are tolerated for the job step).
• DISABLE_DB2_CAT_UPDATE (disables automatic updates of the DB2 catalog).
• ZIIP_ENABLE (determines whether the statistics collection subtasks run on the zIIP specialty processors).
• EXTRACT_SCANS (sets the number of extract collection scans related to the number of CPs or zIIP processors that

are currently online).

PDT Parmlib Member Changes

The following new parameter options are now available in the PDT parmlib member:

• BUFSINPRVT (controls whether the accumulating buffer statistics are stored in the Xmanager address space or the
above-the-bar common area).

• LATCH (determines the mechanism that will be used to serialize internal resources such as hash tables and other
control blocks).

PFR Parmlib Member Changes

The Default sort number option (SORT-SORTNUM) has been updated in the PFR parmlib member. This option specifies
the number of temporary data sets that the sort application program dynamically allocates.

PPA Parmlib Member Changes

The DB2 Release option (PPCEVHLO) has been added to the PPA parmlib member. This option indicates whether
access path changes are determined using all access path columns or the lowest common DB2 release access path
columns.

PSA Parmlib Member Changes

The LATCH option has been added to the PSA parmlib member. This option determines the mechanism that will be used
to serialize internal resources such as hash tables and other control blocks.

UTIL Parmlib Member Changes

The following new parameter options are now available in the UTIL parmlib member:

• RBALRSN_CONVERSION (specifies whether to convert the RBA or LRSN format during processing for the selected
objects).

• PFL-EST-INPUT-PCT (specifies whether to adjust the input record count by a certain percentage).
• PRR-EST-SORT-PCT (specifies whether to adjust the table row count by a certain percentage).
• SYSCOPY-ROWS (specifies how many ICTYPE 'S' rows to write to SYSIBM.SYSCOPY when SET-COPYPENDING

NO is specified).
• PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT (specifies what to sort when you omit RECLUSTER from SYSIN).
• PFL-RECLUSTER-NO (specifies whether to sort the clustering index during a load).
• PFL-RECLUSTER-YES (specifies what to sort during a load).

The following options have a new AUTO parameter:

• SORT-SORTNUM AUTO (automatically calculates the number of sort work data sets to allocate).
• MAXTASKS AUTO (automatically calculates the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks).
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DB2 Catalog Customization Changes

The following DB2 catalog customization task are new or updated:

• The new Determine DB2 object size task executes the RUNSTATS utility against the DB2 objects in PTDB to
estimate the file sizes for any table unload and load utilities that are generated as part of the Compare DB2 Objects
task. This new task helps avoid out-of-space error conditions due to inappropriate sizing of the target unload data sets
when the Create Required DB2 Objects task is executed.

• The recommended indexes in the (Optional) Create Catalog Indexes task have been refreshed and updated.
• The CA SYSVIEW for DB2: DB2 Specific Install Tasks task has been updated to indicate that data collector threads

now require a plan name.
• The Convert the ALOGRANGE Table task for CA Merge/Modify converts data in the ALOGRANGE table from

previously installed versions to the ALOGRANGE_1700 table. This table stores change accumulation data.

Model Member Changes

If you have customized models in hlq.CDBAMDL, install into a new set of libraries so that you do not overwrite the
customized models in the existing libraries.

The new MJUTLICL model JCL member can be used when generating action JCL for CA Database Analyzer. MJUTLICL
copies a single tablespace partition or index partition. This model uses the DB2 LISTDEF and TEMPLATE statements and
takes advantage of Generated Data Group (GDG) base creation for new objects.

Database Model Services Changes

The following table lists the changes that have been made to database model services in this release:

Model Entries Change Description 
BIND and REBIND Added #SEG and #ENDSEG keywords to group BIND and

REBIND statements into CALL statements by package, plan, and
authorization ID.

FUNLD, FUNLD_B, and FUNLD_R Replaced IO-BUFFERS syntax with LOB-LOC-SIZE 1M to reserve
1 MB of main storage for processing XML and LOB columns.

LOAD and LOAD_R Added %INFORM symbolic, which is set to INPUT-FORMAT
SPANNED YES when using variable block spanned (VBS) data
sets.

These models are provided in the @DEFAULT model, which can be copied and customized for your site. For
instructions on updating existing @DEFAULT models from previous versions, see the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/
OS documentation.

PTDB DDL Member Changes

The following PTDB changes have been made to the product DDL in hlq.CDBASKL0 in Version 18.0. The changes are
listed by member name.

• PDADDL for CA Database Analyzer.
• PDTDDL and CHRSDDL1 for CA Detector
• PPADDL for CA Plan Analyzer
• PSADDL and CHRSDDL2 for CA Subsystem Analyzer
• PUTDDL for utilities
• RBPDDL for Batch Processor
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PDADDL for CA Database Analyzer

The PDADDL member has been updated as follows:

• Added a RATS_TIMESTAMP_D column to the following statistics table indexes:
– RACL_IX_xxxx
– RAFQ_IX2_xxxx
– RAIX_IX_xxxx
– RATS_IX_xxxx 

• Added a new RAIK_IX2_xxxx index and new RAVL_INSTANCE column to the RAIK_STATS_xxxx table.
• Added a xxxx_MAIN_ACTION column to the following tables:

– RAVL_STATS_xxxx
– RATS_STATS_xxxx
– RAIX_STATS_xxxx
– RATB_STATS_xxxx
– RACL_STATS_xxxx
– RAIK_STATS_xxxx
– RACD_STATS_xxxx
– RAFQ_STATS_xxxx
– RAUT_HIST_xxxx

PDTDDL and CHRSDDL1 for CA Detector

The PDTDDL member has been updated as follows:

• The following new history tables are generated:
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_180
– PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_180
– PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_180
– PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_180
– PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_180
– PTI.PDT_OBJECT_180
– PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_180
– PTI.PDT_STANDARD_180
– PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_180 

• BIGINT support is now provided for the count, accumulated, and DB2 data columns in the PTI.PDT_DYNAMEQ_180
and the PTI.PDT_STANDARD_180 history tables.

• Added the following columns to the PTI.PDT_STANDARD_180 and PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_180 history tables:
– AA_CNT
– AA_TIME
– AT_WCNT
– AT_WTIME 

The CHRSDDL1 member is new and contains the view definitions that enable CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database
Management users to view historical data from any CA Detector unload table without knowing the release of the base
table.

• Table: PTI.PDT_STANDARD_#
– View definition:
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• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_DYNS_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PGM_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGE_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGP_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PKGS_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_PLAN_VW
• PTI.PDT_STANDARD_STMT_VW 

• Table: PTI.PDT_OBJECT_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_OBJECT_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_SQLERROR_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_ERRORTEXT_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_ERRORTXT_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_ERRORVAR_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_DYNAMREQ_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_DYNAMTXT_VW

• Table: PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_#
– View definition: PTI.PDT_HOSTVARS_VW

PPADDL for CA Plan Analyzer

The PPADDL member has been updated as follows:

• Added the following columns to the PTI.PTPA_ES_EXPL# table:
– EXPANSION_REASON
– REMARKS
– SCAN_DIRECTION 
Updated the MERGN column in the PTI.PTPA_ES_EXPL# table. 

PSADDL and CHRSDDL2 for CA Subsystem Analyzer

The PSADDL member has been updated as follows:

• The following new history tables are generated:
• BIGINT support is now provided for the count, accumulated, and DB2 data columns in the new history tables. 

The PSADDL member has been updated as follows:

 

The CHRSDDL2 member is new and contains the view definitions that enable CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database
Management users to view historical data from any CA Subsystem Analyzer unload table without knowing the release of
the base table.

This DDL is not part of the post-install process. Process this DDL using ISQL.

• Table: PTI.PSA_DB_#
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– View definition: PTI.PSA_DB_VW 
• Table: PTI.PSA_VOL_#

– View definition: PTI.PSA_VOL_VW 
• Table: PTI.PSA_BP_#

– View definition: PTI.PSA_BP_VW 

PUTDDL for Utilities

The PUTDDL utility restart members have been updated as follows:

• PTG700TS (primary tablespace for the utilities)
– Renamed from PTG600TS. 
– Changed from segmented to Partition-by-Growth (PBG). 
– Assigned primary and secondary space allocations of -1 to use a sliding scale.

• PTGL700_RESTART (32-KB page primary restart table)—Renamed from PTGL600_RESTART.
• PTGL700_RESTART_X1 (index)—Renamed from PTGL600_RESTART_X1.
• PTG700T2 (secondary tablespace for the utilities)

– Renamed from PTG600T2. 
– Assigned primary and secondary space allocations of -1 to use a sliding scale. 

• PTGL700_RESTART2 (32-KB page secondary restart table)—Renamed from PTGL600_RESTART2.
• PTGL700_RESTART2X1 (first index)—Renamed from PTGL600_RESTART2X1.
• PTGL700_RESTART2X2 (second index)—Renamed from PTGL600_RESTART2X2.

Added the following new utility restart objects to support the new Utilities Partition Independence service:

• PTG700T4 (secondary tablespace for the utilities)
• PTG700T5 (secondary tablespace for the utilities)
• PTGL700_RESTART4 (32-KB secondary restart table)
• PTGL700_RESTART4_X1 (index)
• PTGL700_RESTART5 (32-KB secondary restart table)
• PTGL700_RESTART5_X1 (index) 

RBPDDL for Batch Processor

The RBPDDL member has been updated to add the following columns to the BPLOG_0203 table:

• BPLOG_LPAR
• BPLOG_TRGSSID
• BPLOG_CONFED
• BPLOG_DESCR 

Review Product-Specific Migration Considerations
Review the following product-specific migration and upgrade considerations before completing the post-installation
tailoring steps for upgrading to a new release of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

  

CA Database Analyzer Considerations

If you are upgrading CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to a new product release, you can migrate custom action
conditions to the new release and update model library data set names:
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Migrate Custom Action Conditions to a New Product Release

For subsequent product installations, new and changed action conditions are supplied in the RAAACTB or RAAACTB1
tables. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not update the RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 tables. When
upgrading to a new release, a new set of libraries containing new, un-customized, RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 tables is
created. To use your previously-customized tables, copy your RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 members from the old libraries
into these newly installed libraries.

Update Model Library DSN Names

The RALICR program updates the model library names for action procedures. This process is useful after a new
installation of CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to quickly and easily change the model library names. The
following JCL illustrates how to execute the batch program. Model JCL is supplied in hlq.CDBASRC(PDAMLCVT).

//EXECICR  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                                 

//         PARM=('EP=RALICR/SSID',                                            

//             'NEW.MODEL.LIBRARY',                                           

//             'OLD.MODEL.LIBRARY')                                           

//*                                                                           

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=PTI.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                                       

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=PTI.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                                       

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=PTI.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                                       

The following describes the parameters passed to program RALICR:

• SSID
The DB2 subsystem ID.

• NEW.MODEL.LIBRARY
The name of the new model library.

• OLD.MODEL.LIBRARY
The name of the old model library. You can also enter an asterisk (*) to change all.

The program outputs the job results in the JES JOB log using the following return codes:

• 0
All rows processed and updated.

• 16
Fatal error. For messages, see the JES JOB log.

Sample output follows:

RALICR - Started                                

RALICR - Parm SYSID   >DB2A                     

RALICR - Parm TOLIB   >NEW.MODEL.LIBRARY        

RALICR - Parm FROMLIB >OLD.MODEL.LIBRARY        

RALICR - 000005 ACTION PROCEDURE rows processed 

RALICR - Completed       

CA Detector Migration Considerations

You can use the profile and datastore batch utilities to create, copy, and delete CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS collection
profiles, report profiles, and datastores. Profiles that are created before 14.0 are not compatible with the current release.

Datastores are compatible across multiple releases. Migration to new releases is simplified, because all datastore data
remains accessible.
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For example, Version 18.0 can now read a datastore that was created in 16.0 or 17.0 automatically. Earlier versions, such
as 16.0, can read a datastore that was created in 17.0 and 18.0, after the appropriate maintenance is applied.

This functionality is enabled through a new or existing control file.

The following table illustrates how to manage datastore compatibility at different release levels.

NOTE

• After the datastore compatibility PTF is applied, the installed release can read the datastore data.
• Sample JCL for the 15.0 PDTDSCPY utility is provided in hlq.CDBASRC. If you cannot access this utility,

contact Broadcom Support.

Release Where the
Datastore Data Was
Collected 

 Installed Version 18.0  Installed Version 17.0  Installed Version 16.0  Installed Version 15.0 

18.0 Automatic Apply compatibility PTF Apply compatibility PTF n/a
17.0 Automatic Automatic Apply compatibility PTF n/a
16.0 Automatic Automatic Automatic n/a
15.0 Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic
14.5, 14, 12, or 11.5 PDTDSCPY required PDTDSCPY required PDTDSCPY required PDTDSCPY required 

Snapshot General Services Upgrade Considerations

Multiple Snapshot General Services subsystems can be run, each one initialized with different options or a different
release. If you still have JCL with //TGR$name DD DUMMY statements, change the JCL to the new statements using the
following syntax before implementing the current version:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=name

 

CA Subsystem Analyzer Migration Considerations

CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS includes batch utilities that you can use to create, copy, and delete datastores.
You can also use the datastore utilities to move the contents of an existing datastore to a larger datastore or a datastore
with more collection intervals defined.

Datastores are compatible across multiple releases. Migration to new releases is simplified, because all datastore data
remains accessible.

For example, Version 18.0 can now read a datastore automatically that was created in 16.0 or 17.0. Earlier versions, such
as Version 16.0, can read a datastore that was created in 17.0 or 18.0, after the appropriate maintenance is applied.

This functionality is enabled through a new or existing control file.

The following table illustrates how to manage datastore compatibility at different release levels:
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NOTE

• After the datastore compatibility PTF is applied, the installed release can read the datastore data.
• Sample JCL for the 15.0 PSADSCPY utility is provided in hlq.CDBASRC. If you cannot access this utility,

contact Broadcom Support.

Release Where the
Datastore Data Was
Collected 

 Installed Version 18.0  Installed Version 17.0  Installed Version 16.0  Installed Release 15 

18.0 Automatic Apply compatibility PTF Apply compatibility PTF n/a
17.0 Automatic Automatic Apply compatibility PTF n/a
16.0 Automatic Automatic Automatic n/a
15.0 Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic
14.5, 14, 12, or 11.5 PSADSCPY required PSADSCPY required PSADSCPY required PSADSCPY required

 

CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Migration Considerations

If you are migrating from a previous release, note the following considerations:

• The PC tasks, data collectors, and user interface (TSO or VTAM) must all be running at the same code level.
• IFI=NO, IFI=READS, and Natural for DB2 are no longer supported. Remove the following obsolete parameters from

your SYSPARMS: IFI, IFCID2-NOTIFI, and NATURAL-DB2. Remove the KEY8CSA parameter (if coded) from the PC
task JCL.

• CA SYSVIEW users must verify that the IDB2COMM module supplied with CA SYSVIEW for DB2 in this release is the
one that the CA SYSVIEW user session loads when running a data collector, PC task, and VTAM user interface (IDB2
command in CA SYSVIEW) to help ensure compatibility.

• (Optional) Copy data from VSAM KSDS data sets.
• Modify JCL to unload current history files.

WARNING
This task applies only to users migrating from r11.5 or earlier.

• Review archive tables configuration
• Retain previously modified sample load utility control statements and IQL requests using the archive table migration

utility (NSIGMIGA)

NOTE
Use this utility only if you previously modified the sample load utility control statements and IQL requests
provided with CA SYSVIEW for DB2. Adding your own fields or removing fields that are supplied by CA
SYSVIEW for DB2 are examples of modifications. If no modifications were made, continue to use the load
utility control statements (members ARCL* in the SOURCE library) and IQL requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ
library) shipped with CA SYSVIEW for DB2.

• Remove obsolete fields from customized IQL requests
• Provide a plan name for data collector threads

WARNING
If you do not specify a plan name for data collector threads, the data collector fails.

• Review the size of the history file before collecting dynamic or static SQL statistics
• Add the REQLIB parameter to the SYSPARMS of all batch report writer SYSPARMS
• Ensure that your existing batch report writer JCL for the input and output files specify the largest optimum BLKSIZE to

get the best performance results
• Retain the GSS integration
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Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Migration Considerations

Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM termination profiles that were created before Release 14 are not compatible
with this release. To carry these profiles forward, use the profile copy utility as described in the Thread Termination
\Dynamic DSNZPARM documentation.

Upgrade to New DB2 Versions or Modes
Upgrading your DB2 subsystems is a regular, planned part of your database administration efforts. Use the following
procedure to upgrade to a new DB2 version, migration mode, or function level on the DB2 subsystems on which you have
installed the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

WARNING
Any time that the DB2 version and mode values change, you must specify the changed values in the SETUP
parmlib member and also execute the DB2 catalog customization tasks as described in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Before you upgrade the DB2 subsystem, complete the additional processing steps that are required for CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer) and CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CA
SYSVIEW for DB2).
  

2. Upgrade the DB2 subsystem as described in the IBM DB2 for z/OS documentation.
3. If you use customized CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Batch Processor exits, you might need to

relink them after you upgrade the DB2 subsystem.
4. Update your DB2 subsystem information in the SETUPxx global parmlib member for each affected subsystem as

follows:

WARNING
We recommend that you use the Setup option on the Post-Install Tailoring panels to edit the SETUP global
parmlib members. The help in the online panel provides detailed information about the supported DB2
catalog/function levels and version/mode values. Manual editing in hlq.CDBAPARM is not recommended.
For more information about editing the SETUP parmlib member, see Create a SETUP Global Parmlib
Member.

a. Update the DB2 subsystem version (SSIDVER) and mode (SSIDMODE). The migration mode must be the same
as the DB2 runtime environment.

b. Update the DB2 load library information.
5. Regenerate and execute the following DB2 catalog customization tasks:

a. Compare DB2 objects.
b. Create required DB2 objects.
c. Bind product packages and plans.

6. Refresh the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) tables by using the MAKETAB command. If your site does not use
ACM, skip this step.

7. Update your existing CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS user-defined rule sets using the RESYNC command.
Otherwise, the rule sets cannot be used during an EXPLAIN. If your site does not use CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for
z/OS, skip this step.

NOTE
Remember to convert your EXPLAIN tables to the current release format. This task is described in the IBM
Installing and Migrating Db2 documentation.

More information: Resynchronize Your Rule Sets in the CA Plan Analyzer documentation.
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Complete CA Log Analyzer Additional Processing

Perform the following steps for CA Log Analyzer when upgrading to a new DB2 version or migration mode.These steps
are required when you want to perform DDL reporting or DDL generation for the log activity that occurs before and during
the upgrade.

WARNING
If you do not perform the following steps, the upgrade process renders this log activity unusable for DDL
reporting and generation. We recommend that you do not run CA Log Analyzer over or during the IBM
CATMAINT period. If you run CA Log Analyzer when the IBM CATMAINT process is running, DDL and DML
report failure can occur because DATA CAPTURE CHANGES is not in effect for catalog tables during that
timeframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Reorganize DSNDB06.SYSDBASE. Perform this step before you upgrade to a new DB2 version.Verify that you have
applied all maintenance for your current release of DB2 and CA Log Analyzer.

NOTE
You do not need to reorganize this tablespace when upgrading to a new migration mode within the same
version.

2. Verify that you have applied all maintenance. You can perform this step any time during the upgrade process.
However, it must be completed before you attempt to process DDL reports from DB2 10 Conversion Mode 9 (CM9) or
earlier.

3. Turn on DATA CAPTURE CHANGES for the following SYSIBM DB2 catalog tables. Perform this step before you
upgrade from DB2 10 Conversion Mode (CM) to DB2 10 New Function Mode (NFM).
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– SYSAUXRELS
– SYSCHECKDEP
– SYSCHECKS
– SYSCHECKS2
– SYSCOLAUTH
– SYSCOLUMNS
– SYSCONTEXT
– SYSCONTEXTAUTHIDS
– SYSCTXTTRUSTATTRS
– SYSDATABASE
– SYSDATATYPES
– SYSDBAUTH
– SYSDBRM
– SYSFIELDS
– SYSFOREIGNKEYS
– SYSINDEXES
– SYSINDEXPART
– SYSKEYCOLUSE
– SYSKEYS
– SYSKEYTARGETS
– SYSPACKAGE
– SYSPACKAUTH
– SYSPACKDEP
– SYSPACKLIST
– SYSPACKSTMT
– SYSPARMS
– SYSPKSYSTEM
– SYSPLAN
– SYSPLANAUTH
– SYSPLANDEP
– SYSPLSYSTEM
– SYSRELS
– SYSRESAUTH
– SYSROLES
– SYSROUTINEAUTH
– SYSROUTINES
– SYSSCHEMAAUTH
– SYSSEQUENCEAUTH
– SYSSEQUENCES
– SYSSEQUENCESDEP
– SYSSTOGROUP
– SYSSYNONYMS
– SYSTABAUTH
– SYSTABCONST
– SYSTABLEPART
– SYSTABLES
– SYSTABLESPACE
– SYSTRIGGERS
– SYSUSERAUTH
– SYSVIEWDEP
– SYSVIEWS
– SYSVOLUMES
– SYSXMLRELS
– SYSXMLTYPMOD
– SYSXMLTYPMSCHEMA
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Complete CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Additional Processing

Use this procedure to complete the following processing steps for CA SYSVIEW for DB2 when upgrading to a new DB2
version/mode or catalog/function level.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 data collectors before the upgrade and then restart the data collectors when the
upgrade is complete.

2. Update the DB2VER=v.r SYSPARM parameter for the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 task in the hlq.SOURCE(ssidSYSP)
member.

Add Products to an Existing Environment
By default, all products that are installed into the current set of libraries are selected for post-installation processing.
However, you can optionally select a subset of the installed products for processing. For example, you can update an
existing environment by adding products or applying maintenance to products.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the post-installation functions using the ISPF command shell and press Enter:
EX 'high-level.CDBACLS0(INSMAIN)' 'high-level'

2. Select the Settings option (0) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
3. Select the Products option (2) on the INS Options Selection panel and press Enter.

The Product Selection Installation Type panel appears.

NOTE

By default, all previously installed products are selected.
4. Clear the product selections using the ALLU command, and then select products using the S command.

When you press Enter, the product selections are registered and the INS Options Selection panel reappears. The
requisite products are auto-selected.

5. Return to the Post-Install Tailoring (INS) menu and perform the following steps for the selected products:
a. Select the Setup option (1) and perform the following tasks:

• Edit the PLANSxx global parmlib member.
• Customize product-specific parmlib members.

b. Select the Tailor option (2) and execute product-specific customization tasks.
c. Select the Tasks option (3) and execute DB2 catalog customization tasks.

How to Install on Multiple Subsystems
You can install products the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS on multiple subsystems that share
DASD and on multiple subsystems that do not share DASD.

• If you are installing on multiple subsystems that do not share DASD, complete the entire installation process for each
subsystem. 

• If you are installing on multiple subsystems that share DASD, complete the installation on one subsystem, and then
enter information for the additional subsystems as described in the following procedure.

In the following procedure, we assume that you want to install the same set of products or a subset of the same products
on each subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. For the first subsystem, perform a base installation.
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2. For additional subsystems:
a. Define the new subsystem in the SETUP global parmlib member (Option 1 on the Post-Install Tailoring menu).

Ensure that the Xmanager started task that is specified with the XMANID is running on all the same LPARs as the
new subsystems. For more information, see Create a SETUP Global Parmlib Member.

b. Execute the following Db2 catalog customization tasks (Option 3 on the Post-Install Tailoring menu):
a. Compare DB2 objects.
b. Create Required DB2 objects.
c. Bind Product Packages and Plans.
d. Grant Public Access to the General Services plan.
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Using Value Pack
The following Value Pack components are included with the license of any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS product. These components provide advanced customization features for the DB2 environment:

• Use the Batch processor to execute jobs (online or in batch mode). The Batch Processor processes data sets that
contain SQL and special Batch Processor commands to dynamically call DB2 utilities and application programs,
execute DB2 (DSN) commands, and perform VSAM functions.

• Use the DB2 command processor to execute CA and DB2 commands and request syntax help during product
sessions.

• Use the Interactive SQL Facility (ISQL) to execute SQL statements contained within a data set. ISQL lets you test SQL
statements without precompiling and executing the entire program.

• Use Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) to create, update, copy, and delete alternate catalog maps. Use this component
to redirect catalog queries to views that are defined over the catalog tables or shadow tables, helping to reduce catalog
contention and easing security concerns.

• Use Thread termination and dynamic DSNZPARM to monitor, view, and terminate DB2 threads, perform dynamic
and scheduled DSNZPARM changes without recycling DB2, active log data set additions, and DB2 exit routine
replacement.

• Use the Utility Manager to create, view, update, and submit utility requests on demand.
• Use Referential integrity management (RI Manager) to track, organize, and manage DB2 system and application

enforced RI relationships.

Use the Batch Processor
The Batch Processor interface provides an exceptional facility for executing data sets that contain SQL commands, Batch
Processor commands, or both. The Batch Processor lets you process data sets that contain SQL and special batch
processor commands, in restartable script-like fashion, to dynamically call DB2 utilities and application programs, execute
DB2 (DSN) commands and perform VSAM functions. To create job streams that perform many different DB2 functions,
use Batch Processor commands and SQL.

The Batch Processor includes its own UNLOAD program (.CALL UNLOAD) that can be called in place of the IBM DB2
UNLOAD utility. The UNLOAD utility can use pre-allocated or dynamically allocated data sets.

Using the Batch Processor interface, you can:

• Execute Batch Processor data sets online or in batch mode
• Control the generation of an audit trail
• Permit errors to occur during execution

To execute jobs, you can use the batch processor in online or batch mode.

Operational Considerations for Batch Processor
Review the following Batch Processor operational considerations:

DB2 Authorizations

Normal DB2 PLAN security is required to execute the Batch Processor. Security exits are also provided to further control
execution.

The Batch Processor interface does not override the DB2 authorization requirements. The primary and secondary
authorization IDs must have appropriate DB2 authority to execute whatever is contained in the Batch Processor job,
including SQL and calls to IBM utilities.
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When executing SQL or IBM utilities, DB2 checks the authorities for the primary and secondary authorization IDs. If the
primary or secondary authorization ID does not have authority to execute the SQL commands or IBM utilities, the Batch
Processor cannot execute the SQL.

For information about the authorities necessary to execute DB2 utilities and commands, see the IBM DB2 Command and
Utility Reference guide.

Security Exit Implementation

Batch Processor supplies security exits that you can implement to control which statements (commands) can be used. A
security exit is called for every Batch Processor command that provides access or authority to a resource.

By default, all users can execute the Batch Processor commands, with the exception of the .AUTH command. For this
command, no users can execute it until your external security system (like CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, and IBM RACF) is
modified to permit execution. The .AUTH command provides a SAF based security exit.

For more information about customizing these exits, see Customize the Batch Processor in the Installing documentation.

You can write your own security exits to implement installation standards or edit and enhance the supplied exits.

Utility Model Services

Some CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS use provided model members (that reside in DB2 tables)
to generate Batch Processor statements for utilities. These model members contain symbolic variables that you can
customize as needed. You can also create new model members.

Using Utility Model Services, you can customize model members to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate disk space proportionately based on object size
• Allocate files to disk or tape
• Use a third party utility to perform a function (like CA Rapid Reorg or IBM REORG functions)
• Specify various utility options

In CA RC/Migrator and CA RC/Update, these customized changes are included automatically when you generate an
analysis using model members.

If you are satisfied with the Batch Processor statements that we generate, you can use a default model ID without
modification. However, if desired, you can use Utility Model Services to customize the output. For more information about
Utility Model Services, see the product-specific documentation.

APF Authorize a Load Library

To perform authorization ID switching or the execution of DB2 utilities or DSN commands, install the Batch Processor load
modules into an APF authorized library. This is required so that the user exits are APF authorized when invoked.

DSN commands can be executed online or in batch mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy module PTLTSRB from high#level.CDBALOAD to an APF authorized library or CA ACF2 command list.
For an APF authorized library, note the following additional considerations:
– The APF authorized library must be in your link list or allocated to the STEPLIB DD of your TSO LOGON proc. If

high-level.CDBALOAD is allocated in the LOGON proc, remove PTLTSRB from high-level.CDBALOAD.
– If the APF authorized library is allocated to the STEPLIB DD of your TSO LOGON procedure, all libraries allocated

to STEPLIB must be APF authorized.
For a CA ACF2 command list, note that PTLTSRB is distributed with the RENT (reentrant) attribute. If you want a
non-reentrant copy of the load module, rename PTLTSRB, and then rename PTNTSRB (which is linked with the non-
reentrant attribute) to PTLTSRB.
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2. Add PTLTSRB to the AUTHTSF parameter list in member SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSO00).
3. IPL z/OS.

The APF authorization of a load library and adding PTLTSRB to the AUTHTSF parameter list can be accomplished
dynamically with various z/OS monitors. However, the change is valid only until the next system IPL. Permanent
change requires updating SYS1.

Customize the BATPROC Parmlib Member

You can customize the BATPROC parmlib member to set default values for the Batch Processor interface at your site. The
defaults provide greater control over script processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Complete the following steps:

a. Select option 1 (Setup) on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter. The Parameter Setup Menu panel
appears.

b. Select option 3 (Create/edit product parmlib members) and press Enter. The Select PTISYS Parmlib Members
panel appears.

c. Select a PTISYS member and press Enter. The Edit Parmlib Members panel appears.
– Type EP (Edit Parmlib Members) on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press Enter. The Edit

Parmlib Members panel appears.
2. Select BATPROC and press Enter. The Edit Parmlib Member BATPROC panel appears.
3. Change the default Batch Processor execution parameters as needed at your site, and press Enter. For more

information about these parameters, press F1 for help. The specified options are processed.

DB2 Objects

DB2 objects for the Batch Processor interface are created during installation and used during product execution.

XML Data Types

XML data types are not supported in Batch Processor unload.

Access the Batch Processor Interface
To access Batch Processor, you must submit a job in online or batch mode. Before submitting, you must specify the
following options to invoke batch processing of data sets that contain SQL commands, Batch Processor commands, or
both:

• Specify the execution mode (online or batch).
• Specify whether to read input from a data set or table
• Specify processing and audit options
• Define batch execution parameters if applicable

In batch mode, the job is sent to a data set or to JES and can be previewed before execution. You can also edit the model
JCL specifications. In online mode, the input data set is submitted for immediate execution. This option lets you view the
execution results online.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter BP in the command line of any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product to invoke the
Batch Processor.
The Batch Processor Interface panel appears. The DB2 SSID field identifies the DB2 subsystem where the Batch
Processor executes.
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2. Complete the panel as needed:
a. Type B (batch) or O (online) for execution mode.
b. Perform one of the following actions to specify whether to read input from a data set or table:

• To read input from a data set, identify the data set in the Input Data Set fields.
• To read input from a DB2 table, enter I in the command line, and identify table rows for the Batch Processor

interface to process in the Analysis Input fields.
c. Specify processing options to control the following execution choices for the Batch Processor created JCL:

• Control data migration between different CPUs
• Indicate whether to permit restart processing when errors occur
• Determine whether to release resources that are associated with a utility ID
• Specify the number of times to retry SQL calls during timeout errors
• Determine whether to wrap or truncate output
• Specify whether to end or continue when warnings, or SQL, BIND, or LOAD discard errors occur

d. If batch mode is specified, use the Audit List Dest field to specify whether to print, save, or not print the processing
output.
If you print the audit list, the output is written to SYSOUT. The SYSOUT class is specified in the global profile print
parameters. If you save the output, an audit trail is written to a data set or ddname. The data set must already exist
and the ddname must be defined within the model or added manually to the generated job stream.

Press Enter.
– In batch mode, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears. Specify a destination for the batch job, model JCL

specifications, and a valid JOB statement, and press Enter.
If you specify D for Destination, define the data set name, member name, and a volume serial number
(if necessary) where you want to save the batch job output data set. You can execute this job immediately or later
(using a job scheduling system). 
Processing occurs according to your specifications. A message indicating whether the job was successfully sent to
the specified destination is received. If needed, you can print the output.

– In online mode, the Batch Processor executes the input data set and the Audit Message File appears for your
review.
The .CONTROL, .LIST, .OPTION, and .CONNECT commands are added automatically to the BPIOPT DD
statement as input that is executed before your data set. 

3. Review the generated output.

Use Control Language to Refine Batch Processor Scripts
You can use control language to dictate the behavior of Batch Processor scripts. Control language includes input that
you customize to produce a refined, executable script. Using this language lets you administer greater control over how a
script performs. For example, you can use conditional instructions to determine when to process statements.

Control language syntax uses the following rules:

• Word strings are bound with apostrophes (') or quotation marks ("). If the word contains an apostrophe or quotation
mark, repeat the character (like ""examples"").

• Statements are written within columns 1 through 72 of an input record. If content exceeds column 72, continue the
statement on subsequent lines using apostrophes or quotation marks to improve readability.
– Use apostrophes or quotation marks to determine the starting point of word strings on each subsequent line. Place

the starting apostrophe or quotation mark at any location on the line.
– For unbound word strings, the statements continue on the next line with the first nonblank character.

• Statements are case-sensitive. Some words (such as commands and control words) can be recognized in uppercase
or lowercase. For example, .QUERY and .query are equivalent.

• Statements can have trailing comments, which start with “--“ on the same line as the statement.
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Follow these steps:

1. Submit any of the following types of input:
–  Command

Specifies reserved words (preceded by a period) that instruct the Batch Processor to perform a function. The
command receives parameters as coded on the command statement.
The DATA and ENDDATA statements (and any statements between them) are not considered Batch Processor
control statements.

–  Conditional statement block
Evaluates an expression to determine the truth value. The condition starts with an IF statement, can include an
ELSE statement, and must include an ENDIF statement to terminate the block.
When the statement is true, the statements immediately following the IF statementBatch Processor skips the rest
of the block and processes the statements that immediately follow the IF statement. When the statement is false,
control passes to the statement that follows the corresponding ELSE or ENDIF statements.
The IF statement evaluates a comparison or a query.
Format:
Comparison syntax is as follows: 
.IF (operand1operatoroperand2)

.ELSE comment

.ENDIF comment

•   operand1 
Specifies a variable.

•   operator 
Specifies a logical operator (=,>,<,<>, ¬=,¬>,¬<).

•   operand2 
Specifies a value or variable to compare to operand1.

Query syntax is as follows. TRUE is set if the object exists. 
.IF (type object)

.ELSE comment

.ENDIF comment

•   type 
Specifies PROCEDURE or PROC.

•   object 
Specifies SCHEMA.NAME or SCHEMA.NAME.VERSION.

–  Flow control statement
Specifies the conditional statement that gets control next (if you have specified conditional statements). You can
use the following flow control statements:
• .RESUME processes the statement following the outermost ENDIF statement. When IF statements are nested,

the outermost ENDIF statement corresponds to the first IF statement in the nesting.
• .CONTINUE processes the statement following the next highest ENDIF statement. For example, if the IF nest

is three levels deep, the Batch Processor processes the statement following the ENDIF statement that is at the
second level.

• .QUIT int terminates script processing and exits with a return code specified by int, which is a decimal integer
value with a range of - 2147483648 to 2147483647.

–  Additional Input
Specifies input that does not fit into any other category. Additional input can include utility input statements (for
determining what utilities to invoke), DDL, or Batch Processor control statements.

After submission, the input is processed and a refined script is produced.
2. Submit the job to execute the refined script and perform the requested activity.

 Example: Complete Input for Creating a Refined Script 
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This example shows input that includes commands, conditional statements, flow control statements, and DDL. The goal
is to create a script you can execute to identify a specific procedure version and replace the current version (or add a new
version if no version exists).

The syntax in this example performs the following basic processing:

• Queries the catalog for the existence of procedure UPDATE_PROCEDURE (with schema USER01 and version V1).
• Determines whether the ACTIVE column in the procedure does not have the value “Y” (meaning the procedure in not

the active procedure).
• Starts the alter statement to replace the current version, or, for a procedure where the version does not exist, adds a

new version for the procedure.

Syntax is as follows: 

.IF (PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE") 

        

 .IF (PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE"."V1") 

        

  .IF (ACTIVE <> 'Y') 

        

  ALTER PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE" 

        

     REPLACE VERSION "V1" 

        

  .ELSE 

        

   .RESUME 

        

  .ENDIF 

        

 .ELSE 

        

 ALTER PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE" 

        

     ADD VERSION "V1"

        

 .ENDIF 

        

   LANGUAGE SQL 

        

   NOT DETERMINISTIC 

        

   MODIFIES SQL DATA 

        

   DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 0 

        

   DISALLOW DEBUG MODE 

        

   PARAMETER CCSID EBCDIC 

        

   QUALIFIER "USER01" 

        

   PACKAGE OWNER "USER01" 
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   [additional SQL statements]

        

BEGIN END; 

        

.SYNC 5 'ALTER PROCEDURE USER01."UPDATE_PROCEDURE"' 

        

.ELSE 

        

   CREATE PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE" 

        

   VERSION V1 

        

   LANGUAGE SQL 

        

   NOT DETERMINISTIC 

        

   MODIFIES SQL DATA 

        

   DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 0 

        

   DISALLOW DEBUG MODE 

        

   PARAMETER CCSID EBCDIC 

        

   QUALIFIER "USER01" 

        

   PACKAGE OWNER "USER01" 

        

   [additional SQL statements]

        

BEGIN END; 

        

.SYNC 10 'CREATE PROCEDURE USER01."UPDATE_PROCEDURE"'

        

.ENDIF

If the procedure version in the preceding syntax exists, the following executable DDL is generated: 

ALTER PROCEDURE "USER01"."UPDATE_PROCEDURE"

        

   REPLACE VERSION "V1"

        

   LANGUAGE SQL

        

   NOT DETERMINISTIC 

        

   MODIFIES SQL DATA 

        

   DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 0 

        

   DISALLOW DEBUG MODE 

        

   PARAMETER CCSID EBCDIC 
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   QUALIFIER "USER01" 

        

   PACKAGE OWNER "USER01" 

        

   [additional SQL statements]

DB2 Command Execution
You can execute DB2 commands by entering them directly into the input job stream. This lets you bypass use of the DSN
Command Processor.

To include DB2 commands in the input of a batch job stream, precede the DB2 command with a dash and enter the
command. For example, if you include the command -DISPLAY DATABASE in your batch job, the following output
appears:

BPA.AUDT        -------------- AUDIT Message File ------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR

 

 ----------------------------------------------------------   User ID: TDUSER

 .CONNECT PTI2

 RETCODE =   0

 

                                             

 -DISPLAY DATABASE(DSNDB06) LOCKS           

 DSNT360I + ******************************   **************************

 DSNT361I + *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

            *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 DSNT360I + ***********************************************************

 DSNT362I +     DATABASE = DSNDB06  STATUS = RW

                DBD LENGTH = 20180

 DSNT397I +

 NAME     TYPE PART STATUS             CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 -------- ---- ---- ------------------ -------- ------------ ---------

 SYSDBASE TS        RW

 SYSUSER  TS        RW                 TERMUTIL TDUSER       H(IS,S,C)

 SYSDBAUT TS        RW                 TERMUTIL TDUSER       H(IS,S,C)

 SYSGPAUT TS        RW

 SYSPLAN  TS        RW

 PF7/8: Scroll Up/Down                                              PF3/15: End

The command/input card included within the input job stream appears in the output. The results appear following the
specified command/input statement.

See the IBM DB2 Command and Utility documentation for a description of the DB2 commands.

Batch Processor Errors
Batch Processor errors are handled based on the error options that are specified on the Batch Processor Interface panel
or through the .OPTION command and general return codes.

Batch Processor error messages describe why a return code greater than 0 was issued. The Batch Processor generates a
return code based on the outcome of each statement.
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Error Messages

The error messages describe why a return code greater than 0 was issued. Therefore, the error messages replace the
reason codes that were previously associated with the return codes. This lets you quickly scan the output job stream
to locate the errors. For detailed message descriptions, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
Messages documentation.

The error messages are formatted as:

 BPAnnnx 

•  BPA
Indicates the product or component generating the message is the Batch Processor.

•   nnnn 
Specifies the error message number.

•   x 
Represents the type of message (I for informational, E for error, or W for warning). The message letter determines the
setting of the return code. For I, the return code is 0. For E, the return code is 4. For W, the return code is 4.

Utility Message Processing

The following table illustrates how return codes and messages determine the continuation of execution, as well as the final
return codes assigned to jobs.

When no messages are found, execution continues only if the utility return code is 0. You can override a return code 4
setting with OPTION NOERRORS or OPTIONS ERRORS.

 Utility Return Code  Messages Found  Execution  Final RC 
0 to 4 B, O No 4
0 to 4 B No 4
0 to 4 O Yes 0
0 to 4 None Only if utility return code is 0 Utility RC
> 4 B, O No Utility RC

Batch Processor Log Records
The following types of log records can be written during Batch Processor execution:

User-Specified Log Messages

User-specified log messages are generated using the .MSG command and are written to the BPLOG table
(BPLOG_0203). The LOGID parameter of the .CONTROL command can be used to identify the DB2 subsystem
containing the log table.

If you have a valid CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS product license, you can also use the RC/Edit browse facility to view
the user log messages written to the BPLOG table.

Sync Point Records

Sync point records are written to the BPLOG table (BPLOG_0203) and processing is activated with the .CONTROL
command. You can also use the LOGID parameter of the .CONTROL command to identify the DB2 subsystem that
contains the log table. 
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If you have a valid CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS product license, you can use the execution display facility to view
the status of all executing Batch Processor jobs with sync point processing activated. The progress of a batch execution is
determined by the current sync point. If an error is encountered, you can look at the sync point record and restart the job.

SQL Logging

SQL logging is determined by the LOG|NOLOG parameter of the .OPTION command. LOG causes all SQL activity
performed by the Batch Processor to be logged to the CA log tables. NOLOG does not log SQL activity to the CA log. The
DB2 subsystem used for the log records is the last DB2 subsystem referenced by a .CONNECT command. Therefore, the
log records are written to the same DB2 subsystem as the DB2 objects created and referenced by the SQL. 

If you have a valid CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS product license, you can view the written log records online for
executed SQL using the log (L) option. With SQL logging, the statement type is logged to the log table PTLOG_MAIN_#.
The '#' specifies an internal table identifier.

Monitor Database Object Changes Using Log Labels
The LOGLABEL utility manages log labels on the current DB2 subsystem and lets you monitor changes to the database
objects as recorded in the DB2 logs. Execute the utility as a DB2 utility JCL or using the Batch Processor with the
LOGLABEL control statement.

The LOGLABEL utility lets you specify points in the DB2 logs in a user-friendly way, without the need to look up
hexadecimal RBA or LRSN values. This capability brings more customization to your logging environment. Lob labels
let you indicate points in logs using a user ID (creator), short text string (name), and even a longer text descriptor
(description). For example, ADMIN01.DMLRPT.

Create and use log labels in jobs to track the beginning and end points of log updates that appear in your processing
schedules most often. For example, you can use log label to track changes automatically that have been made to
database object between the most recent and the current report.

NOTE
Each log label can have up to one hundred versions that are stored in internal tables. Log label versions are
tracked with a negative integer that indicates the relative version of the label. The current version is marked 0,
the oldest version is marked -99. You do not need to clean up old log label versions from the system. New
versions automatically override oldest versions when the maximum count is reached.

Build a JCL Job for LOGLABEL
This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for LOGLABEL. Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC, and
DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task
by using batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the
necessary tasks.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.

For more information about these concepts, see the IBM documentation. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a JOB Statement
2. Specify an EXEC Statement
3. Specify the DD Statements
4. Specify the Utility Syntax
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5. (Optional) Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX

Specify a JOB Statement

A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information. When specifying these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:

• jobname
Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.

• jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

• jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

• nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your systems
programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests. 

Specify an EXEC Statement

A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters. For batch utilities, this
statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//LOGLABEL EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,

// PARM=('SUFFIX=xx,EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,CHECK|PREVIEW',

// 'planname,utilid')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

• SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member when multiple members exist. This parameter overrides
the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit SUFFIX from your EXEC
statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00. For information, see Create an ENVDEF Global Parmlib Member.  

• EP
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Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL.
• DB2_subsystemid

Names the DB2 subsystem where the objects reside.
• CHECK|PREVIEW

(Optional) Specifies how the utility statement syntax is validated.
– CHECK

Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.
– PREVIEW

Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually running the utility.
CHECK and PREVIEW are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement. 

• planname
(Optional) Specifies the plan name for the batch utilities. This parameter overrides the default plan name that is
specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.
If you omit the plan name, insert a comma as a place holder as shown in the following example:

// PARM=('EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,,’, 

// 'utilid')

• utilid
(Optional) Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the PARM
statement does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM=' parm'). 
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the user ID of the job submitter and the job name:

userid.jobname

To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC statement when you
restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can restart the job without specifying the
utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements

A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs. Each utility call (that is, each job
step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement. Optional DD statements
can also be specified to allocate more data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following required DD statements:

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

See the following DD statement descriptions:
– STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the batch utilities.
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NOTE
 If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation
in hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.

– PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

– PTIMSG
Specifies the data set that contains status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements.

//ddname        DD  DSN=hlq.ddname, 

//              DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//              UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//*

//PTIIMSG DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

– ddname
Specifies the ddname that was specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). This
ddname allocates a data set to contain critical messages containing errors, objects status messages, and general
processing messages. Separating the critical messages from other messages can make it easier to review your job
output.

– PTIIMSG
Allocates a data set to contain IFI and IDCAMS messages. We recommend including the PTIIMSG DD statement.
Separating these messages from other messages can make it easier to review your job output. When you use
PTIIMSG, specify ALLMSGS in your SYSIN syntax.

– SYSUDUMP
Allocates a data set to contain the dump that is created when the utility sets a return code greater than 4. Also
include the ABEND-TASK keyword in your SYSIN syntax for the dump to be written to this SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT
data set.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:

//SYSIN    DD  *

  LOGLABEL

– SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax

Include the LOGLABEL syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the LOGLABEL control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, you can insert a

COPY statement to invoke the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS utility and create an image copy of the new index.

NOTE
A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.
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Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX

The SYSIN control statements for all DB2 for z/OS utility jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement.
You can manually check your JCL for the required utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control
statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step-by-step and flags
the in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your DB2 for z/OS utility JCL executes a procedure, edit
the UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec
file.

To verify your SYSIN control statements using UTCHECK REXX, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:

CADB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the
listing, remove all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL (found in the CDBASRC or CDBAJCL library). Insert the name of your UTCHECK input data
set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:

exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR) line 198 ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR) line 40 ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR) OK

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR) OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.
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Execute the LOGLABEL Utility Using CA Batch Processor
You can quickly create a log label at the current RBA or LRSN. To create a log label or a new version of an existing log
label at the current RBA or LRSN, execute the LOGLABEL utility job. The LOGLABEL utility creates log labels without
actually reading logs. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the CALL UTLGLCTL command with appropriate parameters:

.CALL UTLGLCTL  PARM(ssid)  INDDN(SYSIN) 

2. Specify the LOGLABEL CREATE control statement with appropriate keywords in the data stream. For example:

.DATA                       

   LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [DESC description]

.ENDDATA                    

3. Submit the job for execution.

LOGLABEL Control Statement-Manage Log Labels
The LOGLABEL control statement manages log labels at the current DB2 system. You can create, delete, and view log
labels.

This control statement has the following syntax:

LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [QUIESCE (dbname.tsname[,...])] [DESC description]

LOGLABEL DELETE [creator.]name

LOGLABEL LIST [creator.]name

The LOGLABEL CREATE control statement creates a log label at the current RBA or LRSN or at the RBA or LRSN of
the quiesce point. Current RBA indicates the current highest written RBA, current LRSN indicates the current timestamp,
adjusted by the LRSN delta.

The LOGLABEL DELETE control statement deletes all versions of the specified lob label. Use this control statement to
remove obsolete log labels.

The LOGLABEL LIST control statement displays existing log labels. Use this control statement to view log labels on the
current DB2 subsystem, their versions, and detail information about each log label and version.

The LOGLABEL control statement has the following syntax:

• creator
(Optional) Specifies the log label creator. If you omit this value, the user ID of the job submitter is used.
Limits: 1 to 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (like !, &) are allowed when the identifier is enclosed in
quotation marks (").

• name
(Required) Specifies the log label name.

NOTE
When a log label with the specified creator.name already exists, a new version is created and the description
of the log label, if provided, is updated. Values are always saved in uppercase. To specify a case-sensitive
value that contains uppercase and lowercase characters, enclose the value in quotation marks. For example,
"Creator"."MyLabel"

• QUIESCE(dbname.tsname[,...])
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(Optional with CREATE control statement) Invokes the QUIESCE utility to quiesce the specified tablespaces
(dbname.tsname). The log label is created at the quiesce point RBA or LRSN.
Limits: 1165 tablespaces maximum, dbname and tsname are limited to eight characters.

• DESC description
(Optional with CREATE control statement) Specifies additional information about the log label.
Limits: 1 to 255 characters. Spaces and special characters (like !, &) are allowed when the text is enclosed in
quotation marks (").

Example: Delete Log Labels

The following example deletes the log label MYLABEL and all its versions:

LOGLABEL DELETE MYLABEL

Examples: View Log Labels

The following example lets you view all log labels that exist on the current subsystem:

LOGLABEL LIST *.*

The following example lets you view all log labels that you created on the current subsystem:

LOGLABEL LIST *

LOGLABEL LIST %

The following example lets you view log labels with the same name:

LOGLABEL LIST *.BATCHCOPY01

LOGLABEL LIST *.BATCHCOPY%

Restart Batch Processor Jobs
You can restart jobs that have abended using the CONTROL, SYNC, and RESTART commands.

The CONTROL command must be the first statement in the data set to activate sync point processing. This command
must specify a BPID (Batch Processor data set ID) code for tracking the execution of the data set and the LOGID (DB2
subsystem containing the BPLOG table).

If you are using Batch Processor to generate the JCL, the BPID and LOGID are found automatically based on the values
specified for the input data set fields and DB2 SSID field on the Batch Processor Interface panel. The BPID has the
format: datasetname-membername (such as, B0625.BP.TEST1-A). The member name is not required unless the data
set is a PDS. If you are not using Batch Processor to generate the JCL, you must specify a BPID and LOGID with the
CONTROL command.

Upon execution of the CONTROL command, an initial sync point record is written to the BPLOG table. After that point,
every time a SYNC command is encountered in the input data set, the sync point record is updated with the new sync
point ID.

• If processing ends abnormally, you can use the RESTART commands to restart the execution of the data set after the
last successful sync point.

• If processing ends normally, the sync log record is updated with a completion status. The next execution of the same
data set generates a new sync log record.

You can edit the data set before requesting the restart; however, the data set must be flagged as incomplete in the sync
log record and the last recorded sync point ID must still be found in the data set.
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Batch Processor performs the following checks during execution:

• If a valid CONTROL command is found with a BPID and LOGID, the last sync log record is checked for the restart
status. Otherwise, no sync point or restart processing is performed.

• If a log record is not found or the status is complete, a new sync record is created for the execution. If a RESTART was
requested, a warning message is displayed.

• If a log record is found and the status is incomplete, you must specify RESTART. If the last recorded sync point ID is
not found in the data set, the restart attempt is aborted.

You can override the restart of a data set. In this case, execution begins at the beginning of the data set.

If a job abends, begin it again using the RESTART command. You can edit the data set and make changes before you
request the restart.

NOTE
Only use RESTART for jobs with a status of incomplete. Otherwise, an error occurs, and processing continues.

Sync Point Status Codes
The status codes are kept as part of the sync point record for the input data set and are used to determine which restart
options are valid.

A data set (BPID) can have the following sync point status codes:

• XI (running)
• NC (normal completion)
• NI (normal incomplete)
• FI (forced incomplete, EXIT command, non-zero return code)
• FC (forced complete, EXIT command, zero return code)
• XC (reached a commit point where all records were consistent). XC is only used by the APPLY program in CA Log

Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

Restart Abended Utilities
When you restart the Batch Processor because of an abended utility, you can use the RESTART command. For example,
if the Batch Processor is executing the CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS or the IBM LOAD utility and it abends, you can
restart the utility.

To determine the option parameter setting for a particular utility, see the CA utility product documentation. To determine
the correct RESTART option to use in this statement, see the IBM DB2 Command and Utility documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the following fields on the Batch Processor Interface panel:
– Type Y for Sync in the RESTART Processing Option field. (this setting indicates what .SYNC command to restart)
– Type Y in the EDIT Dataset field.
Press Enter.
The input data set appears in an ISPF edit session.

2. Locate the CALL command and revise it so it contains the RESTART parameter: (this command indicates which utility
phase to restart at) 
Both restarts (step 1 and 2) are needed if the previous run fails in a utility that has phases.
– For IBM utilities, specify RESTART as follows: 

.CALL UTIL LOAD PARM(ssid,,RESTART(option))

– For CA utilities, specify RESTART as follows: 
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.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM

(SSID,[[CHECK|RESTART]|RESTART([CHECK|BYPASS|PHASE|TERM])], 

[PLAN ID],[UTILITY ID])

. DATA 

-- UTILITY STATEMENTS

The following example shows the condensed format: 

PARM (SSID,[CHECK|RESTART|RESTART(OPTIONS)], [PLAN ID],[UTILITY ID])

3. Restart the abended utility by resubmitting the job to the Batch Processor. 
Within the Batch Processor JCL, the restart control card is placed (see bold text below):
.OPTION RETRY(03) BINDERRORS SQLERRORS

.RESTART SYNC

.CONNECT ssid

Restart Exception Handling
The Batch Processor logging/restart functions improve the manner in which unusual logging problems are handled.
Unusual logging problems are caused by one or more of the Batch Processor log tables being quiesced or locked during
its attempt to log. However, the enhancements are not foolproof; and therefore, the cases that are exceptional and the
procedures used to handle them are discussed in Restart Exceptions. To assist you in handling the exceptional cases,
Batch Processor issues informational message BPA144I at the end of the job for each DB2 subsystem, indicating that it
was able to successfully log its log records.

Batch Processor logs its log records at the end of a job to the following:

• The initial log ID (ILOGID). This is defined as the log ID specified on the CONTROL command as LOGID(X).
• The previous log ID (PLOGID). This is defined as the last connected DB2 subsystem or if the last connected DB2

subsystem is the initial log ID (ILOGID), the one previously connected to DB2 subsystem.

If the only DB2 subsystem being logged is the initial log ID, or another DB2 subsystem has not been attempted for a
connection, then the previous log ID does not exist.

Restart Exceptions
This section explains the restart exception table illustrates the cases that can occur in Batch Processor execution that
require some manual intervention to resolve. See the following sections for examples.

Following the table are explanations and examples of each case.

Case ILOGID PLOGID Job Status Complete? Return Code
Case 1A Failed end of job logging Failed end of job logging Yes 4
Case 1B Failed end of job logging Does not exist Yes 4
Case 2 Failed end of job logging Failed end of job logging No 16 or highest return code

of job

Example Case 1A and 1B

In these cases, both logging subsystems have been prevented from making a proper update to their log records.
Therefore, the Batch Processor log records are in an incomplete status that does not reflect the complete status of the
job. To re-run this job from the beginning, you must start the job with RESTART OVERRIDE. This is a case that Batch
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Processor can detect, and it issues a warning message to reflect that RESTART OVERRIDE is required. The message
issued is BPA145W.

Example (1A)

.CONTROL LOGID(X) BPID(XXXX)

.CONNECT X

 . . . some SQL . . . 

.SYNC 100

.CONNECT Y

 . . . some SQL . . . 

.SYNC 200

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem Y.

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem X.

BPA145W - a restart override is required to run job from beginning . . . 

Job complete message . . .

 

Example (1B)

 

.CONTROL LOGID(X) BPID(XXXX)

.CONNECT X

 . . . some SQL . . .

.SYNC 100

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem X.

BPA145W - a restart override is required to run job from beginning . . .

Job complete message . . .

 

Example Case 2A

In this case, both logging subsystems are prevented from making a proper update to their log records. Therefore, the
status of the Batch Processor log records do not accurately reflect the incomplete status of the job. To restart this job at
the proper sync point, scan the job output for the BPA038E message or the last successfully executed SYNC command.
The BPA038E message shows you the sync point number to restart the job. For example, A1. Restart Batch Processor
job with .RESTART SYNC A1.

Example (2A)

 

.CONTROL LOGID(X) BPID(XXXX)

.CONNECT X

 . . . some SQL . . .

.SYNC 100

.CONNECT Y                  -CONNECT TO Y fails with -911.

BPA037E/38E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem Y.

 . . . some SQL . . .

.SYNC 200

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem Y. 

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem X.

Job Incomplete message . . .
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Example Case (2B) (Expanded version of Case 2A)

 

.CONTROL LOGID(X) BPID(XXXX)

.CONNECT X

 . . . some SQL . . .

.SYNC 100

.CONNECT Y

 . . . some SQL . . .

.SYNC 200

.CONNECT Z - CONNECT to fails on -911

BPA037E/38E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem Z.

 . . . some SQL

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem Z. 

BPA037E issued for failure on DB2 subsystem X.

Job incomplete message . . .

Restart of Jobs That Failed to Restart System Areas
If you originally used .RESTART to process specific systems that you defined using the .SYSTEM command, you can
add a second .RESTART command to implement sync point restart processing. If an abend occurred in a system area
referenced in the original .RESTART command, the second command lets you restart processing at the failing step (after
the last successful sync point).

If the .RESTART SYSTEM command referenced only a subset of the system areas that you defined with .SYSTEM, the
second .RESTART command does the following:

• Bypasses system areas that were originally bypassed because of the .RESTART SYSTEM command
• Bypasses system areas that were successfully processed during the original job execution

NOTE
To be able to restart the job within a failed system area, you must include .SYNC commands in your syntax
when you use .SYSTEM commands to define the areas. Additionally, the second .RESTART command must use
the SYNC parameter (to instruct Batch Processor to restart after the last successful sync point).

Example: Restart Jobs that Had Failures when Restarting Systems SYSA and SYSB

This user scenario shows how a database administrator can do the following:

• Define systems (using the .SYSTEM command).
• Define a .RESTART SYSTEM command (to determine which systems to restart).
• Define a second .RESTART command (to enable a restart through sync point processing if a failure occurs in a system

area).
• You define systems SYSA and SYSB through the following .SYSTEM commands (with .SYNC commands also defined

for the systems):
.SYSTEM SYSA

.SYNC 5 'INSERT OLD EMPLOYEE RECORDS'

.SYSTEM SYSB

.SYNC 6 'INSERT NEW EMPLOYEE RECORDS'

• You define the following .RESTART SYSTEM command:
.RESTART SYSTEM(SYSA,SYSB)

• You create a second .RESTART command as follows (after the original job failed in SYSA):
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.RESTART SYNC

This second .RESTART command includes the instruction to restart processing after the last successful sync point.
Each system area has been defined with a sync point; therefore, you can bypass successfully processed areas and
process the exact area that failed (as defined in the .RESTART SYSTEM command).

Batch Processor Commands
You can use the following Batch Processor commands in your input data set. You can execute the commands in batch or
online mode, except as noted.

Use these commands to modify a batch data set to add your own Batch Processor commands:

• Supported SQL statements and processing considerations
• Syntax quick reference
• ALLOC Command—Allocate Data Sets Dynamically
• AUTH command—Switch authorization IDs
• CALL command—Call the execution program
• CHECK command—Re-execute CA RC/Migrator strategy analysis output
• CONNECT command—Connect to the Db2 subsystem
• CONTROL command—Define system-wide execution parameters
• DATA and ENDDATA commands—Define the input stream
• DISCONN command—Disconnect from the Db2 subsystem
• EXIT command—Stop processing the input data set
• FREE command–Release allocations
• ISOLEVEL command–Change the Isolation Level
• LIST command–Define the audit trail designation
• MSG command—Write messages
• OPTION command—Define Batch Processor processing Options
• QUERY command—Determine the existence of a Db2 object
• RESTART command—Restart execution
• SYNC command—Create a sync point
• SYSTEM command—Define a logical grouping of statements

Supported SQL Statements and Processing Considerations
The following SQL statements are supported:
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• ALTER
• CREATE
• DROP
• COMMIT
• ROLLBACK
• SELECT
• INSERT
• DELETE
• UPDATE
• SET
• COMMENT ON
• LABEL ON
• GRANT
• REVOKE
• LOCK TABLE
• EXPLAIN
• EXCHANGE
• MERGE
• REFRESH TABLE
• RENAME
• TRUNCATE

Processing Considerations

The following considerations apply when processing SELECT statements that are not related to an UNLOAD call:

• Issuing a SELECT statement returns the SQL return code and message text. The result set from the SELECT
statement is written to DDNAME PTISELDD (if PTISELDD is allocated).
The data set must be defined with the following DCB settings:
– LRECL=4092
– RECFM=VB
– BLKSIZE=4096

• As part of submitting a job online or in batch, you can wrap and truncate the output when writing the results from a
SELECT to PTISELDD.

The following considerations apply when processing SELECT statements in online mode:

• After initial processing, the product places you in an interactive query facility to view and, optionally, print the data
results. When you exit the query facility, processing continues (and the same data display occurs if the product
encounters another SELECT statement). After processing all input, the product displays script execution results
(including any return code and message text).

• If you are using ISQL, you can set the following limits when you execute a SELECT statement:
– Row limit (default is 99,999,999)
– Maximum character size (also referred to as column width; default is 99,999).

You can also specify SELECT as a parameter when calling the UNLOAD program.

Syntax Quick Reference
For all Batch Processor syntax, a continuation character is required if the parameters carry over to a second line.

Following is a summary of the commands and options you can specify with the Batch Processor: 
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.ALLOC

             {FIle(ddname)|DDNAME(ddname)|DUMMY}

             {DAtaset('%host..%userid..D%date..T%time..D%sdate..T%stime')|

             DAtaset('name')|DUMMY}

             [ALX|MXIG|CONTIG] /

             [BFLAN(D|F)] /

             [BFTEK(D|E|R|S|A)] /

             [BLK(nnnnn)] /

             [BLKSIZE(value)] /

             [BUFL(value)] /

             [BUFNO(n)] /

             [BURST] /

             [CHARS(chars-table1,...)] /

             [COPIES(value)] /

             [DATACLAS(data-class)] /

             [DEFER]/

             [DEN(0|1|2|3|4)]/

             [DEST(destination)]/

             [DIR(value)]/

             [DSORG(DS|DSU|PO|POU|PS|PSU)]/

             [DSNTYPE(LIBRARY|PDS|PIPE|HFS|LARGE)]/

             [EROPT(ABE|SDP|ACC|T)]/

             [EXPDT(YY/DDD|CCYY/DDD)]/

             [FCB(image-id,[ALIGN|VERIFY])]/

             [FILEDATA(BINARY|TEXT)]/

             [FLASH(form-overlay[,copies])]/

             [FORM(form-ID)]/

             [HOLD]/

             [INPUT|OUTPUT]/

             [KEEP/[CATLG|CATALOG]/[DELETE|DEL]/[UNCATALOG]] /

             [KEYLEN(value)]/

             [KEYOFF(value)]/

             [LABEL(pos,type,RETPD|EXPDT)]/

             [LIKE(model-dataset-name)]/

             [LRECL(value)]/

             [MAXVOL(n)]/

             [MGMTCLAS(management-class)]/

             [NCP(value)]/

             [OLD|SHR|MOD|NEW]] /

             [PARALLEL]/

             [POSITION(seq_no)|POS(seq-no)]/

             [PRIVATE]/

             [PROTECT]/

             [RECFM(A,B,D,F,M,S,T,C,V)]/

             [RECORG[(ES|RR|KS|LS)]] /

             [RETAIN]/

             [RETPD(value)]/

             [RLS[(CR|NRI)]] /

             [RLSE]/

             [ROUND]/

             [SEGMENT(value)]/

             [SPACE(pri,sec)]/
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             [SPIN[(UNALLOC|NO)]] /

             [STORCLAS(storage-class)]/

             [SYSOUT(class)|SYSOUT(*)]/

             [TERM]/

             [TRKS|TRACKS]/[CYL|CYLINDER]

             [TRTCH[(COMP|NOCOMP)]] /

             [UCOUNT(nn)]/

             [UNIT(type)] /

             [VOLLIMIT(n)]/

             [VOLREF(dataset-name)]/

             [VOLume(volume)|VOLSER(volser)]

             [VSEQ(value)]/

            .ALLOC FI(SYSOUT)

             {SYSOUT(class)|SYSOUT(*)}

             [DEST(destination)] /

             [FORM(form-id)] /

             [HOLD] /

             [BURST] /

             [CHARS(chars-table,...)] /

             [FCB(image-id,[ALIGN|VERIFY])] /

             [FLASH(form-overlay[,copies])] /

             [SEGMENT(value)] /

             [SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)] /

             [UCS(character-set)] /

             [CCOPIES(value)]

.AUTH [userid]

.CALL

      AMS|

      DSN PARM(subsystem)|

      PARM(subsystem)|

      program-name PARM( ) INDDN*) ALLOC(YES|NO) OUTDDN() ALLOC(YES|NO) +

                  SYSLIB PARM1 [PPT|JST|NONAPF]|

      PROCEDURE <procedure-name>|

      UTIL DB2-utility-name PARM( )

.CHECK

.CONNECT subsystem

.CONTROL 

      [BPID(name)] [SN(user-id,strategy-name)] /

      {PLAN(plan-name)} {LOGID(subsystem)} [TSSID(subsystem)] /

      [TINPUT(creator-strategy-user-timestamp)] [ABEND] /

      [UNIT(type)] [THREADS( )]

.DATA

      -- input stream --

.ENDDATA

.DISCONN

.EXIT [return-code]

.FREE 

      [FI(ddname)] [DA('dataset' 'dataset' ...)] 

      [CATALOG|CATLG]|[DELETE|DEL]|[KEEP]|[UNCATALOG|UNCATLG]

      [DEST(destination)]

      [NOHOLD]

      [SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)]
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      [SYSOUT(class|*)]

.ISOLEVEL CS|RS|RR|UR|blank

.LIST [TERM|NOTERM] [FILE(file)|NOFILE] /

       [SYSOUT(class,forms-destination)|NOSYSOUT]/

       [DDNAME(ddname)|NODDNAME]

.MSG [LOG] [OPER(descriptor,route)] [USER(userid)] 'message'

.OPTION 

      [LOG|NOLOG] [AUDIT(LONG|SHORT)] [BINDERRORS|NOBINDERRORS]/

      [COPY|NOCOPY] [LOAD|NOLOAD] [RUNSTATS|NORUNSTATS]/

      [TERMUTIL|NOTERMUTIL] [UNLOAD|NOUNLOAD] [NOBPCL]/

      [DISCARDS|NODISCARDS] [ERRORS|NOERRORS] [MAXCHAR(value)] /

      [RETRY(nn)] [ROWLIMIT(value)] [SQL|NOSQL] /

      [SQLERRORS|NOSQLERRORS] [SQLSTATS|NOSQLSTATS] [VERIFY] /

      [VIEWAUDIT|NOVIEWAUDIT] [WRAPLINE|NOWRAPLINE]

.QUERY (object_type object_identifier correlation_name) comment

.RESTART {OVERRIDE [DELETE]|[SYNC[ number]

         [DELETE]|[SYSTEM(name,name,name,...)]}

.SYNC value 'description'

.SYSTEM name

NOTE
The .CALL UTIL command can only be executed in batch mode.

ALLOC Command—Allocate Data Sets Dynamically
The .ALLOC command dynamically allocates data sets similar to the TSO ALLOCATE command. This command can
appear anywhere within the Batch Processor input file and can be used to allocate the necessary data sets for called
applications and utilities. You can use the .FREE command to release an allocated data set.

This command has the following syntax:

.ALLOC  

{FIle(ddname)|DDNAME(ddname)|DUMMY}

{DAtaset('%host..%userid..D%date..T%time..D%sdate..T%stime')|DAtaset('name')

        |DUMMY}

[ALX|MXIG|CONTIG] /

[BFLAN(D|F)] /

[BFTEK(D|E|R|S|A)] /

[BLK(nnnnn)] /

[BLKSIZE(value)] /

[BUFL(value)] /

[BUFNO(n)] /

[BURST] /

[CHARS(chars-table1,...)] /

[COPIES(value)] /

[DATACLAS(data-class)] /

[DEFER]/

[DEN(0|1|2|3|4)]/

[DEST(destination)]/

[DIR(value)]/

[DSORG(DS|DSU|PO|POU|PS|PSU)]/
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[DSNTYPE(LIBRARY|PDS|PIPE|HFS|LARGE)]/

[EROPT(ABE|SDP|ACC|T)]/

[EXPDT(YY/DDD|CCYY/DDD)]/

[FCB(image-id,[ALIGN|VERIFY])]/

[FILEDATA(BINARY|TEXT)]/

[FLASH(form-overlay[,copies])]/

[FORM(form-ID)]/

[HOLD]/

[INPUT|OUTPUT]/

[KEEP/[CATLG|CATALOG]/[DELETE|DEL]/[UNCATALOG]] /

[KEYLEN(value)]/

[KEYOFF(value)]/

[LABEL(pos,type,RETPD|EXPDT)]/

[LIKE(model-dataset-name)]/

[LRECL(value)]/

[MAXVOL(n)]/

[MGMTCLAS(management-class)]/

[NCP(value)]/

[OLD|SHR|MOD|NEW]] /

[PARALLEL]/

[POSITION(seq_no)|POS(seq-no)]/

[PRIVATE]/

[PROTECT]/

[RECFM(A,B,D,F,M,S,T,C,V)]/

[RECORG[(ES|RR|KS|LS)]] /

[RETAIN]/

[RETPD(value)]/

[RLS[(CR|NRI)]] /

[RLSE]/

[ROUND]/

[SEGMENT(value)]/

[SPACE(pri,sec)]/

[SPIN[(UNALLOC|NO)]] /

[STORCLAS(storage-class)]/

[SYSOUT(class)|SYSOUT(*)]/

[TERM]/

[TRKS|TRACKS]/[CYL|CYLINDER]

[TRTCH[(COMP|NOCOMP)]] /

[UCOUNT(nn)]/

[UNIT(type)] /

[VOLLIMIT(n)]/

[VOLREF(dataset-name)]/

[VOLume(volume)|VOLSER(volser)]

[VSEQ(value)]/

.ALLOC  FI(SYSOUT)

{SYSOUT(class)|SYSOUT(*)}

[DEST(destination)] /

[FORM(form-id)] /

[HOLD] /

[BURST] /

[CHARS(chars-table,...)] /

[FCB(image-id,[ALIGN|VERIFY])] /
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[FLASH(form-overlay[,copies])] /

[SEGMENT(value)] /

[SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)] /

[UCS(character-set)] /

[COPIES(value)]

•  ALX|MXIG|CONTIG
Controls the format of how the system assigns space to a new data set. The following values are valid:
–  ALX

Indicates that one or more areas of contiguous space are required.
–  MXIG

Indicates that one area of maximum contiguous space is required.
–  CONTIG

Indicates that all allocated space must be contiguous.
•  BFALN(D|F)

Specifies the starting alignment for buffers of the data set. Valid values are: D and F.
•  BFTEK(A|D|E|R|S)

Specifies the buffering technique to be used on the allocated data set. The following values are valid:
– A (record area buffering)
– D (dynamic buffering)
– E (exchange buffering)
– R (record buffering)
– S (simple buffering)

•  BLK(nnnnn)
Specifies the average byte size of the records written to the data set at allocation time. The maximum block value is
65,535.
Note: Do not confuse the BLK parameter with the BLKSIZE parameter. BLKSIZE specifies the block size for the data
control block (DCB) for the data set. BLK specifies the average block size in bytes.

•  BLKSIZE(nnnn)
Specifies the physical block size of the data set. It must be a multiple of 72. By default, CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/
OS and CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS set the unload data set block size to 6336.
Note: If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

•  BUFL(value)
Specifies the data set's buffer length upon opening the data set.

•  BUFNO
Specifies the number of buffers to be used in the Input/Output transfer process.

•  BURST
Specifies that the SYSOUT data set is printed to the Burster-Trimmer-Stacker for the 3800 Printing Subsystem.

•  CATALOG|CATLG, DELETE|DEL, KEEP, UNCATALOG|UNCATLG
Identifies the disposition that overrides the disposition given to the data set at allocation time.
Dynamic allocation ignores this key if any of the following are true:
– The overriding disposition was DELETE, and the data set was originally allocated as SHARE.
– The data set was originally allocated with a disposition of PASS.
– The data set is a VSAM data set, and SMS is not active on the system.
– The data set is a non-subsystem data set that has a system-generated name.
If dynamic allocation must ignore this parameter because of any of the previous conditions, the data set is deallocated
with the originally specified disposition.

•  CHARS(chars-table,...)
Specifies the name of one or more character-arrangement tables for printing a SYSOUT data set on the 3800 Printing
Subsystem.
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A maximum of four character tables can be specified.
•  COPIES

Specifies how many copies of this SYSOUT data set are to be printed.
•  CYL|CYLINDER

See TRKS|TRACKS.
•  DATACLAS(data-class) 
• Specifies the data attributes, such as DCB information. Use one of the valid one- to eight-character SMS data classes

at your site.
If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

•  DAtaset('%host..%userid..D%date..T%time..D%sdate..T%stime')|
DAtaset('name')|
DUMMY
Specifies the name of the data set to be allocated. You can use the following variables with this parameter to generate
parts of the data set name:
–  %DATE

Includes the current date at time of .ALLOC command execution, in format CYYMMDD.
–  %TIME

Includes the current time at time of .ALLOC command execution, in format HHMMSSx.
–  %SDATE

Includes the current date on which the current Batch Processor execution began, in format CYYMMDD.
–  %STIME

Includes the time at which the current Batch Processor execution began, in format HHMMSSx.
–  %USERID

Includes the user ID that submitted the job.
–  %HOST

Includes the value of the HOST= parameter on the EXEC JCL statement.
–  %HGHLVL

Includes the value of the HGHLVL= parameter on the EXEC JCL statement.
CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS model services users can have these
variables passed through to the Batch Processor for resolution at analysis execution time by prefixing them with two
percent signs instead of one. For example, DATASET('pduser.d%date') in a model generates a data set name in the
analysis using the date when the strategy was analyzed. DATASET('pduser.d%%date') in a model generates a data
set name in the analysis with a %date in it, which is resolved by the Batch Processor at execution time with the current
date.

•  DDNAME
Specifies the ddname to associate with the data set.
The FILE(ddname) parameter of the CALL UNLOAD program lets you specify a DDNAME and have the .ALLOC
command allocate the data set instead of the UNLOAD program.
The FILE(ddname) and DSN(dsn) parameters cannot be used together in the CALL statement. If FILE(ddname) is
specified, the ALLOCATE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, DSN, LABEL, MGMTCLAS, STORCLAS, UNIT, VOLLIMIT, and
VOLSER parameters are ignored.
With the .LIST command, specify DDNAME(ddname)|NODDNAME to write the output to a preallocated ddname. If
the DD is not allocated, the Batch Processor terminates with an error. The NODDNAME parameter cancels writing the
audit trail to the ddname and the file is closed.

•  DEFER
Specifies that a device would be allocated to the data set, but to defer mounting the volumes that the data set resides
on until on open is issued against the data set.

•  DEN(0|1|2|3|4)
Specifies the magnetic tape density, in number of bits-per-inch, used to write an output tape data set.
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– 0 -- 200 bpi 7-track
– 1 -- 556 bpi 7-track
– 2 -- 800 bpi 7-track, 800 bpi 9-track
– 3 -- 1600 bpi 9-track
– 4 -- 6250 bpi 9-track

•  DEST
Specifies a destination for a sysout data set.
If specified with the .FREE command, this parameter overrides the DEST parameter specified at allocation time (with
the .ALLOC command).

•  DIR
Specifies the number of directory blocks to allocate to the data set.

•  DSNTYPE(LIBRARY|PDS|PIPE|HFS|LARGE)
Assigns one of the following data set type attributes to the allocated data set:
– LIBRARY (represents a PDSE, partitioned data set extended)
– PDS (represents a partitioned data set)
– PIPE (represents a FIFO special file)
– HFS (represents an HFS data set)
– LARGE (represents a LARGE data set)

•  DSORG(DS|DSU|PO|POU|PS|PSU)
Specifies the organization attribute of a data set. Valid values are:
– PO -- Partitioned data set (PDS or PDSE).
– POU -- Partitioned data set (PDS) that contains location-dependent information.
– DA -- Direct access data set.
– DAU -- Direct access data set that contains location-dependent information.
– PS -- Physical sequential data set.
– PSU -- Physical sequential data set that contains location-dependent information.

•  DUMMY
Specifies that no device or external storage space is to be allocated to the data set: no disposition processing is to be
performed on the data set; and for BSAM and QSAM, no input or output operations are to be performed on the data
set.

•  EROPT(ABE|SDP|ACC|T)
Directs the system to execute the option specified when an error occurs in reading or writing to the data set. Valid
values are:
– ABE -- System is to cause abnormal end of task.
– SKP -- System is to skip the block causing the error.
– ACC -- System is to accept the block causing the error.
– T -- Specifies the BTAM on-line terminal test option.

•  EXPDT(YY/DDD|CCYY/DDD)
Sets the date when a data set can be deleted or overwritten by another data set. Where, yy is the year, ddd is the day,
and cc is the century.

•  FCB(image-id,[ALIGN|VERIFY])
Specifies the FCB image JES uses to guide printing of the sysout data set. An FCB describes the number of lines that
are to be printed per inch and the length of the form.

•  FIle
See DDNAME.
With the .FREE command, specify FI(ddname), where ddname identifies the data set to be freed.
With the .LIST command, specify as follows to route the output to a file without any headers or print controls.

•  FILE(filename)|NOFILE
The file must be a sequential file with the following attributes:
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– LRECL=80.
– BLKSIZE any multiple of 80.
Do not put the file name (filename) in quotes. The NOFILE value cancels the writing of the audit trail to the file and the
file is closed.

•  FILEDATA(BINARY|TEXT)
Specifies the organization of an HFS file and how the system should process the file based on file type. BINARY
specifies a byte-stream file that does not contain any record delimiters. TEXT specifies a file that is record delimited by
EBCDIC new line character (x'15').

•  FLASH(form-overlay[,copies])
Specifies the forms overlay to be used on the 3800 printing subsystem and optionally the number of copies of the
forms overlay to print.

•  FORM(form-id)
Indicates the forms on which the sysout data set is to be printed.

•  HOLD
Specifies that the SYSOUT data set is placed on the hold queue upon deallocation. It requires the system operator to
specifically release it for printing.

•  INPUT|OUTPUT
Directs the system to treat the allocated data set as an INPUT (READ only) or OUTPUT (write only) data set. This
parameter also overrides BDAM and BSAM OPEN macro options.
This parameter should not be coded with the SYSOUT parameter.

•  KEEP [CATALOG|CATLG] [DELete] [UNCATALOG]
The first occurrence of one of the KEEP parameters specifies the normal disposition. The second occurrence specifies
the abnormal disposition of the data set.
The CATLG parameter can be used in place of the CATALOG parameter. Both parameters, used with KEEP, DELETE,
and UNCATALOG, specify the normal and abnormal disposition of the data set.

•  KEYLEN(value)
Sets the length, in bytes, of the key used on the data set. The key length must be less than equal to the LRECL.
– 0=255, for non-VSAM data sets.
– 1=225, for VSAM key-sequenced data sets.

•  KEYOFF(value)
Specifies the offset in bytes to the data set's first key in each logical record. The offset is a zero based number and
cannot be greater than the data set's LRECL.

•  LABEL(pos,type,RETPD|EXPDT)
Specifies information for a tape or direct access data set. You must specify the LABEL parameter if you want to:
– Write to a non-labeled tape.
– Use BLP.
– Specify a retention period or expiration date for tape or DASD.
The following describes the LABEL values:
–  pos and type are only used if the UNIT specified is TAPE; otherwise the LABEL parameter is not required. The z/

OS allocation of (1,SL) is used.
– RETPD specifies the number of days that the data set should be retained. Specify a number between 0 and 999.

For example, RETPD=30 retains the data set for 30 days, starting with today's date.
– EXPDT specifies the exact date that the data set expires. For all environments, use the format EXPDT=YYDDD,

where YY is the last two digits of the year and DDD is the Julian date. For example, to specify an expiration date of
April 1, 1994, you would enter EXPDT=93091 (the year is 93, and the Julian date for April 1 is 091).
For ESA users, the date can also be specified in the format EXPDT=YYYY/DDD, where DDD is the Julian date. For
example, to set an expiration date of April 1, 1994, you would enter EXPDT=1994/091.

The following example specifies a retention period for DASD: 
LABEL(,,RETPD=30)
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If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.
•  LIKE('model-dsname')

Specifies the allocation attributes of a new data set by copying the attributes of a model data set, which must be an
existing cataloged data set. The data set name must be enclosed in quotation marks and can be any model data set
control block (DCB).

NOTE
When using this parameter to specify a generation data group (GDG) data set, you must include a GDG level
number, such as GDG(0) or GDG(+1). You cannot specify the GDG base, because this base is a catalog entry
(not a physical data set).

•  LRECL
Specifies the length of the records in a data set.

•  MAXVOL(n)
Specifies the maximum number of volumes allowed for an output data set. This parameter can be used in place of the
VOLLIMIT parameter.
The MAXVOL parameter corresponds to the Count field on the VOLUME operand in JCL.

•  MGMTCLAS(management-class)
Specifies a one- to eight-character SMS management class for the data set. This defines how the data is managed at
your site.
Note: If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

•  NCP(value)
Sets the maximum number of READ or WRITE macros that can be issued against a data set before a CHECK macro
is issued.

•  NOHOLD
Directs the system not to place the SYSOUT data set on the hold queue. This overrides the specification of HOLD at
allocation time.

•  OLD|SHR|MOD|NEW
Specifies the status of the data set to be allocated.

•  OPER
Writes a WTO message to the destination and routing codes specified as part of the parameter. The values for the
descriptor and routing codes must be two digits. For information about valid values, see the WTO macro description in
the IBM System Macros and Facilities documentation.

•  PARALLEL
Directs the system to mount each volume of a data set on a separate device.
This parameter should not be used with the UCOUNT parameter.

•  POSition(nnnn)
Indicates the position on a tape volume of the allocated file. The number can be between 1 and 9999. You do not have
to include leading zeros.

•  PRIVATE
Directs the system to assign the private use attribute to the volumes allocated for the data set.
This parameter should be used with the SYSOUT parameter.

•  PROTECT
Instructs the IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) to protect a data set or entire tape volume.

•  RECFM
Specifies the format and characteristics of the records in a data set.

•  RECORG(ES|RR|KS|LS)
Specifies the record organization of a VSAM data set.
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– ES -- VSAM entry-sequenced data set
– RR -- VSAM relative record data set
– KS -- VSAM key-sequenced data set
– LS -- VSAM linear space data set

•  RETAIN
Prevents a tape from being rewound and removed from the drive when deallocated. This parameter requires APF
authorization.

•  RETPD(value)
Sets the number of days that must expire before the data set can be deleted or replaced by another data set. This
parameter should not be coded with the EXPDT parameter of the SYSOUT parameter.

•  RLS(CR|NRI)
Identifies the level of sharing allowed on a VSAM data set. Valid values are:
– CR-Consistent read integrity.
– NRI-No read integrity.

•  RLSE
Releases unused space when the data set is deallocated.

•  ROUND
Specifies that the system should round the space parameter up to the next integral number of cylinders if the average
block length (BLK) space type is used in allocating the data set.

•  SEGMENT(value)
Specifies the number of pages of a job's output that comprise a single segment and can be printed while the job is still
executing. When a segment is reached, it is made available for immediate printing.

•  SHRLEVEL(REFERENCE|CHANGE|NONE)
Controls the lock mode used to access the table being unloaded. Valid values are:
– REFERENCE -- Obtain a lock on the table during unload.
– CHANGE -- Do not obtain a lock on the table. Pages can be updated during unload. This is the default.
– NONE -- Obtain a lock on the table in exclusive mode during unload.
If a lock is not obtained when the values REFERENCE and NONE are used, an error message is generated and the
job fails. The error message is placed in an audit trail.

•  SPACE
Requests space for a new data set on a direct access volume.

•  SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)
Controls whether a SYSOUT data set is printed immediately upon unallocation or at the end of the job.
– UNALLOC -- Data set is printed when it is unallocated.
– NO -- Data set is printed at the end of the job.
If specified with the .FREE command, this value overrides the SPIN parameter specified at allocation time (with
the .ALLOC command).

•  STORCLAS(storage-class)
Specifies the SMS storage class for the data set. Specify one- to eight-characters for the storage class. If
FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

•  SYSOUT
Identifies a data set as a system output data set.
If specified with the .FREE command, SYSOUT(class|*) identifies an overriding class that replaces the class assigned
to the SYSOUT data set at allocation time (with the .ALLOC command).
For the .LIST command, specify as follows to route the output to SYSOUT, with headers and print controls.

•  SYSOUT(class,forms-destination)|NOSYSOUT
You can specify a destination of node,userid to route the output to a SYSOUT data set under the user's TSO ID.
The NOSYSOUT parameter cancels the SYSOUT request.

•  TERM
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Specifies the data set being allocated as a time-sharing terminal. The TERM parameter is ignored for batch execution.
•  TRKS|TRACKS or CYL|CYLINDER

Specifies the allocation to be used for the data set.
•  TRTCH

Specifies whether you want data compression when a data set is allocated to a tape device. Valid values are:
– COMP -- Specifies compression.
– NOCOMP -- Specifies no compression.
The TRTCH parameter corresponds to the TRTCH JCL parameter.

•  UCOUNT(nn)
Specifies the maximum number of devices to be allocated for data sets that span multiple devices, where nn must be a
value between 1 and 59.
This parameter corresponds to the UCOUNT field on the UNIT operand in JCL.

•  UCS(character-set)
Requests that the specified universal character set image be used to print the SYSOUT data set.

•  USER
Sends a message to the specified TSO user ID.

•  VOLLIMIT(n)
Specifies the maximum number of volumes allowed for an output data set. The value can be between 1 and 255. The
default at most sites is 6. If you unload a large table to tape, you will exceed the shop default of 6. If FILE(ddname) is
specified, this parameter is ignored.

•  VOLREF(dataset name)
Identifies the data set from which the volume is obtained for allocation of the current data set.

•  VOLSER(volser,volser,...)
Specifies the volumes for the data set. Up to nine volumes can be specified. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this
parameter is ignored.

•  VOLume(volume)
Identifies the volumes on which a data set resides or will reside. You can specify up to 12 volume serial numbers in the
VOLUME parameter. This parameter also accepts a continuation character.

•  VSEQ(value)
Identifies which volume of a multi-volume data set to begin processing with. This parameter should not be coded with
the SYSOUT parameter.

 Example: Allocate the SYSERR DD for the DB2 CHECK DATA Utility 

The following command allocates the SYSERR DD for the DB2 CHECK DATA utility: 

.ALLOC FI(SYSERR) +

DA('PTIKC.SYSERR1.DATA') NEW CATALOG +

UNIT(SYSDA) VOLUME(PTIPK2) SPACE(5,5) +

TRACKS LRECL(60) BLKSIZE(600) RECFM(F,B)

 Example: Allocate the SYSOUT CLASS 

The following command allocates SYSOUT to CLASS=X: 

.ALLOC FI(SYSOUT) SYSOUT(X)

 Example: Set a Dummy Data Set Value 

The following command shows the value the Batch Processor would use for the dummy data set: 

.ALLOC FI(TEST) DUMMY

 Example: Use the Host Parameter 
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The following command demonstrates the use of the host parameter. Include this syntax in the PARM parameter of the
EXEC statement: 

PARM='EP=BPLBCTL/HOST=parm qualifier'

.ALLOC FI(TEST) DA('%HOST..TEST.DSN') SHR

 Example: Allocate the SYSDISC DD for the DB2 LOAD Utility 

The following command allocates the SYSDISC DD for the DB2 LOAD utility and uses the BLK parameter: 

.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC) DA ('PTIPROD.SYSDISC.DATA') +

MOD CATALOG UNIT (SYSDA) +

BLK(6336) SPACE(100,50) +

BLKSIZE(6336) LRECL(72) RECFM(F,B)

 Example: Assign the Storage Class 

The following command assigns TSO as the storage class: 

.ALLOC STORCLAS(TSO)

 Example: Set a Retention Period for the File 

The following command sets a retention period of 7 days for the file TEST: 

.ALLOC FI(TEST) DA('TEST.DSN') RETPD(7)

 Example: Display the DATASET Value 

The following command shows the value the Batch Processor uses for DATASET('%userid..D%date..FILE'): 

PLSRD.D930525.FILE

 Example: Concatenate the Data Sets in an ALLOC Statement 

Batch Processor supports concatenation of sequential data sets, GDGs, members of a PDS, and concatenated PDSes.
The following command shows how to concatenate your data sets in an ALLOC statement: 

.ALLOC FILE(TEST) +

 DA('TEST.DSN1' +

    'TEST.DSN2' +

    'TEST.DSN3') +

SHR

 Example: Set the VOLLIMIT and BUFNO Parameter 

The following command shows VOLLIMIT set to a maximum of 25 volumes and BUFNO (number of buffers) set to 30: 

.ALLOC FI(ddname) DA('abc.tst.xyz') UNIT(tape) +

NEW CATALOG RETPD(30) RECFM(u) LRECL(80) +

BLKSIZE(800) VOLLIMIT(25) BUFNO(30).

 Example: Use the LIKE Parameter to Format a Data Set 

The following command shows how the LIKE parameter indicates that the abc.tst.xyz data set should be formatted like
sam.file: 

.ALLOC FI(ddname) DA('abc.tst.xyz') NEW CATALOG +

LIKE('sam.file') +

SPACE(4,4) TRACKS.

 Example: Override Parts of the Data Set Listed in the LIKE Parameter 
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This example shows how you can override parts of the data set listed in the LIKE parameter. The LIKE parameter
indicates that the abc.tst.xyz data set should be formatted like sam.file, but the RECFM, LRECL and BLKSIZE parameters
override the values in sam.file: 

.ALLOC FI(ddname) DA('abc.tst.xyz') NEW CATALOG + 

LIKE('sam.file') +

SPACE(4,4) TRACKS RECFM(f) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(800).

 Example: Use the PROTECT Parameter 

The PROTECT parameter in the following example permits the Batch Processor to automatically protect the data set
TEST.DSN: 

.ALLOC FI(TEST) DA('TEST.DSN') PROTECT

 Example: Use a Conditional (Abnormal) Disposition 

The following example demonstrates the use of the conditional disposition: 

.ALLOC FI(SYSERR) +

DA('PTIKC.SYSERR1.DATA') NEW CATALOG DELETE +

UNIT(SYSDA) VOLUME(PTIPK2) SPACE(5,5) +

TRACKS LRECL(60) BLKSIZE(600) RECFM(F,B)

Notice the following:

• The first sub parameter of the DISP parameter, NEW, is the STATUS sub parameter (initial status of the data set).
• The second sub parameter of DISP, CATALOG, is the NORMAL sub parameter (disposition upon normal termination).
• The third sub parameter of DISP, DELETE, is the ABNORMAL or CONDITIONAL sub parameter (disposition upon

abnormal termination). The CONDITIONAL or ABNORMAL sub parameter is used only upon a z/OS abnormal
termination. (For example, activated only upon encountering a SOC4 or SOC1, and so forth).
Note the following processing considerations for the .ALLOC command:
– If the .ALLOC command or the ALLOC parameter in a CALL UNLOAD statement fails, the system error messages

are listed in the audit file for the Batch Processor for review.
– If an error occurs during execution, the Batch Processor frees any data sets that were allocated through

the .ALLOC command during the Batch Processor stream. This lets you run the Batch Processor job again, without
modifying the ALLOC statements after the execution error is corrected.

– Note the following differences between JCL and ALLOC allocation (SVC 99):
• ALLOC, because of SVC 99 services, tends to act immediately versus JCL allocation. For example, a data

set allocated through SVC 99 is cataloged immediately as opposed to JCL, which waits for end-of-job task
termination.

• Output data sets allocated as new to tape that do not have any IO issued against the data sets are not cataloged
or created. They function in the same manner as JCL allocations.

AUTH Command—Switch Authorization IDs
The .AUTH command lets you switch authorization IDs during processing. Use this command to connect to DB2 using
several different authorization IDs during an execution run for creating DB2 objects that do not support the creator name
as part of the object name, such as synonyms. You can also use this command to switch to an ID authorized to perform a
specific SQL statement.

Batch Processor checks to see if the user ID specified on the .AUTH command is the same as the current AUTH ID. If
the IDs are not the same, a DISCONNECT from DB2 is made and the IDs are switched. Every time the authorization ID
is switched, an implicit commit is performed because the current DB2 connection is detached and a new connection is
established using the new user ID.

The Batch Processor load modules must be present in an APF authorized load library.
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This command has the following syntax:

.AUTH [userid]

•   userid 
Specifies the user ID to be switched too. If the user ID is not specified on the .AUTH command, the current submitter
ID is used and the connection to DB2 is restablished. Use the .AUTH command with no user ID to return to the job
submitter ID after you have temporarily made a user ID switch. Eight-byte authorization IDs are supported.
 

 Example: Change the Authorization ID 

The following example changes the authorization ID so that the synonym can be created for the appropriate user:

.AUTH PTIPH

CREATE SYNONYM CUSTOMER FOR PTIPROD.ACTPROD

CALL Command—Call the Execution Program
The .CALL command invokes the DB2 Command Processor, a DB2 utility, VSAM services, stored procedures, or any user
application programs within a Batch Processor execution.

To use the .CALL command, you must have authority to execute the specified program. You can pass a parameter list
and input statements to the called program. Use the .ALLOC command to allocate all necessary data sets for the called
application.

To ensure that you do not allocate data sets if the program is not successfully invoked, you can place the .ALLOC
command after the .CALL command and before the DATA command. The .CALL command must specify the DATA and
ENDDATA commands to delimit the end of the .CALL command.

Application programs are passed a two-word parameter list in register 1. WORD1 is the address of PARM string. WORD2
is the pointer to BPMDATA data block. This block contains the input stream inclusive of the DATA and ENDDATA
commands.

All input statements to the program are passed between the DATA and ENDDATA commands. When a .CALL command is
processed, the Batch Processor commits all DB2 work in progress.

If you are executing online, ensure that the called program can run online. For example, UTLGLCTL (the driver program
for the CA utilities) must be run in batch.

This command has the following syntax.

 

.CALL program_name PARM( ) INDDN*) ALLOC(YES|NO) +

 OUTDDN() ALLOC(YES|NO) SYSLIB PARM1 [PPT|JST|NONAPF]

Some parameters apply only to user applications. User applications are defined as applications that are not found in the
PTILIB DD. If the Batch Processor finds the specified program in the PTILIB DD, the user application-specific parameter is
ignored.

•  .CALL program-name PARM() INDDN ALLOC
Invokes the specified program name. The following values are valid:
.CALL AMS

.CALL DSN PARM(ssid)

.CALL PROCEDURE <procedure_name>

.CALL UTIL DB2_utility_name PARM( )

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL
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The .CALL UTIL command can be executed only in batch mode.
To invoke a user application, use the USERLIB DD, which can help improve Batch Processor performance. Allocate
all necessary application load libraries to this DD statement. If an application program abends, the CONTROL ABEND
command can be used to request a dump.
 

•  INDDN(SYSIN|ddname)
Runs an application program without modification by specifying the DD that contains the application control
statements. The control statements that appear between DATA and ENDDATA are passed to the application program
in a file allocated to the specified ddname.
If you set the ALLOC parameter to YES for the INDDN file, the following DCB information is included:
– SPACE(2,4)
– TRACKS
– RECFM(F,B)
– RECL(80)
– BLKSIZE(6320)

•  ALLOC(YES|NO)
Allocates a file for the INDDN or OUTDDN automatically. The file is placed after INDDN, OUTDDN, or both.
To override the allocation of SYSIN and SYSPRINT, use ALLOC(NO) and enter your own allocations, as shown in the
following example:
.CALL UTIL REORG +

INDDN(SYSIN) ALLOC(NO) OUTDDN(SYSPRINT) ALLOC(NO)

.ALLOC UNIT(SYSDA) FI(SYSIN) NEW SPACE(1,10) TRACKS +

RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(6320)

.ALLOC UNIT(SYSDA) FI(SYSPRINT) NEW SPACE(2,20) CYL +

RECFM(VBA) LRECL(125) BLKSIZE(6254)

.DATA 

  REORG TABLESPACE PTISDDB.MULTIXTS

          PART 1

  REORG TABLESPACE PTISDDB.MULTIXTS

          PART 2

          SORTDEVT SYSDA

.ENDDATA

•  OUTDDN(SYSPRINT|ddname)
Runs an application program without modification and lets you write the program output DD to the Batch Processor
audit message file. Specify the ddname that the application program uses as an output message file.
If you set the ALLOC parameter to YES for the OUTDDN, no DCB information is provided. The Batch Processor uses
the DCB information from the program that opens the OUTDDN file.

•  SYSLIB
Specifies that a called program is available through a system search. If you specify the SYSLIB parameter, you do not
have to allocate a USERLIB.
This parameter is supported only for user applications.

•  PARM( )
Specifies any parameter to pass to the invoked program. The convention is the same as the convention for the PARM=
parameter on a JCL EXEC statement, with the following exceptions:
– The PARM value cannot exceed 100 characters.
– No characters are removed (including quotation marks).
– If the PARM value must be split, the continuation character must be a plus or minus character (+ or - ) in column

72. All data through column 71 of the continued line is merged with the data on the subsequent line. The parameter
continues in column 1 of the next line.

– PARM terminates when it encounters a ) (closing parenthesis) character followed by a space.
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If the program being invoked does not expect any parameters, PARM() can be omitted
•  PARM1

Specifies that a called program can receive only one parameter as specified in the PARM() parameter. In a list of two
parameters, the statements between the DATA and ENDDATA commands are not passed to the user application. This
parameter is supported only for user applications.
 

To use the following parameters, install the Batch Processor load modules into an APF-authorized library:

These parameters are supported only for user applications.

•  PPT
Calls a user application that has an entry in the Program Properties Table (PPT), which is
SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHEDXX). PPT program support is limited to applications that must run as a JOBSTEP task,
have special key requirements, and have authorization requirements. An application that does not have special key
requirements is treated as though the PARM1 parameter was specified.

•  JST
Calls a user application that runs in KEY 8 as a JOBSTEP task.

•  NONAPF
Calls a user application that resides in a non-APF authorized library when Batch Processor is running as APF-
authorized.

•  .CALL PROCEDURE ACCELSee Analytics Accelerator Commands.

 Example: Stop a Database by Using the DSN Command Processor 

This example shows sample syntax for stopping a database:

.CALL DSN PARM(ssid)

.DATA

--STOP DATABASE(%dbname) SPACENAM(%tsname)

.ENDDATA

 Example: Include DCB Information in the OUTDDN File 

To include DCB information in the OUTDDN file, make the following specifications:

• Set the ALLOC parameter to NO in the CALL statement.
• Use the ALLOC statement in your batch program to allocate a file with DCB information. (This ALLOC statement is a

separate statement that is not a part of the CALL statement.)
• Specify SYSLIB to indicate that a called program is available through a system search. If the SYSLIB parameter is

used, you do not have to allocate a USERLIB.

 Example: Call the DB2 REORG Utility in Batch Mode 

This example shows a command to call the DB2 REORG utility in batch mode:

.CALL UTIL REORG(PT12)

.DATA

    REORG TABLESPACE PTISDDB.MULTIXTS

          PART 1

    REORG TABLESPACE PTISDDB.MULTIXTS

          PART 2

          SORTDEVT SYSDA

.ENDDATA

 Example: Call the DSN Processor to Start a Database (Online or Batch) 

This example shows a command that calls the DSN processor to start a database in online or batch mode:
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.CALL DSN PARM(ssid)

.DATA

    -STA DB(PTISDDB) SPACE(MULTIXTS) ACCESS(UT)

.ENDDATA

 Example: Call an Application Program 

This example illustrates how you can use the .CALL command for an application program. In this example, a CA Rapid
Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS is executed on a tablespace. Because all modules used by the utility are available through
PTILIB, you do not need a USERLIB DD.

//BPIIPT   DD   *

    .CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(PTI2,,UTGL0100,PTI2) + 

        INDDN(SYSIN) OUTDDN(SYSPRINT)  

    .DATA

        REORG TABLESPACE PBDB01.PBTS01

              SORTDEVT SYSDA

    .ENDDATA

This example shows how to call program ACCOUNT and allocate the files for the INDDN and OUTDDN:

.CALL ACCOUNT +

INDDN(SYSIN) ALLOC(YES) OUTDDN(PTIOUT) ALLOC(YES)

.DATA

--ACCOUNT CONTROL CARDS-

.ENDATA

In this example, the Batch Processor allocates the SYSIN INDDN file and the PTIOUT OUTDDN file. The SYSIN file
contains DCB information, but the PTIOUT file does not contain DCB information. If you want the PTIOUT OUTDDN file to
contain DCB information, specify NO for the ALLOC parameter. You can then use a separate ALLOC statement to specify
the DCB parameters for the OUTDDN file.

 Example: Invoke IDCAMS Processing 

This example specifies parameters with the .CALL command to invoke IDCAMS processing:

.CALL AMS

.DATA

-- IDCAMS commands --

.ENDDATA

Analytics Accelerator Commands

NOTE

Remote DB2 subsystems and Alternate Catalog Manager (ACM) are not supported for DB2 Analytics
Accelerator-related commands or reports.

Add Tables

Use the following command syntax to add one or more DB2 tables to an accelerator:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ADD_TABLES

.DATA

  NAME     (accelerator_name)

  SSID     (ssid)
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  TABLE    (tbcreator.tbname)

  DKEY     (dkey_col_name)

  OKEY     (okey_col_name)

  .....

  .....

  TABLE     (tbcreator.tbname)

  DKEY      (dkey_col_name)

  OKEY      (okey_col_name)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: There can be only one occurrence of the NAME parameter. The maximum length is 8 characters.

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected. 
Limits:  A maximum of one occurrence.The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE
When you do not specify SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.

• tbcreatorIdentifies the schema of the DB2 table.
Limits: The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one occurrence and a maximum of 50 occurrences.The
maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbnameIndicates name of the DB2 table.
Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

• dkey_col_nameAllows you to specify Distribution Key names while adding a table to the accelerator. 
Limits: The DKEY parameter can be specified up to a maximum of 4 times for each TABLE parameter and can have a
maximum of 200 occurrences.

• okey_col_nameAllows you to specify Organization Key names while adding a table to the accelerator. 
Limits: The OKEY parameter can be specified up to a maximum of 4 times for each TABLE parameter.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

Example 1: 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ADD_TABLES

.DATA                                        

  NAME      (DB0GIDAA)                      

  SSID      (DB0G)                          

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01") 

  DKEY      (COL1) 

  DKEY      (COL2) 

  DKEY      (COL3) 

  DKEY      (COL4) 

  OKEY      (COL4) 

  OKEY      (COL3) 

  OKEY      (COL2) 

  OKEY      (COL1)      

.ENDDATA

Example 2: 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ADD_TABLES

.DATA                                           

  NAME      (DB0GIDAA)                          
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  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01")  

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  DKEY      (COL2)  

  DKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)    

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05")  

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  OKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)    

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06")     

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  DKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL4)  

  DKEY      (COL4)  

  OKEY      (COL3)  

  DKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)     

.ENDDATA

Alter Tables

Use the following command syntax to alter the distribution keys and organization keys of one or more DB2 tables that
reside on an accelerator:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ALTER_TABLES

.DATA

  NAME      (accelerator_name)

  SSID      (ssid)

  TABLE     (tbcreator.tbname)

  DKEY      (dkey_col_name)

  OKEY      (okey_col_name)

  .....

  .....

  TABLE     (tbcreator.tbname)

   DKEY     (dkey_col_name)

   OKEY     (okey_col_name)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: There can be only one occurrence of the NAME parameter. The maximum length is 8 characters. 

• ssidDefines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.
Limits:  The ssid can have a maximum of one occurrence.The maximum length is 4 characters. 

NOTE

 If you do not specify the ssid parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.
• tbcreator

Identifies the schema of the DB2 table.
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Limits: The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one occurrence and a maximum of 50 occurrences.The
maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbnameIndicates the name of the DB2 table.
Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

• dkey_col_nameAllows you to specify Distribution Key names that you want to alter for a table in the accelerator. 
Limits: The DKEY parameter can be specified up to a maximum of 4 times for each TABLE parameter and can have a
maximum of 200 occurrences. 

• okey_col_nameAllows you to specify Organization Key names that you want to alter for a table in the accelerator.
Limits: The OKEY parameter can be specified up to a maximum of 4 times for each TABLE parameter and can have a
maximum of 200 occurrences.

NOTE

 Specify the keys that you want to add, change, or keep. Existing keys that are not specified are removed.
Ensure that the key specification differs from the existing specification, otherwise no action is taken on the
corresponding tables in the list.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

Example 1: 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ALTER_TABLES

.DATA  

  NAME          (DB0GIDAA)                       

  SSID      (DB0G)                           

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01")  

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  DKEY      (COL2)  

  DKEY      (COL3)  

  DKEY      (COL4)  

  OKEY      (COL4)  

  OKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)       

.ENDDATA

Example 2:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ALTER_TABLES

.DATA

  NAME      (DB0GIDAA)

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01")  

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  DKEY      (COL2)  

  DKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)    

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05")  

  DKEY      (COL1)  

  OKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1)    

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06")     

  DKEY      (COL1)  
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  OKEY      (COL2)  

  DKEY      (COL3)  

  OKEY      (COL4)  

  DKEY      (COL4)  

  OKEY      (COL3)  

  DKEY      (COL2)  

  OKEY      (COL1) 

.ENDDATA

Cancel Tasks

Use the following command syntax to cancel the current tasks from an accelerator.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

CAN_TASK (taskid)

.....

.....

CAN_TASK (taskid)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: The NAME parameter can have a minimum and maximum of one occurrence.The maximum length is 8
characters

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.
Limits: The SSID parameter can have a maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters. 

NOTE

If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.
• taskid

Indicates the task to cancel.
Limits: The CAN_TASK parameter has a minimum of one occurrence and a maximum of 100 occurrences.

The following example illustrates how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA)

SSID (DB0G)

CAN_TASK (254136)

CAN_TASK (254163)

CAN_TASK (254192)

.ENDDATA

Get Tables

Use the following command syntax to get the Distribution Keys and Organizing Keys for one or more tables on an
accelerator.
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.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_GET_TABLES_INFO

.DATA

  NAME               (accelerator_name)

  SSID        (ssid)

  TABLE       (tbcreator.tbname)

  .....

  .....

  TABLE       (tbcreator.tbname)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_ nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator. 
Limits: The NAME parameter can have a minimum and maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 8
characters.

• ssidDefines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.Limits: The SSID parameter can have a
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.

• tbcreatorIdentifies the schema of the DB2 table. Limits: The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one
occurrence and a maximum of 50 occurrences. The maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbnameIndicates the name of the DB2 table.Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.     

Example 1: 

 .CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_GET_TABLES_INFO

.DATA                                        

  NAME          (DB0GIDAA)                       

  SSID          (DB0G)                           

  TABLE         (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01")       

.ENDDATA                                     

 

Output:

 

 TB_SCHEMA : TBCREATE                                                          

 TB_NAME : ACCEL_TBTEST01                                                     

                                                                              

 DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL1                                                                 

 DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL2                                                                  

 DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL3                                                                 

 DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL4                                                                 

                                                                               

 ORGANIZING KEY : COL1                                                                 

 ORGANIZING KEY : COL2                                                                 

 ORGANIZING KEY : COL3                                                                  

 ORGANIZING KEY : COL4                                                      

Example 2:

 .CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_GET_TABLES_INFO

.DATA                                            
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  NAME      (DB0GIDAA)                          

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01")          

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05")          

  TABLE     (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06")          

.ENDDATA                                        

 

Output:

 

TB_SCHEMA : TBCREATE                  

TB_NAME : ACCEL_TBTEST01             

                                     

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL1                         

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL2                         

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL3                         

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL4                         

                                     

ORGANIZING KEY : COL1                         

ORGANIZING KEY : COL2                         

ORGANIZING KEY : COL3                         

ORGANIZING KEY : COL4                          

                                     

TB_SCHEMA : TBCREATE                  

TB_NAME : ACCEL_TBTEST05             

                                     

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL1_LONGINTEGER_TEST        

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL3_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL4_123456FERTYUIO          

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL6_123456FERTYUIO          

                                     

ORGANIZING KEY : COL2_INTEGER_TEST            

ORGANIZING KEY : COL1_LONGINTEGER_TEST        

ORGANIZING KEY : COL5_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

ORGANIZING KEY : COL8_123456FERTYUIO          

                                     

TB_SCHEMA : TBCREATE                  

TB_NAME : ACCEL_TBTEST06             

                                     

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL3_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL5_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL6_123456FERTYUIO          

DISTRIBUTION KEY : COL7_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

                                     

ORGANIZING KEY : COL5_DFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFSDFDFFFK

ORGANIZING KEY : COL6_123456FERTYUIO          

ORGANIZING KEY : COL8_123456FERTYUIO          

ORGANIZING KEY : COL1_LONGINTEGER_TEST
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Load Tables

Use the following command syntax to load the data from one or more source DB2 tables into the corresponding tables on
an accelerator:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_LOAD_TABLES

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

LOCKMODE (lmode)

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

PARTS (partitions)

DETCHANGE (dchange)

FFRELOAD (value)

.....

.....

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

PARTS (partitions)

DETCHANGE (dchange)

FFRELOAD (value)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_ nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.Limits:The NAME parameter can have a minimum and
maximum of one occurrence.The maximum length for this field is 8 characters.

• ssidDefines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected. Limits: The SSID parameter can have a
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters. 

NOTE

If you do not specify the SSID parameter, the ssid from the .CONNECT statement is used.

• lmodeSpecifies the level of lock while tables on an accelerator are loaded. Values: TABLESET, TABLE, PARTITIONS,
NONE or ROW.
Default: If you do not specify the LOCKMODE parameter, LOCKMODE (NONE) is used.
Limits: The LOCKMODE parameter can have a maximum of one occurrence.

• tbcreatorIdentifies the schema of the DB2 table.Limits:The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one occurrence
and a maximum of 50 occurrences. The maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbnameIndicates name of the DB2 table.  The TABLE parameter must be specified in the format
tbcreator.tbname.Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

• partitionsAllows you to specify partitions to load on an accelerator by their logical partition numbers, separated
by commas (,). Use a colon (:) to specify the range boundaries. Specify the PARTS parameter after the TABLE
parameter.Limits: The PARTS parameter can be specified only once for each TABLE parameter and can have a
maximum of 50 occurrences.

• dchangeSpecifies DETECTCHANGES while tables on an accelerator are loaded. Specify the DETCHANGE
parameter after the TABLE parameter. Values: PARTITIONS, NONE, or DATA.Default: If you do not specify the
DETCHANGE parameter, DETCHANGE (NONE) is used.Limits: The DETCHANGE parameter can be specified only
once for each TABLE parameter.

• valueSpecifies whether to forcefully reload all the data of a table on an accelerator. Specify this parameter after TABLE
parameter. Values: Y or N. Default: If you do not specify the FFRELOAD parameter, FFRELOAD (N) is used.Limits:
The FFRELOAD parameter can be specified only once for each TABLE parameter.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL ACCEL LOAD command for an application program.

Example 1:
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.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_LOAD_TABLES

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

LOCKMODE (TABLESET) 

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST01) 

DETCHANGE (DATA)

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST02) 

FFRELOAD (Y) 

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST03) 

.ENDDATA

Example 2:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_LOAD_TABLES

 .DATA 

 NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

 LOCKMODE (TABLE) 

 TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST01) 

 FFRELOAD (Y) 

 DETCHANGE (NONE)

 TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST02) 

 PARTS (1:5) 

 TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST03) 

 DETCHANGE (PARTITIONS) 

 .ENDDATA

Example 3:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_LOAD_TABLES

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

LOCKMODE (PARTITIONS) 

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST01)

DETCHANGE (PARTITIONS) 

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST02)

DETCHANGE (PARTITIONS) 

TABLE (TBCREATE.ACCEL_TBTEST03) 

.ENDDATA

Remove Tables

Use the following command syntax to remove one or more DB2 tables from an accelerator:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_REMOVE_TABLES

.DATA

NAME   (accelerator_ name)

SSID   (ssid)

TABLE  (tbcreator.tbname)

.....

.....
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TABLE  (tbcreator.tbname)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.Limits:The NAME parameter can have a minimum and
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 8 characters.

• ssidDefines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected. LImits: The SSID parameter can have a
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

Note: If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT
statement.

• tbcreatorIdentifies the schema of the DB2 table.Limits:The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one occurrence
and maximum of 50 occurrences. The maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbnameIndicates the name of the DB2 table.Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

Example 1:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_REMOVE_TABLES

.DATA 

NAME  (DB0GIDAA) 

SSID  (DB0G) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01") 

.ENDDATA 

Example 2:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_ADD_TABLES

.DATA 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_REMOVE_TABLES

.DATA 

NAME  (DB0GIDAA) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST01") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA

Retrieve Tasks

Use the following command syntax to retrieve the current tasks from an accelerator:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

RET_TASKS

.ENDDATA
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• accelerator_nameSpecifies the name of the accelerator.Limits:The NAME parameter can have a minimum and
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 8 characters.

• ssidDefines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.Limits: The SSID parameter can have a
maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

Note: If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT
statement.

• ret_tasksIndicates current tasks to retrieve. Limits: The minimum and maximum number of occurrences is one.

The following example illustrates how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA)

SSID (DB0G)

RET_TASKS 

.ENDDATA

Set Tables for Acceleration

Use the following command syntax to enable or disable one or more DB2 tables in an accelerator for acceleration:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_ACCELERATION

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

ENABLE (value)

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

.....

.....

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_name
Specifies the name of the accelerator. 
Limits: The NAME parameter can have a minimum and maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length for this
field is 8 characters.

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected. 
Limits: The SSID parameter can have a maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.

• value
Specifies whether to enable or disable a table.
Values: Y or N. 
Default: N

• tbcreator
Identifies the schema of the DB2 table.
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Limits: The TABLE parameter can have a minimum of one occurrence and maximum of 50 occurrences. The
maximum length is 128 characters.

• tbname
Indicates the name of the DB2 table.
Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program.

Example 1: 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_ACCELERATION 

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

ENABLE (Y) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA 

Example 2:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_ACCELERATION 

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

ENABLE (N) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA 

Example 3:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_ACCELERATION 

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

SSID (DB0G) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA

Set Tables for Replication

Use the following command syntax to enable or disable one or more DB2 tables in an accelerator for replication:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_REPLICATION

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

ENABLE (value)

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

.....
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.....

TABLE (tbcreator.tbname)

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_ name
Specifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: The NAME parameter has a minimum and maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length for this field is 8
characters.

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.
Limits: The SSID parameter has a maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT statement.

value
• Specifies whether to enable or disable a table.

Values: Y or N
Default: N

• tbcreator
Identifies the schema of the DB2 table.
Limits: The TABLE parameter has a minimum of one occurrence and maximum of 50 occurrences. The maximum
length is 128 characters.

• tbname
Indicates name of the DB2 table.
Limits: The maximum length is 128 characters.

The following examples illustrate how you can use the .CALL command for an application program. 

Example 1:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_REPLICATION

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

ENABLE (Y) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA 

Example 2:

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_REPLICATION

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

ENABLE (N) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA 

Example 3:
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.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_SET_TABLES_REPLICATION

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA) 

SSID (DB0G) 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST05") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST07_LONG123456789012345678901234567 9012345678901") 

TABLE (TBCREATE."ACCEL_TBTEST06") 

.ENDDATA

Start Replication

Use the following command syntax to start an accelerator for replication.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)

SSID (ssid)

START_REPL

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_name
Specifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: The NAME parameter has a minimum and maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 8 characters.

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.
Limits: The SSID parameter has a maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

Note: If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT
statement.

• start_repl
Indicates the start of the Accelerator for Replication. 
Limits: The START_REPL parameter has a minimum and maximum of one occurrence.

The following example illustrates how you can use the .CALL command for an application program. 

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA)

SSID (DB0G)

START_REPL 

.ENDDATA

Stop Replication

Use the following command syntax to stop an accelerator for replication.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA

NAME (accelerator_ name)
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SSID (ssid)

STOP_REPL

.ENDDATA

• accelerator_name
Specifies the name of the accelerator.
Limits: The NAME parameter has a minimum and maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 8 characters.

• ssid
Defines the DB2 subsystem to which the accelerator is connected.
Limits: The SSID parameter has a maximum of one occurrence. The maximum length is 4 characters.

NOTE

Note: If you do not specify the SSID parameter, Batch Processor uses the ssid from the .CONNECT
statement.

• stop_repl
Indicates termination of the Accelerator for Replication.
Limits: The STOP_REPL parameter has a minimum and maximum of one occurrence.

The following example illustrates how you can use .CALL command for an application program.

.CALL PROCEDURE ACCEL SYSPROC.ACCEL_CONTROL_ACCELERATOR

.DATA 

NAME (DB0GIDAA)

SSID (DB0G)

STOP_REPL 

.ENDDATA

CHECK Command—Re-execute CA RC/Migrator Strategy Analysis Output
The .CHECK command prevents the accidental reexecution of a CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS strategy analysis
output that has already been executed successfully.

WARNING
The .CHECK command is ignored if the .RESTART OVERRIDE command appears in the Batch Processor
execution job before the .CHECK command. However, the .CHECK command takes the precedence over
the .RESTART SYNC command.

In CA Batch Processor for DB2 for z/OS (RBP), when you execute the strategy analysis with the .CHECK option, RBP
continues or stops the analysis execution as described below:

1. RBP stops the re-execution of the last successful analysis. 
2. RBP gives precedence to the .CHECK over the .RESTART SYNC           
3. RBP continues to execute the reanalyzed analysis report from the beginning.  

This command has the following syntax:

.CHECK

CONNECT Command—Connect to the DB2 Subsystem
The .CONNECT command connects to the specified DB2 subsystem. For example, CONNECT PTI2 connects to the DB2
subsystem named PTI2. You can use this command to connect to several different DB2 subsystems within the same run.
This command is generated for both batch and online executions.

When you use the .CONNECT command, note the following additional considerations:
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• The Batch Processor plan must be present on the DB2 subsystem to which you are connecting and you must have
authority to execute the plan.

• Only one connection at a time is maintained.
• The .CONNECT command is necessary if utilities are used in the Batch Processor job stream.
• An implicit commit is performed for all previous work at the time of a new connection.
• When a .CONNECT command is encountered, an automatic disconnection is performed for the current subsystem. If

a .CONNECT command is encountered and you are already connected to that subsystem, the command is ignored.

The connection remains until a CALL is made. If the Batch Processor is connected before the CALL, the Batch Processor
automatically disconnects from DB2 before the program is called. When the program is finished, the Batch Processor
automatically connects again to DB2. If a disconnect is made before the call, the Batch Processor remains disconnected
from DB2 when the program, utility, and so forth has completed.

NOTE
If more than one program, utility, and so forth is called, a disconnect is usually specified to limit the number of
disconnects and connects made during execution.

This command has the following syntax:

.CONNECT subsystem

•   subsystem 
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID.

 Example: Connect Batch Processor to a Subsystem 

In this example, the following command makes a connection between Batch Processor and the DB2 subsystem PTI2:

.CONNECT PTI2

CONTROL Command—Define System-Wide Execution Parameters
The .CONTROL command defines system-wide execution parameters for the Batch Processor execution.
The .CONTROL command is used to define restart parameters, default storage devices, and ABEND requests. It is also
used to process CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS-managed (RC/M) output in addition to data sets.

The .CONTROL command must be the first statement executed by the Batch Processor in a data set because it controls
system-wide execution parameters. Otherwise, default CONTROL parameters are used. The default .CONTROL
command is CONTROL UNIT(SYSDA).

Multiple .CONTROL commands are supported.

The .CONTROL command can be in BPIIPT and BPIOPT data sets, as long it is the first statement in each. In this case,
the commands are merged into one command. The BPIOPT CONTROL command is dynamically appended to the front of
the BPIIPT data set.

NOTE
 If there is a problem on the .CONTROL command and you are running under TSO, WTOs are issued to the
terminal. If you are running under BATCH, the Batch Processor generates a WTO to the output listing. These
defaults are necessary because a .LIST command (which specifies where output should be listed) has not been
encountered at this point, since the .CONTROL command must be the first statement processed.

This command has the following syntax:

A continuation character is required if the parameters carry over to a second line.

.CONTROL [BPID(name)] [SN(user-id,strategy-name)] /

{PLAN(plan-name)} {LOGID(subsystem)} [TSSID(subsystem)] /

[TINPUT(creator-strategy-user-timestamp)] [ABEND] [UNIT(type)] [THREADS( )]
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The parameters specified with the .CONTROL command appear at the end of every Batch Processor execution as
follows:

CONTROL PROCESS CARD:

BATCH PROCESSOR PLAN   ==> BDPLAN

BATCH PROCESSOR ID     ==> PTIMP.GENERAL.DATA-TEST

STRATEGY NAME          ==> KCDEMO1

DEVICE ALLOCATION UNIT ==> SYSDA

The following parameters are valid for the .CONTROL command:

•  BPID(name)
Specifies the Batch Processor input data set name (BPID). The BPID is used by the sync point and restart processing
to track the execution status and logging of sync records (rows). The BPID is set to the fully qualified name of the data
set being executed.
Note: The default value for BPID is NONE if you are invoking the Batch Processor from CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/
OS. You must specify a BPID to use the restart facility.
The name passed as the BPID can be a maximum of 53 characters. If a member name is specified, it follows the PDS
name with a hyphen. For example, PTIPH.GENERAL.DATA-SQL1.
This parameter supports the RC/M-managed output format as follows (hyphens separating each identifying attribute):
strategycreator-strategyname-analysisuser-analysistimestamp

If you specify a valid BPID and LOGID (see below), sync point records are written to a special CA log for the BPID. As
each .SYNC command is encountered, the sync log record for the BPID is updated to reflect the execution progress.
If the data set does not end normally, the sync point log record for the BPID is marked as incomplete and can be
restarted using the .RESTART command.

•  LOGID(subsystem)
Specifies the DB2 subsystem that contains the CA log tables for sync point processing. The LOGID subsystem must
be available on the CPU running the job.
For sync point processing and restarting, you must specify both a valid BPID and LOGID.

•  PLAN(plan-name)
Identifies the name of the plan under which the Batch Processor is run. The default is specified in the parameter
library.Identifies the name of the plan under which the Batch Processor is run. The default was specified in the parmlib
by the installer.

•  SN(user-id,strategy-name)
Identifies the name of the strategy whose analysis is executing and the ID of the user who analyzed the strategy.
When the SN parameter is included, the user ID and strategy name are included in the Batch Processor completion
message. Otherwise, only the user ID is provided. The default is NONE.

•  TSSID
Specifies the DB2 subsystem location of the CA table containing the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS managed
input.

•  TINPUT(creator-strategy-user-timestamp)
Specifies the key to the CA table, which selects the rows comprising your CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS analysis
input.

•  THREADS( )
Specifies the number of threads to use for this execution of the Batch Processor. Valid values are 1 and 2.

•  UNIT(type)
Specifies the device on which the system places the temporary data set allocations. You can specify a generic
unit, such as 3390; or an esoteric unit, such as SYSDA. This parameter corresponds to the UNIT parameter of the
TSO .ALLOC command. In an SMS-managed environment, this parameter can be ignored. If FILE(ddname) is
specified, this parameter is also ignored.
The specified unit is used for dynamically allocating any SYSPRINT or SYSIN data set requirements for DB2 utility
execution. The default value is taken from the File Allocation Unit field in the Global Parameters option of the product
you are using.
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ABEND
Provides a dump for any application (executed with a CALL) that ends with a return code greater than or equal to 8.
Use the ABEND parameter to provide a dump for an application called within a Batch Processor execution that is not
performing to expectations.

 Example: Set the BPID, LOGID, and UNIT Parameters 

The following command sets your BPID to PTIPH.GENERAL.DATA-SQL1, indicates PTI2 as the DB2 subsystem where
the record is logged, and indicates SYSDA as the unit where the temporary data sets are written:

.CONTROL BPID(PTIPH.GENERAL.DATA-SQL1) LOGID(PTI2) UNIT(SYSDA)

 Example: Use CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS Managed Input 

The following command illustrates Batch Processor using the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS-managed input feature.
The TSSID and TINPUT parameters are required:

.CONTROL BPID(PTIPH.GENERAL.DATA-SQL1) LOGID(PTI2) UNIT(SYSDA)TSSID(D31A) +

 TINPUT(TSUSR-UNLD-TSUSR-19951130120000)

DATA and ENDDATA Commands—Define the Input Stream
The DATA and ENDDATA commands define the input stream for called applications or utilities.

These commands have the following syntax:

.DATA

-- input stream --

.ENDDATA

All statements between the DATA and ENDDATA commands are passed to the calling program as follows:

• For DB2 utilities, the Batch Processor strips out the commands and the input stream between the commands is written
to a dynamically allocated SYSIN data set.

• For DSN, the Batch Processor strips out the commands and the input stream between the commands is written to a
dynamically allocated SYSTSIN data set.

• For IDCAMS, the commands are stripped out and the input stream between the commands is passed directly to
IDCAMS through a memory block.

• For application programs, the commands and input stream are passed to the application through the BPMDATA
memory block.

If the ending command is not found (ENDDATA), the end of the file is considered an ENDDATA command. Therefore, all
statements between the DATA command and the end of the data set are passed to the called application or utility.

Example: Call AMS to Create a VSAM Data Set

In this example, AMS is called to create a VSAM data set. The VSAM input statements are placed between the DATA and
ENDDATA commands:

.CALL AMS

.DATA

 DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME('PTI2.DSNDBC.EDB4.ETS5.I0001.A001') +

  NONINDEXED REUSE +

  VOLUMES(PTIPK1 PTIPK2) +

  CONTROLINTERVALSIZE(4096) +

  TRACKS(5 10) +

  RECORDSIZE(4089 4089) SHAREOPTIONS(3 3)) +
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  DATA (NAME('PTI2.DSNDBD.EDB4.ETS5.I0001.A001')) +

  CATALOG('PTI2')

.ENDDATA

DISCONN Command—Disconnect from the DB2 Subsystem
The DISCONN command disconnects from the DB2 subsystem.

• At the end of the input data set, an automatic disconnect occurs.
• If you are not currently connected, the DISCONN command is ignored.
• An implicit commit is performed for all previous work at the time of disconnection.

This command has the following syntax:

.DISCONN

Example: Disconnect from the Connected DB2 Subsystem

In this example, the following command disconnects you from the DB2 subsystem to which you are currently connected:

.DISCONN

EXIT Command—Stop Processing the Input Data Set
The EXIT command stops processing of the input data set and returns an optional return code. The optional return code is
passed as the condition code for the step.

The EXIT command has the following syntax:

.EXIT [return-code]

Where return-code must be decimal. Otherwise, it is converted to decimal.

• If a valid BPID and LOGID have been specified on the CONTROL command, sync point processing is active.
• If an EXIT command is executed and a nonzero return code is returned, the status on the sync point log record is set

to FI for forced incomplete. The data set can be restarted.
• If an EXIT command is executed and a zero return code is coded (or no return code), the status on the sync point log

record is set to FC for forced completion.

Example: Stop Processing With a Condition Code of 10

In this example, the following command causes the Batch Processor to end and return a condition code of 10:

.EXIT 10

FREE Command—Release Allocations
The FREE command releases previously allocated data sets or SYSOUT output classes. This command can appear
anywhere within the input stream. If the specified data set is not found, a warning is returned.

This command has the following syntax:

.FREE [FIle(ddname)] [DA('dataset' 'dataset' ...)]

[CATALOG|CATLG]|[DELETE|DEL]|[KEEP]|[UNCATALOG|UNCATLG]
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[DEST(destination)]

[NOHOLD]

[SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)]

[SYSOUT(class|*)]

These parameters offer more flexibility and compatibility with the TSO FREE command.

•  FIle(ddname) or FI(ddname)
Identifies the data set to be freed.

•  DA('dataset' 'dataset' ...)
Specifies the name of the data set or data sets to be freed. If multiple data sets are specified with the FI(ddname)
parameter, FREE treats the commands as two separate deallocations. One deallocation is for the FI(ddname)
parameter and one deallocation is for each data set name that is specified in the DA parameter.

•  CATALOG|CATLG, DELETE|DEL, KEEP, UNCATALOG|UNCATLG
Identifies the disposition that overrides the disposition that is given to the data set at allocation time. If any of the
following statements are true, dynamic allocation ignores this key when the data set:
– Was originally allocated as SHARE and the overriding disposition was DELETE.
– Was originally allocated with a disposition of PASS.
– Is a VSAM data set and SMS is not active on the system.
– Is a non-subsystem data set that has a system-generated name.
If dynamic allocation must ignore this parameter because of any of the previous conditions, the data set is deallocated
with the originally specified disposition.

•  DEST(destination)
Specifies a destination for a SYSOUT data set. When specified with the FREE command, this parameter overrides the
DEST parameter that is specified at allocation time with the ALLOC command.

•  NOHOLD
Directs the system not to place the SYSOUT data set on the hold queue. This value overrides the specification of
HOLD at allocation time.

•  SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)
Controls whether a SYSOUT data set is printed immediately upon unallocation (UNALLOC) or at the end of the job
(NO). When specified, this value overrides the SPIN parameter that is specified at allocation time with the ALLOC
command.

•  SYSOUT(class|*)
Identifies an overriding class that replaces the class that is assigned to the SYSOUT data set at allocation time with the
ALLOC command.

 Example: Free the SYSREC DD Statement 

In this example, the following command frees the SYSREC DD statement that is allocated to DB2 utilities:

.FREE FI(SYSREC)

ISOLEVEL Command—Change the Isolation Level
The ISOLEVEL command lets you change the isolation level that is used when performing SQL. The isolation level
controls the type and duration of locks on DB2 objects. If you need more or less serialization over DB2 resources, you can
use this command to set the isolation level to a higher or lower value as needed.

The isolation level that is used by Batch Processor is defined in the package statements that are used to bind Batch
Processor. By default, Batch Processor is installed using the Cursor Stability isolation level. The default value is used
for all SQL requests until an ISOLEVEL statement with an overriding level is encountered in the input stream. The new
ISOLEVEL remains in effect until the next ISOLEVEL command is encountered. You can:
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• Set the isolation level once early in the input stream to be used by all SQL requests
• Change the level frequently throughout the SQL stream
• Restore the isolation level to the default value and cancel the override

Batch Processor changes the isolation by switching the package set on the specified isolation level in use during SQL
processing. When an ISOLEVEL command is encountered in the input stream, a SET CURRENT PACKAGESET SQL
directive is issued with the appropriate collection-id for the PACKAGESET that is specified. When a request to restore the
default isolation level is encountered, the collection-id for the PACKAGESET is blank.

This command has the following syntax:

.ISOLEVEL level

•   level 
Identifies the isolation level to be in effect. The default value is CS (cursor stability). The following values are valid:
– CS (cursor stability)
– RS (read stability)
– RR (repeatable read)
– UR (uncommitted read)
– blank (restore default isolation level of CS)

 Example: Change the Isolation Level 

Specify the following syntax to change the isolation level to repeatable read (RR):

.ISOLEVEL RR

 Example: Restore the Isolation Level 

Restore the isolation level to the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS default value (CS):

.ISOLEVEL

LIST Command—Define the Audit Trail Designation
The .LIST command specifies the destination of the audit trail. You can route the audit trail to the terminal, to SYSOUT, to
a data set, or any combination.

NOTE
A valid .LIST command should be one of the first commands in the audit options parameter of the input data set.
Otherwise, the Batch Processor does not have any designation for the audit trail, and no messages are written
if an error occurs. This makes diagnosing a problem during batch execution difficult because no audit messages
are displayed until a valid .LIST command is processed.

You can specify as many .LIST commands as you want in the input data set. For example, you can route some messages
to the terminal, and then switch to SYSOUT. You can also combine several options on the same .LIST command. For
example, you can route the audit trail to both the terminal and a data set.

If you have nested Batch Processor calls within an input data set, all current LIST settings are passed to the new
invocation of the Batch Processor. Any changes to the LIST parameters made by the secondary copy of the Batch
Processor are local (they are not passed back).

If you are executing online, a LIST TERM command is the first command executed. This command redirects the output of
the Batch Processor to the terminal (panel).

If you are executing in batch, the generation of the .LIST command is dependent on the audit trail option:
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• If you enter Y in the Audit Trail field on the Batch Processor Interface panel, a LIST SYSOUT(class) command is
generated. The class is replaced with the print class specified on your product profile screen.

• If you enter N in the Audit Trail field on the Batch Processor Interface panel, no LIST commands are generated.

If no LIST commands are found, no output is generated.

This command has the following syntax. A continuation character is required if the parameters carry over to a second line.

 

.LIST [TERM|NOTERM] [FILE(file)|NOFILE] /

[SYSOUT(class,forms-destination)|NOSYSOUT]/

[DDNAME(ddname)|NODDNAME]

You can specify the following parameters with the .LIST command:

•  TERM|NOTERM
Specifies the data set being allocated as a time-sharing terminal and routes the output to the terminal. This parameter
is ignored for batch execution.
The NOTERM option stops the audit trail from appearing on the terminal.

•  FILE(filename)|NOFILE
Specifies the name of the file where the audit trail is written. The file must be a sequential file with the following
attributes:
– LRECL=80.
– BLKSIZE any multiple of 80.
Note: Do not put the file name (filename) in quotes.
The NOFILE value cancels the writing of the audit trail to the file and the file is closed.

•  SYSOUT(class,forms-destination)|NOSYSOUT
Specifies the SYSOUT class. You can specify a destination of node,userid to route the output to a SYSOUT data set
under the user's TSO ID.
The NOSYSOUT parameter cancels the SYSOUT request.

•  DDNAME(ddname)|NODDNAME
Specifies the ddname to associate with the data set and write the output. If the DD is not allocated, the Batch
Processor terminates with an error. The NODDNAME parameter cancels writing the audit trail to the ddname and the
file is closed. 
When you work with multiple files, use .LIST DDNAME to OPEN the file. Also, close the file with the .LIST
NODDNAME command before opening another file.
.LIST DDNAME(FILE1)

..

.LIST NODDNAME 

.LIST DDNAME(FILE2)

..

.LIST NODDNAME

 Example: Write the Audit Trail to a SYSOUT Class 

The following command writes the audit trail to SYSOUT class X:

.LIST SYSOUT(X)

 Example: Write the Audit Trail to a File and Terminal 

The following command writes the audit trail to a file and the terminal:

.LIST TERM FILE(PTIPH.AUDIT.TRAIL)

 Example: Write the Output to a Data Set 
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The following command writes the output to a user's data set:

.LIST DDNAME(MYDDNAME)

MSG Command—Write Messages
The .MSG command writes a message to the CA log, operator console, or TSO terminal. 

You can designate multiple parameters on the same .MSG command, which lets you send a message to the log and your
TSO session. The message can be a maximum of 60 characters.

This command has the following syntax:

.MSG [LOG] [OPER(descriptor,route)] [USER(userid)] 'message'

•  LOG
Writes the output to the BPLOG table (BPLOG_0203).

•  OPER(descriptor,route)
Writes a message to the operator console.

•  USER(userid)
Writes a message to a TSO terminal for a specific user.

•  'message'
Specifies the text of the message you want to write to the CA log, operator console, or TSO terminal.

 Example: Write a Message to the BPLOG Table and the TSO Session 

In this example, the following command writes a message to the BPLOG table and the TSO session for PTIPH:

.MSG LOG USER(PTIPH) 'Started execution of LOAD Utility'

OPTION Command—Define Batch Processor Processing Options
The .OPTION command defines the Batch Processor processing options.  

The .OPTION command can appear anywhere within the input stream and this command can also appear several times.

We recommend that you specify the .OPTION command before SELECT statements to control the amount of data
returned.

This command has the following syntax. If the parameters carry over to a second line, a continuation character is required.

OPTION [LOG|NOLOG] [AUDIT(LONG|SHORT)] [BINDERRORS|NOBINDERRORS]/

 [COPY|NOCOPY] [LOAD|NOLOAD] [RUNSTATS|NORUNSTATS]/

 [TERMUTIL|NOTERMUTIL] [UNLOAD|NOUNLOAD] [NOBPCL]/

 [DISCARDS|NODISCARDS] [ERRORS|NOERRORS] [MAXCHAR(value)] [RETRY(nn)]/

 [ROWLIMIT(value)] [SQL|NOSQL] [SQLERRORS|NOSQLERRORS]/

 [SQLSTATS|NOSQLSTATS] [VERIFY] [VIEWAUDIT|NOVIEWAUDIT] [WRAPLINE|NOWRAPLINE]

The COPY|NOCOPY, LOAD|NOLOAD, RUNSTATS|NORUNSTATS, TERMUTIL|NOTERMUTIL, and UNLOAD|
NOUNLOAD parameters are used to control the execution of utilities that can be present in the input data set. These
parameters let you set up the input data set with DB2 utility statements, but make the execution of the utilities conditional
on the value of the OPTION parameters. You can dynamically change the utility options because the .OPTION command
can be input from BPIOPT.

You can also specify the following parameters with the .OPTION command:

•  AUDIT(LONG|SHORT)
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Determines the format of the audit trail. If LONG is specified, all statements are written to the audit trail. This is the
default. If SHORT is specified, the commands between DATA and ENDDATA are not included as well as command that
are bypassed because of a RESTART. The audit trail output destination is controlled by the .LIST command.

•  BINDERRORS|NOBINDERRORS
Controls Batch Processor execution when there is a CALL to DSN, and the first (or only) DSN subcommand is a BIND.
BINDERRORS causes Batch Processor to continue processing regardless of the return code from a call to DSN in
this situation. NOBINDERRORS causes Batch Processor to stop when a BIND issues a non-zero return code in this
situation. This is the default.

•  DISCARDS|NODISCARDS
Controls Batch Processor execution when discard messages are received. DISCARDs indicates that you want to
continue the job if a discard message is received during the LOAD. Batch Processor continues processing and
bypasses the delete of the data sets needed by the LOAD, if no other LOAD errors have occurred.
NODISCARDS causes Batch Processor to stop or continue processing, depending on whether ERRORS or
NOERRORS is specified when a return code of 4 is received from a LOAD and data was discarded. NODISCARDS
is the default. If NOERRORS is specified, Batch Processor stops. If ERRORS is specified, Batch Processor continues
processing.

•  ERRORS|NOERRORS
Determines whether processing ends when errors are encountered. ERRORS at the start of an input data set, causes
Batch Processor to continue processing if a return code of 4 or less is encountered from a process that is not covered
by the DISCARDS|NODISCARDS or BINDERRORS|NOBINDERRORS parameters.
NOERRORS at the start of an input data set, causes Batch Processor to end whenever a non-zero return
code is encountered from a process that is not covered by the DISCARDS|NODISCARDS or BINDERRORS|
NOBINDERRORS parameters. NOERRORS is the default. These parameters have no control over the processing
from BIND return codes.

•   LOG|NOLOG
Determines whether DDL activity is logged to the CA log tables. LOG causes all Batch Processor DDL activity to be
logged to CA log tables. This is the default. NOLOG does not log DDL activity.
You can review messages written to the log table using the browse option of RC/Edit. You can also view the log tables
online using the CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS Log Display option. You can activate your own logging through the
DB2 TRACE command. The .TRACE command has no affect on the described CA logging.

•  MAXCHAR(value)
Determines the maximum length that is shown for character columns. Use this parameter to limit the amount of
memory required to show the results of an SQL statement. MAXCHAR and ROWLIMIT are used to control the output
of SELECT statements. These parameters are ignored for batch mode because SELECT statement output is not
shown (only the return code and message).
If you are using CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, these parameters are automatically set based on the values
specified on the RC/SQL Control panel. If you are using CA SQL-Ease, these parameters are automatically set based
on the values specified on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel. For more information about these product panels,
see the CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS documentation or the CA SQL-Ease for DB2 for z/OS
documentation.

•  RETRY(nn)
Specifies the number of times to retry processing when an SQL (non-SELECT) statement fails due to a -911
SQLCODE. Batch Processor detects the -911 and attempts to reprocess all Batch Processor input from the last
statement that issued a COMMIT. This can be the SQL COMMIT statement, a SYNC statement, an AUTH to a new
user ID, or a CONNECT to a new subsystem. Processing ends when the limit is exceeded.
DB2 will automatically rollback the current unit of work.

•  ROWLIMIT(value)
Limits the number of rows returned from a SELECT statement. Use this parameter to reduce the DB2 and memory
overhead for retrieving rows from a table. The default is no row limit (all rows retrieved).
ROWLIMIT and MAXCHAR are used to control the output of SELECT statements. These parameters are ignored for
batch mode because SELECT statement output is not shown (only the return code and message).
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If you are using CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, these parameters are automatically set based on the values
specified on the RC/SQL Control panel. If you are using CA SQL-Ease, these parameters are automatically set based
on the values specified on the Dynamic SQL Execution panel.

•  SQL|NOSQL
Determines whether to process SQL statements. The SQL setting processes all SQL statements. This is the default.
NOSQL will skip SQL statements.

•  SQLERRORS|NOSQLERRORS
Indicates what processing should occur when the Batch Processor encounters SQL errors. NOSQLERRORS (the
default) added to the start of an input data set, indicates that the Batch Processor should stop processing whenever
a negative SQL code is returned. SQLERRORS added to the start of an input data set, indicates that the Batch
Processor should continue the job is SQL errors are encountered.

•  SQLSTATS|NOSQLSTATS
Determines whether to show statistics for each execution of an SQL statement. For example, the following appears if
you specify SQLSTATS:
--------------------------   SQL STATISTICS   --------------------------

 CPU TIME:                  0.04     ELAPSED TIME:                 0.38 

 TIMERONS:          +0.9008 E+03     CPU SERVICE UNITS:              38 

 ROWS SELECTED:                3     ROWS MODIFIED:                   0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Statistics are provided for CPU time, elapsed time, timerons, CPU service units, and rows selected and modified. The
default is NOSQLSTATS, which does not provide statistics for executed SQL statements.

•  TERMUTIL|NOTERMUTIL
Determines if the -TERM UTILITY command is issued. You can specify the .OPTION command before the execution
of the first DB2 utility to include TERMUTIL or NOTERMUTIL. If the Batch Processor determines that a previous run of
this BPID failed during a DB2 utility, a -TERM UTILITY(utility-id) command is issued. The utility-id is retrieved from the
corresponding row in the BPLOG_# table whose BPID matches the restarted job's BPID.
When a utility job step is terminated with the -TERM UTILITY command, the Batch Processor displays a message and
information about the termination on the AUDIT Message File screen. This information includes the following:
– Subsystem ID where the utility has been terminated
– Utility identifier (UTILID)
– Terminated utility
– Status of the released resources
– Success of the command

•  NOBPCL 
Processes 1 MB file at a time when the input file size is greater than 1 MB.  When processing an input file with greater
than 1 MB size using Batch Processor JCL, add NOBPCL to the .OPTION parameter. The file is processed 1 MB at a
time until the end of the file is reached. 
.OPTION NOBPCL

To use this command, the input file cannot contain any BPCL ( Batch Processor Command Language).  This BPCL
includes .IF and .ENDIF logic from the Stored Procedures.

•  VERIFY
Determines whether the audit messages created by the .LIST command should be sent to a file or to the message
log. If you specify VERIFY, the audit messages are written to the message log. If you do not use VERIFY, the audit
messages are written to the file name specified in the FILE parameter in the .LIST command.

•  VIEWAUDIT|NOVIEWAUDIT
Indicates whether to include the audit file after the SQL when you are using the RC/SQL (ISQL) component of CA RC/
Update™ for DB2 for z/OS. VIEWAUDIT includes the audit file after the SQL and NOVIEWAUDIT includes the audit file
only if errors occur. The default is VIEWAUDIT.

•  WRAPLINE|NOWRAPLINE
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Indicates whether you want to truncate or wrap the result if it is longer than the LRECL of the PTISELDD data set.
NOWRAPLINE is the default.

 Example: Log All DDL to the CA Log Table 

The following .OPTION command causes all DDL to be logged to the CA log table, continue if errors < 8 are returned, and
display a maximum of 500 rows from a SELECT statement, as well as limit character columns to 80 characters.

.OPTION LOG ERRORS ROWLIMIT(500) MAXCHAR(80)

QUERY Command—Determine the Existence of a DB2 Object
The .QUERY command determines the existence of a DB2 procedure and returns a truth value (based on whether the
object exists). For existing DB2 procedures, issuing the command also provides attribute information that help you make
decisions about what DDL to execute. For example, you can detect that a stored procedure exists and whether a version
is active.

This command has the following format:

.QUERY (PR object_identifier correlation_name) comment

•  PR
Initiates a query for a procedure.

•   object_identifier 
Names the object to be queried. Specify the fully qualified object name
as owner.object_name or schema.object_name.

•   correlation_name 
Specifies a character string to associate with the object. The correlation value can reference values associated with
that specific object (to avoid ambiguity).

•   comment 
Specifies any text (for example, personal notes). The .QUERY command ignores comments.

 Example: Determine the Existence of a DB2 Procedure 

This example shows .QUERY syntax that initiates a query for the existence of a procedure:

.QUERY (PR OWNER.PROCEDURE_NAME) QUERY Existence of procedure

RESTART Command—Restart Execution
The .RESTART command lets you begin the execution of a Batch Processor data set at a specific system point as defined
by the Batch Processor SYSTEM command or after the last valid sync point. You can also use this command for an
abended utility. For example, if the Batch Processor is executing IBM's LOAD utility and it abends, you can restart the
LOAD utility.

NOTE
 You must specify the .RESTART command before the first .CONNECT command but after the .OPTIONS
and .LIST commands.

This command has the following syntax:

.RESTART {OVERRIDE [DELETE]|[SYNC[ number] [DELETE]|[SYSTEM(name,name,name,...)]}

•  OVERRIDE
Begins processing at the beginning of the data set. RESTART OVERRIDE is ignored if the input data set cannot
be restarted or a valid BPID or LOGID is not found on the .CONTROL command. The DELETE parameter is also
accepted.

•  DELETE
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Deletes the data set using IDCAMS and attempts to allocate it as NEW when a data set with a disposition of NEW is
found in the Batch Processor job stream.
This parameter is valid only after the OVERRIDE parameter, the SYNC parameter, or a number as follows:
.RESTART OVERRIDE DELETE

.RESTART SYNC DELETE

.RESTART SYNC 5 DELETE

•  SYNC[ number]
Restarts processing after the last successful sync point. When RESTART SYNC number is used, the Batch Processor
restarts processing at the SYNC number you specify and continues processing until the end is reached. A message
appears if the sync point is not found. The DELETE parameter is also accepted.

•  SYSTEM(name,name,name...)
Controls what sections of the job you want the Batch Processor to process.
–   name 

Refers to the name of the system you want to restart. You cannot use this parameter with other parameters on
the .RESTART command. You must specify the SYSTEM parameter by itself (or omit it, if you are using other
parameters).

If you use the .RESTART command with the SYSTEM parameter, the Batch Processor starts processing at the
beginning of the job to ensure that all initial job processing is performed. Processing continues until a SYSTEM
statement is found.
If you specify multiple systems, and a failure occurs in a system area during processing, you can specify a
second .RESTART command (to more accurately control sync point processing of the area where failure occurred).
The second command must include the SYNC parameter. The SYSTEM parameter does not work on an incomplete
Batch Processor job stream.
When a SYSTEM statement is found, one of the following choices is made:
– If the name associated with the SYSTEM statement is also specified in the RESTART SYSTEM(name) command,

that section of the job is processed.
– If the name associated with the SYSTEM statement is not specified in the RESTART SYSTEM(name) command,

that section of the job is bypassed. The Batch Processor searches for the next SYSTEM statement in the job. Only
systems listed in RESTART SYSTEM(name) are processed.

 Example: Restart Processing at the Last Successful Sync Point 

The following command restarts processing at the last successful sync point:

.RESTART SYNC

When the .RESTART SYNC command is issued, a sync point diagnostics message appears.

Commands that precede the sync point specified in the .RESTART command are bypassed. The following is an example
of a sync point diagnostics message and bypassed commands.

.RESTART SYNC

SYNCPOINT DIAGNOSTICS:

     AUTHORIZATION ID: PTIPROD

        CONNECTION ID: PTI2

         SYNCPOINT ID:      70

===>   ALL INPUT FOLLOWING THIS COMMAND WILL BE BYPASSED

===>   UNTIL SYNCPOINT

<= BYPASSED  =>.CONNECT PTI2

<= BYPASSED  =>

<= BYPASSED  =>.SYSTEM UNLOADS

<= BYPASSED  =>.CONNECT PTI2

<= BYPASSED  =>

<= BYPASSED  =>.AUTH PTIPROD
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<= BYPASSED  =>

<= BYPASSED  =>.CALL UNLOAD

<= BYPASSED  =>.DATA

<= BYPASSED  =>  DSN(PTIPH1.TDPTXT.UNLOAD.DATA)

<= BYPASSED  =>  UNIT(SYSDA)

<= BYPASSED  =>  VOLSER(PTIPK1,PTIPK2,PTIPK3)

<= BYPASSED  =>  SELECT DSPINDEX, DSPLINE, LINENO

<= BYPASSED  =>  FROM DSN8210.TDSPTXT

<= BYPASSED  =>  ;

<= BYPASSED  =>  LIMIT ALL

<= BYPASSED  =>.ENDDATA

<= BYPASSED  =>

SYNC 70

 Example: Restart Processing at the Beginning of the Data Set 

If a data set abnormally ended and you want to restart execution at the beginning of the data set, use the OVERRIDE
parameter with the RESTART command as follows:

.RESTART OVERRIDE

 Example: Restart the Payroll System 

The following command restarts the payroll system:

.RESTART SYSTEM(PAYROLL)

 Example: Enter Multiple System Names 

You can enter as many system names as you want by separating them with a comma (,). For example, to restart the
PAYROLL, FEDTAX, and STATETAX sections (which are marked in the job by a SYSTEM statement), enter the following:

.RESTART SYSTEM(PAYROLL,FEDTAX,STATETAX)

SYNC Command—Create a Sync Point
The .SYNC command causes a sync point to be written to the BPLOG table (BPLOG_0203).

This command has the following syntax:

.SYNC value 'description'

•  value
Is 0 < value <= 1,000,000,000.

The following rules apply to use of the .SYNC command:

• You must specify a valid .CONTROL command as the first statement in the data set. The .CONTROL command must
contain valid BPID and LOGID parameters.

• The sync point ID must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 1000000000 ( 0 < value <= 1,000,000,000).
• If you specify a non-numeric sync ID, the sync ID is converted to decimal.
• The sync IDs do not have to be consecutive.
• The description is optional. If a description is included, it must be a maximum of 60 characters in length, and enclosed

in single quotation marks. If included, the description is written to the BPLOG table. If the quotes are omitted, the
description is considered a comment.

When the sync point command is executed, an implicit commit is made. If the commit is unsuccessful, the previous sync
point is the last successful sync point.
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The following logic is used to determine the appropriate sync point when performing sync point processing:

1. COMMIT SYNC. If successful, then ...
2. COMMIT WORK. If successful, continue. If unsuccessful, then ...
3. Update sync point to previous value. Or, if this is unsuccessful, ...
4. Write a diagnostic message that instructs you to use the previous sync point. If SYNC processing fails in step 1 or 2, a

rollback is issued.

 Example: Update the Sync Log Record With Sync Reference Number 5 

The following command updates the sync log record with sync reference number 5, and the description INSERT NEW
EMPLOYEE RECORDS. The sync log record is identified by the BPID:

.SYNC 5 'INSERT NEW EMPLOYEE RECORDS'

SYSTEM Command—Define a Logical Grouping of Statements
The .SYSTEM command defines a logical grouping of statements within the data set. 

You can use the .RESTART command with the .SYSTEM command to execute a specific system within the data set. For
example, CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the .SYSTEM command to separate the LOAD and UNLOAD sections
of a migration strategy data set.

NOTE
To restart the job at a failure point within a system area, you must include one or more .SYNC commands in
each system definition (to determine the system's restart sync point).

This command has the following syntax:

.SYSTEM name

•   name  
Specifies a name for the logical grouping of statements within the data set and must be less than or equal to eight
characters.

The following rules apply to use of the .SYSTEM command:

• All statements between the .SYSTEM command and the next .SYSTEM command or the end of the data set are
considered to be part of the defined system.

• You must specify a name as part of the .SYSTEM command; otherwise, you receive a syntax error.

 Example: Define Four Subsections 

The following four .SYSTEM commands define four subsections of the input data set that can be executed as separate
entities with the RESTART SYSTEM(name) command:

.SYSTEM UNLOAD

-- Commands --

.SYSTEM LOAD

-- Commands --

.SYSTEM FINAL

-- Commands --

.SYSTEM SQLDDL

-- Commands --

 Example: Define Subsections with Sync Points (for Restarting a Job within a Failed Area) 
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This example shows .SYSTEM commands that define subsections with defined sync points. The subsections can be
executed as separate entities with the .RESTART SYSTEM(name) command. The sync points provide specific restart
points to let you restart the job within a failed system area.

.SYSTEM UNLOAD

.SYNC 5 'INSERT OLD EMPLOYEE RECORDS'

.SYSTEM LOAD

.SYNC 6 'INSERT NEW EMPLOYEE RECORDS'

Use Model JCL
The Batch Processor enables you to use model JCL in batch mode.

The default model JCL members are unloaded into a product library at installation time. You can copy these
members to your own PDS or reference the install product library (high-level.CDBAMDL) and then customize them
as needed. Member MJBPMDL contains automatic symbolic variables. Specify PTLDRIVM on PGM= of the EXEC
statement.

 

Model JCL Substitution
The Model JCL Substitution panel lets you replace symbolic variables with the actual values that are used in the JCL. This
panel appears when there are user-defined symbolics in the model JCL or when you enter Y in the Update Values field on
the Batch JCL Specification panel.

 PTMOD       --------- CA/DB2 Model JCL Substitution --------- 

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 PT242I: Enter Values for Model JCL symbolics. "H" command turns header on/off.

 MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:

   MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'B0625TO.DOC.TST'

   MODEL MEMBER   ===> MODEL    ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )

   VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )

   EDIT DATASET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )

 -----------------------   -------------------------------------------- B0625TO

 

 CMD VARIABLE AUTO-REPL REPLACEMENT VALUE

 _   EPLIB1   Y         PTI.DB2AUTH2.CDBALOAD      

 _   EPLIB2   Y         PTI.DB2V23.DSNLOAD       

 _ D EPLIB3             ________________________________________________________

 _   OUT                *_______________________________________________________

 _   GENUNIT  Y         SYSDA

                              

................................................

                               EXISTING MODEL JCL

//         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB3                                    00040000

//PTILIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB1                                    00050000

//         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB2                                    00060000

 

 PF7/8: Scroll Parms Up/Down      PF10/11: Scroll JCL Up/Down        PF3/15: End

You can use the HEADER command to remove the Model JCL Specifications portion of the panel from what appears. This
leaves more room to see the Symbolic Variable Replacement Information and the Existing Model JCL.
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The following describes the fields on the Model JCL Substitution panel. You can change the information to change the
model JCL member used for the current job.

• MODEL LIBRARY
Specifies the name of the library that contains the model JCL. By default, the member resides in the products model
library,high-level.CDBAMDL. This information is saved until you change it. This must be a partitioned data set (PDS).

• MODEL MEMBER
Specifies the name of the model JCL member. You can also enter selection criteria to display a Member Selection list.

• VOLUME SERIAL
Specifies the volume serial number if the data set is not cataloged.

• EDIT DATASET
Specify Y to edit the model JCL data set. The default is N (do not edit the data set).

This section of the Model JCL Substitution panel contains the symbolic variables and the values that replace them. Use
the F7 and F8 (up and down) scroll keys to view this information.

• CMD
Specify D to delete all lines containing this variable from the Batch Processor job. Deleting the variable from this
screen deletes all lines that contain the variable from the Batch Processor job. This does not change the model JCL
member. For example, if you specify D next to EPLIB3, any line containing EPLIB3 is deleted from the generated JCL.

• VARIABLE
Identifies the variable name. This value cannot be changed.

• AUTO-REPL
Indicates whether the variable is automatically replaced by the Batch Processor or whether the symbolics are user-
defined. If the variable is automatically replaced, this will be Y. This field is blank if the symbolics are user-defined.

• REPLACEMENT VALUE
Displays the value that replaces the variable in the Batch Processor job. You can change the value by changing the
replacement value. If you leave the replacement value blank, an error message is received. This occurs because the
value is left blank in the job, which might cause an error at execution time.
In this example (see Model JCL Substitution), EPLIB1 is replaced with PTI.DB2AUTH2.CDBALOAD.

• EXISTING MODEL JCL
The model JCL used to create the Batch Processor job is displayed at the bottom of the screen. This section helps to
show how the symbolic variables are used, which can be useful when specifying replacement values. Use the PF10
and PF11 (up and down) keys to scroll this section.

JCL Requirements
The following sample JCL stream is provided for executing the Batch Processor:

//STEP1    EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,REGION=4M,PARM='EP=BPLBCTL'

//STEPLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD  

//           DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.DSNLOAD 

//PTILIB     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD  

//           DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.DSNLOAD

//PTIPARM    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM  

//USERLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.USERLOAD     

//SYSOUT     DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT    DD  SYSOUT=*  

//SYSUT1     DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSREC     DD  UNTI=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))    

//BPIIPT     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPH.STRATGY1.SQL  

//BPIOPT     DD  *      

.OPTION AUDIT(LONG)
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A description of the JCL and information about dynamically allocated DD statements follows:

• STEP1
Specifies the batch program name as PTLDRIVM (CA driver) and the parameter is BPLBCTL (the entry point for the
Batch Processor):
– PTLDRIVM requires all invoked programs to be from an APF-authorized library; otherwise, an abend occurs.
– There are two optional parameters (HOST and HGHLVL) that can be passed to BPLBCTL as follows:

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,REGION=4M,

                PARM='EP=BPLBCTL/HOST=xxxxxxxx,HGHLVL=yyyyyyyy'

These parameters provide the values for the %HOST and %HGHLVL variables used in the DATASET parameter
of the .ALLOC command. These variables each have a maximum length of eight (8) characters. Additionally, if
HGHLVL is specified on the EXEC statement, any .CALL UTIL that enables dynamic allocation of the OUTDDN has
a permanent data set allocated for SYSPRINT, with a data set name as follows:
'%hghlvl..D%date..T%time..SYSPRINT'

• STEPLIB and PTILIB
Provides information from the profile option of your product. If your job is running DB2 utilities, you must also specify
the DB2 load library for the utilities in the STEPLIB DD statement. In the example JCL stream, the DB2 load library is
hlq.DSNLOAD.

• PTIPARM
Lists the parameter library that contains the default settings used by our products. The defaults were specified during
installation.

• USERLIB
Contains the load library for calling user application programs. Whenever an application program is called, the
USERLIB DD statement is searched for the program. All necessary application load libraries should be allocated to this
DD statement.

• UTPRINT
Provides SYSOUT class information from the profile of your CA product. The UTPRINT DD statement is used by some
DB2 utilities for SORT messages.

• SYSREC
Allocates space for some DB2 utilities, such as REORG. If the utility you are calling requires a SYSREC DD statement,
allocate the data set with the ALLOC command before calling the utility.
Because you allocate the SYSREC data set, different SYSREC data sets can be allocated during one Batch Processor
execution based on the needs of the utility being executed.

• BPIIPT
Defines the input data set for the Batch Processor. The BPIIPT DD statement is read and executed after  the BPIOPT
DD statement.

• BPIOPT
Permits the Batch Processor control statements to be dynamically appended to the front of the input data set specified
on the BPIIPT DD statement. The BPIOPT DD statement is where you place any commands, such as CONTROL or
OPTION, to specify how the Batch Processor is executed. When the JCL is processed, the BPIOPT DD statement is
read and executed first, then the BPIIPT DD statement.
You only need a SYSUDUMP DD statement to indicate you want a dump if the execution abnormally terminates. The
SYSOUT class is obtained from the profile option in your product.

The JCL does not require the SYSIN and SYSPRINT DD statements necessary to execute DB2 utilities or the SYSTSIN
and SYSTSPRT DD statements to execute DSN commands.

If your JCL already contains any of these DD statements, an allocation error occurs when the Batch Processor attempts to
allocate them. Be sure these DD statements are not in your JCL when you submit the job to the Batch Processor, so the
Batch Processor can allocate them automatically.

The following describes how the Batch Processor handles these DD statements:

• SYSIN
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The SYSIN DD statement is dynamically allocated by the Batch Processor and is used to pass the input statements
between the DATA and ENDDATA commands to the called DB2 utility.

• SYSPRINT
The SYSPRINT DD statement is dynamically allocated by the Batch Processor and is used to capture the output from
the DB2 utilities. The messages sent to SYSPRINT are re-routed to the audit trail. If the messages are greater than 80
characters, they are wrapped.

• SYSTSIN
The SYSTSIN DD statement is dynamically allocated by the Batch Processor and is used to pass the input statements
between the DATA and ENDDATA commands to the DSN Command Processor.

• SYSTSPRT
The SYSTSPRT DD statement is dynamically allocated by the Batch Processor and is used to capture the output from
the DSN Command Processor. The messages sent to SYSTSPRT are re-routed to the audit trail. If the messages are
greater than 80 characters, they are wrapped.

UNLOAD Using the UNLOAD Program
When you request migration or alteration that requires data to be unloaded and loaded, a data set is created with the
instructions necessary to drop and recreate any affected objects. This data set also includes the calls to the UNLOAD
program and to the IBM LOAD utility.

The UNLOAD program unloads data from the old table and prepares it for loading into the new table. This process
includes, if necessary, converting the data to an intermediate data type. This intermediate data type is the type that DB2
needs for the LOAD process in order for DB2 to convert the data to the new type you have requested through the table
alter.

The UNLOAD provides many data conversion features such as the following:

• Two digit to four digit conversion years using CUTOFF year and CENTURY-OVERRIDE parameter formats.
• Phased LOADs to load data (using the DB2 LOAD program), so that if there are errors, you can restart at the last

successful phase.
• Writes data to a standard sequential file. You can then access this file for any purpose.
• Entering default values into not null fields so the load is successful.
• For character data, truncation or discarding is performed depending on the parameter specified. Trailing blanks are not

stripped unless specified by parameter.
• Multiple DASD volumes are supported for unloading large tables.
• Converts many more data types than allowed by the DB2 LOAD program.
• Data sets can be stacked on tapes using the new VOLREF and RETAIN parameters of the .ALLOC command.
• Unload a table one row per record using the ROWLEN ([F,V]) parameter.
• Preallocates or dynamically allocates data sets to call the UNLOAD program.
• Supports the DEGREE parameter. This parameter provides flexibility in using various CURRENT DEGREE settings for

unload selects.

UNLOAD Processing Considerations
The following UNLOAD processing occurs:

1. The .CALL statement sends information about the dynamically allocated or pre-allocated data set to the UNLOAD
program.

2. The UNLOAD program converts the data if necessary to an intermediate data type.
3. The intermediate data type is used by the DB2 LOAD process (.CALL UTIL LOAD).
4. The new objects and dependents are created.
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The following data conversion process occurs when the old data type is received:

1. The old data type is converted by the UNLOAD program.
2. The UNLOAD program creates an intermediate data type supported by DB2 for conversion to the requested new type.
3. The intermediate data type is converted by the DB2 LOAD program.
4. The DB2 LOAD program creates the requested new data type.

Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

For dynamic allocation, the UNLOAD program determines at execution time the amount of space required to hold the
unloaded data. A SELECT COUNT is performed to return the number of rows. The total number of rows is multiplied by
the table's row size.

Example: Call the UNLOAD program Using a Dynamically Allocated Data Set

The following example calls the UNLOAD program using a dynamically allocated data set:

.CALL UNLOAD

.DATA

      DSN(PDUSER.PDUSER.SYSTABLE.DATA)

      UNIT(SYSDA)

      BLKSIZE(6336)

      ALLOCATE(100,60)

      SELECT *

      FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES

      FOR FETCH ONLY

      ;

      LIMIT(ALL)

.ENDDATA

Preallocated Data Sets

You can also choose to allocate the data set before you call the UNLOAD program.  You are not limited to the parameters
used in this example. The following example calls the UNLOAD program using a preallocated data set:

.ALLOC FI(PTIUNLD) DA('PDUSER.PDUSER.TBL$ISSU.E.DATA')

      BLKSIZE(6336) LRECL(72)

      SPACE(1,1)

      TRACKS NEW CATALOG

      UNIT(SYSDA)

.CALL UNLOAD

.DATA

      FILE(PTIUNLD)

      SELECT ISS_NUMBER, ISS_VOLUME, ISS_MONTH

      FROM TSDOD.TBL_ISSUE

      FOR FETCH ONLY

      ;

      LIMIT(ALL)

.ENDDATA

.FREE FI(PTIUNLD)
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CALL Statement Parameters
The Batch Processor uses a .CALL statement to call the UNLOAD program using a dynamically allocated or preallocated
data set. The following parameters can be specified as input to the UNLOAD program:

• ALLOCATE(pripct,secpct)
Specifies how the unload data set space should be allocated.
– pripct

Specifies the percentage of the total space that is allocated as a primary quantity.
– secpct

Specifies the percentage of the total space that is allocated as a secondary quantity.
For CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, the default is (10,10). If FILE(ddname)
is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• BLKSIZE(n)
Specifies the block size as a number that is a multiple of 72. For CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/
Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, the default is 6336. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• CATALOG
Uses the value of CARD from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES (set by RUNSTATS) instead of a SELECT COUNT(*) to set the
size of the data set. You must also specify the DSN and ALLOCATE parameters with this parameter.

• COLUMNS( )
Defines column information to the unload program. Specify PAGESIZE when COLUMNS is specified.

• DATACLAS(data-class)
Defines the data attributes, such as DCB information. Use one of the valid SMS data classes at your site for this one-
to eight-character keyword. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• DEFVALS(newcol (value), newcol2 (value2), ...)
Defines initial default values for any new columns you are inserting into the table.
– newcol

Specifies the name of a new column in the COLUMNS parameter.
– value

Specifies the value of the column being inserted. All characters enclosed in parentheses and between columns 1
and 71 are used.

The first parameter, newcol, is a new column name as defined in a COLUMNS parameter. The second parameter,
value, is the value of the column being inserted. All characters enclosed in parentheses and between columns 1
and 71 are used. You can define values for more than one column by including information for the second column
immediately after the first.
For example, you have the following new columns defined as:
COLUMNS(,COL1,CHAR(100),N,,,

       ,COL2,CHAR(10),N,,,      

To specify a default value for the new columns, you would enter:
DEFVALS(COL1(This is the default value parm.  It will be

   inserted as COL1 of table TSUSER.SNPATBA1.),

        COL2 (def value)       )

• DEGREE(ONE|ANY)
Changes the current degree setting for unload's dynamic select statement. This lets the UNLOAD program take
advantage of DB2 query I/O parallelism, or turn it off as desired. “SET CURRENT DEGREE X”, where X is the
value specified on the DEGREE parameter, is issued only if the requested DEGREE is different from the current
DEGREE. An unload message is issued to reflect “SET CURRENT DEGREE X” is active. At the end of the unload, the
CURRENT DEGREE register is automatically restored to its previous setting prior to the DEGREE parameter.

• DSN(dsn)
Names the data set that will hold the unloaded data. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• FILE(ddname)
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Specifies a ddname. If specified, the .ALLOC command allocates the data set instead of the UNLOAD program.
This keyword cannot be specified with the DSN keyword. If FILE(ddname) is specified, the DSN, VOLSER,
STORCLAS, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, UNIT, LABEL, VOLLIMIT, ALLOCATE, and BLKSIZE parameters are ignored.

• FORMAT(I|E)
Specifies the format for unloading the table. Valid values are:
– I-Internal. The table is unloaded in normal manner. This is the default.
– E-External. INT and SMALLINT are unloaded in an external format, right-justified. Varchar columns are padded with

blanks.
• JUSTIFY(L|R)

Specifies the justification of integer and small integer columns. Valid values are:
– L-Left-justify the number in the column.
– R-Right-justify the number in the column. This is the default.

• LABEL(pos,type,RETPD|EXPDT)
Specifies a label to use. If the value of UNIT is TAPE, LABEL is not required. The z/OS allocation default of (1,SL) is
used.
If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.
You must specify this parameter if you want to:
– Write to a non-labeled tape.
– Use BLP.
– Specify a retention period or expiration date for tape or DASD.
The pos and type values are only used if UNIT(TAPE) is specified. For example, enter the following to specify a
retention period for DASD:
LABEL(,,RETPD=30)

The RETPD value specifies the number of days (0 to 999) that the data set should be retained. For example,
RETPD=30 retains the data set for 30 days, starting with today's date.
The EXPDT value specifies the exact date that the data set will expire. Note the following:
– For all environments, use the format EXPDT=yyddd, where yy is the last two digits of the year and ddd is the Julian

date. For example, specify EXPDT=99091 to set an expiration date of April 1, 1999 (the year is 99, and the Julian
date for April 1 is 091).

– For ESA users, the date can also be specified in the format EXPDT=yyyy/dd, where ddd is the Julian date. For
example, specify EXPDT=1999/091 to set an expiration date of April 1, 1999.

• LIKE('model-dsname')
Specifies that the data set being allocated should be formatted the same as the data set named in the LIKE parameter.
The data set name must be enclosed in quotes and can be any model data set control block (DCB). When using this
parameter to specify a generation data group (GDG) data set, you must include a GDG level number, such as GDG(0)
or GDG(+1). You cannot specify the GDG base, because this base is a catalog entry (not a physical data set).

• LIMIT(n)
Specifies a limit for the number of rows to be unloaded.

• MGMTCLAS(management-class)
Defines how the data will be managed at your SMS site. Specify one of the valid SMS management classes at your
site for this one- to eight-character keyword. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• PAGESIZE(n)
Specifies the size of the page for the new table where n is the page size in 1K bytes. 4 or 32 are valid values. The
default is 4. This keyword is used to calculate and verify the row size of the new table. PAGESIZE should be specified
whenever the COLUMNS parameter is specified because space re-calculation is performed. The new row size must be
re-calculated to determine the size of any LONG VARCHAR or LONG VARGRAPHIC columns.

• ROWLEN(F|V)
Directs the UNLOAD program to unload the table one row per record. Valid values are:
– F-Fixed blocked records.
– V-Variable blocked records.
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The LRECL and BLKSIZE are determined for you. The LRECL is equal to the maximum length of the row.
An example of the ROWLEN keyword follows.
.CALL UNLOAD

.DATA

      DSN(TSUSER.TSUSER.SYSTABLE.DATA)

      UNIT(SYSDA)

      ALLOCATE(100,60)

      ROWLEN(F)

      SELECT *

      FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES

      FOR FETCH ONLY

      ;

      LIMIT(ALL)

.ENDDATA

• SELECT
Determines what data is unloaded. Standard SQL rules apply, with the following exceptions:
– The statement cannot reference more than one table.
– The statement cannot use SQL (column, scalar, or user-defined) functions, such as SUBSTRING.
– The inclusion of a parenthesis in the SELECT column list is not supported.
– The statement lists columns as they exist in the old table.

• SHRLEVEL
Controls the lock mode used to access the table being unloaded. Valid values are:
– REFERENCE-Obtain a lock on the table during unload.
– CHANGE-Do not obtain a lock on the table. Pages can be updated during unload. This is the default.
– NONE-Obtain a lock on the table in exclusive mode during unload.
If a lock is not obtained when REFERENCE and NONE are specified, the Batch Processor generates an error
message and the job fails. The error message is placed in the audit trail.

• STORCLAS(storage-class)
Specifies the SMS storage class that the data will receive. Specify one- to eight-characters for the storage class. If
FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• UCOUNT(nn)
Specifies the maximum number of devices to be allocated when allocating data sets that will span multiple devices.
Valid values for nn are 1 through 59. This parameter corresponds to the UCOUNT field on the UNIT operand in JCL.

• UNIT(unit)
Specifies the unit for the unload data set. Only one unit can be specified. The default is SYSDA. If FILE(ddname) is
specified, this parameter is ignored.

• VOLLIMIT(n)
Specifies the number (1 to 255) of volumes a data set can request. The value at most sites is usually 6. If you unload a
large table to tape, you will exceed this amount. If FILE(ddname) is specified, this parameter is ignored.

• VOLSER(volser,volser,...)
Specifies the volumes for the data set. Up to nine volumes can be specified. f FILE(ddname) is specified, this
parameter is ignored.

COLUMNS Parameter Options and Rules

The COLUMNS parameter has the following options for each column:

oldname

newname

newtype
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newnull

format

strip (S)

discard (D)

You can give information for more than one column by including information for the second column immediately after the
first. In this example, information for the column oldname2 is included immediately after the first column's information.

COLUMNS

    {{oldname, newname, newtype, newnull, format, S/D,

       oldname2,

     etc.}}

 

The following rules apply when specifying COLUMNS parameters:

• A comma must separate each of the parameters, even if a parameter is not specified. To skip a field, include only the
extra comma before specifying the next parameter.

• A maximum of 750 columns can be specified in the COLUMNS parameter. This is the current DB2 limit.
• The parameter must appear when one or more of the columns are changing type.
• All columns that will appear in the new table must be present in the list.
• The order of the columns is unimportant.
• To include parameters for multiple columns, include a comma after the STRIP|DISCARD value, and enter the oldname

for the second column immediately after the comma. Continue as for the first.
• When the table is unloaded, any new columns are added at the end of the data.

COLUMNS Parameter Detail

The following parameters can be specified with the COLUMNS keyword:

• DISCARD
See STRIP parameter.

• FORMAT
Specifies the format to use when converting character or numeric data to date, time, and timestamp data types. These
formats correspond to the edit masks entered through RC/Object, and describe the format of the converted character
or numeric data.
You can use any of the following formats.
– Date Formats

Specifies the date format. The following values are valid: 

(cc)yyddmm[@|$] (cc)yy.mm.dd[@|$]

mmdd(cc)yy[@|$] mm.dd.(cc)yy[@|$]

(cc)yyddd[@|$] (cc)yy.ddd[@|$]

(cc)yywwd[@|$] (cc)yy.ww.d[@|$]

ddmm(cc)yy[@|$] dd.mm.(cc)yy[@|$]

– Time Formats
Specifies the time format. The following values are valid: 

hhmmssx hh.mm.ss

hhmm hh.mm

hhmmam hh.mmam

– Timestamp Formats
Specifies the timestamp format. The following values are valid: 
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(cc)yymmddhhmmss[@|$] (cc).yy.mm.dd.hh.mm.ss[@|$]

(cc)yymmddhhmmssnnnnnn[@|$] (cc).yy.mm.dd.hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn[@|$]

The only valid delimiter is period (.).
The @ symbol represents a CENTURY-OVERRIDE for the column.
The $ symbol represents a CUTOFF year for the column.

• NEWNAME
Specifies the name of the column in the new definition of the table. This field must be specified if the column name is
changing. Maximum length is 18 characters.

• NEWNULL
Specifies the new null attribute for the column. One of the following values must be specified:
– Y (Yes). The new column definition permits null values.
– N (No). The new column definition does not allow null values.
– D (Default). The new column definition does not allow null values. The column type default is used.
– U (Not Null Unique). U is treated as D and a warning message indicates that the Batch Processor unload does not

verify that this column has a unique value.
• NEWTYPE

Specifies the type of the column in the new definition of the table. Maximum length is 20 characters.
The following data types are allowed. Data type name abbreviations are shown in brackets. Values shown in
parentheses have default values and are optional. Values shown in braces ({}) are required.
– [I]nteger -- Integer number from -2147483648 to 214783647.
– [S]mallint -- Small integer number from -32,768 to 32,767.
– [DE]cimal(n,s) -- Decimal number, where n specifies the number of digits (from 1 through 15), and s is the number

of digits to the right of the decimal. The default value of n is 1. The default value for s is 0.
– [F]loat(n) -- Float number, where n is from 1 through 21 inclusive for single precision, or from 22 through 53

inclusive for double precision.
– [R]eal -- (Single Precision.) Equivalent to specifying Float(n), where n is from 1 through 21 inclusive.
– [DO]ubleprecision -- This is equivalent to specifying Float(n), where n is between 22 and 53 inclusive.
– [C]har(n) -- Character type, where n is the length of the field and is between 1 and 254 inclusive. The default value

of n is 1.
– [VARC]har{n} -- Variable length character, where n is the maximum field length and is between 1 and the maximum

field length (minus necessary control bytes). A value for n must be specified.
– [LONGVAR] -- The length of the column is calculated by subtracting all the columns that are not LONGVAR or

LONGVARG from the maximum record length and dividing the amount left by the number of LONGVAR and
LONGVARG columns.

– [G]raphitic(n) -- Graphic type, where n is the length of the field and is between 1 and 127 inclusive. The default
value of n is 1.

– [VARG]{n} -- Variable length graphic, where n is the length of the field and is between 1 and the maximum field
length (minus necessary control bytes). A value for n must be specified.

– [DA]te -- Date type.
– [T]ime -- Time type.
– [TIMES]tamp -- Timestamp type.

• OLDNAME
Specifies the name of an old column in the table being unloaded. If the columns are new ones being added to the
table, this field is blank. Maximum length is 18 characters.

• STRIP
Specifies how to treat trailing blanks or data that is too long for the new column for any character data type to any
character data type and for any graphic data type to any graphic data type. You can specify one or both of the
following:
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– S -- Strip trailing blanks. The default is not to strip trailing blanks.
– D -- Discard data instead of truncating it. The default is to truncate. If you choose not to truncate data, the DB2

LOAD program writes data larger than the column to a discard data set allocated as part of the LOAD process.

Year and Century Conversion Rules

Batch Processor supports the conversion of columns that represent dates or timestamps with a two digit year, to a four
digit year, date, or timestamp using the CUTOFF YEAR and CENTURY-OVERRIDE parameters on a format mask.

The following rules apply when specifying these parameters:

• Both parameters can be specified on a per column basis, one per column.
• Both parameters can only be specified on character or numeric fields that support conversion to DATE or TIMESTAMP

fields.
• The mask used to convert the field to a DATE or TIMESTAMP field must not include the (CC) mask characters. If the

(CC)mask characters are present, the CUTOFF and CENTURY-OVERRIDE parameters are ignored, and the default
century is used.

• Both parameters only work on existing column fields, namely, the conversions do not work for new fields being added
to a table. This implies that the COLUMNS parameter must specify an oldname for the column being converted.

• Both parameters have a valid range of numbers of 0 to 99.
• Specifying a CUTOFF YEAR or CENTURY-OVERRIDE without a number after the symbol assumes default century is

used for all conversions.
• For CUTOFF YEAR, the conversion is 19 for twentieth century dates or 20 for twenty-first century dates.

NOTE
If a two digit year date or timestamp is encountered by UNLOAD, and it does not have a CUTOFF YEAR or
CENTURY-OVERRIDE provided, the default century is used to make the conversion to a four digit year date or
timestamp. The default century is defined as the current century found in the current system time.

NOTE
If the dollar sign ($) and a number ranging from 0 to 99 are specified with CUTOFF YEAR (like YYMMDD$50),
and the YY field is less than or equal to the 50($XX), the four digit year is considered a twenty-first century
date. Otherwise, the date is a twentieth century date. For example, if the input date is 301005, the following
conversion applies:

301005 Apply $50

30 <= 50

If yes, convert date. If no, converted date is 1930/10/05.

NOTE
If the @ sign and a number ranging from 0 to 99 are specified with CENTURY-OVERRIDE (like YYMMDD@18),
the information provided after the @ sign is used to determine the century in the date conversion. For example,
if the input date is 301005, and a number ranging from 0-99 is specified after the format mask. For example, if
the input date is 301005, the following conversion applies:

301005 => apply @18

Converted date is 1830/10/05.

Determine Space Requirements
The following steps describe how the UNLOAD program determines the amount of space required for the unload data set:

1. The number of rows to be unloaded is determined by issuing the following command to determine the number of rows
in the table:
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SELECT COUNT *

2. The row length is calculated and divided by 71 to get the number of records (in the unload data set) that are required
for each row of data.

3. The BLKSIZE of the unload data set is divided by 72 (the record length) to get the number of records per block.
4. The number of records needed is calculated by multiplying the number of rows (step 1) by the number of records in

each row (step 2).
5. The number of blocks required is calculated by dividing the number of records (step 4) by the number of blocks/

records (step 3).
6. The first parameter on the ALLOCATE keyword represents the percentage of the total number of blocks that are used

as the primary allocation and the second parameter represents the percentage of the total number of blocks that are
used for secondary allocations.

Example: Determine Space Requirements for the UNLOAD Program

In this example, the UNLOAD program is called with the following parameters:

BLKSIZE(6336) ALLOCATE(10 10)

The following processing occurs:

1. A SELECT COUNT* is performed and returns 50,000.
2. The row length is 700 bytes. The number of records for each row is 700 divided by 71 or 10 (always round up).
3. The number of records for each block is 6336 divided by 72 or 88.
4. The number of records needed is 50,000 multiplied by 10 or 500,000.
5. The number of blocks needed is 500,000 divided by 88 or 5682.
6. The primary allocation is 10% of 5682 or 569 blocks. The equivalent JCL statement is SPACE=(6336,(569,569)).

Data Conversions
The following table is included to explain the rules for conversions among all data types to the intermediate data type. The
intermediate data type is the data type that is given to the DB2 LOAD program to make the final type conversion. As you
review the conversion table data, the following default and null values are helpful.

The following default values are used for data conversions:

• CHAR, GRAPHIC (blanks for string length)
• VARCHAR, VARGRAPHIC (empty string; length=0)
• LONG VARCHAR, LONG VARGRAPHIC (empty string; length=0)
• FLOAT, DECIMAL, INT, SMALLINT (0)
• DATE (current date)
• TIME (current time)
• TIMESTAMP (current date/time)

Nulls are handled in data conversions as follows:

1. If the old column contains the NULL indicator and the new column is NULL, the NULL indicator is inserted.
2. If the old column contains the NULL indicator and the new column is NOT NULL, NOT NULL with DEFAULT, or NOT

NULL UNIQUE, the default is inserted.
3. If the old column contains a value, that value is inserted.
4. If the column is new, the null indicator is inserted if the column is nullable. If the new column is NOT NULL, NOT NULL

with DEFAULT, or NOT NULL UNIQUE the default value is inserted.
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In this table, input is presented first, followed by output, and the intermediate data types and lengths.

Input Data Type Output Data Type Intermediate Data Types and Lengths
New column SMALL INTEGER EXn (float external 6)
New column INTEGER EXn (float external 11)
New column DECIMAL EXn (float external new precision (single or

double))
New column FLOAT EXn (float external 1)
New column CHAR CHn (no conversion new length)
New column VARCHAR VCn (VARCHAR user-supplied)
New column GRAPHIC GRn (graphic new length)
New column VARGRAPHIC VGn (VARGRAPHIC new length)
New column DATE DTn (date external 10)
New column TIME TIn (time external 8)
New column TIMESTAMP TSn (timestamp external 26)
BIGINT TIMESTAMP (n) Decimal external (14+n)
BIGINT TIMESTZ (n) Decimal external (14+n)
CHAR CHAR C?g (If conversion, VARCHAR; if no

conversion, CHAR)
If the column is not being converted, it will
be unloaded in an internal format.
If the column is being converted, it will be
unloaded in an external format.

CHAR DATE DTn (date external)
CHAR DECIMAL EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
CHAR FLOAT EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
CHAR INTEGER EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
CHAR SMALL INTEGER EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
CHAR TIME TIn (time external 8)
CHAR TIMESTAMP (n) TS (timestamp external 19 for n=020 + n for

n=1 through 12)
CHAR TIMESTZ (n) TZ (timestz external25 for n=0,26 + n for

n=1 through 12)
CHAR VARCHAR VCv (VARCHAR old length + 2)
DATE TIMESTAMP (n) TS (timestamp external 19)
DATE TIMESTZ (n) TS (timestamp external 19)
DECIMAL CHAR VCb (VARCHAR 33+2)
DECIMAL DATE DTn (date external 10)
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DECIMAL DECIMAL D?f (if conversion, float external; if no
conversion, decimal internal)
If the column is not being converted, it will
be unloaded in an internal format.
If the column is being converted, it will be
unloaded in an external format.

DECIMAL FLOAT EXe (decimal external 33)
DECIMAL INTEGER EXe (decimal external 33)
DECIMAL SMALL INTEGER EXe (decimal external 33)
DECIMAL TIME TIn (time external 8)
DECIMAL TIMESTAMP (n) Decimal external (14+n)
DECIMAL TIMESTZ (n) Decimal external (14+n)
DECIMAL VARCHAR VCb (VARCHAR 33+2)
FLOAT CHAR VCa (VARCHAR 20+2)
FLOAT DECIMAL FLo (float old length-length in old table)
FLOAT FLOAT FLo (float old length-length in old table)
FLOAT INTEGER FLo (float old length-length in old table)
FLOAT SMALL INTEGER FLo (float old length-length in old table)
GRAPHIC GRAPHIC G?g (If conversion, VARGRAPHIC; if no

conversion, GRAPHIC)
If the column is not being converted, it
will be unloaded in an internal format. If
the column is being converted, it will be
unloaded in an external format.

GRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC VGv (VARGRAPHIC old length + 2)
INTEGER CHAR VCc (VARCHAR 11+2)
INTEGER DATE DTn (date external 10)
INTEGER DECIMAL INo (integer old length-length in old table)
INTEGER FLOAT INo (integer old length-length in old table)
INTEGER INTEGER INo (integer old length-length in old table)
INTEGER SMALL INTEGER INo (integer old length-length in old table)
INTEGER TIME TIn (time external 8)
INTEGER VARCHAR VCc (VARCHAR 11+2)
TIME CHAR VCv (VARCHAR old length + 2)
TIME DECIMAL DZn (decimal zoned new precision(single or

double))
TIME INTEGER EXn (float external 11)
TIME TIME TIo (time external old length-length in old

table)
TIME TIMESTAMP (n) TS (timestamp external 19)
TIME TIMESTZ (n) TS (timestamp external 19)
TIME VARCHAR VCv (VARCHAR old length + 2)
TIMESTAMP (n) CHAR VARCHAR19 + 2 for n=020 + 2 + n for n=1

through 12
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TIMESTAMP (n) TIMESTAMP Timestamp external19 for n=020 + n for
n=1 through 12

TIMESTAMP (n) TIMESTZ Timestamp external19 for n=020 + n for
n=1 through 12

TIMESTAMP (n) VARCHAR VARCHAR19 + 2 for n=020 + n for n=1
through 12

TIMESTAMP DATE Date (10)
TIMESTAMP TIME Time (8)
TIMESTZ (n) CHAR VC (VARCHAR25 + 2 for n=026 + 2 + n for

n=1 through 12)
TIMESTZ DATE DT (date external 10)
TIMESTZ TIME TI (time external 8)
TIMESTZ (n) TIMESTAMP Timestamp external19 for n=020 + n for

n=1 through 12
TIMESTZ (n) TIMESTZ Timestz external25 for n=026 + n for n=1

through 12
TIMESTZ VARCHAR VC (VARCHAR25 + 2 for n=026 + 2 + n for

n=1 through 12)
VARCHAR CHAR VCo (VARCHAR old length-length in old

table)
VARCHAR DATE DTn (date external 10)
VARCHAR DECIMAL EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
VARCHAR FLOAT EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
VARCHAR INTEGER EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
VARCHAR SMALL INTEGER EXo (float external old length-length in old

table)
VARCHAR TIME TIn (time external 8)
VARCHAR TIMESTAMP (n) Timestamp external19 for n=020 + n for

n=1 through 12
VARCHAR TIMESTZ (n) Timestz external25 for n=026 + n for n=1

through 12
VARCHAR VARCHAR VCo (VARCHAR old length-length in old

table)
VARGRAPHIC GRAPHIC VGo (VARGRAPHIC old length-length in

old table)
VARGRAPHIC VARGRAPHIC VGo (VARGRAPHIC old length-length in

old table)

Data Conversions Considerations
Additional helpful information is provided for data conversions from the following data types.
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Date

For DATE/TIME to TIMESTAMP, the current DATE/TIME is supplied to fill out the missing pieces of the TIMESTAMP.

For DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP to any CHAR, data is moved directly from the input buffer as is and changed to VARCHAR
so padding occurs on the right. VARCHARs do not contain trailing blanks.

For DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP to DECIMAL/INTEGER, the input is rearranged to CCYYMMDD, HHMMSS or
CCYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN. The output is an EXTERNAL INTEGER with digits arranged as above and padded on
the right with blanks, or a ZONED DECIMAL with digits arranged as above and padded on the right with FOs to the length
of the new precision.

For conversions from DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP, locally defined formats are not supported.

Character

For (any)CHAR to DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP, character data is left-justified, padded on the right with blanks, and
massaged according to the FORMAT passed by the user.

For (any)CHAR to (any)CHAR, trailing blanks/double-blanks are removed and truncation/discard occurs depending on the
values that are found in the STRIP/DISCARD field.

For (any)CHAR to numeric, the character input string must be a valid SQL numeric literal. It is moved as is for DB2 to use
as a fixed-length EXTERNAL constant. VARCHARs are padded on the right with blanks to create the fixed-length string.

Graphics

For (any)GRAPHICS to (any)GRAPHICS, trailing blanks/double-blanks are removed and truncation/discard occurs
depending on the values that are found in the STRIP/DISCARD field.

Numeric

For numeric to DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP, input data is converted to character (ignoring decimal points and signs), right-
justified, padded on the left with zeros, and massaged according to the FORMAT passed by the user.

For numeric to (any)CHAR, input is converted to VARCHAR. VARCHAR output does not contain trailing blanks.

FLOAT, INTEGER, and SMALLINT to (any)NUMERIC conversions are handled by DB2. The input is moved from the input
buffer to the output buffer as is.

Conversion from DECIMAL to (any)numeric is converted to an EXTERNAL DECIMAL format (to insert decimal point) and
then passed to DB2 to convert to the final format.

Use the DB2 Command Processor
The DB2 Command Processor executes DB2, Broadcom, and other commands and provides help with command syntax.
The DB2 Command Processor also lets you view and execute the last 15 commands entered.

You can also execute commands in batch mode and from the console (one at a time).

NOTE

To use the DB2 Command Processor, you must have EXECUTE authority on the DB2 Cmd Processor plan. For
more information about granting authority to this plan, see Use the Product Authorizations Facility.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the DB2 Command Processor using either of the following options:
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– Type C in the Option field or select the DB2 Command Processor option from the Value Pack menu group on
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

– Type DB2C on the command line from a product panel.
Press Enter.
The DB2 Command Processor panel appears. This panel displays the ID of the currently connected DB2 subsystem
and a list of DB2 commands for which syntax help is available. If needed, you can change the DB2 subsystem ID.

2. Complete the following steps to display syntax help, execute commands, and request a command list:
– Display command syntax help:

a. Enter the two letter code for the command in the Command Code field and press Enter. The two letter code
values appear after the command on the DB2 Command Processor panel.
A syntax help panel displays for the requested command showing the required and optional parameters.
Required parameters are highlighted.

b. Specify the command parameters and press Enter to execute.
If parameters are stacked as shown in the following example, select only one option:

MODIFY  TRACE  (PERFM  )      CLASS(*      )      TNO(integer)

                ACCTG               integer

                STAT

                AUDIT

                MONITOR

        IFCID(*        )      COMMENT(string)

              ifcid-nbr

NOTE
For detailed information about the DB2 commands, see the IBM DB2 Command and Utility
documentation. For help with Broadcom commands and syntax, see Execute CA Commands.

– Execute commands (DB2, CA, or other) by typing the command in the area under Enter a DB2 command and
pressing Enter.
The command is executed and the results and related messages including syntax errors display on the DB2
Command Processor panel.

– View and manage executed commands by typing a question mark (?) in the area under Enter a DB2 Command and
pressing Enter.
The last 15 commands are displayed from recent to oldest by global, product, and panel specific. From the list
of commands, type S to request syntax help, E to execute the command, or D to delete the command from the
selection list.

Execute CA Commands
You can execute the -ALTER CA, -DISPLAY CA, and -TERM CA commands in the DB2 Command Processor.

• The -ALTER CA command redefines (overrides) the DEFER keyword value in CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS jobs.
• The -DISPLAY CA command displays information about the Broadcom utilities that are included in the DB2 utility

restart table for theCA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.
• The -TERM CA command terminates one or more of the Broadcom utilities that are included in the CA Database

Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

These CA commands have the following syntax:

-ALTER CA UTIL(utilid) DEFER(int)

-DISPLAY CA or -DIS CA

-TERM CA

You can also use the following optional keywords with the -DISPLAY CA and -TERM CA commands:
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NOTE
See the command descriptions for more information about these values and the authorizations that are required
to execute the commands.

[DATABASE{(database-name)}|{(database-name)}]

[SPACENAM{(spacename)}|OBJNAME{(spacename)}]

[PART {(partition-number)}]

[UTILITY{(utility-id)}|UTILID{(utility-id)}|UTIL{(utility-id)}]

[CHECKSUM {(checksum-value)}]

[UTYPE {(utility-type)}]

[USERID {(userid)}]

[SUMMARY]

[ACTIVE]

NOTE
The SUMMARY and ACTIVE keywords are valid only for the -DISPLAY CA command.

Use parentheses to mark the end of a word and the beginning of a new word. A blank space marks the end of the current
word and the next non-blank marks the beginning of the next word. Blank spaces are not required before and after a value
enclosed in parentheses. For example, the following commands are equivalent:

-DISPLAY CA UTILID (USER1.TSEXAMP) CHECKSUM (62)

-DISPLAY CA UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP) CHECKSUM(62)

-DISPLAY CA UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP)CHECKSUM(62)

-ALTER CA Command—Override the DEFER Keyword Value
The -ALTER CA command redefines the defer value that has been set by the DEFER keyword in a CA Rapid Reorg®

for DB2 for z/OS job. The defer value indicates the number of minutes to delay the log apply phase of an online mode
reorganization.

If you have set a high DEFER value in your CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS job, you can manually change it to a lower
value or set it to zero using the -ALTER CA command. For example, a value of 99 stops the job indefinitely.

NOTE
For more information about defer processing, see the CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

The -ALTER CA command has the following syntax:

-ALTER CA UTILID(utilid) DEFER(int)

• UTILID(utilid)
Restricts the command to only those utilities with the specified utility ID. To specify a utility id, use one of the following
values:
– A specific name
– One or more letters followed by an asterisk (*). For example, BR13* selects BR132SP.
– A series of letters and asterisks (*). For example, BR*3*S* selects BREK3QSP and BR132SP, but not PBRA3ASP

or B2RE3LS.
– A single asterisk (*) to select all objects

• DEFER(int)
Specifies the number of minutes to stop the log apply phase of an online mode reorg.
Range: 0-99
Default: 0
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-DISPLAY CA Command—Display CA Utility Information
The -DISPLAY CA command provides the following information for the Broadcom utilities that are included in the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

• All utilities operating against an object in a database
• All utilities operating against a partition
• All utilities with a specific utility ID and optional checksum specification
• Active utility information (like PHASE and ROWCOUNT)
• Active utility types
• All utilities that are submitted by a specific user ID or mask
• Summary information

NOTE

To execute the -DISPLAY CA command, you must have the following authorities:

• SELECT authority on the PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART and PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART2 table or SYSADM
authority. (Note that xxx can vary with each release.) 

• EXECUTE authority on the PUT General Utilities plan. For more information about providing authorization to
the utilities plan, see Use the Product Authorizations Facility. 

The -DISPLAY CA command has the following syntax:

-DISPLAY CA or -DIS CA

You can also use the following optional keywords with the -DISPLAY CA command:

[DATABASE{(database-name)}|{(database-name)}]

[SPACENAM{(spacename)}|OBJNAME{(spacename)}]

[PART {(partition-number)}] [UTILITY{(utility-id)}|UTILID{(utility-id)}|UTIL{(utility-id)}]

[CHECKSUM {(checksum-value)}]

[UTYPE {(utility-type)}]

[USERID {(userid)}]

[SUMMARY]

[ACTIVE]

NOTE

 To specify a database-name, spacename, utility-id, or userid, use a specific name or wildcard characters. For
wildcard characters, you can specify:

• One or more letters followed by an asterisk (*). For example, BR13* selects BR132SP.
• A series of letters and asterisks (*). For example, BR*3*S* selects BREK3QSP and BR132SP, but not

PBRA3ASP or B2RE3LS.
• A single asterisk (*) to select all objects.

•  DATABASE (database-name) or (database-name)
Displays only those utilities that are operating against a specific database. Wildcards can be used.
A database specification that omits the DATABASE keyword does not have to follow the CA keyword immediately. For
example, you do not have to specify -DISPLAY CA (database-name). When a value in the command is enclosed in
parentheses and it is not preceded by a keyword, it is treated as a database specification.

•  SPACENAM(spacename) or OBJNAME(spacename)
Displays only those utilities that are operating against a specific space name. Wildcards can be used. You can specify
SPACENAM as SPACE, SPACEN, SPACENA, and SPACENAME. You can specify OBJNAME as OBJ, OBJN, OBJNA,
and OBJNAM.

•  PART (partition-number)
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Displays only those utilities that are operating against a specific partition of a tablespace or indexspace. You can
specify a partition number of 0; however, it does not affect processing. PART(1) does not select utilities that are
operating against a non-partitioned object.
PART only impacts the utilities that are selected for display. This keyword does not affect the partitions that appear in
the output of the -DISPLAY CA command. 

•  UTILITY (utility-id), UTILID (utility-id), or UTIL (utility-id)
Displays only those utilities with the specified utility ID. Wildcard characters can be used.

WARNING
More than one utility can have the same utility ID. To restrict a -DISPLAY CA command to only one of these
utilities, use more keywords (for example, CHECKSUM or UTYPE).

•  CHECKSUM (checksum-value)
Displays only those utilities with a specific checksum value. This keyword is useful when multiple utilities have the
same utility ID. You can determine the checksum value from the output of the -DISPLAY CA command.

•  UTYPE(utility-type)
Displays only the specified utilities. You can specify the following values for utility-type. You can also specify a global
wildcard like UTYPE(*); however, it has the same effect as not specifying the keyword.

NOTE
 These utility-type values correspond to the UTYPE value that appears in the output of the -DISPLAY CA
command.

–  BUILD
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS
Valid synonyms: FASTBLD and FASTINDEX

–  CHECK
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTCHECK

–  COPY
Indicates that the utility type is CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS.

–  LOAD 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTLOAD

–  PDA 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: PDASTATS

–  PMM 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: MODIFY, ACCUMULATE, and MERGECOPY

–  REBUILD 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS using REBUILD.

–  RECOVER 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: REBUILD, RECVR-TS, and RECVR-IX

–  REORG 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: REORG-TS and REORG-IX

–  UNLOAD 
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTUNLOAD

•  USERID (user-id)
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Displays only those utilities that are submitted by the specified user ID. Wildcard characters can be used.
•  SUMMARYExcludes space name information from the output of the -DISPLAY CA command.
•  ACTIVE

Shows the utility status, including phase and row count.
To show active utility information, specify RESTART-TABLE YES in the PFU parmlib, or AUTO-RESTART YES in the
UTIL parmlib in hlq.CDBAPARM.

Review the following example commands and execution results.

Example -DISPLAY CA Commands

Use the following examples to execute the -DISPLAY CA command on your DB2 subsystems.

 Example: List All Utilities 

To list all utilities, use any of the following command syntaxes:

-DISPLAY CA

-DISPLAY CA UTILITY (*)

-DISPLAY CA UTIL (*)

-DISPLAY CA UTILID(*)

The following commands also list all utilities because the database name is a global wildcard:

-DISPLAY CA (*)

-DISPLAY CA DATABASE(*)

 Example: List All Utilities for a Database 

Use either of the following commands to display the utilities that are operating against objects in database TESTDB:

-DISPLAY CA (TESTDB)

-DISPLAY CA DATABASE(TESTDB)

Use either of the following commands to display the utilities that are operating against objects in any database that begins
with AB:

-DISPLAY CA (AB*)

-DISPLAY CA DATABASE(AB*)

 Example: List All Utilities for a Database and Spacename Specification 

Use the following command to display all utilities operating against an object in database TESTDB with a spacename of
TESTTS:

-DISPLAY CA (TESTDB) SPACENAM(TESTTS)

 Example: List All Utilities for a Database and Spacename Mask 

Use the following command to display all objects in database TESTDB with space name that begins with TEST:

-DISPLAY CA (TESTDB) SPACENAM(TEST*)

 Example: List All Utilities for a Specific Partition 

Use the following command to display all utilities operating against partition 3 of an object in database TESTDB with a
space name of TESTTS:

-DISPLAY CA (TESTDB) SPACENAM(TESTTS) PART(3)

 Example: List All Utilities for a Specific Utility ID 
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Use the following command to display all utilities with a utility-id that begins with AB:

-DISPLAY CA UTILITY(AB*)

Use the following command to display all utilities with a utility-id of USER1.TSEXAMP:

-DISPLAY UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP)

 Example: List a Utility with a Specific Utility-ID and Checksum 

Use the following command to list only the utility with a utility-id of USER1.TSEXAMP whose checksum value is 62:

-DISPLAY CA UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP) CHECKSUM(62)

 Example: List Active CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS and CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS Information 

Use the following command to list active utility information (like PHASE and ROWCOUNT) for CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/
OS and CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS:

-DISPLAY CA UTILID(utility-id) ACTIVE

 Example: List All CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS Utilities 

Use the following command to list all CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS utilities:

-DISPLAY CA UTYPE(LOAD)

 Example: List All Utilities Submitted by a Specific User ID 

Use the following command to list all utilities that are submitted by user ID USER1:

-DISPLAY CA USERID(USER1)

Use the following command to list all utilities that are submitted by any user IDs that begin with AB:

-DISPLAY CA USERID(AB*)

 Example: List Summary Information 

Use the following command to list summary information for all utilities:

-DISPLAY CA SUMMARY

Sample -DISPLAY CA Execution Results

Review the following execution result samples:

• The following sample execution results show the output of the -DISPLAY CA command:
-DISPLAY CA (POR154)

PUT3003I  UTILID        = USERABC.EMPLOYEE     CHECKSUM = 10802

          UTYPE         = REORG                USERID   = USERABC

          TIME ACCESSED = 2017-08-14 13.07.51

          DATABASE: POR154     OBJECT: POR154    PART: 1

          DATABASE: POR154     OBJECT: POR154    PART: 2

          DATABASE: POR154     OBJECT: POR154X1  PART: 1

          DATABASE: POR154     OBJECT: POR154X1  PART: 2

          DATABASE: POR154     OBJECT: POR154X2  
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PUT3004I  Number of CA-DB2 utilities displayed: 1

• The following sample execution results show the output of the -DISPLAY CA command with the SUMMARY keyword:

NOTE
 The space name information does not appear in the output when SUMMARY is specified.

-DISPLAY CA (POR154) SUMMARY

PUT3003I  UTILID        = USERABC.EMPLOYEE    CHECKSUM = 10802

          UTYPE         = REORG                 USERID = USERABC

          TIME ACCESSED = 2017-8-14 13.07.51

PUT3004I  Number of CA-DB2 utilities displayed: 1

-TERM CA Command—Terminate CA Utilities
The -TERM CA command terminates one or more utilities for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.
This command only deletes entries from the restart table that are no longer applicable. This command does not terminate
a utility job that is executing. This command also does not reset the status of objects that the utility was operating against
to the status before the initiation of the utility. To terminate an active utility, cancel the job. To restore objects of a canceled
utility execution to the status before the utility execution, submit the canceled job with the RESTART(TERM) parameter.
See the specific utility documentation for more information.

NOTE
To execute the -TERM CA command, you must have DELETE authority on the PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART and
PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART2 table or SYSADM authority. (xxx can vary with each release.)

The -TERM CA command has the following syntax:

-TERM CA

You can also use the following optional keywords with the -TERM CA command:

[DATABASE{(database-name)}|{(database-name)}]

[SPACENAM{(spacename)}|OBJNAME{(spacename)}]

[PART {(partition-number)}]

[UTILITY{(utility-id)}|UTILID{(utility-id)}|UTIL{(utility-id)}]

[CHECKSUM {(checksum-value)}]

[UTYPE {(utility-type)}]

[USERID {(userid)}]

NOTE

To specify a database-name, spacename, utility-id, or userid, use a specific name or wildcard characters. For
wildcard characters, you can specify:

• One or more letters followed by an asterisk (*). For example, BR13* selects BR132SP.
• A series of letters and asterisks (*). For example, BR*3*S* selects BREK3QSP and BR132SP, but not

PBRA3ASP or B2RE3LS.
• A single asterisk (*) to select all objects.

• DATABASE (database-name) or (database-name)
Terminates only those utilities that are operating against a specific database. Wildcard characters can be used. 
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A database specification that omits the DATABASE keyword does not have to immediately follow the CA keyword. For
example, you do not have to specify -DISPLAY CA (database-name). When a value in the command is enclosed in
parentheses and it is not preceded by a keyword, it is treated as a database specification.

• SPACENAM(spacename) or OBJNAME(spacename)
Terminates only those utilities that are operating against a specific space name. Wildcards characters can be used.

NOTE
You can specify SPACENAM as SPACE, SPACEN, SPACENA, and SPACENAME. You can specify
OBJNAME as OBJ, OBJN, OBJNA, and OBJNAM.

• PART (partition-number)
Terminates only those utilities that are selected for termination that are operating against a specific partition of a
tablespace or indexspace. You can specify 0 for partition-number; however, it does not affect processing. If you specify
PART(1), the utilities that are operating against a non-partitioned object are not selected. 

• UTILITY (utility-id), UTILID (utility-id), or UTIL (utility-id)
Terminates only those utilities with the specified utility ID. Wildcard characters can be used.

WARNING
More than one utility can have the same utility ID. To restrict a -TERM CA command to only one of these
utilities, use more keywords (for example, CHECKSUM or UTYPE).

• CHECKSUM (checksum-value)
Terminates only those utilities with a specific checksum value. This keyword is useful when multiple utilities have the
same utility ID. You can determine the checksum value from the output of the -DISPLAY CA command.

• UTYPE(utility-type)
Terminates only the specified utilities. You can specify the following values for utility-type. You can also specify a global
wildcard like UTYPE(*); however, it has the same effect as not specifying the keyword.

NOTE
The utility-type values correspond to the UTYPE that appears in the output of the -DISPLAY CA command.

– BUILD
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS
Valid synonyms: FASTBLD and FASTINDEX

– CHECK
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTCHECK

– COPY
Indicates that the utility type is CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS.

– LOAD
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTLOAD

– PDA
Indicates that the utility type is CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: PDASTATS

– PMM
Indicates that the utility type is CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: MODIFY, ACCUMULATE, and MERGECOPY

– REBUILD
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS using REBUILD.

– RECOVER
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: REBUILD, RECVR-TS, and RECVR-IX

– REORG
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Indicates that the utility type is CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonyms: REORG-TS and REORG-IX

– UNLOAD
Indicates that the utility type is CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS.
Valid synonym: FASTUNLOAD

• USERID (user-id)
Terminates only those utilities that are submitted by the specified user ID. Wildcard characters can be used.

-TERM CA Command Examples

Use the following examples to execute the -TERM CA command on your subsystems.

Example: Terminate All CA Utilities for a Database

Use the following command to terminate all CA utilities that are operating against objects in database TESTDB:

-TERM CA (TESTDB) or -TERM CA DATABASE(TESTDB)

Example: Terminate All CA Utilities for a Database and Spacename Specification

Use the following command to terminate all CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS operating against an object in database TESTDB
with a spacename of TESTTS:

-TERM CA (TESTDB) SPACENAM(TESTTS)

Example: Terminate All CA Utilities for a Specific Partition

Use the following command to terminate all CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS operating against partition 12 of an object in
database TESTDB with a space name of TESTTS:

-TERM CA (TESTDB) SPACENAM(TESTTS) PART(12)

Example: Terminate All CA Utilities with a Specific Utility ID

Use the following command to terminate all CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS with a utility-id of USER1.TSEXAMP:

-TERM UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP)

Example: Terminate Utility-ID and Checksum Specification

Use the following command to terminate only the utility with a utility-id of USER1.TSEXAMP whose checksum value is 62:

-TERM CA UTILID(USER1.TSEXAMP) CHECKSUM(62)

Example: Terminate All CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS Utilities Running Against a Specific Database

Use the following command to terminate all CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS utilities that were operating against objects in
the database named TESTDB:

-TERM CA DATABASE(TESTDB) UTYPE(LOAD)

Example: Terminate All Utilities Submitted by a Specific User

Use the following command to terminate all CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS submitted by user ID USER1:
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-TERM CA USERID(USER1)

Execute Commands in Batch Mode
The DB2 Command Processor lets you execute any DB2C command in batch mode using JCL.

Sample JCL is provided in the hlq.CDBASRC member DB2CJCL.

To execute commands in batch mode, enter commands in an unnumbered data set for SYSIN. The DB2 Command
Processor interprets a character in column 80 as a continuation indicator. If the command input data set contains line
numbers in columns 73-80, SYSPRINT output is not received.

When you create this data set:

• Begin the commands with a hyphen in column one followed by the command. For CA commands like -DISPLAY CA
and -TERM CA, there must only be one space between the command and CA keyword.

• The PARM section of your EXEC statement must include your DB2 subsystem ID and the following program
information:
EP=PTLDB2C/DB2-subsystem-ID 

• The input must come from the SYSIN DD. This input can be in-stream or from a data set.

Save your changes and submit the JCL for execution.

The output is directed to the output device specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. Most of the output is contained in
an 80-column report, similar to the online output. However, the batch output is 132 columns wide. Columns 81 through
132 only contain an input command indicator to identify the first statement of each DB2C command input statement.

Execute Commands from the Console
You can execute any DB2C command from the console (one at a time).

To execute commands from the console, follow these steps:

1. Modify the RUNDB2C JCL in hlq.CDBASRC as follows before executing DB2C commands from the console for the
first time:
a. In the PROC statement, enter the default SSID. Whenever you execute the procedure, the SSID information is not

needed when you are executing it on the default SSID.
b. For STEPLIB, enter your CA load library and DB2 load library.
c. For PTILIB, enter your CA load library and DB2 load library.
d. For PTIPARM, enter your CA parameter library.
Save your changes.
The member is saved. The values that you specified are used as defaults when the DB2C command is executed.

2. Copy the edited version to your system procedure library.
The default SSID and CA and DB2 load libraries are set for use in the command syntax.

3. Use the following syntax to execute any DB2 command from the console (one at a time):

S RUNDB2C,SSID=ssid,CMD='db2c command'

– S RUNDB2
Starts the RUNDB2 procedure.

– SSID=ssid
Identifies a valid subsystem ID, unless you want to use your default SSID as defined in the RUNDB2C JCL.

– CMD='db2c command'
Identifies the DB2C command in single quotes.

Press Enter.
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The command is executed.

Example: Execute the -DISPLAY CA Command on D91A

This example shows how to run the -DISPLAY CA command on the D91A subsystem:

S RUNDB2C,SSID=D91A,CMD='-DIS CA(*)'

Use the Interactive SQL Facility
DB2 does not provide a facility for testing SQL entered into a program during the development stage. The application
programmer must precompile the program to find any syntax errors and then execute the program to discover if the SQL
statements perform the desired operations. This is a very time-consuming, costly, and tedious process.

The Interactive SQL (ISQL) facility lets you execute SQL statements contained in a data set. This provides a faster
method of testing SQL statements without precompiling and executing the entire program.

You can use ISQL to perform the following tasks:

• Execute statements in embedded COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler code.
• Execute multiple SELECT statements. The results of each SELECT statement are returned before continuing. Users

can browse and print the returned rows before continuing execution.
• Enter a Row Limit for SELECT statements to reduce the number of rows returned.
• Specify Host Variable Help. Before execution of SQL, ISQL will parse out the host variables.
• Execute extracted SQL statements in batch or online mode.
• Enter and execute SQL statements using the interactive SQL facility.
• Use Row Indicator for Selects. The SQL Editor returns the results of a query, and the number of rows returned.

Start ISQL
You can use the TSO ISQL and SQL edit macro commands to start ISQL and execute SQL statements.

You can start ISQL from many locations:

ISQL uses the ISQL Online SQL Execution and SQL Editor screens to execute SQL statements. 

From the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu

To access ISQL from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, enter I at the command line
and press Enter.
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel appears.

From Any Product Command Line

Enter the jump command ISQL on the command line of any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
product and press Enter.
The SQL Editor panel appears.

From CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS

Follow these steps:

1. To start ISQL from CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, enter IS (Interactive SQL) in the Option field of the main header
and press Enter. The Control Panel screen appears.

2. Choose a file and the SQL options to be performed from this screen.
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From the SQL Editor in Another Product

If you have accessed the SQL Editor from a CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product,
enter ESQL in the command line and press Enter.
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel appears.
Do not use the ESQL command if the SQL Editor was entered using the ISQL jump command.

From a TSO Command Line

If you have CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, you can start ISQL from any TSO command line outside of the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, as long as the products are not running in the TSO session. To do so,
specify TSO ISQL in the command line and press Enter.

The ISQL command has optional keyword parameters for specifying the DB2 subsystem ID, the parmlib data set name,
and the global parmlib suffix.

From a TSO Ready Prompt

If a TSO Ready prompt appears, enter ISQL and press Enter. The SQL Editor panel appears.

The ISQL command does not accept any additional parameters when entered from a TSO Ready prompt. By default, it
uses the default settings from your last ISQL session, the parmlib data set name from your last session, and the default
parmlib suffix.

From an ISPF Edit Session

To access ISQL from an ISPF edit session, you must first identify the block of SQL to test. To mark the first and last lines
of the SQL block, enter EE in the line command area next to the first and the last line. If you mark statements that are not
SQL statements, an SQL error occurs when the statements are submitted for execution.

If mark a block that is larger than one screen, you receive the error message: “Block command not complete” when you
try to page down.

Type SQL on the command line and press PF8 (down), not Enter. You can scroll through the file and can mark the end of
the block of SQL to be tested by entering EE.

You can also specify the first line and the total number of lines to be tested by entering En where n is the total number of
lines to test.

You do not need to be exact with the block or the number of lines as long as the entire SQL statement is present. ISQL
ignores unnecessary information.

Once the lines to test have been specified, enter SQL on the command line and press Enter to start ISQL. The ISQL
Online SQL Execution panel appears. Access the edit screen to change the SQL before execution. Press PF3 (or enter
the END command) to return to the ISQL Online SQL Execution screen. You are returned to your original position in the
ISPF edit session when you enter the SEND command.

You can also specify optional positional parameters for the DB2 subsystem ID, the parmlib data set name, and the global
parmlib suffix with the SQL edit macro.

TSO ISQL Command Syntax
ISQL is a TSO command, and as such, all parameters are entered using keywords. Each of the keywords has a long
descriptive name, and a shorter abbreviation as follows:

• SSID or SS
• SUFFIX or SU
• PARMLIB or P
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The following syntax shows the long descriptive names:

TSO ISQL SSID(ssid) SUFFIX(suffix) PARMLIB(parmlib_data_set_name)

                                   PARMLIB(implicit_parmlib_ddname)

                                   PARMLIB(DD:explicit_parmlib_ddname)

The following syntax shows the abbreviated names:

TSO ISQL SS(ssid) SU(suffix) P(parmlib_data_set_name)

                             P(implicit_parmlib_ddname)

                             P(DD:explicit_parmlib_ddname)

Note the following:

• All parameters are optional.
• The third positional keyword for the parmlib accepts a data set name, an implicit ddname, or an explicit ddname.
• All parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

Use a Data Set Name
You must use the following rules when entering data set names with the SQL or ISQL commands:

• You can only enter a single data set name
• Quotes are ignored

In other words, the data set name is always treated as if it were a fully qualified data set name, regardless of whether it is
entered with quotes. This means that 'high-level.parmlib' and high-level.parmlib are both the same; the TSO prefix will not
be appended to the latter.

Using the examples in Parmlib Data Set Name, the data set name could have been entered without quotes with the same
result:

SQL .  .  high-level.parmlib

TSO ISQL PARMLIB(high-level.parmlib)

TSO ISQL P(high-level.parmlib)

Use a DDNAME
Instead of entering a single data set name, you can enter the ddname of a preallocated parmlib data set or multiple data
sets. This is the only way to allocate more than one data set.

In the following examples, high-level.parmlib1, high-level.parmlib2, and high-level.parmlib3 are allocated to a ddname
called PARMDD.

SQL .  . PARMDD

TSO ISQL PARMLIB(PARMDD)

TSO ISQL P(PARMDD)

The syntax is the same whether you are specifying an implicit ddname or a data set name. This is called an implicit
ddname specification. If the parmlib parameter is eight characters or less, and contains no decimal points, then it
assumed to be a ddname; otherwise, it is assumed to be a data set name, and is treated accordingly.

An explicit ddname can be specified using the DD: prefix. Explicit ddnames are not parsed, and are always unconditionally
treated as a ddname. See the following examples:

SQL .  . DD:PARMDD

TSO ISQL PARMLIB(DD:PARMDD)

TSO ISQL P(DD:PARMDD)
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SQL Edit Macro Syntax
The syntax for the SQL command is identical to the ISQL command; except that the parameters are all positional, no
keywords are used. In other words, SSID is the first parameter, SUFFIX is the second parameter, and PARMLIB is the
third parameter. When necessary, a period (.) is used as a placeholder to indicate a missing value, see the following
examples:

SQL subsystem parmlib_suffix parmlib_data_set_name

                             implicit_parmlib_ddname

                             DD:explicit_parmlib_ddname

Note the following:

• All parameters are optional.
• The third positional keyword for the parmlib accepts a data set name, an implicit ddname, or an explicit ddname.
• All parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

Parameter Descriptions
See Create and Edit Global and Product Parmlib Members for a complete description of the parmlib data set and the
global parmlib suffix. Consult your system administrator to determine which parmlib data sets and suffixes are valid at
your site.

You can specify the following optional parameters with the ISQL and SQL commands:

•  DB2 Subsystem ID
Specifies the DB2 subsystem to use with the ISQL or SQL command. ISQL automatically connects to the DB2
subsystem used in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS products session.
Specify the DB2 subsystem ID parameter as the first positional parameter with the SQL command, or as SSID or
SS with the ISQL command. For example, to connect to the PT12 subsystem ID using the SQL command, enter the
following command:
SQL PT12

To connect to the PT12 subsystem ID using the ISQL command, enter either of the following commands:
TSO ISQL SSID(PT12)

TSO ISQL SS(PT12)

•  Global Parmlib Suffix
Includes a two-digit number from 00 to 99 at the end of the parmlib data. A default suffix is defined in the parmlib data
set itself, and might be different for each installation. Typically, the default suffix is 00. If a suffix is not specified on the
ISQL or SQL command, the default is used. The global parmlib suffix lets you have have multiple versions of the same
global parmlib members for different environments. In other words, it lets you create different run-time environments.
Unlike the DB2 subsystem ID and parmlib data set name parameters, the global parmlib suffix is not remembered from
one session to the next.
Specify the global parmlib suffix as the second positional parameter with the SQL command, or as SUFFIX or SU with
the ISQL command. For example, to specify a suffix of 99 using the SQL command, enter:
SQL .  99

In the previous command, a period (.) was used in the first position to indicate that the SSID was not entered.
To specify a suffix of 99 using the ISQL command, enter either of the following commands:
TSO ISQL SUFFIX(99)

TSO ISQL SU(99)

•  Parmlib Data Set Name
Specifies the parmlib data set name. By default, ISQL uses the parmlib data set name used in the last session.
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Specify the parmlib data set name as the third positional parameter with the SQL command, or as PARMLIB or P with
the ISQL command. For example, to specify a parmlib data set name of high-level.parmlib with the SQL command,
enter:
SQL  .  .  'highlvl.parmlib'

In the previosu command, a period (.) was used in the first and second positions to indicate that the DB2 subsystem ID
and global parmlib suffix were not entered.
To specify a parmlib data set name of high-level.parmlib with the ISQL command, enter either of the following
commands:
TSO ISQL PARMLIB('highlvl.parmlib')

TSO ISQL P('highlvl.parmlib')

Examples of ISQL and SQL
This section provides examples using the SQL and ISQL commands:

Example 1

Start ISQL, connecting to the DB2 subsystem from your last session, the same parmlib data set, and the default global
parmlib suffix:

SQL    

TSO ISQL

Example 2

Start ISQL, connecting to the DB2P subsystem, using the same parmlib data set from your last session, and the default
parmlib suffix.

SQL db2p

TSO ISQL  SS(db2p)

Example 3

Start ISQL, connecting to the DB2P subsystem, using the same parmlib data set from your last session, but this time
using the parmlib suffix 03, which is defined by your site.

SQL db2p  03

TSO ISQL  SS(db2p)  SU(03)

Example 4

Start ISQL, connecting to the DB2P subsystem, specifying a parmlib data set name of high-level.parmlib, but using the
default parmlib suffix defined in high-level.parmlib. Again, note that you can only specify a single data set name.

SQL db2p  .  high-level.parmlib

TSO ISQL  SS(db2p)  P(hilevel.parmlib)

Example 5

Same as the previous example, except you are preallocating three parmlib data sets to PARMDD.

SQL db2p . PARMDD

SQL db2p . DD:PARMDD

TSO ISQL SS(db2p) P(PARMDD)

TSO ISQL SS(db2p) P(DD:PARMDD)

Example 6

Start ISQL, connecting to the DB2 subsystem from your last session, a preallocated parmlib data set allocated to
PARMDD, and the default parmlib suffix.
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SQL . . PARMDD

SQL . . DD:PARMDD

TSO ISQL P(PARMDD)

TSO ISQL P(DD:PARMDD)

Tips for ISQL and SQL Commands
Use the following tips to handle some common situations when using the ISQL or SQL commands:

ISPF Dialog Errors

If ISQL does not start successfully, an error message appears on the panel where the ISQL or SQL command was issued.
If you then press PF1, you might get an ISPF Dialog Error panel with a Panel not found error message.

To determine why the ISPF Dialog error occurred, review the ISQL and SQL clists. Notice that they have changed
dramatically from earlier versions. Specifically, they no longer have any hard-coded allocations. This behavior is because
the runtime environment is defined dynamically through a combination of the parmlib data set and the parmlib suffix.

When you enter the ISQL or SQL command, the DSNAMExx parmlib, in which the runtime libraries are provided, gets
processed. The runtime libraries are dynamically allocated and ISQL is started.

If an error prevents ISQL from starting during this processing, an error message is generated.

If the message has a help panel that is associated with it (.HELP=panel) and you press PF1, ISPF is unable to locate the
help panel, and displays an ISPF dialog error because all of the runtime libraries (including the HELP library) have been
unallocated.

To prevent this from occurring in the future, you should permanently allocate the CA-DB2 help panels to the TSO
session's SPFHLIB concatenation.

For example, the most common error message that you might see, is the result of a DB2 connection error, such as:
RC=106, RCODE=0000 DB2 SSID XXXX is not defined in the CA-DB2 PARMLIB.

If you press PF1 after this message appears and you have not allocated the CA-DB2 tools help library to your TSO
session, you will receive the ISPF dialog error. The solution, in this example, is to enter the correct DB2 subsystem ID with
the ISQL or SQL command.

Save the Global Parmlib Suffix from Each Session

The global parmlib suffix is not saved from session-to-session, and must be specified each time.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the ISQL or SQL clist, and rename. See Copy the ISQL or SQL Clists for important information.
2. Modify the clist to add a SET statement.

WARNING
Do not, under any circumstances, change the parameters or default values on the PROC statement.

For example, to avoid always having to type TSO ISQL SUFFIX(37), copy and rename the ISQL clist to ISQL37. Modify it
to add a SET statement. After you save your changes, you only have to enter TSO ISQL37.

If you are unfamiliar with clists, or if you are unsure where to make the changes, contact CA Technical Support for
assistance.

Copy the ISQL or SQL Clists

If you copy the ISQL or SQL clists to another library, you must also copy the RSPDEF, RSPINIT, and RSPFREE clists.
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ISPF Online SQL Execution
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel lets you enter control parameters and select SQL options.

From this panel, you can:

  

The DB2 version appears in the DB2 Version field. The SQL that is executed appears at the bottom of the panel. If there
are many statements, use the scrolling key to view them all.

Specify Control Variables

The Control Parameters on the ISQL Online SQL Execution panel help place controls on data retrieval by SQL SELECT
statements (except for COMMIT and ROLLBACK).

To specify control parameters, enter data as applicable in the following fields:

•  Select Row Limit
Specifies a number to limit the number of rows selected (when an SQL SELECT statement is executed). The default
value is 99,999,999.

•  Max Character Size
Specifies a character number to change the maximum width of columns that appear. The default is 99,999.
The previous fields are ignored for SQL statements except SELECT.

•  Commit or Rollback
Indicates how the executed SQL is processed. Specify C (commit) or R (roll back). The default is R.
Rollback is especially useful for updates and deletes because it lets users test the SQL, view the results, and then
rollback the changes. Tests can be made again and again without changing test data.

•  Continue if Warnings
Indicates whether execution should continue if non-SQL-level warnings are encountered. If Y, processing continues if
non-SQL-level warnings are encountered. This setting causes the Batch Processor .OPTION ERRORS command to
be added to the front of the input data set. The Batch Processor continues executing on non-SQL return codes that are
less than or equal to 4. Entering Y does not cause execution to continue on non-zero SQL return codes.
If N, processing does not continue when a non-zero return code is returned. This setting causes the Batch
Processor .OPTION NOERRORS command to be added to the front of the input data set.

•  Continue if SQL Errors
Indicates whether execution should continue if SQL errors are returned. If Y, processing continues if any SQL errors
are encountered. The Batch Processor .OPTIONS SQLERRORS command is added to the front of the input data
set. If a large block of code is being marked for execution and a non-SQL code is included in that block, specify Y to
continue when errors are returned. This enables testing of the SQL without first deleting non-SQL code.
If N, processing does not continue if a negative SQL code is returned. The Batch Processor .OPTION
NOSQLERRORS command is added to the front of the input data set. N is the default.

•  Output to Dataset
Indicates whether to write the results of an SQL SELECT statement to a sequential data set or a PDS. If Y, when the
SQL is executed, the Select Dataset Specification panel appears. If N, the results are not written.

•  View Audit File
Indicates whether to view the audit file. If Y, the audit file always appears. If N, the audit file only appears if errors
occurred.
You can save the control parameter values that are specified on the ISQL Control Panel in an ISPF Profile by entering
the SAVE command from the Control Panel command line. The values are used as defaults for future ISQL sessions.
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Specify Host Variables

Host variables for all selected statements are parsed out and listed in the Host Variable fields on the ISQL Online SQL
Execution panel. A value must be entered for each of the host variables for the SQL to execute successfully. If multiple
SQL statements were submitted for execution from the ISPF Editor, all host variables are listed.

• In batch mode, the SQL to be executed is written to a file with the Host Variable values replaced.
• If more than ten host variables are displayed, you can view them using the vertical scrolling keys.
• If no host variables exist, this section is not displayed.

Use the H (Header) command to toggle off the display of the header, SQL options, and control parameters. Only the host
variables and the SQL appear. This information is especially helpful if there are many host variables.

Specify SQL Options

Select any of the following SQL options by entering the option letter in the Option field and pressing Enter.

•  S (SQL Execution)
Executes the SQL.
For SELECT statements, once the execution has completed, data appears for online viewing or a bad return code
appears.
For other statements, the resulting return code and message appear.
If non-SQL statements are submitted for execution, an SQL error appears.

•  D (Data Set I/O)
Imports SQL from a data set or exports SQL to a data set for modification, templating, browsing, or execution.

•  BP (Batch Processor/Submit)
Executes all DDL saved to a data set.
For more information, see Use the Batch Processor. 

•  E (Edit SQL)
Edits the SQL to be executed.

Specify the Processing Mode (Online or Batch)

ISQL always starts in online mode. To switch to batch mode, a partitioned data set to which the SQL should be written
must be specified. Because ISQL is a separate component, it uses a different data set allocation. For more information
about executing the DDL, see the CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Change the Mode parameter to B (batch), and press Enter. The Batch Specification panel appears.
2. Specify a data set and member, and press Enter to return to the ISQL Online SQL Execution panel. If you invoked

ISQL using the IS option from CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, this data set cannot be the same as the data set
specified in CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS.

3. Enter S (SQL execution) for the option to submit the SQL to the data set.
4. Change the mode back to O (online) and close and unallocate the data set.
5. Select the BP option from any CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS panel to submit the data set to the Batch Processor

for execution and press Enter.
6. Enter the name of the ISQL data set to be executed.

Browse SELECT Results

The rows that are returned from an SQL SELECT statement that is executed in Online Mode appear on the Browse Select
Results panel.

Notice that the column names are at the top of the screen in uppercase letters. Use the scrolling keys and commands to
view all the data. The number of rows that are returned appears above the column names.
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To print the page viewable on the panel, use the PPRINT command. To print the entire report of scrollable data, use the
QPRINT command. If the data is wider than the page (print) width, it is truncated.

When finished with the Browse Select Results panel, press PF3 (End) to return to SQL Execution. The next statement is
executed or processing ends.

Import and Export SQL

SQL can be imported and exported SQL from and to a data set for modification, templating, browsing, or execution. An
input data set can be specified from which to retrieve (import) SQL statements and an output data set can be specified in
which to save (export) SQL statements. You can also use the option to write the results of an SQL SELECT statement to a
data set.

To import or export SQL, specify the D (Dataset I/O), in the Option field on the ISQL Online SQL Execution screen. You
can also specify the Output to Dataset and View Audit File control parameters.

Import and Export SQL - Specify a Data Set for I/O

The Data set I/O Specification panel appears when the Data set I/O option is selected from the ISQL Online SQL
Execution panel.

To specify a data set for I/O, enter data as needed in the following fields:

•  Operation
Indicate the operation to perform. Valid values are as follows:
– I-Read contents of input data set into ISQL. If specified, an input data set must be specified in the Input Data Set

Name field.
– O-Write contents of ISQL to output data set. If an output data set is not specified in the Output Data Set Name field,

the data is written to the input data set.
•  Input Data Set Name

Specify an input data set name, including the member name. The member must exist.
To specify a fully qualified name, enter the name in single quotation marks. Otherwise, your TSO ID is prefixed to the
data set name.

•  Volume Serial
Enter the VOLSER if the data set is not cataloged.

•  Output Data Set Name
Specify an output data set name, including the member name. To specify a fully qualified name, enter the name in
single quotation marks. Otherwise, your TSO ID is prefixed to the data set name.
If a member is specified that does not exist, ISQL creates it. If an existing member is specified, the current contents are
deleted and the new SQL exported.

•  Volume Serial
Enter the VOLSER if the data set is not cataloged.
When the data sets have been specified, press PF3 (End) and the ISQL Online SQL Execution panel appears. If SQL
was imported, the data set contents are displayed in the lower portion of the screen.

Import and Export SQL - Specify a Data Set for Output

The Select Dataset Specification panel appears when the choice is made to execute SQL (if the Output to Dataset option
was chosen on the Control Panel). This panel lets you specify a data set to receive the SQL execution output.

•  Data Set Name
Specifies a flat file data set name. The output cannot be written to a partitioned data set.

•  Record Length
Specifies the logical record length of the data set.

•  Block Size
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Specifies the maximum length of one block in the data set.
•  Record Format

Specifies the record format of the data set. Valid values are as follows:
– F-Fixed
– FB-Fixed block
– FBA-Fixed block with ASA character
– V-Variable
– VB-Variable block
– VBA-Variable block with ASA character

•  Device Type
Specifies the device type on which the data set is located. Use a generic DASD unit name, such as SYSDA, CART, or
TAPE.

•  Primary Space
Specifies the primary space quantity, in tracks, for a new data set. This field must be set to a numeric value greater
than zero.

•  Secondary Space
Specifies the secondary space quantity, in tracks, for a new data set. This field must be set to a numeric value of zero
or greater. If blanks are entered in this field, it defaults to a value of one.

The Primary Space and Secondary Space fields are used only when a new data set is being created. If the output is to an
existing sequential data set, the data set is recreated using these space attributes. If the output is to an existing partitioned
data set, these space attributes are ignored.

If an existing data set is specified, but the user changes the characteristics, ISQL deletes and recreates the data set.

ISQL Processing Considerations
When processing ISQL, the following additional considerations are helpful:

  

Row Limit

You may want to limit the number of rows that are returned from a SELECT statement to lessen processing time. The
default value of the limit of rows that are selected is 99,999,999. A MAXCHAR size can also be specified to reduce the
memory that is required for SELECT results.

Interrupt Processing

A long running SELECT statement can be interrupted by pressing the ATTN key. This action stops data retrieval and
displays the Data Retrieval Interrupt screen. This screen shows the number of rows that are retrieved so far and offers
three options:

• Continue retrieval
• Stop data retrieval and browse results
• Stop data retrieval and cancel request

SET CURRENT SQLID Command

When using the SET CURRENT SQLID command, the SET CURRENT SQLID statement is generated and added to the
beginning of the selected SQL before it is submitted for testing. This situation only occurs if the current user ID is different
from the primary user ID.

For more information about the SET CURRENT SQLID command, see  Use the Product Authorizations Facility.
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Date and Time Formats

ISQL and the Batch Processor are precompiled with the DATE(ISO) and TIME(ISO) options. These options are required
for internal processing. If the SQL created in ISQL (and submit to the Batch Processor) contains references to DATE/TIME
values or functions, and the DATE/TIME format that is specified in DSNHDECP is not ISO, unexpected results can occur.
In this case, because the ISO formats are built in to the CA products, the DATE/TIME format may have to be explicitly
included in the SQL, to ensure that the results are correct.

Date and Time Field Abbreviations

The date and time formats use the following abbreviations:

• DD (day of the week)
• MM (month)
• YY (year)
• HH (hours)
• MM (minutes)
• SS (seconds)
• ss (hundredths of seconds)
• sss (thousandths of seconds or milliseconds)
• ssssss (millionths of seconds or microseconds)

Date and Time Field Formats

The date and time formats are summarized in the following table:

 Date Type  # of Bytes  Value  Format 
Date 8 to 10 n/a mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy

yy/mm/dd or yyyy/mm/dd
dd.mm.yy or dd.mm.yyyy

Elapsed Time 8 < 1 hour MM:SS.ss
Elapsed Time 8 > 1 hour HH:MM:SS
Elapsed Time 12 < 1 hour MM:SS.ssssss
Elapsed Time 12 > 1 hour HH:MM:ss.sss
Elapsed Time 12 > 24 hours DD:HH:MM.SS
Timestamp 8 n/a HH:MM:SS

ISQL threads

When ISQL executes multiple SQL statements on the same table, a -911 situation can occur if one of the statements is an
update. This behavior is because ISQL takes a SHARE LOCK on the object until you enter PF3. To prevent this behavior,
specify THREADS(2) in the PARMLIB(BATPROC) or insert a COMMIT statement between the SQL statements.

Use Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM)
 

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS let you view DB2 catalog information without SYSADM
authority. The Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility reduces catalog contention and eases security concerns by
redirecting catalog queries to views defined over the system catalog tables or shadow tables. This lets you view DB2
catalog information without having SELECT privilege on the actual catalog tables and improves performance.
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NOTE

 When converting from one version or mode of DB2 to an upgraded version or mode, it might be necessary
to use the MAKETAB command to create ACM tables that include all of the new tables and columns in the
catalog. This processing also applies to ACM views. If the DB2 version or mode has changed and the catalog
tables have been updated with new columns, we recommend that you drop and recreate the dependent views. 

You can create the alternate catalog maps for individual users or groups of users and then those users can use the
shadow tables and views to generate reports.

After you define your alternate catalog mappings and copy data into the shadow tables and views, the ACM facility lets
you do the following:

• View DB2 catalog information without having SELECT privilege on the actual catalog tables.
Without ACM, you must grant SELECT authority on all catalog tables to PUBLIC or to each user that needs catalog
information. This is a tedious and risky task from a security administration perspective. With ACM, users without
SELECT authority on the catalog tables can generate reports using the information you provide through shadow tables
and views.

• Improve performance by reducing contention on the catalog tablespaces.
When shadow tables are used to provide results from catalog queries, only the tablespace containing the shadow
tables is locked. Furthermore, the user requesting catalog information from the shadow tables does not need to wait for
other system catalog access to complete.
You can further improve performance of catalog queries by defining additional indexes on the shadow tables. Any
combination of shadow tables and views can be used in an ACM definition so that you can adjust the performance,
resource consumption, and security management improvements based upon your needs.

Create an ACM
You can create an ACM for single and multiple users.

For a Single User

Follow these steps:

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears. Each row represents one alternate catalog map to the
shadow tables created for use with ACM.
To view a specific list of ACM IDs, enter search criteria in the List for ACMID header field.

2. Complete the following fields:
– ACMID

Specifies the name that you want to call the ACM.
To create a default ACM for all users, specify DEFAULT as the name of the ACM. The default is used instead of the
actual system catalog tables when ACM is set to ON and an ACM ID has not been defined.

– Description
(Optional) Specifies a description of the new ACM.

Press Enter.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears.

3. Specify a creator ID in the To Creator field and an equal sign (=) next to the table name in the To column. Press PF3.
The catalog mappings are assigned and the Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel reappears.
You can also copy from one ACM ID to another or from one group to another.
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For Multiple Users

You can assign multiple user IDs to the same set of shadow tables by entering wildcard characters (% or _) for the ACMID
and then selecting user IDs from the selection list.

Follow these steps:

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– ACMID

Specifies the name that you want to call the ACM with a wildcard character. You can use the percent sign (%) or
underscore (_) wildcard characters in the ACM name as follows:

– Percent sign (%)
Indicates that zero or more characters can occupy that position and all remaining positions to the end of the name
or to the next character. For example, USER% retrieves all names that start with USER. USE%06 retrieves all
names that start with USE and end with 06.

– Underscore (_)
Indicates that any character can occupy that position. You can repeat this character at multiple locations in the
name of the ACM.

– Description
(Optional) Specifies a description of the new ACM.

Press Enter.
The USERID Selection List panel appears. A list of user IDs that match the selection criteria appears. You can change
the criteria by entering new selection criteria in the User ID field.

3. Type S in the SEL column to select a user or use the SS block command to select a group of users and press Enter.
The USERID Selection List panel reappears showing only the selected users. Repeat as needed until you have added
all users that you want to the ACM.
To remove a user ID from the list, type U next to the user ID in the SEL field and press Enter. To review the list of
selected users, type S in the Show field. 

4. Review the selection list and press F3 (End) to process.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears.
The Define ID display field contains MULTIPL if you selected more than one user ID. 

5. Type &ACMID in the To Creator field and an equal sign (=) in the To table name field to assign alternate catalog
mappings for multiple users. Press F3 (End).
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel reappears. New or updated catalog mappings are assigned to all user
IDs you specified. The ACMID for each user is the same as their user ID.

Add an ACM Using an Existing Map
You can add an ACM using an existing map.

To add an ACM using an existing map

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Type S (select) in the Cmd field next to the ACM ID you want the ACMs copied to and press Enter.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears.

3. Type C (copy) in the Cmd field next to the ACM ID you want the ACM's copied from and press Enter.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel reappears.

4. Specify an ACM ID in the Copy from ID field to specify the source of mappings and press Enter.
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Note: The alternate catalog mappings for that ACM ID will be automatically entered in the Creator and Table Name
fields of the TO scrollable area.
The following message appears:
VALUES USED FROM COPYID name

– name
Identifies the ACM ID whose mappings you have copied.

5. Press F3 (End).
The catalog mappings are assigned and the Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel reappears.

Update an ACM
You can update an alternate catalog map.

To update an ACM

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Type S (select) in the Cmd field next to the alternate catalog mapping assignment you want to change and press
Enter.
You can also optionally change the Description field.The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears.

3. Update the catalog mappings and press F3 (End).
The catalog mappings are updated and the Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel reappears. If you are only
updating the ACM description, no changes appear on this panel.

Use an Existing ACM as a Template for Another ACM
You can update an alternate catalog map using an exisiting map.

To use an existing ACM as a template for another ACM

1. Type S (select) on the command line area for the ACM ID you want the alternate catalog maps copied to, and C (copy)
on the command line area for the ACM ID you want the alternate catalog maps copied from, and press Enter.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears. The copied alternate catalog map's values are entered for the
selected ID and the following message appears:
VALUES USED FROM COPYID name

– name
Identifies the maps copied from the ACM ID you selected.

2. Press F3 (End).
The catalog mappings are assigned and the Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel reappears.

Delete an ACM
To delete an alternate catalog map

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Type D (delete) in the Cmd field next to the alternate catalog map you want to delete and press Enter.
The map is deleted and the status changes to DEL.
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Assign Alternate Catalog Mappings for a Single User
Alternate catalog mappings for a single user can be assigned.

To assign alternate catalog mappings for a single user

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Select an ACMID and press Enter.
The Alternate Name Assignment panel appears.

3. Specify the ACM ID in the Copy from ID field and press Enter to assign alternate catalog mappings for a user (from
one ACM ID to another).
The following fields are updated on the panel:
– The alternate catalog mappings for that ACM ID are automatically entered in the table name and creator fields of

the TO scrollable area. Once you press Enter, this field is cleared.
– The From field shows the group of DB2 catalog tables for which you are defining alternate names. The first part

of the name, SYSIBM, is the creator ID; the second part represents the table name. (The list of catalog names
appears in the scrollable area directly under this field).

4. Specify the creator of the alternate catalog table or view in the To Creator field and press Enter.
The specified value is carried down to the individual table creator fields in the TO scrollable area. This field often
represents a department or other group of users. You can enter an equal sign (=) to copy the ACMID to the creator
fields in the TO scrollable area.

5. Specify the table name in the To Table Name field and press Enter. This part of the name is most often the same as
the actual catalog table. You can also enter an equal sign (=). The names of the IBM catalog tables are listed in the
FROM scrollable area. SYSIBM is the creator ID (the first part of the table name). The second part of the name is the
actual catalog table name.
The specified value is carried down to the individual table name fields in the TO scrollable area.

6. Specify the alternate tables or views that you want to use in place of the catalog tables in the TO scrollable area. The
first part of the name represents the creator ID. The second part of the name is the alternate catalog table name. You
can enter creator IDs and table names in this area.
The values shown in the Creator ID and Table Name fields in the TO Scrollable Area are those used for the alternate
catalog mapping.

Remember that shadow tables or views are created outside of the Alternate Catalog Mapping facility. For instructions
on ways to create views through CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS or CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, see the
documentation for these products.

Assign Alternate Names That Match the DB2 System Catalog Names
You can assign alternate names where the alternate table/view names are the same as the DB2 system catalog table
names.

To assign alternate names that match the DB2 system catalog names, complete the following fields:

• Specify a creator ID in the To Creator field. This creator ID is automatically entered for all creator IDs in the To
scrollable area.

• Enter an equal sign (=) in the To table name field to keep the same table names as the SYSIBM catalog table names.
• Optionally, change individual creator or table names by entering the new information in the Creator and Table fields of

the To scrollable area.

Press F3 (End).

The catalog mappings are assigned and you are returned to the Alternate Catalog Selection panel.
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Create ACM Shadow Tables
You can create Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) shadow tables and indexes, and you can define options for loading and
storing the shadow tables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type M in the Option line or select Alt Catalog Mapping from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Alternate Catalog Mapping Services panel appears.

2. Type MAKETAB on the command line (or M next to the ACM definitions you want to make) and press
Enter. The MAKETAB command can also be entered from the ACM Update panel.
The ACM Shadow Table Creation panel appears.

3. Specify the shadow table attributes, and press Enter.
The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.

4. Change the batch processing options as needed and submit for execution. For more information see Use the Batch
Processor.

5. The shadow table is created.

Create Views Phrase
You might see the phrase “create views” on the DB2 system catalog tables instead of shadow tables. Views access the
same table data, so you always access the most current information. In addition, views provide the option of controlling
the information that a user can view and can be used with ACM to reduce the amount of resources that are used to
perform certain functions from in the products.

CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS provide an easy means of creating these
views. Use the View Create feature of these products to create views that include all columns for all tables. Keep the
same table name for the view, changing only the creator ID. (This changes the fully qualified names, while keeping the
views easy to identify.) For example, change the creator from SYSIBM to VIEW. This would change the DB2 catalog table
name SYSIBM.SYSTABLES to VIEW.SYSTABLES.

If you use views with WHERE clauses with ACM, note that SQL errors can occur if dependent objects specified by the
WHERE clauses are not included. For objects with RI relationships, this can cause problems with referential data integrity.

CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS provides an easy way to restrict users to viewing only objects that they create.

Activate ACM
Once you have created alternate catalog mappings through the ACM facility, tell your product to use these mappings by
activating ACM.

WARNING
If you have created alternate catalog mappings, but do not activate ACM, the DB2 system catalog tables are
accessed instead of the alternate system tables.

To activate ACM, set the ACM option on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu to ON and
press Enter. ON is the default value for this option.

If ACM is activated (ON), the alternate system table is used. However, if this table is not found, the IBM system table is
used instead. This means that you could have a mix of ACM and system tables.

If the ACM option is not activated (OFF), the IBM catalog tables are used.

NOTE
To enable or disable ACM through CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS or CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS for
the current session, use the ACMON and ACMOFF primary commands.
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Use Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM is a powerful tool for managing your Db2 subsystem. Using this tool, you can
manage threads, the Db2 environment, and your Db2 parameters:

• View and terminate threads. You can view thread information and safely terminate threads without affecting other
transactions. Threads can be terminated on demand through the online panels, or in batch. You can also set up
profiles that specify criteria for automatic termination of problem threads. You can also free locked tables and page
sets, which is useful for ensuring that a utility or batch job can execute.

• Add active logs and manage exit routines. You can manage your subsystem dynamically by adding and deleting
active log data sets, and by adding and refreshing (or updating) exit routines.

• View and change Db2 parameters. You can view and alter most Db2 parameters and attributes on demand through
the online panels, or in batch. You can also use the scheduler task to schedule these changes. Scheduling these
updates lets you customize a subsystem for different workloads at different times of the day.

The Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM environment consists of the user interface and the Xmanager address
space. The Xmanager runs as a started task and is used to establish and provide an execution environment for the
product. Xmanager also provides services for carrying out most of the functions that are described here. The Xmanager
task can manage all subsystems within a single MVS image and can be shared with other CA Db2 products such as CA
Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS.

Getting Started with Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM
Before using Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM, perform the following tasks:

• Review the security requirements.
• Specify the logging destination.
• Review the supported selection criteria masking characters.

Db2 Security
Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM uses Db2 commands to change Db2 parameters, terminate threads, and carry
out other functions. These commands are typically executed on behalf of the requesting user, therefore the user must
have the Db2 authority to execute the commands.

We recommend that users who update Db2 parameters or terminate threads have SYSOPR authority at a minimum.
If you plan to use the product scheduler or the thread monitor, or if you plan to update Db2 parameters or to terminate
threads from remote LPARs in a sysplex, this authority should be granted to the user ID that is associated with the
Xmanager address space.

Users with SYSCTRL or SYSADM authority can issue any command that Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM uses.

Users with SYSOPR authority can issue any command that Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM uses, except for
the STOP and START database commands used by the FREE pageset option.

The following commands can (but do not always) issue the indicated Db2 commands to carry out a function:

Command What it Does Db2 Command Issued Minimum Db2 Authority
Required

BPSIZE Buffer Pool Size -ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR
CANCEL Cancel Db2 Thread -CANCEL THREAD SYSOPR
CASTOUT Buffer pool CASTOUT value -ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR
DWQT Deferred write queue threshold -ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR
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FREE Free pageset of all users -DISPLAY DATABASE
-STOP DATABASE
-START DATABASE

DISPLAY
STARTDB
STOPDB

HPSEQT Hiper pool sequential steal
thresh

-ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR

HPSIZE Hiper pool size -ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR
LOGLOAD Active log LOGLOAD -SET LOG ARCHIVE
RLFTBL Resource limit table suffix -STOP RLIMIT

-START RLIMIT
SYSOPR
SYSOPR

VDWQT Vertical deferred write queue
threshold

-ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR

VPSEQT Buffer pool sequential steal
thresh

-ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR

VPPSEQT Buffer pool parallel sequential
steal thresh

-ALTER BUFFERPOOL SYSOPR

Control User Access Using the PTTAUTH Member

Use the PTTAUTH member in hlq.CDBAPXMP to specify who can manage the scheduler and who can access and issue
specific Db2 commands.

NOTE

For a complete list of commands that you can use with the USRGRPx and CONSOLE parameters, see SET
Statement Commands and Operands in SET Statement Syntax.

You can specify, remove, or comment out the following parameters in PTTAUTH. All parameters are optional.

• SDB2
Specifies the Db2 subsystem to use when verifying user authorization to manage the scheduler. This parameter
applies only when Db2 plan-based security is being used. Authorization is verified using the Manage Scheduler
plan. (If external security is used, SDB2 is ignored and the manage scheduler resource entity determines who has
authorization to manage the scheduler.)
Use the SDB2 parameter when you plan to start the scheduler automatically during Xmanager startup. Also use
this parameter to allow users to use modify commands to start, stop, or refresh the scheduler. If you do not, the Db2
subsystem that is specified in the online user session is used instead. In addition, users are restricted to managing
schedules only through the Thread Terminator Automated Update Schedules display panel.
Only one set of schedules exists; separate schedules are not managed for each individual subsystem. Therefore,
if you are authorized to manage schedules for one subsystem, you have the authority to manage schedules for all
Db2 subsystems on an LPAR. If you want different privileges on different subsystems, you can use this option to
have a single Db2 subsystem control which users can manage schedules. This arrangement is useful when you have
development and production subsystems on the same LPAR.

• USRGRP1 through USRGRP5
Defines the user security groups that assign restricted access for specific commands. A unique plan or security
resource entity is associated with each USRGRPx parameter.

NOTE
The security default, Manage Db2 Default Group, does not apply to commands specified in USRGRP1
through USRGRP5.
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Because you can update many Db2 parameters, it is not practical to have a separate security profile or plan for each
individual command. However, sometimes you might provide certain users with the ability to perform some commands,
but not others.
To control access to specific commands, define user security groups using the USRGRP1 through USRGRP5
parameters and assign commands to these default security level/groups.

NOTE
You can define up to 255 commands per security group.

• CONSOLE
Specifies the commands that can be executed from the console.

NOTE
This parameter does not replace or change the normal security authorization that is required to change a
ZPARM value using modify commands. These commands must still go through the appropriate security
(through the default, Manage Db2 Default Group or one of the designated USRGRPx security groups).
The authorization ID associated with the Xmanager address space is used to verify security because the
command is executed in the Xmanager address space. The Xmanager address space still needs the
appropriate security to execute the command or function.

To issue change commands to alter the Db2 environment (for example, change a ZPARM value) through an MVS
console modify command, add the specific commands to the CONSOLE parameter. To execute all commands from the
console, use an asterisk (*) with the CONSOLE parameter.

PTTAUTH Sample 

The following example shows how a PTTAUTH member could be defined for your site: 

SDB2()

USRGRP1(FREE, SYSADM)

USRGRP2()

USRGRP3(EDMPOOL)

*USRGRP4(SYSADM2)

USRGRP5(BPSIZE)

CONSOLE(FREE,BPSIZE)

      

 

In the preceding example, the following processing occurs:

• Because SDB2 does not specify a subsystem ID, the Db2 subsystem that is specified in the online user session is
used to verify whether the user has authority to manage the scheduler (for plan-based security).
The SDB2 parameter is not used for external security. 

• Only users who have authority to the plan associated with USERGRP1 can use the FREE command and can change
the SYSADM ZPARM parameter (for plan-based security). For external security, access is restricted to users who have
access to the USRGRP1 security resource entity. A unique plan or security resource entity is associated with each
USRGRPx parameter. 

• The EDMPOOL ZPARM parameter that is specified in USRGRP3 and the BPSIZE command that is specified in
USRGRP5 are restricted to authorized users only of the associated plans or security resource entities for those
USRGRPx parameters.

• The USRGRP4 parameter is commented out using the asterisk (*) and is not processed.
• The FREE and BPSIZE commands are the only commands that can be executed from the console. These commands

are also included with the USRGRP1 and USRGRP5 parameters and so are also subject to the security verification for
those security groups.
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The CONSOLE parameter does not replace or change normal security requirements to change a particular ZPARM
value. The authorization ID that is associated with the Xmanager address space is used to verify security.

Control User Access Using Db2 Plan-Based Security

Plan-based Db2 security is used by default. To grant access to Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM functions, give
users execute authority to the product plans and optional plans in high-level.CDBAPARM(PLANSxx).

Each plan corresponds to the following product functions:

• Browse Monitor Profile
Lets the user view (but not create, modify, or delete) monitor profiles through main menu option 7 (Thread monitor
profiles).
Plan: PTTPLN01=PTTAxxxx
 

• View Subsystem Data
Required to access any of the main menu options.
Plan: PTTPLN02=PTTBxxxx
 

• Terminate Threads
Lets the user terminate threads through the following main menu options:
– 1—Db2 subsystem list (terminate threads per SSID)
– 2—Active thread list (terminate active threads)
– 3—Batch termination (terminate threads)
– 5—Terminate table users (terminate threads per table user)
Plan: PTTPLN03=PTTCxxxx
 

• Update Monitor Profile
Lets the user maintain (create, modify, and delete) monitor profiles through main menu option 7 (Thread monitor
profiles).
Plan: PTTPLN04=PTTDxxxx
 

• Manage Scheduler
Lets the user edit and manage schedules and the scheduler task in the Xmanager address space through option 26
(Automated changes), which is accessed through main menu option U (Update Db2 Parameters).
Plan: PTTPLN05=PTTExxxx
 

• Manage Db2 Default Group
Lets the user add and remove active log data sets and Db2 user exit modules, and view and change most Db2
parameters through the following options, which are accessed on the main menu or through main menu option U
(Update Db2 Parameters):
– 8—Add active logs (delete logs)
– 9—Replace exit routines
– 10 – 25—Update various Db2 parameters unless specified within a Usrgrp
Plan: PTTPLN06=PTTFxxxx
 

When in use, commands found in USRGRPs are authorized by the following plans:

Plan Name Access Resource 
PTTPLN07=PTTGxxxx Manage Db2 user grp 1
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PTTPLN08=PTTHxxxx Manage Db2 user grp 2
PTTPLN09=PTTIxxxx Manage Db2 user grp 3
PTTPLN10=PTTJxxxx Manage Db2 user grp 4
PTTPLN11=PTTKxxxx Manage Db2 user grp 5

Plans PTTGxxxx through PTTKxxxx correspond with the optional use of USRGRP1 through USRGRP5 defined in high-
level.CDBAPXMP(PTTAUTH). These groups provide another level of security in controlling access to specific update
ZPARM commands. For example, define the following options for USRGRP1, USRGRP2, and USRGRP3: 

USRGRP1 (BPSIZE)

USRGRP2 (LOGLOAD, RLFTBL)

USRGRP3 (FREE)

In the previous example:

• USRGRP1 limits changing the buffer pool size (BPSIZE) to those IDs given authority to plan PTTGxxxx.
• USRGRP2 limits changing the checkpoint frequency (LOGLOAD) and resource limit table suffix value (RLFTBL) to

those IDs given authority to plan PTTHxxxx.
• USRGRP3 limits the use of main menu item 6—Terminate pageset users (terminate threads per pageset user)—to

those IDs given authority to plan PTTIxxxx. 

The default PTTAUTH member authorizes USRGRP1 to update ZPARM values SYSADM, SYSADM2, and AUTH. Access
to updating these particular ZPARM values should be tightly controlled because they can be changed to allow normal
unauthorized user access to Db2 and its data.

Update ZPARM commands that are not defined to a USRGRP, then default to plan PTTFxxxx authority.

Some update ZPARM commands require authority to execute Db2 commands.

Control User Access Using an External Security Manager

Db2 security is used by default. However, you can also control access to the product functions by using an external
security manager product. The Security Authorization Facility (SAF) provides an interface to CA ACF2, CA Top Secret,
and IBM RACF. This interface provides a common means for identifying users and authorizing user access to critical
resources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Edit the following parameters in hlq.CDBAPARM(PTT):
– Set the EXTERNALSEC parameter to Y to use an external security system.
– Specify a resource class name in the DFLTSECCLAS parameter to change the resource class. You can specify any

eight-character value that the external security interface allows. The default resource class is $PTT.
2. Define access to resources using the available access levels. These levels correspond to the Db2 plan authorizations

that you can set using the Product Authorizations facility.

NOTE
 Although the resource names look like data set names, the resource names are not based on data set class
security definitions. Lowercase nodes in the resource names indicate that you can use a wildcard asterisk.

The following list describes the functions or levels, required access type and resource names, and the specific options
they map to on the Thread Terminator Main Menu:
– Browse Monitor Profile

Lets the user view (but not create, modify, or delete) monitor profiles through main menu option 7 (Thread monitor
profiles).
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.MONITOR.LEVEL1
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Required access: READ
– View Subsystem Data

Required to access any of the main menu options.
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.ssid
Required access: READ

– Terminate Threads
Lets the user terminate threads through the following main menu options:
• 1—Db2 subsystem list (terminate threads per SSID)
• 2—Active thread list (terminate active threads)
• 3—Batch termination (terminate threads)
• 5—Terminate table users (terminate threads per table user)
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.ssid.connectiontype.jobname.planname
Required access: UPDATE

– Update Monitor Profile
Lets the user create, modify, and delete monitor profiles through main menu option 7 (Thread monitor profiles).
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.MONITOR.LEVEL4
Required access: UPDATE

– Manage Scheduler
Lets the user edit and manage schedules and the scheduler task in the Xmanager address space through option 26
(Automated changes), which is accessed through main menu option U (Update Db2 Parameters).
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.SCHEDULE.LEVEL5
Required access: UPDATE

– Manage Db2 Default Group
Lets the user add and remove active log data sets and Db2 user exit modules, and view and change most Db2
parameters through the following options, which are accessed on the main menu or through main menu option U
(Update Db2 Parameters):
• 8—Add active logs (delete logs)
• 9—Replace exit routines
• 10 – 25—Update various Db2 parameters unless specified within a Usrgrp
Security resource entity: PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL6
Required access: UPDATE  

When in use, commands found in USRGRPs are authorized by the following resource names:

USRGRPs Access Resource 
USRGRP1 UPDATE PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL7
USRGRP2 UPDATE PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL8
USRGRP3 UPDATE PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL9
USRGRP4 UPDATE PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVELA
USRGRP5 UPDATE PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVELB

Resource LEVEL7 through LEVELB correspond with the optional use of USRGRP1 through USRGRP5 defined in high-
level.CDBAPXMP(PTTAUTH). These USRGRPs provide another level of security by controlling access to specific update
ZPARM commands. For example, define the following options for USRGRP1, USRGRP2, and USRGRP3: 

USRGRP1 (BPSIZE)

USRGRP2 (LOGLOAD, RLFTBL)

USRGRP3 (FREE)

In the previous example:
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• USRGRP1 limits changing the buffer pool size (BPSIZE) to those IDs given authority to resource
PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL7.

• USRGRP2 limits changing the checkpoint frequency (LOGLOAD) and resource limit table suffix value (RLFTBL) to
those IDs given authority to resource PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL8.

• USRGRP3 limits the use of main menu item 6—Terminate pageset users (terminate threads per pageset user)—to
those IDs given authority to resource PTI.PTT.ssid.MANAGE.LEVEL9.

The default PTTAUTH member authorizes USRGRP1 to update ZPARM values SYSADM, SYSADM2, and AUTH. Tightly
control access to updating these particular ZPARM values because they can be changed to allow normal unauthorized
user access to Db2 and its data.

Update ZPARM commands that are not defined to a USRGRP, then default to LEVEL6, the default group.

Some update ZPARM commands require authority to execute Db2 commands.

External levels of security correspond to the Db2 plan authorizations.

Data Set Access Requirements

To customize the XMAN Startup Options, a user must have authority to update the high-level.CDBAPXMP data set.

To manage schedules, a user must have update access to the schedules data set. By default, the schedules are defined
in a member of high-level.CDBAPXMP.

Specify Logging Destination
A log record is written for each thread termination request and for each request for changes to the Db2 subsystem. You
can write these records to SYSOUT or to a data set. Use these log records to see the changes to your subsystem. For
example, you can easily determine who canceled a thread and how it was canceled. You can also see who requested a
subsystem change and whether the change was successful.

The log shows the following information for terminated threads:

• The user ID or profile name that requested the thread termination.
• Thread information, such as connection type, authorization ID, and address space ID.
• Whether the termination was successful. If the termination fails, the log shows reason and return codes.

The log shows the following information for subsystem changes:

• The user ID who requested the change.
• The requested change.
• The result of the change.
• WTO messages regarding the change.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Xmanager startup options from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Specify where to write the log records. You can write these records to only one location:

– To write log records to SYSOUT, specify a class in the first field.
– To write log records to a data set, specify a data set name in the second field.

NOTE

• When you specify a data set name here, Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM allocates it
dynamically at Xmanager startup. The data set does not have to exist when specified here, but it must
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exist before Xmanager is started to avoid an error. Predefine the data set as a sequential data set with
RECFM FB and an LRECL of 154.

•  If you specify a PTTLOG DD statement in the Xmanager JCL (located in the PTXMAN member
of hlq.CDBASAMP), the data set name that you specify here does not override that DD statement. We
do not recommend specifying a PTTLOG DD statement in PTXMAN. Instead, specify a data set name
here and let Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM allocate it for you. 

Press Enter. Your changes are saved, and they take effect next time Xmanager is started.

Selection Criteria Masking
Use the percent sign (%) and the underscore (_) only as follows to specify selection criteria.

• Use the percent sign (%) only at the end of the string to represent any number of characters. The percent sign is a
suffix match symbol. The string you enter is read until the percent sign is reached. Anything you enter after the percent
sign is not read. For example, if you enter DSN%123, DSN is read, but not 123. All members that begin with DSN
are returned with no limits imposed on what follows the initial three characters. To mask an indeterminate number of
characters, use a single percent sign.

• Use the underscore (_) anywhere within the string to represent any single character for each underscore you enter.
Blanks are not allowed. For example, if you enter DSN _ _ _ _ ABC, you can receive DSN1234ABC but not DSN1ABC
or DSN12ABC or DSN123ABC. In this example, only members with exactly four characters between DSN and ABC
are returned.

View and Terminate Threads
Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM provides various options for viewing and terminating threads. A thread is a
bi‑directional communication path between a Db2 subsystem and an application in CICS, IMS, Call Attach, or TSO.
A thread is used to send requests and data between Db2 and an application. Sometimes a thread must be canceled
because an SQL call is looping or has been executing for a long time. A thread can also be canceled when an application
failure left idle threads that cannot be terminated easily.

Most of the termination options let you specify whether to perform a soft cancel or a kill:

• A soft cancel uses Db2 CANCEL to cancel distributed or parallel threads, and it uses a native Thread Termination/
Dynamic DSNZPARM method to cancel nondistributed and nonparallel threads. The primary execution unit of work is
backed out and the application is terminated.

• A kill uses z/OS facilities to cancel the thread. Only the task that is associated with the thread is canceled. A kill does
not adversely affect other CICS, IMS, and TSO transactions. When the thread of a TSO user is canceled, that user
remains active in TSO.

NOTE

If a thread is doing critical work, it cannot be terminated by Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM.

To terminate threads, you must have the appropriate authorizations:

• You must always have (or belong to a group that has) one of the following authorizations:
– If Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM is using DB2 plan-based security, you must have EXECUTE authority

for plan PTTPLN03 in hlq.CDBAPARM(PLANSxx).
– If Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM is using external security instead, you must have UPDATE authority for

resource entity PTI.PTT.ssid.connectiontype.jobname.planname. 
• To cancel threads using Db2 CANCEL, you must also have (or belong to a group that has) SYSOPR, SYSCTRL, or

SYSADM authority.
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View DB2 Thread Information
You can view detailed information about thread activity on a Db2 subsystem to help you determine whether a thread
should be terminated.

You can view the following types of information:

• A list of subsystems that are defined on your z/OS system
• Current threads for a selected subsystem
• The activity of an individual thread, such as locks owned by the thread, SQL activity, and bufferpool information

 Follow these steps: 

1. View a list of threads by performing one of the following actions:
– Select DB2 subsystem list on the main menu, then type S next to an active subsystem and press Enter.
– Select Active thread list on the main menu.

If threads in connect or sign-on status do not have plans allocated to them, they do not appear here.
The Thread Terminator Active Threads Display appears, showing the active threads in the selected subsystem. Scroll
right (F11) to see all columns of information.

2. (Optional) Filter the threads that are displayed:
a. Type S in the Set Filters field and press Enter.
b. Specify your filtering criteria and press F3 (End).

You return to the Thread Terminator Active Threads Display.
c. Type YES in the Filter field and press Enter.

The panel updates to show only the threads that match your filtering criteria. Also, the B-Batch Setup or T-
Terminate ALL field appears.

3. (Optional) View detailed information about a thread:
a. Type S next to a thread and press Enter.

A thread detail panel appears, showing detailed time-related information about a currently active thread to help you
analyze thread elapsed time, INDB2 time, and CPU use. Wait analysis information is also provided. 

NOTE

Class 2 and Class 3 times are available only when Accounting Classes 2 and 3 are active on the
selected subsystem.

b. Change the Option value to view more thread details. For example, specify S (SQL) to see the type and count of
SQL calls that a thread has issued.

c. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Thread Terminator Active Threads Display. If you have identified a problematic thread, you
can terminate threads using line commands from this panel by using the T line command.

Terminate Threads Using Line Commands
You can terminate threads on demand by issuing line commands through an online interface. The online interface lets
you use filtering criteria to terminate multiple threads simultaneously. For example, you can terminate all threads that are
accessing a specific plan or all threads with the same connection ID. You can also specify the type of termination and
whether you want to generate a SYSUDUMP or SCV dump upon termination.

Follow these steps:

1. Display a list of active threads by taking one of the following actions:
– Select option 1 (DB2 subsystem list) on the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, then type S next to an active

subsystem and press Enter.
– Select option 2 (Active thread list) on the main menu.
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The Thread Terminator Active Threads Display appears, showing the active threads. Threads in connect or sign-on
status do not appear here unless plans are allocated to them.

2. (Optional) Filter the thread display:
a. Type S in the Set Filters field and press Enter.
b. Specify your filtering criteria and press F3 (End).

You return to the Active Threads Display.
c. Type YES in the Filter field and press Enter.
The threads that match your filtering criteria appear. The B-Batch Setup or T-Terminate ALL field also appears.

3. (Optional) View detailed information about a thread:
a. Type S next to an active thread and press Enter.

A thread detail panel appears.
b. Update the Option field to view other thread detail panels. For example, type B to view DB2 buffer manager

statistics for the thread. The valid display options are shown next to the Option field. For more information about a
display option, press F1 to access the online help.

c. Press F3 from any thread detail panel.
You are returned to the Active Threads Display.

4. Type T (Terminate thread) next to each thread to terminate. Or, if you filtered the thread display in Step 2, you can
type T in the B-Batch Setup or T-Terminate All field. Press Enter.
The Thread Terminator Terminate Threads Display appears, showing the selected threads.

5. Specify the termination type and dump option and press Enter. 

NOTE

If you are terminating distributed threads, select D as the termination type to perform a soft cancel. The CA
Thread Terminator cannot kill distributed threads through the online interface. If you select K (kill), an error
message is issued. Alternately, if you are terminating distributed threads and a kill termination is required,
use the batch interface instead of the online interface.

CA Thread Terminator processes your request. The TERMSTAT field updates to show the status of each termination
request. A TERMED status indicates that the thread has been terminated. Soon after this status appears, the thread
disappears from the list.
The following actions also occur:
– If the threads were terminated with a soft cancel, the users of the threads receive an S04E system ABEND code.
– If the threads were terminated with a kill, the users receive an S222 system ABEND code.
– If the threads were distributed, messages DSNL027I and DSNL028I appear in the system log of the requester.

Message DSNL500I or DSNL502I also appears in the system log of the requester or the server, depending on
where the thread was terminated. These messages are normal and indicate successful thread termination.

6. Press F3 (End).
You are returned to the Active Threads Display. The terminated threads are usually removed from the list. However,
these threads can temporarily remain on the Active Threads Display due to other processing, such as a rollback.

Terminate Threads Using the Batch Interface
You can terminate threads in batch by submitting a JCL job. Batch termination is useful when you want to terminate many
threads immediately before running a critical batch job. For example, you can terminate all threads that are accessing a
particular plan immediately before binding the plan. Add the batch syntax to your job step immediately before the bind to
ensure that no threads are accessing the plan.

You can create the batch termination JCL automatically or manually. Creating the JCL automatically can be faster, easier,
and less error-prone. Creating the JCL manually gives you more control over the syntax that is specified.
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Create the Batch JCL Automatically

You can create batch JCL automatically through the product panels.

Follow these steps: 

1. Display the Thread Terminator Batch Select panel by taking one of the following actions:
– Select Batch termination on the CA Thread Terminator main menu.
– Use the thread filtering feature. Using this method prepopulates some fields on the Thread Terminator Batch Select

panel for you:
a. Select Active thread list on the main menu.
b. Type S in the Set Filters field and press Enter.
c. Specify your filtering criteria and press F3 (End).

Your changes are saved. The Active Threads Display panel reappears.
d. Type YES in the Filter field and press Enter.

The threads that match your filtering criteria are listed.
e. Type B in the B-Batch Setup or T-Terminate All field and press Enter. (If you type T in this field, all displayed

threads are immediately terminated.)
The Thread Terminator Batch Select panel appears.

2. Complete the SELECTION CRITERIA, OPTIONS, and DATASET/MEMBER SELECTION fields. If you used the thread
filtering feature in Step 1, some of these fields are already populated.
For the SELECTION CRITERIA fields, enter a name or mask in at least one field. For masks, you can use the
underscore (_) as the single character wildcard and the percent sign (%) for trailing values. If you specify more than
one selection criteria, a logical AND is applied to the criteria to select the threads.

NOTE

The values that you enter in the DATASET/MEMBER SELECTION fields are saved in a user profile. These
values appear as default values the next time you view this panel.

Press Enter.
The JCL appears in an ISPF edit session.

3. Type SUBMIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch job executes. You can see the termination status by specifying the logging destination and  reviewing the
log, which tracks online and batch thread termination attempts. The job ends with one of the following return codes:
– 0

Indicates successful thread termination.
– 4

Indicates that one or more threads were not terminated. See the View and Terminate Threads for more details. 
– 8

Indicates that no qualifying threads were found, therefore no threads were terminated.
The following actions also occur:
– If the threads were terminated with a soft cancel, the thread users receive an S04E system ABEND code.
– If the threads were terminated with a kill, the users receive an S222 system ABEND code.
– If the threads were distributed, messages DSNL027I and DSNL028I appear in the system log of the requester.

Message DSNL500I or DSNL502I also appears in the system log of the requester or the server, depending on
where the thread was terminated. These messages are normal and indicate successful thread termination.

– A thread termination report is generated. For more information about this report, see View and Terminate Threads.

Create the Batch JCL Manually

You can create batch JCL for thread termination manually.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following JCL into a data set:

//jobname JOB (acct.info),'PTT',CLASS=x,MSGCLASS=y,

// MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=5M,NOTIFY=&SYSUID 

//* 

//JOBLIB DD DSN=CA load library,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTTBATCH PROC 

//PTTBATCH EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=PTTBTCCC/TEST',REGION=4096K

//PTILIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CA load library

//PTIPARM DD DSN=CA parmlib,DISP=SHR 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=* 

//TTREPORT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN DD DUMMY 

// PEND

2. Customize the JCL as follows:
– JOB

Specifies a JOB statement for your site. We recommend a region size of 500 KB.
– JOBLIB DD

Specifies the load library for the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products.
– PTTBATCH EXEC

Specifies the action to take against the selected threads:
• PARM='EP=PTTBTCCC'  terminates the selected threads.
• PARM='EP=PTTBTCCC/TEST'  prints the selected threads but does not terminate them.

– PTILIB DD
Specifies the load library for the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products.

– PTIPARM DD
Specifies the parameter library for the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products.

– SYSUDUMP DD
Generates a SYSUDUMP. Specify an output class here.

– TTREPORT DD
Generates a thread termination report. Specify an output class here.

3. Add the following JCL:

//PTTBATCH EXEC PTTBATCH

//PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD * 

*  TERM SSID ASID AUTHID.. CONNID.. PLANNAME CORRID...... JOBNAME.XMAN 

   KILL ssid jobname xmid

//

4. Customize the PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD with the appropriate thread termination parameters (listed in the following
section). The JCL in Step 3 shows the parameters in the proper columns to help you enter them correctly.
You can enter multiple termination requests in this DD statement. For each request, enter the termination type and the
SSID. Also specify at least one of these parameters:
– AUTHID
– JOBNAME
– CONNID
– PLANNAME
– CORRID
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If you specify more than one of these parameters, a logical AND is applied when selecting the threads for
termination. The more information that you specify here, the more precise the termination. Use as many parameters as
possible to ensure that you terminate the appropriate threads.

5. Verify that Xmanager is active. (If Xmanager is not active, the batch job fails.)
6. Submit the JCL.

The batch job executes. You can see the termination status by specifying the logging destination, which tracks online
and batch thread termination attempts. The job ends with one of the following return codes:
– 0

Indicates successful thread termination.
– 4

Indicates that one or more threads were not terminated. If you included the TTREPORT DD statement to generate
a thread termination report, see View and Terminate Threads. 

– 8
Indicates that no qualifying threads were found, therefore no threads were terminated.

The following actions also occur:
– If the threads were terminated with a soft cancel, the thread users receive an S04E system ABEND code.
– If the threads were terminated with a kill, the users receive an S222 system ABEND code.
– If the threads were distributed, messages DSNL027I and DSNL028I appear in the system log of the requester.

Message DSNL500I or DSNL502I also appears in the system log of the requester or the server, depending on
where the thread was terminated. These messages are normal and indicate successful thread termination.

– If you included the TTREPORT DD statement in your job, a thread termination report is generated. For more
information about this report, see View and Terminate Threads.

PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD Parameters

The following parameters can be included in the PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD statement.

Where noted, the following masking characters can be used:

• An underscore (_) represents a single character wildcard.
• A percent sign (%) represents trailing values.

Column Field Description 
1 * Comments out the line.
2-3 n/a Must be blank.
4-7 TERM (Required) Specifies the termination type:

• SOFT—DB2 termination
• KILL—z/OS termination

8 n/a n/a
9-12 SSID (Required) Specifies the subsystem ID.
13 n/a n/a
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14-17 ASID Specifies a z/OS home address space as
a two-byte hexadecimal value. All threads
executing on behalf of that address space
are terminated.
If you use SDSF to find the ASID to
terminate, convert the ASID value from
decimal (as it is displayed in SDSF) to
hexadecimal.
The ASID is displayed as a hexadecimal
number by our products and by the Db2 -
DISPLAY THREAD command.

18 n/a Must be blank.
19-26 AUTHID Specifies the thread authorization ID. You

can use a mask to select multiple IDs.
27 n/a Must be blank.
28-35 CONNID Specifies the connection ID. You can use a

mask to select multiple IDs.
36 n/a Must be blank.
27-44 PLANNAME Specifies the plan name. You can use a

mask to select multiple plans.
45 n/a Must be blank.
46-57 CORRID Specifies the correlation ID. You can use a

mask to select multiple IDs.
For IMS, use the IMS region number
combined with its PSBNAME (program
specification block name).
For CICS, use the thread number combined
with the transaction code.

58 n/a Must be blank.
59-66 JOBNAME Specifies the job name. You can use a

mask to select multiple jobs.
67 n/a Must be blank.
68-71 XMAN Specifies the Xmanager ID. If you omit this

parameter, the XMANID that is specified in
the parmlib member is used.

72 n/a Must be blank.
73-80 n/a Can be blank or can contain sequence

numbers.

View the Thread Termination Reports

When you terminate threads through the batch interface, a thread termination report is generated. This report summarizes
the termination status and lists any termination errors that are not related to the threads; for example, when the batch
syntax contains an error or when the Db2 subsystem is inactive.

NOTE

The thread termination report is generated only through the batch interface. The report is not generated when
you terminate threads by using other methods, such as Terminate Threads Using Line Commands or the thread
monitor.
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The thread termination report has the following parts:

 

See the following sample report:

YYYY-MM-DD HH.MM.SS                                 THREAD TERMINATION REPORT   

FIELD LAYOUT*  TERM SSID ASID AUTHID.. CONNID.. PLANNAME CORRID...... JOBNAME. X

INPUT CARD     KILL Dxxx      USERxx%                                          0

                                                                                

SSID PLANNAME CONNID   OPID     AUTHID   CORRID       CONNTYPE JOBNAME  ASID    

Dxxx DSNESPRR TSO      OPIDxx   USERXX   USERXX       TSO      USERXX   0103    

Dxxx DSNESPRR TSO      OPIDxx   USERxx   USERxx       TSO      USERxx   0203    

  SELECTED BUT INVALID                                                          

Dxxx DSNESPRR TSO      OPIDxx   USERxx   USERxx       TSO      USERxx   0143    

Dxxx DSNESPRR TSO      OPIDxx   USERxx   USERxx       TSO      USERxx   0103    

Dxxx DSNESPRR TSO      OPIDxx   USERxx   USERxx       TSO      USERxx   1245    

  SELECTED BUT SOFT CANCEL IN PROGRESS                                          

YYYY-MM-DD HH.MM.SS                                 THREAD TERMINATION REPORT   

                                                    THREAD TERMINATION SUMMARY  

NUMBER OF THREADS SELECTED . . . . . . . . . . . . 00005                        

NUMBER SUCCESSFULLY CANCELED . . . . . . . . . . . 00003                        

NUMBER SELECTED BUT INVALID. . . . . . . . . . . . 00001                        

NUMBER SELECTED BUT SOFT CANCEL IN PROGRESS. . . . 00001

Thread Termination Request Options

The first part of the thread termination report shows the termination request options that you specified in the control
statements. The FIELD LAYOUT* line contains the column headers. Below the headers, one detail line is included for
each control statement. If an option was not specified in the control statement, the corresponding report field is blank.

For more information about the thread termination request options, see the PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD parameters
in Terminate Threads Using the Batch Interface.

Thread Details

The second part of the report shows a line of information for each thread that was selected for termination. A header
line defines the column headers, followed by one line for each thread. If you used masks in the termination request, a
separate line is listed for each thread that meets the masking criteria.

If a thread cannot be terminated immediately, one of the following error messages appears in the report immediately
following the thread detail line:

• SELECTED BUT INVALID
Indicates that the thread was invalid. The thread might have terminated already or the task control block (TCB) for the
thread might have changed.

• SELECTED BUT NOT IN DB2
Indicates that you specified Db2 termination (a soft cancel) but the thread was not executing within Db2.

• SELECTED BUT IN SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE
Indicates that the thread originated from a system address space. These threads are not terminated.

• SELECTED BUT ADDRESS SPACE TERMINATING
Indicates that the address space in which the thread was executing was terminating already.

• SELECTED BUT TCB TERMINATING
Indicates that the Thread Control Block (TCB) for that thread was terminating already.

• SELECTED BUT SOFT CANCEL IN PROGRESS
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Indicates that the thread was selected for a Db2 termination (a soft cancel) but Db2 has not reached a processing
checkpoint. When the checkpoint is reached, the thread is terminated.

• SELECTED BUT HARD CANCEL FAILED
Indicates that the call to the Recovery Termination Manager to cancel the z/OS task returned an error condition.
Depending on the error condition, the thread might eventually be terminated.

• SELECTED BUT SECURITY CALL FAILED 
Indicates that an attempt was made to access the external security system but the external security system returned
an error condition. This message applies only when an external security system controls the authorizations.

• ACCESS DENIED
Indicates that the user does not have authorizations to the Db2 subsystem ID, connection type, job name, or plan
name that was specified in the termination request. This message applies only when an external security system
controls the authorizations.

Thread Termination Summary

The last part of the report summarizes the thread termination results. This section lists the total number of
selected threads and successful terminations, and summarizes any termination errors that occurred. (The possible errors
are described in the preceding section, Thread Details.)

Thread Termination Error Report

If an error that is not related to the thread causes termination to fail (for example, the requested Db2 subsystem is not
active), an error report is produced.

See the following sample error report: 

YYYY-MM-DD 15.17.12                                  THREAD TERMINATION REPORT 

FIELD LAYOUT*  TERM SSID ASID AUTHID.. CONNID.. PLANNAME CORRID...... JOBNAME. 

INPUT CARD     SOFT ssid    authid 

                            * 

          COLUMN 18 MUST BE BLANK

The first part of the error report shows the thread termination request options that you specified in the control statements.
The FIELD LAYOUT* line contains the column headers. Below the headers, one detail line is included for each control
statement. If an option was not specified in the control statement, the corresponding report field is blank. For more
information about the thread termination request options, see the PTTBATCH.SYSIN DD parameters in Terminate
Threads Using the Batch Interface.

The last part of the error report describes the error condition. When the error is caused by a control statement error, an
asterisk appears beneath the error message.

The following error messages can appear on the report:

• COL 1 MUST BE ASTERISK OR BLANK, 2-3 MUST BE BLANK
Indicates that an invalid character is in column 1, 2, or 3.

• COLUMN n MUST BE BLANK
Indicates that column n contains a character. The column must be blank.

• TERMINATION VALUE NOT “SOFT” OR “KILL”
Indicates that an invalid value was entered in the termination field. You must enter SOFT or KILL in this field.

• SELECT BY ASID, PLAN, AUTH, CONN, CORR OR JOBNAME
Indicates that you did not specify one of the listed fields in the termination request. At least one of these fields must be
specified.

• XMANAGER IS NOT ACTIVE ID=nnnn 
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Indicates that the specified Xmanager ID is not active.
• DB2 SUBSYSTEM NOT ACTIVE

Indicates that the specified SSID is not active.
• SYSIN FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED

Indicates that the SYSIN DD statement was missing. The SYSIN DD statement contains the termination request
options. If this error occurs, the first part of the report that shows the request options is not printed.

Terminate Threads Using the Thread Monitor
You can use the thread monitor to identify and terminate threads that meet the criteria in your monitor profile. Using the
thread monitor helps reduce the amount of time that is spent monitoring and managing thread activity.

You can set up your monitor profiles to terminate threads automatically, or to generate warning messages instead. You
can also specify selection criteria and thresholds to isolate certain threads. For example, you can specify an elapsed
time limit and a plan name to terminate any thread that accesses that plan for too long. You can also specify the type of
termination, whether to generate a dump upon termination, and whether to notify users.

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a monitor profile and define monitor options.
2. Create a termination profile group.
3. Activate the thread monitor to terminate threads.

Create a Monitor Profile and Define Monitor Options

This procedure describes how to create a thread monitoring profile and define the monitor options. The contents of the
monitor profile determine the behavior of the thread monitor when you start it.

NOTE

• The Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM control file must exist before you can create a monitor profile.
Typically, the control file is created during post-installation, when the products are configured. The control file
verifies that all users can use each monitor profile. For more information, see Create the Thread Terminator
Dynamic DSNZPARM Control File.

• You can also copy an existing monitor profile. This option can save time when you want multiple profiles with
similar options. You can also copy profiles from previous product releases, for use in your current release.
For more information, see Copy a Thread Monitor Profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create the monitor profile:
a. Select Thread monitor profiles from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
b. Enter any character in the Create Profile field and press Enter.

The Thread Terminator Create Monitor Profile Display appears.
c. Complete the fields and press F3 (End).

You are returned to the Thread Terminator Monitor Profiles Display, which shows the new monitor profile.
2. Define the monitor options:

a. Type V next to the profile and press Enter.
b. Enter any character in the View/Update Monitor Options field and press Enter.
c. Enter any character in the Update Monitor Options field and press Enter.
d. Select your monitor options and press Enter two times.

The new monitor options are in effect. You can now create a termination profile group for the monitor profile.
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Create a Termination Profile Group

Your monitor profile must contain at least one termination profile group. A termination profile group is a group of
termination profiles. A termination profile is a set of selection criteria or filters that the monitor uses to identify problem
threads. You create these profiles when you create the profile group. Each termination profile contains the following filters:

• Plan Name
• Connection ID
• Job Name
• Authorization ID
• Correlation ID
• Connection Type
• Operator ID

Each termination profile also includes the following items, which are created when you create the termination profile
group:

• (Required) A threshold group specifies the maximum amount of resources that a thread can use before the thread
monitor issues a warning message or terminates the thread. 

• (Optional) A notify group is a group of TSO user IDs that are notified when a warning is issued or a thread is
terminated. The same notify group can be included in more than one termination profile.

The thread monitor monitors the threads and selects any that match all filters in the termination profile. The thread must
also exceed the thresholds in the corresponding threshold group. If the termination profile group is in WARN mode, the
thread monitor issues a warning message about the thread. If the termination profile group is not in WARN mode, the
thread monitor terminates the thread. The corresponding threshold group specifies what termination type is used (soft
cancel or kill). If the termination profile has a notify group, the TSO users receive a warning or termination message.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Thread monitor profiles from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Type V (View/Modify Profile) next to a monitor profile and press Enter.

The View Termination Profile Group List appears, showing any termination profile groups that are already included in
this monitor profile. 

NOTE

 These steps explain how to create a termination profile group. However, you can also view an existing group
by typing V, or delete it by typing D.

3. Create a threshold group:
a. Type T (Threshold) in the View Group Type field and press Enter.
b. Type any character in the Add Threshold Group field and press Enter.
c. Enter the required information and press Enter. 

NOTE

When specifying a termination type, consider whether this profile group might select distributed threads
for termination. If you specify HARD (which is equivalent to a kill) and distributed threads are selected, an
error message will occur. Specify SOFT or WARN instead.

d. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to add the threshold group.
e. Press F3.

You return to the View Threshold Group List.
4. (Optional) Create a notify group:

a. Type N (Notify) in the View Group Type field and press Enter.
b. Type any character in the Add Notify Group field and press Enter.
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c. Enter the required information and press Enter.
d. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to add the notify group.
e. Press F3.

You return to the View Notify Group List.
5. Create a termination profile group and one or more termination profiles:

a. Type P (Termination Profile) in the View Group Type field and press Enter.
b. Type any character in the Add Termination Profile Group field and press Enter.
c. Enter the required information and press Enter.

The Add Initial Termination Profile(s) to Group Display panel appears.
d. Enter the required information. Each termination profile must contain a threshold group, but the notify groups are

optional. Press Enter.
A message verifies that the profile has been added to the group.

e. (Optional) Repeat Step d to create more termination profiles.
f. Press F3 until you return to the View Termination Profile Group List.

Your termination profile group is created. You can now activate the thread monitor to terminate threads.

Activate the Thread Monitor to Terminate Threads

After you create a thread monitor profile and add thread termination groups to it, you can use the thread monitor to
terminate threads. The thread monitor tracks thread activity in various Db2 subsystems and compares it to the selection
criteria in the profile. When a thread meets the criteria, the thread monitor issues a warning message or terminates the
thread, depending on the profile settings.

The thread monitor runs as a subtask of the started Xmanager task. You can monitor all subsystems on a particular MVS
image using a single thread monitor subtask. However, you can also run multiple Xmanager tasks simultaneously and
thus, you can run multiple thread monitor subtasks simultaneously.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Thread monitor profiles from the CA Thread Terminator main menu.
2. Type S (Set Current Profile) next to the thread monitor profile that you want to use. To terminate threads, you must

select a profile that specifies WARN=N. If the profile specifies WARN=Y, the thread monitor only issues a warning.
Press Enter.
The Current Profile field updates to show the selected profile ID.

3. Press F3 (End).
You return to the main menu.

4. Select Manage thread monitor.
The Thread Monitor Operations Menu appears. The Current Profile field shows the profile ID that you selected in Step
2.

5. Select option 2 (Monitor start). 

NOTE

If the thread monitor is already active, it must be stopped before you can start it again. To stop and start the
thread monitor in one step, select option 3 (Monitor refresh).

The thread monitor starts, using the selected thread monitor profile. Threads that match the criteria in the monitor
profile are terminated.
The following actions also occur:
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– If the threads were terminated with a soft cancel, the thread users receive an S04E system ABEND code.
– If the threads were terminated with a hard cancel (which is equivalent to a kill), the users receive an S222 system

ABEND code.
– If the threads were distributed, messages DSNL027I and DSNL028I appear in the system log of the requester.

Message DSNL500I or DSNL502I also appears in the system log of the requester or the server, depending on
where the thread was terminated. These messages are normal and indicate successful thread termination.

NOTE

You can also start the thread monitor automatically with Xmanager, or start it manually with z/OS modify
commands.

Copy a Thread Monitor Profile

Thread monitor profiles define your criteria for identifying problematic threads. The thread monitor uses these profiles to
issue warnings or to terminate the threads, depending on your settings. You can create these profiles manually, or you
can use the PTTMPCPY batch copy utility to copy the contents from an existing monitor profile. You can use this utility to
create copies within the same release. You can also carry your existing profiles forward from a previous release. The input
profile can be at the current release level or a prior release level. The output profile is always the current release level.

Sample JCL for PTTMPCPY is provided in hlq.CDBASRC.

Prerequisites:

• The copy utility requires read and update access to the profile data sets from your security subsystem.
• The copy utility requires execute authority for PTTPLN04, the Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM Update

Monitor Profile plan. (This plan is described in Control User Access Using Db2 Plan-Based Security.)
• The XMANID parameter in high-level.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must match the XMANID of the Xmanager started task that

is being used.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Thread monitor profiles on the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
The Thread Terminator Monitor Profiles Display appears, showing the available profiles. 

2. Identify the thread monitor profile that you want to copy (that is, the input profile). You can use the V option on this
panel to view the details of each profile.

3. Create an output profile:
a. Enter any character in the Create Profile field and press Enter.

The Thread Terminator Create Monitor Profile Display appears.
b. Complete the fields, press Enter, and then press F3 (End).

You return to the Thread Terminator Monitor Profiles Display, which shows the new profile. You can now copy the
monitor settings into this profile.

4. Create a copy of the PTTMPCPY sample JCL.
5. Modify the JCL in your copy. The modifications must include a valid JOB statement, your site libraries, and the

following SYSIN syntax:
– IVCAT(hlq)

Specifies the VCAT or high-level qualifier of the input profile data set.
Thread monitor profiles are stored in data sets that are named hlq.PTTMPR.profname. The high-level qualifier was
specified when the input profile was created.

– IPROF(inputprofile)
Specifies the input profile name that you identified in Step 2.

– OPROF(outputprofile)
Specifies the name of the output profile that you created in Step 3.

– SSID(ssid)
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Specifies the subsystem ID to use when verifying that the PTTMPCPY utility is authorized to update monitor
profiles. (This authorization is controlled through the PTTPLN04 Update Monitor Profile plan, which is described
in Control User Access Using Db2 Plan-Based Security.)

6. Save your changes.
7. Submit the JCL for execution.

The JCL is processed. If the copy is successful, return code 0 is issued and the contents of the input profile have been
copied to the output profile. (If the copy is unsuccessful, return code 4 indicates that the output profile does not exist or
is in use. Return code 8 indicates an error condition.)

Manage the Thread Monitor Using Modify Commands

While Xmanager is active, you can use the following z/OS modify commands to control the thread monitor:

• F PTXMAN,START(TT) PRF(profile name)
Starts the thread monitor using the specified profile. The profile must have been previously defined. WTO messages
will be issued to indicate the status of the monitor startup. 

NOTE

You can set up the thread monitor to start automatically with Xmanager. For more information, see Start the
Thread Monitor Automatically with Xmanager.

• F PTXMAN,REFRESH(TT) PRF(profile name)
Restarts the thread monitor using the specified profile. The profile must have been previously defined. WTO messages
will be issued to indicate the status of the monitor termination and restart. You can use this command to refresh the
current thread monitor profile after updates or to load new monitor profiles dynamically.

• F PTXMAN,STOP(TT)
Stops the thread monitor. WTO messages will be issued to indicate the status of the monitor termination.

NOTE

You can also use the product panels to control the thread monitor. For more information, see Activate the
Thread Monitor to Terminate Threads.

Start the Thread Monitor Automatically with Xmanager

You can set the thread monitor to start automatically when Xmanager starts by adding the appropriate START syntax to
the XMANINIT member of hlq.CDBAPXMP. When Xmanager is started, it executes any commands that are present in
XMANINIT.

Keep the following items in mind:

• XMANINIT is the default member name. If your site used a different member name, add the START syntax to that
member. You can verify the member name by looking at the INIT value in hlq.CDBASAMP(PTXMAN).

• You can add multiple commands to XMANINIT. For example, you can also use this member to start the scheduler and
to start data collection in CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS.

• Instead of adding the START syntax directly to XMANINIT, you can add it to its own data set member, and then update
XMANINIT with a RUN command pointing to that member.

The following syntax rules apply when adding commands to XMANINIT:
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• Start each command with a hyphen (-) or dollar sign ($).
• Use the same value (hyphen or dollar sign) for all commands in the same member.
• You can extend a command over as many lines as necessary.
• Columns 1 through 72 of each line are assumed to contain command text.
• Columns 73 through 80 are assumed to contain sequence numbers and are ignored.
• Start all comment lines with an asterisk (*). 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add the following syntax to hlq.CDBAPXMP(XMANINIT): 
-START(TT) PRF(profile_name)

The profile_name specifies which monitor profile to use. The profile must already exist.
2. Restart Xmanager.

Xmanager looks for the XMANINIT member and executes the START command.

More information: 

Create a Monitor Profile and Define Monitor Options 

Manage the Thread Monitor Using Modify Commands 

CA Detector documentation for your release (for the START syntax to start data collection)

CA Subsystem Analyzer documentation for your release (for the START syntax to start data collection)

Terminate Threads Holding a Lock on a Particular Table
You can terminate the threads that are holding a lock on a table. This option is useful when you are about to run a critical
batch job.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Terminate table users from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
The Terminate Table Users panel appears.

2. Enter the table creator and table name and press Enter.
The Terminate Threads panel appears.

3. Specify the termination type and whether you want to receive a SYSUDUMP or SVC dump and press Enter. 

NOTE

If you are terminating distributed threads, select D as the termination type to perform a soft cancel. If you
select K (kill), an error message is issued.

Any threads that are holding a lock on the specified table are terminated.

Terminate Threads Holding a Lock on a Particular Page Set
You can terminate the threads that are holding a lock on a page set. This option is useful when you are about to run a
critical batch job.

NOTE

You can also free database page sets by using the PTTBATCH member of hlq.CDBASAMP. For more
information, see SET Statement Syntax.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Terminate pageset users from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu and press Enter.
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2. Complete the following fields:
– Data base

Specifies the database of the page set to free.
– Pageset

Specifies the page set to free.
– Stop pageset before freeing users?

Specifies whether to stop the page set. Specifying YES ensures that no users can use the page set after the free
function is complete.

– Restart pageset using access
Specifies the access type to use when restarting the page set. Restarting the page set in a restricted state, such as
RW, RO, UT, or FORCE, lets a utility execute after the users are canceled. This restart option is ignored unless the
stop option is YES. If you do not want to perform a restart, specify NONE.

Press Enter.
A CANCEL is issued to free the page set of all users. (No list of users is presented.)

Manage the Db2 Environment
Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM lets you manage your Db2 subsystem dynamically by adding active log data
sets, and by adding and refreshing (or updating) exit routines. You can perform both of these tasks without bringing down
Db2.

View and Add Active Log Data Sets
You can view the Db2 active log status, including which logs are being used, which logs are full, and what other active
logs are available for use. You can also dynamically add active log data sets that are permanently available for use by
Db2. This option lets you manage your active log data sets without having to schedule Db2 downtime.

NOTE

• Before following these steps to add an active log data set, define the log data set using IDCAMS.
• You can also add and delete active log data sets by using the PTTBATCH member of hlq.CDBASAMP.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add active logs on the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
The Add Active Logs panel appears, showing the existing active log data sets.

2. Type ADDLOG on the command line and press Enter.
3. Complete the following actions:

a. Specify whether the new data set is primary or secondary.
b. Specify the name of the data set.
c. Type CONFIRM on the command line and press Enter.
The log data set is added.

Manage Exit Routines
You can add and replace (or refresh) certain Db2 exit routines dynamically. This feature is useful for testing new exit
routines or replacing a defective exit routine without bringing down Db2.

NOTE

You can also replace (or refresh) exit routines by using the PTTBATCH member of hlq.CDBASAMP.

The following exit types have specific considerations:

• Exits for edit procedures, field procedures, and validation procedures
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If exits for edit, field, and validation procedures are not loaded by Db2 currently, the exit names cannot be validated.
If an exit is not currently loaded, a load on the module is performed so that Db2 uses the exit that you specified when
the module is needed. The module use count is also set so that the count never drops to zero, therefore requested
modules always stay loaded for use by Db2.

• Access control authorization exit
When the access control authorization exit is refreshed, a new exit work area is allocated. The exit is invoked with
initialization parameters so that the work environment can be properly initialized. If the exit routine abends during
initialization, the current routine, its work area, and its setting (enabled/disabled) are left intact. A dump of the abend is
written to a system dump data set. If Db2 disabled the previous exit routine, refreshing the exit enables Db2 to use the
exit again.
To disable an active exit from being invoked, refresh the exit with the default Db2 exit module in SDSNLOAD. Doing so
generates an RC12, which tells Db2 not to invoke the exit routine again until you re-enable it with another exit refresh.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Replace exit routines from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Exit routine type
Specifies the exit routine type.

– Exit routine name
Specifies the name of the exit module. Verify that the name is not in use by another exit or Db2 module. The
name can be the same name as the one that is being replaced. If the same name is specified, the current exit is
deleted. If a different name is specified, the current exit is not deleted.

NOTE

Db2 has specific naming requirements for the connection, sign-on, date, time, log capture, and access
control authorization exits. Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM does not require these names. You
can replace any of these exits with a module name of your choice.

– Source load library
Specifies the source load library containing the exit module. This library must be APF authorized. Otherwise, the
load fails and the prior exit routine is left in place.

Press Enter.
The request is processed and the exit is replaced. The output messages show the results of your request.

Maintain Db2 Parameters
You can change most Db2 parameters (ZPARMs) and attributes dynamically through the online panels, through batch
jobs, or using z/OS modify commands. The online panels let you modify DSNZPARM options, DSNHDECP data, and
IRLM data. The batch jobs and modify commands let you modify startup and runtime parameters. You can also use the
scheduler task to change certain parameter settings at specified times. For example, use the scheduler to resize the
buffer pool during prime-time processing and batch processing windows.

Modify Db2 Parameters Online
You can view and change Db2 DSNZPARM, DSNHDECP, and IRLM parameters dynamically online. The parameters are
organized by category on the panels, making it easy to review their settings. We recommend reading the online help for a
parameter before changing its value. After the change is processed, the results are provided in the output messages.

NOTE

To view scrollable displays of the DSNZPARM, DSNHDECP, and IRLM parameters, use the VZ, VD,
and VI options on the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select a parameter group (for example, Buffer pool sizes and thresholds) and press Enter.
3. Enter a new value for a parameter and press Enter.

NOTE

• If you are updating buffer pool parameters, you are shown a list of buffer pools. Use the S line command
to select a buffer pool to update.

• You can process only one parameter value at a time.

The update command is built and processed. After processing has finished, the output messages appear, showing the
processing results. For more information about these messages, type the message ID (for example, PTT1098I) on the
command line and press Enter. These messages are logged to the Xmanager log data set and are also written to the
system log for tracking purposes.

4. Press F3 (End).
You return to the previous display.

5. (Optional) Repeat Steps 4 and 5 to change other parameter values.

More information: 

You can view and change the following parameters on the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM panels:

• Db2 Security Parameters
• Db2 Logging Parameters
• Db2 Application Prog. Defaults
• Db2 Performance and Optimization
• Db2 Storage Size Parameters
• Db2 DDCS Parameters
• Db2 Thread Management Parameters
• DDF and Data Sharing Parameters
• Db2 Operator Functions
• IRLM and Db2 Locking Parameters
• Db2 Routine Parameters
• Db2 Tracing and Checkpoint Parameters
• Buffer Pool Default Parameters
• Db2 Utilities Parameters
• Db2 Additional Parameters

Db2 Security Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Security Parameters panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Security Parameters.

Db2 Security
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Use Db2 authorization AUTH AUTH YES | NO DSNTIPP
System admin 1 SYSADM SYSADM VALUE(id) DSNTIPP
System admin 2 SYSADM2 SYSADM2 VALUE(id) DSNTIPP
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System operator 1 SYSOPR1 SYSOPR1 VALUE(id) DSNTIPP
System operator 2 SYSOPR2 SYSOPR2 VALUE(id) DSNTIPP
Unknown user auth ID DEFLTID DEFLTID VALUE(id) DSNTIPP
Resource limit table auth
ID

RLFAUTH RLFAUTH VALUE(id) DSNTIPP

RACF protect archive
logs

PROTECT PROTECT YES | NO DSNTIPP

Auth required - bind new
pkg

BINDNV BINDNV BIND | BINDADD DSNTIPP

Default auth cache size AUTHCACH AUTHCACH VALUE(number) DSNTIPP
DBADM create view for
others

DBACRVW DBACRVW YES | NO DSNTIPP

Auth exit error limit AEXITLIM AEXITLIM VALUE(number) DSNTIPP

Db2 Logging Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Logging Parameters panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Logging parameters.

Db2 Logging
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Allocation units
(BLK,TRK,CYL)

ALCUNIT ALCUNIT TRK | CYL | BLK DSNTIPA

Primary allocation
quantity

PRIQTY PRIQTY VALUE(number) DSNTIPA

Secondary allocation
quantity

SECQTY SECQTY VALUE(number) DSNTIPA

Catalog archive data sets CATALOG CATALOG YES | NO DSNTIPA
Device type unit 1 name UNIT UNIT VALUE(device-type) DSNTIPA
Device type unit 2 name UNIT2 UNIT2 VALUE(device-type) DSNTIPA
Block size BLKSIZE BLKSIZE VALUE(number) DSNTIPA
Maximum read tape units
alloc

MAXRTU MAXALLC | MAXRTU VALUE(number) DSNTIPA

Max entries recorded in
BSDS

MAXARCH MAXARCH VALUE(number) DSNTIPA

MSVGP 1 MSVGP MSVGP VALUE(storage-group) Not documented
MSVGP 2 MSVGP2 MSVGP2 VALUE(storage-group) Not documented
Max fast log apply
storage (M)

LOGAPSTG LOGAPSTG VALUE(number) DSNTIPL

Issue WTOR before tape
mount

ARCWTOR ARCWTOR YES | NO DSNTIPO

Retention period ARCRETN ARCRETN VALUE(number) DSNTIPA
Maximum quiesce
interval

QUIESCE QUIESCE VALUE(number) DSNTIPA
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Data compression
enabled

COMPACT COMPACT YES | NO DSNTIPA

Automatic offloading
enabled

OFFLOAD OFFLOAD YES | NO Not documented

Timestamp in data set
name

TSTAMP TSTAMP YES | NO | EXT DSNTIPH

UR log write threshold URLGWTH URLGWTH VALUE(number) DSNTIPL
Log 1 data set name
prefix

ARCPFX1 ARCPFX1 VALUE(prefixname) DSNTIPH

Log 2 data set name
prefix

ARCPFX2 ARCPFX2 VALUE(prefixname) DSNTIPH

Output buffer size OUTBUFF OUTBUFF VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPL
Single archive disk
volume

SVOLARC SVOLARC NO | YES DSNTIPA

Deallocation period DEALLCT DEALLCT NOLIMIT |
VALUE(minutes[,seconds])

DSNTIPA

Db2 Application Prog. Defaults

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Application Prog. Defaults
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Application programming defaults.

Db2 Application Prog.
Default Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Decimal point is DECIMAL DECIMAL , | . DSNTIPF
Minimum divide scale DECDIV3 DECDIV3 YES | NO DSNTIP4
SQL string delimiter SQLDELI SQLDELI " | ' DSNTIPF
Mixed data MIXED MIXED YES | NO DSNTIPF
EBCDIC Single byte
CCSID

SCCSID SCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF

EBCDIC Mixed byte
CCSID

SCCSID MCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF

EBCDIC Graphic byte
CCSID

SCCSID GCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF

Date format DATE DATE ISO | USA | EUR | JIS |
LOCAL

DSNTIP4

Time format TIME TIME ISO | USA | EUR | JIS |
LOCAL

DSNTIP4

Local date length DATELEN DATELEN VALUE(number) DSNTIP4
Local time length TIMELEN TIMELEN VALUE(number) DSNTIP4
Default encoding scheme ENSCHEME ENSCHEME EBCDIC | ASCII |

UNICODE
DSNTIPF

Standard SQL language STDSQL STDSQL YES | NO | 86 DSNTIP4
Decimal arithmetic DECARTH DECARTH DEC15 | DEC31 DSNTIP4
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Distributed SQL delimiter DSQLDELI DSQLDELI " | ' DSNTIPF
ASCII Single byte CCSID ASCCSID ASCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF
ASCII Mixed byte CCSID AMCCSID AMCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF
ASCII Graphic byte
CCSID

AGCCSID AGCCSID VALUE(ccsid) DSNTIPF

Allow DESCRIBE for
static SQL

DESCSTAT DESCSTAT YES | NO DSNTIP4

Use options for dynamic
rules

DYNRULS DYNRULS YES | NO DSNTIP4

Application encoding
scheme

APPENSCH APPENSCH EBCDIC | ACSII
| UNICODE |
VALUE(ccsid)

DSNTIPF

Decimal division
minimum scale

MINDVSCL MINDVSCL NONE | 3 | 6 Not documented

Pad nul-terminated
strings

PADNTSTR PADNTSTR NO | YES DSNTIP4

Decimal float round mode DEF_DECFLOAT_ROUND
_MODE

DECFMODE CEILING | DOWN |
FLOOR | HALF_DOWN |
HALF_EVEN | HALF_UP
| UP

DSNTIPF

Language default DEFLANG DEFLANG ASM | C | CPP |
FORTRAN | IBMCOB |
PLI

DSNTIPF

String delimiter DELIM DELIM " | ' DSNTIPF
Default locale LC_CTYPE LC_CTYPE VALUE(locale) DSNTIPF

Db2 Performance and Optimization

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Performance and Optimization
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Performance and Optimization.

Performance
and Optimization
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Default current degree CDSSRDEF CDSSRDEF 1 | ANY DSNTIP8
Optimizer hints OPTHINTS OPTHINTS YES | NO DSNTIP8
Get VARCHAR data from
index

RETVLCFK RETVLCFK YES | NO DSNTIP8

Bypass lock promotion
csr hold

RELCURHL RELCURHL YES | NO DSNTIP8

Max degree of parallelism PARAMDEG PARAMDEG VALUE(number) DSNTIP8
Update partition key
columns

PARTKEYU PARTKEYU YES | NO | SAME DSNTIP8

EDM Pool better fit
algorithm

EDMBFIT EDMBFIT YES | NO DSNTIP8
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Eval of uncommitted data
OK

EVALUNC EVALUNC YES | NO DSNTIP8

Star join option STARJOIN STARJOIN ENABLE | DISABLE | 1 |
number

DSNTIP8

Star join max pool (M) SJMXPOOL SJMXPOOL VALUE(number) DSNTIP8
Current maintained table
types

MAINTYPE MAINTYPE NONE | SYSTEM | USER
| ALL

DSNTIP8

Current refresh age REFSHAGE REFSHAGE 0 | ANY DSNTIP8
Skip uncommitted inserts SKIPUNCI SKIPUNCI YES | NO DSNTIP8
Immediate write IMMEDWRI IMMEDWRI YES | NO DSNTIP8
Cache dynamic SQL CACHEDYN CACHEDYN YES | NO DSNTIP8
Max data caching MXDTCACH MXDTCACH VALUE(number) DSNTIP8

Db2 Storage Size Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Storage Sizes Parameters
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Storage sizes.

Db2 Storage Sizes
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Sort pool SRTPOOL SRTPOOL VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC
EDM pool EDMPOOL EDMPOOL VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC
Maximum open data sets DSMAX DSMAX VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC
Max user LOB storage
(K)

LOBVALA LOBVALA VALUE(number) DSNTIP7

Max system LOB storage
(M)

LOBVALS LOBVALS VALUE(number) DSNTIP7

Max RID pool (in 32K
blocks)

MAXRBLK MAXRBLK VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC

Optimize VSAM CI alloc
size

DSVCI DSVCI NO | YES DSNTIP7

Default index space alloc
(K)

IXQTY IXQTY VALUE(number) DSNTIP7

Default tablespace alloc
(K)

TSQTY TSQTY VALUE(number) DSNTIP7

Optimize extent sizing MGEXTSZ MGEXTSZ NO | YES DSNTIP7
Reordered Row Format RRF RRF ENABLE | DISABLE DSNTIP7
User XML storage size
(K)

XMLVALA XMLVALA VALUE(number) DSNTIPD

System XML storage size
(M)

XMLVALS XMLVALS VALUE(number) DSNTIPD

Define datasets IMPDSDEF IMPDSDEF YES | NO DSNTIP7
Use data compression IMPTSCMP IMPTSCMP YES | NO DSNTIP7
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EDM skeleton pool EDM_SKELETON_POOL EDMSKELT VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC
EDM DBD cache EDMDBDC EDMDBDC VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC
EDM statement cache EDMSTMTC EDMSTMTC VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPC

Db2 DDCS Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 DDCS Parameters panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Data definition control support.

Db2 DDCS Parameter Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

DDCS enabled RGFINSTL RGFINSTL YES | NO DSNTIPZ
Control all appl RGFDEDPL RGFDEDPL YES | NO DSNTIPZ
Req. full names RGFFULLQ RGFFULLQ YES | NO DSNTIPZ
Unreg. DDL dflt RGFDEFLT RGFDEFLT ACCEPT | REJECT |

APPL
DSNTIPZ

Escape character RGFESCP RGFESCP VALUE(escape-
character)

DSNTIPZ

Db2 Thread Management Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Thread Management Param.
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Thread management.

Db2 Thread
Management
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Max users CTHREAD CTHREAD VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPE
Max remote active MAXDBAT MAXDBAT VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPE
Max remote concurrent CONDBAT CONDBAT VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPE
Max TSO connect IDFORE IDFORE VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPE
Max batch connect IDBACK IDBACK VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPE
Contract thread work
storage

CONTSTOR CONTSTOR YES | NO DSNTIPE

Manage thread storage MINSTOR MINSTOR YES | NO
Max kept dynamic
statements

MAXKEEPD MAXKEEPD VALUE(number) DSNTIPE

Long running reader
warn (min)

LRDRTHLD LRDRTHLD VALUE(number) DSNTIPE

Pad indexes by default PADIX PADIX YES | NO DSNTIPE
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Use 3390-3 sequential
cache

SEQCACH SEQCACH YES | NO DSNTIPE

Max open file refs MAXOFILR MAXOFILR VALUE(number) DSNTIPE

DDF and Data Sharing Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator DDF and Data Sharing Parameters
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select DDV and data sharing parameters.

DDF and Data Sharing
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Resource limit access
error

RLFERRD RLFERRD NORUN | NOLIMIT |
VALUE(number)

DSNTIPR

Resynchronization int.
(mins)

RESYNC RESYNC VALUE(number) DSNTIPR

Idle thread timeout int.
(secs)

IDTHTOIN IDTHTOIN VALUE(number) DSNTIPR

Extended Security EXTSEC EXTSEC YES | NO DSNTIPR
TCPIP already verified TCPALVER TCPALVER YES | NO DSNTIP5
Protocol used for 3-part
names

DBPROTCL DBPROTCL DRDA | PRIVATE DSNTIP5

Max extra requestor
query blks

EXTRAREQ EXTRAREQ VALUE(number) DSNTIP5

Max extra server query
blocks

EXTRASRV EXTRASRV VALUE(number) DSNTIP5

Max type 1 inactive
threads

MAXTYPE1 MAXTYPE1 VALUE(number) DSNTIPR

TCPIP Keep Alive
override

TCPKPALV TCPKPALV ENABLE | DISABLE |
VALUE(number)

DSNTIP5

Pool thread timeout POOLINAC POOLINAC VALUE(number) DSNTIP5
Wait incompatible
retained lk

RETLWAIT RETLWAIT VALUE(number) DSNTIPI

HOPAUTH enabled HOPAUTH HOPAUTH YES | NO | BOTH |
RUNNER

DSNTIP5

Db2 Operator Functions

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Operator Functions panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.
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To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Operator functions.

Db2 Operator Functions
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Wait for HSM recall RECALL RECALL YES | NO DSNTIPO
Seconds to wait for HSM
recall

RECALLD RECALLD VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPO

Resource limit table suffix RLFTBL RLFTBL VALUE(suffix) DSNTIPO
Action on RLST access
error

RLFERR RLFERR NORUN | NOLIMIT |
VALUE(number)

DSNTIPO

Use automatic bind ABIND ABIND YES | NO | COEXIST DSNTIPO
EXPLAIN allowed on
autobind

ABEXP ABEXP YES | NO DSNTIPO

DPROP support EDPROP EDPROP YES | NO DSNTIPO
Site type SITETYP SITETYP n/a DSNTIPO
Change data capture
enabled

CHGDC CHGDC YES | NO DSNTIPO

Read archive copy 2 first ARC2FRST ARC2FRST YES | NO DSNTIPO
Data base checking
enabled

DBCHK DBCHK YES | NO Not documented

Suppress soft errors
(LOGREC)

SUPERRS SUPERRS YES | NO DSNTIPM

Real time stats interval
(min)

STATSINT STATSINT VALUE(number) DSNTIPO

IRLM and Db2 Locking Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator IRLM and Db2 Locking Parameters
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select IRLM and Db2 locking parameters.

IRLM and Db2 Locking
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Resource timeout value IRLMRWT IRLMRWT VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPI
Deadlock cycle
time(millisecs)

DEADLOK DEADLOK VALUE(number) DSNTIPJ

Max page locks per
tablespace

NUMLKTS NUMLKTS VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPJ

Max page locks per user NUMLKUS NUMLKUS VALUE([+|-] number [%]) DSNTIPJ
Use U lock for repeatable
read

RRULOCK RRULOCK YES | NO DSNTIPI

IMS BMP timeout factor BMPTOUT BMPTOUT VALUE(number) DSNTIPI
IMS DLI timeout factor DLITOUT DLITOUT VALUE(number) DSNTIPI
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Use X-lock - searched
upd-del

XLKUPDLT XLKUPDLT YES | NO | TARGET DSNTIPI

DB2 Routine Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator DB2 Routine Parameters panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Routine (stored procedure) parameters.

DB2 Routine Parameter DB2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands

DB2 Install Panel

SP DB2 proc name STORPROC STORPROC VALUE(procname) DSNTIPX
SP maximum abends STORMXAB STORMXAB VALUE(number) DSNTIPX
SP timeout (secs) STORTIME STORTIME NOLIMIT |

VALUE(number)
DSNTIPX

WLM Environment WLMENV WLMENV VALUE(value) DSNTIPX
Max open cursors MAX_NUM_CUR MAX_NUM_CUR VALUE(number) DSNTIPX
Max stored procs MAX_ST_PROC MAX_ST_PROC VALUE(number) DSNTIPX

Db2 Tracing and Checkpoint Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Tracing and Checkpoint panel.
The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation
panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Tracing and checkpoint parameters.

Db2 Tracing and
Checkpoint Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Statistics trace interval STATIME STATIME VALUE(number) DSNTIPN
Default MON trace buffer
size

MONSIZE MONSIZE VALUE (number) DSNTIPN

Dataset stats time
(minutes)

DSSTIME DSSTIME VALUE (number) DSNTIPN

Synchronize stats
recording

SYNCVAL SYNCVAL NO | VALUE(number) DSNTIPN

Rollup acct for DDF/
RRSAF

ACCUMACC ACCUMACC NO | VALUE(number) DSNTIPN

Rollup acct aggregation
fields

ACCUMUID ACCUMUID VALUE(number) DSNTIPN

UNICODE IFCID trace
records

UIFCIDS UIFCIDS YES | NO DSNTIPN

Checkpoint frequency CHKFREQ LOGLOAD records |
MINUTES(number)

DSNTIPL

UR checkpoint frequency URCHKTH URCHKTH VALUE(number) DSNTIPL
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Ckpts between level ID
updates

DLDFREQ DLDFREQ VALUE(number) DSNTIPL

Chkpoints to read-only
switch

PCLOSEN PCLOSEN VALUE(number) DSNTIPL

Minutes to read-only
switch

PCLOSET PCLOSET VALUE(number) DSNTIPL

Buffer Pool Default Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Buffer Pool Default Parameters
panel. The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2
installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Buffer pool default parameters.

Buffer Pool Default
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Default tablespace buffer
pool

TBSBPOOL TBSBPOOL VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1

Default index buffer pool IDXBPOOL IDXBPOOL VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1
Default 8K buffer pool TBSBP8K TBSBP8K VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1
Default 16K buffer pool TBSBP16K TBSBP16K VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1
Default 32K buffer pool TBSBP32K TBSBP32K VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1
Default LOB buffer pool TBSBPLOB TBSBPLOB VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1
Default XML buffer pool TBSBPXML TBSBPXML VALUE(bpid) DSNTIP1

Db2 Utilities Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Utilities Parameters panel. The
table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Utilities Parameters.

Db2 Utilities Parameter Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands

Db2 Install Panel

Use system level
backups

SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACK
UPS

SEQPRES YES | NO DSNTIP6

RESTORE/RECOVER
from dump

RESTORE_RECOVER
_FROMDUMP

RRFD YES | NO DSNTIP6

Dump class name UTILS_DUMP_CLASS_
NAME

DUMPCLAS VALUE(sms_class) DSNTIP6

Maximum tape units RESTORE_TAPEUNITS MAXUNITS NOLIMIT |
VALUE(unit_count)

DSNTIP6

Unit name for temp data
sets

VOLTDEVT VOLTDEVT VALUE(unit_name) DSNTIP6

Utility 3390 cache option SQEPRES SEQPRES YES | NO DSNTIP6
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Collect catalog stats
history

STATHIST STATHIST NONE | SPACE | ALL |
ACCESSPATH

DSNTIP6

RUNSTATS statistics
rollup

STATROLL STATROLL YES | NO DSNTIP6

RUNSTATS statistics
cluster

STATCLUS STATCLUS STANDARD |
ENHANCED

DSNTIP6

Utility timeout factor UTIMOUT UTIMOUT VALUE(timeout_factor) DSNTIP6
SORT dataset allocation UTSORTAL UTSORTAL YES | NO DSNTIP6
Ignore SORTNUM clause IGNSORTN IGNSORTN YES | NO DSNTIP6

Db2 Additional Parameters

The following table lists the DSNZPARMs that you can set on the Thread Terminator Db2 Additional Parameters panel.
The table also shows the related Db2 DSNZPARMs, the SET commands and operands, and the related Db2 installation
panel.

To access these parameters, select Update Db2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu, and then
select Additional Parameters.

Db2 Additional
Parameter 

Db2 DSNZPARM SET Command SET Command
Operands 

Db2 Install Panel 

Free cached dynamic
stmts

CACHEDYN_FREELOC
AL

FREELOCL VALUE(number) None

Max concurrent auto
binds

MAX_CONCURRENT_P
KG_OPS

MPKGOPS VALUE(number) None

LOAD partition limit MAX_UTIL_PARTS MAXUPART VALUE(number) None
Use new IO/CPU
optimization

OPTIOWGT OPTIOWGT ENABLE | DISABLE None

REBIND PKGE/
TRIGGER behavior

PLANMGMT PLANMGMT BASIC | EXTENDED |
OFF

None

Honor
KEEPDICTIONARY
option

HONOR_KEEPDICTION
ARY

KEEPDICT YES | NO None

Disable scrollable csr
msgs

DISABSCL DISABSCL NO | YES None

Max IN-list predicates INLISTP INLISTP VALUE(predicates) None
Outer join performance
enhance

OJPERFEH OJPERFEH YES | NO None

SMS DATACLASS for
indexes

SMSDCIX SMSDCIX VALUE(sms_class) None

SMS DATACLASS for
tablespaces

SMSDCFL SMSDCFL VALUE(sms_class) None

Favor index access page
thresh

NPGTHRSH NPGTHRSH VALUE(number) None

Common criteria
environment

COMCRIT COMCRIT YES | NO None

Star join max tables SJTABLES SJTABLES VALUE(number) None
Roll up parallel task acctg PTASKROL PTASKROL YES | NO None
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Detailed tracking for SMF
89

SMF89 SMF89 YES | NO None

Set simulated CPU count SIMULATED_CPU_COU
NT

CPU_COUNT OFF | 1-127 None

Set simulated CPU speed SIMULATED_CPU_SPE
ED

CPU_SPEED OFF | 1-2147483647 None

Modify Db2 Parameters Using Batch Job Processing
You can change the Db2 startup parameters (ZPARMs) by using batch jobs. Sample JCL is provided in the PTTBATCH
member of hlq.CDBASRC.

PTTBATCH submits control statements (SET commands) to the batch utility program through the PTTIN DD statement
(instead of the usual SYSIN DD statement).

NOTE

 PTTBATCH can also be used to add or delete active log data sets, free a database page set of all users, and
refresh (or replace) user exit routines (see SET statement syntax).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Display PTTBATCH for editing by performing one of the following actions:
– Open PTTBATCH in an ISPF edit session.
– Access PTTBATCH through the online panels.

2. Edit the syntax:
– Provide a valid JOB statement.
– Customize the STEPLIB, PTILIB, PTIPARM, and PTTOUT DD statements for your site.
– Add your SET commands to the PTTIN DD section.

3. Save your changes and submit the job.
A syntax check is performed. If all statements pass the check, they are processed and the actions are performed
on the specified subsystem. If any statements contain a syntax error, none of the statements are executed. Output
messages are generated to PTTOUT, including a report of each action taken.

SET Statement Syntax

SET statements can be used to change Db2 ZPARMs, manage active log data sets, free page sets of all users, and
refresh (or replace) exit routines.

The SET statement has the following format:

[SET] command command-operand [FOR(ssid)]

•   command 
Specifies the function to perform. This command is the same as the ZPARM macro operand when possible.

•   command-operand 
Specifies the function options to use.

•   ssid 
Specifies the target subsystem for the requested action. This parameter is required when the subsystem ID is not
specified in a DEFAULTS statement.
If the subsystem ID is not specified in the SET statement, this value defaults to the most recent DEFAULTS subsystem
ID value.
If the subsystem ID is not specified in the DEFAULTS or the SET statement, an error message is generated.
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SET Statement Commands and Operands

Use the following command conventions when specifying your SET statement syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].
• Any power of 2 value of 1024 or greater can be represented as nK. For example, you can enter 8K to represent 8192.
• Use the BLANKS keyword for character operand data to set the desired value to blanks.

The following commands and operands can be used with the SET statement: 

•  ADDLOG DSN(name) COPY(1 | 2)
Adds a new active log data set.

• –   name 
Specifies the data set name. Allocate the data set before issuing this command. Data set verification is not
performed. Fully qualify the data set name without quotes.

–  1 | 2
Specifies which log copy to add the data set to.

•  AEXITLIM VALUE(occurrences)
Controls the authorization exit error limit.

• –   occurrences 
Specifies how many times the Db2 access control authorization exit can abend before it is shut down.
Limits: 0 to 32767

•  BPDMC BPID(id) VALUE(percentage)
Changes the Data Manager Critical (DMC) threshold for the buffer pool.
If the buffer pool is deleted and reallocated, the original DMC threshold is in effect.

•  BPPREF BPID(id) VALUE(value)
Changes the default prefetch quantity size for a buffer pool (in number of pages).
The prefetch value can be changed only for an allocated buffer pool. The value remains in effect until the buffer pool is
deallocated. If the buffer pool is reallocated, Db2 recalculates the prefetch quantity.

•  BPSIZE BPID(id) VALUE([+|] value [%])
Changes the size of a buffer pool:

• –   id 
Specifies the buffer pool ID as BP0 BP49 and BP32K BP32K9. You can also specify BP8K BP8K9 and BP16K
BP16K9.

–   value 
Specifies the buffer pool size. Enter the desired size, or enter an offset (+ or -), or a percentage (%) change from the
current value.

•  BPSPT BPID(id) VALUE(percentage)
Changes the sequential prefetch DISABLE threshold for the buffer pool by the specified percentage.
If the buffer pool is deleted and reallocated, the original SPT threshold is in effect.

•  CANCEL [CONN (connection) | AUTH (auth-id) | PLAN (planname) | CORR (corr-ID) | ACE (ace-address)]
Cancels the qualifying threads that are currently running.
Specify at least one of the qualifying parameters (CONN, AUTH, PLAN, CORR, or ACE). For distributed threads, the
Db2 -CANCEL DDF command performs this function. For nondistributed threads that are currently executing in Db2,
the -CANCEL THREAD command is used.

• –   connection 
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Specifies the connection ID of the threads to cancel.
–   auth-ID 

Specifies the authorization ID of the threads to cancel.
–   planname 

Specifies the plan name of the threads to cancel.
–   corr-id 

Specifies the correlation ID of the threads to cancel. If the correlation ID contains special characters, such as
blanks, place quotes around the correlation ID value.

–   ace-address 
Specifies the ACE control block address that is associated with the threads to cancel.

•  DB2CAN [CONN (connection) | AUTH (auth-id) | PLAN (planname) | CORR (corr-ID) | ACE (ace-address)]
Uses only the Db2 -CANCEL THREAD command to cancel the qualifying threads that are currently running.
Specify at least one of the qualifying parameters (CONN, AUTH, PLAN, CORR, or ACE). For distributed threads, the
-CANCEL DDF command performs this function. For nondistributed threads that are currently executing in Db2, the -
CANCEL THREAD command is used.

• –   connection 
Specifies the connection ID of the threads to cancel.

–   auth-ID 
Specifies the authorization ID of the threads to cancel.

–   planname 
Specifies the plan name of the threads to cancel.

–   corr-id 
Specifies the correlation ID of the threads to cancel. If the correlation ID contains special characters, such as
blanks, place quotes around the correlation ID value.

–   ace-address 
Specifies the ACE control block address that is associated with the threads to cancel.

•  DEFAULTS [DB2 (ssid)]
Specifies runtime parameters. You can include multiple DEFAULTS in the input stream to reset the default subsystem
ID for subsequent statements to use.

• –   ssid 
Specifies the subsystem ID.
If you do not specify this parameter, the subsystem ID in the subsequent SET statement command is used.
If the subsystem ID is not specified in a SET or SET DEFAULTS statement, a syntax error is generated.

•  DELLOG DSN(datasetname) COPY(1 | 2) [FORCE | NOFORCE]
Deletes the active log data set.
You cannot delete the current log data set. To delete an active log that has not been offloaded, use the FORCE option.

•  DWQT BPID(id) VALUE(percentage)
Changes the deferred write threshold for the buffer pool:

• –   id 
Specifies the buffer pool ID as BP0 BP49 and BP32K BP32K9. You can also specify BP8K BP8K9 and BP16K
BP16K9.

–   percentage 
Specifies the deferred write threshold value. This value represents the percentage of the buffer pool that is
unavailable until Db2 schedules asynchronous writes to free up buffers.
Limits: 1 to 100

•  FREE DATABASE(dbname) PAGESET(pageset name) [STOP | NOSTOP ] [RESTART (NONE | RO | UT | RW|
FORCE)]
Frees the specified page set of all users.
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The RESTART option is valid only when the STOP option is used.
•  REPLACE (exitname) DSN(datasetname) {CONNECTION | SIGNON | EDITPROC | VALIPROC | DATE | TIME |

FIELDPROC | LOGCAPTURE | AUTH}
Replaces (or refreshes) an exit routine dynamically.

• –   exitname 
Specifies the exit module name. Certain exit types are required to have a specific name or entry point, or both.
Verify that the name is not in use by another exit or Db2 module. The name can be the same name as the one
that is being replaced. If the same name is specified, the current exit is deleted. If a different name is specified, the
current exit is not deleted. 

NOTE

 Db2 has specific naming requirements for the CONNECTION, SIGNON, DATE, TIME, LOGCAPTURE,
and AUTH (access control authorization) exits. However, Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM does
not require these names. You can replace any of these exits with a module name of your choice.

–   datasetname 
Specifies the source load library from which the exit is loaded. Fully qualify the data set name without quotes. This
library must be APF authorized. Otherwise, the load fails and the prior exit routine is left in place.

–  CONNECTION | SIGNON | EDITPROC | VALIPROC | DATE | TIME | FIELDPROC | LOGCAPTURE | AUTH
Specifies the exit type that is being loaded (CONNECTION, SIGNON, and so on).

The following exit types have specific considerations:
– Exits for edit procedures, field procedures, and validation procedures—Exits for edit, field, and validation

procedures must be loaded currently by Db2 for the exit names to be validated. If an exit is not currently loaded,
a load on the module is performed so that the specified exit is used when the module is needed. The module use
count is also set so that the count never drops to zero, therefore requested modules always stay loaded for use.

– Access control authorization exit—When the access control authorization exit is refreshed, a new exit work area is
allocated. The exit is invoked with initialization parameters so that the work environment can be properly initialized.
If the exit routine abends during initialization, the current routine, its work area, and its setting (enabled/disabled)
are left intact. A dump of the abend is written to a system dump data set. If the previous exit routine was disabled,
refreshing the exit enables Db2 to use the exit again.
To disable an active exit from being invoked, refresh the exit with the default Db2 exit module in SDSNLOAD. Doing
so generates an RC12, which tells Db2 not to invoke the exit routine again until you re-enable it with another exit
refresh.

•  VDWQT BPID(id) VALUE(percentage[,pages])
Changes the vertical deferred write threshold for the buffer pool.

• –   id 
Specifies the buffer pool ID as BP0 BP49 and BP32K BP32K9. You can also specify BP8K BP8K9 and BP16K
BP16K9.

–   percentage 
Specifies the threshold value. This value represents the percentage of the virtual pool that can be consumed by
updated pages of a page set before deferred writes are invoked for that page set.
Limits: 0 to 90

–   pages 
Specifies the threshold as the number of updated pages in the virtual buffer pool for a given page set.
If the percentage value is 0, then the pages value is used. Otherwise, the pages value is ignored and
the percentages value is used.
Limits: 0 to 9999

•  VPPSEQT BPID(id) VALUE(percentage)
Changes the parallel sequential steal threshold for the virtual pool. The ALTER BUFFERPOOL command is used to
change the threshold.

• –   id 
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Specifies the buffer pool ID as BP0 BP49 and BP32K BP32K9. You can also specify BP8K BP8K9 and BP16K
BP16K9.

–   percentage 
Specifies the threshold value. This value represents the percentage of sequential steal threshold for virtual pool
buffers that can be used for accessing pages sequentially using parallel I/O.
Limits: 0 to 100

•  VPSEQT BPID(id) VALUE(percentage)
Changes the sequential steal threshold for the virtual pool.

• –   id 
Specifies the buffer pool ID as BP0 BP49 and BP32K BP32K9. You can also specify BP8K BP8K9 and BP16K
BP16K9.

–   percentage 
Specifies the threshold value. This value represents the percentage of the virtual pool that can be used for
accessing pages sequentially.
Limits: 0 to 100

 Example: Typical SET statements 

The following statement enables Db2 authorization on subsystem DB12: 

SET AUTH YES FOR(DB12)

The following statement increases the size of buffer pool BP32K on subsystem DB12 by 15 percent: 

SET BPSIZE BPID(BP32K) VALUE(+15%) FOR(DB12)

 Example: Use the DEFAULTS command in a SET statement 

The SET DEFAULTS statement lets you set the subsystem ID for subsequent statements. You can include multiple SET
DEFAULTS statements in the input stream.

In this example, SET DEFAULTS sets the subsystem ID to DB12 for the next statement. Therefore, the second statement
sets MONSIZE to 16 KB on subsystem DB12:

SET DEFAULTS DB2 (DB12)

SET MONSIZE VALUE (16K)

Modify Db2 Parameters Using Modify Commands
You can use a z/OS modify command to change the Db2 startup parameters (ZPARMs) dynamically. You can also use
this command to manage active log data sets, free a database page set of all users, and refresh (or replace) user exit
routines.

NOTE

• Xmanager must be active when you issue the command.
• The CONSOLE parameter in hlq.CDBAPXMP(PTTAUTH) must include the SET command. CONSOLE

specifies which commands are authorized for execution from the console.
• You can also change these parameters by using batch jobs.

Use the following command to update ZPARMs:

• F PTXMAN,CMD(TT) SET command command-operand [FOR(ssid)]
Executes a SET statement from the console.

Example: Increase the size of a buffer pool 
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The following command increases the size of buffer pool BP32K on subsystem DB12 by 15 percent: 

F PTXMAN,CMD(TT)SET BPSIZE BPID(BP32K) VALUE(+15%) FOR(DB12)

Schedule Db2 Parameter Changes
You can use the scheduler to control when Db2 runs with a particular set of parameter values. The scheduler is a task
that runs in the Xmanager address space. The scheduler defines a set of parameter values to apply to a Db2 subsystem
during a given time and day of the week. For example, use the scheduler to resize the buffer pool during prime-time
processing and batch processing windows.

One scheduler is used to maintain one set of schedules for all Db2 subsystems (assuming you are running one Xmanager
task). Each schedule identifies the Db2 subsystem for which the command applies.

Instead of using the scheduler, you could use the batch interface and a job scheduling system to change a value at a
particular time. But if Db2 or the LPAR is restarted, the value can change. The scheduler ensures that the desired value is
in effect at the desired time by applying (or reapplying) the parameter values in a given schedule at the following times:

• During scheduler startup (if it coincides with the time window for that schedule)
• When the time window of the schedule starts
• When the schedule is refreshed
• When Db2 is restarted (if it coincides with the time window for that schedule)

The scheduler is run as a user and is subject to the same authorization checking (using the Xmanager authorization ID)
as a normal user.

Prerequisites: 

• Verify that the Xmanager JCL in hlq.CDBASAMP(PTXMAN) includes a PTIPARM DD statement that points to your
installation parmlib data set.

• Verify that hlq.CDBAPXMP contains the PTTSCHED member, which provides sample schedules for you to work
with. If this member does not exist, follow the instructions in Create Sample Schedules.

Follow these steps: 

1. Define a set of schedules
2. Add the schedule data set to the Xmanager startup options.
3. Specify who can manage the scheduler.
4. Test the scheduler.
5. Set the scheduler to start automatically with Xmanager.

Define the Schedules

Create a set of schedules to specify what Db2 parameter values to change and when to change them. These
schedules are stored in a sequential data set, called the schedule data set. The default schedule data set
is hlq.CDBAPXMP(PTTSCHED), which is created during post-installation, when you configure your environment.

NOTE

• To create schedules, you must have update authority to the schedule data set. You do not need authority to
execute the commands that are specified in the schedule.

• You can also use these instructions to edit existing schedules. After you complete your edits, apply the
updated settings by refreshing the scheduler. You can perform the refresh by using the online interface or by
using z/OS modify commands.

Keep the following items in mind when defining your schedules:
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• An asterisk (*) in column 1 turns a line into a comment.
• Schedules can span lines, but a new schedule must start on a new line.
• The scheduler does not look to see whether the same parameter is specified more than once during the same time

window.
• The FROM...TO range in a schedule specifies the time range during which the specified values should be in

effect. The values are applied when the FROM time occurs. If the scheduler or Db2 subsystem starts (or restarts)
during the FROM...TO range, the scheduler applies (or reapplies) the values to the subsystem. When the TO time
is reached, the scheduler does not change any parameter values. To change the value at the end of the FROM...TO
range, define another SCHEDULE to specify a new value.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the PTTSCHED member of high-level.CDBAPXMP in an ISPF edit session. 
2. Edit the sample schedules using the following syntax: 

SCHEDULE FROM(start-time) TO(end-time) DAYS([MON] [,TUE] [,WED] [,THU] [,FRI] [,SAT] [,SUN] | *)

COMMAND=“SET commandcommand-operand FOR(ssid)”

– SCHEDULE FROM
Specifies the start-time and end-time of the schedule. Valid values are from 00:00 to 24:00.
Time ranges cannot span midnight. Instead, define two time ranges: one that ends at 24:00, and another that starts
at 00:00.

– DAYS
Specifies what days to run the schedule. An asterisk (*) indicates that the schedule is run every day.

– COMMAND
Specifies the parameter value to change and the subsystem in which to change it. For a list of parameters, see SET
Statement Syntax.

3. Save your changes and exit the edit session.

Schedule Example #1 

In the following example, the scheduler changes the SYSOPR2 value to “JJZ” on the DBV3 subsystem every weekday
at 8:00 AM. If the scheduler or subsystem is restarted between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM, the scheduler resets the value to
"JJZ". 

SCHEDULE FROM(08:00) TO (17:00) DAYS(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)

COMMAND=“SET SYSOPR2 VALUE(JJZ) FOR(DBV3)”

Schedule Example #2 

In the following example, the scheduler sets the size of buffer pool BP0 to 20,000 buffers on the DB23 subsystem every
day at midnight. If the scheduler or subsystem is restarted between midnight and 7:59 AM, the scheduler resets the size
to 20,000.

SCHEDULE FROM(00:00) TO (07:59) DAYS(*)

COMMAND=“SET BPSIZE BPID(BP0) VALUE(20000) FOR(DB23)”

Schedule Example #3 

In the following example, the scheduler changes the size of buffer pool BP0 to 2,500 pages on the DBV3 subsystem
every day at 8:30 AM. The scheduler then changes the size to 5,000 pages at 5:30 PM. If the scheduler or subsystem is
restarted between 5:30 PM and 8:30 AM, the BP0 size is reset to 5,000 pages. If the restart occurs between 8:30 AM and
5:30 PM, the BP0 size is reset to 2,500 pages. Because time ranges cannot span midnight, the time period is divided into
two parts: 17:30 to 24:00, and 00:00 to 8:30. 

SCHEDULE FROM(08:30) TO(17:30) DAYS(*)

COMMAND=“SET BPSIZE BPID(BP0) VALUE(2500) FOR(DBV3)”

SCHEDULE FROM(17:30) TO(24:00) DAYS(*)
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COMMAND=“SET BPSIZE BPID(BP0) VALUE(5000) FOR(DBV3)”

SCHEDULE FROM(00:00) TO(08:30) DAYS(*)

COMMAND=“SET BPSIZE BPID(BP0) VALUE(5000) FOR(DBV3)”

Add the Schedule Data Set to the Xmanager Startup Options

Add the schedule data set to the Xmanager startup options so that Xmanager uses the correct schedules when it is
started.

Typically you will add the default schedule data set to the startup options. This data set was defined during post-
installation configuration; see Customize Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Startup Options. The default data set
is hlq.CDBAPXMP(PTTSCHED). You can verify whether this default was changed by viewing the SDSN parameter in the
PTTSTART member of hlq.CDBAPXMP.

However, alternate schedule data sets may have been defined too. (For example, if you want to use more than one set
of schedules.) You can override the default data set by specifying an alternate schedule data set in the Xmanager startup
options.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Xmanager startup options from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Specify a data set name in the Scheduler Options section and press Enter.

When the Xmanager is started, it uses the specified schedule data set.

Specify Who Can Manage the Scheduler

If your site uses Db2 plan-based security, use the PTTAUTH member of hlq.CDBAPXMP to specify who can use z/OS
modify commands to manage the scheduler. Authorization is verified using the Manage Scheduler plan. (If your site uses
external security, do not follow these steps. The manage scheduler resource entity determines who has authorization to
manage the scheduler.)

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the PTTAUTH member of hlq.CDBAPXMP in an ISPF edit session. 
2. Update the SDB2 parameter. This parameter specifies the subsystem to use when verifying that a user is authorized to

manage the scheduler.
3. Save your changes and exit the edit session.

Test the Scheduler

Start and stop the scheduler to verify that everything is working correctly.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select Automated changes (schedules) from the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu.

The Automated Update Schedules panel appears, showing a current list of schedules. PTT1122E SCHEDULER IS
NOT ACTIVE appears because the scheduler has not been started.

3. Type STRTSCHD on the command line and press Enter.
The scheduler starts. A set of messages appears in a message output display to show the results of the start request.

4. Type STOPSCHD on the command line and press Enter.
The scheduler is stopped and a set of messages appears in a message output display to show the results of the stop
request.
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Start the Scheduler Automatically with Xmanager

You can set the scheduler to start automatically when Xmanager starts by adding the appropriate START syntax to
the XMANINIT member of hlq.CDBAPXMP. When Xmanager is started, it executes any commands that are present in
XMANINIT.

Keep the following items in mind:

• XMANINIT is the default member name. If your site used a different member name, add the START syntax to that
member. You can verify the member name by looking at the INIT value in hlq.CDBASAMP(PTXMAN).

• You can add multiple commands to XMANINIT. For example, you can also use this member to start the thread
monitor and to start data collection in CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS and CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS.

• Instead of adding the START syntax directly to XMANINIT, you can add it to its own data set member, and then update
XMANINIT with a RUN command pointing to that member.

The following syntax rules apply when adding commands to XMANINIT:

• Start each command with a hyphen (-) or dollar sign ($).
• Use the same value (hyphen or dollar sign) for all commands in the same member.
• You can extend a command over as many lines as necessary.
• Columns 1 through 72 of each line are assumed to contain command text.
• Columns 73 through 80 are assumed to contain sequence numbers and are ignored.
• Start all comment lines with an asterisk (*). 

Follow these steps: 

1. Add the following syntax to hlq.CDBAPXMP(XMANINIT): 
-START(TTSCHED) [SDSN('schedule.dataset.name(member)')] 

The SDSN parameter is needed only when you want to override the schedule data set that was specified in the
Xmanager startup options or in hlq.CDBAPXMP(PTTSTART). When you include the SDSN parameter, specify the
fully qualified data set name. If you specify a PDS data set with a member name, enclose the data set name in single
quotes.

2. Restart Xmanager.
Xmanager looks for the XMANINIT member and executes the START command.

Manage the Scheduler
Typically, the scheduler is set up to start automatically with Xmanager. However, you can also manage the schedule using
the following methods:

• Manage the Scheduler Using Modify Commands—These commands let you start and stop the scheduler, and refresh
the schedules.

• Manage the Scheduler Using the Online Panels—The online interface lets you start and stop the scheduler, and
refresh the schedules. The interface also lets you edit the schedules.

Manage the Scheduler Using Modify Commands

When Xmanager is active, you can use z/OS modify commands to start and stop the scheduler and to refresh schedules.

NOTE

• You must have the appropriate authorization to use these commands. For more information, see Specify
Who Can Manage the Scheduler.

• You can also perform these tasks through the online interface, which also lets you edit schedules.
See Manage the Scheduler Using the Online Panels.
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Use the following commands to manage the scheduler:

• F PTXMAN,START(TTSCHED) [SDSN('schedule.dataset.name(member)')]
Starts the scheduler and specifies which schedule data set to use.
If you specified a schedule data set in hlq.CDBAPXMP(PTTSTART) or in the Xmanager startup options, you can omit
the SDSN parameter. Or, you can use SDSN to tell the scheduler to use a different schedule data set than the one that
is specified in PTTSTART or in the Xmanager startup options.
When you include the SDSN parameter, specify the fully qualified data set name. If you specify a PDS data set with a
member name, enclose the data set name in single quotes.
When this command is submitted, WTO messages indicate the status of the scheduler startup.

NOTE

Typically, the scheduler is set up to start automatically with Xmanager. For more information, see Start the
Scheduler Automatically with Xmanager.

• F PTXMAN,REFRESH(TTSCHED) [SDSN('.schedule.dataset.name(member)')]
Refreshes the schedules. Use this command when you have edited the schedules and you want to apply the new
settings, or when you want to load a different set of schedules. The scheduler must already be started when you issue
this command.
Use the SDSN parameter to tell the scheduler what schedule data set to use. Specify the fully qualified data set name.
If you specify a PDS data set with a member name, enclose the data set name in single quotes. If you omit the SDSN
parameter, the schedules are refreshed from the data set that was last used to load schedules.
If the schedule data set has a syntax error, the current schedule remains intact and the refresh fails. WTO messages
indicate the status of the refresh.

• F PTXMAN,STOP(TTSCHED)
Stops the scheduler. WTO messages indicate the status of the scheduler termination.

Manage the Scheduler Using the Online Panels

You can use the Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM online interface to start and stop the scheduler, and to edit and
refresh the schedules.

  

NOTE

You can also use z/OS modify commands to start and stop the scheduler, and to refresh the schedules.
See Manage the Scheduler Using Modify Commands.

Start the Scheduler

Follow these steps to start the scheduler.

NOTE

Typically, the scheduler is set up to start automatically with Xmanager. For more information, see Start the
Scheduler Automatically with Xmanager.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select Automated changes (schedules) from the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu.

The Automated Update Schedules panel appears, showing a current list of schedules. If the scheduler is not running,
PTT1122E SCHEDULER IS NOT ACTIVE appears.

3. (Optional) Enter an alternate schedule data set name in the New schedule d.s. field. This field lets you start the
scheduler using a different set of schedules.

4. Type STRTSCHD on the command line and press Enter.
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The scheduler starts, and the current schedule settings are applied to the subsystem. Or, if the schedule contains
syntax errors, the scheduler remains active without any active scheduled commands. (That is, no parameter values
are changed in the subsystem.). A message output display shows the results of the start request.

Refresh the Current Set of Schedules

You can refresh the current set of schedules. Refresh the schedules when you have edited them and you want to apply
the new settings, or when you want to load a different set of schedules.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select Automated changes (schedules) from the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu.

The Automated Update Schedules panel appears, showing a current list of schedules.

NOTE

If the scheduler is not running, PTT1122E SCHEDULER IS NOT ACTIVE appears. In this case, simply start
the scheduler as described in the previous section.

3. (Optional) Enter an alternate schedule data set name in the New schedule d.s. field. This field lets you load a different
set of schedules.

4. Type REFRESH on the command line and press Enter.
The scheduler replaces the current schedules with the ones from the specified schedule data set, and the new
schedule settings are applied to the subsystem. Or, if the new schedules contain syntax errors, the previous schedule
settings remain intact. A message output display shows the results of the refresh request.

Edit Schedules

You can edit a set of schedules at any time, including the schedules that are currently running.

NOTE

The schedule data set must be available locally, and you must have authority to update the data set. You do not
need the authority to execute the commands that you add to the schedules.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select Automated changes (schedules) from the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu.

The Automated Update Schedules panel appears, showing a current list of schedules. 
3. (Optional) Enter an alternate schedule data set name in the New schedule d.s. field. This field lets you edit a set of

schedules other than the set that is currently in use.
4. Type EDITSCHD on the command line and press Enter.

An ISPF edit session opens for the schedule data set. 
5. Edit the schedules, then save and end the ISPF edit session. (For more information about the required schedule

syntax, see Define the Schedules.)
6. Use the REFRESH command to apply the new schedule settings. (See the instructions in the previous section.)

Stop the Scheduler

You can stop the scheduler at any time. The scheduler stays stopped until you restart it or until Xmanager restarts
(assuming that the scheduler is set up to start automatically with Xmanager).

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Update DB2 Parameters from the CA Thread Terminator Main Menu.
2. Select Automated changes (schedules) from the Maintain DB2 Parameters Menu.
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The Automated Update Schedules panel appears, showing a current list of schedules. If the scheduler is already
stopped, PTT1122E SCHEDULER IS NOT ACTIVE appears and you can stop here.

3. Type STOPSCHD on the command line and press Enter.
The scheduler stops and a message output display shows the results of the stop request. The current Db2 parameter
values stay in effect until the scheduler is restarted.

Use the Utility Manager
The Utility Manager provides a convenient and efficient facility for submitting on demand utility requests. Utility extracts
are different from Extract Procedures because they let you perform ad hoc, one-time executions. Extract Procedures
enable you to rerun executions against previously defined objects and can be reused until deleted or dropped from CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. You can execute any combination of DB2 utilities, third-party programs, and user
applications for any selected set of DB2 objects. You can also use line commands to access DB2 utilities directly (IBM and
CA).

The Utility Manager lets you create and submit on demand, one-time utility runs using utility extracts. A utility extract is
created by the Utility Manager. The utility extract defines which DB2 objects will have utilities and/or Action Procedures
executed against them on a random basis. This feature lets you execute utilities such as REORG and STOP DATABASE
quickly.

For References to Action Procedures, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Action Procedures facility. You
must have a licensed copy of CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to use Action Procedures.

The utility extract contains all the selected DB2 objects and utilities and cannot be saved. Its purpose is to save your
current utility definition temporarily. You can only SUBMIT or CANCEL a utility extract; if you decide to SUBMIT, you can
request that the resulting job be written to a data set.

To create a utility extract, use the Build Utility Extract screen. From this screen, you can do the following tasks:

• Specify object selection criteria and request utilities.
• View currently selected objects or utilities using the explode option.

You can choose between two selection paths to indicate the best method for your utility request: Quick and Standard.

• The Quick Selection Path lets you quickly create utility extracts that require a one-time selection of DB2 objects, or
does not require a mix of DB2 objects from different databases.

• The Standard Selection Path lets you select DB2 objects that are based on different sets of selection criteria that you
define. You can use this ability to create a "mix" of DB2 objects for your utility request that you would not be able to
through only one set of selection criteria.

Each selection path provides you with the functionality you need to create your requests.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DB2 objects. You can select objects at any level and repeat as many times as needed.
The Autobuild feature is active in the Utility Manager. The Utility Manager automatically creates all necessary utility
control statements for each selected object.

2. Select utilities (mix any combination utilities). You can repeat as many times as needed.
An executable job is generated (all necessary JCL) and placed into a temporary memory data set for your review or
submission.

3. Submit the job for execution or write it to a data set for future review and submission.

Access the Utility Manager
You can access the Utility Manager using the following methods:
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• Type Y (Utility Manager) in the Option field on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu.

• Type UTIL on the command line on any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product panel.
• Type UTIL next to an object in a select list on a product panel.

The object names are retained from the line where the UTIL command was entered. For example, if you type UTIL
next to a tablespace name on a Tablespace Table report and press Enter, the Build Utility Extract panel appears with
the tablespace and database names that are filled in the object selection list criteria area. 

• Use cursor select from CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS. (A valid license for CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS is
required.)

• Type 5 (Utility Manager) in the command line on the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. (A valid
license for CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS is required.)

Press Enter.
The Build Utility Extract panel appears.

Cursor Select from RC/Query

Use the cursor select feature of CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS to access the Utility Manager from an object selection
list or report. Cursor select automatically enters the name of the selected object in the appropriate object field. Cursor
select enters asterisks in the other object fields of the Build Utility Extract panel. The Extract Data Selection report is
automatically executed.

Cursor select is valid only when a database, tablespace, or indexspace scrollable report appears.

A valid utility manager object type must be entered (DB, TS, I, or IX). For example, while viewing a Tablespace Table
report, you can use the cursor select feature to enter the name of a tablespace in the Tablespace field of the Build Utility
Extract panel, enter asterisks in the other object fields, and automatically execute and display the Extract Data Selection
report.

Use Cursor Select

You can use cursor select to access the Utility Manager and an Object Selection List.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the new value in the DB2 Object field to change the DB2 object type. Valid objects are database, tablespace,
and index only.

2. Type UTIL DB (for database), UTIL TS (for tablespace), UTIL I (for indexspace), or UTIL IX (for index) in the
command line, but do not press Enter.

3. Place the cursor over the name you want entered in the Item Name field.

Press Enter.
The name is inserted in the appropriate object field of the Build Utility Extract panel and the Extract Data Selection report
is executed and displayed. When you have completed your work with the Utility Manager, press PF3. You are prompted
back to the report.

Access Utility Manager with a Cursor Select from a Report

You can access the Utility Manager with cursor select from a report.

Follow these steps:

1. Type UTIL TS in the command line.
2. Place the cursor on the tablespace name DSN8S71D.

Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel for tablespace DSN8S71D appears.
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Utility Manager Screens
The following sections summarize the screens that display when you define a Utility Extract:

Build Utility Extract

The Build Utility Extract panel is the control center for creating the Utility Extract. It is used to specify the object selection
criteria and for requesting utilities. From this screen, you can view currently selected objects or utilities by using the
Explode option.

If you enter the UTIL command to access the Utility Manager while viewing an CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS database,
tablespace, table, or index report, you see the following:

• The selection criterion entered in the Item Name field is automatically entered in the appropriate object field.
• Asterisks are entered in the other object fields of the Build Utility Extract panel.

Make any necessary changes to the object selection information on the Build Utility Extract panel and press Enter to
display the Extract Data Selection panel.

The Build Utility Extract panel is bypassed when you access the Utility Manager using the cursor select feature.

Exit the Build Utility Extract panel by submitting the defined Utility Extract or by canceling the process.

Extract Data Selection

After you enter object selection criteria on the Build Utility Extract screen, you are presented with the Extract Data
Selection screen, which contains a list of DB2 objects that satisfied your search criteria.

The breakdown of the selection list is based on your initial selection criteria. Databases, tablespaces, and tables
are always shown (regardless of your selection).Because index retrieval typically consumes significant amounts of
processing time, indexes do not display unless you specifically request them. To select indexes, you must enter selection
criteria in the Index field on the Build Utility Extract screen.

If you select an object at the database level, all related objects are automatically included for the specified utilities. If you
also specify selection criteria for indexes, all the database's indexes are also included.

For example, if you enter selection criteria for indexes, select database PTDEMO1, and select the RUNSTATS utility,
RUNSTATS is executed for every tablespace and indexspace that resides in database PTDEMO1. Nothing more is
required to submit one or more utilities for all objects related to a database.

If you use the cursor select feature to access the Utility Manager from a CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS report, the
Extract Data Selection screen is automatically displayed for the selected object.

Extract Data List

The Extract Data List screen displays the current DB2 objects selected for the Utility Extract. It appears by entering the
EXPLODE option on the Extract Data Selection or Build Utility Extract screens.

You can remove selected objects from the Extract Data List screen.

Build Utility Procedure (Y Utility Option)

The Build Utility Procedure screen lets you select utilities for the Utility Extract. It appears when you enter a Utility Option
of C (Create) on the Build Utility Extract screen.

A temporary utility procedure name is created for every invocation of this screen. The current list of utility procedures can
be viewed using the E (Explode) option, detailed in the following section.
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Extract/Action List (E Utility Option)

The Extract/Action List appears when you enter a Utility Option of E (Explode) on the Build Utility Extract screen. It is the
same screen used to display the connections between Extract/Action Procedures.

The Extract/Action List displays the current list of selected utilities and actions. It lets you delete selected utilities and
actions, update the utility and action procedure, or explode the utility and action to see its current definition.

You must own CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to use Action Procedures.

Build Utility Extracts
After you access the Utility Manager, the Build Utility Extract screen appears (unless it is skipped, as explained in the
previous sections).

The Build Utility Extract screen is used to create, view, update, and submit Utility Extracts. This screen is the control  
center  of the Utility Manager.

Once the Build Utility Extract screen appears, the steps for Standard Selection Mode are as follows:

1. Enter Object Selection List Criteria as many times as needed.
2. Select desired Generate Utility Option as many times as needed.
3. Enter Submit in the command line to generate and/or submit JCL.

Extract Selection Information

The Database, Tablespace, Table, and Index fields control the objects that are displayed on the Extract Data Selection
screen. The object fields accept standard SQL selection criteria. For more on extract selection, see Extract Selection.

Enter Subsystem and Location Information

Enter information about the subsystem and location that contain the objects that you want to select.

• Subsystem Connection ID
Enter the ID of the DB2 subsystem that contains the objects you want to select.
This ID indicates the subsystem of the initial DB2 connection if you are using remote access.

• Location
Enter the name of the location that contains the objects you want to select. The location ID is displayed on all other
Utility Manager screens on the same line as the current user ID.
Default: LOCAL

Generate Utility Option

This prompt controls the selection of utilities for the Utility Extract. Valid options are:

• C-Create
Create a list of utilities for this utility procedure. The Build Utility Procedures screen appears.

• E-Explode
View the current utilities that are presently tied to this Utility Manager session. The Extract/Action Data List screen
appears.

• S-Select
Tie an existing Action Procedure to this extract. The Extract/Action Data List screen appears.
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Extract Selection

The following list explains the basic rules about using Extract Selection:

• You must select objects before you can select utilities.
• After you select objects, a message is shown requesting that you press Enter to select utilities.
• You can repeat the object selection process with different selection criteria until you get the desired mix of DB2 objects.
• If you enter object selection criteria and a Utility Option, the object selection request has priority and the Utility Option

is ignored.
• The utilities that are selected are applied to each object selected (where appropriate).
• If a selected utility does not apply to a selected object type, it is ignored for that object type.
• You can review the current list of selected objects by entering the EXPLODE command in the command line.
• After you have entered a DB2 subsystem ID, the field is protected.
• You cannot create a Utility Extract that references multiple DB2 subsystems.

Selecting Indexes

All object types, except indexes, are always displayed on the Extract Data Selection screen regardless of your object
selection criteria. For object prompts without selection criteria, the Utility Manager automatically assumes Asterisk * (all).
For example, if you enter PTDB% for the database name and you leave all other object prompts blank, the Utility Manager
automatically displays all tablespaces and tables for any database that begins with PTDB%.

If you want to select indexes, you must enter selection criteria for the Index prompt. Indexes are not displayed unless they
are requested. This behavior is because index retrieval consumes considerable processing time. Enter an asterisk (*) to
select all indexes.

Processing

This section describes the processing options available:

• Enter-Invokes (in order of priority):
– The Extract Data Selection screen if you have entered object selection criteria in the Extract Selection section of the

screen.
– The appropriate utility screen if you have entered a Utility Option.
– No processing (remain on the screen).

• End-If you have entered information, PF3 (End) has no effect. You must SUBMIT the Utility Extract or CANCEL the
process. If you have entered no information, PF3 (End) returns you to the previous screen.

• CANCEL-Enter the CANCEL command to abort the Utility Manager and return to the screen from which you invoked
the Utility Manager.

• SUBMIT-When you are ready to submit the Utility Extract, enter the SUBMIT command. The SUBMIT screen for Utility
Extracts will be presented.

• EXPLODE-Enter the EXPLODE command to view the selected objects for the Utility Extract.

If you want to view the selected utilities, enter the E option for the Utility Option prompt.

Select Objects
The Extract Data Selection screen is used to select objects for the Utility Extract. Enter object selection criteria on the
Build Utility Extract screen to invoke the Extract Data Selection screen. This screen also displays when the cursor select
feature is used to access the Utility Manager.
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Autobuild

The Autobuild option automatically includes all objects dependent on the selected objects. If indexes are displayed, they
are also included.

Indexes are displayed on the Extract Data Selection screen and are included with the Autobuild option only if you entered
selection criteria in the Index field of the Build Utility Extract screen.

When selecting databases, you must use the A (autobuild) option. All related objects (except indexes) under the database
are automatically selected. The A option is helpful when running utilities against all objects that are related to a database.

When selecting tablespaces, tables, and indexes, you can use the A (autobuild) or S (select) option.

Extract Data Selection Screen Layout

The Extract Data Selection screen is designed to provide a hierarchical view of object dependencies that are based on
your initial selection criteria.

The following list describes the fields on the Extract Data Selection screen:

• Scroll
Determines the scrolling amount. CA scrolling is fully supported in the Utility Manager. You can use the FIND
command to locate text strings and the QPRINT command to print selection lists. All the scrolling commands except
SORT are valid.

• PROCEDURE, DESCRIPTION, DATABASE, TABLESPACE, APPLICATION PLAN, TABLE, INDEX
Identifies the header fields. These values were specified on the Build Utility Extract screen. These fields are protected.
The procedure name and description at the top of the screen is Utilext-Utility Extraction for a Utility Extract.

• O (Option)
Specifies a value to select an object. Specify A (autobuild) to include all objects under the selected object in the utility
extract automatically. Specify S to select dependent objects from a selection list.

• Database
Specifies the database names.

• Tablespace
Specifies the tablespace names. These names are indented under the name of the database that contains them. For
example, tablespace DSN8S71D is contained in database DSN8D71A. If a tablespace has partitions, the total number
of partitions is shown after the tablespace name. If you entered table selection criteria, the individual tablespace
partitions are also displayed under the parent tablespace name.
You can select individual tablespace partitions for the Utility Extract by selecting the partition with the S option.

• Table
Specifies the table names. These names are indented under the name of the tablespace that contains them. For
example, tablespace DSN8S71R contains the tables EACT, EDEPT, and EEMP.

• Creator
Specifies the creator of the table or tablespace. If you selected only databases, this field contains the creator of the
database.

• Index
Specifies the index names. These are indented under the name of the table on which they are defined.

Extract Data Selection Information

This section describes how to select objects for a Utility Extract.

• Selecting DatabasesWhen selecting databases, you must use the A (autobuild) option. All related objects under
the database are selected. Indexes are not included if you did not enter a selection value for the Index prompt on the
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Build Utility Extract screen. The A option is convenient when running utilities against all objects that are related to a
database.

• Selecting TablespacesWhen selecting tablespaces, you can use the A (autobuild) or S (select) option. If you enter A,
all objects that are related to the tablespace are included in the Utility Extract.

• Selecting TablesWhen selecting tables, the related tablespace is automatically included. If you enter S, only that table
is selected. If you enter A for a table and indexes are displayed, all indexes for that table are included in the Utility
Extract. This method is an easy way to run utilities on all indexes for a table.

Processing

When selecting tables, the related tablespace is automatically included.

If you enter S, only that table is selected. If you enter A for a table and indexes are displayed, all indexes for that table are
included in the Utility Extract. This method is an easy way to run utilities on all indexes for a table.

View Selected Objects
The Extract Data List screen appears when the Explode option is entered on the Build Utility Procedure or Extract Data
Selection screen. The Extract Data List screen shows currently selected objects. You can also delete objects currently
contained in the Utility Extract. (The DB2 object is not deleted, only its reference to the Utility Extract.)

Enter the following values on the Extract Data List screen. 

• Scroll
Determines the scrolling amount. Scrolling is fully supported in the Utility Manager. You can use the FIND command
to locate text strings and the QPRINT command to print selection lists. All the scrolling commands except SORT are
valid.

• PROCEDURE, DESCRIPTION, CREATOR, SHARE OPTION, DB2 SYSTEM ID
Lists the procedure information is shown for your reference. For Utility Extracts, the procedure name, and description
at the top of the screen is always UTILEXT - UTILITY EXTRACTION.

• O (Option)
Specifies the action to be performed. To delete an object from the extract list, enter D next to the object names.

The following processing options are available:

• Enter or End-Press Enter or End to process all delete requests and return to the calling screen.
• CANCEL-The CANCEL command removes all options.

Select Utilities
After you have selected objects for the Utility Extract, you are ready to select utilities. The only requirement for selecting
utilities is that you must have already selected at least one object.

You can change your object selection at any time by entering new object selection criteria (on the Build Utility Extract
screen) or by deleting previously selected objects using the Extract Data List screen.

This section discusses the creation of utility procedures. A utility procedure is created when you enter the C (create) Utility
Option on the Build Utility Extract screen.

Build Utility Procedure

You can use the Build Utility Procedures to create temporary utility procedures. Creating a utility procedure is similar
to creating an Action Procedure, except that a utility procedure cannot be saved, and therefore has no name or other
identifying attributes. A temporary name is automatically assigned to the utility procedure by CA Database Analyzer™ for
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DB2 for z/OS. The name begins with UTIL and ends with a four-digit sequence number. A new name is created for each
“saved” invocation of the Build Utility Procedure screen.

Utility names are displayed on the Extract/Action List screen. The Extract/Action List screen is shown by entering E
(Explode) in the Utility Option prompt of the Build Utility Extract screen.

Notice the following terms on the previous screen:

• OPT
Views or updates the existing parameters for a specified utility. Possible values are:
– U-Update the parameters for a specified utility.
– E-Explode (view) the current definition of the utility.
– I-Insert utility code.
– M-Move utility code.
– C-Copy utility code and its defined symbolic variables.
– R-Repeat utility code and its defined symbolic variables.

• CODE
Specifies utility codes in this field. You can specify up to ten utilities per procedure. Some utilities may access
intermediate screens while other utilities access the Model JCL Substitution screen.

• SYM (Symbolics)
Specifies the status of symbolic variables. The Utility Manager automatically displays a value in the Symbolics field.
This value reflects whether the utility references model JCL that contains symbolic parameters. Possible values are:
– Y-The specified utility references model JCL that contains user symbolic variables.
– D-The specified utility references model JCL that contains default (automatic) symbolic parameters.
– I-The specified utility references invalid model JCL. The referenced member was probably changed after the Action

Procedure was saved. You need to update the symbolic variables for the utility.
– N-The specified utility references model JCL that contains no symbolic variables.

• UTILITY CODES
Specifies the utilities that you want to include in the procedure. See Utility Codes for a list of valid utility codes.

• Member Name
Specifies the general DB2 utility model. This model specifies the step JCL statements that are used with every IBM
utility code that is selected for the Action Procedure.

• Process Option
Specifies processing options for the model member. Possible values are:
– Y-Indicates that the member is specified.
– U-Enter U to request an update. Using this option displays the PDA Model JCL Substitution screen where you can

change any of the user-defined symbolic variables in the specified model JCL member.
– E-Enter E to explode (view) the model JCL member's symbolic variable values.

• Library Name
Specifies the PDS library that contains the model JCL member for this procedure.

NOTE
If you do not use quotes around the DSN, the prefix set in your TSO profile is appended to the DSN.

Utility Codes

The following utility codes are valid for the Code field of the Build Utility Procedures screen:
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• RO (REORG)
• CK (CHECK INDEX)
• RS (RUNSTATS)
• RC (RECOVER)
• CD (CHECK DATA)
• RT (REPORT TABLESPACE
• CP (COMMAND PROCESSOR)

Accesses the Utility Command Processor
• IC (IMAGECOPY)
• MC (MERGECOPY)
• ST (STOSPACE)
• MD (MODIFY)
• RR (REPORT RECOVER)
• QU (QUIESCE TABLESPACE)
• MP (MESSAGE PROCESSOR)

Accesses the message processor.
• PS (CA STATISTICS)

This option lets you gather statistics for objects in the utility procedure, rather than requiring the execution of an Extract
Procedure. This utility code is useful if the selected utilities alter the data. For example, the PS utility code will be useful
after a reorganization and image copy (RO, IC, PS). For more information about gathering statistics for objects in the
utility procedure, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

• AM (ACCESS METHODS)
This option generates IDCAMS JCL. This utility is commonly used for running an ALTER.

• UC (UPDATE CATALOG)
You can update the DB2 catalog statistics using the most recent CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics
if you own CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. For more information about updating the catalog, see the CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

• US (USER APPLICATION)
• PR (CA REPORTS)

This option creates JCL to run CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS report procedures. For more information
about CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS report procedures, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
documentation.

Processing

This section discusses the processing options available on the Build Utility Procedures screen:

• Enter or End-Press Enter or End to process the utility request. If you have entered an update request or if undefined
symbolic variables are present in the model JCL, you receive the appropriate screens for entering the required values.

• CANCEL-Use this command to cancel the definition of the utility procedure and return to the Build Utility Extract
screen.

View Selected Utilities
You can review the current list of selected utilities and actions by entering the E (explode) Utility Option on the Build Utility
Extract panel. The Extract/Action List appear appears.

If you want to view the DB2 objects currently selected, enter the EXPLODE command in the command line.

Enter the following values in the Extract/Action List screen:

• SCROLL
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Determines the scrolling amount.
• PROCEDURE

Identifies the procedure name will always be UTILEXT. UTILEXT is the internal name for the Utility Extract.
• O (Option)

Specifies an option next to the Utility procedure or Action Procedure you want to select:
– U-Update the procedure. (In the case of Action Procedures, you are not updating the Action Procedure itself, you

are updating a copy of it. Any updates made through this facility will not affect the actual Action Procedure.)
– E-Explode the procedure. Use this option to view the definition.
– When viewing a utility procedure or Action Procedure, you can enter the E option in the utility PARMS column to

view the definition of the utilities.
– D-Delete the utility procedure from the Utility Extract. (In the case of Action Procedures, the actual Action Procedure

is not deleted.)
• PROCNAME

Specifies the name of the Action Procedure or temporary utility procedure.
• DESCRIPTION

Specifies the description is always UTILITY EXECUTION.
• CREATOR

Specifies the ID of the user who created the procedure.
In the case of a utility procedure, the name will always begin with UTIL and end with a four-digit sequence number. The
description will always be the same.

• ORD
Specifies the order in which the actions are to be executed. Enter numbers in the order field to number the actions. If
you add an action after ordering existing actions, the new action is numbered one higher than the previously highest-
number action.
The remaining fields listed for a procedure are described in the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
documentation. However, the C and OBJECT DETAIL fields do not apply to Utility Extracts because all procedures are
considered unconditional and are tied to the objects selected for the Utility Extract.

The Extract/Action List screen contains the following processing paths:

• CANCEL or End-Press CANCEL or End to ignore all current options on the screen and return to the Build Utility
Extract screen.

• Enter-Press Enter to process options.

Execute Your Utility Extract
When you are ready to execute your Utility Extract, enter the SUB (SUBMIT) command in the command line of the Build
Utility Extract screen and press Enter.

The Submit Utility Job Stream screen appears. For this section, the job that is created from a Utility Extract is called a
utility job stream.

You have many processing options available on this screen. You can:

• Write the utility job stream to a data set for future review or editing.
• Submit the utility job stream to JES for execution.
• Preview the utility job stream before it is submitted and make any appropriate changes.
• Return to the Build Utility Extract screen to change the Utility Extract.
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Model Parameters

Enter the PDS and member name that contains the job card you want to use for the utility job stream. If you are not sure
of the member name, you can use standard ISPF member selection criteria for selecting the member from a member list.
See Member Selection Lists for more information.

If the model JCL member specified contains symbolic parameters, you are prompted for their values.

Execution Parameters

Specify the job destination of the utility job stream on the Execution Parameters section of the Submit - Utility Job Stream
panel:

• (D)ataset-Writes the utility job stream to a data set.
You must also enter the destination library and member name for the utility job stream.

• (J)ES-Submits the utility job stream to JES for execution.
• (P)REVIEW-Lets you review the utility job stream before it is submitted to JES or written to a data set.

When you request this option, the Utility Manager writes the utility job stream to a temporary data set in memory. You are
then placed into an Edit session on the generated data set. You can view or change the data set as desired.

When you are finished, you are returned to the submit screen. At this point, you can enter the B option to submit the
reviewed and revised utility job stream to a data set or JES.

Batch Parameters

Two options are available for batch execution. Both require the batch execution mode.

• Dataset
Writes the utility job stream to a data set.
You must also enter the destination library and member name for the utility job stream.

• JES
Submits the utility job stream to JES for execution.

Restarting Utility Jobs

For information about restarting utility jobs, see the IBM Command and Utility Reference.

DB2 Utility IDs

Utility Manager does not assign an explicit DB2 utility ID. Therefore, DB2 uses the userid.jobname as the default utility ID.
To assign a specific utility ID, change your common utility JCL member (default member MJUTLGL) to add the desired
utility ID to the step's EXEC statement. You can use symbolic parameters as part of your specification.

For example, you could specify a utility ID of %USERID.%STEPNAME to generate a unique utility ID automatically for
each step in the utility job stream.

Submit-Utility Job Stream Processing

This section describes processing options for the SUBMIT - UTILITY JOB STREAM screen:

• Enter-Press Enter to perform processing based on the Execution Mode:
If the Execution Mode is set to B, the utility job stream is written to a data set or submitted to JES. In either case, you
are returned to the Build Utility Extract screen. You can create a Utility Extract or End to return to CA RC/Query® for
DB2 for z/OS. The previous Utility Extract is no longer available.
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If the Execution Mode is set to P, you are placed into an Edit session on the utility job stream. When you end the Edit
session, you return to the submit screen.

• END or CANCEL-The END or CANCEL command ignores any options on the submit screen. You return to the Build
Utility Extract screen where you can change the Utility Extract and can resubmit it.

When you submit a Utility Extract (to JES or to a data set), the Utility Extract no longer exists. Therefore, you must
END from the submit screen before you submit the utility if you want to change the Utility Extract. For example, if you
previewed the utility job stream and you decide you want changes, End from the submit screen. Make the changes, and
then resubmit the Utility Extract. If you change the utility job stream during the preview session and return to the Build
Utility Extract screen, all changes are lost. They are lost because the utility job stream is regenerated when you request
the submit option.

Job Step Generation

Because many different utilities can be generated in one job stream, the Utility Manager determines the appropriate
creation of job steps based on the following rules:

• If the utilities do not require their own set of JCL (the model JCL for the utility contains only control cards), they are
combined into one step. For example, because RUNSTATS does not require any additional JCL for each invocation
of the utility, all RUNSTATS can be included in the same job step. However, an IMAGE COPY does require special
JCL (for the output data set name). Therefore, if an IMAGE COPY is requested, each object receives a separate step
because each image copy requires its own set of JCL.

• If you are performing multiple DB2 utilities for each DB2 object, all DB2 utilities for the object are combined into one
step. Other non-DB2 utilities (US) generate their own job step. 

• You must ensure that your model JCL does not have conflicting JCL requirements. For example, if two of your model
JCL members see the SYSCOPY DD statement, you receive a JCL error because two SYSCOPY DD statements are
present in the job stream. To prevent this error, use a different DD statement for one of the model JCL members.

• You select DB2 utility codes, but some of the utilities refer to model JCL that contains its own JCL statements. In this
case, a separate step is generated for each object because there are JCL requirements for each invocation of the
utility. This kind of step generation occurs when you request a RUNSTATS followed by an IMAGE COPY. The IMAGE
COPY contains its own JCL statements.

The following sample cases are presented to help you better understand job step creation. They demonstrate the
application of the previous rules.

One Step for All Objects Sample JCL
In this example, you select several DB2 utilities that do not require any additional JCL. All utilities are combined into one
step for all objects. The following example shows this type of step creation:

//XXXXXX  JOB (XXX,GENERAL),'RCQ',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTITSLOG SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTITSRCE SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

//*
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One Step for Each Object Based on Special Utility Codes
If you select the same DB2 utilities as discussed, but you also select a non-DB2 utility code (MP, CP, AM, or US). A
separate step is generated for each object because these special codes require their own job step (they have their own
JCL requirements).

In this case, all DB2 utilities for each object will be combined into one step followed by the non-DB2 utility steps for the
object.

The following example shows this type of step creation:

//XXXXXX  JOB (XXX,GENERAL),'RCQ',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN.xxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTITSLOG SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

//*

//*  PTI UTILITY MANAGER

//*

//UTIL0002 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=PTIPROD.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB  DD  DSN=PTIPROD.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTICLIST DD  DSN=&TEMP1,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

// DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//SYSIN   DD  DSN=&TEMP2,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

// DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//PTIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  *

 CALL 'PTIPROD.CDBALOAD(RALABAT)'

//PTIIPT  DD *

PTI RDPS0200 PTIPH

++CP++PTI

//*

-DISPLAY DATABASE(PTDB)

//UTIL0003 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTITSRCE SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

//*

//*  PTI UTILITY MANAGER

//*

//UTIL0004 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=PTIPROD.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR
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//PTILIB  DD  DSN=PTIPROD.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//     DD  DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTICLIST DD  DSN=&TEMP1,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

// DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//SYSIN   DD  DSN=&TEMP2,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

// DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//PTIMSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  *

 CALL 'PTIPROD.CDBALOAD(RALABAT)'

//PTIIPT  DD *

PTI RDPS0200 PTIPH

++CP++PTI

-DISPLAY DATABASE(PTDB)

//*

One Step for Each Object Based on JCL Requirements
In this example, you select DB2 utility codes, but some of the utilities refer to model JCL that contains its own JCL
statements. In this case, a separate step is generated for each object because there are JCL requirements for each
invocation of the utility.

This kind of step generation occurs when you request a RUNSTATS followed by an IMAGE COPY. The IMAGE COPY
contains its own JCL statements.

The following listing is an example of this type of step creation:

//XXXXXX  JOB (XXX,GENERAL),'RCQ',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ABC'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSCOPY1 DD DSN=BACKUP.PTDB.ABCTSLOG.D930202.T113501,

// UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(NEW,DELETE,KEEP)

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.ABCTSLOG SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

 COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.ABCTSLOG DEVT SYSDA COPYDDN

   SYSCOPY1 FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

//*

//UTIL0002 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ABC'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=DSN.xxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//UTPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSCOPY1 DD DSN=BACKUP.PTDB.ABCTSRCE.D930202.T113501,

// UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(NEW,DELETE,KEEP)

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.ABCTSRCE SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

 COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.ABCTSRCE DEVT SYSDA COPYDDN

   SYSCOPY1 FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

//*
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Note: If you use the general DB2 utility model, MJUTLGL, the Utility Manager automatically generates a unique step
name for each step in the utility job stream. The step name begins with UTIL and ends with a four-digit sequence number
(same naming conventions as the temporary utility procedures). The automatic generation of step names requires the use
of the %STEPNAME symbolic parameter on your general DB2 utility JCL model.

Message Processor
The Message Processor panel is invoked by the MP utility code. Use this panel to define the destinations of a message
and enter the message text.

You can enter up to two lines of text. The text can contain automatic symbolic variables, which are replaced before the
message is sent to the designated destinations.

The CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Action Procedure or Utility Extract will send the message to the specified
destinations for each DB2 object selected.

The following fields appear on the Message Processor panel:

• Message Destination
Specifies up to three destinations for the messages. You can select any combination of destinations.

• CA Log
Indicates whether to send messages to the CA log (Y or N).

• Operator Console
Indicates whether to send a message to the operator console. Specify Y, descriptor code, and route code.

• Tso User
Indicates whether to send a message to the TSO user. Specify Y and the TSO ID. Symbolic variables are not
supported.

• Message (Text)
Specifies the message text, up to two lines. The message text can contain automatic symbolic variables. User-defined
symbolics are ignored.

Press Enter or END to save the message parameters and return to the build panel. If there are errors, you must correct
them before you can exit.

If you specify CANCEL, the message definition is cancelled. If the message is undefined due to the cancel, a U (update)
is shown under the PARMS column on the build screen. If you want to save the procedure, you must correct the utility
parameters or erase the utility code.

Utility Command Processor
The DB2 Command Request panel lets you enter up to 10 DB2 commands. If you need to enter more, you can re-enter
the CP utility code. The CP utility code always generates its own utility step. It is not combined with any other DB2 utility
codes. However, the CP utilities are combined with any MP (Message Processor) or AM (VSAM) utility statements. The
same program processes these special utility requests and they are all combined into the same job step. A separate step
is created for each processed DB2 object.

Utility Manager does not check the command for valid syntax. The DB2 commands are sent to the DSN processor as
entered.

You cannot specify user-defined symbolic variables. However, automatic symbolic variables can be specified as part of
the DB2 commands. For example, you can enter the following command:

-DISPLAY DATABASE(%DBNAME)

DB2 commands are executed for each object selected by the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS action procedure
or utility extract. For a listing of possible DB2 commands, see the IBM DB2 documentation.
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Utility Manager invokes the TSO DSN command processor to process the DB2 commands. The Utility Processor is
accessed by specifying the CP utility code. The Utility Command Processor is for attaching DB2 commands to your utility
extract. Do not confuse it with the interactive Command Processor facility accessed by entering the DB2C command.

Press Enter or END to save the specified commands and return to the Utility Procedures Build panel.

Action Procedures
CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS action procedures are definitions of utilities to be executed under specific
conditions. They can be defined as conditional (execute when specific thresholds are reached) or unconditional (always
executed).

You must have CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS installed to create and use Action Procedures.

Many situations occur when the utilities you want to execute against a selected set of objects have already been defined
as a CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Action Procedure. The Utility Manager lets you use predefined Action
Procedures as part of your Utility Extract.

When Action Procedures are selected for a Utility Extract, they are always treated as unconditional.

You can combine Action Procedures with utility procedures in the same Utility Extract. You can create any combination of
Action Procedures and utility procedures as necessary to perform the requested processing.

Action Procedure Services

Action Procedure Services permit you to use existing Action Procedures for your Utility Extract.

To select Action Procedures for a Utility Extract, enter the S (select) Utility Option on the Build Utility Extract screen.

The Action Procedure Services screen is shown, listing all available Action Procedures. Enter S next to an Action
Procedures to select it for the Utility Extract. Enter E next to an Action Procedure to view its current definition.

All Action Procedures are considered unconditional when they are used by a Utility Extract.

When the Action Procedure Services screen is invoked by the Utility Manager, it does not support the delete or update
options. To perform these operations, you must use the Action Procedures option on the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu.

For more information about Action Procedure services, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Use the RI Manager
RI Manager lets you view, create, modify, delete, and report on RI relationships. RI Manager supports DB2 (system)
defined RI and creates and maintains user-defined RI. You can also use named relationship sets (NRS) to create and
maintain a set of relationships that can be used in CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS and other products within the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Some benefits of using RI Manager to manage your referential integrity (RI) relationships include the ability to evaluate
and test new RI relationships, and the potential to take advantage of interproduct functionality. For any RI structure, you
can view the tables and the parent and child relationships. For each parent and child relationship, you can view how the
foreign key columns of the child table map to the primary key columns of the parent table.

RI Manager shows tables in referential sets and each set consists of all the tables in an RI structure starting with the
highest level parent table, proceeding to its dependent tables, and so on. The indented format lets you view an RI
structure and easily see the relationships between the different levels. This format is useful after you have run a migration
and created an RI structure so that you can see that it looks like what you expected.

If you are writing DB2 DDL, you can use RI Manager to generate an ALTER statement in DB2 to accomplish tasks quickly.
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You can also create user-defined RI that can be used in other products to extract data from a legacy system for use
in a data warehouse, or perform data validation using CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS to find data orphans, and
convert from user-defined RI to DB2 RI and back again. User-defined RI can only be used by some of the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Access RI Manager
The RI Manager lets you manage your referential integrity (RI) relationships, both system and user-defined. RI
relationships and named relationship sets (NRS) can be viewed, created, modified, deleted, and verified.

You can interface seamlessly with other products through the Interproduct Interface. For example, you can define and test
a new RI relationship, jump to CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS to create test tables, and then return to RI Manager to
define RI relationships on these new tables. If the following products are installed and licensed, you can create and modify
an RI relationship to use with them: CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Index Expert, CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS, CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, and
CA SQL-Ease.

To access RI Manager, select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main
Menu (PRI).

The RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears. From this panel, you can perform all actions to manage
your DB2 referential relationships. Specify filter criteria to control the list of named relationship sets and tables that you
want to work with. From the selection list, use line commands to create, modify, delete, and report on RI relationships.

The tables and RI relationships displayed here are controlled by choices that are made in the header fields, and all actions
are specified by line commands.

View and Create Relationships
RI Manager manages all of your RI relationships, both system-defined and user-defined. RI relationships can be created,
modified, deleted, and verified. For any RI structure, tables can be viewed in an indented tree format that makes it easy
to visualize each relationship within the structure, you can view how the foreign key columns of the child table map to the
primary key columns of the parent table.

With RI Manager, you can create system-defined and user-defined RI relationships.

• Whenever you use DB2 to create and monitor RI relationships between tables, you are using system-defined RI. The
advantage of using system-defined RI is that DB2 has been designed to process and maintain RI relationships.

• If you do not use DB2 for RI relationships, but instead use your own program or manually coded RI relationships, you
have user-defined RI.

You can monitor and process changes to system-defined and user-defined RI. You can also convert from system-defined
to user-defined and vice versa.

You can also define RI relationships and test them against the system catalog before implementing them into your DB2
production system.

A unique key or primary key that is part of an RI relationship is referred to here as a parent key.

Manage Named Relationship Sets
Named relationship sets (NRS) let you create and maintain a set of relationships that can be used in CA RC/Extract™ for
DB2 for z/OS and other products within the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

A named relationship set (NRS) is an object that is assigned a unique name and which defines a group of tables, which
are related by system-catalog defined relationships or by user-defined relationships within RI Manager.
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An explicit NRS is created by first selecting an RI set derived by RI Manager from the system catalog and any user-
defined relationships that are associated with these tables. Using this RI set as a base, you can initiate the creation of
an NRS and then select the set of tables that are to become the component members of this NRS. This set can then be
named and saved as an NRS. CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS can use the NRS as the base set of tables for an extract.

You can create, modify, and delete NRS objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.
The RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like table name and creator, NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Use wildcard characters
and the Include NRS, RI only, and Share specifications to further filter the included relationship sets.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. Relationship sets are derived from relationships that
are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets:

3. Type N (new) on the primary line for an implicit (catalog derived) relationship set and press Enter.
The RI Manager Named Relationship Set Create panel appears.

4. Complete the following steps:
a. Update the header fields as needed. 

NOTE
If the Well Formed setting is Y, the hierarchical parents of all selected tables must be included in the
NRS. If set to N, an unusable relationship set can result.

b. Select (S) or exclude (X) tables for the NRS.
c. Press the END key.
The explicit NRS is saved.

NOTE
If the specified name and creator duplicate an existing NRS, the RI Manager Named Relationship Set
Duplicate panel appears. From this panel, you can change the name or creator, replace the existing NRS, or
cancel the NRS creation.

View RI Relationships
With RI Manager, you can view:

• Named relationship sets (NRS) that are derived from existing relationships in the DB2 catalog or user-defined sets.
• RI structures, including all related tables (system-defined or user-defined RI), based on selection criteria for the parent

or child table name and creator.
• All of the relationships within an RI structure by viewing the structure in an indented tree format. This display makes

it easy to see each parent/dependent relationship. You can also see how the parent key columns from a parent table
map to the foreign key columns of the dependent tables.

• The mapping of the parent table's key columns to the child table's foreign key columns.

You can view the following types of RI relationships:

• User-defined RI relationships using named relationship sets.
• Referential sets of tables.
• Foreign and parent key columns.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).
2. Specify filter criteria as follows:
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– The DB2 subsystem ID whose system catalog is used to derive the table and relationship objects.
– Whether to include or exclude named relationship set (NRS) objects with the catalog RI sets, or whether to include

only NRS objects and exclude all catalog RI sets.
– Whether to include only tables that are part of a DB2-defined RI set and exclude all tables that are not related to

any parent or dependent.
– Table and NRS names and creators. Wildcard characters are accepted. A single asterisk (*) selects all values. If

you use asterisks (*) in these fields, a list of all the parent and dependent tables on the specified DB2 subsystem
appears. Not only is this list likely to be long, there can be a substantial time delay during the generation of this
table list. Using specific selection criteria can reduce both list volume and time delays.

3. Press Enter.
RI Manager displays matching named relationship sets and tables in referential sets. Relationship sets are derived
from relationships that are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets. Each set
consists of all the tables in an RI structure (all the tables that are related through RI relationships). Within an RI set, the
tables are displayed in an indented tree format, beginning with the highest level parent table, proceeding to its child
tables. Each dependency level is indented two spaces and assigned a number that indicates its level of dependency.
The tables within the referential set are numbered sequentially, beginning with 1 for the highest level table within
the set. If a table has previously appeared within the RI set, the line number of its first occurrence is given in
parentheses after subsequent occurrences. If, for a subsequent listing, child tables that were listed previously have
been suppressed, a plus sign appears in the parentheses with the first occurrence line number.
A table can be self-referencing (a child table to itself), or it can be its own descendant (a child table to its own table).
Therefore, tables can be listed multiple times. After the second and subsequent occurrences of a table, the line
number of the first occurrence appears in parentheses.
Individual tables (without any referential relationships) appear as single table referential sets, after all sets with RI
relationships.

4. Expand each NRS or table using the EXPLODE command.
The description and RI relationships are displayed. Hide the details using the COLLAPSE command. Alternatively, you
can expand or hide the details of a specific relationship set or table using line commands: L (list) or H (hide).

NOTE
When an implicit NRS contains only one table, the table detail line is not displayed. The derived implicit NRS
name includes the name of the topmost or only table in the NRS.

5. Manage, convert, set status, and verify the RI relationships using line commands.
– For named relationship sets, the following commands are valid:

• D (delete)
Deletes an existing explicit relationship set.

• H (hide)
Hides (collapses) the detailed contents of a specific relationship set.

• L (list)
Displays (expands) the detailed contents of a specific relationship set. This information includes the RI type (S
for system or U for user) and the Status (A for active or N for not active or inactive).

• N (new)
Copies an existing implicit relationship and creates an explicit relationship object.

• S (select)
Selects the NRS for an RI set in CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS.

• U (update)
Update an existing explicit relationship set.

– For implicit relationship sets, the following commands are valid:
• A (activate)

Activates inactive user-defined RI.
• C (child addition)
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Adds a system-defined or user-defined dependent.
• D (drop child)

Drops the child table designation, severing the RI relationship. The table is not dropped.
• DC (drop child cascade)

Drops all child table designations through lower RI levels in the RI set. The tables are not dropped.
• E (enforce)

Alters NOT ENFORCED system-defined RI to ENFORCED.
• I (inactivate)

Inactivates active user-defined RI.
• L (list)

Lists the key column mapping for a child table and its immediate parent table. This information shows how the
foreign key columns of the child table map to the parent table key columns. A row of data appears for each
column that is contained in the keys. The mapping of a column from the parent table to the child table is shown
by positioning of equivalent columns on the same data row. The key columns do not have to have the same
name or position in the two tables to be equivalent. However, they must be the same length and, with system-
defined relationships, the same type. (If the relationship is user-defined, the key columns can be different
supported compatible types).

• N (not enforced)
Alters system-defined RI to be NOT ENFORCED.

• P (parent key)
Creates, changes, or removes a system-defined or user-defined parent key.

• R (copy relationships)
Creates a set of tables as an identical RI set with a different creator that you can edit.

• U (user RI)
Converts system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the selected dependent only.

• UC (user RI cascade)
Converts system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the current table and all its dependents.

• X (system RI)
Converts user-defined RI to system-defined RI for the selected child only.

• XC (system RI cascade)
Converts user-defined RI to system-defined RI for the current table and all dependents.

• V (verification)
Verifies user-defined RI information and ensures that it is still valid.

Press Enter.
A panel appears to process the specified command.

Define RI Relationships
With RI Manager, new user-defined RI relationships can be defined. These user-defined relationships can then be tested
against the system catalog and verified before implementing them into your DB2 production system.

RI Manager permits the definition of the parent key on a table to create a RI relationship. Also, you can select a table
from a list of candidates to become the child table in a new RI relationship, and define the foreign key on a child table to
implement a new RI relationship. You can activate or deactivate these relationships as needed.

When creating a user-defined RI relationship, you can define primary and foreign keys with different data types and can
define partial foreign key relationships.

DB2 system-defined RI does not permit mixing of data types this way or partial key relationships.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define the parent key.
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2. Add children and define the foreign key.
3. Add partial foreign key (optional).

After you create RI relationships, you can check whether your user-defined referential relationship is still valid by
comparing the user-defined relationships with the DB2 system catalog to verify that table and column definitions have not
been changed.

Define the Parent Key

The first step in creating an RI relationship is identifying the tables that you want to include and then defining a primary or
unique key for the parent table. The parent table is the first table in the relationship.

NOTE
To create an RI relationship between two tables, define a parent key first and then a foreign key on a child table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).The RI
Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like table name and creator, NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Use wildcard characters
and the Include NRS, RI only, and Share specifications to further filter the included relationship sets.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. Relationship sets are derived from relationships that
are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets:

3. Type P next to a table name to create, change, or remove a system or user-defined parent key and press Enter. The
Parent Key Create/Update panel appears with the existing keys displayed.

4. Create, update, or drop a parent key as follows:
a. Type C (create) in the CMD field of the first row and complete the following fields:

• Specify a name for the primary or unique key constraint in the Name field. If a name is not specified, it is
generated automatically. The specified name must be different from the names of any referential, check, primary
key, or unique key constraints that were previously specified on the table.

• Type P (primary) or X (index) in the Key field.
• Type S (system-defined) or U (user-defined) in the Type field.

b. Type U (update) in the CMD field of an existing key to update the selected key.
c. Type D (drop) in the CMD field of an existing key to drop the selected key.
Press Enter.
The Parent Key Create/Alter panel appears and shows all the columns of the selected table. One row of data appears
for each column in the table. If a parent key exists for the table, the order of the columns comprising the key is
indicated in the KeySeq# column. For field and column descriptions, press F1 to access the online help.

5. Complete the following fields:
– (Optional) Change the key name, type, and RI type.
– Designate one or more columns as part of the parent key by entering the following commands in the CMD field next

to the column name:
• P1 to define a column as the first column in the parent key.
• P2 to define a column as the second column in the parent key.
• P3 to define a column as the third column in the parent key, and so on.
• P0 to remove a column from the parent key.

Press Enter.
The column assignments appear in the KeySeq# column (1, 2, 3, and so on). You can change how the columns are
sorted by specifying ASC, DESC, or blank in the Ord field when KeySeq# is nonblank. You can change the column
order designation by retyping your entries.

6. Press F3 (End).
The SQL is generated and the Parent Key Alter Confirmation panel appears.
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7. Review the generated SQL and press Enter.
The alterations are performed and the Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. When the Batch Processor
execution is complete, the output from the batch execution appears on the AUDIT Message File panel.

8. Review the batch execution output and note whether the steps have executed successfully.
Press F3 (End).
The Parent Key Selection panel appears. A message indicates that the parent key has been defined successfully.

Add Children and Define the Foreign Key

After a parent key has been designated for the parent table, the next step in creating an RI relationship is adding children
and defining the foreign key. You can select a table to become the child table in a new RI relationship and define the
foreign key on a child table to implement a new RI relationship.

NOTE
To add user-child relationships, you must have SELECT, INSERT, and DELETE authorities.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.
2. Specify table selection criteria in the header fields on the RI Manager NRS Relationship Sets Management panel and

press Enter.
A list of tables matching your selection criteria appears.

3. Type C next to the parent table to add child tables (system or user-defined dependent) and press Enter.
The RI Manager Children Selection panel appears. For field and column descriptions, press F1 to access the online
help.

4. Specify selection criteria in the header fields and press Enter.
A list of tables matching your selection criteria appears on the RI Manager Children Selection panel. Information about
the tables includes the table name, creator, database, and so on. Scroll right (press F11) to view additional information
about each table.

5. Type S next to one or more child tables and press Enter.
The selections are processed and the Parent Key Selection List panel appears.

6. Type S next to a key name and press Enter.
The Foreign Key Selection panel appears.

7. Specify the following values:
– The execution mode (online or batch).
– The type of RI relationship (system or user-defined).
– The type of delete rule (cascade, set null, or restrict). The default is restrict.
– (Optional) The eight-character rule name for the relationship.
– The RI relationship status (A for active, I for inactive, blank for enforced, and N for not enforced), based on the RI

type.
– Assign the foreign key columns (F1, F2, and so on). If a column has the same name, type, and length as one of the

columns of the primary key for the parent table, the field is mapped automatically.
Note: To remove a column from the foreign key, enter F0 or blank out the Fn designations in the CMD field next to
the column name.

Press F3 (End).
The foreign key is defined and the Add Children panel appears.

8. Review the generated commands to define the parent/child relationship, noting the following statements:
–  [1] ALTER TABLE

Indicates that the foreign key is defined to the system catalog.
–  [2] ON DELETE

Indicates that the delete rule specified on the Foreign Key Selection panel is defined to the system catalog.
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Press Enter.
The SQL and batch processor commands are generated. The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. When the
batch processor execution is complete, the AUDIT Message File panel automatically appears and shows the output
from the batch execution.

9. Review the output and note the following statements:
–  [1] CHILDREN WILL BE CREATED

Indicates that the children will be created. The same SQL and RBP commands reviewed earlier are executed by
the batch processor.

–  [2] DSNT404I SQLCODE=162
Warns you that the tablespace has been placed in Check Pending status. You might want to run the Check utility.

Press F3 (End).
A message indicating that the execution was successful appears on the RI Manager Command Center panel. The
child table appears indented under the parent table.

Primary and Foreign Key Data Types

The following data type conversions are valid for primary and foreign keys:

• SMALLINT
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, and VARCHAR

• INTEGER
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, and VARCHAR

• BIGINT
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, and VARCHAR

• DECIMAL
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, and VARCHAR

• CHAR
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

• VARCHAR
Valid input: SMALLINT, INTEGER, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

• DATE
Valid input: CHAR, VARCHAR, and DATE

• TIME
Valid input: CHAR, VARCHAR, and TIME

• TIMESTAMP
Valid input: CHAR, VARCHAR, and TIMESTAMP

Add Partial Foreign Keys

You can create a user-defined foreign key relationship that references only part of the parent primary key. The partial key
can be used to migrate the data.

You can define partial keys that consist of any column or combination of columns in the primary key. The leftmost column
of the parent key does not need to be included in the partial key.

Partial keys can be defined only for user-defined  RI relationships. You cannot convert user-defined RI relationships to
system-defined if the RI relationship has a partial foreign key defined.

Example: Partial Foreign Key

In this example, suppose an RI relationship exists between a parent table, TESTP, and a child table, TESTC. The primary
key for this parent table has been defined as COLA, COLB, and COLC. To specify a child table for this parent table, the
foreign key does not have to reference all three of these fields. However, it must reference one of the following:
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• COLA
• COLB
• COLC
• COLA and COLB
• COLA and COLC
• COLB and COLC
• COLA, COLB, and COLC

You can define the foreign key for COLB and COLC. Only two of the three fields in the parent key are referenced in the
child table foreign key. Note that the sequence numbers of the foreign key columns match the sequence numbers of the
parent key columns.

Copy RI Structures
You can copy RI structures and can create a set of tables with identical RI to another set but with a different creator.
Specify the subsystem ID where you want the new tables created. Additionally, you can specify the storage group,
database, tablespace, table creator, and the type of RI you want for the new tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).The RI
Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like the table name and creator, and the NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Specify more
filters using wildcard characters and the Include NRS, RI only, and Share field values.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. The relationship sets are derived from relationships
that are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets:

3. Type R (relationship copy) next to the object that you want to copy and press Enter.
The Copy Relationships Specification window appears.

4. Specify the following information:
– Execution mode (online or batch).

WARNING
Executing online can involve a lengthy wait. We recommend that you execute in batch.

– The local subsystem ID where you want the new tables created.
– The RI type (system-defined, user-defined), or copy the original RI types from the original tables (source tables).
– Storage group name, database name, and tablespace name where you want to put the new tables. If you

leave these fields blank, an asterisk (*) is inserted automatically. Enter an asterisk (*) to keep the database and
tablespace the same as the original tables.

– The table creator.
Press Enter.
The data is validated and processed as follows:
– In online mode, a panel appears where you can review and execute the generated DDL.
– If you specified batch mode, specify batch processing options first, and then review and execute the generated

DDL.
A new set of tables is created as an identical RI set, with a different creator.

Drop the Child Table
RI Manager lets you drop referential relationships by deleting the foreign key in the child table (single parent table to
single child table).
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NOTE
Only the constraint of the column as a foreign key is deleted. The child table itself is not deleted and its columns
are not dropped.

RI Manager also lets you delete a complex RI relationship by cascading the dropping of foreign keys through all child
tables and their child tables. With the drop cascade, the RI relationships to all tables dependent on the specified child
table are also severed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).The RI
Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like table name and creator, NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Use wildcard characters
and the Include NRS, RI only, and Share specifications to further filter the included relationship sets.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. Relationship sets are derived from relationships that
are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets:

3. Type either of the following next to the child table:
– D (drop)
– DC (drop all child table designations in the hierarchy, down through lower RI levels in the RI set)
Press Enter.
The Drop Children panel appears.

4. Review the batch processor statements that are generated to drop the foreign keys for each child table in the RI
hierarchy being deleted, and press Enter.
The drop processing begins and the Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. The output from the batch execution
appears on the AUDIT Message File panel appears when the batch execution completes. The ALTER TABLE
command indicates that the foreign key designation for the child table is dropped from the system catalog.

5. Note the following in the output from the batch execution:
– SYSTEM AND/OR USER DEFINED CHILDREN

Specifies the system and/or user -defined children that were changed. The Batch Processor commands that were
submitted to the batch processor are repeated in the AUDIT Message File. Each step is followed by a message and
condition code that tell you the outcome of that step.

– DSNT400I SQLCODE=000
Tells you that the preceding step has executed successfully.

Press F3 (end) after reviewing the AUDIT Message File.
The RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears. A message indicates that the drop was completed
successfully.
The RI relationship is severed. The table is not dropped. 
The child table designation no longer appears under the parent table on the RI Manager Relationship Sets
Management panel.

Manage and Convert RI Relationships
In addition to viewing and creating RI relationships, you can manage and convert RI relationships and set RI status as
follows:

• Convert user-defined RI to system-defined RI for a selected child only
• Convert system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the selected dependent only
• Convert user-defined RI to system-defined RI for the current table and all its dependents
• Convert system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the current table and all its dependents
• Activate and deactivate user-defined RI
• Alter not enforced system-defined RI to enforced
• Alter system-defined RI to be not enforced
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WARNING
RI conversion can have an immediate performance impact on an existing DB2 subsystem where it is performed.
Use caution when performing these tasks.

NOTE
DB2 TABLE authority over the tables is required to make these changes.

Convert RI relationships
You can convert user-defined RI relationships to system-defined RI relationships and can convert system-defined RI
relationships to user-defined RI relationships. You can also cascade the conversion through all levels of an RI set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).The RI
Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like the table name and creator, NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Use wildcard
characters and the Include NRS, RI only, and the Share specifications to further filter the included relationship sets.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. The relationship sets are derived from relationships
that are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets.

3. Use the following line commands:
– U (User RI)

Converts system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the selected dependent only. The immediate parent table
(located directly above the child table in the hierarchy) is also selected. Because of the volume of information that
is presented, use the up and down scroll keys to scroll through the report. The system-defined tables are easily
identifiable by the letter S that appears in the RI column.

– UC (User RI Cascade)
Converts system-defined RI to user-defined RI for the current table and all of its dependents.

– X (System RI)
Converts user-defined RI to system-defined RI for the selected child only. The immediate parent table (located
directly above the child in the hierarchy) is also selected and can be recorded in the catalog.

– XC (System RI Cascade)
Converts user-defined RI to system-defined RI for the current table and all of its dependents. This information can
be recorded in the DB2 catalog.

Press Enter.
The requested conversion task is processed. The batch processor statements are generated.

4. Review the generated statements and press Enter to process the conversion. The Batch Processor In-Progress panel
appears. When the Batch Processor execution completes, the AUDIT Message File panel displays the output from the
batch execution.

5. Review the report output and press F3 (End) to return to the RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel.
A message indicating that the execution completed successfully appears. The letter S now appears in the RI column
next to the affected child tables. The user-defined RI is converted to system-defined RI for the selected child or the
current table and all its dependents.

 

 

 

Set RI Status
You can set the RI status for user-defined and system-defined relationships.
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• For user-defined, you can change active user-defined RI to inactive user-defined RI. Inactivating lets you migrate data
into tables without the user-defined RI intact. 
You can reactivate an inactive user-defined RI status because the relationship parameters are retained in a CA
Technologies table. The relationship parameters are retained in a CA Technologies table so that it can be reactivated
later.

• For system-defined, you can change enforced system-defined RI to not enforced system-defined RI. Not enforced
system-defined RI lets you record referential integrity (RI) relationships in the catalog that are not enforced by the
DBMS.
You can also change not enforced system-defined RI to enforced system-defined RI.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).
The RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria (like table name and creator, NRS name and creator) and press Enter. Use wildcard characters
and the Include NRS, RI only, and Share specifications to further filter the included relationship sets.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. Relationship sets are derived from relationships that
are defined in the DB2 catalog or created from existing implicit relationship sets:

3. Change the RI status using the following commands:
– A (activate)

Activates inactive user-defined RI. The status changes from I to A.
– E (enforce)

Alters NOT ENFORCED system-defined RI to ENFORCED. The status changes from N to E.
– I (inactivate)

Inactivates active user-defined RI. The status changes from A to I.
– N (not enforced)

Alters system-defined RI to NOT ENFORCED. The status changes from E to N.
Press Enter.
The dependent table and its immediate parent (the table that is located directly above the table in the hierarchy) are
updated.

Report on RI Relationships
This article explains how to report on RI relationships.

RI Relationship Reports

A potential problem with user-defined RI is that table and column references can become obsolete. If a table or column
is renamed or deleted without corresponding changes to the user-defined RI, any attempt to use DB2 plans or programs
invoking the user-defined RI fails.

You can verify the validity of your user-defined RI by reporting on, and, if necessary, correcting it. You can compare the
user-defined RI with the system catalog to verify that table and column definitions have not been changed. If a key column
has been renamed, you can correct the column name so that the application using the user-defined RI does not fail.

Validating User-Defined RI

A potential problem with user-defined RI is that table and column references can become obsolete. If a table or column
is renamed or deleted without corresponding changes to the user-defined RI, any attempt to use DB2 plans or programs
invoking the user-defined RI fails.
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You can verify the validity of your user-defined RI by reporting on, and, if necessary, correcting it. You can compare the
user-defined RI with the system catalog to verify that table and column definitions have not been changed. If a key column
has been renamed, you can correct the column name so that the application using the user-defined RI does not fail.

You can check whether your user-defined referential relationship is still valid by comparing the user-defined relationships
with the DB2 system catalog to verify that table and column definitions have not been changed. Verification reports check
and verify tables only with user-defined RI. System-defined RI does not require any verification because DB2 maintains
the synchronization for you.

You can generate a verification report, correction report, or both. Then, you execute the generated SQL or cancel the
verification.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the RI Manager option from the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu (PRI).
The RI Manager Relationship Sets Management panel appears.

2. Specify filter criteria and press Enter.
A list of relationship sets matching your selection criteria appears. You can control the RI relationships that displayed
using specific values or masks in the header fields.

3. Type either of the following next to table with the user-defined RI that you want to verify:
– V (verify user-defined RI (for example, that table names, column information, and keys are still valid).
– VERIFY (verify all displayed user-defined RI).
The Verification panel appears.

4. Type one of the following values in the Type of Verification field:
– R (Report)

Verifies that all table and column names that are used by the user-defined RI match those values in the DB2
system catalog. Any discrepancies are listed.

– C (Correction)
Corrects the table information in the DB2 system catalog. For any table used in the user-defined RI that is not found
in the DB2 system catalog, the user-defined RI relationship is deleted. For any key column information that does
not match the key column information for the table in the DB2 system catalog, the user-defined RI is updated with
the system catalog values. The correction report has three parts: an error report, a correction report, and the actual
execution of the corrections. When the Correction report is generated, any possible corrections that can be made
for the tables are also executed.

– B (Both)
Verifies and corrects the table information in the DB2 system catalog.

Press Enter.
The Verification Confirmation panel appears.

5. Review the batch processor commands and press Enter.
The report is processed and the batch processor commands are submitted to the batch processor. The Batch
Processor In-Progress panel appears, informing you of the slight delay while the report is being produced. When
complete, the AUDIT Message File panel automatically appears, displaying the report. The verification report has two
parts: an error report and a verification report.

6. Type one of the following print commands: PPRINT, QPRINT, PFILE, and QFILE.
The report is printed.

7. Press F3 (End) after you have finished reviewing and printing the report.
A message indicating that the verification was completed successfully appears. The RI Manager Relationship Sets
Management panel appears. If a Correction report was generated, the list of tables appears on the RI Manager
Relationship Sets Management panel to reflect any changes.
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Check RI When DB2 RI Does Not Exist
Some legacy application systems have been implemented without the use of DB2 referential integrity (RI). Instead the
application programs implement this behavior within the programs themselves. Early in the development of DB2, DB2 RI
was often not implemented by developers. This method relies on the quality of the application programs to ensure that
proper logical referential integrity is maintained. However, errors can begin to creep into the data itself which must be
manually identified and corrected in some manner. Also the loading and unloading of data to such tables must be carefully
carried out to ensure that logical referential integrity is maintained.

When these data errors occur, the normal method that is used to deal with them is to write in-house programs to read
the data and check that the correct logical referential integrity exists and to report records in error. Having identified the
records in error, they are then manually corrected. The following process lets you avoid the need to write a "validation
suite" to find the records in error. This process can remain in place indefinitely and provides a permanent means to check
the data.

Follow these steps:

1. Use RI Manager to create user-defined RI to check the data integrity of two tables that are not related in DB2.
The user-defined RI is stored in the RI Manager tables.

2. (Optional) Use CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS to check the data on the table regarding the user-defined RI that has
been created (specify USERRI with SCOPE ALL).
The tablespace does not contain DB2 RI so it is never placed in CHECK PENDING status. CA Fast Check® for DB2
for z/OS checks the tablespace regardless of a lack of CHECK PENDING status as long as these two parameters are
used. RI Manager reports on existing records that are found to be in violation of the RI. These records can then be
investigated. A valid license for CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS is required.

3. (Optional) Use CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS to check the data that it is loading regarding the user-defined RI that
has been created with RI Manager. Doing so lets you ensure that no referentially invalid data is loaded to the table
(specify ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS USER).
CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS is called in the background to carry out this check of RI. This behavior can be useful
if you need to update the tables with more data. A valid license for CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS is required.

In this way, you can check and correct the data in the tables without any impact on the existing application. In addition,
you can use RI Manager to convert this user-defined RI to DB2 RI including any indexes required to support it. If you carry
out such an enhancement, be confident that the RI in question has been checked for logical validity by CA Fast Check®

for DB2 for z/OS. CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS can also be used to remove any records in error.

Extract RI Between Tables Without DB2 RI
You can use CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS to map DB2 tables, but mapping is not permitted between tables unless
RI exists. If DB2 RI is not permitted for business reasons and no primary keys exist, you can use RI Manager to create
user-defined RI. You can then extract the data from the tables using CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS. A valid CA/Extract
license is required.

Follow these steps:

1. Create user-defined RI using RI Manager.
a. Specify table selection criteria.
b. Define the parent table.
c. Define the primary key.
d. Create the RI between the two tables.

2. Extract the data from the tables with CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS.

Example: Create User-Defined RI Between Two Tables

This example shows how to create user-defined RI between two tables, TABLE1 and TABLE2. These tables share a key
column "COL1" defined with the same column type and length.
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Follow these steps:

1. Specify table selection criteria. RI Manager shows us in the RI field (** NO RI) that they are not related by RI.
2. Type P next to the first table to define it as the parent table. This example assumes that no primary key exists already.

The columns to be used for a primary key must be NOT NULL.
3. Create a primary key on the parent table and press Enter: Key should be P (primary key) or X (unique key). Type

should be U for user-defined.
4. Select which column or columns are part of the primary key with a Pn command (n is a sequential number). For

example, P1 designates the column as the first column of the primary key, and so on, if there are more columns in the
key (as there usually is). In this example, only one column is used.
 CMD ### COLUMN NAME        COLTYPE   BASETYPE  SIZE   N KEYSEQ#  ORD

 P1_ 1   COL1               CHAR      CHAR      4      N

 ___ 2   COL2               CHAR      CHAR      4      N

 ___ 3   COL3               CHAR      CHAR      4      N

 ___ 4   COL4               CHAR      CHAR      4      N

5. Press Enter and the panel appears as follows: COL1 has a KEYSEQ of 1
CMD ### COLUMN NAME         COLTYPE   BASETYPE  SIZE   N KEYSEQ#  ORD

___ 1   COL1                CHAR      CHAR      4      N  1

___ 2   COL2                CHAR      CHAR      4      N

___ 3   COL3                CHAR      CHAR      4      N

___ 4   COL4                CHAR      CHAR      4      N

6. Press the End key (F3).
SQL to create the primary key is generated on the panel.

7. Press Enter to run online.
This step stores the PK information about the RI Manager product tables. Check to verify that the SQLCODES are
zero before exiting back to the first panel.

8. Type C next to TABLE1 to create the RI relationship between the two tables and press Enter.
This step creates a child (dependent) relationship between another table.

9. Type the name of the dependent table in the search criteria at the top of the panel. Press Enter. In this example,
TABLE2 is used.
The panel reappears with the specified selection criteria.

10. Type S (select) next to TABLE2 and press Enter.
If the L line command is used on a child table (like TABLE2), the columns that participate in the relationship appear,
both on the parent and child end. This behavior can be useful to check which columns are being used, particularly if
the order of the columns is incorrect on either primary keys.

11. Create the RI. Check that RI Type is U for user-defined RI and decide on the DELETE RULE.
12. Press the End key (F3) to generate the SQL and press Enter to execute the SQL online. This step stores the RI

information about the RI Manager product tables. Check the SQL return codes. F3 back to the RI Manager Command
Center. The V line command can be used to verify that the user-defined RI has been correctly stored on the product
tables.
TABLE2 is now slightly indented beneath TABLE1. This indenting is used to denote a child (dependent) relationship.
The LVL column for TABLE1 shows it is the first level and LVL for TABLE2 shows that it is a second-level table (a
child).
This RI can be inactivated using the I line command on TABLE2.

13. Extract the data from the two tables with CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS.
Now CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS can select TABLE1 as the parent and then select TABLE2 as a child with all
the normal extract functions available to the user.
Rather than outlining the steps to create a CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS strategy, this report shows a PLAN report
from CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS. This report describes the situation that CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS can
see after these two tables have been selected in a strategy.
CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS refers to the relationship in the following PLAN report as follows:
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– RI/MANAGER RELATIONSHIP COL1 for user-defined RI
– DB2 RELATIONSHIP COL1 for DB2 RI
                           Display Mode is PLAN

********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************

_ STEP# 1         OBJECT: USERUA3.TABLE1

  REASON:

     THIS OBJECT WAS SELECTED AS THE STARTING OBJECT.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------

_ STEP# 2         OBJECT: USERUA3.TABLE2

  REASON:

     RI/MANAGER RELATIONSHIP COL1 INDICATES THAT THIS OBJECT

     IS A CHILD OF USERUA3.TABLE1, PROCESSED IN

     STEP(S) 1.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------
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Using General Facilities
The General Facilities components appear on the Products Main Menu (CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS).  This menu also displays the Value Pack components and all products in the CA Database Management Solutions
for DB2 for z/OS with an ISPF interface or only the products you have installed. The display settings are controlled by the
FULLMENU parameter in the SETUP global parmlib member.

When you execute an option, a Call Attach is performed to the specified DB2 subsystem. If the product/component is not
installed on the requested subsystem, an error message is received. To switch between subsystems, change the DB2
subsystem ID. You can also change the other header fields to turn on and off Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) and to
change the ACMID and SQLID.

Use scroll options to scroll this menu. You can collapse and explode the panel options by placing the cursor over <-> and
<+> and pressing Enter. You can also use the COLLAPSE, EXPLODE, and PRIMCMD commands to collapse and expand
the menu groups and show and hide primary commands. For help, type a question mark (?) in the Option field and press
Enter.

The following general facilities can be used with all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

• Product Authorizations Facility
Lets you grant and revoke user privileges for the products, log tables, and DB2 system catalog tables.

• Dataset Facility
Automates the administration procedures that are involved in moving user-created DB2 data sets.

• Edit Parmlib Members
Lets you customize the default execution values for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. See
the online help or the Customize Product Parmlib Members.

• Global Profile Variables
Lets you specify global execution values for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OSproducts. These
options include global parameters that determine:
– The ID to use as the current SQL ID.
– The file allocation unit for allocating temporary data sets.
– Whether to display IBM and the Broadcom for DB2 for z/OS utilities when using the -DIS UTIL (*) command on the

DB2 Command Processor (Value Pack component).
– The symbolic variable replacement to use for Batch Processor data set execution.
These options also include library values to use for temporary product sessions, the JOB statement to use in
generated batch jobs, print options, screen colors, and a user language option. 

• Space Calculator
Lets you create, edit, and compare space requirements.

• Product Tutorials
Displays tutorial information. See the online help.

Use the Product Authorizations Facility
The Product Authorizations facility enables you to control user privileges for the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS products and log tables, and the DB2 system catalog tables. This facility provides an easy, online method of
executing the GRANT and REVOKE statements that are necessary to control security. Specifically, you can:

• Control user privileges by granting or revoking EXECUTE authority on the product plans.
• Control table user privileges by controlling SELECT authority on the product log tables and DB2 system catalog tables.
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NOTE
Some products use dynamic SQL to access DB2 table data so the product users must have SELECT
authority on those tables.

In addition to providing an easy method of granting DB2 security, the Product Authorizations facility enables you to grant
authority on the additional options that are available with some of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS. For example:

• The FREEZE option in CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS.
• The user authorization options (Auth. Options) in CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS. These options let you set

authorities for a default user ID that has limited access to CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OSoptions.

Additional DB2 authorities might be required by the products that are included in the CA Database Management Solutions
for DB2 for z/OS. For more information, see Security Settings.

Required Authorizations to Grant or Revoke User Privileges

The Product Authorizations facility uses the same authorization hierarchy as DB2. To grant or revoke privileges, your user
ID must have the proper authorization.

Initially, only the product installer has EXECUTE authority on the product authorizations plan. Unauthorized users cannot
access the Product Authorizations facility to change their options. However, the installer can use the Product Authorization
facility to grant other users the required privileges. For more information, refer to General Authorizations.

Global product authorization is implemented through DB2 security. All users must be granted EXECUTE authority on the
product plans on each DB2 subsystem on which the product is executed.

Set the Current SQL ID

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS also let you enter the SET CURRENT SQLID command to set
the current SQL ID to the specified authorization ID. If you enter the following command, the current SQL ID is set to the
user's primary authorization ID:

SET CURRENT SQLID USER

The SET CURRENT SQLID value is saved in your ISPF profile.

You can use the SET CURRENT SQLID command to change the authorization ID that is used to grant DB2 authorities
through the Product Authorization facility. Use one of the following command formats to issue this command: 

SET CURRENT SQLID authid

SET SQLID authid

SET CURRENT SQLID = authid

SET SQLID = authid

• authid
Represents an authorization ID. 

You can also enter USER instead of the authorization ID to change the current SQL ID to your primary authorization ID.
For example, SET SQLID USER.
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Secondary ID Support

Secondary ID support is available for all authorities and options. This support is beneficial because secondary IDs can be
used as group IDs. You can grant authorities to these group IDs without performing individual grants to primary IDs. You
can also add and remove primary IDs from the groups instead of granting and revoking privileges to the individual IDs.
The SECONDS command is provided.

Use the Product Authorizations Facility

You can perform the following authorizations using the Product Authorizations facility:

• View current authorities for a user
• Grant and revoke user authorities
• Change user authority
• Copy Existing User Authorities to Another User ID
• Grant Authority for Additional Options

View or Make Changes to Current Authorities

You can retrieve the current authorities that are assigned to a user ID for viewing purposes only. You can use this function
to verify the access rights of a user. You can also update the authority codes that display next to the product or product
function names on the panel. 

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.
Note: Use the REFRESH command to reset all granted authorizations.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the user ID in the TO ID or the FROM ID field. Selection criteria are accepted.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem for which authorities are assigned in the TO SSID field.
Press Enter.
The current authorities for the specified user ID display in the TO or FROM columns. When an authorization has been
granted or revoked, the action taken is listed in the TO column.

Grant and Revoke User Authorities

To grant or revoke user authorities, use the following procedure. These authorities include EXECUTE authority on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS products, authority to view product logs, and authorities to view DB2
system catalog tables.

You can also grant authorities to secondary IDs (group IDs) without performing individual grants to primary IDs. You can
add and remove primary IDs from the groups instead of granting and revoking privileges to the individual IDs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the user ID in the To ID field.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the To SSID field.
– Enter Y in the Accum. TO field. 
– Enter Y or G in the AUTH column for the functions listed in the Product column.
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Press Enter.
The current authorities for the specified user ID display.

3. Repeat Step 2 for each function you want to grant authority.

Revoke Authority from a User

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the user ID in the Grant To ID field.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the Grant to SSID field.
– Enter Y or G in the AUTH column for the functions listed in the Product column.
Press Enter.
The current authorities for the specified user ID display.

3. Repeat Step 2 for each function you want to grant authority.

Change Authority

If you enter Y (EXECUTE authority) over the  G (GRANT authority), a message reminds you that you must first revoke (R)
the user's grant authority before changing the authority to execute. To change a user's execute authority to grant, enter G
over the Y. The execute authority is automatically revoked and reauthorized with the grant in one step.

Note: Only the SYSADM is given grant (G) authority to the Log and the DB2 catalog. If you attempt to grant this authority
to someone other than the SYSADM, no processing occurs. No one else should have authority to the log and the DB2
catalog for security reasons.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the user ID in the Grant To ID field.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the Grant to SSID field.
– Type R over the current value in the AUTH column for the functions listed in the Product column.
Press Enter.
Authority is revoked for the function.

3. Type Y over the R code in the AUTH column for the functions and press Enter.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each function you want to change.

Copy Authorities

You can copy the authorities from an existing user to another user ID. This feature provides an easy means of granting the
same authorities to a group of users.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
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– Enter the user ID whose authorities you want to copy in the Copy From ID field.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the Copy/Retrieve from SSID field.
Press Enter.
The current authorities for the specified user ID are copied to the designated user in the Grant To ID field.

3. Update the user authorities for the Grant To ID user as needed.

Grant Authority for Additional Options

The products that require additional options display a value in the OPT column on the Product Authorizations panel. See
Product-Specific Authorizations for a description of the additional options that are available for each product.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the user ID in the Grant to ID field.
– Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the Grant to SSID field.
– Enter a valid value in the OPT column for the specific functions listed in the Product column.
Press Enter.
Authorities are granted for the additional options.

Generate an Authorizations Report

1. Select the Product Authorizations option under General Facilities on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays.

2. Enter the DB2 subsystem ID in the Grant to SSID field and press Enter.
3. Enter the REPORT command in the command line and press Enter.

The Plan Authorizations report displays.

Product-Specific Authorizations

Review the following product-specific authorizations and use the Product Authorizations facility to execute GRANT and
REVOKE statements to control security.

• General Functions
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– Authorizations Plan
– Alt. Catalog Mapping
– Object Framework Svc
– Log Maintenance tbls
– Log Maintenance
– DB2 Catalog
– DB2 Cmd Processor
– Parmlib Editor
– Batch Processor
– Dataset Facility

• CA Endevor for DB2 (CA Endevor for DB2)
• Chorus OFS Agent (Chorus OFS Agent)
• SYSVIEW for DB2 (Auth 01, Auth 02, Auth 03)
• Interactive SQL (Product Auths)
• Log Analyzer

– Log Reporting
– Online Services

• Analyzer Com. Services
– PPA Services
– Load Util. Commit
– Load Util. Dealloc.

• Bind Analyzer (Main Plan)
• Detector

– Detector
– View Displays
– Batch Reporting
– View SQL Trace
– Collection Services
– SQL Trace Admin
– Coll. Profile Update
– View Host Variables

• Plan Analyzer
– PPA Main Plan
– PPA Rule Admin.
– PPA Database Maint.
– PPA Procedure Maint.
– PSM Main Plan

• Report Facility Menu
– PRF Product Plan
– QMF to PRF Conversion

• Recovery Analyzer
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– Analysis Services
– Job Generation
– Vol/Stogrp recovery
– Batch
– D.R. Strat. Serv.
– Special Services

• Subsystem Analyzer
– Subsystem Analyzer
– Collection services
– Batch Reporting

• Thread Term/Dynam DSNZ
– Browse Monitor Profile
– View Subsystem Data
– Terminate Threads
– Update Monitor Profile
– Manage Scheduler
– Manage DB2 Default G
– Manage DB2 User Grp1
– Manage DB2 User Grp2
– Manage DB2 User Grp3
– Manage DB2 User Grp4
– Manage DB2 User Grp5
– PTT View Host Variable

• Plan Analyzer Services (PAS Main plan)
• Compile/PRF (Compile/PRF Product)
• Database Analyzer

– Statistics
– Procedures
– Catalog Extract
– Catalog Update
– Utility Manager
– Page Display

• RI Manager
– RI Manager Services
– RI Manager - R/O

• RC/Migrator
– RC/Migrator SV
– RCM Expert Profile

• Space Calculator (Space Calculator)
• RC/Query (Query Services)

NOTE
You can use the FREEZE option to limit user reporting to only the DB2 objects they created. To freeze, enter
F in the OPT column. To release the freeze, enter R.

• RC/Secure
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– SRS–Domain Admin
– SRS–EQF Auths.
– SRS–Implement
– GRS–Grant/Revoke 
– SecID Table Build
– SecID Tab. Report
– SecID TabRpt Tbls
– SRS/Load Convert
– SRS/Compare XREF
– Consolidation

• RC/Update
– Product Auths
– Auth. Options

• RC/Extract (RC/Extract Services)
• SQL-Ease

– EASE Main Plan
– EASE Rule Plan
– PSM Main Plan

• Utilities General Functions (Other Utilities)

Control User Privileges
The Product Authorization Facility lets you control user privileges for CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS
products and log tables, and DB2 system catalog tables. You can execute GRANT statements and REVOKE statements
that are necessary to control security and view user authorizations. Specifically, you can control:

• User privileges by granting or revoking EXECUTE authority on the product plans.
• Table user privileges by controlling SELECT authority on product log tables and DB2 system catalog tables.

Some products use dynamic SQL to access DB2 table data. SELECT authority is required on those tables. 

You can use the Product Authorizations Facility to:

• View authorities for a user and verify access rights.
• Copy the authorities from one user to another. Line and global commands let you copy all CA products for DB2 for z/

OS-related authorities that are currently held by a user too.

In addition to providing an easy method of granting DB2 security, the Product Authorizations Facility lets you grant
authority on the additional options that are available with some CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products,
such as the FREEZE option in CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS. When you freeze a user ID, you limit that user to
reporting on only the DB2 objects that user created. For more information about the specific authorities that are available
for each product and required DB2 authorities, see the product-specific documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Product Authorizations option (A) from the General Facilities menu on the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel displays. From this panel, you can perform the following tasks:
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– View current authorities for a user ID
– Grant and revoke user authority
– Change user authority from grant to execute
– Copy authorities from a user to another user
– Grant authority for additional options and generate an authorizations report
– Retrieve or copy secondary IDs for all product authorizations and options
– Assign authorizations using a selection list or in batch mode

2. Specify the ID for the user whose current product authorities you want to update or view. Use the following fields:

User ID Field Related Field

Grant to ID Grant to SSID

Copy from ID Copy/Retrieve from SSID

Retrieve from ID Copy/Retrieve from SSID
3. View or make changes to the current authorities for the specified user.
4. Process the authority information (enter the authority updates that you made or end the viewing session) for that user.
5. Type E (explode/implode) next to a product name or function and press Enter.

A list of available plans displays.
The E and EXPLODE commands work as a switch, letting you switch back and forth through expanded and collapsed
displays. Expand only authorization entries of interest. In addition, commands entered on collapsed authorization
entries generate authorization commands for all of the authorization entries that are contained in the collapsed list. The
explode state is saved from session-to-session in your product profile. 

6. (Optional) Type D next to the plan name and press Enter.
The plan name and a contextual list of incomplete GRANT statements appears for the objects that are managed
for each product authorization. The GRANT statements provide a contextual list of the objects that are managed for
each product authorization. For tables, the permissions are those that are granted and revoked for the listed product
authorization.
To view detailed information for all plans and objects, use the DETAIL command. All plans and or objects are shown
immediately following the product entry with which they are associated. 

7. Press F3.
The Product Authorizations panel reappears. The DB2 subsystem appears in the To SSID field. This value defaults to
your session ID identified on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu.

8. (Optional) Type A next to the plan name to create an authorization report that lists the plan names and objects that are
associated with each product and function. This report also lists the users that are authorized to execute the plans.
The plan name is shown in the following format: DB2 plan ID:user plan name. The user plan name identifies the name
of the plan as assigned at your site. From this report, you can generate another report that lists the users that are
authorized to access the objects. Alternatively, you can type REPORT on the command line.

9. Press F3.
The Product Authorizations panel reappears. The DB2 subsystem appears in the To SSID field. This value defaults to
your session ID identified on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu.

10. Complete the following steps:
a. Specify the user ID that you want to view, copy, or revoke authorities to using the header fields (like TO ID, FROM

ID, Replace Auth).
To select from a list of users or to select multiple users, use masking characters (asterisk, percent, or underscore)
in the TO ID field and press Enter. Make your selections on the resulting panel. You can refine or expand the list,
and show all users that meet the selection criteria or only the users that you selected.
Use the Accum To and From fields to use secondary IDs as group IDs. You can then grant authorities to these
group IDs without performing individual grants to primary IDs. You can also add and remove primary IDs from the
groups rather than granting and revoking privileges to the individual user IDs. 
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WARNING
To specify Revoke All, you must have DB2 SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority.

b. Indicate whether to process the authorities in batch (deferred for later processing or immediate) or online. The
default is online. If batch is specified, a panel appears for you to enter an existing data set (and member name if
applicable) that holds the authorization statements.

c. Specify one of the following values next to a product or component plan:
• C

Copies authorizations from one user to another, which provides an easy means of granting the same authorities
to a pool of users. Use the TO and FROM fields to identify the users. Alternatively, you can type COPY on the
command line.
Note: The Replace Auth, Accum To, and Accum From fields affect how the user authorities are copied.

• G
Grants permission to use the resource. Use GW to grant permission to use the resource with the Grant Option.
Note: To grant authorization to all listed plans and objects, use the GRANT command. Only the SYSADM is
given GRANT (G) authority to the log and the DB2 catalog. If you attempt to grant this authority to someone
other than the SYSADM, no processing occurs. No one else should have GRANT authority to the log and the
DB2 catalog for security reasons. The GRANTW command grants authorization with GRANT privileges to all
listed plans and objects.

• R
Revokes authorizations that have been previously granted to a user. To revoke all authorizations listed for
specific plans or objects, use the REVOKE command.
Use the block line commands (like CC, GG, GWW, and RR) to specify a start or end range for each command.If
no values are specified, the current user authorizations are retrieved based on the values that are specified in
the TO and FROM fields.

Press Enter.
The user authorizations appear in the TO column, the FROM column, or both depending on where you specified the
user ID.
The following processing occurs:
– If batch mode was specified, the Product Authorization panel reappears. Type PROCESS on the command line and

press Enter. The generated SQL is accumulated and saved in the named PDS.
– If the copy or grant is successful, a G or GW displays and Authority Granted appears in the MESSAGES column.

You can print a copy of the authorizations using the PPRINT and QPRINT commands.
– If the revoke is successful, the G or GW disappears from the TO column and Authority Revoked appears in

the MESSAGES column. If you revoke authorizations to a product or function that can affect other products or
functions, a message appears to confirm the change. The message lists the request and the authorizations being
revoked.

– If no line or primary commands were specified, the current user authorizations are displayed in the TO column, the
FROM column, or both depending on where you specified the user ID. If these columns are blank, no authorizations
exist.

– Related messages appear in the MESSAGES column. Use the M line command to view error and warning
messages that have been issued during product authorization processing. Alternatively, you can type MESSAGE on
the command line. Type REFRESH to clear messages that have been issued for product plans and object entries.

– If a change in authorization occurs, the previous authorization is listed in the TO PREV column.
If an asterisk appears next to the product or component name after processing, one of the commands failed.
Expand the listing using the E line command to see the error message that is associated with the failure. 

 

Example: Secondary ID Support

Secondary ID support is determined by the Accum. To and Accum. From fields at the top of the Product Authorization
panel. In these fields, you can specify whether you want to have secondary IDs retrieved or copied for all product
authorizations.
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You cannot revoke an option that is assigned to a primary ID through a secondary ID. The only way to change such an
option is through the secondary ID. Any change to a secondary ID option affects all users of that secondary ID.

For example, if PDUSER is the primary ID and PDDEPT is the secondary ID. If you grant authority for a particular option
to PDDEPT, then PDUSER will have that authority. If you revoke that authority for PDDEPT, then PDUSER also loses that
authority.

When you grant an authority to a secondary ID, in this case PDDEPT, it cannot be revoked for the individual user,
PDUSER. An error message displays if a user tries to do this.

An authority assigned to a secondary ID can only be revoked for the secondary ID. To avoid confusion, make sure no
exceptions exist to the authorities granted to secondary IDs. If there are, do not grant these authorities to those particular
secondary IDs and instead grant them to individual IDs, or set up new secondary IDs to encompass those exceptions.

To make finding secondary IDs easier, use the SECONDS command (for example, SECONDS <user ID>). This command
can help identify the IDs that can cause an unwanted authority through composite (secondary) authorities.

General Function Authorizations
You can grant and revoke access through the Product Authorizations facility to the following Value Pack component plans:

• General Functions
Lists the plans for the Value Pack components and general facilities. Select from the following plans:
– Alt. Catalog Mapping

Provides authorization to execute the Alternate Catalog Mapping facility.
– DB2 Command Processor

Provides authorization to execute the DB2 command processor.
– Batch Processor

Provides authorization to execute the Batch Processor interface.
The Batch Processor interface is used by many products. If you do not have authority to execute this interface, you
will not be able to access those functions in the products. 

• Interactive SQL
Provides authorization to execute Interactive SQL.
Authorization for Batch Processor is also required to use the Interactive SQL facility. 

• RI Manager
Provides read-only or full command (execute) access to the applicable RI manager functions. In addition, the following
authorizations are needed to the RI Manager tables:
– SELECT authority for read-only access
– SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE authorities for full access
– SELECT, INSERT, and DELETE authorities to add user-child relationships

• Thread Term/Dynam DSNZ
Lists the plans for functions within Thread Termination and dynamic DSNZPARM. Select from the following plans:
– Required Install Step

Regardless of whether you use the external security system to handle authorizations it is necessary to use Product
Authorizations to grant execute authority for the Manage DB2 Default Group and View Subsystem Data plans to the
USERID associated with the DB2 subsystem DBM1 address space.

– Browse Monitor Profile
Browse but not update the thread monitor profiles.

– View Subsystem Data
View DB2 subsystem data including DB2 thread information and DB2 parameters.

– Terminate Threads
Terminate threads in online and batch modes.

– Update Monitor Profile
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Update the thread monitor profiles.
– Manage Scheduler

Start, stop, and refresh the scheduler and maintain a list of schedules.
– Manage DB2 Default Group

Update (manage) the DB2 subsystem. This is the default security group. Unless the management commands and
functions are defined to a specific user security profile, they will be controlled by this default security profile.

– Manage DB2 User Grp1 through Grp5
Assign access to specific management commands and functions to user security groups to limit access of these
functions.

– PTT View Host Variab
Includes input host variables associated with an SQL statement on the Thread Termination Active Threads SQL Call
Text Display.

Grant Product Authorizations
You can grant or revoke authority through the Product Authorization facility to the Value Pack components.

NOTE
All users require EXECUTE authority on the product plan for all DB2 subsystems on which you want to use
the product. This means you must grant access to the user on all DB2 subsystems on which the product or
component is used.

To grant product authorizations

1. Type A on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The Product Authorizations panel appears.

2. Type E next to the component to see a complete list of related plans and press Enter.
The list of related plans appears.

3. Type G in the line command next to the function, the user's ID in the TO ID field and press Enter.
Authorization is granted to the function.
If the grant is successful, a G or GW appears in the TO column and Authority Granted appears in the MESSAGES
column. 

General Facilities Authorizations
You can grant or revoke authorization to the following general facilities functions on the Product Authorizations panel:

• Authorizations Plan
Indicates whether the user is authorized to grant or revoke product authorizations for other users.

• Alt. Catalog Mapping
Indicates whether the user is authorized to execute the alternate catalog mapping facility.

• Object Framework Svc
Indicates whether the user is authorized to use object framework services (OFS). OFS is used for DB2 catalog
retrieval, and DDL generation and parsing.

• Log Maintenance tbls
Indicates whether the user has SELECT authority on log tables. For security reasons, grant authority is not allowed on
the log.

• Log Maintenance
Indicates whether the user can execute authority on log tables to back up, purge, or restore log data. To perform log
maintenance, you must have access to the log maintenance plan and the log tables read by the plan. For security
reasons, GRANT authority is not allowed on log maintenance.

• DB2 Catalog
Indicates whether the user has SELECT authority on all DB2 system catalog tables.
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Most of the products require access to the DB2 catalog tables. Without SELECT authority on these tables, the
products cannot retrieve the necessary DB2 data unless the user has used the Alternate Catalog Mapping Facility
(ACM) to map shadow tables or views to the DB2 system catalog tables.
CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS let the user use ACM to retrieve data without
SELECT authority on the DB2 system catalog tables. For security reasons, grant (G) authority is not allowed on the
DB2 catalog. Only the SYSADM is given grant (G) authority to the DB2 catalog. If you attempt to grant this authority to
someone other than the SYSADM, no processing occurs.

• Parmlib Editor
Indicates whether the user has authority to update the parmlib data sets. 

• Dataset Facility
Indicates whether the user has execute authority on the Dataset Facility. The Dataset Facility automates the
administration procedures involved in moving user-created DB2 data sets.

You can also grant or revoke authorization to let the user execute the Space Calculator.

Use the Dataset Facility
The Dataset Facility (DF) is a stand-alone facility that automates the administration procedures involved in moving user-
created DB2 data sets. The easy-to-use online display of data set information lets novice and experienced users identify
data sets that could benefit from moving. Use of the Dataset Facility avoids the more complicated administration tasks
involved in moving data sets by migration or through a REORG.

  

Using the Dataset Facility features, you can immediately implement any changed data set alteration.

You can manipulate data sets in the following ways with the Dataset Facility:

• Generate a data set selection list and select data sets by index, tablespace, database, storage group, VSAM catalog,
volume summary, and data set detail.

• Change data set allocations. You can change primary and secondary size allocations. You can also change using type
between STOGROUP and VCAT, and change STOGROUP or VCAT name.

• Process your move requests.
• Verify the results of processing by examining and understanding your processing output.

ACM, DDF, and EQF Support

The Dataset Facility supports Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM). To view changes made to data sets, we recommend
setting ACM to OFF. If you are using the Dataset Facility as an inquiry tool, you can set ACM to ON or OFF. The Dataset
Facility also enables full access to and support of catalog information using DDF and EQF.

Authorization Requirements

You can use the Dataset Facility from any of our products. However, you must own a license for CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS or CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to use the Dataset Facility.

Control Interval Access authority is required to execute the move utility (DFLMOVE). Standard VSAM GET and PUT
macros are used during the move process.

General Facilities Functions to Invoke Dataset Facility

You can grant or revoke authorization to the following general facilities functions on the Product Authorizations panel. Use
the E line command next to General Functions to show these plans.

•  Authorizations Plan
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Indicates whether the user is authorized to grant or revoke product authorizations for other users.
•  Alt. Catalog Mapping

Indicates whether the user is authorized to execute the alternate catalog mapping facility.
•  Object Framework Svc

Indicates whether the user is authorized to use object framework services (OFS). OFS is used for DB2 catalog
retrieval, and DDL generation and parsing.

•  Log Maintenance tbls
Indicates whether the user has SELECT authority on log tables. For security reasons, grant authority is not allowed on
the log.

•  Log Maintenance
Indicates whether the user can execute authority on log tables to back up, purge, or restore log data. To perform log
maintenance, you must have access to the log maintenance plan and the log tables read by the plan. For security
reasons, GRANT authority is not allowed on log maintenance.

•  DB2 Catalog
Indicates whether the user has SELECT authority on all DB2 system catalog tables.
Most of the products require access to the DB2 catalog tables. Without SELECT authority on these tables, the
products cannot retrieve the necessary DB2 data unless the user has used the Alternate Catalog Mapping Facility
(ACM) to map shadow tables or views to the DB2 system catalog tables. CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/
Update™ for DB2 for z/OS let the user use ACM to retrieve data without SELECT authority on the DB2 system catalog
tables.
For security reasons, grant (G) authority is not allowed on the DB2 catalog. Only the SYSADM is given grant (G)
authority to the DB2 catalog. If you attempt to grant this authority to someone other than the SYSADM, no processing
occurs.

•  Parmlib Editor
Indicates whether the user has authority to update the parmlib data sets.

•  Dataset Facility
Indicates whether the user has execute authority on the Dataset Facility. The Dataset Facility automates the
administration procedures involved in moving user-created DB2 data sets.

You can also grant or revoke authorization to let the user execute the Space Calculator.

Generate a Data Set Selection List and Select Data Sets
Before you can move data sets, you must find and select them. The Dataset Facility lets you select data sets by name or
by using DB2 catalog (index, tablespace, database, storage group, VSAM catalog) or z/OS (DASD volume) information.
When you find data sets using z/OS information, you can view information about your data sets. For example, the number
of extents that are taken on the volume, the total space that the extents use, and the generated SQL.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete either of the following steps:
– Type DF or select Dataset Facility on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu.
– Type MOVE in the command line on any CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS product panel.
Press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Main Menu appears.
From CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS, you can enter MOVE as a line command to act on more than one data set at a
time. When you press Enter, the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. 

2. Specify a selection option in the Option field on the Dataset Facility Main Menu and press Enter.
A selection panel displays for the selected option. For example, to select data sets by index, type 1 in the Option field.
To select data sets by DASD volume, type V in the Option field.

3. Change the header fields and press Enter to generate a selection list.
The selection panel reappears with a list of data sets that match the specified criteria. To narrow down or filter a
list, or to select from further lists for data set refinement, use primary or line commands (like DELETE, EXEMPT).
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The DELETE command deletes lines or columns. The EXEMPT command exempts selected items from the current
processing. The exempted item is set aside for processing until recalled. It is not deleted. Other commands let you
view generated SQL or hide header fields. Entering a command on the global line acts on all the displayed lines.
To view available commands, enter a question mark (?) in the command line and press Enter. 

4. Type S in the S (select) field next to the object to select data sets used by the object and press Enter.
A message appears indicating the number of data sets you have selected.

5. Type S (shrink) in the command line to view only the selected data sets and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Selected Datasets panel appears and shows only the data sets you selected.

6. Press F3 or END to change data set allocations.
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. From this panel, use the global line to apply new
values for PRIQTY, SECQTY, UT, USING, and VOLUME for all displayed data sets.

Change Data Set Allocations
After you have selected data sets, you can change data set allocations by entering new information for the PRIQTY,
SECQTY, UT, USING, and VOLUME fields on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel.

In addition, you can quickly make changes to PRIQTY and SECQTY values based on calculation formulas. The ability to
make, undo, and view these changes before submitting offers you increased flexibility when changing data set allocations.
See Calculating PRIQTY and SECQTY Values for more information.

After changing data sets, process your changes. For details about the processing procedure, see processing move
request.

You can also use the following commands at the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel:

• The line command X (EXEMPT) and the global line
• The primary commands HEADER and SHRINK

Follow these steps:

1. Select your data sets on the Dataset Facility Selected Datasets panel and press F3 (End).
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. Only the selected data sets appear.

2. Type S next to a data set name you want to change and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel reappears and highlights the columns that you can change.

3. Enter data in the columns to change the data set values and press Enter.
The value C appears next to your selection and the change you made is highlighted. For example, to change the
primary space quantity from120 to 100, type 100 in the PRIQTY column and press Enter. The value C appears next to
your selection and the PRIQTY value is highlighted to indicate the change that you made.
Repeat this step as many times as needed by re-entering the data set information or using pick lists to make additional
modifications.

4. Press F3 (End) to register you changes when you are satisfied with your selections.
The Batch Processor Display Input panel appears. The data lines reflect the changes you entered.

5. Press Enter to process your requests.
The data set information is changed.

PRIQTY and SECQTY Values
You can change the PRIQTY and SECQTY quantities of data sets based on a percentage calculation of another field. You
can make the calculated changes to the data sets individually or globally. For example, you can base the SECQTY value
on 110% of its PRIQTY value, or you can base the PRIQTY values of their selected data sets on 80% of their ALLOC
values (the space in KB allocated to a data set).

Important considerations are:
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• Use an Individual Percentage Calculation
• Use a Global Percentage Calculation

Use an Individual Percentage Calculation

You can change PRIQTY and SECQTY based on a percentage calculation.

To use an individual percentage calculation, specify the percentage such as 40% and the first initial value you want to
base the percentage on in the PRIQTY and SECQTY fields on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel:

• For PRIQTY, specify a percentage based on a percentage of the value in one of the following:
– A (ALLOC field)
– U (USING field)
– C (DB2 catalog)

• For SECQTY, specify a percentage based on a percentage of the value in one of the followinig:
– A (ALLOC field)
– U (USING field)
– C (DB2 catalog)
– P (PRIQTY field)

Press Enter.

The results of the calculation appear on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel.

Example: Use a Percentage Calculation to Change Data Set Information

In the following example, we want to base SECQTY on 50% of PRIQTY, so we enter 50%p in the SECQTY field:

DFCHG              Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

SSID: D71A LOC: LOCAL -------------------------- ACM: OFF ACMID: User02     >

                                                                              

 Use 'S' and press ENTER to change datasets.                                  

                                                                              

                                                                              

 S C DATABASE SPACENAM PART   PRIQTY   SECQTY  UT  USING     VOLUME   ALLOC   

 _   PBDB01   PBTS01             720     50%p  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS02             204       48  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   1       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   2       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   3       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT          

Press Enter to view the results of the calculation:

DFCHG             Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

SSID: D71A LOC: LOCAL -------------------------- ACM: OFF ACMID: User02     >

                                                                              

 Use 'S' and press ENTER to change datasets.                                  

 Press END to display Batch Processor input for     1 changed datasets.       

                                                                              

 S C DATABASE SPACENAM PART   PRIQTY   SECQTY  UT  USING     VOLUME   ALLOC   

 _ C PBDB01   PBTS01             720      360  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           
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 _   PBDB01   PBTS02             204       48  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   1       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   2       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT           

 _   PBDB01   PBTS03P4   3       200       40  SG  User02__  MIGRAT          

The value 360 appears in the SECQTY field because it is 50% of the PRIQTY value.

You can also specify the following information to calculate PRIQTY and SECQTY using percentage calculations:

• Type 60%a in the PRIQTY field to base its value on 60% of the space allocated to a data set (ALLOC).
• Type 20%a in the SECQTY field to base its value on 20% of the space used by the data set (USED).
• Type 85%c in the PRIQTY field to base its value on 85% of the DB2 catalog value.

Press Enter to view the results of the calculations.

Use a Global Percentage Calculation

You can change the global allocations in data sets based on the percentages of selected numbers.

To use a global percentage calculation, enter the percentage and initial values in the PRIQTY and SECQTY fields of the
topmost global line on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel and press Enter.

The results of the calculation appear on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel.

Example: Use a Global Percentage Calculation

In this example, we entered 90%a to base the PRIQTY value of each data set on 90% of the space allocated to each data
set. We also entered 20%p to base the SECQTY value on 20% of each data set's calculated PRIQTY value.

DFCHG            Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

SSID: D71A LOC: LOCAL -------------------------- ACM: OFF ACMID: User02     >

                                                                              

 Use 'S' and press ENTER to change datasets.                                  

 Press END to display Batch Processor input for    21 changed datasets.       

                                                                              

 S C DATABASE SPACENAM PART   PRIQTY   SECQTY  UT  USING     VOLUME   ALLOC   

 _   *        *              _______  _______  __  ________  ______           

 _ C $DB91    $TSDATE             44        9  SG  SYSDEFLT  DBA013      48   

 _ C $DB91    $TSDATER            12        3  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _ C $DB91    $TS01              130       26  SG  SYSDEFLT  DBA014     144   

 _   $DB91    $TS04            18000     3600  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _   $DB91    $TS08            18000     3600  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _ C $DB91    $TS10            13680     2736  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _ C $DB91    $TS10A           13600     2720  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _ C $DB91    $TS10B           13680     2736  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _   $DB91    $TS16            18000     3600  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _   $DB91    $TS24            18000     3600  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT           

 _ C $DB91    $TS300N             44        9  SG  SYSDEFLT  DBA011      48   

 _ C $DB91    $TS300Y             44        9  SG  SYSDEFLT  DBA011      48   

 _   $DB91    $TS32            18000     3600  SG  SYSDEFLT  MIGRAT          

The value C appears in the C (Change Indicator) column and the changed values are highlighted to indicate that the
allocations of some of the data sets have been changed.
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Pick Lists
Pick lists help you verify that the changes you want to make are appropriate and let you choose more appropriate
selections for the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel fields.

You can pick by the following criterion depending on the UT designator:

• Volumes
• VSAM catalog
• Storage group
• Storage group volume 

Pick by Volumes

You can pick by volumes with UT designator VC.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a volume qualifier (such as the percent sign) in the Volume column of the selected database on the Dataset
Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility List Volumes panel appears.

2. Review the header fields and press Enter to generate a selection list.
The Dataset Facility List Volumes panel reappears with a list of volumes that match the specified criteria.

3. Type S in the S (Select) column next to the volume you want to use and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. The volume you selected is reflected in the Volume
column.
You can enter additional changes or press PF3 (End) to process your changes.

Pick by VSAM Catalogs

You can pick by VSAM catalogs with the UT designator VC.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a qualifier (such as the percent sign) in the Using column of the selected database on the Dataset Facility
Change Dataset Allocations panel and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility List Volumes panel appears.

2. Review the header fields and press Enter to generate a selection list.
The Dataset Facility List Volumes panel reappears with a list of volumes that match the specified criteria.

3. Type S in the S (Select) column next to the VSAM catalog name (VCATNAME) you want to use and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. The VCATNAME you selected is reflected in the
Using column.
You can enter additional changes or press PF3 (End) to process your changes.

Pick by Storage Group

You can pick by storage group with the UT designator SG.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a qualifier (such as the percent sign) in the Using column of the selected database on the Dataset Facility
Change Dataset Allocations panel and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility List Stogroups panel appears.

2. Review the header fields and press Enter to generate a selection list.
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The Dataset Facility List Stogroups panel reappears with a list of storage groups that match the specified criteria.
3. Type S in the S (Select) column next to the storage group you want to use and press Enter.

The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. The storage group you selected is reflected in the
Using column.
You can enter additional changes or press PF3 (End) to process your changes.

Pick by Storage Group Volumes

You can pick by storage group volumes with the UT designator SG.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a qualifier in the Volume column of the selected database on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations
panel and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility List Stogroup Volumes panel appears.

2. Review the header fields and press Enter to generate a selection list.
The Dataset Facility List Stogroup Volumes panel reappears with a list of storage group volumes that match the
specified criteria.

3. Type S in the S (Select) column next to the storage group that has the volume you want to use and press Enter.
The Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel appears. The storage group volume you selected is reflected in
the Volume column.
You can enter additional changes or press PF3 (End) to process your changes.

Process Your Move Requests
After you change data sets and view the Batch Processor Display Input, you must execute Move processing to make your
changes take effect.

Control Interval Access authority is required to execute the Move utility (DFLMOVE). Standard VSAM GET and PUT
macros are used during the move process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select data sets by index, tablespace, database, storage group, VSAM catalog, volume, or data set.
2. Change data set allocations and verify that the data lines for the batch processor input are correct.
3. Process the batch input. You can optionally edit the batch input before processing.An Audit Message File (the output)

appears and you can verify the results.

You can use the Dataset Facility Move Utility (DFLMOVE) to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a new data set with the requested changes.
• Copy the contents of the old data set.
• Delete the old data set after all changes have been implemented.

DFLMOVE also integrates processing for the -STOP and -START commands and the SQL ALTER statement as needed.
Recovery from an unsuccessful request is automated.

DFLMOVE Processing and DB2 Status

The type of processing allowed by DFLMOVE depends on whether the DB2 subsystem is up or down.

When the DB2 subsystem is down:
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• You cannot make changes to a data primary and secondary allocation quality, or cannot use USING type and name.
These changes require the issuing of an SQL ALTER statement when the DB2 subsystem is up. You can, however,
use DFLMOVE (the batch module) to move a data set from one DASD volume to another.

• You cannot use the online portion of Dataset Facility because it requires access to information from the DB2 catalog
about DB2 data sets.

Also, data sets in the databases DSNDB01, DSNDB06, DSNDB07, DSNDDF, and DSNRLST can be processed only
when the DB2 subsystem is down.

When the DB2 subsystem is up, any combination of changes to primary and secondary allocation quantity, USING type
and name, and DASD volume are allowed.

DB2 Data Set Names

All DB2 data set names have the following format: 

vcat.DSNDBx.database.spacenam.I0001.nnnn

• vcat
Identifies the VSAM catalog name or alias.

• x
Identifies the component. C for cluster or D for data.

• database
Identifies the database name.

• spacenam
Identifies the tablespace or indexspace name.

• nnnn
Specifies a data set low-level qualifier. Valid values are from A001-E096 for DB2V8 and above; A001 for previous
versions.

Data Set Names Used by DFLMOVE

DFLMOVE uses several different data set names:

• old_vcat.DSNDBx.database.spacenam.I0001.nnnn
• new_vcat.DSNDBx.database.spacenam.I0001.Ynnn
• old_vcat.DSNDBx.database.spacenam.I0001.Znnn
• new_vcat.DSNDBx.database.spacenam.I0001.nnnn

Using the first and last qualifiers as shorthand format, DFLMOVE:

• Allocates new_vcat.Ynnn.
• Copies all pages from old_vcat.nnnn to new_vcat.Ynnn without changing the content of any page.
• Renames the old_vcat.nnnn to old_vcat.Znnn.
• Renames new_vcat.Ynnn to new_vcat.nnnn.
• Deletes old_vcat.Znnn.

Verify Batch Processing Results
You can view the results of batch processing. Details of batch processing output are shown in the Audit Message File.
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To view the output, press F8 (down) to scroll down through the Audit Message File. Observe the following points in the
Audit Message file:

• The data lines from the Batch Processor Input panel are included to show what has moved.
• The Move Utility is called to execute the change you entered on the Dataset Facility Change Dataset Allocations panel.

Press F8 to scroll down and view more of the Audit Message File.

To verify that your move processing executed correctly, look for a return code of zero (RETCODE = 0).

Follow these steps:

1. Press F8 (down) until you get to the end of the Audit Message File.
The end of the Audit Message File appears.

2. Observe the following code at the end of the Audit Message File:
– The following message indicates that processing completed: 

DFE00000: PROCESSING COMPLETED

– The following message indicates that the move was successful: 

RETCODE = 0

– The SYNC point indicates which tablespace to move.
– The following line indicates the end of the Audit Message File: 

BATCH PROCESSOR COMPLETE

Processing is verified.

Occasionally, processing does not complete successfully. If this situation occurs, you do not receive a RETCODE=0.
Messages at the end of the Audit Message File direct you to the source of error. When the return code is not zero (0), no
changes are made to the data set.

Define Global Profile Variables
This section describes how to specify profile settings for execution libraries, job card, print parameters, screen colors, and
user language preference that will be applied globally to all the CA Database Management for DB2 for z/OS products and
components.

The global profile consists of several variables. Assigning values to the global profile variables lets you:

• Assign the SQL ID.
• Specify the work unit for allocating temporary data sets.
• Indicate the utilities you want displayed when using the DISPLAY UTILITIES command in the DB2 Command

Processor.
• Specify a symbolic variable replacement for Batch Processor data sets that are used at execution time.
• Specify temporary DB2 and product load libraries for the Batch Processor.
• Specify the parameter library to be generated and used with batch execution.
• Specify the externalized message library to be generated and used with batch execution.
• Specify job card information.
• Define print parameters.
• Set panel colors for color monitors.
• Select the language in which products will be presented. English is the only option currently available. Other languages

will be available in future releases.

You can also define product specific profiles that set default values for execution within a specific product.
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Follow these steps:

1. Type GP on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press Enter.
The Global Profile Menu appears.

2. Specify the global options:
– 1 - Global parameters

Defines the following global parameters:

• SQLID
• The file allocation unit that is used for temporary data sets
• The utilities that display when DISPLAY UTILITIES is specified
• The symbolic variable replacement for batch processor data sets

These values are applied to all product executions.
– 2 - Execution libraries

Displays the data set class variables that are currently assigned for the execution libraries that are used with
your products. You can edit these variables. The original values are taken from the DSNAMExx member
in hlq.CDBAPARM in one of the libraries that are allocated to PTIPARM. The products use the variables in models
and skeletons to generate JCL, or direct saved data to a data set.
The values are reset each time that you start a new online session or batch job.

– 3 - Job card specification
Defines the parameters that are used in generating batch jobs. Once defined, these values are applied to all
products during batch processing. You can specify up to eight lines of information, but only the first four lines can be
modified on Batch Processor panels. Specify at least one line of JOB statement information.

– 4 - Print parameters
Defines print options for the PPRINT and QPRINT commands. You can also specify the print options to print data
that includes DBCS (Double-Byte Character Set). The settings are applied to all products and used for the Batch
Processor .LIST command.

– 5 - Setup screen colors
Defines how text appears on a color monitor for all of your products and SAA-compliant colors. Doing so lets you
specify different values for input, output, text, and scroll data on your panels. For example, you can display all input
text in one color and can specify all output text in another color. Specify the first character of the color you want to
use to select your screen colors for the input, output, text, and scroll fields.

– The Set User Language Option is not active currently.

Use the Space Calculator
The Space Calculator is a stand-alone facility that lets you calculate space requirements for tablespaces and indexes. You
can save the space requirements in a space strategy for future use, reference, or refinement, and pass the information
back to the tablespaces and indexes.

You must be a licensed user of CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS or CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS to use the Space
Calculator.

You can perform the following tasks using the space calculator:
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• Create stand-alone tablespace and index strategies
• Create object-linked strategies that are tied to specific tablespaces or indexes
• Calculate space requirements for tablespaces
• Calculate space requirements for indexes
• Locate volumes and storage groups with adequate free space
• Compare strategies
• View DB2 object statistics
• Use CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics
• View space strategy totals
• Delete a strategy

Space Strategy Types
The Space Calculator uses the following types of space strategies:

•  Stand-alone
Shows space requirements for hypothetical objects. Stand-alone space strategies are useful when you need to
estimate space requirements for a new object being designed as part of a new application.

•  Actualized
Shows space statistics associated with an actual DB2 object. You cannot create or delete these strategies because
they represent actual objects. However, you can change the values and save the results as a new space strategy.
Strategies created in this manner are called object-linked.

•  Object-linked
Shows space statistics for an object and are tied to actualized space strategies. They are useful when you are making
enhancements to an application that results in changes to a tablespace or index.

You can create stand-alone space strategies and object-linked space strategies. They are sometimes referred to as user-
defined.

You can also delete and remove an existing stand-alone or object-linked strategy. Actualized space strategies are
removed from the panel, but the actual objects are not deleted. The strategies associated with the actualized space
strategy are still shown.

Create a Stand-Alone Tablespace or Index Strategy
Stand-alone space strategies are associated with purely hypothetical objects. These strategies are useful when you
want to estimate space requirements for a new object being designed as part of a new application. An example would be
planning for a new partitioned tablespace when all your current tablespaces are nonpartitioned.

Follow these steps:

1. Type SS on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields on the create line:
– Op

Controls the processing to occur. Specify CT or CI as follows:
• CT to create a stand-alone tablespace strategy.
• CI to create a stand-alone index space strategy.

– Name
Specifies the name of the strategy.

– SpaceNam
Specifies the space name for the tablespace or index. This value is required for a tablespace and is optional for an
index.

– Index Name
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Specifies the name of the index. This value is required for an index.
Press Enter.
The object (tablespace, LOB tablespace, or index) strategy panel appears.

3. Complete the control parameters and table or index information fields and press Enter.
The object space calculations are performed.

4. Type S and an eight-character strategy name in the SSTRAT field and press Enter.
You can enter the name of a new strategy or reference an existing (previously saved) strategy. When a new space
strategy is created, the strategy name or object-link name is put into this field.The SpaceCalc Strategy Save panel
appears.

5. Verify the strategy attributes (database name, space name, creator, strategy name, and share option) and press Enter.
The space calculation panel reappears. A message confirms that you have successfully saved the strategy and the
action code in the SSTRAT field resets to N. The space strategy is saved with the specified attributes.

Create an Object-Linked Space Strategy
Object-linked space strategies are tied to actualized space strategies, which reflect specific DB2 objects. These strategies
are useful when you are making enhancements to an application that result in changes to a tablespace or index. An
example is expanding an inventory control system from one site to six sites with an expectation of a ten-fold increase
in the amount of data in the DB2 tables. An object-linked space strategy is created when you edit an actualized space
strategy of the object it is associated with and save the strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Type SS on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears.

2. Specify selection criteria in the header fields and press Enter.
A list of strategies that match your selection criteria appears on the SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel.

3. Type F next to an object (tablespace or index) and press Enter.
The object data is fetched (retrieved) and appears on the Space Calculation panel.
If you try to fetch an object that has been dropped, renamed, or does not exist, a message overwrites the line you
selected. No statistics are generated. 

4. Complete the control parameters and table or index information fields and press Enter.
The object space calculations are performed.

5. Type S and an eight-character strategy name in the SSTRAT field and press Enter.
You can enter the name of a new strategy or reference an existing (previously saved) strategy. When a new space
strategy is created, the strategy name or object link name is put into this field.The SpaceCalc Strategy Save panel
appears.

6. Verify the strategy attributes (database name, space name, creator, strategy name, and share option) and press Enter.
The space calculation panel reappears. A message confirms that you have successfully saved the strategy and the
action code in the SSTRAT field resets to N. The space strategy is saved with the specified attributes.

Calculate Space Requirements for Tablespaces
The Space Calculator facility can calculate the primary and secondary space quantities needed for your tablespaces
and eliminates time-consuming calculations. This is especially important to calculate the space needed for segmented
tablespaces and multiple tables within one tablespace.

Multiple table calculations require an average row size to calculate accurately the total space needed for non-segmented
tablespaces. The average row size approximates multiple tables' row length to compensate for the rows being interleaved
on one page.

You can create a stand-alone tablespace space strategy that saves space requirements for a tablespace or edit an
existing space strategy as needed. If the tablespace is partitioned, space calculations can be made on each partition.
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Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Type SS (Space Calculator) in the Option field on the CA Products for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
– Type SSC on the command line from any CA database management product for DB2 for z/OS and press Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears. The strategies are sorted by database name, space name, creator,
and name. Stand-alone space strategies always appear at the top because the database name is blank. Object-linked
space strategies appear indented under the name of the object to which they are linked. Depending on your video
attributes, stand-alone and object-linked space strategies appear in low-intensity text. Actualized space strategies are
highlighted.

2. Do one of the following:
– Type CT, the name of the strategy, and the name of the tablespace on the create line (first) to create a stand-alone

tablespace strategy.
– Press Enter to see a list of existing strategies and then type E next to the strategy that you want to edit. Selection

criteria can be specified.
Press Enter.
The Tablespace Strategy panel appears. This panel has the same fields as the Tablespace Alter, Tablespace Create,
and Tablespace Template panels. For more information about these fields, press F1 to access the online help.

3. Type S next to a tablespace and specify a VCAT or storage group name in the VCAT or Stogroup fields, and press
Enter.
The Space Calculation panel appears. The tablespace name and the partition number appear on the first line.
The Space Calculation and LOB Space Calculation panels lets you calculate the space requirements needed for a
tablespace and LOB tablespace, respectively. These panels consist of the following sections:
– Control Parameters that define the tablespace information the Space Calculator uses. When you change the control

parameters, you change the resulting space calculations.
– Table information that includes both input and display fields for each table you include in the tablespace. You can

use line commands to insert, delete, and repeat lines to work with multiple tables. The input fields specify the row
length and the number of rows, tracks, or cylinders so that space calculations can be made. The display fields show
the calculated information for the tables that are created in the specified tablespace. The default values are derived
from those specified on the Tablespace Create panel.

4. Edit the control parameters and the table information fields as needed and press Enter. All fields must contain a value
before the Space Calculator can calculate the results.The space requirements for the tablespace or partition are
calculated and the Space Calculator fills in the columns for each table included in the tablespace. If you have multiple
tables in a non-segmented tablespace, the average row size appears. This information helps you allocate space
efficiently and includes information such as total available bytes per page, bytes per page available at load time, and
rows per page available at load time.

5. (Optional) To view detailed space statistics:
– Type E (explode) next to a table or multiple tables and press Enter.

Detailed statistics for the selected table or tables appears on the Space Calculation panel. Multiple commands are
processed in the order they appear on the space calculation panel.
The statistics shown are applicable only for the selected table. Use the QPRINT and PPRINT commands to print
the detailed information. 

– Type H or HEADER on the command line and press Enter.
The control parameters are removed and a larger viewing area for the table information is provided on the Space
Calculation panel. You can still identify the table because the CREATOR.TABLENAME is also listed on the first line
of the Space Statistics. The header is on by default.

– Press F3.
The Space Calculation panel is refreshed and returns to its original view.
The control parameters are removed and a larger viewing area for the space calculations is provided on the Space
Calculation panel. The header is on by default.

6. Type T (totals) on the command line and press Enter.
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The calculated results for the tablespace appear in the Space Statistics section on the Space Calculation panel.
Segmented tablespace totals are calculated based on the minimum or maximum number of segments needed for the
given number of rows, cylinders, or tracks as specified in the Qty Type field. Non-segmented tablespace totals are
calculated based on the average row size. 

7. Press F3 (End) when you have completed your calculations.
The calculations are used for the selected tablespace or partition.
If you accessed the Space Calculator from CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS or CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS,
you are returned to the tablespace panel you were at in the product. The calculations are updated on the panel and
the information is used for the selected tablespace or partition.
You cannot change the values of an actual catalog object or the associated actualized space strategy. If you make and
save changes to the statistics, an object-linked space strategy is created. 

8. Type S and an eight-character strategy name in the SSTRAT field and press Enter.
You can enter the name of a new strategy or reference an existing (previously saved) strategy. When a new space
strategy is created, the strategy name or object link name is put into this field.The SpaceCalc Strategy Save panel
appears.

9. Verify the strategy attributes (database name, space name, creator, strategy name, and share option) and press Enter.
The space calculation panel reappears. A message confirms that you have successfully saved the strategy, the action
code in the SSTRAT field resets to N, and the space strategy is saved with the specified attributes.

Space Calculation and LOB Space Calculation Panels
The Space Calculation and LOB Space Calculation panels lets you calculate the space requirements needed for a
tablespace and LOB tablespace, respectively. These panels consist of the following sections:

• Control Parameters that define tablespace information used by the Space Calculator.
• Table information that includes both input and display fields for each table you include in the tablespace. You can use

line commands to insert, delete, and repeat lines to work with multiple tables. The E (explode) line command displays
the table information for a specific table on one panel.

• Space statistics that summarize space usage information after the calculations are made. The default values are
derived from those specified on the Tablespace Create panel.

Table Information Fields

The Table Information fields on the Space Calculation panel include input and display only fields. The input fields specify
the row length and the number of rows, tracks, or cylinders so that space calculations can be made. The display fields
show the calculated information for the tables that are created in the specified tablespace.

This section contains the following fields:

• O
Specifies the action to be taken. The following commands are valid:
– I

Inserts a blank line so that you can enter the data for another table.
– D

Deletes an entered line.
– R

Repeats an entered line.
– E

Explodes the view of the Table Information section. This lets you view information about one table using the
scrolling keys.

The following fields must be filled in to calculate the space allocations:
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• Row Length
Specifies the estimated length of the average row, which includes eight bytes overhead per row.
If NULL is YES, one byte is added to the total row length. Varying length columns add two bytes per row. All types,
except graphics, take one byte per character (size). Graphics take two bytes per character.
When you alter or template a tablespace, this field is filled in with a value from the system catalog. This value comes
from the catalog statistics for the tablespace.
Limits: Maximum row length is 4,056 for a 4 KB page or 32714 for a 32 KB page

• Quantity
Indicates the number of units for the value specified for the Quantity Type field. For example, if Quantity Type is ROW,
2000 in this field indicates that you want 2000 rows.
You can use the EQU command to copy from the #-OF-ROWS field.

The following fields are filled in after the space calculations are processed:

• ###
Identifies the table number.

• Adjusted Row Length
Identifies the adjusted row length to be used in all subsequent calculations. It is the row length that has been adjusted
for compression. It is calculated using the following formula: 

CEIL (row length * (100-compression ratio) / 100)

The result cannot exceed 4056 for 4 KB pages, or 32714 for 32 KB pages.
• #-OF-ROWS

Identifies the total number of rows; that is, the total pages needed at load time multiplied by the total rows per page.
When you alter or template an existing tablespace, this field is filled in from the system catalog based on the number of
rows in the existing table. If there are no existing tables, this field is blank.
You can use the EQU command to copy this value to the Quantity field. The value in this field increases to show the
maximum number of rows that could be contained in the space required for the number of rows specified for Quantity. 

• Space Usage At Load Time
Identifies the space calculations used at load time by rows per page, bytes per page, and unused bytes.

• Freespace
Identifies the freespace available at load time by total combined freespace per page, usable rows of total freespace per
page, and usable bytes of total freespace per page.

• Page at Load Time
Identifies the pages available at load time by unusable bytes per page, total rows per page, pages needed at load time,
number of free pages, and the adjusted total pages.

• # OF SEGMENTS
Identifies the total number of segments used. This value equals the adjusted total pages divided by the segment size.

• CREATOR
Identifies the table creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table name.

• AVG
Identifies the average row size of the listed tables.
This field appears only for non-segmented tablespaces containing multiple tables. These statistics are based on
the average row length of the multiple tables. All subsequent statistics are generated according to the average. The
average is used in the calculations to compensate for rows from different tables being interleaved on one page.
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Control Parameters for Tablespaces

The Control Parameters on the Space Calculation panel define tablespace information that the Space Calculator uses.
When you change the control parameters, you change the resulting space calculations. The default values are derived
from those specified on the Tablespace Create panel.

This panel has the following fields for control parameters:

• Device Type
Defines the DASD device type.
Limits: 3350, 3375, 3380, or 3390
Default: 3390

• Page Size
Defines the tablespace page size.
Limits: 4K, 8K, 16K, or 32K

• Freepage
Defines the number of filled pages at load time before a free page is inserted.
Limits: 0 to 255
Default: 0

• Pctfree (Percent free)
Specifies the percentage of each page that you want left free at load time.
Limits: 0 to 99
Default: 10

• Secqty Pct (Secondary quantity percent)
Specifies a percentage that is used to calculate how many more tracks or cylinders should be allocated to the data set
if additional space is needed.

• Seg Size
Specifies the number of pages per segment for segmented tablespaces.
Limits: Multiples of 4 between 0 and 64

• Qty Type
Specifies the quantity type based on the information you have available. The following values are valid:
– ROW

Uses rows as the quantity type. This is the default.
– TRK

Uses tracks as the quantity type.
– CYL

Uses cylinders as the quantity type.
• Volume

Specifies whether to view space information for volumes or storage groups.
• Max Rows/pg

Specifies the maximum number of rows per page. The specified value is independent of compression.
Limits: 1 to 255 inclusive
Default: 255, but the Space Calculator defaults to the current MAXROWS value.

• Comp type
Specifies the compression type. The following values are valid:
– EXT

Performs space calculation using external compression, usually with an EDITPROC. The calculation is not adjusted
beyond the percentage specified in the Compress field since the EDITPROC information is not available.

– DB2
Performs space calculation based on DB2 compression and automatically includes the required space for the
dictionary.

• Compress
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Specifies the percentage of compression that you want the space calculation to use.
For example, specify 30 to calculate space requirements for a 30% reduction. This means that you want to see
what 70% of the calculated space would be. In this case, the result of the calculation, when it is adjusted for the
compression ratio, is 70% of an unadjusted calculation (100% - 30% = 70%).
Limits: Two character number from 00 to 99

In addition to Device Type, the following control parameters are provided for input for LOB tablespaces:

• Average Lob Length
Specifies an estimate of the average size of a LOB in the tablespace. Use the multiplier to the right of the field to
specify the units in kilobytes (KB), megabytes (MB), or gigabytes (GB).

• Number of Lobs
Specifies an estimate of the expected number of LOBs. Use the multiplier to the right of the field to specify the units in
kilobytes (KB), megabytes (MB), or gigabytes (GB).

• Secondary Percent
Calculates the tablespace's minimum secondary space allocation as a percentage of the primary space allocation.
Applies only if the tablespace is storage group defined.
Limits: 01 to 99
Default: 10

Space Statistics
The Space Statistics fields on the Space Calculation panel contains the calculated results from the information supplied in
the Control Parameters and Table information sections. Space Statistics show the total space requirements to allocate for
the tablespace. This information helps you allocate space efficiently and includes information such as total available bytes
per page, bytes per page available at load time, and rows per page available at load time.

Totals for segmented tablespaces are calculated based on the minimum or maximum number of segments needed for the
given number of rows, cylinders, or tracks as specified in the Qty Type field on the Space Calculation panel. The totals for
non-segmented tablespaces are calculated based on the average row size.

The following Space Statistics fields are provided on the Space Calculation panel:

• Number of Pages
Identifies the total number of pages that need to be allocated.

• Tracks
Identifies the total number of tracks that need to be allocated.

• Cyls
Identifies the total number of cylinders that need to be allocated.

• Implicit Priqty and Secqty (Implicit Primary and Secondary Quantity)
Identifies the amount of space that should be allocated as the primary and secondary quantity. This represents the
number of 1 KB blocks needed.
The Adjusted Total 1 K blocks (PRIQTY) and Implicit Priqty (SECQTY) field values are rounded up to the next track
boundary. PRIQTY and SECQTY are set to a minimum of 16, 32, 40, and 48 based on device types.

• Total Available Bytes Per Page
Identifies the page size minus 22 bytes for overhead.

• Non-Freespace Percentage of Page
Identifies the non-freespace percentage as one hundred percent minus the PCTFREE.

• Bytes Per Page Available at Load Time
Identifies the result of the total available space multiplied by the non-freespace percentage.

• Total Pages Needed at Load Time
Identifies the total number of pages needed is calculated as the sum of the Adjusted Total Pages needed for each
table.

• Freepage Adjustment
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Identifies the sum of the Freepage Adjustment needed for each table.
• Header Page/Space Map Page Adjustment

Identifies the total number of space map pages needed at load time plus one header page.
• Adjusted Total Pages

Identifies the total pages needed at load time plus the FREEPAGE adjustment plus the Header Page/Space Map Page
Adjustment.

• Adjusted Total 1K Blocks (PRIQTY)
Identifies the adjusted total pages times the page size.

View Detailed Table Statistics
You can view detailed statistics for an individual table or multiple tables using the E (explode) command. Explode gives a
more detailed description of the fields headings and lets you use scrolling keys.

The explode commands are processed according to the order they are listed on the Space Calculation panel.

Use the QPRINT and PPRINT commands to print the detailed information.

This procedure assumes that you have already calculated space requirements for the tablespace and you now want to
see detailed information for specific tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Type E next to a table or multiple tables on the Space Calculation panel and press Enter.
Detailed statistics as follows appear for the selected table. Multiple commands are processed in the order they appear
on the Space Calculation panel. The statistics shown are applicable only for the selected table.

2. Type H or HEADER on the command line and press Enter.
The control parameters are removed and a larger viewing area for the table information is provided on the Space
Calculation panel. You can still identify the table because the CREATOR.TABLENAME is also listed on the first line of
the Space Statistics. The header is on by default.

3. Press F3.
The Space Calculation panel is refreshed and returns to its original view.
The control parameters are removed and a larger viewing area for the space calculations is provided on the Space
Calculation panel. The header is on by default.

Calculate Space Requirements for Indexes
The Space Calculation facility calculates the primary and secondary space quantities needed for your indexspaces. This
eliminates time consuming calculations.

You can create a stand-alone indexspace strategy that saves space requirements for an index. You can also see the
affects of different sub-page and free space decisions on the index pages and levels.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Type SS (Space Calculator) in the Option field on the CA Products for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
– Type SSC from any CA database management product for DB2 for z/OS and press Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears. The strategies are sorted by database name, space name, creator,
and name. Stand-alone space strategies always appear at the top because the database name is blank. Object-linked
space strategies appear indented under the name of the object to which they are linked. Depending on your video
attributes, stand-alone and object-linked space strategies appear in low-intensity text. Actualized space strategies are
highlighted.

2. Do one of the following:
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– Type CI, the strategy name, the indexspace name, and the index name on the create line to create a new stand-
alone indexspace strategy.

– Press Enter to see a list of existing strategies and then type E next to the strategy that you want to edit. Selection
criteria can be specified.

Press Enter.
The Index Strategy panel appears.
This panel has the same fields as the Index Alter, Index Create, and Index Template panels. 

3. Select an index, specify a VCAT or storage group name in the VCAT or Stogroup fields, and press Enter.
The Index Space Calculation panel appears and shows the index name, number of partitions, and key length. The
control parameters default to the values last used on the Index Create and Index Alter panels. This panel contains:
– Index information fields that identify the index that you are working with. This includes the number of partitions and

key length, so space calculations can be made.
– Control parameters that are used by the Space Calculator to make calculations.
– Summary space statistics that show the six most often used space statistics.
– Detailed space statistics that show 12 space usage statistics. These fields are scrollable.

You can use the HEADER (H) primary command to turn the display of the first three sections on and off. 
4. Edit the index information fields and control parameters as needed and press Enter.

All fields must contain a value before the results can be calculated. The Summary and Detailed Space Statistics are
calculated and updated to reflect your changes on the Index Space Calculation panel. The scrolling position remains
when you press Enter so that you can make changes, press Enter, and immediately see the effects on all fields.

5. Press F3 (End) when you have completed your calculations.
The Index Space Calculation panel is refreshed and shows the calculated space statistics.
If you accessed space calculation from CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS or CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, you
are returned to the Index Create, Index Template, or Index Alter panel. The calculations are updated on these panels
and the information is used for the selected indexspace or partition.

6. Type S and an eight-character strategy name or object link in the SSTRAT field to save the strategy and press Enter.
You can enter the name of a new strategy or reference an existing (previously saved) strategy.The SpaceCalc Strategy
Save panel appears.

7. Verify the strategy attributes (database name, space name, creator, strategy name, and share option) and press Enter.
The space calculation panel reappears. A message confirms that you have successfully saved the strategy, the action
code in the SSTRAT field is reset to N, and the space strategy is saved with the specified attributes. If you made
changes to the statistics and saved them, an object-linked space strategy is created.

Index Space Calculation Panel
The Index Space Calculation panel is used to calculate space allocations needed for an index.

This panel contains the following sections:

• Index information fields that identify the index that you are working with. This includes the number of partitions and key
length, so space calculations can be made.

• Control parameters that are used by the Space Calculator to make calculations.
• Summary space statistics that show the six most often used space statistics.
• Detailed space statistics that show 12 space usage statistics. These fields are scrollable.

You can use the HEADER (H) primary command to turn the display of the first three sections on and off.

Index Information Fields

The index information fields on the Index Space Calculation panel identify the index, number of partitions and key length
so that space calculations can be made.
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The following index information fields appear on the Index Space Calculation panel:

• INDEX
Specifies the name of the index.

• PARTITION
Specifies the number of the partition whose space requirements are being calculated. Non-partitioned tablespaces
display zero (0).

• KEY LENGTH
Specifies the sum of the length of the columns in the key (internal length) plus 1 for each nullable column. This number
is calculated for you. You can enter different key lengths in this field to test different space calculations. A key length of
less than or equal to 40 is recommended.

Control Parameters for Indexes

The control parameters section of the Index Space Calculation panel supplies index information so that space calculations
can be made. When you change these fields, you change the resulting space calculations.

The following control parameters can be specified for an index:

• DEVICE TYPE
Specifies the type of DASD device you are using.
Limits: 3350, 3375, 3380, or 3390

• FREEPAGE
Specifies the number of pages that must be filled at load time before a free page is inserted.
Limits: An integer between 0 and 255
Default: 0

• INDEX TYPESpecifies the index type. Type 2 is the only supported option.You might not be able to update this field.
For tablespaces with the large encoding scheme of ASCII or locksize row, the index type must be 2. This restriction is
determined by the attributes of the tablespace containing the table to be indexed. The restriction is only enforced if the
base tablespace actually exists. 

• PCTFREE
Specifies the percentage of each page that is to be left free.
Limits: An integer between 0 and 99
Default: 10

• UNIQUE INDEX
Specifies whether the index is unique. Changes are reflected in the index.

• AVG DUPLICATE
Specifies the average number of data records per distinct key value of a non-unique index.
An initial value is calculated using the following formula: 

FLOOR (number of data records per index / number of distinct key values per index)

Limits: Greater than or equal to 1.0 and less than or equal to 9999.9. For a unique index, specify 0.
• EST. DATA ROWS

Specifies the estimated number of data rows in the table.
• SECQTY%

Specifies the percentage of space allotment that is increased each time additional secondary space is needed.
Limits: An integer between 0 and 99
Default: 10

• VOLUME
Specifies whether to locate volume (V) or storage group (S) free space for the space calculation and the volume name.
Limits: Specify a one to eight character volume name. Selection criteria can be used.
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Default: N (do not locate volume or storage group free space).
• SSTRAT

Specifies whether a space strategy is referenced during space calculation and the name of the current strategy. This
field is blank when you invoke the Space Calculator during tablespace or index create, alter, or template processing.
The following values are valid:
– S strategy name

Saves a new strategy or updates an existing strategy. When you are creating a new space strategy, the strategy
name or object link name is put into this field.

– L strategy name
Provides a list of existing strategies from which you can select one.

– N strategy name
Does not reference a space strategy. This is the default.

Limits: Specify a one to eight character strategy name. Selection criteria can be used.
• Base TS Large Fields

Specifies whether the base tablespace (the tablespace that contains the table on which the index is being built) is
LARGE.

Summary Space Statistics

After space calculations are made, the most often used space statistics are provided in the Summary Space Statistics
section of the Index Space Calculation panel.

The number of index levels, index pages, tracks, and cylinders, primary and secondary quantities are calculated. Page,
track and cylinder statistics are based on conversions between pages and tracks or cylinders, dividing the total number of
pages by the pages per track or cylinder. The number of pages per track or cylinder is device dependent. Space quantity
units are 4 KB storage blocks. The Primary Quantity field indicates the primary space for the DB2-defined data sets. The
Secondary Quantity field indicates the secondary space for DB2-defined data sets.

The following summary space statistics are provided for indexes:

• Number of Levels
Specifies the number of levels in the index, from root page to leaf page.

• Implicit PRIQTY
Specifies the amount of space that should be allocated as the primary quantity, expressed as 1 KB blocks.

• Implicit SECQTY
Specifies the amount of space that should be allocated as the secondary quantity, expressed as 1 KB blocks.

• Number of Index Pgs Needed
Specifies the adjusted total number of pages that the index needs, rounded to the next higher track boundary.
Includes header and space map pages.

• Tracks or TRKS
Specifies the number of tracks that need to be allocated.

• Cyls or Cylinders
Specifies the number of cylinders that need to be allocated.

Detailed Space Statistics

The Detailed Space Statistics provide detailed space information for the index on the Index Space Calculation panel.

The following detailed space statistics fields are provided:

• Leaf Pages at Index Level 1
Specifies the number of leaf pages. Leaf pages occur only at level 1. This value is calculated using the following
formula: 
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Leaf pages at index level 1 = adjusted total leaf pages

• Total Index Pages Needed
Specifies the total leaf pages plus non-leaf pages that the index needs. This value is calculated using the following
formula: 

Total Index Pages Needed = (adjusted total leaf pages) + (total non-leaf pages at all levels)

• Total Pages with Header and Space Map Pages
Specifies the total number of pages that need to be allocated.
For each index, one page for control information (header) is added. DB2 uses space map pages to map space. The
more space needed, the more space map pages are needed. This number is rounded to the nearest page.

• Adjusted Total 1K Blocks (PRIQTY)
Specifies the adjusted total pages multiplied by the page size.
This number is equivalent to the total pages with header and space map pages in 1 KB blocks.

• Index Entry Length (Leaf)
Specifies the length of the index entry. These calculations are based on the type of index.
For type 2 unique index leaf pages, this value is calculated as follows: 

Index entry length = length of key + record identifier length + 2

For type 2 non-unique index leaf pages, this value is calculated as follows: 

Index entry length = 4 + length of key + (average number of duplicates * record identifier length)

The record identifier length is 4 if the base tablespace is NOT-LARGE and 5 if it is LARGE. These values are also
known as space per key.

• Index Entry Length (Non-Leaf)
Specifies the length of the index entry. These calculations are based on the type of index.
For type 2 unique index non-leaf pages, this value is calculated as follows: 

Index entry length = length of key + 7

For type 2 non-unique index non-leaf pages, this value is calculated as follows: 

Index entry length = length of key + record identifier length + 6

• Non-Freespace Percentage of Page
Specifies the non-freespace percentage of the page using the following formula: 

Non Freespace Percentage of Page = 100 - PCTFREE

• Entries Per Leaf Page
Specifies the number of index entries that fit on a leaf page.
These calculations are based on the type of index and the number of subpages.
For type 2 unique indexes, the following formula is used: 

Entries Per Leaf Page = FLOOR ( FLOOR ( (100 - PCTFREE) * 4038 / 100) / index entry length)

For type 2 non-unique indexes, the following formula is used: 

Entries Per Leaf Page = D * (FLOOR ( (100 - PCTFREE) * 4038 / 100) / index entry length)

– D
Represents the average number of duplicates.

– FLOOR
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Represents the task of truncating the fractional part of a number. This lets a whole number be used through the rest
of the calculation.

• Total Leaf Pages Needed
Specifies the estimated total number of index entries divided by the number of entries per page. 

Total Leaf Pages Needed = CEILING (estimated number of data rows / entries per leaf page)

– CEILING
Represents the task of rounding a real number up to the next highest integer.

• FREEPAGE Adjustment
Specifies the sum of the Freepage Adjustment needed for each table. This value is calculated using the following
formula: 

FREEPAGE Adjustment = total number of pages left blank because of FREEPAGE value

The FREEPAGE value (N) dictates that every Nth page is left blank.
• Adjusted Total Leaf Pages

Specifies the total leaf pages needed plus the FREEPAGE Adjustment value. 

Adjusted Total Leaf Pages = total leaf pages needed + FREEPAGE adjustment

• Entries Per Non-Leaf Page
Specifies the number of index entries on a non-leaf page. This value is calculated as follows: 

Entries Per Non-Leaf Page = FLOOR (FLOOR (MAX (90, 100 - PCTFREE ) ) * 4046 / 100) / index entry length)

– FLOOR
Represents the task of truncating the fractional part of a number. This lets a whole number be used through the rest
of the calculation.

Locate Free Space
You can use the Space Calculator to locate volumes and storage groups with adequate free space for your tablespaces
and indexspaces. For example, you can request a list of volumes, determine which volumes have available space,
and create a storage group using those volumes. If you execute most jobs in batch, ensuring you have enough space
available before job execution helps to ensure that the job does not execute unsuccessfully because of space limitations.

Use the FIT command to toggle between showing all available volumes or storage groups or only those with adequate
free space available.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit an existing strategy or perform a tablespace or indexspace space calculation.
The Space Calculation panel for the tablespace or indexspace appears.
The total space requirements needed for the tablespace or indexspace appear in the Space Statistics section. This
information is used to determine which storage groups or volumes have available space.

2. Type V (volume) or S (storage group) and an object name or selection criteria in the Volume field and press Enter.
The Space Calculation panel lists and highlights the storage groups or volumes that match your selection criteria. The
specified volume serial IDs (volsers) in the storage groups that contain the space amounts are also shown.
Note the track largest and cylinders largest field values to ensure you select a storage group that can accommodate
the space you need allocated. SMS in the Volser field indicates that this is an SMS-managed storage group. If the
device type is N/A and the remaining values are zero, this indicates that the volumes defined in the storage group do
not exist, although they might have existed at the time the storage group was created. 

3. (Optional) Type FIT on the command line and press Enter.
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The Space Calculation panel lists only the storage groups or volumes that have adequate free space available. You
can scroll through the list vertically and horizontally.
Use the FIT command to toggle between showing all available volumes or storage groups or only those with adequate
free space available. 

4. Review the Free Space Verification fields and type S next to a storage group or volume to select it. You can select one
storage group and up to six volumes.
Press Enter.
The Space Calculation panel reappears. The Volume field shows the name of the storage group or volume located
with free space. The Action value is reset to N. If more than one volume is selected, a plus sign (+) appears next to the
name.
Volumes are temporarily removed from the panel if selected and placed in a queue for processing. They are used
to automatically generate the appropriate VSAM define cards. You can use the S (SHRINK) command to view the
selected volume queue and update as needed. When you process the create, alter, or template request from CA RC/
Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS or CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS, the selected volumes are included in the DDL to
create or alter the tablespace or index. 

Compare Space Calculations
You can view the results of two space calculations side by side for easy comparison.

The selected entries must be of the same type. You cannot compare an index or index strategy to a tablespace or
tablespace strategy, and conversely.

Follow these steps:

1. Type SS (Space Calculator) in the Option field on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press
Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears.

2. Press Enter.
Existing space strategies appear on the SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel.

3. Type C for one pair or Cn for multiple pairs of strategies and press Enter.
The Space Strategy Comparison panel appears. The results appear in three scrollable columns. The calculated
absolute difference between the two strategies for each field appears in the Variance column. This number is always
positive because differences are calculated by subtracting the smaller item from the larger, regardless of the order in
which they appear.

4. Review the compared strategies and press F3.
The Comparison panel for the next strategy pair appears if applicable or the SpaceCalc Strategy SelectSpace
Calculation panel appears.

View DB2 Object Space Statistics
You can view the space statistics associated with DB2 objects in an actualized space strategy. You cannot change the
values of an actual catalog object or the associated actualized space strategy. If you change the statistics and save them,
an object-linked space strategy is created.

Follow these steps:

1. Type SS (Space Calculator) in the Option field on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press
Enter.
The SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel appears.

2. Press Enter.
Existing strategies appear on the SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel.
Stand-alone space strategies always appear at the top of this panel because the database name is blank. 

3. (Optional) Type F next to an actualized space strategy and press Enter.
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The DB2 catalog statistics for the object are retrieved and are shown in the actualized space strategy.
If the object was dropped, renamed, or does not exist, a message indicating that the parent object cannot be found
overwrites the line you selected. Statistics do not appear. This message remains until you reset the flag using the R
line command. Creating the object before resetting the line is unnecessary. 

Use CA Database Analyzer Statistics
You can use CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS as a source for space calculation statistics. CA Database
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS must be installed and licensed to use extract procedures.

Statistics are optional data generated by the IBM RUNSTATS utility, CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS using an
extract procedure, or PDASTATS stand-alone control statements. In general, the Space Calculator searches the DB2
catalog for statistics first. Using the following procedure, you can also search CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
statistics and override any statistics that were already read from the catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Type SPACEOPTS on the command line from the SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel.
– Type SO and specify a VCAT or storage group next to a tablespace or index on the Tablespace Strategy or

Indexspace Strategy panels, respectively.
Press Enter.
The Space Calculation Options panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Use PDA Stats

Specifies whether to use CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics instead of DB2 catalog statistics as
the basis for your calculations.
This field applies only to existing objects in systems with CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS installed.
Default: N

– PDA Stats SSID
Specifies whether to use the current SSID (blank) or another SSID to get CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
statistics.
This field applies only to existing objects in systems with CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS installed.

– Cylinder Rounding
Rounds up to the next cylinder boundary the number of tracks in the primary quantity space allocation.
Default: N (cylinder rounding is turned off)

– PDA Stats Options for Tablespaces
Specifies whether to include the actual maximum or actual average row lengths in your space calculations if you
used CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics as a source for your space calculations.
The following options are valid:
• 1 (Use maximum row length)
• 2 (Use actual maximum row length)
• 3 (Use actual average row length)
Default: 1
Limits: The actual row length can only be used if there is one table in the tablespace. CA Database Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS only generates Actual Row Length data at the tablespace level; it does not generate data for
individual tables within the tablespace. Consequently, Actual Row Length data can be applied to the tablespace
calculations only when the tablespace contains one table. If the tablespace contains more than one table, the
Maximum Row Length from the DB2 catalog statistics is used.

– Save Options
Indicates whether to save the option settings from this panel in your calculation profile for subsequent sessions.
Default: Y
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Press Enter. If you press F3, the changes are only in effect for this session.The Space Calculator searches CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics and overrides any statistics that were already read from the
catalog.The following statistics are gathered for all tables in the selected tablespace or partition:If Compression Type
(DB2 or EXT) is specified on the Tablespace Strategy panel, the Space Calculator gathers additional statistics to
calculate an initial value for the Compression Ratio. If Compress Type is not specified, the Compression Ratio is set to
zero.
The following index statistics are gathered:
– Total number of rows
– FULLKEYCARD (used to calculate an initial value for the Average Duplicates)

View Space Strategy Totals
You can view the total space strategy requirements (primary, secondary, tracks, and cylinders) for one or multiple
strategies using the T and TT (totals) line commands. You can select tablespaces alone or tablespaces and indexspace
strategies together. T and TT are not valid for actualized space strategies.

To view space strategy totals for stand-alone space strategies, type T next to a strategy or multiple strategies on the
SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel and press Enter.

Use TT next to two strategies to mark a block of strategies that appear in sequence that you want totals for. All strategies
between and including the selected strategies are totaled. You can mix the use of T and TT together.

The Space Strategy Totals panel appears. All selected tablespace strategies are totaled first, followed by a total of all
selected indexspace strategies, and then the tablespace and indexspace strategies are combined and totaled. Space
Calculator uses the following order hierarchy when sorting panel fields: Database Name, SpaceName, Creator, and
Name.

Delete a Strategy
You can delete and remove an existing stand-alone or object-linked strategy. Actualized space strategies are removed
from the panel, but the actual objects are not deleted. The strategies associated with the actualized space strategy are still
shown.

To delete a strategy, type D next to the strategy or catalog object on the SpaceCalc Strategy Select panel and press Enter.

The strategy is deleted and removed from the panel. Actualized space strategies are removed from the panel; actual
objects are not deleted.

Utilities Quick Reference
See the following product documentation for a complete list of the parmlib settings and keyword syntax:

• CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS

The utilities online interface can generate all job syntax. The interface automatically allocates all necessary sort and work
data sets to match the parameter values that you supply.
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The following utilities control statement syntax content is restricted. To view a summary by control statement, login using
your Broadcom Support credentials.

• ACCUMULATE control statement
• ACCUMULATE-CHANGES control statement
• COPY control statement
• FASTBLD control statement
• FASTCHECK control statement
• FASTLOAD control statement
• FASTUNLOAD control statement
• MERGECOPY control statement
• MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement
• MODIFY RECOVERY control statement
• MODIFY SYSLGRNX control statement
• REBUILD control statement
• RECOVER control statement
• REORG control statement 

ACCUMULATE Control Statement Syntax
The ACCUMULATE control statement creates an image copy using CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS. ACCUMULATE
merges full and incremental image copies with log records from the archive and active log data sets, or from the change
accumulation data sets, without impacting the live databases, tablespaces, or indexspaces.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ACCUMULATE {[BY-PART {NO|YES}] DATABASE {dbname}} |

           {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{ixspname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {INDEX (ALL) DATABASE dbname} |

           {INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}} |

           {INDEX ([creator.]{ixname}) [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {LIST {listdef-name}}

        [COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,ddname,exitname,icbackup,devtype)}]

        [CHECK-DUPLICATES [NO|YES]] 

        [Global Options]

You can include the following global options in the ACCUMULATE control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[ARCHIVES-ONLY [NO|YES]] 

[CLONE]

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC {PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR}]

[ESTIMATED-RECS {int}]

[LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTAPES int]

[MAXTASKS int]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]
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[PREVIEW [NO|YES]] 

[QUIESCE {YES|NO}]

[RETAIN [NO|YES]] 

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT}]

[TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA}]

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM {NO|YES}]

ACCUMULATE Keyword Dependencies

The ACCUMULATE control statement has the following keyword dependencies:

• You cannot specify TOLOGPOINT with QUIESCE YES or with ARCHIVES ONLY YES. These keywords are mutually
exclusive.

• You cannot specify TORBA with QUIESCE YES or with ARCHIVES ONLY YES. These keywords are mutually
exclusive.

ACCUMULATE CHANGES Control Statement Syntax
The ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement accumulates log records from multiple DB2 logs into a single, compact
file using CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS. This change accumulation file contains only recovery type log records
for the tablespaces or indexspaces that you specify (down to the partition level), and can be used by log accumulation
and by CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS. Change accumulation files shorten your recover and accumulate time by
reducing the amount of log data that has to be read.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ACCUMULATE CHANGES {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                   [BY-PART{NO|YES}] DATABASE {dbname}} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } | 

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4])

                    INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{ixspname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX (ALL) DATABASE dbname} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX ([creator.]{ixname}) [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    LIST {listdef-name}}

           [Global Options]

You can include the following global options in the ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[CLONE]
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[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[ESTIMATED-RECS {int}]

[MAXTASKS int]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PREVIEW [NO|YES]] 

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTLOG]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM {NO|YES}]

COPY Control Statement Syntax
The COPY control statement creates an image copy of one or more tablespaces, indexspaces, or indexes using CA Quick
Copy for DB2 for z/OS.

You can use COPY LIST to copy a predefined list of objects, or you can use COPY TABLESPACE, INDEXSPACE, and
INDEX to specify a combination of objects to copy.

This control statement has the following syntax for a single job step:

COPY LIST listdef-name dataset-specs

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

COPY {TABLESPACE [dbname.]tsname 

           [Object Options]}|

     {INDEXSPACE [dbname.]ixspname

           [Object Options]}|

     {INDEX [creator-id.]ixname

           [Object Options]}

      [Statement Options]

      [Parmlib Override Options]

[COPY {TABLESPACE [dbname.]tsname 

           [Object Options]}|

      {INDEXSPACE [dbname.]ixspname 

           [Object Options]}|

      {INDEX [creator-id.]ixname

           [Object Options]} 

      [Statement Options]

      [Parmlib Override Options]] 
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Specify TABLESPACE, INDEX, INDEXSPACE, or LIST with the COPY statement as shown.The object, statement, and
parmlib options are optional. However, you can have only one occurrence of the statement and parmlib options for each
COPY statement. Statement and parmlib options apply to all objects being copied in a single COPY statement.

NOTE
Some object options are not valid with LIST.

Object Options

You can include the following object options in the COPY control statement:

[CHANGELIMIT [(percent_value1,percent_value2)|(percent_value)]] 

[COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,[ddname|templatename],exitname,icbackup,devtype)}]

[COPYDDN ({SYSCOPY|SYSCP101 ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})]

[CREATOR userid]

[DSNUM {ALL|PART|int|int:int[,int,int:int,...]}]

[EXCLUDE {(dbname.tsname[,dbname.tsname,...])}]

[FCCOPYDDN (template-name)]

[FULL {YES|NO}]

[RECOVERYDDN ({ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})]

[REPORTONLY]

[SSCOPYDDN (template-name)]

[SYSTEMPAGES [YES|NO]] 

[INDEX-ALL]

NOTE

• The CREATOR, EXCLUDE, INDEX-ALL, and FULL NO object options are not valid with COPY INDEX or
COPY INDEXSPACE.

•  The CREATOR, EXCLUDE, INDEX-ALL, and DSNUM object options are not valid with COPY LIST.

Statement Options

You can include the following statement options in a COPY control statement (LIST, TABLESPACE, INDEXSPACE, or
INDEX). When you include any of these options in a statement, they apply to all objects that are copied by the statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[AUDIT {0|1|2}]

[CATALOG-METHOD {SVC|CSI}]

[CHECK-DUPLICATES]

[CLONE]

[CONCURRENT]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[COPY-STATUS int]

[COPY-TASKS int]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int]

[EXCP {YES|NO}]

[FILTERDDN]

[FULL-AUTO {YES|NO}]

[LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {NO|YES}]

[LRSNCOPY {NO|YES}]
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[MERGE-COPY {YES|NO}]

[MIGRAT-VOL volume-id]

[MODIFYBITS {YES|NO}]

[OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]] 

[PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}]

[PQCPARM {member-name|my.parmlib.dsn(member-name)|detail PQC allocation}]

[PQC-POST-QU {NO|YES}]

[PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

[QUIESCE BEFORE]

[RECALL-FAILURE {TERM|OBJECT}]

[RESET-STATUS {NO|YES}]

[S-IOP {YES|NO}]

[SCOPE (ALL|PENDING)]

[SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE|CHANGE|NONE|ANY}]

[SINGLE-ATTACH {NO|YES}]

[SKIP-INVALID {NO|YES}]

[SKIP-RECALL {NO|YES}]

[SNAPSHOTACCESS {NO|YES|INSTANT}]

[SNAPSHOTFALLBACK {TERM|CONTINUE}]

[SNAPSHOTHLQ hlq]

[SNAPSHOTIWAIT {YES|NO}]

[STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RW-FORCE|RO|STOP|FORCE}]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[TERMACCESS {NO|YES}]

NOTE

• The AUDIT 1, AUDIT 2, and MERGE-COPY YES statement options are not valid with COPY INDEX or
COPY INDEXSPACE.

• The PQCPARM statement option is not valid with COPY LIST.

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following keywords to override the default values specified in the UTIL parmlib member. All keywords are
optional. Only include these keywords in your job when you want to override the default parmlib values:

 

ABEND-TASK

ALLMSGS

AUDIT-LEVEL {0|1|2}

CATALOG-METHOD {SVC|CSI

CHECK-DUPLICATES

COPY-BUFFERS int

COPY-TASKS int

EXCP {YES|NO}

FULL-AUTO {YES|NO}

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {NO|YES}

LRSNCOPY NO|YES

MERGE-COPY {NO|YES}

MIGRAT-VOL volume-id
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MODIFYBITS {YES|NO}

OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]

QUIESCE BEFORE

RECALL-FAILURE {TERM|OBJECT}

RESET-STATUS {NO|YES}

S-IOP {YES|NO}

SINGLE-ATTACH {NO|YES}

SKIP-INVALID {NO|YES}

SKIP-RECALL {NO|YES}

SSCOPYDDN {template-name}

STOP-LIMIT int

TERMACCESS {NO|YES}

COPY Keyword Dependencies

The COPY control statement has the following keyword dependencies:

• The following options are not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE syntax:
– AUDIT 1 or AUDIT 2
– CHANGELIMIT
– CREATOR
– EXCLUDE
– FULL NO
– FULL AUTO YES
– MERGE-COPY YES
– MODIFYBITS YES
– SYSTEMPAGES

• COPY-STATUS and DISPLAY-STATUS have the same meaning. If you specify both keywords, the COPY-STATUS
value overrides the DISPLAY-STATUS value.

• CREATOR is not valid with LIST.
• The COPY-BUFFERS keyword is not valid with EXCP YES.
• The following keywords are not valid with LIST:

– DSNUM (and PART)
– EXCLUDE

• MODIFYBITS YES is not valid with SHRLEVEL CHANGE.
• QUIESCE BEFORE is valid only with SHRLEVEL CHANGE.
• RESET-STATUS is valid only with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.
• SHRLEVEL NONE is not valid with SNAPSHOTACCESS YES or SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT.
• If you specify SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT, you must also specify the following parameters:

– FULL YES
– LRSNCOPY NO
– MODIFYBITS NO

• The following keywords are not valid with SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT:
– CHANGELIMIT
– REPORTONLY
– QUIESCE BEFORE
– SNAPSHOTFALLBACK

• SNAPSHOTIWAIT is only valid when specified with SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT.
• If you specify TERMACCESS, you must also specify RESTART(TERM).
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FASTBLD Control Statement
The FASTBLD control statement builds DB2 indexes with reduced I/O.

NOTE
You cannot create indexes on empty tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTBLD {[DROP INDEX statement] CREATE INDEX statement}

 [Dynamic Sort Options]

 [Global Options]

 [Parmlib Override Options]

The FASTBLD control statement options are grouped as follows:

DROP INDEX Statement

You can use the DROP INDEX statement to drop an index.

This statement has the following syntax:

[DROP INDEX statement1;][DROP INDEX statement2;][...DROP INDEX statementn;]

CREATE INDEX Statement

You can use the CREATE INDEX statement to create an index.

This statement has the following syntax:

CREATE INDEX statement1;[CREATE INDEX statement2;][...CREATE INDEX statementn;]

Dynamic Sort Options

You can include the following dynamic sort options in the FASTBLD control statement:

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTNUM int]

Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTBLD control statement:

[MAXSORTS int]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)]

[STARTUP-ACCESS {STOP|RW|RO|FORCE|RESET}]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following options to override the default values specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). Include these
keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[ABEND-TASK [NO|YES]]

[ALLMSGS [NO|YES]]

[COLLECT-PDASTATS [NO|YES|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]]

[DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]]
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[DMS/OS]

[DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [YES|NO]]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]]

[MAXTASKS int]

[NONLEAF-PCTFREE {int|LEAF}]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTSIZE {4M|nM|nK|MAX}]

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO|{calc-expression}]]

[STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED|COLCARD-ALL}]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|NO|col1,col2,...coln}]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

FASTCHECK Control Statement
The FASTCHECK control statement checks tablespace, index, and LOB information using CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/
OS. You can use the following FASTCHECK control statements:

NOTE
You can use the IBM CHECK control statements instead of FASTCHECK in your command syntax. For
example, CHECK DATA, CHECK INDEX, CHECK LOB, and CHECK UPDATE.

FASTCHECK DATA Control Statement

The FASTCHECK DATA control statement checks tablespace data.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTCHECK DATA

TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}[[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART int][TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}

[[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART int]...]|

TABLESPACE-SET ([dbname.]{tsname}[,[dbname.]{tsname},...])

[FOR EXCEPTION IN creator.tablename [creator.tablename2, ...] 

   USE creator.tablename] 

[USING {DATABASE dbname TABLESPACE tsname STOGROUP stogname PRIQTY int 

   SECQTY int}]

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]] |[MSGLEVEL 0|1]

[AUXERROR (REPORT|INVALIDATE)]

[CHKLEVEL [NONE|0|1|2|3]] 

[CLONE]

[DATASPACE [YES|NO]] 

[DELETE [NO|FOREIGN-KEY]] 

[DROP [NO|YES]] 

[DYNAMIC [YES|NO]] 

[ESTIMATED-KEYS int]

[OWNER userid]

[PFC-SUFFIX (xx)]

[PRINTKEY]

[READTASKS int]
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[SCOPE {PENDING|AUXONLY|REFONLY|ALL}]

[SHARE]

[SORTASKS int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|nK|nM|MAX]] 

[USERRI]

FASTCHECK INDEX Control Statement

The FASTCHECK INDEX control statement checks an index.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTCHECK INDEX

{[NAME] (indexname[PART int][,indexname[PART int],...]) TABLESPACE [[dbname.]

{tsname}]| (ALL) TABLESPACE [[dbname.]{tsname}]}

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]] |[MSGLEVEL 0|1]

[CHKLEVEL [NONE|0|1|2]] 

[CLONE]

[DATASPACE [YES|NO]] 

[DYNAMIC [YES|NO]] 

[ESTIMATED-KEYS int]

[[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART int]

[PFC-SUFFIX (xx)]

[READTASKS int]

[SORTASKS int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|nK|nM|MAX]] 

FASTCHECK LOB Control Statement

The FASTCHECK LOB control statement verifies and validates the internal structure of LOB tablespaces and detects
invalid LOB values.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTCHECK LOB

{TABLESPACE [dbname.]lob-tsname [[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART int]}

[FOR EXCEPTION IN creator.tablename [creator.tablename2, ...] 

   USE creator.tablename] 

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]] |[MSGLEVEL 0|1]

[CHKLEVEL [NONE|0|1|2|3]] 

[CLONE]

[DROP [NO|YES]] 

[DYNAMIC [YES|NO]] 

[EXCEPTIONS int]

[PFC-SUFFIX (xx)]
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FASTCHECK UPDATE Control Statement

The FASTCHECK UPDATE control statement updates the LOB values of a specific row in a DB2 table using standard
SQL.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTCHECK UPDATE

[SQL [YES|NO]] 

{INDDN1 ddname 

 FIELDS (fieldname1 POSITION (nnnnnn) [,fieldname2 POSITION (nnnnnn),...])

   UPDATE tablename 

   IN DATABASE dbname

   TABLESPACE tsname [PART int]

   (fieldname1, fieldname2, ...)

   VALUES (SELECT (lob_column_1 

                  [lob_column_2]

                  [lob_column_n]) 

           FROM INDDN1 

           WHERE CONTROL_ROWID = X'rowid value')

   WHERE (fieldname='nnnnnn' [AND fieldname='nnnnnn'...])

   BASE_RID = X'nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn'}

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]] |[MSGLEVEL 0|1]

FASTCHECK Keyword Dependencies

The FASTCHECK control statement has the following keyword dependencies:

• ALL and NAME are mutually exclusive.
• DELETE is valid only with FOR EXCEPTION IN.
• EXCEPTIONS is valid only with FASTCHECK LOB.
• When you specify USING, you must provide all of the following keywords: DATABASE, TABLESPACE, STOGROUP,

PRIQTY, and SECQTY.

FASTLOAD Control Statement
The FASTLOAD control statement loads data into DB2 tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTLOAD [Global Options] INTO Statement_1 e

[INTO Statement_2...INTO Statement_n]

[Parmlib Override Options]

The FASTLOAD control statement options are grouped as follows:
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Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTLOAD control statement:

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]]

[ASCII]

[CCSID ([x][,y][,z])]

[CENTURY20 [CURRENT|nn]]

[COMMA {','|'literal'}]

[CONTINUEIF(START[:END])='Character comparison string']

[CONTINUEIF(START[:END])=X'Hex comparison string']

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-LOBS {YES|NO}]

[COPY-STATUS int]

[DECFLOAT-ROUNDMODE [ROUND-CEILING|ROUND-DOWN|ROUND-FLOOR|ROUND-HALF-DOWN|

   ROUND-HALF-EVEN|ROUND-HALF-UP|ROUND-UP]]

[DECPT {'literal'}]

[DEFINENO-EMPTY [INSTANTIATE|TERMINATE]]

[DISCARD-WARN int]

[DISCARDDN [SYSDISC|ddname]]

[DISCARDS [0|int]]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int]

[DMS/OS [YES|NO]]

[EBCDIC]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS [USER]]

[ERRDDN [SYSERR|ddname]]

[ESTIMATED-INPUT int]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS [RTS|int]]

[FLOAT [S390|IEEE]]

[IGNORE-ERROR error-codes]

[IGNOREFIELDS]

[IGNOREGA [NO|YES]]

[IMPLICIT-TZ 'timezone-string'|IMPLICIT_TZ 'timezone-string']

[INDDN [SYSULD|ddname]]

[INITIAL {(value)}]

[INPUT-FORMAT [SEQ|UNLOAD|INTERNAL|DELIMITED]]

[MAPDDN [SYSMAP|ddname]]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)]

[NO-DUPLCHECK]

[OUTPUT-CONTROL [ALL|BUILD|REORG]]

[PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}]

[PQCPARM (member) | PQCPARM member]

[QUICKCOPY COPYnn (Y|N,ddname,[exitnames,][icbackup,][devtype,])]

[QUOTE {'''|'literal'|NONE}]

[REBUILD-INDEX [YES|NO]]

[RECLUSTER {NO|YES|NO SORT-CLINDX|NO SORT-NONE|YES SORT-CLINDX|YES SORT-ALL}]

[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]

[RESUME {NO[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]|YES}]

[RETRY-LIMIT nnnn]

[SET-CHECKPENDING [YES|NO]]

[SET-COPYPENDING [YES|NO]]

[SPACE-DEFN {YES|NO|INDEX calc-expression|TABLESPACE calc-expression}]

[SPANNED {YES|NO}]
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[STARTUP-ACCESS [RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP]]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[STOP-ONERROR nnn]

[UNICODE]

[UNLDDN [SYSREC|ddname]]

[UNLOAD [CONTINUE|PAUSE]]

[WORKDDN [SYSUT1|ddname]]

INTO Statements

You can include the following INTO statement in the FASTLOAD control statement:

INTO TABLE [creator].{tablename}

[OBID nnn]

[[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART {int|int:int|int,int,int...} [OBID nnn][RESUME{NO[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]|YES}]]

   |[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY][IGNOREFIELDS [YES|NO]]|[PERIODOVERRIDE]|[ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE]|[TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

[WHEN {field selection criteria}][Field Specification]

You can specify multiple INTO statements in one FASTLOAD statement. However, the INTO statements must specify
tables that are in the same tablespace and that have the same field specifications. To load data into tables that have
different field specifications or are in different tablespaces, use two FASTLOAD statements.

You can also specify multiple partitions in INTO statements. Specify a list of partitions by separating each partition number
with a comma. Specify a range of partitions by separating the first and last partition number with a colon. See the following
examples:

• PART 1,3,5 means partitions 1, 3, and 5.
• PART 2:4 means partitions 2, 3, and 4.
• PART 1,3:5 means partitions 1, 3, 4, and 5.

Field Specifications

You can include the following field specifications in the FASTLOAD control statement:

fieldname [POSITION {(start[:end])}] [field data format]

   [NULLIF {field selection criteria}|NULLIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}]

   [DEFAULTIF {field selection criteria}|DEFAULTIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}]

   [INITIAL {(value)}]

   [CNVERR [INITIAL {(value)}]]

Field Data Formats

You can include the following field data formats in the FASTLOAD control statement:

[BIGINT]

[BINARY [(length)]]

[BLOB]

[CHAR [(length)]]

[CLOB]

[DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DATE-x[(length)]]

[DBCLOB]

[DECFLOAT [(length)]]

[DECFLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]]
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[DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]]

[DOUBLE [PRECISION]]

[FLOAT [(length)]]

[FLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC  [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[INTEGER]

[INTEGER EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[REAL]

[ROWID]

[SMALLINT]

[TIME-x]

[TIME EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[TIMESTAMP [(length)] WITH TIME ZONE]

[TIMESTAMP-x [(length)]]

[VARBINARY]

[VARCHAR]

[VARGRAPHIC]

[XML]

NOTE

• Except for graphic fields, the length of field data formats is the length in bytes of the input field. If you do not
specify a data format, the DB2 data format without a NULL indicator is assumed. All numbers designated
EXTERNAL are in the same format in the input records. Unless otherwise noted, specifying an integer as a
parameter to these keywords is optional.

• The XML data format is not supported. This data format is provided for IBM compatibility when SWITCH-TO-
IBM YES is specified in the UTIL parmlib member.

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following options to override the default values that are specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). Include these
keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[ABEND-TASK [YES|NO]]

[COLLECT-PDASTATS [YES|NO|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[COPY-TASKS int]

[DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]]

[DISCARD-ERROR [NONE|ABEND|RCxx]]

[DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [NO|YES]]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]]

[INTERLEAVE [NO|YES]]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[IXBUFFER-SIZE [64K|nK|nM]]

[MAXTASKS int|AUTO]

[NONLEAF-PCTFREE {LEAF|int}]

[NONUNIQUE-ENTRY [NO|YES]]

[PFL-SUFFIX (xxxxx)]

[PI-KEY-COUNT {n|nK|nM}]

[PI-MAXTASKS {n}]

[PI-RETRY-COUNT {n}]
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[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-VOLUMES int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTNUM int|AUTO]

[SORTSIZE [4M|nM|nK|MAX]]

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-INDEXED|COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-NONE|

  COLCARD-COMPNO]]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|col1,col2,...|NO|RSD[T]|RSP[T]}]

[UPDATE-SYSCOPY [YES|NO]]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

Dynamic Allocation Options

You can use the following options to override the dynamic allocation values that are specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL).
Include these keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[SYSDISC (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSREC  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO
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          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSUT1  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSERR  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSMAP  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

FASTUNLOAD Control Statement
The FASTUNLOAD control statement unloads Db2 data.
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This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTUNLOAD [Global Options] [SELECT Statement]

The FASTUNLOAD control statement options are grouped as follows:

Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ASCII]

[ASCII-OUT {ASCII|EBCDIC}]

[AUTO-TAG int]

[AUTO-TAG-SIZE [0|2|4]]

[CCSID(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)]

[COMMA {','|literal}]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[CORRUPT-ROWS int]

[CTLDDN ddname]

[CURRENT-DEGREE [NONE|ANY|1]]

[DATE-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[DDL-CONTROL [NONE|INTABLE[,ONLY]|OUTTABLE[,ONLY]|BOTH[,ONLY]]]

[DDLDDN ddname]

[DECIMAL-POINT {'.'|','}]

[DISCARDS int]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int [,INTERVAL|,ELAPSED|,TIMESTAMP|,NONE]]

[DS-VALIDATE]

[EBCDIC]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[EMPTY-RC [0|4]]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[EXCP [MM|NO|YES]]

[EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}]

[FILL {YES|NO}]

[IC-BSAM [YES|NO]]

[IC-DSF-MAX int]

[IC-DSF-SPACE (pri-int,sec-int)]

[IMPLICIT-TZ 'timezone-string'|IMPLICIT_TZ 'timezone-string']

[INDDN ddname]

[INPUT-FORMAT [TABLE|DSN1COPY|CONCURRENTCOPY|FLASHCOPY[{,ASCII|

              ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)][,DSSIZE=xG][,CONSISTENT|NOT-CONSISTENT]],|

              IMAGECOPY[{,ASCII|ASCII=(sbcs,dbcs,mixed)|,EBCDIC|,UNICODE|

             ,CCSID=(sbcs,mixed,dbcs)}][,INCREMENTAL][,INLINE][,DSSIZE=xG]]]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {YES|NO}]

[LAST-COPY [NO|YES[,NO-WAIT|,WAIT]|MULTI]]

[LBI-SYSREC]

[LIMIT int]

[LOAD-CONTROL [NONE|DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD]

   [,ONLY|,NOT-ONLY]
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   [,KEEPDICTIONARY|,NOKEEPDICTIONARY]

   [,NO-EST-ROWS|,EST-ROWS]

   [,ALL|,BUILD]

   [,LOG-YES|,LOG-NO]

   [,ENFORCE-NO|,ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS]

   [,DISCARDS=n]

   [,IGNOREGA|,NO-IGNOREGA]

   [,REPLACE|NO-REPLACE]

   [,IGNOREFIELDS|,NO-IGNOREFIELDS]

   [,CHECKPEND|,NO-CHECKPEND]

   [,COPYPEND|,NO-COPYPEND]]

[LOAD-STMT-RESUME[FASTUNLOAD|DSNTIAUL|ALWAYS]]

[LOADDDN ddname]

[LRECL-USER [NO|YES]]

[MAX-SELECTS int]

[MAX-WHERE-STG int]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...,*FUPFU,*FUDB2)]

[NO-ABEND-TASK]

[NO-DS-VALIDATE]

[NO-LBI-SYSREC]

[NOPAD]

[NOSUBS]

[NOTRIM]

[NULL-CHAR ?|HIVAL|'c'|X'xx']

[NULL-FIELD [EMPTY|QUOTES|literal]]

[NULL-TYPE P1|P2|T1|T2|L1|L2]

[OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]]

[ONE-SYSREC [SORT-OBID {YES|NO}]]

[OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘xxxxx’ | OPT-HINT ‘xxxxx’]

[OUTPUT-FORMAT {LOAD|FIXED|DSNTIAUL|COMMA-DELIMITED|

   VARIABLE,[DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD|XMLDB2V9]|EXTERNAL}]

[OUTPUT-PREFIX literal]

[PAD]

[PART-INDEPENDENCE [NO|YES]]

[PART-SEPARATE {NO|YES}]

[PRINT-OPTIONS [NO|PTIMSG]]

[QUOTE {''''|literal|NONE}]

[QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE {NO|YES}]

[REFERENCE-TS-COPY [NO|YES]]

[RESTART-RETRY int]

[RESTART-TABLE [NO|YES]

[ROW-DELIMITER [NONE|literal]]

[SAMPLE {x|(,y)|(x,y)}]

[SEARCH-OBIDS]

[SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE[,NO-MULTI-LOCKING|,MULTI-LOCKING]|

   CHANGE[[,BP-LOOKUP][,QUIESCE|NO-QUIESCE]]|IGNORE}]

[SORTDEVT devtype]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|intK|intM|MAX]]

[SORTSIZE-BELOW [4M|intK|intM|MAX]]

[SQL-ACCESS [NONE|ONLY|EXTENSION]]

[SQL-ENCODING-CCSID(n)]
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[STOPPED-TS [NO|YES]]

[SUBS]

[SYSADM [ZPARMS|SETUP|USER]]

[SYSCOPY-DELETE [NO|YES]]

[SYSDDN ddname]

[TAPE-STACK [NO|YES]]

[TIME-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[TRIM]

[TRUNCATE [NO|YES]]

[TSFMT ('string')]

[UNICODE]

[UNLDDN ddname]

[VALIDATE-HEADER [YES|NO]]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

[VSAM-ID userid]

[WHERE-DATE (ISO|SFP|DECP)]

NOTE
You can specify many of the global options as part of the SELECT statement. The SELECT statement value
overrides the global value for that SELECT statement only.

SELECT Statement

You can include the following SELECT statement in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

SELECT {*|colname_1[,colname_2...,colname_n][,literals][,DB2 special registers]}

   [INTO Field Specification [Field Specification_2...,Field Specification_n]]

   {FROM Clause}

   [SKIP LOCKED DATA]

   [SELECT-OPTIONS [Select Options]]

Field Specification

You can include the following field specification in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

fieldname [Field Data Format]

   [DEFAULTIF field selection criteria [INITIAL (value)]]

   [MASK (value)[CENTURY (value)]]

   [CNVERR [INITIAL(value)]]

   [NOTNULL|NULL]

   [NOTRIM|TRIM]

Field Data Formats

You can include the following field data formats in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[BIGINT]

[BIGINT EXTERNAL]

[BINARY[(length)]]

[CHAR [(length)]]

[DATE-x[(length)]]

[DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DATE-US [(length)]]

[DECFLOAT [(length)]]

[DECIMAL[(length, scale)]]
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[DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]]

[FLOAT [(length)]]

[FLOAT EXTERNAL]

[FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE]

[FLOAT-IEEE-DOUBLE-INTEL]

[GRAPHIC [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[INITIAL {(value)}]

[INTEGER]

[INTEGER EXTERNAL[(length)]]

[INTEGER-INTEL]

[SMALLINT]

[SMALLINT EXTERNAL]

[SMALLINT-INTEL]

[TIME-x]

[TIME EXTERNAL]

[TIMESTAMP [(precision)] [EXTERNAL (length)]]

[TIMESTAMP [(precision)] WITH TIME ZONE [(length)]]

[TIMESTAMP-x]

[VARBINARY[(length)]]

[VARCHAR [(length)]]

[VARGRAPHIC]

FROM Clause

You can include the following FROM clause in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

FROM {Tnames Specification}

[PART [ALL|{int|int:int|int,int,int...}]]

[OBID {int|hexadecimal}]

[NEWOBID [int|hexadecimal]]

[WHERE Clause]

[{ORDER CLUSTERED|ORDER-CLUSTERED|

   [[ORDER BY|ORDER-BY] colname_1|colnum_1|

    COLLATION_KEY(string-expression_1,collation-name_1)

    [ASC|DESC][,colname_n|colnum_n|[COLLATION_KEY

    (string-expression_n,collation-name_n)][ASC|DESC]]]}]

Tnames Specification

You can include the following table name specification in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

[creator_id.]tablename

[INTO TABLE {creator.}tablename]

WHERE Clause

You can include the following WHERE clause in the FASTUNLOAD control statement:

WHERE column-name boolean_operator constant

{{[AND,OR] column-name boolean_operator constant}...}
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SELECT Options

You can include the following SELECT options in the FASTUNLOAD control statement. These keywords can also be
specified as global options. When a keyword is specified in both places, the SELECT value overrides the global value, for
that SELECT statement only.

[COMMA {','|literal}]

[DATE-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[DDL-CONTROL [NONE|INTABLE[,ONLY]|OUTTABLE[,ONLY]|BOTH[,ONLY]]]

[DECIMAL-POINT {'.'|','}]

[DISCARDS int]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS int]

[EXITS(E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6),{ASM|A|COB2|C|LCOB|LE-COBOL|L},{BEFORE|AFTER},

   {SINGLE|MULTIPLE},{EXMSG|NO-EXMSG}]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[LIMIT int]

[LOAD-CONTROL [NONE|DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD]

   [,ONLY|,NOT-ONLY]

   [,KEEPDICTIONARY|,NOKEEPDICTIONARY]

   [,NO-EST-ROWS|,EST-ROWS]

   [,ALL|,BUILD]

   [,LOG-YES|,LOG-NO]

   [,ENFORCE-NO|,ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS]

   [,DISCARDS=n]

   [,IGNOREGA|,NO-IGNOREGA]

   [,REPLACE|NO-REPLACE]

   [,IGNOREFIELDS|,NO-IGNOREFIELDS]

   [,CHECKPEND|,NO-CHECKPEND]

   [,COPYPEND|,NO-COPYPEND]]

[LOB-LOC-SIZE {500M|intK|intM|MAX}]

[MULTI-ROW-FETCH [int|CONTINUE]]

[NOTRIM]

[NULL-CHAR ?|HIVAL|'c'|X'xx']

[NULL-FIELD [EMPTY|QUOTES|literal]]

[NULL-TYPE P1|P2|T1|T2|L1|L2]

[OPTIMIZATION-HINT ‘xxxxx’ | OPT-HINT ‘xxxxx’]

[OUTPUT-FORMAT {LOAD|FIXED|DSNTIAUL|COMMA-DELIMITED|

   VARIABLE,[DB2LOAD|FASTLOAD|XMLDB2V9]|EXTERNAL}]

[PART-SEPARATE {NO|YES}]

[QUOTE {''''|literal|NONE}]

[QUOTE-EMBED-SINGLE {NO|YES}]

[ROW-DELIMITER [NONE|literal]]

[SAMPLE {x|(,y)|(x,y)}]

[TIME-FORMAT {ISO|JIS|EUR|USA}]

[TRIM]

[TRUNCATE [NO|YES]]

[TSFMT ('string')]

MERGECOPY Control Statement
The MERGECOPY control statement uses CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS to create an up-to-date incremental copy
by merging image copies or to create a copy of an image copy.
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NOTE
You cannot use MERGECOPY to make a copy of a concurrent image copy.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MERGECOPY {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|int]] }

   {Global Options}

You can include the following global options in the MERGECOPY control statement:

[CHECK-DUPLICATES [NO|YES]] 

[CLONE]

[COPYDDN {(SYSCOPY|ddname [,ddname2])|(,ddname2)}]

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-IMAGE-COPY {'copy-dataset-name'|LAST-COPY|

                 LAST-FULL-COPY|LAST-INCR-COPY|LAST-INSTANT}]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[NEWCOPY [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]

[RECOVERYDDN {(ddname3 [,ddname4])}]

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM Control Statement
The MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement modifies the change accumulation log files (unlike the MODIFY
RECOVERY control statement, which modifies the DB2 archive logs). The modifications are made to the change
accumulation recovery tables.

If you omit the CHANGE-ACCUM keyword from the MODIFY statement, CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS assumes
MODIFY RECOVERY and modifies the DB2 SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|int]] }

   [Delete Options]

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM {LIST {listdef-name}}

   [Delete Options]

MODIFY CHANGE ACCUM CONVERT-ALOGRANGE

Delete Options

You can include the following delete options in the MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement:

[DELETE {[AGE {([*|nnnnn])}]|

         [DATE {([*|yymmnn])}]|

         [BEFORE-LAST-COPY]|

         [SINCE-LAST-COPY]|

         [LAST-LOG]|

         [KEEPLOGS n]|}]

[DELETE-DATASETS [NO|YES|PURGE]] 
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NOTE
The DELETE BEFORE-LAST-COPY, DELETE SINCE-LAST-COPY, and DELETE KEEPLOGS options are not
valid with the LIST keyword.

MODIFY RECOVERY Control Statement
The MODIFY RECOVERY control statement modifies the DB2 SYSCOPY.

NOTE
Use MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM to modify the change accumulation log records.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY {[RECOVERY] TABLESPACE|INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|int]]  [CLONE]} 

{Delete Options|Insert Options|Update Options|Rebuild Options}

[Global Options]

MODIFY {[RECOVERY] LIST {listdef-name} [CLONE]} 

{Delete Options} 

[Global Options]

Delete Options

You can include the following delete options in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[DELETE {[AGE {([*|nnnnn])}]|

         [DATE {([*|yymmdd])}]|

         [KEEP {COPIES {(nn)}|LOGLIMIT|GDGLIMIT|

                GDGLIMIT COPIES {(nn)}|

                GDGLIMIT LOGLIMIT}]|

         [LAST-COPY]|

         [WHERE {sql-where-clause}]}]

[DELETE-DATASETS [NO|YES|PURGE]] 

NOTE

The following limitations apply to delete options:

• The DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, and DELETE KEEP options are not valid with the INDEXSPACE
keyword.

• The DELETE LAST-COPY and DELETE WHERE options are not valid with the LIST keyword.

Insert Option

You can include the following insert option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[INSERT SET {column data} [USING ROW WHERE clause]] 

Update Option

You can include the following update option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[UPDATE SET {column data WHERE clause}]
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Rebuild Options

You can include the following rebuild options in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[REBUILD-DBD]

Global Options

You can include the following global option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[PREVIEW [NO|YES]] 

MODIFY SYSLGRNX Control Statement
The MODIFY SYSLGRNX control statement deletes the SYSLGRNX directory entries associated with the SYSCOPY
rows.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY SYSLGRNX 

[PREVIEW [NO|YES|SELECT|VERIFY]] 

NOTE
Deleting SYSLGRNX rows requires a successful execution of MODIFY DELETE AGE or MODIFY DELETE
DATE when the PMM parmlib value of LGRNX-STAGE is YES.

REBUILD Control Statement
The REBUILD statement rebuilds an index by reconstructing it. The REBUILD statement supports the use of wildcards
with index names. This control statement has the following syntax:

REBUILD {INDEX {(ALL) DATABASE {dbname}} |

              {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname} [DSNUM int]} |

              {([creator.]ixname [DSNUM int]) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

              {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]} |

              {([creator.]ixname1 [DSNUM int],..., ixnameN [DSNUM int])

               [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

              {([creator.]ixname1,...,ixnameN) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]

               [DSNUM int]}} |

       {INDEX LIST {listdef-name}}

        [Index Options]

        [REBUILD Global Options]

NOTE
To apply the DSNUM int keyword to all indexes in parentheses for REBUILD INDEX, specify this keyword
outside of the parentheses. However, when you specify at least one index in the parentheses with DSNUM int,
do not specify this keyword at the end of the statement.

Index Options for REBUILD

You can include the following index options in the REBUILD control statement:
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[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[RBALRSN_CONVERSION {NONE|BASIC|EXTENDED}]

REBUILD Global Options

You can include the following global options in the REBUILD control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[CHECK-LIMITKEYS {NO|YES}]

[CLONE]

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]] 

[HISTORY {NO|YES}]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTASKS int] | [PARALLEL int]

[NO-SYSCOPY-ROW]

[PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO]] 

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-INDEXED]] 

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS [NONE|ALL]] 

RECOVER Control Statement
The RECOVER statement initiates the recovery process. You can recover databases, tablespaces, and indexes using this
statement.

NOTE
The RECOVER control statement supports the use of wildcards with database, tablespace, and index names.

This control statement has the following syntax:

RECOVER {DATABASE {dbname}

         [Database Options]

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options] 

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |

        {TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname} [DSNUM int]

         [Tablespace Options] 

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options|Recover DSN Options|OBID Translation Options] 

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |
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{INDEXSPACE {dbname.ixspname} [DSNUM int]

         [Index Options] 

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options]

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |

        {INDEX {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}} |

               {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]}

         [Index Options]} |

        {LIST {listdef-name}}

         [Tablespace Options|Index Options]

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options| 

         [RECOVER Global Options]

This utility is grouped as follows:

Database Options

You can include the following database options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BY-PART {YES|NO}]

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

Tablespace Options

You can include the following tablespace options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]] 

Index Options for RECOVER

You can include the following index options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

RBA Options

You can include the following RBA options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BACKOUT [YES|NO]] 

[LOGONLY]

[TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA|LAST-QUIESCE}]

[FROMRBA {X'byte-string'}]

Logpoint Options

You can include the following logpoint options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BACKOUT [YES|NO]] 

[FROMLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}]
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[TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT|LAST-QUIESCE}]

Recover DSN Options

You can include the following recover DSN options in the RECOVER control statement:

[TOCOPY {dataset_name|LAST-COPY}]

[TODDN ddname]

[TOVOLUME [CATALOG|volser|TOSEQN int]] 

NOTE

Recover DSN options are not global and apply only to the tablespace for which they are specified.

OBID Translation Options 

You can include the following OBID translation options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ENDLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}]

[ENDRBA {X'byte-string'}]

[FULLDD {ddname}]

[FULLDSN {dsname}]

[NO-NEW-COPY]

[OBIDXLAT {old_obid, new_obid}]

[ROWFORMAT {BRF|RRF}]

[STARTLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}]

[STARTRBA {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}]

NOTE

OBID translation options are not global and apply only to the tablespace for which they are specified.

RECOVER Global Options

You can include the following global options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[CLONE]

[COMBINE-LOGIC YES]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]] 

[ESTIMATED-RECS int]

[HISTORY {NO|YES}]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]] 

[INLINE-COPY [NO|YES]] 

[LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTAPES int]

[MAXTASKS int] | [PARALLEL int]

[NO-SYSCOPY-ROW]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]
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[PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]] 

[REPAIR-DBD [YES|NO]] 

[RETAIN [NO|YES]] 

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SKIP-PENDING]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTLOG [NO|YES|CONCURRENT]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO]] 

[STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP}]

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-INDEXED]] 

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS [NONE|ALL]] 

[USE-BACKUP-LOGS [NO|YES]] 

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM [NO|YES]] 

[VERIFYSET NO|YES]

REORG Control Statement
The REORG control statement reorganizes tablespaces or indexes.

NOTE

• You cannot reorganize the PTDB.PTGxxxTx tablespaces, which contain the utility restart tables.
• The QUIESCE, LISTDEF, and OPTIONS IBM utilities are also supported.

This control statement has the following syntax:

REORG {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}|

       TABLESPACE LIST listdef-name|

       INDEX [creator.]{ixname}|

       INDEX LIST listdef-name|

       INDEXSPACE {dbname.ixspname}|

       TABLESPACE-INDEX [dbname.]{tsname}|

       TABLE-INDEX [creator.]{tblname}}

       [[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART {ALL|nn|nn:nn|nn,nn,nn...}]

       [High Performance Options|Extended Mode Options|Standard Mode Options]

       [Global Options]

       [Parmlib Override Options]

       [Dynamic Allocation Options]

       [Dynamic Sort Options]

       [Conditional Execution Options]

The REORG control statement options are grouped as follows:
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High Performance (Online Mode) Options

A high performance reorganization (also referred to as an online mode reorganization) requires the use of the DATA-
AVAILABLE CRITICAL and QUICKCOPY keywords.

NOTE
QUICKCOPY can be omitted when reorganizing indexes only. This keyword is required for all other online mode
jobs.

You can include the following high performance options in the REORG control statement:

DATA-AVAILABLE CRITICAL

QUICKCOPY COPYnn (Y|N,[ddname|templatename],[exitname,][icbackup,][devtype])

[DEADLINE {NONE|timestamp|CURRENT_DATE [constant]|CURRENT_TIMESTAMP [constant]}]

[DEFER int]

[FASTSWITCH {NO|YES}]

[INITIAL-PHASE {NONE|ANY|READ}]

[IXUPDATE-BUFFERS int]

[IXUPDATE-ROWBUFS int]

[IXUPDATE-TASKS n]

[LONGLOG {CONTINUE|TERM DELAY [1200|int]}]

[PQC [AFTER|BEFORE]]

[RIDDSP int]

[STOP-PHASE {NONE|ANY|READ}]

[Standard Mode Options]

NOTE
These options, except QUICKCOPY, are ignored if specified in standard or extended mode REORG jobs.
QUICKCOPY is valid for all reorganization types and is listed in the global options syntax.

Extended Mode Options

You can include the following extended mode options in the REORG control statement:

[EXTENDED-DSP {MAX|nK|nM}]

[EXTENDED-HIPER {MAX|nK|nM}]

[EXTENDED-TSDSP {MAX|nK|nM}]

[EXTENDED-TSHSP {MAX|nK|nM}]

[REBUILD-INDEX {NO|YES|NOPI}]

[RESTART-ONERROR {NO|YES}]

[UPDATE-TASKS int]

NOTE
These options are ignored if specified in standard or online mode REORG jobs.

Standard Mode Options

You can include the following standard mode options in the REORG control statement:

[FASTLOAD-DDN ddname]

[UNLOAD {CONTINUE|PAUSE|ONLY}]

NOTE
These options are also valid in online mode REORG jobs. They are ignored if specified in an extended mode
REORG job.
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Global Options

You can include the following global options in the REORG control statement. These options are valid with all modes of
processing:

[CLONE]

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-STATUS int]

[DISCARDDN {SYSDISC|ddname}]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int]

[FASTLOAD-DDN ddname]

[KEEPDICTIONARY]

[LEAFDISTLIMIT integer]

[LOG NO]

[MAPPINGTABLE [creator.]tbname]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)]

[OBID-CONTINUE {NO|YES}]

[PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}]

[PQCPARM name|PQCPARM (name)]

[QUICKCOPY COPYnn (Y|N,[ddname|templatename],[exitname,][icbackup,][devtype])]

[RBALRSN_CONVERSION {NONE|BASIC|EXTENDED}]

[REBALANCE]

[REPORTONLY]

[ROWFORMAT {BRF|RRF}]

[ROW-PROCESSING {SELECT * FROM creator.tblname WHERE clause;|

                DELETE FROM creator.tblname WHERE clause;}]

[SORT-ABEND {DEF|YES|NO}]

[STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP}]

[UNLDDN {SYSREC|ddname}]

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following options to override the default values specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). Include these
keywords in your REORG job only when you want to override the default parmlib values. These options are valid with all
modes of processing:

[ABEND-TASK {NO|YES}]

[ALLMSGS [NO|YES]]

[COLLECT-PDASTATS {NO|YES|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id}]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[COPY-TASKS int]

[DATA-AVAILABLE {NORMAL|HIGH|CRITICAL}]

[DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]]

[DELETE-DATASET {YES|NO|PREVIEW}]

[DMS/OS {NO|YES}]

[DYNALLOC$ORTPARM {NO|YES}]

[EDITPROC {PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR}]

[EXTENDED-IXREORG {YES|NO}]

[EXTENDED-TSREORG {NO|YES}]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG {YES|NO}]

[INPUT-BUFFERS int]

[NONLEAF-PCTFREE {LEAF|int}]

[OUTPUT-BUFFERS int]

[PI-KEY-COUNT {n|nK|nM}]
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[PI-MAXTASKS {n}]

[PI-RETRY-COUNT {n}]

[REBUILD-TASKS int]

[RECLUSTER {NO|YES[SORTDATA NO|SORTDATA YES]}]

[RETRY-LIMIT nnnn]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-VOLUMES int]

[SORTFLAG {ALL|NONE|CRITICAL}]

[SORTSIZE {4M|nM|nK|MAX}]

[SPACE-DEFN {YES|NO|INDEX[ixname|*|PART {nnn|nnn:nnn} calc-expression|

             TABLESPACE [tsname|*|PART {nnn|nnn:nnn}] calc-expression|

             calc-expression}]

[STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED||COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-NONE|COLCARD-COMPNO}]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[STRIP-TASKS int]

[UNLOAD {CONTINUE|PAUSE}]

[UNLOAD-TASKS int]

[UPDATE-BUFFERS int]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS {NO|ALL|col1,col2,...|RSD[T]|RSP[T]}]

[UPDATE-SYSCOPY [YES|NO]]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]

[WORKDDN {SYSUT1|ddname}]

Dynamic Allocation Options

You can use the following options to override the dynamic allocation values specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PRR) member.
Include these keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values. These options are valid with
all modes of processing:

[COMPRESS-RATIO int]

[DATACLASS {(name)}]

[DISK-UNIT {(SYSDA|name)}]

[EXPDT (yyyyjjj)]

[MGMTCLASS {(name)}]

[PCTSPACE {(primary,secondary)}]

[PRR-SUFFIX (xxxxx)]

[RETPD (nnn)]

[RID     (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name
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          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          EXPDT=YYYYJJJ

          RETPD=nnn

          VOLCNT=int

          DUNIT=SYSDA|name

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary))|(TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SPACE-OVER {(CYL,(primary,secondary))|(TRK,(primary,secondary))}]

[STORCLASS {(name)}]

[SYSDISC (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          EXPDT=YYYYJJJ

          RETPD=nnn

          VOLCNT=int

          DUNIT=SYSDA|name

          SPACE-OVER={(CYL,(primary,secondary))|(TRK,(primary,secondary)))}]

[SYSREC  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          EXPDT=YYYYJJJ

          RETPD=nnn

          VOLCNT=int

          DUNIT=SYSDA|name

          SPACE-OVER={(CYL,(primary,secondary))|(TRK,(primary,secondary)))}]

[SYSUT1  (DSN=symbolic_parms
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          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          EXPDT=YYYYJJJ

          RETPD=nnn

          VOLCNT=int

          DUNIT=SYSDA|name

          SPACE-OVER={(CYL,(primary,secondary))|(TRK,(primary,secondary)))}]

[TAPE-UNIT {name}]

[THRESHOLD {nK|nM}]

[USE-SMS {NO|YES}]

[VOL-COUNT int]

[VOL-COUNT-DISK int]

Dynamic Sort Options

You can include the following dynamic sort options in the REORG control statement. These options are valid with all
modes of processing:

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTNUM int|ESTIMATED ROWS int]

Conditional Execution Options

You can include the following conditional execution options in the REORG control statement. These options are valid with
all modes of processing:

[INDREFLIMIT (int)]

[OFFPOSLIMIT (int)]
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Using Cross Product Features

Review Interface Basics
Before you begin using the products, General Facilities, and Value Pack components that are included in the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, we recommend that you review the following interface basics:

  

We also recommend that you review the following basic interface components:

• Interproduct interface
• Extended query facility
• SQL editor
• Callable interface
• Offline reports

Review the following topics for information about managing started tasks for the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS:

• Report started task state and status to CA OPS/MVS
• Manage the Xmanager started task
• Using Xnet

After review of these topics, you can begin using the products and shared functions that are included in the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Location, SSID, Version Fields

Location, DB2 subsystem ID (SSID), and Version fields appear in the header portion of most product panels. These fields
let you specify a location and DB2 subsystem. They also identify the DB2 version that was defined for the subsystem in
SETUPxx global parmlib member.

•  Location
Specifies a location name for a DB2 subsystem where the objects, plans, DBRMs, packages, user IDs, and so on,
reside. Distributed Data Facility (DDF) is supported. You can access information about remote objects and remote user
IDs by specifying a remote location. The default is LOCAL.

•  SSID
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID that your product connects to. Your request is processed on this subsystem ID.

•  Version
Identifies the DB2 version for the subsystem that is specified in the SSID field. This field is display only.

To view a list of remote locations, available subsystem IDs, load libraries, and install system administrators (SYSADM) for
those subsystems, enter a question mark (?) in the Location or SSID field on any product panel.

You can easily switch between different DB2 subsystems, even different DB2 versions, without having to exit the products
and reallocate load libraries. To switch subsystems, enter the new subsystem ID in the DB2 subsystem ID field (SSID),
which appears on most of the product panels. This feature lets you view a report on one subsystem, change the SSID,
and view the same report on the newly specified subsystem. You can even select a subsystem from a subsystem listing.

In general, you can use products in a split screen mode. However, the DB2 Call Attach Facility does not let you
simultaneously connect to two different subsystems. If you change subsystems in one of the sessions, unpredictable
results can occur. See the IBM DB2 Application Programming documentation for more information.
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Commands and PF Keys

You can execute commands by entering them on the command line or using the PF (F) keys.

Line Commands

Line commands are specified next to an object and executed when you press Enter. You can execute commands with the
full command name or a valid abbreviation.

If you make an error, a message appears in the space directly under the command line. You can press F1 (Help) to
display more information about the error.

PF Keys

The following list shows the PF (F) keys and the default commands that are assigned to them. These default settings
apply to new users of the products. If you have used previous releases of these products, your settings can differ from
those shown. An application profile is maintained for each user. PF key settings are stored in your profile.

Use the PFSHOW (ON and OFF) command to show or hide the PF key values on the bottom of the product panels.
Use the KEYS command to change the default PF key settings in the PF key profile. When you change the PF key
assignments in one product, the changes are also made to the other products that use the shared PF key profile. You
can assign PF keys to system commands (like HELP or END), function commands (like FIND and CHANGE, and line
commands (like edit I and D). You can also assign labels to the function keys. (The CA Report Facility maintains its own
PF key assignments.

•  HELP (PF1/13)
Invoke online help/tutorial system.

•  SPLIT (PF2/14)
Divide into two panels.

•  END (PF3/15)
End the process.

•  RETURN (PF4)
Return to the primary option menu.

•  RFIND (PF5)
Repeat a FIND command that you entered in browse or edit.

•  RCHANGE (PF6)
Repeat a CHANGE command that you entered in edit.

•  UP (PF7/19)
Scroll panel up.

•  DOWN (PF8/20)
Scroll panel down.

•  SWAP (PF9/21)
Jump between split panels.

•  LEFT (PF10/22)
Scroll lower panel window left.

•  RIGHT (PF11/23)
Scroll lower panel window right.

•  RETRIEVE (PF12/24)
Recall previously entered command to the command line.

•  MAIN (PF16)
Cancel processing and return to the Main Menu.

•  EXIT (PF17)
Exit and return to the Main Menu.

•  QPRINT (PF18)
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Print entire report.

ISPF Display Interface

The ISPF Display interface is standardized on existing ISPF behaviors making it more user friendly and intuitive. It
supports many commands and options to further simplify the user experience when navigating the product panels. Review
the following ISPF commands:

• Scroll
• Print
• Selection criteria

Scroll Commands

Scroll commands similar to those used in ISPF environments are supported. With these commands, you can scroll up and
down. You can also scroll columns, pages, left (side of page), and right (side of page).

Notation Conventions

The following notation conventions are used for the scrolling command syntax:

• UPPERCASE characters (enter as shown)
• lowercase italicized characters (denote user-specified variables)
• Brackets (enclose optional parameters)

Any panel that contains the Scroll field, which is displayed in the upper-right corner of the panel, lets you enter scroll
amounts. The Scroll field determines the scrolling amount for a report or listing when you enter the up, down, left, or right
scroll commands, or press the appropriate PF keys. Enter a question mark (?) in the Scroll field for a list of valid values.

You can use the SCROLLB and SCROLLC scroll modes to control horizontal scrolling when the report or listing is wider
than the panel.

Field and Column Level Scrolling

Scrollable fields are identified on the panels by the less than (<) or greater than (>) symbols next to the field. To scroll the
field, place the cursor in the field and use the left or right PF keys to view the data.

In a table of columns, the entire column is scrolled by placing the cursor on a field in the column and using the left or right
PF keys.

In SCROLLB and SCROLLC TRUNCATE modes fields can become truncated as a result of left or right scroll operations.
These fields may show less than (<) or greater than (>) symbols to indicate data truncation. These fields are considered
truncated by panel. Do not confuse them with scrollable fields even though they look the same. Usually fields that are
truncated by panel are not made scrollable, except for those fields that are wide and do not fit within the scrollable area.

The EXPAND primary command can be used (typically through an assigned PF key) to edit or view the entire field
contents of both scrollable and truncated by panel fields. To view the entire contents of a field, place the cursor in the field,
and press the expand PF key or type EXPAND on the command line. The Expanded View panel appears.

PTPEXLVV ------------------- Expanded View ---------------------------

COMMAND ===> _________________________________________________________ 

INDEX NAME:

PDT_IDENTITY_NPI_ON_IDENTITIY_TABLE_FOR_TEST_CASE_A03327

The value is wrapped across multiple rows within the window display width. If the expandable field can be updated, the
Expanded Edit panel appears instead.
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If the value is changed and saved, a new short-value is generated before the original panel appears again.

Report Considerations

When you scroll within the reports or listings for a product, consider that the first report page may not appear immediately.
This processing occurs because the whole report is produced internally before the first page appears. This technique is
used to release the DB2 system catalog as quickly as possible and avoid any potential locking problems.

For each report that supports horizontal scrolling, one column is frozen by default. A frozen column is fixed horizontally
on the panel; it does not move when you scroll horizontally. The column that is frozen by default is always the leftmost
column, which represents the object of inquiry.

When the application presents two separately scrollable reports or lists on a single panel, the cursor location is used to
identify which scrollable report or list the command applies to. To scroll the first report or list, place the cursor within that
report or list or move outside of all scrollable areas at the top of the panel. To scroll the second scrollable area, place the
cursor within that scrollable area of the panel.

Scroll Command Syntax

You can enter the scroll commands on the command line or assign them to PF keys. If a command is not supported on a
specific panel, you receive a message when you enter the command.

 Note: For more information about each command or to display a list of valid commands for the product panel, enter a
question mark (?) in the command line to access the online help.

The following scroll commands can be specified:

•  CLOCATE|CLOC column name 
Locates any column of a wide report.

•  EXCLUDE|X column name 
Excludes a column from a scrollable list.

•  FIND|F value {column name}
Finds a character string in scrollable data and can optionally include a column name.

•  FIND2|F2 value {column name}
Finds the first occurrence of a character string in the second scrollable area of a panel.

•  FREEZE|FR column name 
Freezes a column in a scrollable list.

•  MELT|ME
Releases a previously frozen column.

•  REPORT|RE [SAVE|RESET|DISPLAY]
Saves the panel format to an ISPF profile variable.

•  RFIND|RF
Repeats the last find command.

•  SCROLLB|SB
Sets the left and right scrolling mode to byte scrolling.

•  SCROLLC|SC [TRUNCATE|T]
Sets the left and right scrolling mode to column scrolling.

•  SETWIDTH|SW column name 
Sets the column width to show more or less information.

•  SHOW|SH
Shows a previously excluded column.

•  SORT column name {A,D}
Sorts a scrollable list.

•  SORT2 column name {A,D}
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Sorts the rows in the second scrollable area in ascending (default) or descending order according to the values in the
designated column.

•  UNFREEZE|UN column name 
Releases a previously frozen column.

Truncated Fields

When navigating the product panels in SCROLLB or SCROLLC TRUNCATE mode, the interface might truncate fields on
either side of the scrollable area and place the < (front truncation) or > (rear truncation) symbols in those fields.

Truncated fields and scrollable fields use the same symbols to indicate field and data truncation respectively. However,
while scrollable fields can always be scrolled, truncated fields cannot.

To reveal the full field, you can:

• Put the cursor in the field and press the EXPAND key (a PF key assigned to the EXPAND command).
• If the field is a column, you can use the SETWIDTH command to increase the width of the column.

Print Commands

Before you use these commands, use the GP option on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu to define
the default settings to be used with all products. You can use the QPRINT, PPRINT, QFILE, and PFILE commands to
dynamically allocate a SYSOUT data set for each print request or send the output to a data set.

The print output resides under your TSO ID. Depending on the values specified in your print options, the output is held or
routed to the requested printer. If you print a report with truncated fields or save it to a data set, truncated strings in those
fields are suffixed by a truncation character in the offline report.

The following print commands can be specified:

•  QPRINT|QP FULL
Prints the current report. If the report width exceeds the PRINTLINE SIZE, the printed report is truncated. When FULL
is specified, the printed report is not truncated.

• PPRINT|PP FULL
Prints the part of a report that is currently displayed on the panel. When FULL is specified, the report prints with
everything to the left and right of the displayed panel along with its contents.

•  QFILE
Prints the entire report to an output data set. A prompt displays for you to specify the data set name.

• PFILE
Prints the displayed portion of the report to an output data set. A prompt displays for you to specify the data set name.

Selection Criteria

Many product fields accept selection criteria. Selection criteria let you specify a portion of a character string. The product
then searches for all occurrences that match the selection criteria. Selection criteria can be an asterisk (*), a percent sign
(%), or an underscore (_).

•  * (Asterisk)
Selects all objects.
Example: DSN* selects all the objects containing DSN.

•  % (Percent sign)
Specifies that zero or more characters can occupy that position and all remaining positions to the end of the name or to
the next character. This can appear at any location in the name.
Example: DSN% retrieves all names that start with DSN. DSN%06 retrieves all names that start with DSN and end
with 06.

•  _ (Underscore)
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Specifies that any character can occupy that position. You can repeat the underscore character at multiple locations
within the field.
If a character does not appear at the underscore's location, the match fails. This is different from the percent (%)
character because an underscore does not match zero characters.
Example: DSN_B__ matches DSNDB06 and DSNXBPH.

Help Facility

You can access help at any time by pressing the Help key (PF1 by default). Product help is context sensitive, meaning
that you get help associated with the panel you are currently viewing. For example, if you press PF1 while the Plan List
report displays, the help panel associated with the Plan List report displays.

The product help system is based on the standard ISPF/PDF help system:

• Display primary commands
• View line commands help

Display Primary Commands

You can enter primary commands on the command line found at the upper-left corner of any product panel. Primary
commands are listed in the following categories:

• Panel-specific commands that are valid only on the current panel.
• Product-specific commands that are valid from any command line in the active product.
• Global commands that are valid from any product or function. These commands are valid as long as you do not try to

jump to a product or function that is already active in your session. For example, if you execute a BIND line command
for a package from CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS, you are taken into CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS. To return
to CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS, press PF3. You cannot use the RCQ command because you already have an
active session for CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS.

Scrollable panel commands that are valid on any scrollable panel. These panels have an active SCROLL field in the
upper-right corner.

You can view a list of valid primary commands from any panel.

To view primary commands help, type a ? (question mark) on the command line and press Enter. The Primary Command
Display panel appears.

Command abbreviations are shown in uppercase with a brief description of the command. From this panel, you can enter
the following commands in the selection area:

• ? to see more information about a command.
• S to execute the command.

Use the PF7 or PF8 keys to scroll up or down. Press PF3 (End) to return to the panel from which you originated.

View Line Commands Help

Most panels display a CMD field. CMD accepts line commands that affect only the item next to it. Valid line commands are
typically listed at the bottom of the panel.

To view line commands help (a list of line commands you can use in a specific CMD field), type a ? (question mark) in the
CMD field and press Enter. The Line Command Display for the panel you are on appears.

Available line commands and a brief description are provided. From this panel, you can enter the following commands in
the selection column:

• ? to see more information about a specific command.
• S to execute the command.
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Use the PF7 or PF8 keys to scroll up or down. Press PF3 (End) to return to the panel from which you originated.

Interproduct Interface
DB2 database tasks are rarely separated into neat categories. You must be able to complete many different types of tasks
to complete one job. The Interproduct Interface enables you to access other CA Database Management Solutions for DB2
for z/OS from within each CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS simply by entering a three or four letter
command from within your product sessions. Because you can access the function you need when you need it, you can
easily perform interrelated tasks.

Start Product Sessions

There are many commands for accessing other products from a current CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for
z/OS product session. For example, to access CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Update) from CA RC/Query®

for DB2 for z/OS, you would enter RCU in the command line on the product panel. A subsession for CA RC/Update starts
and the CA RC/Update Main Menu appears, enabling you to use any function within CA RC/Update. From within CA
RC/Update, you can start another product subsession. For example, to start CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/
Secure) from within the CA RC/Update subsession, enter RCS.

WARNING
You must have a license for the product you want to access.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the three or four character Interproduct Interface command as a primary command on the current product panel
and press Enter.

NOTE
You can display a list of valid commands from most product panels by entering a question mark (?) in the
Command line. When you press Enter, the Primary Command Display panel appears with a list of valid
commands. Type S to execute the command as though you had entered it as a primary command on the
current product panel. Enter a question mark (?) to display a help panel that describes the command in
detail.

WARNING
You cannot start more than one session of a single product. For example, if you started CA RC/Update
from within CA RC/Secure, you cannot start a subsession for CA RC/Secure from within the CA RC/Update
subsession.

2. Press the End key (PF3) on the main menu of the product or enter the EXIT command to exit an interproduct interface
session.
You are returned to the panel from which you started the product session. For example, if you press the End key on
the CA RC/Secure main menu (in a CA RC/Secure session that was previously started), you are returned to the panel
in the product where you entered the RCS command.

NOTE
If you started more than one interproduct session, you must exit from each subsession.

3. (Optional) To access a specific function within a product like CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database
Analyzer), enter a supported command for that product. For example, to access the Page Display facility of CA
Database Analyzer, enter PDISP. The commands are listed in the following section.

4. (Optional) To include the name of an object:
– Specify the name in the command

Information about the specified object is retrieved from the DB2 subsystem and location you are currently
connected to and passed to the product you are requesting to access.

– Specify selection criteria
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If there is only one object that matches the selection criteria, the request for that object is executed. If there are
multiple objects that match the selection criteria, a list of matching objects is displayed. For example, if you enter
BIND ACCT%, CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS displays a list of plans beginning with ACCT. From the object
listing, select the object you want for the command request. To execute a bind, enter B as a BIND line command to
select and execute the utility against the plan in the object list.

– Use the cursor select feature

NOTE
Cursor select is only valid within CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Query) on a scrollable list.

For example, if you are viewing a table selection list, enter QUERY T D PTI, place the cursor on the table name
(EDIT_DEMO), and press Enter. The Table Detail report for PTI.EDIT_DEMO is displayed.

If you can execute your command request without additional object information, the appropriate panel or menu
appears immediately. For example, if you enter ISQL, the Interactive SQL panel appears. However, if additional
information is needed, an object list or menu for the command is displayed. For example, if you enter the BIND global
command without specifying a plan name, CA Plan Analyzer shows the the Plan Utilities listing for all plans residing
on the current subsystem. Or, if you enter the CREATE command from a product without specifying an object, CA
RC/Update does not know which object you want created; therefore, the CA RC/Update Main Menu appears with a
message requesting that you enter an object.
For CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator), CA RC/Query, and CA RC/Update selection panels, the
selection criteria entered in the Item Name and Creator fields are used as the default for the Object Creator and Name
parameters of the Interproduct Interface commands. The EQF field is ignored. For example, if you are viewing a table
selection list of all tables whose creator IDs begin with DSN, an asterisk (*) is entered in the Item Name field and DSN
% is entered in the Creator field. If you then enter the command QUERY T C, a Table Column report listing all tables
whose creator IDs begin with DSN appears.

Command Summary

The Interproduct Interface commands are summarized in the following list in alphabetical order by product/component:

• BP
Accesses the Batch Processor interface.

• DB2C, DB2C <command>, or - <command>
Accesses the DB2 Command Processor.

• DETECTOR or PDT
Accesses the CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Detector) Main Menu.
You can also specify:
– LISTDB2

Displays a CA Detector list of all DB2 subsystem IDs on the z/OS system. From this listing, you can select a DB2
subsystem ID and view the current thread activity within the selected DB2 subsystem.

– LISTTHD
Accesses the CA Detector Active Threads Display panel, which shows the threads 

– SQLTRACE
Accesses the CA Detector SQL Trace Main Menu where you can start, stop, and view the SQL trace activity.

• ISQL
Accesses the Interactive SQL processor.

• MOVE <object code> <object creator> <object name>
Accesses the Dataset Facility to change the allocations of data sets related to a DB2 object.

• PDA
Accesses the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database Analyzer) Main Menu.

• PCATU
Accesses the CA Database Analyzer Catalog Update facility.
To display the CA Database Analyzer Extract Data List for databases and tablespaces, specify:
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PCATU DB|TS <dbname> <tsname>

– If the DB object code is specified and only one object name is supplied, the name is the database name. All
tablespaces (*) for the database are listed.

– If the TS object code is specified and only one object name is supplied, the name is the tablespace name. The
database name defaults to all (*).

To display the CA Database Analyzer extract data list for indexes, specify:
– PDISP <objcode> <creator> <objname>

Accesses the CA Database Analyzer Main Menu Page Display for the selected objects using catalog access. The
object code (objcode) must be DB, TS, I, or IX. If you do not specify an object code, the Page Display Object Extract
panel appears. Use this option to use Direct Access.
If you specify selection criteria that matches more than one object, a selection panel appears to let you make your
selection.
If the DB object code is specified and only one object name is supplied, the name is the database name. All
tablespaces (*) for the database are displayed.
If the object code TS is specified and only one object name is supplied, the name is the tablespace name. The
database name defaults to all (*).
The cursor select supplies the tablespace name for TS or DB object codes and the index name for I or IX object
codes. The qualifier (database name or index creator) defaults to all (*) unless it has been specified in the
command.

– PSTATS
Accesses the CA Database Analyzer Page Detail Report for all (*) indexes.
To display the CA Database Analyzer Space Summary report for a selected tablespace, specify:
PSTATS DB|TS <dbname> <tsname>

To display the CA Database Analyzer Page Detail report for a selected indexspace, specify:
PSTATS I|IX <creator> <index name>

• PDT
Accesses CA Detector. (See the DETECTOR command described in this section.)

• PLA
Accesses the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

• PPA <option number>
Accesses the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. Include an option number from the CA Plan Analyzer®
for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu to access that function directly.
These commands let you execute utilities against plans and packages. Proper authorization is required. For more
information about the authorization requirements, see the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS
documentation.
– QE <plan name> <DBRM name>

Accesses the CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS Quick Explain Data Editor. The plan and DBRM names accept
selection criteria. You can specify the following input and output options:
• PRA

Accesses the CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.
• PRI

Accesses the RI Manager Command Center.
• PTT

Accesses Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM.
• PUT

Accesses the online utilities Main Menu.
• RCM or MIGRATOR

Accesses the CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.
• SSC
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Accesses the space calculator for DB2 tablespace and indexspace calculations.
• RCQ <objcode> <option> <creator> <objname>, QUERY <objcode> <option> <creator> <objname>, or QU

<objcode> <option> <creator> <objname>
Accesses CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS.
Object type codes and report option codes are provided in the online help.
You can access CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS reports from the selection panels that are used in CA RC/Migrator™
for DB2 for z/OS and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS.
You can access the CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS User Reports (UA, TA, DA, PA, RA, KA) from the CA Plan
Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS Create User PLAN_TABLE feature.
You can display a CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS report by entering a CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS report code
in the Selection field of a selection panel. These report option codes are the same ones that are listed in the RCQ and
QUERY command descriptions.
Entering report options in the Selection field requires the report option to be valid for the object type that is displayed
on the selection panel. For example, if you are viewing a table selection panel, you can request any of the report
options valid for tables. To view a report for another object type, use the RCQ or QUERY command.
You can request one report for each object listed. If you enter multiple report requests, the report requested first from
the selection list is displayed first. Once the first report displays, a complete and separate CA RC/Query® for DB2
for z/OS subsession is started. You can request any other CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS function, including other
reports, from this CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS subsession. To go to the next report, end the CA RC/Query® for
DB2 for z/OS subsession by issuing the EXIT command or pressing F3 (End) from the CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/
OS Main Menu. Use multiple report requests with caution. You cannot return to the selection list until all reports have
been displayed.
If the CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS report option letter is the same as a line command, the line command function
overrides the report option. For example, if you enter C in the Selection field of a table selection panel, the CLEAR
EDITS command overrides the Table Column report request. Once you have viewed all requested reports, press F3
(End) from the RC/Query Main Menu or type EXIT to return to the selection panel.

• RCS or SECURE
Accesses the CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.
– COPYAUTH (authid) <object type> <object qualifier> <object name>

Accesses CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS Grant/Revoke Services, which let you copy authorizations from one
ID to another. You can optionally enter the authorization ID that you want authorities copied from, and specify the
object type, qualifier, and name. If you specify the object type, also specify the object qualifier and name.
For more information about using the parameters, see the CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS
documentation. 

– GRANT <object code> <creator> <object name>
Accesses CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS Grant Services. If you specify object information, it is filled in on the
panel.

– REVOKE <object code> <object creator> <object name>
Accesses the Revoke Services panel. If you specify object information, it is filled in on the panel.

• RCU <objectcode> <option> <objectname> or UPDATE <object code> <option> <creator> <object name>
Accesses the CA RC/Update Main Menu. Object and option codes, and special codes are provided in the online help.

• UTIL <object code> <object creator> <object name>
Accesses the utility manager. The object creator for a tablespace is its database name. Valid codes are provided in the
online help.

Callable Interface
This section describes the processes used to pass control to products and back to your programs. You can invoke the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS using any application program that you write. These processes are not
required to use the products.
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High-Level Product Processing

When you invoke a product, processing starts with the passed options. However, the session is not limited to the initial
options. Once the product is invoked, it is active until the user exits that product. The user can change the initial options
and perform several operations or even jump to another product before exiting.

When the user exits the product, control is passed back to the calling application program.

Program Environment

The environment of the application program must be the same as the environment that is needed for products:

• The user must ensure that all product panels and messages are allocated to the correct ISPF ddname.
• The ISPF table library must point to the table library high-level.CDBATBL0.
• The ddname PTILIB must be allocated and pointing to the load library.
• The ddname PTIPARM must be allocated and pointing to the parm library.

Program Invocation

The two ISPF formats used to call products are:

• ISPLINK Interface-The syntax for this format is as follows:
CALL ISPLINK (service_name, parm1, parm2 ...)

• ISPEXEC Command Interface-The syntax for this format is as follows:
ISPEXEC service_name parm1, parm2 ...

These parameters have the following values:

• service_name
Service_name is always SELECT.

• parm 1
The parameter varies depending on which product you want to invoke. The first part of the parameter is always the
same:
PGM(PTLDRIVM)

The second part of the parameter is:
PARM(CI=PTLGLBL/jump_parm)

– jump_parm
Contains the commands. This entry should match the Interproduct Interface command you enter on the command
line to jump from one product to another. For example, EDIT T DSN8230 EMP is the jump command to edit table
EMP created by DSN8230. Another example, RCM invokes CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS. To get a list of
possible commands, enter a question mark (?) on the command line.
The number of parameters in a jump command depends upon the jump being made. Be sure that jump_ parm could
be entered as a line command, and it will work in the CLIST or application call.
If you build the jump_parm in your application, be sure to leave blank spaces between words. 

• parm 2
The second parameter should be:
NEWAPPL(application_id) PASSLIB

– application_id
Is RC to ensure that you are able to access your Profile variables. PASSLIB should be included in the call.

After the parameter list has been built, the application is ready to call the product using ISPF's ISPLINK interface. Embed
the call where you want it in the application. Use member CALLINVO as a sample.

Alternately, you can use ISPEXEC command invocation to issue a CLIST call. See member CLISTINV as a sample.
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Sample Members

ISPF Services are used to pass parameters. Use either ISPLINK Interface to call products from within an application, or
use ISPEXEC Command Invocation to call the products from a CLIST.

There are two sample members in high-level.CDBASRC that call CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• CALLINVO
Shows a call within a simple program.

• CLISTINV
Shows the ISPEXEC call. This CLIST can be used with any Interproduct Interface command that has four variables. To
use it with other commands, you need to change the PROC definition (first line) and the ISPEXEC command.

You can link CALLINVO with ISPF and run it. You can also use the members as templates to help write your own product
calls. Remember to allocate any additional CLIST libraries you need to your SYSPROC.

Offline Reports
 

When you generate a report, the string in a field can be truncated as determined by the format of the report. For online
reports, you can use various commands to reveal the full string. For offline reports, those commands are not available.
However, some products provide an Abbreviated Name Dictionary section to help you resolve truncated strings.

Truncated Strings

The truncation character used in the reports is specified by the LONG_NAME parameter of your SETUP member.

Depending on the product, truncated strings appear in an offline report in one of the following formats:

• Truncated string suffixed by the truncation character (for example, TRUNCATE+).
A report using this format does not provide additional information to help you resolve the truncated strings.

• Truncated string following by a colon (:) and a number, and suffixed by the truncation character (for example:
TRUNCA:1+) and is referred to as the abbreviated name. The number ensures that truncated strings with the same
truncated value are identified uniquely.
A report using this format provides an Abbreviated Name Dictionary section to help you resolve the truncated strings.

Abbreviated Name Dictionary

The Abbreviated Name Dictionary section in a report provides the full string value of an abbreviated name. If the full string
value cannot fit into a single line, it continues on the next line, using the hyphen (-) as the continuation character:

Abbreviated Name       Full Name                              

------------------  ----------------------------------------

A_QUITE_LONG_NA:0+  A_QUITE_LONG_NAME_OF_A_TABLE           

AAAAAAAAAABBBBB:0+  AAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBB9                    

ACQUISITION_TYP:0+  ACQUISITION_TYPE_CD                    

ACTIVE_DUTY_AT_:0+  ACTIVE_DUTY_AT_ORGNTN_YN               

ACTIVE_DUTY_CUR:0+  ACTIVE_DUTY_CURRENTLY_YN               

AFRICANPRODUCTD:0+  AFRICANPRODUCTDISCOUNT                 

AFRICANPRODUCTE:0+  AFRICANPRODUCTEXPIRY                   

AFRICANPRODUCTL:0+  AFRICANPRODUCTLOCATION                 

AFRICANPRODUCTR:0+  AFRICANPRODUCTRATING                   

AFRICANPRODUCTV:0+  AFRICANPRODUCTVALUE                    

AFTER_REPAIRS_V:0+  AFTER_REPAIRS_VALUE                    

ALIAS_OF_DBL001:0+  ALIAS_OF_DBL001_TABLE1_PARENT_128_BYTES-
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                      LONG_XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXEND                      

ALIAS_OF_RC1180:0+  ALIAS_OF_RC1180_TABLE1_PARENT_128_BYTES-

                      LONG_XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXEND                      

ALL_PARTIES_NOT:0+  ALL_PARTIES_NOTIFIED_YN                

ALLOWABLE_CALLT:0+  ALLOWABLE_CALLTIME_START               

ALLOWABLE_CALLT:1+  ALLOWABLE_CALLTIME_STOP                

ALTERNATE_DEBTO:0+  ALTERNATE_DEBTOR_ID                    

ARM_CONVERSION_:0+  ARM_CONVERSION_OPTN_DT                 

ASSIGNED_TO_USE:0+  ASSIGNED_TO_USER_ID                    

ATBL_LN001_128_:0+  ATBL_LN001_128_BYTES_LONG_XXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-

                      XXXXXXXXXXXXEND                      

AUD_HISTORY_PHY:0+  AUD_HISTORY_PHYSICAL_TABLE             

AUTHZD_AGENT_TY:0+  AUTHZD_AGENT_TYPE_CD

Report Started Task State and Status to CA OPS/MVS
Started tasks for Xmanager, Xnet, and CA SYSVIEW for DB2 data collectors use the OPSEVENT service to signal state
and status (heartbeat) information to System State Manager (SSM), which is a component of CA OPS/MVS. You can use
this information to develop CA OPS/MVS automations that are based on information that a started task signals to SSM.

Information that is provided to CA OPS/MVS includes state changes (STARTING, UP, STOPPING, and DOWN) and
status information (NORMAL, WARNING, and PROBLEM). Status reporting includes a reason string from 1 to 50
characters. Use of the reason string varies by product.

When OPSEVENT is operating correctly, service calls that the individual products make complete with a return code
of 0. Unexpected errors result in a non-zero return code. The presence of OEVN001 and OEVN002 messages in the
JESMSGLG indicate an unexpected error that requires investigation.

Even when CA OPS/MVS is not installed or active, state and status information are logged to the JESMSGLG of the
started task. This information can help diagnose problems that can occur during installation testing and normal product
operation.

OPSEVENT is enabled by default when the Xmanager, Xnet, and CA SYSVIEW for DB2 started tasks are running. State
and status reporting add no measurable overhead to any of the products. You can disable reporting for each product
individually:

• For Xmanager, specify HB(0) on the EXEC statement in the Xmanager JCL procedure.
• For Xnet, specify the NOOPSEVENT parameter in the PXNPARM member of the CDBAPARM parameters data set.
• For CA SYSVIEW for DB2, specify SYSPARMS CA-OPS-HEARTBEAT-INTERVAL=0.

Extended Query Facility (EQF)
This section describes how to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF) to enhance your ability to perform queries.

The process steps are provided to help you perform basic tasks associated with EQF:
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• Access EQF
• Create and execute a selection query
• Create and execute a data query
• Execute an existing query
• Edit a query
• Delete a query

Selection and data queries are grouped under the category, extended queries. The type of query you enter depends on
the product and function you are using:

• Product functions or components that produce fixed format reports or selection lists let you enter selection queries. The
selection queries are tied to a specific function in the product.

• Functions or components that dynamically change the display or processing based on your select statement let you
create data queries. For example, the data migration facility of CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS supports data
queries.

Both types of queries are supported. For example, RC/Edit provides selection lists for selecting tables to edit. The RC/Edit
Table Selection function supports the use of a selection query to control the tables that appear. Once a table is selected,
you can control the actual data retrieved for edit with a data query.

The Extended Query Facility (EQF) lets you:

• Extend an existing internal query to include additional WHERE and ORDER BY clauses. The queries you extend are
internal queries used to produce reports or selection lists. EQF lets you control the rows selected, but not the content
(columns).
Use the SQL Selection component to extend existing internal queries. The queries produced are called Selection
Queries because they control the selection of data, but not the actual data.

• Enter a new query for retrieving data from a table. You control all aspects of the select statement including the actual
data columns selected.
Use the Data Query component to enter these kinds of queries. These queries are called Data Queries because they
control the actual data retrieved.

• Enter extended queries using a menu driven system. The queries can be saved for later execution and editing.
• Request a list of available stored queries. You can then edit, execute, or delete a stored query by selecting it from the

list.
• Enter “place holders” for values in the WHERE clause when entering an extended query. When the query is executed,

you are prompted for the unknown values. This facility lets you easily reuse the same query with different values for
the WHERE clause.

• Create default queries that automatically execute the next time a particular function or table is accessed.

Access EQF
EQF can be invoked from any panel with a Where prompt. This prompt usually appears in the upper right hand corner of
the product panels and consists of two values. The first value is an action code, and the second value is the name of an
extended query.

To access EQF, specify one of the following values in the Where prompt:

• Y eqf-name
Adds a new query or edits an existing query.
The SQL Selection panel appears. If an extended query name is entered, and it is found, you are placed into edit mode
for that query. If it is not found, you are placed into ADD mode for a new query with that name. If you do not enter a
name, then you are placed into ADD mode for a temporary query.

• S eqf-name
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Selects a query for execution. If you do not enter a stored query name, or you enter an invalid name, a query list
appears so you can make a selection. If you enter a valid stored query, it is executed.

• N
Does not execute EQF (space is also accepted). The extended query field is ignored, which can be beneficial for
temporarily removing your extended query. When you are ready to re-execute your query, you only need to enter an S,
because the name is still present.

If an extended query is not given a name when it is created, EQF assigns it a name of TEMP. You can reedit the
temporary query by entering an action code of Y and a stored query name of TEMP. You can enter a new query by
entering Y with no name. Because TEMP is used internally by EQF, you cannot use TEMP as the name of one of your
own stored queries.

Create and Execute a Selection Query
You can create and execute a selection query.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y for the action code and enter a name for the query in the Where prompt of a product panel whose function
supports selection queries. Press Enter.
The SQL Selection Panel screen appears.

2. Enter additional conditions to apply to the SELECT statement in the Where clause field.
3. Press PF3.

The query is saved and executed.

Create and Execute a Data Query
A data query is tied to a particular table as opposed to a function (like selection queries). A data query is not based on
any pre-existing internal SELECT statements. You can specify the columns, column order, WHERE conditions, and row
order. A data query can also be used as a model to create other queries by saving it under another name.

Create and Execute a Data Query

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y in the Where field of a product panel whose functions support data queries and the name of an extended
query (for example, editing a table in RC/Edit).

2. Press Enter. The Data Query Edit panel appears:
The For Table field is unique to this panel. This field displays the name of the table that is associated with the data
query. For example, B0625JS.EMPTABLE.

3. Complete the following fields to identify the data query, control the SQL statement information, generate test counts,
and specify column information:
– Query Name

Specifies the name of the query, up to eight characters or leave it blank to assign a temporary name (TEMP).
Temporary queries are not saved after you leave the function or table you are accessing. To save the query, enter a
name.
When you are editing a query and the name is changed, the creator ID used to store the query is your ID.
For CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, enter a name for a data query. TEMP is not accepted.

– Description
(Optional) Specifies a short description that is associated with the query.

– Confirm Replace
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Indicates whether you request a confirmation to appear before an existing query is replaced with the query being
edited.

– Auto Cast
Indicates the default cast option for a column that is specified as a user-defined type. This option is applicable only
to columns that contain an entry in the WHERE condition.

– Share
Indicates how other users can access your query.

– Default
Indicates if the query is the default for the table or function.

– Test Count
Provides a count of the number of rows that are retrieved based on the current SELECT statement when you
specify Y or the COUNT primary command. Otherwise, enter N.

– View SQL
Shows the SQL SELECT statement in standard SQL format when you specify Y or the SQL primary command. All
conditions, including the extended where, are displayed. Otherwise, enter N.

– Shrink
Shows a subset of the columns that are listed in the SELECT statement section. This field is useful for reducing
table columns to show only pertinent columns. The following values are valid:
• Y

Shows any columns that have been selected, have ordering specifications, or have a Where condition.
• N

Shows all columns in the table.
• S

Shows columns that are selected.
• W

Shows columns with a where condition.
• O

Shows columns that are used in an ORDER BY clause.
You can use the SHRINK command to switch the shrink value between Y and N. This command can be assigned to
a function key to allow easy invocation of the shrink mechanism.

– Row Limit
Specifies the maximum number of rows you want returned from the query. (This field has the same function as Row
Limit on the Data Options panel.)

– SEL and Extended Where
Selects the columns that you want to include in the SELECT statement. The following values are valid:
• S

Selects a column. By default, all columns are selected. To unselect a column, blank it out or enter the RESET
primary command.

• #
Selects the column order in the generated SELECT statement. For example, if you want the DEPARTMENT
column to appear first (instead of NAME), type 1 in the SEL field. The numbers do not have to be in strict
sequential order (for example, 1, 3, 5 is valid). Any column with a sequence number is placed in front of the other
S columns. Therefore, if you number a column 99 and it is the only column with a sequence number, then it is
placed first in the list

Enter S or a number or a combination of both in either field. You can also specify the ALL, ALL NUMBER, SORT
SEL, or SORT COL primary commands.
For RC/Edit, you can select the column by entering F to freeze the field upon entry to the editor. Frozen columns
are displayed before sequence-numbered columns and before selected columns.

– C (Column level casting control)
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Casts a column to its internal source data type at the column level when a column is defined as a user-defined type
and you enter Y. Column level casting overrides the current specified Auto Cast field setting. If you leave this field
blank, the auto-case setting controls casting.
This field is underscored for columns that are defined as a user-defined type when appropriate.

– Order By (ORD)
Controls the sort order of the retrieved rows in each column. Enter a sequence number. The numbers control the
sort order, with the lowest number representing the outer-most sort field. You can enter a number 1-9 followed by
an A (for ascending) or D (descending). Valid examples include 1, 1A, and 6D.

– WHERE Condition
Specifies column-specific WHERE information. The condition is applied to the column name on its left. All standard
SQL syntax is supported.
For more complex WHERE information that cannot be represented in the SELECT statement section, enter the
WHERE condition in the EXTENDED WHERE fields.
Specifies how all conditions that are listed in the WHERE Condition column are joined to each other in the AND/OR
column, and specifies that all conditions must be true for the row selected.

Press Enter.
The panel information is updated. Any outstanding changes (including column expansion due to abbreviations) are
performed and the panel reappears.

4. Press F3.
The query is saved and executed. To save the query without executing it, enter the SAVE command.

Adding Extended Where Conditions

If you cannot enter the WHERE conditions using the columns in the middle of the Data Query Edit panel to create your
SQL SELECT statement, you can specify EXTENDED WHERE conditions. When you mix AND/OR conditions or you use
parentheses to separate conditions you must specify these conditions.

Note the following:

• You can enter up to 45 lines of free-form text for your EXTENDED WHERE condition.
• You can use column abbreviations instead of typing in column names. To enter the column abbreviation,

enter :n where n is the column number. For example, if BIRTHDAY is column 2 and you want to include this column in
your query, enter :2 wherever you want the column to appear. Column Name identifies the DB2 column number and
name. The column abbreviation number appears to the left of each column name. If the column number is highlighted,
then the column is defined as NOT NULL WITHOUT DEFAULT. The NOT NULL indicator can be useful when using
RC/Edit because you cannot insert or replicate rows if you did not select all columns that are defined as NOT NULL.
Therefore, you must select the NOT NULL columns if you are choosing columns for a target table, such as within RC/
Edit. You can enter the AUTOSEL primary command to select all columns with this type of definition.

• Type shows the column type. There is also a TYPE command that is used to toggle to the full DB2 type definition.
• When you press Enter, the abbreviation is automatically expanded to the full column name. The abbreviation is

expanded with a column cast when the column is a user-defined type and casting is specified for the column.
• You can mix an EXTENDED WHERE with conditions in the WHERE Condition column. These conditions have

assumed parentheses around them to separate them from the EXTENDED WHERE. If you are mixing conditions, you
must start the EXTENDED WHERE with AND/OR.

Execute an Existing Query
You can execute an existing query.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter an S for the action code and do not specify a query name and press Enter.
A query list appears.

2. Enter S next to the query you want to execute and press F3.
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The panel reappears with an action code S and the displays the selected query name.

Edit a Query
You can edit a query.

Follow these steps:

1. Type S in the Where prompt of any product panel and press Enter.
The Query List panel appears.

2. Type Y in the first column next to the query you want to edit and press Enter.
The SQL Selection or Data Query panel appears. The panel that appears depends on whether you are editing a
selection or data query.

3. Modify the query accordingly and type SAVE on the command line.
The query is saved.

Delete a Query
You can delete a query.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter S in the Where prompt of any product panel and press Enter.
The Query List panel appears.

2. Enter D in the first column next to the query you want to delete and press Enter.
The selected query is deleted and no longer appears in the list.

Add Conditions to an Existing Internal Query
Selection queries let you add conditions to an existing internal query. After you have added the conditions to the query,
you can name and save the query for later reuse. The saved query is considered a selection query because it controls the
order and selection of rows. A selection query does not let you control the columns selected.

You can add conditions to an existing internal query.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y and the name of an extended query in the Where field of a product panel and press Enter. An internal query is
automatically created based on the product panel information.
The SQL Selection Panel panel appears.
The name of the product panel that is associated with the extended query when EQF was accessed is displayed in the
Panel field. The saved extended query is tied to the WHERE clause function by the panel ID.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Name

Specifies the name of the query, up to eight-characters.
If you do not enter a query name, EQF assigns a temporary name of TEMP. Temporary queries are not saved after
you leave the function or table you are accessing. To save the query for future use, enter a query name.
If you edit a query and the name is changed, your ID is used as the creator ID.
For CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS, enter a name for a data query. TEMP is not accepted.

– Description
(Optional) Specifies a short description of the query.

– Confirm Replace
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Indicates whether you request a confirmation to appear before an existing query is replaced with the query being
edited.

– Share
Indicates how other users can access your query. Valid values are:
• Y

Other users can access but not update the query.
• N

Other users cannot access the query. This value is the default.
• U

Other users can access and update the query.
The query can be used as a model to create another query by saving it under another name.

– Default
Indicates if the query is the default for the table or function. If you specify Y, anytime you invoke a product function
that has a default query, it is automatically executed. You can only designate one default query per product function
or table.

– View SQL
Indicates whether you want to review the complete SELECT statement. Viewing the SQL statement is beneficial for
seeing how additional WHERE and ORDER BY conditions are being appended to the internal SQL statement. You
can review the complete select statement at any time during the creation of the selection query.
If you specify this value before selecting any objects, the WHERE clause is not generated on the view panel
because there are no predicates to generate the WHERE clause internally. Do not add a WHERE clause manually.
SQL errors are encountered as a result.

– Where Clause
Specifies the additional conditions (up to 45 lines) you want to apply to the SQL SELECT statement. These
conditions are added to the existing Where Clause. You can use the View SQL field to see the current SQL
statement. You can use scrolling to view this information.
When you are entering conditions, you are actually extending the existing WHERE clause. Therefore, do not enter
WHERE as part of the text because it is automatically added.
Use the bottom portion of the panel as a reference for the column names and column abbreviations.
If multiple tables display in the Tables Selected field, a JOIN condition has been defined. In this case, the first word
of the WHERE clause must be AND (otherwise, you negate the JOIN). Enclose any ORs in parentheses.

– Order By
Specifies the order of the rows that are returned by the query. Some functions require a specific order and therefore
do not support this option.
The Order By section is divided into three columns, each column containing two fields: Column Name and the Sort
Order (A for Ascending or D for Descending. A is the default).
When entering column names, use the column list at the bottom of the panel and the corresponding abbreviations.

Press Enter.
The panel information is updated. Any outstanding changes (including column expansion due to abbreviations) are
performed and the panel reappears.

3. Press F3 (End).
The query is saved and executed. To save the query without executing it, enter the SAVE command.

Adding Table and Column Names

Each table that is used by the SQL statement, and its corresponding columns, are listed at the bottom of the panel.

When joining multiple tables, a correlation variable appears next to the table name. You might need this correlation
variable when referencing columns that appear in multiple tables.

This area is divided into three columns. Each column is composed of three fields: Column Abbreviation Number, Column
Name, and Column Type.
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Using Column Abbreviations

When entering column names for extended queries, you can use a column abbreviation. This practice saves typing
and prevents errors. Next to the column names, there is an abbreviation number. To enter the column abbreviation,
enter :n where n is the column number.

For example, if NAME is column 1 and you want to include this column in your query, enter :1 wherever you want the
column to appear (for example, :1 = DEMODB). When you press Enter, the abbreviation is automatically expanded to the
full column name.

Query Lists
You can list all extended queries saved for a function or table using the Query List panel. From this panel, you can create,
execute, edit, or delete queries.

Follow these steps:

1. Type S in the Where prompt of any product panel and press Enter.
The Query List panel appears. Queries that you created or that other users created with a share option of Y or U
appear.
You can control the display of queries by entering selection criteria in the Name and Creator fields. The For Panel field
displays the name of the panel that is associated with the extended query.

2. Enter one of the following values next to a query name. Valid options are:
– C-Create a new query. This option is valid only from the first blank line as indicated by the CREATE NEW field.

When you press Enter, the SQL Selection Panel panel or Data Query Edit panel appears.
– S-Select a query for execution. One S can be entered from the listing. You can also enter S in the CREATE NEW

line to initiate creation.
– Y-Edit the query. You must be the creator of the query or it must have been saved with a Share option of U. One Y

can be entered from the listing. You can also enter Y in the CREATE NEW line to initiate creation. If you are not the
creator of the query, the updates create a query with your ID as the creator.

– D-Delete an existing query or queries. Multiple deletes can be specified.
3. Specify if the query is automatically applied as the default the next time the function is executed or the table is

accessed in the Default column.
4. Press Enter to execute any option entered in the Option field. The query is processed. The following is a hierarchical

list of the processing that can occur. The higher processing always takes precedence:
– If any changes have been made to the header, the query list is redisplayed and all other options are ignored and

cleared.
– Deletes and default updates are executed and the panel reappears.
– If you enter S, C, or Y, then the appropriate option is executed.
To cancel the changes and return to the previous panel, enter the END or CANCEL command. No processing is
performed.

Define Replaceable Parameters
When defining an extended query (selection or data), you can define replaceable parameters. A replaceable parameter is
a “place holder” for a value of a WHERE condition that is completed at runtime. You can use a replaceable parameter for
any value that you want to vary in your query. Doing so lets you easily reuse the same query with different values for the
WHERE clause.

Follow these steps:

1. Place an ampersand (&) in front of the name in the Where Clause on the SQL Selection panel. The name can be a
maximum of eight characters and is delimited by a space, comma, quote, or left parenthesis. The value entered at
runtime replaces this name. If no value is specified, an error occurs.
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You can enter the same replaceable parameter name in a query multiple times to have the same value substituted in
more than one locationPress Enter.
The following processing occurs:
– Column Abbreviations are automatically expanded. They are independent of entering replaceable parameters.
– Replaceable parameters are defined. If they are placed in quotes, when runtime values are entered, they are also

placed in quotes.
When the query is executed, a special runtime panel appears (Replaceable Parms) for entering the values.

2. Specify up to 255 characters for the value to be substituted in the next to the parameter name and press Enter.
If you are entering character data and the replaceable parameter is not defined in quotes, enter the character data in
quotes.
Processing begins. All replaceable parameters defined in a query appear down the left side of the panel.

3. Specify a value for each replaceable parameter and press Enter.
You can review your SQL statement before entering values using the SQL primary command.
When the query is executed, the Replaceable Parameters panel appears. If you have entered an action code of S and
an extended query name that contains replaceable parameters, this panel appears when you press Enter. This lets
you easily rerun the same query with different values.

NOTE
If you designate a query with replaceable parameters as a default query, then whenever you execute the
owning function, you first receive the Replaceable Parameters panel. This can be confusing because the
requested function was not performed (for example, table selection list). If this is too confusing, do not make
extended queries that contain replaceable parameters defaults.

EQF Commands
This section describes the EQF commands.

• ALL
Select all columns in the table with an S. Use this command to quickly select all columns. You can then deselect (blank
out the S) the columns you do not want to view.

• ALL NUMBER
Select all columns with a sequence number (versus S). This can be used to cause specific columns to appear at the
end of the list. You need to number all columns since all sequenced columns are placed in front of non-sequenced
columns. Therefore, you cannot enter a sequence number of 99 next to a column to cause it to be the last column
unless all other columns also have sequence numbers.

• AUTOSEL
Automatically selects all columns that are defined as NOT NULL WITHOUT DEFAULT. These are the columns that
must be selected to let you insert or repeat rows with RC/Edit. (The column abbreviations are also highlighted for
columns defined as NOT NULL.)

• CANCEL
Cancel all changes and return to previous panel.

• COUNT
Displays the number of rows the current data query would retrieve based on the current SELECT statement. Performs
the same function as the TEST COUNT field in the Control section of the Data Query panel.

• END
Save and execute the query. If there is a query name, then it is saved permanently. Otherwise, it is saved temporarily
as TEMP.

• RETURN
Exit EQF and the product that invoked EQF without saving any changes.

• RESET
Removes all column selections and order by information.

• SAVE
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Saves the query and remains on the Data Query panel. If there is a query name, it is saved permanently. Otherwise, it
is saved temporarily as TEMP.

• SHRINK
Toggles the SHRINK option between Y and N. This command lets you shrink the list of columns to only those columns
that are selected, have order by information, or have where conditions. The SHRINK field in the Control section of the
Data Query panel provides for more control.

• SORTSEL and SORTCOL
Sorts all columns into select order. Select order is affected by entering sequence numbers (versus S) to control the
column order.
Columns are sorted into the following order: frozen columns (F), sequence number order, selected columns s, and
deselected columns. This command is handy for viewing the columns in the order they are retrieved.
The SORTCOL command sorts all columns into the original column order.

• SQL
Shows the full SQL Select statement. This command performs the same function as the View SQL field of the Data
Query panel.

• TYPE
Toggles the display of column types to display the full DB2 definition.

SQL Editor
The SQL Editor is a facility to edit SQL statements for execution. It also provides table and column selection lists, a syntax
checking facility, and DB2 access path information (obtained with a DB2 EXPLAIN).

The SQL Editor panel appears when the SQL Editor is invoked from the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu
or with a jump from the TSO ISPF editor.

For more information about using the TSO ISPF editor, see the SQL member in high-level.CDBACLS0.

PTEDIT1 --- (CAPS ON)     -- SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON)     ---                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

                                                                              

 ___       SELECT WORKDEPT, HIREDATE, SALARY                                  

 ___       FROM                                                               

 ___       DSN8210.EMP                                                        

 ___       WHERE WORKDEPT = :DEPT AND                                         

 ___       SALARY > :MINSALARY                                                

 ___       SALARY < :MINSALARY                                                

 ___       ORDER BY SALARY DESC                                               

 ___                                                                          

                                                                              

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************  

 

The following describes the fields on the SQL Editor panel:

•  CAPS ON
The status of the CAPS command toggle.

•  NULLS ON
The status of the NULLS command toggle.

• SQL Commands
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Enter the SQL or Batch Processor commands you want to execute. Each statement must be separated with a
semicolon (;). Use PF7 or PF8 to scroll up or down within this area.

•  Line Command Field
Enter standard ISPF Edit line commands (copy, move, insert, delete, repeat, block commands) to manipulate the lines.

When you have finished your edits, press PF3 (End) to save the edits.

SQL Editor Commands
This table lists the SQL Editor Commands. Default values are underlined. Also, note the following:

• * identifies commands that are only valid when CA SQL-Ease is installed.
•  ** identifies commands that are only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

 Command  Syntax  Abbreviation 
CAPS ON|OFF** CAPS C
COLS ON|OFF** COLS n/a
NULLS ON|OFF** NULLS N
PARSE ON|OFF** PARSES n/a
RESET RESET RES
TEXT ENTRY ON|OFF TEXT TE
WORD SPLIT WS WS
WORD WRAP WW WW
EXPLAIN* EXPLAIN EXPL
PRED* PRED n/a
SEND* SEND n/a
STAND* STAND n/a
SYNTAX* SYNTAX n/a
ESQL** ESQL and ISQL Commands n/a
ISQL** ESQL and ISQL Commands n/a

The PARSE feature is off by default, except when you define a view using the VIEW option from CA RC/Update™ for DB2
for z/OS.

CAPS Command -- Toggle Capitalization
The CAPS command toggles the CAP lock. Valid values are ON or OFF. ON is the default. You can toggle CAPS by
entering C on the command line. You can toggle both CAPS and NULLS by entering NC or CN on the command line.

This command is only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

COLS Command -- Toggle the Column Display
The COLS command toggles the column information that appears on the panels. Valid values are ON or OFF. OFF is the
default.

This command is only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

In the following example, the COLS command lets you view all columns from the two tables referenced in the FROM
clause of the SELECT statement. You can then select the columns from a column listing. Enter the COLS command to
toggle on the column facility:
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PTEDIT1 -- (CAPS ON)    ---- SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON) -------                

COMMAND ===> COLS                                             SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

                                                                              

 ___  SELECT @ FROM PTITO.DEMO2 A , PTITO.EDIT_DEMO B                         

                                                                              

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************** 

To include columns that appear in the Column Area in your SQL statement, enter the special placeholder character
@ anywhere within the SQL statement where you want the columns inserted. This character is used in the preceding
example.

View Column Names
The COLS command controls the display of a second scrollable area at the bottom of the SQL Editor panel called the
Column Area. The Column Area lists the column names for any table, view, alias, or synonym that is referenced in a
SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE statement. In this example, the Column Area displays all column names in the
two tables:

PTEDIT3 --- (CAPS ON) ------ SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON) -------                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

                                                                              

 ___  SELECT @ FROM PTITO.DEMO2 A , PTITO.EDIT_DEMO B                         

                                                                              

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************** 

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

 ...............   .... Column Scrollable Area ...............................

PTITO.DEMO A                                                                  

_      1 NAME               CHAR          _      2 SSN                CHAR    

_      3 DATE_BORN          DATE          _      4 SALARY             INTEGER 

PTITO.EDIT_DEMO B                                                             

S      5 NAME               CHAR          _      6 DESCRIPTION        VARCHAR 

_      7 YEARS_ALIVE        DECIMAL       _      8 DAYS_ALIVE         INTEGER 

   ***   ***   **************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************** 

The Column Area appears after you specify the column placeholder in your SQL statement and press Enter. From the
Column Area, you can select columns for inclusion into your SQL statement.

When you turn COLS on, PARSE is automatically turned on.

The following describes the sections you will see when the Column Area is displayed:

• Table Name
The table name appears highlighted above the column names. If a correlation letter, such as A, is specified in the
SELECT statement, that letter follows the table name.

• Column Number
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The identifying number for the column. You can see the number of the column instead of its name in your SQL by
preceding the column number with a colon (:). For example, if you enter :1 in the SQL statement and press Enter, the
column abbreviation (:1) is expanded to the full column name (NAME). This feature is especially useful for WHERE
conditions.

• Column Name
The column name appears after its number. All columns from every table referenced in the SQL select statement are
displayed.

• Selection
If you want to include specific column names in place of the @ placeholder character in the statement text, place an
S next to the chosen column names. When you press Enter, the selected column names are inserted in the location
designated by the @ placeholder.

ESQL and ISQL Commands
The ESQL and ISQL commands access the Interactive SQL facility (ISQL):

• The ESQL command is useful when you want the SQL statements displayed on the SQL Editor panel automatically
passed to ISQL.

• The ISQL command lets you confirm the execution of the SQL statements.

These commands are only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

The SQL Editor is a facility for editing the SQL statements you want to later execute through a product. For example, CA
Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS lets you create a source entry that consists of free-form SQL statements. You specify the
SQL statements on the SQL Editor. After you specify the statements, you could request CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/
OS's EXPLAIN against the statements.

If you wanted to execute the SQL statements on an on demand basis to confirm that the statements would execute
correctly, you must request ISQL, which is the Interactive SQL facility.

ISQL lets you test, execute, and edit SQL statements immediately. To access ISQL, enter ISQL as a global command or
request the Interactive SQL option on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu. When ISQL is requested, no
SQL statements are displayed. You must enter the SQL statements you want tested.

The SQL Editor lets you enter its ESQL command to request ISQL from an SQL Editor session. The advantage to
requesting ISQL from the SQL Editor is that the SQL statements shown on the SQL Editor will be passed to ISQL.

The following examples illustrate how to request ISQL from an SQL Editor session using the ESQL command. Enter
ESQL on the command line, and press Enter. ISQL is invoked:

PTEDIT1 - (CAPS ON) ------ SQL Editor ------ (NULLS ON) ---

COMMAND ===> ESQL                                           SCROLL ===> CSR

 

***************************** TOP OF DATA *********************************

___

___ SELECT WORKDEPT, HIREDATE, SALARY

___ FROM

___ DSN8210.emp

___ WHERE WORKDEPT = :DEPT AND

___ SALARY > :MINSALARY

___ SALARY > :MINSALARY

___ ORDER BY SALARY DESC

___

___

___
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**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

NOTE
CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS does not use the ESQL command because you can already execute SQL
statements on an on demand basis with the SQL Editor in CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS.

The following shows the ISQL main panel, called the Control Panel for ISQL. Notice how the SQL from the SQL Editor
session is displayed in the lower section of the panel:

IQPSQL3O        -------   ISQL Online SQL Execution ------                    

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Option    ===> *                          Mode         ===> O ONLINE          

DB2 SSID  ===> D71A                       DB2 Version  ===> V7R1M0            

----------------------------------------------------------------------- USER02

                                                                              

OPTIONS:                             CONTROL PARAMETERS:                      

 S  - SQL Execution                   Select Row Limit       ===>             

 D  - Dataset I/O                     Max Character Size     ===>             

 BP - Batch Processor/Submit          Commit or Rollback     ===> R   (C or R)

 E  - Edit SQL                        Continue if Warnings   ===> N   (Y or N)

                                      Continue if SQL Errors ===> N   (Y or N)

                                      Output to Dataset      ===> N   (Y or N)

                                      View Audit File        ===> Y   (Y or N)

ENTER HOST VARIABLE VALUES BELOW:                                             

DEPT      ===>                                                                

MINSALARY ===>                                                                

                                                                              

SELECT WORKDEPT, HIREDATE, SALARY                                             

FROM                                                                          

DSN8710.EMP                                                                   

WHERE WORKDEPT = :DEPT AND                                                    

SALARY > :MINSALARY                                                           

Use the Options field to manipulate the displayed SQL. For example, you can execute the SQL, access data set I/O
services, access the Batch Processor to execute the SQL in batch mode, or edit the SQL. 

EXPLAIN
The EXPLAIN command performs a DB2 EXPLAIN of the SQL statement. This command is only valid when CA SQL-
Ease is installed.

The EXPLAIN information is translated by the Enhanced Explain processor. The results of the EXPLAIN are presented as
an Enhanced Explain report:

PTEDIT1 -- (CAPS ON)  ------ SQL Editor ------ (NULLS ON)  ---                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

___  **************************** QUICK EXPLAIN ***************************** 

___  Access Path Analysis:                                                    

___                                                                           

___                                                     --Sorts--         Col 

___                      Data                       Mat New  Comp     Pre Fun 

___  Table name          Access  Index name         Col UJOG UJOG Lck Fet Evl 
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___  ------------------- ------- ------------------ --- ---- ---- --- --- --- 

___  EMPPROJACT          IX ONLY XEMPPROJACT1         1            IS         

___    joined via nested                                                      

___    loop join with                                                         

___  EMP                 IX/DATA XEMP1                1            IS         

___    joined via nested                                                      

___    loop join with                                                         

___  DEPT                IX/DATA XDEPT1               1            IS         

___  ************************************************************************ 

___ SELECT A.DEPTNO, A.DEPTNAME, B.FIRSTNME, B.LASTNAME, B.JOB, B.SALARY      

___ FROM DSN8220.DEPT A                                                       

___     , DSN8220.EMP B                                                       

___     , DSN8220.EMPPROJACT C                                                

___ WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.WORKDEPT                                               

___     AND B.EMPNO = C.EMPNO                                                 

___     AND C.PROJNO = :WORK-PROJNO                                           

___     AND EMSTDATE BETWEEN '1982-01-01' AND '1982-04-01'                    

___                                                                           

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************** 

The EXPLAIN results are translated and displayed as the Short Access Path report at the top of the previous panel. This
report tells you how DB2 is going to retrieve the data from the tables being accessed. See the CA SQL-Ease for DB2 for
z/OS documentation for more information.

The explained SQL statement appears under the Short Access Path report, at the bottom of the previous panel. If multiple
statements were explained, a report for each statement would be generated and displayed.

NULLS
The NULLS command toggles the NULLS feature. Valid values are ON and OFF. ON is the default. When NULLS is on,
space at the beginning or end of the line is considered null. When NULLS is off, space at the beginning or end of the line
is considered blank spaces. You can toggle NULLS by entering N on the command line. You can toggle both CAPS and
NULLS by entering NC or CN on the command line.

This command is only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

PARSE
The PARSE command toggles the PARSE feature on and off. The default is off. When PARSE is on, the SQL Editor
parses the entered SQL statement and searches for the percent sign (%) selection criterion in SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE statements.

This command is only valid when Interactive SQL is installed.

The PARSE feature is useful when you want to select from a table, view, location, or column listing. The percent sign (%)
is used to invoke the listings:

PTEDIT1 -- (CAPS ON)  ------ SQL Editor ------ (NULLS ON)  ---                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

 ___ SELECT % FROM PTITO.EDIT_DEMO                                            

 ___                                                                          

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************** 
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When PARSE is ON the SQL Editor searches for the Select Statement. The select statement is entered with PARSE on.
In this example, all columns in PTITO.EDIT_DEMO will automatically be inserted into the SELECT statement because the
% character appears after the SELECT keyword.

Press Enter after entering the SELECT statement to display the results of the PARSE command:

IQPSQLE1 --- (CAPS ON)  --- SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON)  ---                    

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Edit the SQL statements that you wish to test below.  When you are done       

 editing the SQL, hit PF3/15 or enter 'END' to return to the RC/SQL control   

 panel.   Host variables will be parsed out, so that you may test your SQL    

 repeatedly with various host values.                                         

                                                                              

********************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************

___                                                                           

___          SELECT WORKDEPT, HIREDATE, SALARY                                

___          FROM DSN8710.EMP                                                 

___          WHERE WORKDEPT = :DEPT AND                                       

___          SALARY > :MINSALARY                                              

___          ORDER BY SALARY DESC                                             

___                                                                           

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

The SELECT statement is expanded to include all columns in the select table automatically. The table name is
automatically added to the front of each column name. If a correlation letter had been specified in the SQL, it would take
the place of the table name.

Select Tables or Views

The table or view selection feature lets you enter free-form SELECT statements without remembering table or view
names.

To request a table or view selection list, enter the percent sign (%) within any level of the table or view name. For
example, entering the statement SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.% displays a list of all tables or views that are created by
SYSIBM.

You can select only one table from the table selection list. However, you can request many tables in the FROM list, such
as FROM SYSIBM.%, DSN%.%. In this case, you receive a list of all tables with creator SYSIBM followed by a list of all
tables whose creator ID begins with DSN.

Select Locations

You can receive a listing of remote locations by entering a percent sign (%) before the creator.object identifier. For
example, if you enter SELECT ACTNO FROM %.DSN8220.DEPT, a location selection panel appears. Select by entering
S next to the location ID. You can select only one location per table or view.

Select Columns

The percent sign (%) can be used to generate a column list. The list displays the columns that are contained in the DB2
objects that are referenced by your SQL statement. You can include the percent sign within the following clauses:

• SELECT
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You can enter the percent sign in the SELECT clause of a SELECT or SUBSELECT statement. For example, if you
enter SELECT % FROM DSN8220.DEPT, all columns from DSN8220 are substituted for the percent sign within your
SELECT statement.

• SET
You can enter the percent sign in the SET clause of an UPDATE statement. For example, if you enter UPDATE
DSN8220.DEPT SET %, all columns from DSN8220.DEPT are substituted for the percent sign within your UPDATE
statement.

• COLUMNS
You can enter the percent sign in the COLUMNS clause of an INSERT statement. For example, if you enter INSERT
INTO DSN8220.DEPT (%) VALUES, all columns from DSN8220.DEPT is substituted for the percent sign within your
INSERT statement.

You can mix column and table or view selections in the same SELECT statement. For example, you can enter the
statement SELECT % FROM SYSIBM.% A, DSN%.% B to select the tables from a list. All columns for the selected tables
are inserted into the SELECT statement. Because correlation variables were specified, they appear on the front of the
column name. Otherwise, the full table name precedes each column name.

For example, if you enter SELECT % FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES, all columns from SYSTABLES are inserted into the
SELECT statement. If you enter SELECT ACD% FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES, the ACD characters are ignored.

PRED
Displays the predicates involved in the SQL. This is useful if you want to see if the SQL statement has the potential to be
indexable or searchable, which can improve performance. An error message appears if no predicates are found within the
SQL. Highlighted arrows indicate that predicates have been found.

This command is only valid when CA SQL-Ease is installed.

RESET
The RESET command removes any commands entered in the line command. RESET is valid only before you press Enter
to begin line command execution. For example, if you specify delete block commands and then decide not to delete the
block, you could enter RESET before pressing Enter.

RESET is also useful when you use the SYNTAX command. SYNTAX displays a message block when an SQL syntax
error is encountered. RESET clears the panel of the displayed message block.

SEND
The SEND command lets you send the displayed SQL into your ISPF edit session. You can issue the SEND command
from the SQL Editor or from any panel showing SQL when you use CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS.

This command is only valid when CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS is installed.

SEND is useful when you modify a copy of blocked SQL or when you create SQL within the product.

Modify SQL

SQL can be brought into the SQL Editor from your ISPF edit session when you use the CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/
OS EE block commands. The blocked SQL is copied from the ISPF edit session. The blocked SQL is then inserted
into the SQL Editor when you use the CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS EXPLAIN, EXECute, SYNTAX, PREDicate, or
STANDardize functions.

You can modify the copy of the blocked SQL within the SQL Editor. You can then send that modified copy back into your
ISPF edit session by entering the SEND command. The sent SQL is inserted under the originally blocked SQL.
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Create SQL

If you select the EXPLAIN or EXECute functions without marking a block of text, the SQL Editor panel appears so that
you can enter SQL for the EXPLAIN/EXECute. After entering the SQL from the editor, you can insert it into your ISPF edit
session by entering SEND on the command line.

STAND
The STAND command reformats the SQL into the more legible standard format.

This command is only valid when CA SQL-Ease is installed.

SYNTAX
The SYNTAX command confirms the accuracy of the entered SQL. If any errors are encountered, an error message block
appears and identifies the problem. You can use the RESET command to delete the error message block. If no errors are
found, a message informs you that syntax checking completed successfully.

This command is only valid when CA SQL-Ease is installed.

Text Entry (TE)
The text entry (TE) command is intended for quick entry of text using fast typing techniques. Valid values are ON or OFF.
When you enter TE, the CMD field is removed and automatic cursor skip will occur when you reach the end of the line in
which you are typing.

This lets you quickly enter your SQL statement text without regard to cursor position. When you press Enter, TE is
removed and you are placed back into standard text entry. If words are split between lines, and PARSE is on, the split will
be fixed when you press Enter.

Word Split (WS)
The word split (WS) command separates the SQL statement text into tokens, and places each token on a separate line:

PTEDIT1 --- (CAPS ON) ------ SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON) -------                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

****************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************** 

                                                                              

 ___ SELECT                                                                   

 ___  VIEW                                                                    

 ___  PTITO.VIEWSAL                                                           

 ___  FROM                                                                    

 ___  PTITO.PAY2                                                              

 ___  WHERE                                                                   

 ___  AVG (                                                                   

 ___  SALARY ) <                                                              

 ___  30000                                                                   

 ___                                                                          

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************** 

You can use the WS command to separate column names embedded in a long continuous list into separate lines. You can
then use the standard line commands to delete, move, and copy the columns to meet your needs.
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After you have entered the WS command and performed any edits, you can enter the WW command to reflow the tokens
into uniform text lines.

Word Wrap (WW)
The word wrap (WW) command toggles reflows fragmented text lines into uniform text lines. Valid values are ON or OFF.
All lines are restructured to fit as much on a line as possible:

PTEDIT1 --- (CAPS ON) ------ SQL Editor --- (NULLS ON) -------                

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

****************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************** 

                                                                              

 ___ SELECT VIEW PTITO.VIEWSAL FROM PTITO.PAY2 WHERE AVG (SALARY ) <          

 ___ 30000                                                                    

                                                                              

                                                                              

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************** 

Use the Utilities Online Interface
The utilities online interface lets you process lists of tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables. You can then specify the
objects that you want to use and the utilities you want to execute on the objects. You can also define default variables for
the utilities.

All utilities except for the change accumulation feature of CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS run against objects that you
select in the DB2 Object Manager.

Review the following topics for more information:

Supported Utilities

All utilities except for the change accumulation feature of CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS run against objects that you
can select in the DB2 Object Manager.

Once you have a list of objects, you select a utility to run against the objects. Multiple utilities can be selected.

Access the Online Interface

To access the online interface type U on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press
Enter.

The DB2 Object Manager panel appears. From this panel, you can choose to select the DB2 objects upon which the utility
is to execute and access the Profile Menu.

Wildcard Characters for Utilities Interfaces

In the utility interfaces, you can use wildcard characters to specify a portion of a character string to be used as object
selection criteria. The system searches for all occurrences that match the selection criteria. Many of the input fields accept
the asterisk (*) or percent sign (%) wildcard characters as follows:

• The asterisk(*) selects all objects.
• The percent sign(%) can be specified at any location in the name. This sign signifies that zero or more characters can

occupy that position and all remaining positions to the end of the name or to the next character. For example:
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– DSN% retrieves all names that begin with DSN.
– DSN%06 retrieves all names that begin with DSN and end with 06.

Select a Utility
All utilities except for the change accumulation feature of CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS run against objects that you
select in the DB2 Object Manager.

You can select a utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Type U (DB2 Object Manager) on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press
Enter.
The CA DB2 Object Manager panel appears.

2. Select the DB2 objects (tablespaces, indexes, or tables) that you want the utility to run against by entering 1
(Tablespace Selection), 2 (Index Selection), or 3 (Table Selection) in the command line. Press Enter.
The object selection panel appears.

3. Specify one of the following commands to select a utility to run against an object:
Each object accepts only one line command; however, you can enter as many valid line commands on the panel as
you want. For example, on the tablespace selection panel, you can enter a C for a few objects, H on another, R on
another, and so on. In this way, you can run more than one utility at once.
The following commands are valid for tablespaces:
– C

Executes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
– D

Collects CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics for all indexes on the tablespace.
– H

Executes CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
– I

Reorganizes all indexes for the selected tablespace.
– K

Executes CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS against the select object.
– P

Collects CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics and updates the DB2 catalog statistics through the CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Update Catalog Statistics option.

– R
Executes CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
When a tablespace reorganization is specified, all indexes in the selected tablespace are automatically included in
the reorganization. 

– V
Executes CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.

– W
Executes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS wildcarding.

The following commands are valid for indexspaces:
– K

Executes CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS against the select object.
– P

Collects CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics and updates the DB2 catalog statistics through the CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Update Catalog Statistics option.

– R
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Executes CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
– V

Executes CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
The following commands are valid for tables:
– B

Executes CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
– L

Executes CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.
– P

Collects CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics and updates the DB2 catalog statistics through the CA
Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Update Catalog Statistics option.

– R
Executes CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.

– U
Executes CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS against the selected object.

Press Enter.
A utility-specific options panel appears. For complete descriptions of these options, press F1 to access the online help.

4. Specify the options for the utility and press F3 (End).
When you are using the Tablespace Options panel for CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS, you can press Enter to
access the Additional Options panel. Use the Additional Options panel to enter values specific to extended mode
reorganizations. For more information about the processing modes (standard, extended, and high performance) used
by CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS, see the CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS documentation.
The Submit Utilities panel appears. From this panel, you can preview or submit the job JCL. You can submit the job
directly to JES or to a data set for later execution.

Performance Options Panel
If the Region Size specified on the Submit Utilities panel is not large enough for the options specified, the Performance
Options panel appears. From this panel, you can:

• Calculate the region size required for the specified options.
• Select multiple objects for reorganization by specifying a region size for each object. Each object is processed as a

separate step and, therefore, needs its own region size.

A separate Performance Options panel appears for each object in the job:

UTPRRFIX             Fast Check   Performance Options                         

COMMAND  ==>                                                                  

                                                                              

     DB2 Object: DSN8D61A                                                     

          Name : ABCDEFGH            Partition(s): ALL                        

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

      A Region Size of  04469K  is Required to handle the Options             

      Specified. Resize the Options or increase the Region Size.              

                                                                              

                                                                              

     Performance Options ==>                                                  

              Region Size : 1K                                                

              Max Tasks   : 0001                                              

              Data Buffers: 0050                                              

              Copy Buffers: 0010   <= VALUE IS NOT A FACTOR                   
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See the online help for descriptions of the fields on this panel.

Member Selection Lists
If you are unsure of the name of the member that contains the job card or utility job step you want to use for the utility job
stream, you can request a member selection list on the Submit Utilities panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the following fields on the Submit Utilities panel:
– Specify the name of the PDS in the Library field.
– Specify an asterisk (*) in the Job Card or Step JCL fields to display all members. You can limit the number of

members displayed using masking. For example, to list all members that begin with MJ, enter MJ* in the Job Card
field.

Press Enter.
A member list that matches your specifications appears on the Model Library Member List panel.

2. Type S next to the member you want to use, and press Enter. If symbolic parameters exist in the member, you are
prompted for their values.

Model JCL
Default model JCL is provided to build online interface jobs. Model JCL supplies the CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS with
the JCL and utility control cards to create the z/OS job stream for executing compression analyses, image copies,
reorganizations, loads, unloads, and recoveries. You can use the default settings, or you can customize the JCL.

During installation, default model JCL members are unloaded into a product library. You can copy these members to your
own partitioned data set (PDS) or can reference the install product library.

NOTE
To customize the default models, we recommend that you copy the members to your own PDS and make the
changes you want.

The following default members are provided:

• MJJOBUT
Defines a model JCL job card.

• MJPTIUT
Contains the model utility job step for the CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS. You can edit this member as needed at your
site.

Model JCL Card Use Specifics

The model JCL contains the following information:

• Job Card-The job card member is specified at execution time. The default model job member is MJJOBCD.
• General DB2 Utility JCL that contains the common JCL statements necessary for executing any DB2 utility-Whenever

a DB2 utility is selected, the general DB2 utility JCL is combined with the utility's model JCL to generate the necessary
JCL and control cards to execute the utility.
The general model JCL contains the EXEC statement for executing the IBM DSNUTILB program with any necessary
SYSPRINT, UTPRINT, and other basic JCL requirements needed for executing any DB2 utility.
Specific JCL requirements such as SYSCOPY DD requirements for an image copy are included in the model JCL
member for the image copy option and are not included in the general utility model.
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The default is MJUTLGL.
• Special CA services JCL for executing: Command Processor, Message Processor, and VSAM Access Methods

services-These services use member MJUTLPT to supply the necessary JCL. You cannot change this member name.
• DB2 Utility JCL for executing supported DB2 utilities-These members specify necessary control cards and any

additional JCL requirements (apart from member MJUTLGL) to execute the utility. A separate model JCL member
exists for each supported DB2 utility.

• User Applications/Third Party Utilities JCL can use model JCL to specify the necessary job step information for
executing the program-You have to create the model JCL members necessary to run the user programs or non-
supported utilities. The model JCL can use automatic or user-defined symbolics.

The previous categories are used by the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Action Procedure and the Utility
Manager facilities. The following categories are used by other CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Statistics
Management facilities:

• Statistics Maintenance JCL or CLIST for executing CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics maintenance
in online or batch mode-The default JCL members are MJRTRST and MJBKPST. The default CLIST members are
MCRTRST and MCBKPST.

• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Procedure Batch Submission JCL for executing CA Database Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS procedures in batch mode-The member name must always be MJSTATS, but you can customize the JCL
as required. You are prompted for the model JCL library that contains the MJSTATS member at submission time.

Customization

You can customize any of the supplied model JCL members to fit your needs. You can add, delete, or modify any of the
symbolic variables. You can add new members. For example, you can have several different members for the Image Copy
utility.

You can also change the names of any of the default model JCL members except for MJSTATS and MJUTLPT. These
names must not be changed.

MJPTIUT Member
Model JCL member MJPTIUT contains the model utility job step. All the CA Database Management Solutions utilities for
DB2 for z/OS use this member as a model when they generate JCL for a job:

//*                                                  

//*  MODEL = %UTILMD   DATE = %DATEY2K  TIME = %TIME 

//*                                                  

//%STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                       

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/%SYSID,%RESTART',   

//             REGION=%REGION                        

//*                                                  

//STEPLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB1                

//          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB2                

//          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%EPLIB3                

//PTILIB    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB1               

//          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB2               

//          DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB3               

//PTIPARM   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=%PARMLIB1              

//*                                                

//PTIMSG    DD   SYSOUT=*                            

//PTIIMSG   DD   SYSOUT=*                            

//PTIMSG01  DD   SYSOUT=*                               

//*                                                
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//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//ABNLIGNR  DD   DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS  

//STXXWK01  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))          

//STXXWK02  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))          

//STXXWK03  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))          

//STXXMSG   DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//SRXXWK01  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,10))          

//SR01MSG   DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//SDXXWK01  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,10))          

//SD01MSG   DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//%FULLDD   DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..%FULLDD,

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%REORGP,5)),UNIT=SYSDA             

//%INCRDD   DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..%INCRDD,

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%REORGP,5)),UNIT=SYSDA             

//RID000    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..RID000, 

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,5)),UNIT=SYSDA           

//SYSREC    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSREC, 

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,5)),UNIT=SYSDA            

//SYSCTL    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSCTL,  

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA                    

//SYSMAP    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSMAP,  

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA                    

//SYSDISC   DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSDISC, 

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA                    

//SYSERR    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSERR,  

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA                    

//SYSCOPYD  DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..%DDNAME..COPY,   

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,5)),UNIT=SYSDA             

//SYSCOPYT  DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..%DDNAME..COPY,   

// DISP=(,CATLG),LABEL=(%LBL,SL),UNIT=T3480                      

//SYSULD    DD   DSN=                                            

//SYSULD  DISP=OLD                                               

//SYSUT1    DD   DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I%INCR..SYSUT1,  

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,5)),UNIT=SYSDA            

//*                                                             

When editing the MJPTIUT member, note the following considerations:

• You can change the DISK, UNIT, and SPACE values for the STEPLIB, PTILIB, and PTIMSG DD statements.
• You can change any space allocation information.
• You must specify sort work data sets (STxxWKnn) in the model member. If they are not needed for the job, they are

automatically removed.
• You cannot change the ddnames.
• The UNIT specification for SYSCOPYD DD statement must be a DASD device.
• The UNIT specification for SYSCOPYT DD statement must be a tape.

DD Statements for Model JCL

Review the following DD statements for model JCL:
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Sort Work DD Statements

The sort work DD statements (STxxWKnn) in model member MJPTIUT are used to determine the number of sort work DD
statements to create for each sort task.

The naming convention for sort work data sets is STxxWKnn, where nn is the task number and xx is the sort task number.
The task number is determined by the utilities based on the value of the MAXTASKS parameter and the number of
objects.

For example:

• If STxxWK01 through STxxWK03 are specified in the model member, the following DD statements are generated:
– For the first task, ST01WK01 through ST01WK03;
– For the second task, ST02WK01 through ST02WK03; and so on.

• If STxxWK01 through STxxWK07 are specified in the model member, the following DD statements are generated:
– For the first task, ST01WK01 through ST01WK07;
– For the second task, ST02WK01 through ST02WK07; and so on.

The following list describes work data sets and their contents:

• SYSREC
Data rows for CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/
OS.

• SYSCTL
Load control cards that are generated by a CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS job.

• SYSUT1
Index entries.

• SYSULD
Records to be loaded by CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

• SYSMAP
Formatted error message report. This report explains why records were discarded by CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

• SYSDISC
Records that are discarded by CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

• SYSERR
Internal list of all errors that are found during the load by CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

SYSCOPYD and SYSCOPYT DD Statements

SYSCOPYD and SYSCOPYT are the ddnames used in model JCL for the image copy data sets:

• SYSCOPYD is the image copy data sets if a DASD device is specified.
• SYSCOPYT is the image copy data sets if a tape device is specified.

NOTE
You can specify different ddnames if you want. However, if you want the image copy information you specify
online to be included in the JCL, you must specify these specific ddnames.

SYSUDUMP DD Statements

If you specify ABEND-TASK, the abend dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.

CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS DD Statements

The naming convention for copy data sets used in model member MJPTIUT is SYSCPnyy, where n is the copy number,
and yy is the part of the copy that is being multi-tasked.
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Example - Partitioned Tablespace

The following example illustrates ddnames for a tablespace with three partitions. All partitions are to be copied
simultaneously (COPY-TASKS=3), two copies are to be made.

The DD statements generated are:

DDname Copies
SYSCP101 copy 1, part 1
SYSCP102 copy 1, part 2
SYSCP103 copy 1, part 3
SYSCP201 copy 2, part 1
SYSCP202 copy 2, part 2
SYSCP203 copy 2, part 3

NOTE
All six DD statements are written to simultaneously provided they are not on the same tape.

Example - Tape Drives

The following example also illustrates the ddnames for a tablespace with three partitions. Two copies are made.

NOTE
If you are using a limited number of tape drives and you do not want the partitions on separate tapes, specify
MAXTASKS=1. A single thread executes for each copy.

The DD statements generated are:

DDname Copies
SYSCP101 copy 1, all parts
SYSCP201 copy 2, all parts

The copies are made simultaneously and you need only two tape drives.

If you have only one tape drive available, you must single thread the copies. You can do this by repeating the COPY
syntax in the instream data set.

Symbolic Variables
Symbolic variables are variables that are included within the model JCL for which specific values are substituted. These
variables let the JCL and product control statements for a model JCL member be used repeatedly. They also let you add
conditional testing, change data set names, use different calculations than the defaults, and so on.

Note the following two types of symbolic parameters:

• Automatic symbolics
Replaced automatically when the utility is executed.

• User-defined symbolics
Require the entry of a value. The specified value replaces the symbolic when the utility is executed.

If you change a symbolic, such as DSN, its value is changed everywhere the symbolic is used. These values are stored in
a DB2 table. Only one row can exist per symbolic.
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How Values for Automatic Symbolic Variables Are Located

The Batch Processor uses the following sources to locate the values for the %EPLIB1, %EPLIB2, %EPLIB3, %EPLIB4,
%PPLIB, and %MSGLIB variables:

• RSPINIT CLIST
• Profile
• Batch JCL specifications

The following processing occurs:

1. The Batch Processor first checks the default values for each variable that is defined in the RSPINIT CLIST when the
Batch Processor is installed.

2. After checking the default values defined in the RSPINIT CLIST, the Batch Processor checks your product's profile.
Any values that are specified in your product profile option (execution libraries, parameter library, and externalized
message library) override the default values specified in the RSPINIT CLIST for this current product session only.
This change is not permanent.
The *DB2LIBx values (in your product profile) indicate that the first (*DB2LIB1), second (*DB2LIB2), or third
(*DB2LIB3) DB2 library should be used instead of the EPLIBx variable. The DB2 libraries are specified in the
LOADLIBS section of the parmlib SETUP member for that SSID. If you leave the *EPLIBx values set to the default
values, you do not have to change their value manually when you change SSIDs.

3. Finally, the Batch Processor looks at any edits you made to the model JCL or job card information about the Batch JCL
Specification panel. The processor also looks at edits you made to the actual job stream using the Preview JCL option
on the same panel. Any of your changes override the default values in the RSPINIT CLIST and any profile values.
However, these changes are considered to be temporary values because they are applied to this job only.

User-Defined Symbolic Variables

You can define your own user-defined symbolic variables, using the following rules:

NOTE

 You are prompted for the values of these variables when you submit a Batch Processor job in Batch Execution
mode.

•  Naming
The symbolic variable name can be up to 8 characters and must start with a percent sign (%). This value can appear
as many times as you want in the model member. The same value is replaced in all occurrences.

NOTE
 You cannot specify the following characters as part of the name because they are treated as delimiters:
period (.), comma (,), blank ( ), apostrophe ('), and parentheses ( ( ) ), or semicolon (;). Note the following
exceptions.

•  Using Periods
If the non-alphanumeric value is a period (.), the period is removed. If a period is required after a symbolic variable, two
periods must be coded (..) after the symbolic variable.

•  Using Percent Signs
To use a percent sign (%) in your model JCL without referring to it as a symbolic variable, use two percent signs (%%).

•  Using Semicolons
The semicolon works differently from the other symbolic delimiters. While other delimiters are included in the symbolic
(for example, %USERID.J becomes PTIPLAT.J), the semicolon is not included (for example, %USERID;J becomes
PTIPLATJ). The semicolon is the “skip delimiter” delimiter.
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Syntax Rules for Symbolic Variables

You must adhere to the following syntax rules when using symbolic variables:

• The symbolic variable must begin with a percent sign (%), for example, %DISP.
• The name can be up to eight characters (not including the percent sign).
• You cannot enter the following characters as part of a name because they are treated as delimiters: period (.),

comma(,), blank( ), apostrophes ('), parentheses (), or semicolon (;).

NOTE
The semicolon works differently from the other symbolic delimiters. While other delimiters are included in
the variable (for example, %USERID..J becomes PTIPLAT.J), the semicolon is not included (for example,
%USERID;J becomes PTIPLATJ). The semicolon is the “skip delimiter” delimiter.

• The symbolic variable name can appear as many times as you want in the model member. The same value is replaced
in all occurrences.

• You must use two periods if you want to use a period to separate a symbolic parameter from the next field in the name.

Values for Symbolic Variables

The values for symbolic variables are resolved at build time. For certain variables, the values are then retrieved from
the DB2 catalog. Therefore, you must have up-to-date catalog statistics to gather the correct values before building the
job. Catalog statistics can be updated by collecting CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics.

The following symbolic variables can be used in model JCL:

•  CREATOR
Specifies the object's creator name. With a tablespace, the tablespace's database name is substituted.

•  DATE*
Specifies the current date. The %DATE and %TIME symbolic parameters can be used to generate unique data set
names. (The MJUTLIC model member uses the %DATE and %TIME symbolics.) For example:
DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.D%DATE.T%TIME.

•  DBNAME
Specifies the object's parent database name. DBNAME is not valid for view, synonym, or alias.

•  DDNAME
Specifies the ddname for the data set.

•  GRP
Specifies the storage group of the tablespace or indexspace you are working with.

•  INCR
Specifies a general incremental variable that is reset by the utility. The first occurrence of INCR is replaced with the
value one (1). The value of the INCR variable increases by one for each object or utility that uses it. INCR is useful for
automatically generating unique ddnames.

•  IXNAME
Specifies the index name.

•  LBL
Specifies the incremental variable for the LABEL position parameter, which specifies the position of the data set on
the tape volume. Using this symbolic increases the position number by one for each DD statement that contains the
LABEL parameter.
This value can be confusing when you are working with both simple and partitioned tablespaces and MAXTASKS
is greater than one. The %REFER and the value of %LBL refer to a previous step's DD statement with the same
ddname.
For example, if MAXTASKS is 2 and there is a simple tablespace and a partitioned tablespace:
– An SYSCP101 DD statement is generated for the simple tablespace.
– An SYSCP101 DD statement and an SYSCP102 DD statement are generated for the partitioned tablespace.
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The SYSCP101 DD statement for the partitioned tablespace points back to the SYSCP101 DD statement for the
simple tablespace, and %LBL is 2.
See the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation for a sample job that illustrates the use of %LBL and
%REFER. 

•  PLANID
Specifies the name of the plan that is used for all SQL access.

•  REFER
Includes a REFER subparameter for the VOLUME parameter. The reference number is taken from the SYSCPY
symbolic variable. The REFER symbolic refers to the volume information specified in the JCL job stream of the
previous job step and SYSCPY (except for the first step of a job). After 200 job steps, a new job is generated and
%REFER is re-initialized.
This behavior can be confusing when you are working with simple and partitioned tablespaces and MAXTASKS is
greater than one. The %REFER (and after the value of %LBL) refers to a previous step's DD with the same ddname.
For example, if MAXTASKS is 2 and there is a simple tablespace and a partitioned tablespace:
– An SYSCP101 DD statement is generated for the simple tablespace.
– An SYSCP101 DD statement and an SYSCP102 DD statement are generated for the partitioned tablespace.
The SYSCP101 DD statement for the partitioned tablespace points back to the SYSCP101 DD statement for the
simple tablespace, and %LBL is 2.
See the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation for a sample job that illustrates the use of %LBL and
%REFER.  

•  REGION
Specifies the region size to use on the batch job card.

•  REORGP*
Specifies the estimated number of pages that are needed for a tablespace or indexspace reorganization. This value
has three possible sources, based on the SIZE option specified for the utilities.
– When RUNSTATS are found, the values are determined as follows:

• For tables, values come from NPAGES from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES.
• For auxiliary tables, N/A defaults to 1.
• For tablespaces, values come from NACTIVE from SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE.
• For LOB tablespaces, the value is estimated using PGSIZE from SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE, CARDF from

SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART, and AVGSIZE, FREESPACE from SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS.
Compute the values as follows: Round AVGSIZE up to the next PGSIZE, multiply the result by CARDF, add
(FREESPACE * 1024) to the result, divide the result by (PGSIZE * 1024).

• For indexes, values come from NLEAF from SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES.
– When CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics are found, the values are determined as follows:

• For tables, values come from RATB_PAGES_USED from RATB_STATS_#.
• For auxiliary tables, N/A defaults to 1.
• For tablespaces, values come from RATS_PAGES_REORG from RATS_STATS_#.
• For LOB tablespaces, the value is estimated using these values: PGSIZE from SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE, and

RAVL_PQTY_USED and RAVL_SQTY_USED from RAVL_STATS_#
Compute the values as follows: Sum RAVL_PQTY_USED and RAVL_SQTY_USED for all volumes (this value is
the total space used represented in 4 KB pages), divide the result by (PGSIZE / 4).

• For indexes, values come from RAIX_REORG_PAGES from RAIX_STATS_#.
– When IDCAMS statistics are found, the values come from an IDCAMS LISTCAT: HIGH USED RBA divided by 4096

(bytes per page).
 Default: 1800 if no statistics are found.
When an analysis is done using an unload row limit, the value for REORGP is recalculated to specify the number of 4
KB pages that the unload data set is to occupy.

•  RESTART
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Specifies the RESTART parameter on the EXEC statement for the job step. You can specify variable's value on the
Submit Utility panel.

•  ROSORTWK
Specifies the number of cylinders that are required for SORTWKnn. SORTWKnn is the work data set that determines
the amount of space that is needed for SORT. This value can be equal to the value of ROSYSREC or ROSYSUT1,
whichever is larger. This variable is used with the following utilities: CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS or CHECK
DATA, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS or LOAD, CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS or REORG, and CA Fast
Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS or RECOVER.

•  ROSYSREC
Specifies the number of cylinders that are required for SYSREC. 
CARD * RECLENGTH

The SYSREC data set holds unloaded records for REORG. The CARD value comes from SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART.
If the CARD value has not been updated, the default of 1 is used for this calculation. You must have up-to-date catalog
statistics for all tables in the tablespace to use this variable.
You can also use ROSYSREC to calculate the space that is needed for the backup data set for an image copy. To do
so, include a SPACE keyword in the image copy JCL (model MJUTLIC).
For example, you could modify the JCL to include the following code:
SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC))

ROSYSUT1Specifies the number of cylinders that are required for SYSUT1. SYSUT1 is the temporary data set
that holds sorted keys on SORT output for CHECK DATA, CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REORG, and RECOVERY
utilities if no SORTOUT data set is provided, That is:CARD * total key lengthThe CARD value comes from
SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistical tables are not used. You must have
up-to-date catalog statistics for all indexes that are defined on tables in this tablespace to use this variable. See the
note at the beginning of this section for more information.

•  STEPNAME
Generates a unique step name in the format of UTILnnnn, where nnnn is a sequential number.
The %STEPNAME symbolic is used in the MJUTLGL model JCL to generate a unique step name for each generated
job step. 

•  SYSCPY
Generates a unique ddname automatically. The ddname takes the following form:
SYSCPnnn

–   nnn  
Specifies an increasing number.

For example, the first ddname is SYSCP000; the second is SYSCP00, and so on.
•  SYSID

Specifies the currently attached DB2 subsystem ID.
•  TBNAME

Specifies the table name.
•  TSNAME

Specifies the object's parent tablespace name or if the object is an index, the indexspace name. TSNAME is not valid
for view, synonym, or alias.

•  USERID*
Specifies the user ID of the person submitting the job. You can use the %USERID symbolic parameter on the job card
as part of the NOTIFY command. For example:
NOTIFY=%USERID.

•  UTILMD
Specifies the model member name that is used to generate the utility code.

•  VCATNAME
Specifies the VCAT name for the tablespace or indexspace.
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Default Model Members
Utility Manager provides default model JCL members for all supported actions. The default model JCL members are
unloaded into a product library at installation time. You can copy these members to your own PDS or reference the install
product library. If you want to customize the default models, it is recommended that you copy the members to your own
PDS and make the desired changes.

The default model JCL can be customized to meet your specific requirements. You can also create new members to run
specific applications or other third party utilities.

You have the option of referencing the INSTALL MODEL library or customizing your own model members. If you
customize your model JCL, you will need to copy the MJJOBCD, MJDESTOBJ, MJSTATS, and MJUTLFIL members into
your own PDS library, then edit the MJJOBCD member accordingly. If you want to customize many models, it is best to
copy all the models to your PDS. This will ensure that a member is not missing, since some of the models may make calls
to others.

Some CLIST members that are used for online execution of statistics maintenance are also supplied.

All CLIST members begin with MC. All JCL members begin with MJ. All DB2 utility members begin with MJUTL.

When reviewing the model JCL, you might find the IBM DB2 Command Utility Reference documentation helpful. It
discusses the syntax and purpose of the DB2 utilities. For more information about the supplied default members and their
descriptions, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Model JCL Member MJUTLMC Example
An example of model JCL member MJUTLMC follows:

//MCUT%INCR DD UNIT=%DUNIT,DISP=(,KEEP)

//   SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,1))

//SYSCOPY DD DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.D%DATE,

//   UNIT=%UNIT,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)

  MERGECOPY TABLESPACE %DBNAME.%TSNAME %PARTLBL %PART DEVT %UNIT

  NEWCOPY %NEWCOPY WORKDDN MCUT%INCR

User-defined Symbolics

The following user-defined symbolics have been specified in MJUTLMC:

• %DUNIT
Specifies the device type for the MCUT%INCR work data set.

• %UNIT
Specifies the device type for the SYSCOPY data set.

• %NEWCOPY
Controls the merging of the image copies. %NEWCOPY is an example of using a user-defined symbolic to control DB2
utility control card parameters.

You are prompted for the values of these symbolics when the MERGECOPY utility is executed through a Utility Extract.

Automatic Symbolic Variables

The following automatic symbolics have been defined in MJUTLMC:

• %INCR
Generates unique ddnames automatically. If you are executing multiple utilities for each object and the utilities have
their own JCL requirements, the Utility Manager generates a separate job step for each DB2 object. If the selected
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DB2 utilities have conflicting DD statement requirements, you need a method of specifying the DD statement name
at definition time. For example, if the COPY and MERGECOPY utilities both default to the SYSCOPY DD statement.
Otherwise, you have conflicting DD statements.

• %ROSYSUT1
Allocates primary space, in cylinders, for the MCUT%INCR data set.

• %DBNAME/%TBNAME
Specifies the selected database/tablespace name. These symbolics are referenced twice: in the SYSCOPY DD
statement and in the control card.

• %DATE/TIME
Specifies the date and time as part of the DSN prompt to generate a unique data set name for the work data set
automatically.

• %PARTLBL/PART
Specifies partition information if a tablespace partition was selected for the Extract Procedure, Utility Manager
generates the DSNUM parameters with the corresponding partition number. These symbolics are automatically
substituted at job stream generation.

The following automatic symbolics have been defined in MJUTLMC:

• %INCR
Generates unique ddnames automatically. If you are executing multiple utilities for each object and the utilities have
their own JCL requirements, the Utility Manager generates a separate job step for each DB2 object. If the selected
DB2 utilities have conflicting DD statement requirements, you need a method of specifying the DD statement name at
definition time. For example, when the COPY and MERGECOPY utilities both default to the SYSCOPY DD statement.
Otherwise, you have conflicting DD statements.

• %ROSYSUT1
Allocates primary space, in cylinders, for the MCUT%INCR data set.

• %DBNAME/TBNAME
Specifies the selected database/tablespace name. These symbolics are referenced twice: in the SYSCOPY DD
statement and in the control card.

• %DATE/TIME
Specifies the date and time as part of the DSN prompt to generate a unique data set name for the work data set
automatically.

• %PARTLBL/PART
Specifies partition information if a tablespace partition was selected for the Extract Procedure, Utility Manager
generates the DSNUM parameters along with the corresponding partition number.

These symbolics are automatically substituted at job stream generation.

Generated JCL

In this example, assume the following values:

• Tablespaces ACT and DSN8S12D are selected for the Utility Extract.
• The Merge Copy (MC) utility is selected. The model JCL member that is used is MJUTLMC. User-defined symbolic

variables are entered.
• A merge copy is generated based on the MJUTLMC model.

MJUTLMC can appear as follows:

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'

 

...

//MCUT01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),

//   SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))
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//SYSCOPY DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8D12A.ACT.D930202,

//  UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)

  MERGECOPY TABLE SPACE DSN8D12A.ACT PART DEVT SYSDA

  NEWCOPY NO WORKDDN MCUT01

 

...

 

//UTIL0002 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'

 

...

//MCUT02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),

//  SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSCOPY DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8D12A.DSN8S12D.D930202,

//  UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)

  MERGECOPY TABLE SPACE DSN8D12A.DSN8S12D PART DEVT SYSDA

  NEWCOPY NO WORKDDN MCUT02

Model JCL Member MJUTLIC Example
An example of model JCL member MJUTLIC follows:

//%SYSCPY DD DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.D%DATE.T%TIME,

//   UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),

//   VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)

  COPY TABLESPACE %DBNAME.%TSNAME DEVT TAPE COPYDDN %SYSCPY

  %PARTLBL %PART FULL %FULL SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

User-defined Symbolics

The %FULL user-defined symbolic has been specified in MJUTLIC. %FULL indicates the type of image copy, full or
incremental. Yes equals full, and No equals incremental.

Automatic Symbolic Variables

The following automatic symbolics have been defined in MJUTLLIC:

• %SYSCPY
Specifies the automatically generated ddname.

• %LBL
Specifies the LABEL position number.

• %REFER
Refers to the volume information specified in the SYSCOPY DD statement (the REFER subparameter of the VOLUME
parameter).

• %DBNAME/%TBNAME
Specifies the selected database/tablespace name.

• %DATE/%TIME
Specifies the date and time as part of the DSN prompt to automatically generate a unique data set name for the work
data set.

• %PARTLBL/%PART
Specifies partition information if a tablespace partition was selected for the Extract Procedure, Utility Manager
generates the DSNUM parameters with the corresponding partition number.

These symbolics are automatically substituted at job stream generation.
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Generated JCL

In this example, assume the following values:

• Tablespaces ACT and DSN8S12D are selected for a temporary utility procedure.
• An image copy is requested.
• YES is specified for FULL.

The stepname lines are included for your reference:

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'

 

...

//SYSCP000 DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8D12A.ACT.D930322.T101335,

//  UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(001,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),

//  VOL=(,RETAIN)

  COPY TABLESPACE DSN8D12A.ACT DEVT TAPE COPYDDN SYSCP000

  FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

 

...

//UTIL0002 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'

 

...

//SYSCP000 DD DSN=BACKUP,DSN8D12A.DSN8S12D.D930322.T101335,

//  UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(002,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),

//  VOL=(,RETAIN,,REF=*.UTIL0001.SYSCP000)

  COPY TABLESPACE DSN8D12A.DSN8S12D DEVT TAPE COPYDDN SYSCP000

  FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

CALC Example
You can use CALC to calculate the primary and secondary quantities specified when defining VSAM clusters. This
example changes the primary and secondary allocations for the underlying VSAM data sets by deleting and defining the
clusters. It deletes and redefines a tablespace's VSAM cluster based on the number of pages required for a REORG:

• Utility Model
Specifies the general utility model JCL member, MJUTLGL. You will be prompted for the name of the special model
JCL member when you specify the US (user application) utility code. In these examples, the special example model is
called ALTERJCL, which is a Batch Processor job stream.

• CODE
Specifies the utility code US (User Application) is being used.
Before the DELETE CLUSTER statement is executed, the REORG utility will be executed with the UNLOAD PAUSE
option. This option specifies that after the data has been unloaded, processing ends. The utility job step is retained
so that processing can be restarted in the RELOAD RESTART(PHASE). This can be included as part of the action
procedure or as part of the Batch Processor control statement.

• DELETE CLUSTER
Deletes the underlying VSAM cluster, deleting all data associated with the tablespace.

• DEFINE CLUSTER
Recreates the cluster using the results of the CALC1 variable for primary allocation and CALC2 for secondary
allocation. Space will be allocated in tracks.

• CALC1 and CALC2
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Lists these variables on the Symbolic Replacement Variables panel when you execute the extract. At that time, you will
supply the calculations for the primary and secondary quantities.

• MODEL
Specifies the model JCL member containing the JCL necessary for the tablespace alter is shown. This model was
specified when the Utility Extract prompted you for the user application model JCL.

• AUTOMATIC REPLACEMENT
Replaces the %SYSID, %DBNAME, and %TSNAME variables automatically with the DB2 subsystem ID, database
name, and tablespace name.

• CALC1
Calculates the number of tracks necessary for an IDCAMS DEFINE statement prior to a REORG. (%REORGP)
represents the space in pages. This number is increased by 30% (%REORGP*3/10).

NOTE
The expression is divided by 10 in the example to calculate the tracks for a 3380 drive. The expression
should be divided by 12 to calculate the tracks for a 3390 drive.

• CALC2
Calculates the secondary quantity to be half of the new primary allocation, in tracks.

The Utility Manager determines the number of pages required for a REORG, makes the calculation, and then substitutes
the calculated values for the variables when it creates the DEFINE CLUSTER Batch Processor job:

• DEFINE CLUSTER
Specifies the symbolic variables have been automatically replaced with the names of the DB2 subsystem, database,
and tablespace.

• TRACKS
Specifies the Utility Manager makes the necessary calculations, which results in 10 tracks for the primary allocation,
and 5 for the secondary allocation.
After these statements are executed, the REORG utility is restarted by submitting the previous job and specifying
RESTART(PHASE).

Tablespace Build (CA Quick Copy)
The options listed on the Quick Copy - Tablespace Build panel correspond to the following CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/
OS keywords:

 Option  Corresponding CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
Tablespace TABLESPACE
Partition(s) DSNUM or PART COPY OPTIONS
PARTS/COPY PARTS-PER-COPY
Full-Auto FULL-AUTO
Copy Status COPY-STATUS
Shr Level SHRLEVEL
Modify-bits MODIFYBITS
Stop-limit STOP-LIMIT
Copy Buffers COPY-BUFFERS
START TS access STARTUP-ACCESS
Linear TS LINEAR
ALLMSGS ALLMSGS
Duplicate DS Check CHECK DUPLICATES
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S-IOP S-IOP
Abend Task ABEND-TASK
MERGE-COPY MERGE-COPY
DYNAMIC No corresponding parameter (dynamic allocation of SYSCOPY

data sets)
EXCP EXCP
AUDIT AUDIT
PQC-POST-QU PQC-POST-QU
Full (Y|N) FULL
PQCPARM PQCPARM
REGISTER COPY COPIES (a subparameter)
DEVICE TYPE Option D or T
DEVICE NAME COPYDDN (devt subparameter)
IC TYPE COPIES (a subparameter)
USER EXIT No corresponding parameter
COPY nn COPIES (up to 8 copies)

For more information about these keywords, see the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Tablespace Options (CA Rapid Reorg)
The options listed on the Rapid Reorg - Tablespace Options panel correspond to the following CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2
for z/OS (CA Rapid Reorg) keywords.

Option Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
DB2 Object TABLESPACE
Name TABLESPACE
Partition(s) PART
Execution Options Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
Pause After Unload UNLOAD
Space Redefinition SPACE-DEFN
Statistics SSID COLLECT-PDASTATS (a sub-parameter)
Start TS Access STARTUP-ACCESS
Row Selection ROW-PROCESSING
Display status DISPLAY-STATUS
KEEPDICTIONARY KEEPDICTIONARY
DMS/OS DMS/OS
Abend Task ABEND-TASK
SMS-Generic SMS-GENERIC
Processing Options Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
Quick Copy QUICKCOPY
Stop-Limit STOP-LIMIT
PDA Statistics COLLECT-PDASTATS
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ALLMSGS ALLMSGS
Update CATSTATS UPDATE-CATSTATS
SYSDISC ROW-PROCESSING
EXTENDED REORG EXTENDED-TSREORG
Sort Options N/A
Message SORTFLAG
Sort Size SORTSIZE
Sort Devt SORTDEVT
Estimated-rows ESTIMATED-ROWS
Sortnum SORTNUM
Performance Options Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
Vsam buffers VSAM-BUFFERS
Out DDN No corresponding parameter
Copy Buffers COPY-BUFFERS
Strip Tasks STRIP-TASKS
Exits Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
Open No corresponding parameter
Close No corresponding parameter
Page Get No corresponding parameter
Row Get No corresponding parameter

The options listed on the Rapid Reorg Additional Options panel correspond to the following CA Rapid Reorg keywords:

Option Corresponding CA Rapid Reorg Keyword
DB2 Object TABLESPACE
Name TABLESPACE
Partition(s) PART
Extended IXREORG EXTENDED-IXREORG
RESTART ONERROR RESTART-ONERROR
DATA AVAILABILITY DATA-AVAILABLE
INPUT BUFFERS INPUT-BUFFERS
OUTPUT BUFFERS OUTPUT-BUFFERS
UPDATE BUFFERS UPDATE-BUFFERS
EXTENDED DSP EXTENDED-DSP
EXTENDED TSDSP EXTENDED-TSDSP
EXTENDED TSHSP EXTENDED-TSHSP
EXTENDED HIPER EXTENDED-HIPER
REBUILD TASKS REBUILD-TASKS
UPDATE TASKS UPDATE-TASKS
UNLOAD TASKS UNLOAD-TASKS
DELETE DATASET DELETE-DATASET
RECLUSTER RECLUSTER
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SORTDATA RECLUSTER
BUFFERS ABOVELINE BUFFERS-ABOVELINE parameter - UTIL
REBUILD INDEXES REBUILD-INDEX
IX KEY SORTS SORTNUM (?)
RID SORTS SORTNUM (?)

Tablespace (CA Fast Recover)
The options listed on the Fast Recover - Tablespace panel correspond to the following CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/
OS keywords.

Option Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
DB2 Object TABLESPACE
Name TABLESPACE
Partition(s) PART
RBA and Data Set Options Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
FROMRBA FROMRBA
TORBA TORBA
FROMLOGPOINT FROMLOGPOINT
TOLOGPOINT TOLOGPOINT
TOVOLUME TOVOLUME
TOCOPY TOCOPY
TODSN TOCOPY
TOSEQNO TOVOLUME (sub-parameter)
SKIP-MOD-CPY SKIP-MODNO-CPYS
Execution Options Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
COPY TYPE COPY-TYPE
Abend Task ABEND-TASK
Space Definition SPACE-DEFN
START TS Access STARTUP-ACCESS
Estimated Recs ESTIMATED-RECS
RENAME-CONTROL RENAME-CONTROL
DMS/OS DMS/OS
LOGONLY LOGONLY
LOG-BACKUP LOG-BACKUP
SMS-Generic SMS-GENERIC
Maxtapes MAXTAPES
ALTERNATE ALTERNATE
PREVIEW PREVIEW
Processing Options Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
Quick Copy QUICKCOPY
Modify Bits MODIFYBITS
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Sort Log SORTLOG
ALLMSGS ALLMSGS
Stop-Limit STOP-LIMIT
ALL INDEXES INDEX (sub-parameter)
SYSCOPY NO-SYSCOPY-ROW
S-IOP S-IOP
OBIDXLAT Old OBIDXLAT
NEW OBIDXLAT
FULLDD FULLDD
INCRDD No corresponding parameter
Sort Options Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
Message SORTFLAG
Sort size SORTSIZE
Sort Devt SORTDEVT
Sortnum SORTNUM
Performance Options Corresponding CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS Keyword 
Max Tasks MAXTASKS

Manage the Xmanager Started Task
The Xmanager component executes as a started task in its own address space. Xmanager is used primarily to establish
and provide a secure APF‑authorized execution environment for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS. Xmanager also provides an execution environment for products that initiate long running asynchronous processes,
like CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS real-time SQL statistics collection.

You can start, stop, and modify Xmanager manually. However, we recommend that you implement Xmanager so that it
starts and stops automatically when an IPL occurs. This automatic startup and shutdown is accomplished by adding the
appropriate commands to SYS1.PARMLIB(COMMAND). Consult your system support personnel for assistance.

NOTE
For information about Xmanager customization options, such as cross-system support, see Prepare the
Xmanager Started Task Procedure. For information about isolating Xmanager usage by CA Detector and CA
Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS data collectors, see Execute Multiple Xmanagers.

 

Start Xmanager

You can start and stop Xmanager when your system is IPLed. However, there is usually no reason to stop Xmanager
between system IPLs.

Starting Xmanager does not cause undesirable resource use. Most Xmanager activity is spent waiting for requests from
products. When the address space is idle and waiting for requests, Xmanager resource use is minimal.

To start Xmanager, issue the following command:

S PTXMAN

Xmanager issues messages to indicate that it has started successfully. 
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Stop Xmanager

We recommend that you always use the STOP command to stop Xmanager. This command quiesces any active
processes within the Xmanager address space during Xmanager termination.

To stop Xmanager, issue the following command:

P PTXMAN

If any asynchronous processes are active when the stop command is issued, Xmanager termination can take a few
minutes. Messages inform you of any activity that is being quiesced within Xmanager while it is stopping.

If Xmanager appears to enter an undetermined wait state during shutdown, you can attempt to terminate the Xmanager
with the CANCEL command. As a last resort, you can use the FORCE command to terminate Xmanager. However,
FORCE can cause unpredictable results and can affect the availability of your operating system.

Execute Modify Commands

When Xmanager is active, you can issue the following modify commands manually:

F PTXMAN,LISTDB2

F PTXMAN,LISTAUTH

F PTXMAN,DISPLAY

F PTXMAN,PLEXINTV(hhmm)

F PTXMAN,XTRACE(ON|OFF)

F PTXMAN,START(XSYS)

F PTXMAN,RUN(member)

• LISTDB2
Lists all DB2 subsystem IDs on the current operating system. This option also lists the DB2 recognition character, DB2
version, and status of the DB2 subsystem.

• LISTAUTH
Lists the operating system authorization ID in use by the Xmanager started task. The authorization ID assigned
depends on how authorization is implemented for started tasks on your system.

• DISPLAY
Lists the current collection activities executing within the Xmanager address space. When this command is executed,
messages are written to the operator (WTO) indicating what collection activity is active within Xmanager.

• PLEXINTV(hhmm)
Sets the Xmanager sysplex interval. The sysplex interval is an Xmanager-managed time interval. This interval provides
a consistent collection time interval across all LPARs in a sysplex complex. When this parameter is set, the updated
value is communicated to all connected Xmanager tasks in the sysplex complex. Enter PLEXINTV without the time
value (hhmm) to show the current value. For example, F PTXMAN,PLEXINTV.
Default: 0060 (one hour)
Range: 0005-9900 (5 minutes to 99 hours)

• XTRACE(ON|OFF)
Starts or stops an Xmanager communication trace. The communication trace writes diagnostic messages to the
Xmanager job log for requests that are routed between Xmanager tasks in the sysplex complex. Use this option only
when requested by Broadcom Support as it can result in many messages being written to the Xmanager job log and
system console.

• START(XSYS)
Restarts the Xmanager cross system communication task. Use this command to restart a terminated cross system
communication task without having to recycle the Xmanager address space.

• RUN(member)
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Executes all modify commands that are contained in hlq.CDBAPXMP. This command is useful for executing a group
of related commands for products that implement their own Xmanager modify commands, like CA Detector and CA
Subsystem Analyzer.

You can also execute these commands automatically by placing them in a member that is executed upon Xmanager
startup. The default member name is XMANINIT.

The following syntax rules apply when adding commands to XMANINIT:

• Start each command with a hyphen (-) or dollar sign ($).
• Use the same value (hyphen or dollar sign) for all commands in the same member.
• You can extend a command over as many lines as necessary.
• Columns 1 through 72 of each line are assumed to contain command text.
• Columns 73 through 80 are assumed to contain sequence numbers and are ignored.
• Start all comment lines with an asterisk (*). 

To execute modify commands automatically, follow these steps: 

1. Create a member in hlq.CDBAPXMP. The default member name is XMANINIT.
2. Add the appropriate modify commands. 
3. Update the INIT parameter in hlq.CDBASAMP(PTXMAN) to specify XMANINIT (or the name that you specified in Step

1).

Whenever Xmanager is started, it looks for the XMANINIT member (or the member that you created) in hlq.CDBAPXMP. If
the member is present, the commands in the member are executed.

Manage the Xnet Shared Communications Subsystem
Xnet (execution manager networking) provides a communications subsystem that all the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS share. Xnet also provides an interface from the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS to other products such as CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management, CA Cross-Enterprise Application
Performance Management, and CA SYSVIEW Performance Management.

Xnet executes as a started task in its own address space and works with the Xmanager (execution manager) address
space.

The XES (Xnet Execution Space Services) component gives Xnet the ability to start, stop, and manage auxiliary z/OS
address spaces. These XES address spaces are used to execute units of work on behalf of the products that are part of
the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. Offloading specific work to separate z/OS address spaces
enables these products to increase overall reliability, availability, security, and capacity while simplifying the product
operations. The setup and operation of the Xnet Execution Space Services (XES) component is accomplished through
post-installation customization of the products, Xnet startup parameter customization, and z/OS operator command
actions.

Your Xmanager and Xnet address spaces provide common services to all the CA Database Management Solutions for
DB2 for z/OS and you want them to be running and ready to provide these “behind the scenes” services. 

Xnet provides operator commands to check or modify the current processing status. Depending on the command,
operator commands can affect the entire Xnet system, a specific task (or workunit), communications features, or specific
communication sessions or partners.

Execution space services (XES) commands let you display current operational information for the XES component of
Xnet. You can also create and activate, delete, start, and stop an XES address space group and start and stop traces.

Xnet commands (XNET) let you display current operational information for the Xnet. You can also:
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• Define and delete Xnet agents and directors
• Stop and start Xnet communications or trace activity
• Activate and deactivate explicit Xnet definition requirements

You can also place command line entries in the Xnet startup parameter file to execute Xnet commands automatically
when Xnet is initialized.

NOTE

Command Line Entries in Xnet Startup Parameter Descriptions

z/OS Commands and Output
Xnet supports the standard interface for z/OS MODIFY (F) and STOP (P) commands. You can enter Xnet commands from
the z/OS console or from other products that provide a z/OS command entry capability (like CA SYSVIEW® Performance
Management and IBM SDSF). For example, a command such as XNET DISPLAY is entered using the following z/OS
MODIFY command:

F PXNPROC,XNET DISPLAY

In this example:

• F is the abbreviated modify command.
• PXNPROC is the z/OS jobname/STC name or the z/OS job identifier for the Xnet address space.
• XNET DISPLAY is the actual Xnet command.

The output from an Xnet command appears on the console issuing the command or on the z/OS SYSLOG data set,
and also on the active Xnet logfile data set. The output that is generated by these commands is in the form of Xnet xnt
messages. Sample output is provided with the command descriptions.

When the Xnet Execution Space (XES) services component starts an auxiliary address space, the internal z/OS START
command specifies the JCL procedure name to be started and a qualifier value. For example:

"s procname.qualifier,,,"

The qualifier provides a unique z/OS job identifier for the started task which is especially important when multiple started
tasks may be initiated using the same JCL procedure name. Auxiliary address spaces started by the XES component are
identified by their XES space name. The space name is the "procname.qualifier" from the internal START command. The
XES space name is sometimes abbreviated as only the "qualifier" portion of the name. This value is the name to be used
when targeting z/OS commands to XES address spaces that support the z/OS STOP and MODIFY commands.

Xnet Command Syntax Conventions
The following syntax conventions are used for the Xnet commands:

Notation Meaning
UPPERCASE characters Must be entered as shown.
Underline Minimum characters that are required for keywords
lowercase characters User-specified variables.
parentheses () Must be entered where shown.
| Separates alternate keywords and parameters; choose one.
[ ] Indicates optional operands; choose one.
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Multiple Operands

Separate operands and their associated values, if any, from adjacent operands by a space, a single comma, or both.

If you specify multiple values in a single operand, separate each value by a space, a single comma, or both.

Wildcard Characters

Use wildcard characters to qualify results when you issue commands that accept a mask operand value. You can specify
alphanumeric and wildcard characters in any combination. The following wildcard characters are valid:

• #
This wildcard matches a numeric value of 0 through 9. If you specify ####, the target string must consist of four
numeric characters. For example, 1234 matches this pattern.

• ~
This wildcard matches a non-blank character. If you specify #~#, the target string must have a numeric character, a
non-blank character, and then a numeric character. For example, 123 matches this pattern.

• @
This wildcard matches any alphabetic character in upper or lowercase. If you specify @@, the target string can consist
of any combination of two uppercase or lowercase letters. For example, Ab matches this pattern.

• ?
This wildcard matches any character.

• *
This wildcard matches any character or can represent an omitted character. For example, the pattern A**A matches
each of these strings: AA, A1A, and A12A.

Xnet Operator Commands
Xnet supports operator commands that enable you to check or modify the status of Xnet processing. Depending on the
command, operator commands can affect the entire Xnet system, a specific task (or workunit), communications features,
or specific communication sessions or partners.

You can use the following Xnet operator commands:
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• CANCEL–Terminate Xnet system or task quickly
• DUMP–Generate an SVC dump of the Xnet address space
• EVENTS–Display and reset event counters
• ISSUE–Establish automatic submission of other commands
• ISSUE DISPLAY–List active automatic command submission processes
• ISSUEND–Terminate automatic command submission processes
• KILL–Terminate immediately
• LOCK–View or reset global lock statistics
• LOG–View and process the Xnet log file
• MESSAGE–View or modify Xnet message class status
• STOP–Shut down Xnet system or task
• STORAGE–Display or reset Xnet storage statistics
• TASKLIST–Display Xnet tasks and processes
• TCP DISPLAY–List TCP/IP status and statistics
• TCP DISPLAY PATH–Display connection to TCP/IP for z/OS
• TCP DISPLAY SOCKET–List socket connections
• TCP START APPLICATION–Start Xnet application
• TCP START CONNECTION–Restart Xnet connection to the TCP/IP address space
• TCP STOP PATH–Stop Xnet activity and end connections
• TCP STOP SOCKET–Terminate sockets 
• TRACE–Trace Xnet events

CANCEL Command-Terminate Xnet System or Task Quickly
The CANCEL command terminates the Xnet system or a specified task. Unlike the STOP command, CANCEL shuts
down the Xnet system or task quickly. The CANCEL command should only be used if the normal STOP command fails to
shut down the specified task or the Xnet address space.

This command has the following syntax:

CANCEL [TASK(task-name)]

• TASK(task-name)
Specifies the name of a specific task to cancel.

Example: Cancel the Xnet Address Space

The following command cancels the Xnet address space:

CANCEL

Output from this command is sent to the Xnet logfile as follows:

2009.100 161628 $CONTASK xntCMD001I (:) CANCEL

Messages similar to the following examples are sent to the z/OS SYSLOG:

16:16:28.82 TSU59895 00000214 F PXNPROC,CANCEL

16:16:28.90 STC40023 00000014  xntCMD101I CANCEL command accepted

16:16:28.92 STC40023 00000014  xntDRV003I CA Xnet termination in progress

16:16:28.98 STC40023 00000014  xntTCP997I TCP/IP task cancel requested

16:16:29.02          00000010 PXN0103 Xnet 1502 disconnect Job(PXNPROC ) Proc( ) Ascb(00F3EA00) Asid(0364)

16:16:29.04 STC40023 00000014  xntXNT003I Xnet-Xmgr disconnected XMANID 1502 pxnv 00000000
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16:16:29.04          00000010 PXN0106 Xnet 1502 PC PXNREQ error fc(06) rc(101) rs(000) req(00000001)

 xnr(000AC270) as(030B)

16:16:29.04 STC34110 00000014 04/10/09 16:16:29.048 XNETAPI exit fc(06) rc(101) rs(000) req(00000001)

 xnr(000AC270) x15/1(00000000/00000000)

16:16:29.08 STC40023 00000014  xntTCP012I TCP/IP HPNS TERMAPI complete,

16:16:29.30          00000010 PXN0106 Xnet 1502 PC PXNREQ error fc(06) rc(101) rs(000) req(00000002)

 xnr(00007D48) as(035D)

16:16:29.36 STC40023 00000014  xntTCP008I TCP/IP path stop - pab: 368948B8 subtaskid: PAB00001 pathid: 1

16:16:29.36 STC40023 00000014  xntTCP008I iucv sends....................6 #queued....................0

16:16:29.39 STC40023 00000014  xntTCP999I TCP/IP task termination complete

16:16:29.80 STC40023 00000014  xntDRV004I CA Xnet termination complete - Release 12.0.0

16:16:30.30 STC40023 00000210 IEF170I 1 PXNPROC CAJR250I STEPNAME STEP PGM= CCODE

16:16:30.32 STC40023 00000210 IEF170I 1 PXNPROC CAJR251I PXNPROC 1 PXNAMAIN 0000

16:16:30.35 STC40023 00000014 IEF404I PXNPROC - ENDED - TIME=16.16.30

16:16:30.40 STC40023 00000210 IEF170I 1 PXNPROC CAJR252I JOB ENDED.

16:16:30.43 STC40023 00000014 $HASP395 PXNPROC ENDED

DUMP Command-Generate an SVC Dump of the Xnet Address Space
The DUMP command lets you take an SVC dump of the Xnet address space. Because this command is issued at the
discretion of the operator, there is no limit on the number of times this command can be issued.

NOTE
Dumps generated using this command do not count against the total number of SVC dumps limited by the
SDUMP( ) parameter.

This command has the following syntax:

DUMP [ADDR] [DISPLAY] [RESET] [MAXIMUM(max-value)]

You can enter DUMP or DU when you issue this command.

• ADDR
Dumps the Xnet address space.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the number of SVC dumps allowed and issued against the SDUMP maximum.

• RESET or E
Resets the current number of SVC dumps taken to zero.

• MAXIMUM(max-value) or MAX(max-value)
Replaces the maximum number of SVC dumps allowed in the SDUMP startup parameter with the number that is
supplied in max-value.

Example: Request a Dump of the Xnet Address Space

The following command requests a dump of the Xnet address space:

DUMP ADDR

The output from the previous command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) DUMP ADDR

xntCMD360I SVC Dump successful. RC: 0 RSN: 0

The associated z/OS system messages on the SYSLOG data set provide additional information:
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11:18:49.94 STC40023 00000010 IEA794I SVC DUMP HAS CAPTURED: 444

                 444 00000010 DUMPID=729 REQUESTED BY JOB (PTXNXNET)

                 444 00000010 DUMP TITLE=CA Xnet dump spaces: Primary

11:18:49.95 STC40023 00000014 xntCMD360I SVC Dump successful. RC: 0 RSN: 0

The z/OS system command to display SVC dumps identifies the specific dump data set that was used:

11:19:59.73 TSU55141 00000214  D DUMP,TITLE

11:20:00.08 INTERNAL 00000014  IEE853I 11.19.59 SYS1.DUMP TITLES 255

                 255 00000014  SYS1.DUMP DATA SETS AVAILABLE=000 AND FULL=009

                 255 00000014  CAPTURED DUMPS=0000, SPACE USED=00000000M, SPACE FREE=00002500M

                 255 00000014       SVCCA31.CA31.PTXNXNET.D090410.S00729 TITLE=CA Xnet dump spaces:

                 255 00000014              Primary

                 255 00000014           DUMP TAKEN TIME=11.18.49 DATE=04/10/2009

                 255 00000014       DUMP01 TITLE=COMPON=COMMTASK, COMPID=SC1CK, ISSUER=IEAVMFRR-FRR,

                 255 00000014                    COMMUNICATIONS TASK DUMP

                 255 00000014           DUMP TAKEN TIME=18.53.15 DATE=04/01/2009

                 255 00000014       DUMP02 TITLE=Abend S0C4/U0000 PSW 070C6000 B66D6A0E Module

                 255 00000014                    T01XOPT1+0A08

                 255 00000014           DUMP TAKEN TIME=19.33.33 DATE=03/31/2009

EVENTS Command-Display and Reset Event Counters
The EVENTS command lets you display and reset event counters. These counters track the number of times an
event occurs. 

The following counts are maintained for each event:

• The number of times the event has occurred within the current interval.
– An interval begins at Xnet initialization and whenever an EVENTS RESET command is issued. The interval-start-

time is maintained for each event to allow independent control over count statistics for each event.
– An interval continues until the event is reset. Displaying the event does not reset the counter.
– An interval ends when you reset the event counter.

• The total number of times the event has occurred since Xnet initialization.

This command has the following syntax:

EVENTS [DISPLAY] [RESET] [ID(id-list)]

You can enter EVENTS or EV when you issue this command.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the current statistics for all events. Use this option with the ID operand to display statistics for specific events.
This option is the default if DISPLAY or RESET is not specified.

• RESET or E
Clears the interval-count value and begins a new interval for all events. Use this option with the ID operand to reset
count statistics for specific event IDs. RESET and DISPLAY can be included in the same command.

• ID(id-list)
Identifies an event ID, or comma-delimited list of event IDs, to select for DISPLAY, RESET, or both. An event's ID
appears with its statistics using DISPLAY. If an ID is not specified, all events are listed.

Example: Display All Event Counters

The following command requests a display of all event counters:

EVENTS 
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The output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) EVENTS

xntCMD351I Display of event counts and rates

xntCMD351I     Event           Event                 Event Statistics

xntCMD351I   -- Id -- ----- Description ------ Interval TotalSys Events/Sec

xntCMD352I   SQLS     SQL statements                  0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   SQLP     SQLPrepare()                    0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   SQLE     SQLExecute()                    0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   SQLD     SQLExecDirect()                 0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   VSES     VSession establishments         0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   VSEX     VSession transactions           0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   VAPI     VTAM API requests               0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   VEXI     VTAM exits                      0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   TAPI     TCP/IP API requests         11311    11311     0.59

xntCMD352I   TEXI     TCP/IP exits                 9936     9936     0.52

xntCMD352I   IAPI     Interlink API requests          0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   IEXI     Interlink exits                 0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   MSGI     Messages received            2705     2705     0.14

xntCMD352I   MSGO     Messages sent                2261     2261     0.11

xntCMD352I   CTIR     COM/TI run requests             0        0     0.00

xntCMD352I   HITS     HTTP resource requests          8        8     0.00

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

The following descriptions explain the sample output:

• The Event Id column shows the ID of the event. You can use this value in the ID keyword of the EVENTS command.
• The Event Description column provides a brief description of the event being counted.
• Under the Event Statistics heading:

– The Interval column shows the number of times the event occurred from the start of the interval until the EVENTS
command was issued.

– The TotalSys column shows the number of times the event occurred from Xnet initialization until the EVENTS
command was issued.

– The Events/Sec column shows the number of times the event occurred per second from the start of the interval until
the EVENTS command was issued.

Example: Display the Messages Received Event Counter

The following command requests a display of only the “Messages received” event counter:

EVENTS ID(MSGI)

The output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) EVENTS ID(MSGI)

xntCMD351I Display of event counts and rates

xntCMD351I     Event           Event                 Event Statistics

xntCMD351I   -- Id -- ----- Description ------ Interval TotalSys Events/Sec

xntCMD352I   MSGI     Messages received            2705     2705     0.13

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

ISSUE Command-Establish Automatic Submission of Other Commands
The ISSUE command is used to establish automatic submission of other Xnet operator commands. One or more Xnet
commands can be enabled to initiate after the specified time interval either until the specified time has expired or the
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automatic command submission process is terminated using the ISSUEND command. When commands are automatically
submitted, message INTCMD001I is issued to indicate the automatic command submission identifier and the userid of the
submitter.

This command has the following syntax:

ISSUE COMMANDS(cmd-list) [EVERY(time-units)]

                          [FOR(time-units)|FOREVER] 

                          [HOURS|MINUTES|SECONDS]

                          [ID(issue-id)}]

                          [AT(military-time)]

You can enter ISSUE or IS when you issue this command.

• COMMANDS(cmd-list) or CMD(cmd-list)
Submits up to eight (8) commands automatically. Commands containing embedded blanks must be contained within
double quotes ("). Multiple commands must be delimited by commas.

• EVERY(time-units)
Specifies the time interval in units (hours, minutes, seconds) to wait prior to submitting the commands. If the time unit
is omitted, the default value is every one minute. The AT( ) and EVERY( ) operands are mutually exclusive.

• FOR(time-units)
Specifies the length of time the automated command submission process should remain active. This value is in
increments of the specified units (hours, minutes, seconds). If the time unit is omitted, the default is minutes.

• FOREVER
Specifies that this automated command submission should remain active until it is manually terminated with the
ISSUEND command. This is the default. When used with the AT() parameter, the command is issued every day
automatically at the time that is specified by the AT( ) parameter.

• HOURS
Specifies the time value in units of hours.

• MINUTES or MIN
Specifies the time value in units of minutes.

• SECONDS or SEC
Specifies the time value in units of seconds.

• ID(issue-id)
Specifies the automated command submission identifier. This value is a one to eight character name that you can use
to identify the command submission process uniquely. This value enables this command submission process to be
terminated separately from other command submission processes. If omitted, the default ID value that is assigned is
ISSDFT.

• AT(military-time)
Specifies a time or times when the specified command or multiple commands are issued. You can specify multiple
times by separating the time values with commas and no blank spaces. The AT( ) and EVERY( ) operands are
mutually exclusive.

Example: Execute Two Different Xnet DISPLAY Commands

The following command requests two different Xnet DISPLAY commands to be executed every minute for the next 15
minutes. The identifier MYCMDS is assigned to the automatic command submission process.

ISSUE CMD("XNET DIS AGT(*)","XNET DIS DIR(*)") EVERY(1) MIN FOR(15)

      ID(MYCMDS)

The output from the command follows:

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

xntCMD001I (:) ISSUE CMD("XNET DIS AGT(*)","XNET DIS DIR(*)") EVERY(1) MIN FOR(15) ID(MYCMDS)

xntCMD051I ISSUE command complete
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Every minute, for the next 15 minutes, the automatic command submission process that was started will execute the two
Xnet DISPLAY commands that were specified.

xntCMD001I <MYCMDS> (:) XNET DIS AGT(*)

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTA csq 3 dirs 0 xna 36768238 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 035D ascb 00F48880 stoken 00000D74-00000079

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTXNECHO userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (00) recv-active

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id CA31DF3G1502VRLW csq 2 dirs 0 xna 367698D8 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 030B ascb 00F81A00 stoken 00000C2C-00000018

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTXNIDC userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (00) recv-active

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-AGENT csq 1 dirs 0 xna 36767E78 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0364 ascb 00F3EA00 stoken 00000000-00000000

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTXNXNET userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (01) internal-agent

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

xntCMD001I <MYCMDS> (:) XNET DIS DIR(*)

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

ISSUE DISPLAY Command-List Active Automatic Command Submission Information
The ISSUE DISPLAY command lists information about currently active automatic command submission processes.

This command has the following syntax:

ISSUE DISPLAY [ID(issue-id)]

NOTE
You can enter ISSUE D or IS D when you issue this command.

• ID(issue-id)
Specifies an automated command submission identifier. This value is a 1- to 8-character name that can be used
to identify the command submission process and enables this command submission process to be terminated, or
displayed separately from other command submission processes. If omitted, all active automatic command processes
appear.

Example: Display All Active Automated Command Submission Processes

The following command displays all active automated command submission processes, the associated requester, and
commands to be submitted:

ISSUE DISPLAY

The output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) ISSUE D

xntCMD375I --------  -------- Requester -------  --- Operator --  Time or

xntCMD375I  Req Id    Userid  Taskname Procname  Consname Consid  Interval

xntCMD375I --------  -------- -------- --------  -------- ------  --------

xntCMD376I MYCMDS                                INTERNAL         00:01:00

xntCMD377I           CMD: XNET DIS AGT(*)

xntCMD377I           CMD: XNET DIS DIR(*)

xntCMD376I TCPINIT            $TCPTASK $MAIN$                     01:00:00

xntCMD377I           CMD: TCP D ST RE

xntCMD376I XNTINIT            $XNTTASK $MAIN$                     01:00:00

xntCMD377I           CMD: XNET DIS ALL
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xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

ISSUEND Command-Terminate Automatic Command Submission Process
The ISSUEND command terminates an automatic command submission process previously established using the ISSUE
command.

This command has the following syntax:

ISSUEND ID(issue-id)|ALL

You can enter ISSUEND or ISE when you issue this command.

• ID(issue-ID)
Specifies the automated command submission identifier. This value is a 1- to 8-character name that uniquely identifies
the command submission process and enables this command submission process to be terminated separately from
other command submission processes. The ID was either explicitly specified on the corresponding ISSUE command or
it was set to the default ID value of ISSDFT.

• ALL
Indicates that all automatic command submission processes are to be terminated.

Example: Terminate Automatic Command Submission Process

The following command terminates the automatic command submission process identified by requester ID MYCMDS:

ISSUEND ID(MYCMDS)

The output from the above command is shown below.

xntCMD001I (:) ISSUEND ID(MYCMDS)

xntCMD390I ISSUE ID: MYCMDS stopped

xntCMD391I ISSUE ID: MYCMDS ended

KILL Command-Terminate Immediately
The KILL command provides a means of immediately terminating a specified task. The KILL command is used when
all other means of terminating a task have failed. For example, if the STOP and CANCEL commands are not able to
terminate a task, you can issue a KILL command. The KILL command is intended to terminate a looping or otherwise
unresponsive work unit.

NOTE
Before you issue a KILL command, first try the STOP and CANCEL commands with the TASK(task-name)
operand. The STOP and CANCEL commands request an orderly shutdown of the work unit that enables proper
resource cleanup to be performed.

This command has the following syntax:

KILL TASK(task-name)

• TASK(task-name)
Specifies the name of the task to be terminated.

LOCK Command-Display or Reset Global Lock Statistics
The LOCK command lets you display or reset the statistics for all the global locks defined in the system.

This command has the following syntax:
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LOCK [DISPLAY] [RESET]

If you specify the LOCK keyword without an operand, the statistics for each global lock defined in the system are
displayed.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the statistics for each global lock defined in the system.

• RESET or E
Sets all lock activity statistics to zero.

Example: Display All Lock Statistics

The following command requests a display of all the lock statistics for the system:

LOCK

The output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) LOCK

xntCMD248I Lock  Pct   Max Q    Max     Share      Total

xntCMD248I Name  Wait  Length  Share   Requests   Requests

xntCMD248I ----  ----  ------  -----   --------   --------

xntCMD249I MVSL     1       0      0          0       2548

xntCMD249I DISP     0       8      2      30656      40171

xntCMD249I STOR     0       0      1          0          4

xntCMD249I XEPB     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I SVAR     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I PROJ     0       0      1          0          1

xntCMD249I ESPC     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I CTLG     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I VTAM     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I XNTG     0       1      1          0       8743

xntCMD249I TCPG     4      20      2      25282      57735

xntCMD249I ILKL     0       0      0          0          0

xntCMD249I HRML    44       3      1          0         29

xntCMD249I FORM     0       0      1          0          1

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

LOG Command-View and Process the Log File
The LOG command enables you to view and process the log file.

This command has the following syntax:

LOG [DISPLAY] [SWITCH] [FLUSH]

If you specify the LOG keyword without an operand, the status of the active log file data set appears.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the status of the active log file. This operand is the default if no other operands are specified.

• SWITCH or I
Writes all buffered messages to the currently active log file, closes it, and opens the next log file to receive subsequent
message traffic.

• FLUSH
Writes all the messages in the buffer to the log file on disk.

Example: Display Status and Write Buffered Messages to the Active Log File and Disk
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The following commands demonstrate the DISPLAY, FLUSH and SWITCH operands. At the start of this command
sequence, LOGFILE1 was the active log file data set.

LOG DISPLAY

LOG SWITCH

LOG DISPLAY

LOG FLUSH

The output sent to LOGFILE1 follows. The last message logged shows that a “LOG SWITCH” command was issued.

xntCMD001I (:) LOG DISPLAY

xntLOG051I Log recording on LOGFILE1 DSN: PXN.WRK7700.X77NET31.XNETLOG1 - 12851 records

xntCMD001I (:) LOG SWITCH

Recording then begins on LOGFILE2. The output sent to LOGFILE2 follows:

xntLOG052I LOGFILE1 DSN: PXN.WRK7700.X77NET31.XNETLOG1 recording ended

xntLOG053I Log now recording on LOGFILE2 DSN: PXN.WRK7700.X77NET31.XNETLOG2

xntCMD001I (:) LOG DISPLAY

xntLOG051I Log recording on LOGFILE2 DSN: PXN.WRK7700.X77NET31.XNETLOG2 - 5 records

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

xntLOG054I Log LOGFILE2 DSN: PXN.WRK7700.X77NET31.XNETLOG2 flushed

MESSAGE Command-View or Modify Message Class Status
The MESSAGE command is used to view or modify the status of a message class for the Xnet system or for a specific
Xnet task. Each message that is issued by Xnet is associated with a message class. Use the MESSAGE command to
change the active or inactive status of a message class, to change the destinations that are associated with a message
class, or both.

Each message class has a default destination where messages are routed when the message class is active. The
following table lists the message classes and their associated destinations. The one-letter identifier for each class name is
also shown, to the left of the class name. This one-letter identifier can be used instead of the full message class name in
MESSAGE commands.

Message Class Default Destinations
A - AccessVio LOGFILE CONSOLE
C - Cmdresp LOGFILE
D - Diagnostics LOGFILE CONSOLE JOBLOG
G - Geninfo LOGFILE
H - Httplog LOGFILE
I - Interlink LOGFILE
J - Journal NONE
L - Log LOGFILE CONSOLE JOBLOG
N - Navigation HPUBLIC HPRIVATE
P - Xnettrace LOGFILE
Q - Socktrace LOGFILE
R - Requests HPUBLIC HPRIVATE
S - Sysinfo LOGFILE CONSOLE
T - Tcptrace LOGFILE
U - Vtamdata LOGFILE
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V - Vtamtrace LOGFILE
W - Workstation NONE
X - Xptrace LOGFILE
Y - Internal LOGFILE

This command has the following syntax;

MESSAGE [CLASSES(class-list)] [ON|OFF] 

        [ADD|DELETE|REPLACE] [DESTS(dest-list)] 

        [DISPLAY] [TASK(task-name)] [DEFAULTS]

You can enter MESSAGE or MSG when you issue this command. If you specify the MESSAGE keyword without an
operand, the message class status for the system appears.

• CLASSES(class-list) or C(class-list)
Specifies a class or list of classes, to use for the MESSAGE command. Enter the entire class name or the one-letter
class identifier.
The valid class names and their one-letter identifier are:
– (A) Accessvio
– (C) Cmdresp
– (D) Diagnostics
– (G) Geninfo
– (I) Interlink
– (J) Journal
– (L) Log
– (N) Navigation
– (P) Xnettrace
– (Q) Socktrace
– (R) Requests
– (S) Sysinfo
– (T) Tcptrace
– (U) Vtamdata
– (V) Vtamtrace
– (W) Workstation
– (X) Xptrace
– * (All message classes)

• ON or OFF
Changes the active or inactive status of a message class.

• ADD, DELETE, or REPLACE or ADD, DEL, or REP
Alters the default destinations for a message class. Use the ADD, DELETE (or DEL), or REPLACE (or REP) operand
with the DESTS operand.

• DESTS(dest-list) or DEST(dest-list)
Specifies a destination or destination list, to be used with the ADD, DELETE, or REPLACE option. The following
destinations are valid:
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– SYSLOG (z/OS system log data set)
– JOBLOG (JES job log data set)
– CONSOLE (system operator console)
– LOGFILE (Xnet log data set)
– HPUBLIC (Public help desk)
– HPRIVATE (Private help desk)

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the message class status for the system or a specific task.

• TASK(task-name)
Displays or updates the message class information only for the specified task.

• DEFAULTS
Returns the specified task to the current message class settings of the system.

Example: View and Modify Message Class

The following command requests that:

• message class Xnettrace (P) be turned on
• JOBLOG be added to the default destinations for that class
• the complete message class status for the system be displayed.

MSG C(P) ON ADD DEST(JOBLOG) D

The output for this command is shown here. The message class Xnettrace is now active and the JOBLOG destination has
been added to its default destinations.

xntCMD001I (:) MSG C(P) ON ADD DEST(JOBLOG) D

xntCMD317I Message updates completed

xntCMD315I Message class status for system:

xntCMD316I      - *DEFAULT*    is active   - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    A - AccessVio    is active   - Dests: CONSOLE  LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    C - Cmdresp      is active   - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    D - Diagnostics  is active   - Dests: JOBLOG   CONSOLE  LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    G - Geninfo      is active   - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    H - Httplog      is active   - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    I - Interlink    is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    J - Journal      is active   - Dests: NONE

xntCMD316I    L - Log          is active   - Dests: JOBLOG   CONSOLE  LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    N - Navigation   is inactive - Dests: HPUBLIC  HPRIVATE

xntCMD316I    P - Xnettrace    is active   - Dests: JOBLOG   LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    Q - Socktrace    is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    R - Requests     is inactive - Dests: HPUBLIC  HPRIVATE

xntCMD316I    S - Sysinfo      is active   - Dests: CONSOLE  LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    T - Tcptrace     is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    U - Vtamdata     is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    V - Vtamtrace    is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    W - Workstation  is active   - Dests: NONE

xntCMD316I    X - Xptrace      is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

xntCMD316I    Y - Internal     is inactive - Dests: LOGFILE

STOP Command-Shut Down Xnet System or Task
The STOP command shuts down the Xnet system or the specified task. This command performs a normal shutdown of
the Xnet system or task.
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This command has the following syntax:

STOP [TASK(task-name)]

When you issue this command, you can enter STOP or P. If you do not specify the TASK operand, the Xnet address
space shuts down.

• TASK(task-name)
Identifies a specific task to shut down.

STORAGE Command-Display or Reset Storage Statistics
The STORAGE command lets you display or reset storage usage statistics for Xnet. The Xnet system includes a virtual
storage management component to allocate and manage storage more efficiently. The display includes the number and
size of storage blocks that are requested and the amount of subpool and partition storage space that is used by Xnet.

Depending on the frequency and size of Xnet requests for free storage areas, Xnet allocates storage as follows:

• Dynamically allocates storage areas that are managed by standard z/OS storage services. Xnet releases the z/OS
storage areas after the processing is complete.

• Allocates storage from cell pools, which are sized, reserved storage blocks that are set aside by Xnet. They are reused
to satisfy subsequent requests. Xnet uses cell pools (subdivided into SUBPOOLS and PARTITIONS) as an efficient
mechanism for storing information requiring 8 KB or less space.

Cell pool storage is not used for certain types of storage requests, including requests requiring space below the 16 MB
line and requests larger than 8 KB. Those storage requirements are satisfied by standard z/OS storage services.

This command has the following syntax:

STORAGE [DISPLAY] [RESET] [SUBPOOLS|PARTITIONS]

You can enter STORAGE or STG when you issue this command.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays the storage statistics for Xnet. This value is the default operand if the RESET operand is not specified.

• RESET or E
Resets the number of storage requests to zero and then continues collecting statistics from zero.

NOTE
The Requests column from the output message might not indicate zero once the command is issued with
this operand. This behavior is because statistics could have already been collected for this subpool after the
command was issued.

• SUBPOOLS
Displays the storage allocation statistics for the subpools that are used by Xnet. A subpool is a collection of storage
blocks, each having a size bounded by some power of 2 (for example: 512, 1024,... 2n are subpool sizes).

• PARTITIONS or PARTS
Displays the storage allocation statistics for the subpool partitions. Subpools are subdivided into a set of one or more
partitions. Requests for a storage block of a given size are satisfied by assigning a storage cell from the partition that
provides the closest, or best, fit.

Example: Display Storage Statistics

The following example illustrates the results that are displayed on the console when an STG DISPLAY command is issued
to request a display of the storage utilization statistics for the system:

xntCMD001I (:) STG DISPLAY

xntCMD220I Storage utilization statistics

xntCMD225I  Size   Requests  In Use   Cells   -16M   MVS     Total     HWM

xntCMD225I ------  --------  ------   -----  ----- -------- -------- --------
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xntCMD229I Total:    298750     538     887     16     438K     761K    1229K

xntCMD221I Total amount of storage allocated: 2486K

xntCMD221I Amount of this storage used for cell pools: 2048K

Example: Display Subpool Storage Statistics

The following example illustrates the results when an STG SUBPOOLS command is issued to request a display of the
subpool storage utilization statistics:

xntCMD001I (:) STG SUBPOOLS 

xntCMD220I Storage utilization statistics

xntCMD225I  Size   Requests  In Use   Cells   -16M   MVS     Total     HWM

xntCMD225I ------  --------  ------   -----  ----- -------- -------- --------

xntCMD227I     64      5293      24      80      0       0K       1K       4K

xntCMD227I    128      8436     145     198      2       0K      15K      20K

xntCMD227I    256      4245     142     209      0       0K      20K      30K

xntCMD227I    512      3092      16      21      0       0K       5K       7K

xntCMD227I   1024     15199     111     147      0       0K      72K      95K

xntCMD227I   2048     17181      54     141      2       2K      68K     177K

xntCMD227I   4096        74      14      20      0       0K      38K      58K

xntCMD227I   8192    245231      22      71      2      10K     114K     369K

xntCMD227I  16384         8       3       0      2      32K      32K      45K

xntCMD227I  32768        17       4       0      8     104K     104K     132K

xntCMD227I 131104         3       3       0      0     288K     288K     288K

xntCMD229I Total:    298779     538     887     16     438K     761K    1229K

xntCMD221I Total amount of storage allocated: 2486K

xntCMD221I Amount of this storage used for cell pools: 2048K

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

In the previous example, notice the following points:

• Information in amounts of 8 KB or less is stored in cells. When storage requirements exceed 8 KB, storage is allocated
directly from the Xnet address space.
For a storage size, you can compare the figures under the Total and HWM (high water mark) headings to determine
the amount of storage space being used as opposed to the highest amount ever requested by Xnet.

• The total amount of storage that is allocated is 2468 KB. Xnet is managing 2048 KB of this storage in cell pools.

Example: Display Partition Storage Utilization Statistics

The following example illustrates the results when an STG PARTITIONS command is issued to request a display of the
partition storage utilization statistics

xntCMD001I (:) STG PARTITIONS

xntCMD220I Storage utilization statistics

xntCMD225I  Size   Requests  In Use   Cells   -16M   MVS     Total     HWM

xntCMD225I ------  --------  ------   -----  ----- -------- -------- --------

xntCMD226I     32      1121       0       1      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I     64      4172      24      79      0       0K       1K       4K

xntCMD228I  -----      5293      24      80      0       0K       1K       4K

xntCMD226I     96      5170      36      88      2       0K       3K       8K

xntCMD226I    128      3267     109     110      0       0K      11K      12K

xntCMD228I  -----      8437     145     198      2       0K      15K      20K

xntCMD226I    160      1249     106     118      0       0K      14K      15K

xntCMD226I    192      2985      36      90      0       0K       5K      14K

xntCMD226I    224        16       0       1      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I    256         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K
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xntCMD228I  -----      4250     142     209      0       0K      20K      30K

xntCMD226I    320        29       1       2      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I    384      1880      14      15      0       0K       4K       5K

xntCMD226I    448       693       1       2      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I    512       491       0       2      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD228I  -----      3093      16      21      0       0K       5K       7K

xntCMD226I    576     10941       0      13      0       0K       0K       7K

xntCMD226I    640      2754       0       2      0       0K       0K       1K

xntCMD226I    704      1466     102     120      0       0K      65K      77K

xntCMD226I    768         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I    832        17       8       9      0       0K       6K       6K

xntCMD226I    896        17       0       1      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I    960         4       0       1      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   1024         1       1       1      0       0K       1K       1K

xntCMD228I  -----     15200     111     147      0       0K      72K      95K

xntCMD226I   1152      8021      20      65      2       2K      20K      69K

xntCMD226I   1280      1892      18      36      0       0K      20K      40K

xntCMD226I   1408       825       2       3      0       0K       2K       4K

xntCMD226I   1536         2       0       1      0       0K       0K       1K

xntCMD226I   1664        10       1       3      0       0K       1K       4K

xntCMD226I   1792      6228      13      31      0       0K      22K      53K

xntCMD226I   1920         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   2048       215       1       2      0       0K       1K       3K

xntCMD228I  -----     17193      55     141      2       2K      69K     177K

xntCMD226I   2176         4       2       2      0       0K       4K       4K

xntCMD226I   2304         8       0       1      0       0K       0K       2K

xntCMD226I   2432         8       8       8      0       0K      18K      18K

xntCMD226I   2560         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   2688         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   2816         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   2944         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3072         1       0       1      0       0K       0K       3K

xntCMD226I   3200         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3328         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3456         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3584         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3712         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   3840        13       0       2      0       0K       0K       7K

xntCMD226I   3968         1       1       1      0       0K       3K       3K

xntCMD226I   4096        40       3       5      0       0K      11K      19K

xntCMD228I  -----        75      14      20      0       0K      38K      58K

xntCMD226I   4352        35       4      13      0       0K      16K      52K

xntCMD226I   4608         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   4864         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   5120    245234      15      48      2      10K      75K     250K

xntCMD226I   5376         1       0       1      0       0K       0K       5K

xntCMD226I   5632         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   5888         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   6144         3       0       1      0       0K       0K       6K

xntCMD226I   6400        12       0       3      0       0K       0K      18K

xntCMD226I   6656         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   6912         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   7168         2       0       1      0       0K       0K       6K
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xntCMD226I   7424         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   7680         2       0       1      0       0K       0K       7K

xntCMD226I   7936         0       0       0      0       0K       0K       0K

xntCMD226I   8192         5       3       3      0       0K      23K      23K

xntCMD228I  -----    245294      22      71      2      10K     114K     369K

xntCMD227I  16384         8       3       0      2      32K      32K      45K

xntCMD227I  32768        17       4       0      8     104K     104K     132K

xntCMD227I 131104         3       3       0      0     288K     288K     288K

xntCMD229I Total:    298863     539     887     16     438K     762K    1229K

xntCMD221I Total amount of storage allocated: 2486K

xntCMD221I Amount of this storage used for cell pools: 2048K

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

TASKLIST Command-Display Xnet Tasks and Processes
The TASKLIST command is used to display the tasks, processes, and running workunits in the Xnet system. A task name
or task name pattern (a mask using wildcards) can be used to limit the display to a task or group of tasks.

This command has the following syntax:

TASKLIST [NAMES|ALL|PROCS]

         [TASK(task-name)| MASKTASK(mask)]

         [ADDRS] [ACTIVE]

You can enter TASKLIMIT or TL when you issue this command.

• NAMES
Displays names of currently active tasks.

• ALL
Displays detailed information about active tasks and processes.

• PROCS
Displays names of currently active tasks and processes.

• TASK(task-name), or MASKTASK(mask) or MTASK(mask)
Specifies task selection criteria as follows:
– TASK(task-name)

Receives detailed information for a specified task.
– MASKTASK(mask) or MTASK(mask)

Receives information for tasks based on a wildcard you specify.
• ADDRS

Displays the virtual storage address of the Xnet task or process control block below the associated workunit name.
• ACTIVE or ACT

Displays only the names of tasks or processes that are not in $TASK WAIT status. Use with the NAMES, PROCS, or
ALL operands. Use this operand when you are troubleshooting high CPU utilization problems and you suspect that a
task is in a loop.

Example: Request List of Names for Active Tasks

The following command requests a list of names for all the active tasks:

TL NAMES

The output from the command is shown below. An asterisk (*) appears next to a task name to indicate that the task has
ready work to perform (it is not in a “wait”).

xntCMD001I (:) TL NAMES

xntCMD202I TASKLIST active tasks:
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xntCMD203I    $PXNMAIN     $SRV0001     $SRV0002     $SRV0003     $SRV0004

xntCMD203I    $SRV0005     $SRV0006     $SRV0007     $SRV0008     $SRMTASK

xntCMD203I    $LOGTASK    *$CONTASK     $TCPTASK     $XNTTASK

Example: Request All Task and Process Information

The following command requests ALL task and process information:

TL ALL

The output from this command follows:

NOTE
An asterisk (*) appears next to a task name to indicate that the task has ready work to perform (it is not in a
“wait”).

xntCMD001I (:) TL ALL

xntCMD204I TASKLIST active tasks and processes:

xntCMD205I    $PXNMAIN    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0001    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0002    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0003    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0004    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0005    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0006    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0007    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRV0008    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $SRMTASK    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I    $LOGTASK    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD205I   *$CONTASK    -  $MAIN$    ISS00001  ISS00002 *TASKLIST

xntCMD205I    $TCPTASK    -  $MAIN$    TP000001

xntCMD205I    $XNTTASK    -  $MAIN$

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

Example: List All Active Tasks and Processes

The following command requests a display of all ACTIVE tasks and processes.

TL ALL ACTIVE

The output from the command appears after this paragraph. An asterisk (*) appears next to a task name to indicate that
the task has ready work to perform (it is not in a “wait”). The process (appropriately named TASKLIST) executing this
command (the TASKLIST command) in the $CONTASK task (the console support task) is the only ACTIVE work in Xnet.

xntCMD001I (:) TL ALL ACTIVE

xntCMD204I TASKLIST active tasks and processes:

xntCMD205I   *$CONTASK    - *TASKLIST

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

TCP DISPLAY Command -- List TCP/IP Status and Statistics
The TCP DISPLAY command lists status and statistics for Xnet’s TCP/IP activity.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP DISPLAY [STATISTICS] [RESET]

You can enter TCP DISPLAY or TCP D when you issue this command.
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• STATISTICS or ST
Requests additional information that includes system-wide message and character counts and API call counts.

• RESET or RE
Resets the statistical data counters to zero.

Example: Display Xnet TCP/IP Statistics and Status Information

The following command requests a display of Xnet’s TCP/IP statistics and status information:

TCP D ST

The output from this command is shown here.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP D ST

xntCMD415I TCP/IP status - name: TCPIP11

xntCMD415I     itcaddr: 2D879438  maxsend:    32767  eibsize:       40

xntCMD415I     maxreqs:    32767  pabhash:       16  tubhash:       64

xntCMD415I     maxpath:        1  actpath:        1

xntCMD415I     maxsock:     2000  actsock:       12 maxskpth:     2000

xntCMD415I       flags: 800000 connected(hpns)

xntCMD416I       msgs out....................2,315

xntCMD416I       bytes out.................774,097

xntCMD416I       msgs in.....................2,480

xntCMD416I       bytes in..................541,028

xntCMD416I       IUCV calls..................9,306

xntCMD416I       tot# queued.....................0

xntCMD416I       cur# queued.....................0

xntCMD416I       max# queued.....................0

xntCMD416I       accept........................151

xntCMD416I       bind............................1

xntCMD416I       close.........................135

xntCMD416I       connect.........................0

xntCMD416I       fcntl.........................147

xntCMD416I       gethostid.......................0

xntCMD416I       gethostname.....................0

xntCMD416I       getpeername...................295

xntCMD416I       getsockname.....................0

xntCMD416I       getsockopt......................0

xntCMD416I       ioctl...........................0

xntCMD416I       listen..........................1

xntCMD416I       read............................0

xntCMD416I       readv...........................0

xntCMD416I       recv........................2,484

xntCMD416I       recvfrom........................0

xntCMD416I       recvmsg.........................0

xntCMD416I       select......................1,598

xntCMD416I       selectx.........................0

xntCMD416I       send........................2,316

xntCMD416I       sendmsg.........................0

xntCMD416I       sendto..........................0

xntCMD416I       setsockopt......................0

xntCMD416I       shutdown......................135

xntCMD416I       socket..........................0

xntCMD416I       socket_server...................1

xntCMD416I       write...........................0
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xntCMD416I       writev..........................0

xntCMD416I       givesocket....................296

xntCMD416I       takesocket....................295

xntCMD416I       cancel......................1,001

xntCMD416I       getaddrinfo.....................1

xntCMD416I       freeaddrinfo....................1

xntCMD416I       getnameinfo...................440

xntCMD416I       work elements..............18,376     avg q time.....................12

xntCMD416I       ext interrupt...............9,309     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD416I       socket api..................8,297     avg exec time...................4

xntCMD416I       socket clnup..................147     avg exec time..................16

xntCMD416I       load appl.......................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD416I       delete appl...................326     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD416I       start appl....................295     avg exec time.................148

xntCMD416I       start path......................1     avg exec time.................410

xntCMD416I       stop path.......................1     avg exec time..................78

xntCMD416I       itw cache try..............18,377     itw cache hit..............18,377

xntCMD416I       air cache try..............11,630     air cache hit..............11,630

xntCMD410I TCP display: request complete

TCP DISPLAY PATH Command -- Display Connection to TCP/IP for z/OS
The TCP DISPLAY PATH command is used to obtain information about the connection between Xnet and IBM’s TCP/IP
for z/OS product that manages the z/OS physical network interfaces. Comparison of the output from two commands can
provide a gross estimate of the rate of TCP/IP activity.

NOTE
Older versions of IBM’s TCP/IP product supported more than one connection path from network servers such as
Xnet. Xnet uses a single connection, or path, with the IBM TCP/IP for z/OS product. The active path is always
identified as path 1 (one) when Xnet is connected to IBM TCP/IP for z/OS.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP DISPLAY PATH(ALL)

You can enter TCP DISPLAY PATH or use the abbreviations TCP D PA when you issue this command.

• PATH(ALL)
Requests a display of the connection to TCP/IP for z/OS.

Example: Display Active Connection to TCP/IP for z/OS

The following command displays the active connection to TCP/IP for z/OS.

TCP D PA(ALL)

The output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) TCP D PA(ALL)

xntCMD413I 000001 iucv_userid: PTX77NET iucv_subtaskid: PAB00003

xntCMD413I       maxreqs:    32767  actreqs:        2

xntCMD413I       maxsock:     2000  actsock:       12

xntCMD413I       airhead: 2D8836F8  airtail: 2D884CF8

xntCMD413I       airpdhd: AD88EF80  airpdtl: AD88EF80

xntCMD413I         flags: 2000 primary

xntCMD414I    iucv sends...............11,515

xntCMD414I    tot queued....................0
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xntCMD414I    cur queued....................0

xntCMD414I    max queued....................0

xntCMD410I TCP display: request complete

TCP DISPLAY SOCKET Command -- List Socket Connections
The TCP DISPLAY SOCKET command lists information about individual socket connections. It can be used to obtain
TCP/IP network addressing information for the peer process at the remote system. (See the address family, port, and host
fields of the command sample output.) Comparison of the output from two commands can provide a gross estimate of the
rate of activity for a specific socket connection.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP DISPLAY SOCKET(number|ALL) [SERVERS]

You can enter TCP DISPLAY SOCKET or use the abbreviations TCP D SO when you issue this command.

• SOCKET or SO
Specifies the Xnet system-wide socket descriptor (a positive integer in the range 0-31,999) of a socket to be displayed
or the keyword ALL.
– number

Requests a display for a specific active socket.
– ALL

Requests a display for every active socket in the system.
• SERVERS

Restricts the display to only those sockets that are actively listening for connection requests. The SuperServer socket
that has been bound to the port specified in the PORT startup parameter is an example of a server socket. The
SERVERS keyword can be used with the SOCKET(ALL) parameter to quickly identify if the SuperServer application
is active and the port number that was assigned to the SuperServer. This is the port number to which Xnet Directors
connect.

Example: Display Socket Number 1

The following command requests a display of socket number 1:

TCP D SO(1)

The output from the sample command follows:

NOTE
Socket number 1 (one) is Xnet’s system-wide socket descriptor that identifies this connection. This is also
referred to as the user socket number in Xnet documentation. This user socket number is shown as the six-digit
000001 at the start of the command output. The pathid number and the socket descriptor in that same message
line identify Xnet’s connection path to IBM TCP/IP for z/OS for this socket (always pathid 1 (one) with the z/OS
product) and the IBM TCP/IP for z/OS socket number.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP D SO(1)

xntCMD411I 000001 pathid: 1 socket: 4

xntCMD411I          entity: 2DC00000-00005C35 task/proc: TT011700/$MAIN$

xntCMD411I          address_family: 19 port: 2556 host: ::FFFF:130.200.20.80

xntCMD411I          flags: 80 allocated

xntCMD412I          msgs in.....................3

xntCMD412I          bytes in..................716

xntCMD412I          msgs out...................59

xntCMD412I          bytes out...........1,868,696

xntCMD410I TCP display: request complete
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TCP START APPLICATION Command -- Start Xnet Application
The TCP START APPLICATION command is used to start an application program process in the Xnet address space.
This command is typically used to restart the Xnet listener process (also called the SuperServer) after an outage. The
outage may have been explicitly requested (for example, by using the TCP STOP SOCKET(ALL) command), the outage
may be the result of a TCP/IP communication failure, and so on.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP START  APPL(app-name) [PORT(number)] [HOST(number)]

                           [PARM(parm-data)]

                           [WUTYPE(TASK|PROC|VTAM)]

You can enter TCP START APPL or use the abbreviations TCP S AP when you issue this command.

• APPL(app-name) or AP(app-name)
Specifies the name of an application load module to be started. You can also specify the name of an application that is
pre-defined within Xnet (for example, the SuperServer application program, PXNWTSS).

• PORT(number) or PO(number)
(Optional) Specifies a TCP/IP port number. The application must be designed to expect this parameter. When starting
the SuperServer application, this parameter should specify the port number that is reserved for Xnet (that is, the port
that is specified in the PORT parameter of the startup parameters member).

• HOST(number) or HO(number)
(Optional) Specifies a TCP/IP host address. The application must be designed to expect this parameter. It may be
used in binding a listener to a specific network interface, for example.

• PARM(parm-data) or PRM(parm-data)
(Optional) Specifies an application parameter string.

• WUTYPE or WU
(Optional) Specifies the Xnet execution environment for the application program. The following values are valid:
– TASK

Specifies that the application will be started as a new task that is logically owned by Xnet's TCP/IP main task. This
is the default.

– PROC
Specifies that the application will be started as a new process within the TCP/IP main task. (This is where a system
application such as the SuperServer would normally run.)

– VTAM
Specifies that the application will be started as a new task that is logically owned by Xnet's VTAM main task. This
environment permits the application to issue VTAM communications requests to establish SNA sessions with other
network partners.

Example: Restart Listener Process

This example demonstrates how to restart the Xnet listener process, the PXNWTSS SuperServer application program. In
the example, PORT(6791) was the port specified in Xnet's startup parameter file.

TCP S AP(PXNWTSS) PO(6791) WU(PROC)

The output from the command is shown here. Messages with the prefix xntCMD represent command processing
responses to the issuer of the command. Messages with the prefix xntTCP are processing activity messages issued by
Xnet’s TCP/IP component.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP S AP(PXNWTSS) PO(6791) WU(PROC)

xntTCP005I TCP/IP socket start - tub: 3689E9B8 usb: 36769738 entity: 000D0000-0000007A

xntTCP005I      task: $TCPTASK/3687D938 proc: TP000003/36898438 user-socket: 0

xntCMD410I TCP start: request complete
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TCP START CONNECTION Command -- Restart Connection
The TCP START CONNECTION command is used to resume TCP/IP communications after an outage that has ended
Xnet’s connection to the IBM TCP/IP address space. The outage may have been explicitly requested (for example, by
using the TCP STOP PATH(ALL) command), the outage may be the result of actions such as stopping the IBM TCP/IP for
z/OS address space,and so on.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP START CONNECTION

You can enter TCP START CONNECTION or use the abbreviations TCP S CO when you issue this command.

• CONNECTION or CO
Indicates that the connection to the IBM TCP/IP for z/OS address space is to be established.

Example: Restart Connection

When the connection to the TCP/IP address space is successful, Xnet automatically starts the SuperServer application
(Xnet’s listener process) if the PORT parameter was specified in Xnet's startup parameters.

TCP S CO

The output from this command follows:

Messages with the prefix xntCMD represent command processing responses to the issuer of the command. Messages
with the prefix xntTCP are processing activity messages issued by Xnet’s TCP/IP component.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP S CO

xntTCP011I TCP/IP HPNS INITAPI complete -  retcode(0) errno(0)

xntTCP007I TCP/IP path start - pab: 368948B8 subtaskid: PAB00002 pathid: 1

xntTCP007I      maxsocket: 07D0/2000 msglim: 00007FFF/32767 apicode 0003

xntCMD410I TCP start: request complete

xntTCP005I TCP/IP socket start - tub: 3689E9B8 usb: 36769738 entity: 000D0000-00000077

xntTCP005I      task: $TCPTASK/3687D938 proc: TP000002/368BBA38 user-socket: 0

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

TCP STOP PATH Command -- Stop Xnet Activity and End Connection
The TCP STOP PATH command is used to end Xnet’s connection to IBM’s TCP/IP for z/OS product. This causes all
TCP/IP communications with Xnet to be ended immediately. Other functions of Xnet (Agent cross-memory processing,
for example) can continue normally. TCP/IP communications can be resumed at a later time by issuing the TCP START
CONNECTION command.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP STOP PATH(ALL)

You can enter TCP STOP PATH or use the abbreviations TCP P PA when you issue this command.

• PATH(ALL)
Specifies that all connection paths to IBM TCP/IP for z/OS should be stopped.

Example: Stop All Xnet Activity

The following command stops all Xnet TCP/IP activity and ends Xnet’s connection to the TCP/IP address space:

TCP P PA(ALL)
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The output from this command follows. Messages with the prefix xntCMD represent command processing responses to
the issuer of the command. Messages with the prefix xntTCP are processing activity messages issued by Xnet’s TCP/IP
component.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP P PA(ALL)

xntTCP012I TCP/IP HPNS TERMAPI complete

xntTCP010I TCP/IP CLEANUP complete - pathid: 1 socket: 3 entity: 000D0000-0000001C

xntTCP010I      user_socket: 0 address_family: 19 port: 6791 host: ::0

xntTCP010I      msgs in.....................0 bytes in....................0

xntTCP010I      msgs out....................0 bytes out...................0

xntTCP008I TCP/IP path stop - pab: 368948B8 subtaskid: PAB00001 pathid: 1

xntTCP008I      iucv sends................7,229 #queued....................0

xntTCP010I TCP/IP CLEANUP complete - pathid: 1 socket: 13 entity: 000D0000-0000001C

xntTCP010I      user_socket: 10 address_family: 0 port: 0 host: 0.0.0.0

xntTCP010I      msgs in.....................0 bytes in....................0

xntTCP010I      msgs out....................0 bytes out...................0

xntTCP900E TCP/IP server error: PXNWTSS function GIVESOCKET - 38: Socket descriptor is invalid

xntTCP900E TCP/IP server error: *** SuperServer PXNWTSS: ended ABNORMALLY ***

xntCMD418I Stop issued for pathid: 1

xntCMD410I TCP stop: request complete

TCP STOP SOCKET Command -- Terminate Sockets
The TCP STOP SOCKET command is used to terminate a specific TCP/IP socket, or all sockets. If the socket is currently
connected to a remote partner (an Xnet Director, for example), the stream socket connection is immediately ended. Using
the ALL parameter, or specifying the socket number of Xnet’s listening socket causes the SuperServer component of Xnet
to end, effectively blocking all new TCP/IP connections into Xnet.

This command has the following syntax:

TCP STOP SOCKET(number|ALL)

You can enter TCP STOP SOCKET or use the abbreviations TCP P SO when you issue this command.

• SOCKET or SO
Specifies the socket to be stopped.
– number

Specifies Xnet's system-wide socket descriptor (the user socket number, a positive integer in the range 0-31,999)
for a specific socket to be stopped.

– ALL
Specifies ALL to stop all socket communication with the Xnet system.

Example: Stop a Socket

The following command stops socket number 0. In this example, socket 0 happens to be Xnet’s listening socket and
stopping that socket causes Xnet’s listening program (PXNWTSS) to end. This blocks all new connections into Xnet, but
existing socket connections will continue normally.

TCP P SO(0)

The output from this command follows. Messages with the prefix xntCMD represent command processing responses to
the issuer of the command. Messages with the prefix xntTCP are processing activity messages issued by Xnet’s TCP/IP
component.

xntCMD001I (:) TCP P SO(0)

xntCMD417I Stop issued for user_socket: 0 pathid: 1 socket: 3

xntCMD410I TCP stop: request complete
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xntTCP010I TCP/IP CLEANUP complete - pathid: 1 socket: 4 entity: 000B0000-000058D6

xntTCP010I      user_socket: 1 address_family: 0 port: 0 host: 0.0.0.0

xntTCP010I      msgs in.....................0 bytes in....................0

xntTCP010I      msgs out....................0 bytes out...................0

xntTCP900E TCP/IP server error: PXNWTSS function GIVESOCKET - 38: Socket descriptor is invalid

xntTCP900E TCP/IP server error: *** SuperServer PXNWTSS: ended ABNORMALLY ***

xntTCP010I TCP/IP CLEANUP complete - pathid: 1 socket: 3 entity: 000B0000-000058D6

xntTCP010I      user_socket: 0 address_family: 19 port: 7700 host: ::0

xntTCP010I      msgs in.....................0 bytes in....................0

xntTCP010I      msgs out....................0 bytes out...................0

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

TRACE Command -- Trace Events
Xnet includes a trace facility to record significant Xnet events in an in-storage, wrap-around trace table. This in-storage
trace table, and the internal trace mechanism, is intended to provide useful diagnostic information if an unexpected
problem occurs in the Xnet address space. For example, an unexpected ABEND condition may occur and Xnet will
typically recover completely and continue normal execution. The Xnet recovery process normally requests a z/OS
SVCDUMP of the Xnet address space to record the conditions at the time of ABEND, before recovery cleanup prepares
the system for continued operation. The SVCDUMP will include the Xnet internal trace table and this can provide CA
technical support with useful information showing the sequence of events that lead up to the ABEND condition.

Xnet’s tracing is designed around a number of different trace classes that can be individually controlled. This allows trace
activity to be adjusted to acquire specific problem-determination in special situations. The Xnet command is used to
examine and set the operating parameters for the internal trace. The command is used to perform the following tasks:

• Enable or disable the trace recording
• Enable or disable classes of trace data for a system level trace
• Enable or disable classes of trace data for a task workunit level trace
• Display the status of the trace recording and the status of the various trace classes at the system or workunit level

Your Xnet startup parameters, as distributed with Xnet, use automatic startup commands to disable all trace classes and
then selectively enable the XNET, TCPIP, and DISPATCH trace classes. This was done to establish a reasonable internal
trace level during normal system operation.

This command has the following syntax:

TRACE [ON|OFF] [DISPLAY] [CLASSES(class-list)]

       [TASK(task-name)] [DEFAULTS]

You can enter TRACE or TR when you issue this command.

• ON or OFF
Indicates whether you want to turn the trace recording on or off. If you specify these operands in conjunction with the
CLASSES operand, the trace is turned on or off for the specified trace event classes.

• DISPLAY or D
Displays a summary of the trace status. This is also the default action if no operands are specified with the trace
command.

• CLASSES(class-list) or C(class-list)
Specifies a trace event class, or list of classes, to be enabled or disabled. You can enter the entire class name or just
the first letter identifier for the class. You can specify the following class names in the CLASSES operand: LOCKMGR,
VTAM, SYSTEMS, TCP, INTERLINK, SERVICE, XNET, DISPATCH, TASKMGR, RESMGR, TABLE, OBJECT, SPACE,
NAVIGATION, XPORT, RU, TIMER, STORAGE, ABEND, SECURITY, *INTERNAL* and * (all classes).

• TASK(task-name)
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Specifies a specific task name. This can be used to limit trace activity to one or more task workunits when diagnosing
task-related problems on a busy system.

• DEFAULTS or DEFAULT
Resets the enabled trace classes to the startup default configuration for either the entire system or for the indicated
workunit if TASK( ) is specified. For workunits, DEFAULTS disables all workunit trace classes, relying on the
configuration of the system trace classes to determine whether TRACE requests issued by the workunit are accepted
or refused. For the system trace, DEFAULTS enables a number of key trace classes and ensures that system tracing
is active (ON).

Example: Reset Tracing to the Default Setting

The DEFAULTS operand restores all of the trace settings to Xnet-selected defaults.

TRACE DEFAULTS

The output from the command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) TRACE DEFAULTS

xntCMD285I System trace is enabled

Example: Display the Current Trace Status

The TRACE DISPLAY, or just TRACE command, shows the current internal trace status:

TR

The output from this command follows. This output shows the Xnet-selected defaults that are set by the previous TRACE
DEFAULTS command example.

xntCMD001I (:) TR

xntCMD285I System trace is enabled

xntCMD286I Trace event classes for System:

xntCMD287I    On   - LOCKMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - VTAM

xntCMD287I    On   - SYSTEMS

xntCMD287I    Off  - TCP

xntCMD287I    Off  - INTERLINK

xntCMD287I    On   - SERVICE

xntCMD287I    On   - XNET

xntCMD287I    On   - DISPATCH

xntCMD287I    On   - TASKMGR

xntCMD287I    On   - RESMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - TABLE

xntCMD287I    On   - OBJECT

xntCMD287I    On   - SPACE

xntCMD287I    Off  - NAVIGATION

xntCMD287I    Off  - XPORT

xntCMD287I    On   - RU

xntCMD287I    Off  - TIMER

xntCMD287I    Off  - STORAGE

xntCMD287I    On   - ABEND

xntCMD287I    On   - SECURITY

xntCMD287I    On   - *INTERNAL*

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

Example: Turning on a Trace Class for a Specific Task
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In this example, locking in $CONTASK is suspected as being a problem. LOCKMGR tracing for the entire Xnet system is
turned off and then LOCKMGR tracing is enabled only in the $CONTASK.

TR C(LOCKMGR) OFF

TR C(LOCKMGR) ON TASK($CONTASK)

TR

The output from the commands follows. Note that the LOCKMGR class is shown as OFF for the system, even though
these events are being traced for $CONTASK.

xntCMD001I (:) TR C(LOCKMGR) OFF

xntCMD290I System trace disabled for event class LOCKMGR

xntCMD001I (:) TR C(LOCKMGR) ON TASK($CONTASK)

xntCMD290I Workunit trace enabled for event class LOCKMGR

xntCMD001I (:) TR

xntCMD285I System trace is enabled

xntCMD286I Trace event classes for System:

xntCMD287I    Off  - LOCKMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - VTAM

xntCMD287I    On   - SYSTEMS

xntCMD287I    Off  - TCP

xntCMD287I    Off  - INTERLINK

xntCMD287I    On   - SERVICE

xntCMD287I    On   - XNET

xntCMD287I    On   - DISPATCH

xntCMD287I    On   - TASKMGR

xntCMD287I    On   - RESMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - TABLE

xntCMD287I    On   - OBJECT

xntCMD287I    On   - SPACE

xntCMD287I    Off  - NAVIGATION

xntCMD287I    Off  - XPORT

xntCMD287I    On   - RU

xntCMD287I    Off  - TIMER

xntCMD287I    Off  - STORAGE

xntCMD287I    On   - ABEND

xntCMD287I    On   - SECURITY

xntCMD287I    On   - *INTERNAL*

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

The next command displays the trace settings for the $CONTASK workunit.

TR TASK($CONTASK)

The output from the commands follows. Note that the LOCKMGR class is ON, as selected by the previous example. The
remaining classes were not altered in $CONTASK and they default to the current settings at the system (Sys) level.

xntCMD001I,(:) TR TASK($CONTASK)

xntCMD285I System trace is enabled

xntCMD286I Trace event classes for $CONTASK:

xntCMD287I    On   - LOCKMGR

xntCMD287I    Sys  - VTAM

xntCMD287I    Sys  - SYSTEMS

xntCMD287I    Sys  - TCP
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xntCMD287I    Sys  - INTERLINK

xntCMD287I    Sys  - SERVICE

xntCMD287I    Sys  - XNET

xntCMD287I    Sys  - DISPATCH

xntCMD287I    Sys  - TASKMGR

xntCMD287I    Sys  - RESMGR

xntCMD287I    Sys  - TABLE

xntCMD287I    Sys  - OBJECT

xntCMD287I    Sys  - SPACE

xntCMD287I    Sys  - NAVIGATION

xntCMD287I    Sys  - XPORT

xntCMD287I    Sys  - RU

xntCMD287I    Sys  - TIMER

xntCMD287I    Sys  - STORAGE

xntCMD287I    Sys  - ABEND

xntCMD287I    Sys  - SECURITY

xntCMD287I    Sys  - *INTERNAL*

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

Example: Internal Tracing Established by Normal Xnet Startup

Your Xnet startup parameters, as distributed with Xnet, use automatic startup commands to disable all trace classes and
then selectively enable the DISPATCH, TCP and XNET trace classes. This is done to establish a reasonable internal trace
level for normal system operation. The automatic commands in the supplied startup parameters follow:

CMD TRACE CLASS(*) OFF

CMD TRACE CLASS(DISPATCH,TCP,XNET) ON

The normal system trace status is shown here.

xntCMD001I,(:) TRACE CLASS(*) OFF

xntCMD290I System trace disabled for event class *ALL*

xntCMD001I (:) TRACE CLASS(DISPATCH,TCP,XNET) ON

xntCMD290I System trace enabled for event class DISPATCH

xntCMD290I System trace enabled for event class TCP

xntCMD290I System trace enabled for event class XNET

xntCMD001I (:) TR

xntCMD285I System trace is enabled

xntCMD286I Trace event classes for System:

xntCMD287I    Off  - LOCKMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - VTAM

xntCMD287I    Off  - SYSTEMS

xntCMD287I    On   - TCP

xntCMD287I    Off  - INTERLINK

xntCMD287I    Off  - SERVICE

xntCMD287I    On   - XNET

xntCMD287I    On   - DISPATCH

xntCMD287I    Off  - TASKMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - RESMGR

xntCMD287I    Off  - TABLE

xntCMD287I    Off  - OBJECT

xntCMD287I    Off  - SPACE

xntCMD287I    Off  - NAVIGATION
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xntCMD287I    Off  - XPORT

xntCMD287I    Off  - RU

xntCMD287I    Off  - TIMER

xntCMD287I    Off  - STORAGE

xntCMD287I    Off  - ABEND

xntCMD287I    Off  - SECURITY

xntCMD287I    Off  - *INTERNAL*

xntCMD001I (:) LOG FLUSH

XES Commands
The XES commands let you perform the following tasks:

• Display current operational information for the Xnet execution space services (XES)
• Create and activate an XES address space group
• Delete an XES address space group
• Start an XES address space group or trace
• Stop an XES address space group,space, or trace

XES DEFINE Command-Create and Activate an XES Address Space Group
The XES DEFINE command creates an address space group. A successfully defined group is immediately active and
ready for use. This command has the following syntax:

XES DEFINE GROUP(group_name) 

           PROC(proc_name) 

           PREFIX(qualifier_prefix)

           TYPE(space_type) 

           MIN(min_spaces) 

           MAX(max_spaces)

           PARM("string")

Enter XES DEFINE or use the abbreviation XES DEF when you issue this command. After a successful XES DEFINE, the
command processor internally issues a display of the new group so that you can verify the definition. The display output
appears only on the Xnet log file data set.

• GROUP(group_name) or GRP(group_name)
Specifies a unique 1-8 character name for the group.

• PROC(proc_name) or PRC(proc_name)
Specifies the 1-8 character name JCL procedure name to be used when starting spaces for the group. The named
procedure must be available in the z/OS PROCLIB concatenation.

• PREFIX(qualifier_prefix) or PFX(qualifier_prefix)
Specifies a 1-8 character prefix string to be used when XES creates a qualifier name for a new space. XES appends a
global counter value to the prefix to create a full eight-character name. We recommend that you specify a prefix string
that is six characters. By doing so, the generated numeric suffix results in a qualifier name that is unique within the z/
OS system.

• TYPE(space_type) or TYP(space_type)
Specifies the XES space-type of the address spaces that are started for the group. The XES space-type affects how
the spaces are started and stopped and the affinity the address space has to the primary Xnet address space.
– XNETES

Specifies an Xnet execution space that cooperates closely with Xnet using bi-directional program call (PC). This
type of space is shut down when the primary Xnet address space is shut down.

– DEP
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Specifies a dependent space that operates independently of Xnet but only as long as Xnet remains active. The
dependent spaces are shut down when the primary Xnet address space is shut down.

– INDEP
Specifies an independent space that operates independently of Xnet, even after Xnet is shut down.

– XNET
Identifies the primary Xnet address space. This type is assigned to the primary Xnet address space during
initialization. This type is never specified on the XES DEFINE command for address space groups.

• MIN(min_spaces) or MN(min_spaces)
Specifies the minimum number of address spaces that XES starts and maintains in execution. Specify a decimal
number in the range 0 through 10.

• MAX(max_spaces) or MX(max_spaces)
Specifies the maximum number of spaces that XES can have concurrently active for the group. Specify a decimal
number in the range 0 through 10. This value must be greater than or equal to the MIN() value. If XES receives a unit
of work to be processed by a group space and the maximum number of spaces are active and busy, the new unit of
work is queued pending the availability of a processing space.

• PARM("string") or PRM("string")
Specifies a 1 through 100 character string that XES should include in the start parameters that are passed to z/OS as
part of an internal START command for spaces in this group. The string can be used to provide values for overrides for
symbolic parameters that are used in the PROC statement of the JCL procedure. The JCL procedure is named in the
PROC parameter for this group. Enclose the string in quotation marks.

Example: Define the XES Group for U2XAGENT

This XES DEFINE command creates and activates the U2XAGENT address space group. This command is included in
the Xnet startup parameters to ensure that the U2XAGENT group is properly defined.

This code is the XES DEFINE being issued during Xnet startup. The XES DEFINE processor is called and the group is
created.

xntCMD001I ($PXNMAIN:) XES DEF GRP(U2XAGENT) PRC(PXNEPROC) TYP(XNETES) MIN(1) MAX(1) PFX(PXNU2X)

xntXES201I XES Group U2XAGENT created

At the end of processing, the XES DEFINE command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”.

xntCMD730I XES  DEF GRP(U2XAGENT) PRC(PXNEPROC) TYP(XNETES) MIN(1) MAX(1) PFX(PXNU2X)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Before you exit, the XES DEFINE processor issues an internal XES DISPLAY GROUP() command to show the new group
definition.

xntCMD001I ($CONTASK:) XES DISPLAY GROUP(U2XAGENT)

xntCMD734I XES  Group (U2XAGENT) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNU2X  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  0)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  1)       esg 3405A718

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt 34040AB8 Grpprv 3405A918  Spchd B405A730  Spctl B405A730

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY GROUP(U2XAGENT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

XES DELETE Command-Delete an XES Address Space Group
The XES DELETE command removes an address space group definition that is created by the XES DEFINE command.
All active spaces belonging to the group are first stopped before the group is deleted. This command has the following
syntax:

XES DELETE GROUP(group_name) 
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Enter XES DELETE or use the abbreviation XES DEL when you issue this command.

• GROUP(group_name) or GRP(group_name)
Specifies the name of the group to be deleted.

Example: Delete the XES Group for U2XAGENT

This XES DELETE command stops the PXNU2Xnn space, if it is active, and then the command deletes the U2XAGENT
group.

XES DELETE GROUP(U2XAGENT)

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XES DELETE,GROUP(U2XAGENT),

xntCMD730I XES  DELETE GROUP(U2XAGENT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

xntXES208I XES Group U2XAGENT deleted

xntXNT203I Xnet AGENT DOWN id U2XAGENT as 01CE (00F69880) csq 7 prgcd 301

xntXNT203I      created 18:51:19.899 05/19/2014

xntXNT203I      lastreq 18:55:44.081 05/19/2014

xntXNT203I      msgs in.......................0

xntXNT203I      bytes in......................0

xntXNT203I      msgs out......................0

xntXNT203I      bytes out.....................0

xntXNT203I      XnetReq.......................2

xntXNT203I      Dir total.....................0

xntXES207I XES Space PXNEPROC.PXNU2X01 deleted for Group U2XAGENT type(XNETES)

XES DISPLAY Command-List Current Operational Information
The XES DISPLAY command lists out current operational information for the Xnet execution space services (XES). The
XES component manages the use of auxiliary address spaces. This command has the following syntax:

XES DISPLAY                                          [VERBOSE] 

XES DISPLAY GROUP(group_name|*)                      [VERBOSE] 

XES DISPLAY GROUP(group_name|*) SPACE(space_name|*)  [VERBOSE] 

Enter XES DISPLAY or use the abbreviation XES DIS when you issue this command.

• VERBOSE
Requests the maximum level of detail. Omitting this keyword provides a summary level of detail.

• GROUP(group_name | *) or GRP(group_name|*)
Group, without the space() keyword, requests a display of status information for one or more XES address space
groups. Specify a complete group name (no wildcards) to restrict the display to a single group. Specify * to request a
separate display for each defined group.

• SPACE(space_name | *) or SPC(space_name|*)
Requests a display of status information for one or more XES spaces. The Group() keyword is also required. Specify a
complete space name (no wildcards) to restrict the display to a single space. Specify * to request a separate display for
each active space in the group.

Example: Show Current XES Operational Information
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This XES DISPLAY command requests a summary display of the XES component status:

XES DISPLAY

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD731I XES  STATUS jobname (PXNPROC) Groups (3) Spaces (2) prgcd (0)

xntCMD731I      esv 34182238   ascb 00F4C900   asid 0359

xntCMD731I      tcb 006A1CF0  itask 3417FCB8   ipcb 341803B8

xntCMD731I     icvt 33D277D0

xntCMD731I    flags 00F00000 lxres,etcre,etcon,localPC

xntCMD733I      Group (TSFFEED ) Type (INDEP   ) Proc (PXNETSF ) Pfx (PXNTSF  ) cur (  0) min (  0) max (  1)

xntCMD733I      Group (U2XAGENT) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNU2X  ) cur (  1) min (  1) max (  1)

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNU2X01) asid 0258 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD733I      Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  ) cur (  1) min (  1) max (  4)

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02 ) asid 0281 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Show Current XES Operational Information with additional statistics

The XES DISPLAY VERBOSE keyword requests more statistics that are related to the overall operation of the XES
component.

XES DISPLAY VERBOSE

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD731I XES  STATUS jobname (PXNPROC) Groups (3) Spaces (2) prgcd (0)

xntCMD731I      esv 34182238   ascb 00F4C900   asid 0359

xntCMD731I      tcb 006A1CF0  itask 3417FCB8   ipcb 341803B8

xntCMD731I     icvt 33D277D0

xntCMD731I    flags 00F00000 lxres,etcre,etcon,localPC

xntCMD732I    ASCRE calls.....................2

xntCMD732I    Program calls..............30,000

xntCMD732I    create grp......................3

xntCMD732I    locate grp.................30,019

xntCMD732I    destroy grp.....................0

xntCMD732I    start space.....................2

xntCMD732I    connect space...................2

xntCMD732I    stop space......................0

xntCMD732I    next space ID...................0

xntCMD732I    find space.................30,000

xntCMD732I    find work.......................0

xntCMD732I    timer pops......................0

xntCMD732I    ASPARM ext......................0

xntCMD732I    PC setup........................1

xntCMD732I    PC cleanup......................0

xntCMD732I    PC issue...................30,000

xntCMD732I    fast lock.................120,087

xntCMD732I    lock.......................60,063

xntCMD732I    fast unlock...............120,086

xntCMD732I    unlock.....................60,062

xntCMD732I    get ESW....................30,001

xntCMD732I    free ESW...................60,002

xntCMD732I    WORK TOTAL.................60,002     avg q time......................1
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xntCMD732I    XES request................30,000     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD732I    Stop grp/spc....................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD732I    Space TRMEXIT...................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD732I    PC received................30,002     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD732I    ESW cache try..............30,001     ESW cache hit..............30,001

xntCMD733I      Group (TSFFEED ) Type (INDEP   ) Proc (PXNETSF ) Pfx (PXNTSF  ) cur (  0) min (  0) max (  1)

xntCMD733I      Group (U2XAGENT) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNU2X  ) cur (  1) min (  1) max (  1)

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNU2X01) asid 0258 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD733I      Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  ) cur (  1) min (  1) max (  4)

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02) asid 0281 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY VERBOSE

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Show Summary XES Operational Information for all Groups

This XES DISPLAY GROUP() command displays summary information for defined groups. The following command
requests a summary display for all defined groups:

XES DISPLAY GROUP(*)

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XES DISPLAY GROUP(*)

xntCMD734I XES  Group (TSFFEED ) Type (INDEP   ) Proc (PXNETSF ) Pfx (PXNTSF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  0)     ASmin (  0)     ASmax (  1)       esg 3405C3D8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt 3405C1D8 Grpprv B4182238  Spchd B405C3F0  Spctl B405C3F0

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD734I XES  Group (U2XAGENT) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNU2X  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  1)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  1)       esg 3405C1D8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt 34040AB8 Grpprv 3405C3D8  Spchd 3419B938  Spctl 3419B938

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD736I        Space (PTXNXES.PXNU2X01 ) asid 0258 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD734I XES  Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  1)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  4)       esg 34040AB8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt B4182238 Grpprv 3405C1D8  Spchd 341B37F8  Spctl 341B37F8

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD736I        Space (PTXNXES.PXNDEF02 ) asid 0281 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY GROUP(*)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Show Detailed XES Operational Information for Group DEFAULT

The VERBOSE option of XES DISPLAY GROUP() adds more operational and statistical information for the specified
group or groups.

XES DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT) VERBOSE

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:),XES,DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) VERBOSE

xntCMD734I XES  Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  1)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  4)       esg 34040AB8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt B4182238 Grpprv 3405C1D8  Spchd 341B37F8  Spctl 341B37F8

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD735I      parm len (  0) value ()

xntCMD735I      created 11:11:18.710 05/20/2014

xntCMD735I      lastreq 11:21:30.638 05/20/2014
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xntCMD735I      ASCREs........................1

xntCMD735I      Requests.................30,000

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02 ) asid 0281 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) VERBOSE

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Show Summary XES Operational Information for Spaces in Group DEFAULT

The XES DISPLAY GROUP() SPACE() command displays summary information for selected spaces in a group. The
following command requests a summary display of all spaces in the DEFAULT group.

XES DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*)

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XES DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*)

xntCMD737I XES  Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02) Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD737I         ess 341B37F8    esg 34040AB8   ascb 00F4D600   asid 0281

xntCMD737I      spcnxt B4040AD0 spcprv B4040AD0 active 00000000

xntCMD737I       flags C0C00000 ascre,usable,ipc,etcon

xntCMD730I XES  DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Show Detailed XES Operational Information for Spaces in Group DEFAULT

The VERBOSE option of XES DISPLAY GROUP() SPACE() adds more operational and statistical information for the
selected spaces.

XES DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*) VERBOSE

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XES DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*) VERBOSE

xntCMD737I XES  Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02) Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD737I         ess 341B37F8    esg 34040AB8   ascb 00F4D600   asid 0281

xntCMD737I      spcnxt B4040AD0 spcprv B4040AD0 active 00000000

xntCMD737I       flags C0C00000 ascre,usable,ipc,etcon

xntCMD738I      utoken 34182238        341B37F8 atoken 00000A04        00000C06

xntCMD738I       pcnum 00014800  tklst 00000001  tkval 7EDDF708

xntCMD738I       lxlst 00000001  lxval 00014800

xntCMD739I      asparm len ( 34) value (00015000341B37F800F4C90003590000000000000000D7E3E7D5E7D5C5E3F9F94BF9)

xntCMD739I      stparm len ( 37) value (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02,,,PORT=0,XMANID=1502)

xntCMD739I      created 11:12:18.286 05/20/2014

xntCMD739I      lastreq 11:21:30.638 05/20/2014

xntCMD739I      Calls....................30,000

xntCMD730I XES  DIS GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(*) VERBOSE

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

XES START Command-Start an XES Address Space Group or Trace
The XES START command performs the following distinct functions:

• The START GROUP() form of the command reverses the effect of a previous STOP GROUP() command and restores
the group to normal service.

• The START TRACE form activates the XES component trace.

This command has the following syntax:
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XES START GROUP(group_name) 

XES START TRACE [LEVEL(trace_level)]

Enter XES START or use the abbreviation XES S when you issue this command.

• GROUP(group_name) or GRP(group_name)
Specifies name of the group to be started. Stop indications are removed from the group control information and the
group resumes normal activity.

• TRACE or TRC
Specifies that XES tracing is to be started.

• TRACE [LEVEL(0 | 1 | 2)]
Starts the XES diagnostic trace at the specified level of detail. The XES diagnostic trace writes information describing
XES activity to the Xnet log files. This trace information can be browsed in the log file data sets, in real time as the
trace records are created.
The level of trace detail is adjustable using LEVEL(number) and defaults to 0 (zero). Level 0 logs a description for each
major event that occurs, such as a call to an auxiliary address space. Level 1 adds abbreviated data areas to the trace
information. Level 2 logs the complete data for each event.
The XES trace can create a significant amount of activity to the log file data sets. Use this trace carefully in a busy
Xnet system. Use the XES STOP TRACE command to stop tracing activity.

Example: Start the XES DEFAULT Group

This XES START GROUP() command starts the DEFAULT group. Stop indications in the group control information are
reset and the group resumes normal operation.

XES START GROUP(DEFAULT)

Sample output from this command follows:

The DEFAULT group was previously stopped causing space PXNDEF03 to be stopped. A display of the group shows that
it is stopped.

xntCMD001I (:) XES STOP GROUP(DEFAULT)

xntCMD730I XES  STOP GROUP(DEFAULT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

xntXES207I XES Space PXNEPROC.PXNDEF03 deleted for Group DEFAULT type(XNETES)

xntCMD734I XES  Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  0)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  4)       esg 34040AB8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt B4182238 Grpprv 3405C1D8  Spchd B4040AD0  Spctl B4040AD0

xntCMD734I       flags 40000000 stop

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

At the end of processing, the XES command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”. A display of the group shows that the stopped condition has been cleared. The display also shows that
space PXNDEF04 was started to get the group up to the requested minimum number of spaces.

xntCMD730I XES  START GROUP(DEFAULT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

xntCMD734I XES  Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  1)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  4)       esg 34040AB8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt B4182238 Grpprv 3405C1D8  Spchd 341B37F8  Spctl 341B37F8

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF04) asid 0403 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT)
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xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Start the XES Trace

This XES START TRACE command starts XES trace activity. Trace data begins recording on the Xnet log file data sets.

XES START TRACE LEVEL(1)

Sample output from this command follows:

At the end of processing, the XES command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”.

xntCMD730I XES  START TRACE LEVEL(1)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

XES STOP Command-Stop an XES Address Space Group, Space, or Trace
The XES STOP command performs the following distinct functions:

• The STOP GROUP() form of the command stops all active spaces in the group and then marks the group as stopped.
• The STOP GROUP() SPACE() command stops the specified space or spaces leaving the group active.
• The STOP TRACE form stops the XES trace activity.

This command has the following syntax:

XES STOP GROUP(group_name)

XES STOP GROUP(group_name) SPACE(space_name)

XES STOP TRACE

Enter XES DELETE or use the abbreviation XES P when you issue this command.

• GROUP(group_name) or GRP(group_name)
Specifies the name of the group to be stopped. The group is marked stopped and all active group spaces are stopped.

• SPACE(space_name) or SPC(space_name)
Specifies the name of the space to be stopped. The group name to which the space belongs must also be specified
using the GROUP() parameter. The specified space is stopped.

• TRACE or TRC
Specifies that XES tracing is to be stopped.

Example: Stop the XES Group for U2XAGENT

This XES STOP command stops the PXNU2Xnn Space. The U2XAGENT group is marked as stopped so no new spaces
can be created. The XES START GROUP() command can be used to put the group back in service.

XES STOP GROUP(U2XAGENT)

Sample output from this command follows:

At the end of processing, the XES command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”. Space PXNU2X01 was active and a stop command was issued for that space.

xntCMD730I XES  STOP GROUP(U2XAGENT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

The PXNU2X01 space was an active Xnet agent and it signals Agent_Down as part of its shutdown process.

xntXNT203I Xnet AGENT DOWN id U2XAGENT as 0359 (00F4D600) csq 7 prgcd 301

xntXNT203I      created 15:47:00.294 05/19/2014

xntXNT203I      lastreq 16:46:45.936 05/19/2014
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xntXNT203I      msgs in.......................0

xntXNT203I      bytes in......................0

xntXNT203I      msgs out......................0

xntXNT203I      bytes out.....................0

xntXNT203I      XnetReq.......................2

xntXNT203I      Dir total.....................0

The space control information for PXNU2X01 is deleted when the started task ends.

xntXES207I XES Space PXNEPROC.PXNU2X01 deleted for Group U2XAGENT type(XNETES)

A display of the U2XAGENT group shows the stopped status in the text interpretation of the group flag indicators. Even
though the group definition specifies a minimum of 1 space, no spaces are started while the group status is stopped.

xntCMD734I XES  Group (U2XAGENT) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNU2X  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  0)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  1)       esg 3405A718

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt 34040AB8 Grpprv 3405A918  Spchd 3419EF78  Spctl 3419EF78

xntCMD734I       flags 40000000 stop

xntCMD730I XES  DIS GRP(U2XAGENT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Stop the Space PXNDEF02 in Group DEFAULT

This XES STOP command stops the PXNDEF02 space.

XES STOP GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(PXNDEF02)

Sample output from this command follows:

At the end of processing, the XES command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”. Space PXNDEF02 was active and a stop command was issued for that Space.

xntCMD001I (:) XES STOP GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(PXNDEF02)

xntCMD730I XES  STOP GROUP(DEFAULT) SPACE(PXNDEF02)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

The space control information for PXNDEF02 is deleted when the started task ends.

xntXES207I XES Space PXNEPROC.PXNDEF02 deleted for Group DEFAULT type(XNETES)

A display of the DEFAULT group shows that a new PXNDEF03 space has been started. The group definition for
DEFAULT specifies a minimum of 1 space. After PXNDEF02 was shut down, XES started a new space name PXNDEF03
to maintain the minimum number of spaces for the group.

xntCMD734I XES  Group (DEFAULT ) Type (XNETES  ) Proc (PXNEPROC) Pfx (PXNDEF  )

xntCMD734I      AScur  (  1)     ASmin (  1)     ASmax (  4)       esg 34040AB8

xntCMD734I      Grpnxt B4182238 Grpprv 3405C1D8  Spchd 341B37F8  Spctl 341B37F8

xntCMD734I       flags 00000000

xntCMD736I        Space (PXNEPROC.PXNDEF03) asid 0169 flags C0C00000 active call 00000000

xntCMD730I XES  DISPLAY GROUP(DEFAULT)

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

Example: Stop the XES Trace

This XES STOP command stops the XES tracing activity.

XES STOP TRACE

Sample output from this command follows:
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At the end of processing, the XES command processor echoes the command and reports the successful status
“COMPLETE”.

xntCMD730I XES  STOP TRACE

xntCMD730I     Command COMPLETE

XNET Commands
The XNET command lets you perform the following tasks:

• Start an internal agent in the Xnet address space using the XNET ATTACH command
• Define agents and directors using the XNET DEFINE command
• Delete agent and director definitions using the XNET DELETE command
• Display current operational information using the XNET DISPLAY command
• Stop communications or trace activity using the XNET STOP command
• Start communications or trace activity using the XNET START command
• Activate and deactivate explicit definition requirements using the XNET SET and RESET commands

XNET ATTACH Command -- Start an Internal Agent in the Xnet Address Space
The XNET ATTACH command is used to activate an Xnet agent that has been designed to run as an internal agent in
the Xnet address space. The command specifies the name of the primary z/OS load module for the agent. The XNET
ATTACH command processing loads that module, creates a dedicated z/OS task for the agent, and starts execution of the
new agent.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET ATTACH MODULE(mod-name) [AGENT(agt-id)] [PARM(parm-string)]

• MODULE(mod-name) or MOD(mod-name)
Specifies the name of the primary z/OS load module for the agent. The XNET ATTACH command issues a z/OS LOAD
for this module name.

• AGENT(agt-id) or AGT(agt-id)
(Optional) Specifies an agent ID string to be used by the agent when it connects to the Xnet system. The name
specified in the command is passed to the agent module. The agent may choose to use this name as-is, alter the
name before using it, or completely ignore the specified name and use a pre-defined agent ID.

• PARM(parm-string)
(Optional) Specifies a parameter string that is passed to the agent module.

XNET DEFINE Command -- Create Agent and Director Definitions
The Xnet DEFINE command is used to create definitions for agents and directors that can control access to the Xnet
system. Your Xnet system, as initially installed, enables all agents and all directors to connect to the Xnet system.
Definitions can be used to ensure that only authorized agents and directors connect with the Xnet system.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET DEFINE AGENT(agt-id)   [USERID(user-id)] [STATUS(STOP|START)] 

XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(dir-id) [USERID(user-id)] [STATUS(STOP|START)] 

                             [IPADDR()] [PORT()] 

You can enter XNET DEFINE or use the abbreviation XNET DEF when you issue this command.

• AGENT(agt-id) or AGT(agt-id)
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Indicates an agent definition and specifies the agent ID string.
• DIRECTOR(dir-id) or DIR(dir-id)

Indicates a director definition and specifies the director ID string.
• USERID(user-id) or U(user-id)

Specifies the z/OS user ID that must be associated with the agent or director.
For agents, the specified user ID must be the AUTHID of the z/OS address space hosting the agent when the agent
attempts to connect to the Xnet system.
For directors, the specified user ID, and the valid z/OS password for the user ID, must be sent with all requests to start
director-agent sessions.

• STATUS(STOP) or ST(STOP)
Specifies that the agent or director is to be blocked from connecting with the Xnet system.

• STATUS(START) or ST(START)
Specifies that the agent or director can connect with the Xnet system, if other defined restrictions are also satisfied.
This operand reverses the action of a previous STOP command or STATUS(STOP) definition.

• IPADDR( )
Specifies the TCP/IP network address that a director’s session requests must originate from. Applies to director
definitions only.

• PORT( )
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that a director’s session requests must originate from. Applies to director definitions
only.

Example: Create Agent and Director Definitions

The definitions shown in the discussion of the XNET DISPLAY DEFINES subcommand were created during Xnet
initialization using XNET DEFINE subcommands that were automatically executed during Xnet startup. Xnet commands to
be executed during startup can be added to the PXNPARM startup member (see the INITPARM DD statement in the Xnet
JCL procedure) using the CMD statement.

Your Xnet definitions only exist from the time they are defined until either Xnet is shut down or the definition is deleted
using the XNET DELETE subcommand. Using CMD statements to execute XNET DEFINE commands that create your
definitions during startup is the way to make permanent definitions that are always active in your Xnet system.

Sample messages from an Xnet initialization follow. Thirteen CMD statements were included in the PXNPARM member,
each specifying an XNET DEFINE subcommand. As each XNET DEFINE subcommand is processed, Xnet creates a new
definition with the specified information and then issues message xntCMD700I to confirm command execution. When Xnet
initialization is complete, these definitions are active and will control access to the Xnet system.

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-001) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-002) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-003) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-004) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-005) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-006) STATUS(STOP)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-007) USERID(WITRAB1)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-008) IPADDR("::FFFF:123.4.5.6")

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-008) USERID(WITRAB1)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-009) PORT(1502) USERID(WITRAB1)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTA)    USERID(PLATDEV)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTB)    USERID(WITRAB1)

xntDRV050I CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTC)    USERID(PLATDEV) STATUS(STOP)

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete
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xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

xntCMD700I Xnet define: request complete

Here is a listing of the PXNPARM member containing the CMD statements shown in the preceding sample Xnet
initialization messages:

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* PXN - PXNPARM Xnet startup parameters

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*----------------------------

* Establish internal tracing

*----------------------------

CMD TRACE CLASS(*) OFF

CMD TRACE CLASS(DISPATCH,TCP,XNET) ON

*---------------------------------------

* DEFINE commands to control Xnet usage

*---------------------------------------

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-001) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-002) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-003) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-004) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-005) IPADDR("::FFFF:127.0.0.1")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-006) STATUS(STOP)

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-007) USERID(WITRAB1)

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-008) IPADDR("::FFFF:123.4.5.6")

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-008) USERID(WITRAB1)

CMD XNET DEFINE DIRECTOR(XNET-TXNTDIR-009) PORT(1502) USERID(WITRAB1)

CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTA)    USERID(PLATDEV)

CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTB)    USERID(WITRAB1)

CMD XNET DEFINE AGENT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTC)    USERID(PLATDEV) STATUS(STOP)

XNET DELETE Command -- Delete Agent and Director Definitions
The XNET DELETE command is used to delete agent and/or director definitions from the active Xnet system. The
DELETE subcommand can be used to delete explicit definitions created using the Xnet DEFINE subcommand and implicit
definitions created when the Xnet STOP subcommand is used to stop a specific agent and/or director.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET DELETE ALL

XNET DELETE AGENT (agt-id|*)

XNET DELETE DIRECTOR(dir-id|*)

You can enter XNET DELETE or XNET DEL when you issue this command.

• ALL
Indicates that all existing agent and director definitions should be deleted.

• AGENT(agt-id|*) or AGT(agt-id|*)
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Indicates that only one definition, for the named agent ID, should be deleted.
• DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) or DIR(dir-id|*)

Indicates that only one definition, for the named Director ID, should be deleted.

Example: Delete Agent and Director Definitions

The following examples start using the definitions as discussed in the XNET DISPLAY DEFINES and XNET DEFINE
sections.

After issuing the following deletes:

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-009)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-008)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-007)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-006)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-005)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-004)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-003)

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-002)

...

XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-001)

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DEL DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-001)

xntXNT206I Xnet definition deleted for id XNET-TXNTDIR-001 xnp 367600F8

xntCMD700I Xnet delete: request complete

The remaining definitions are:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS DEFS

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTC xnp 36769718

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (PLATDEV)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.541 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (80) stop

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTB xnp 36769558

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (WITRAB1)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.420 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTA xnp 36769398

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (PLATDEV)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.320 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

The ALL option quickly removes all remaining definitions:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DEL ALL

xntXNT206I Xnet definition deleted for id XNET-ECHO-AGENTC xnp 36769718

xntXNT206I Xnet definition deleted for id XNET-ECHO-AGENTB xnp 36769558

xntXNT206I Xnet definition deleted for id XNET-ECHO-AGENTA xnp 36769398

xntCMD700I Xnet delete: request complete
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xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS DEFS

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

XNET DISPLAY Command -- List Current Operational Information
The XNET DISPLAY command lists out current operational information for the Xnet system.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET DISPLAY                   [ALL] 

XNET DISPLAY AGENT(agt-id|*)   [ALL] 

XNET DISPLAY DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) [ALL] 

XNET DISPLAY DEFINES 

You can enter XNET DISPLAY or use the abbreviation XNET DIS when you issue this command.

• ALL
Requests the maximum level of detail. Omitting this keyword provides a summary level of detail.

• AGENT(agt-id | *) or AGT(agt-id|*)
Requests a display of agent status information. Specify a complete agent ID (no wildcards) to restrict the display to a
single z/OS agent. Specify * to request a separate display for each active agent.

• DIRECTOR(dir-id | *) or DIR(dir-id|*)
Requests a display of director status information. Specify a complete director ID (no wildcards) to restrict the display to
a single director. Specify * to request a separate display for each active director.

• DEFINES or DEFS
Requests a display of all agent and director definitions.

Example: Show Current Operational Information

This DISPLAY subcommand by itself (or with the ALL keyword) requests a display of the Xnet system status:

XNET DISPLAY

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DISPLAY

xntCMD701I Xnet STATUS xmanid 7700 jobname PTX77NET agents 6 dirs 10 defs 0 prgcd 0

xntCMD701I      ixn 2D899478   ascb 00F2D280   asid 0356

xntCMD701I      tcb 006DA028  itask 2D896A78   ipcb 2D8989F8

xntCMD701I     sswa 2A0F6818   pxnv 2A7BDE08   icvt 2D526938

xntCMD701I    flags (8000) conn

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Show Current Operational Information, Additional Statistics, and Active Agent and Directors Summary

The DISPLAY ALL requests a display of the Xnet system status (as above), plus additional system statistics and a
summary listing of the active Agents and Directors.

XNET DISPLAY ALL

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS ALL

xntCMD701I Xnet STATUS xmanid 7700 jobname PTX77NET agents 6 dirs 10 defs 0 prgcd 0

xntCMD701I      ixn 2D899478   ascb 00F2D280   asid 0356

xntCMD701I      tcb 006DA028  itask 2D896A78   ipcb 2D8989F8

xntCMD701I     sswa 2A0F6818   pxnv 2A7BDE08   icvt 2D526938
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xntCMD701I    flags (8000) conn

xntCMD702I    messages in...................895

xntCMD702I    bytes in..................413,045

xntCMD702I    messages out..................897

xntCMD702I    bytes out.................787,331

xntCMD702I    AGENT TOTAL.................1,774

xntCMD702I    Agent-Up........................5

xntCMD702I    Agent-Down......................0

xntCMD702I    Agent-Receive.................856

xntCMD702I    Agent-Reply...................852

xntCMD702I    Agent-Notify....................0

xntCMD702I    Agent-Test.....................61

xntCMD702I    connect.........................1

xntCMD702I    disconnect......................0

xntCMD702I    create agt......................6

xntCMD702I    locate agt..................2,626

xntCMD702I    destroy agt.....................0

xntCMD702I    create dir....................109

xntCMD702I    locate dir..................1,058

xntCMD702I    destroy dir....................97

xntCMD702I    create def......................0

xntCMD702I    locate def....................222

xntCMD702I    destroy def.....................0

xntCMD702I    prep inb msg..................904

xntCMD702I    prep outb msg.................897

xntCMD702I    get XNR.......................920

xntCMD702I    free XNR....................2,680

xntCMD702I    complete XNR................1,769

xntCMD702I    post request................1,769

xntCMD702I    get XNW.....................2,665

xntCMD702I    free XNW....................4,428

xntCMD702I    iagent proc....................41

xntCMD702I    fast lock...................9,541

xntCMD702I    lock........................5,456

xntCMD702I    fast unlock.................9,530

xntCMD702I    unlock......................5,445

xntCMD702I    Agent checks...................14

xntCMD702I    Agents lost.....................0

xntCMD702I    WORK TOTAL..................4,328     avg q time......................2

xntCMD702I    Work api req................2,626     avg exec time..................11

xntCMD702I    Work msg in...................754     avg exec time...................2

xntCMD702I    Work post req.................851     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD702I    Work sess end..................97     avg exec time...................1

xntCMD702I    Work stopsess...................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD702I    Work agt lost...................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD702I    Work stop nde...................0     avg exec time...................0

xntCMD702I    XNW cache try...............2,665     XNW cache hit...............2,665

xntCMD703I    AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTB as 01EB job PTX77ECO user PLATDEV csq 6 dirs 5 msgs in 322

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-010 usk 9 csq 95 msg# 63 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-009 usk 8 csq 94 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-008 usk 7 csq 93 msg# 63 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-007 usk 6 csq 92 msg# 63 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-006 usk 5 csq 91 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0
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xntCMD703I    AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTA as 0350 job PTX77ECO user PLATDEV csq 5 dirs 5 msgs in 325

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-005 usk 3 csq 90 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-004 usk 4 csq 89 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-003 usk 2 csq 88 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-002 usk 1 csq 87 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-001 usk 11 csq 86 msg# 64 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD703I    AGENT id CA11DA1G7700DC77 as 0083 job INSUDA1G user MATSA02 csq 4 dirs 0 msgs in 0

xntCMD703I    AGENT id CA11DF1G7700DC77 as 0321 job PTX77IDC user PLATDEV csq 3 dirs 0 msgs in 94

xntCMD703I    AGENT id CA11DF2G7700DC77 as 0322 job PTX77IDC user PLATDEV csq 2 dirs 0 msgs in 121

xntCMD703I    AGENT id XNET-AGENT as 0356 job PTX77NET user PLATDEV csq 1 dirs 0 msgs in 41

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Display Active Agents

The DISPLAY AGENT subcommand requests a display of status information for an active agents:

XNET DISPLAY AGENT(*)

Sample output follows from the previous command. The wildcard ‘*’ requests a display for each active agent.

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS AGENT(*)

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTB csq 6 dirs 5 xna 2D769458 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 01EB ascb 00FAE880 stoken 000007AC-0000003B

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77ECO userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (40)

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTA csq 5 dirs 5 xna 2D768998 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0350 ascb 00F24700 stoken 00000D40-00000014

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77ECO userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (40)

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id CA11DA1G7700DC77 csq 4 dirs 0 xna 2D768EF8 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0083 ascb 00F8EB80 stoken 0000020C-00000001

xntCMD704I      jobname INSUDA1G stcname INIT userid MATSA02

xntCMD704I      flags (00) recv-active

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id CA11DF1G7700DC77 csq 3 dirs 0 xna 2D768B38 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0321 ascb 00A58700 stoken 00000C84-00000001

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77IDC userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (00) recv-active

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id CA11DF2G7700DC77 csq 2 dirs 0 xna 2D75FB78 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0322 ascb 00A58580 stoken 00000C88-00000001

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77IDC userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (00) recv-active

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-AGENT csq 1 dirs 0 xna 2D7678F8 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 0356 ascb 00F2D280 stoken 00000000-00000000

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77NET userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (01) internal-agent

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Display Active Agents With Additional Detail

The DISPLAY AGENT ALL subcommand requests a display of status information (as above), plus additional detail, for an
active Agent(s).

XNET DIS AGT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTB) ALL

Sample output follows from the previous command. The additional detail for each agent is provided by the run
xntCMD705I and xntCMD706I response messages.
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xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS AGT(XNET-ECHO-AGENTB) ALL

xntCMD704I Xnet AGENT id XNET-ECHO-AGENTB csq 6 dirs 5 xna 2D769458 prgcd 0

xntCMD704I      asid 01EB ascb 00FAE880 stoken 000007AC-0000003B

xntCMD704I      jobname N/A stcname PTX77ECO userid PLATDEV

xntCMD704I      flags (40) recv-active

xntCMD705I      agtinfo len  33 value (Hi, I'm an echo agent for testing)

xntCMD705I      created 12:39:50.261 04/08/2009

xntCMD705I      lastreq 12:54:30.785 04/08/2009

xntCMD705I      msgs in.....................804

xntCMD705I      bytes in................473,402

xntCMD705I      msgs out....................804

xntCMD705I      bytes out...............492,728

xntCMD705I      XnetReq...................1,609

xntCMD705I      Dir total....................10

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-010 usk 18 csq 143 msg# 61 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-009 usk 16 csq 142 msg# 61 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-007 usk 12 csq 141 msg# 61 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-008 usk 14 csq 140 msg# 61 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD706I      DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-006 usk 11 csq 139 msg# 60 prply 0 precv 0

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Display Active Director-Agent Sessions

The DISPLAY DIRECTOR subcommand requests a display of status information for an active director-agent session(s).

XNET DIS DIR(*)

Sample output from the previous command follows. The wildcard ‘*’ requests a display for each active director-agent
session. In this example, there was only one active session when the display was issued. If there were more than one
session, the set of xntCMD707I messages would be repeated for each session.

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS DIR(*)

xntCMD707I Xnet DIRECTOR id UDCC_xiopi01_FD2 agt CA11DF1G7700DC77 usk 2 csq 160 prgcd 0

xntCMD707I      xnd 2D8CD138    xna 2D768B38  itask 2D8A0978

xntCMD707I    prply        0  precv        0    weq 2D8C43E8

xntCMD707I     msg#        1  ntfy#        0 antfy#        0

xntCMD707I      flags (00)

xntCMD707I      dirinfo len  27 value (A request from UDCC Portal!)

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Display Active Director-Agent Sessions With Additional Information

The DISPLAY DIRECTOR ALL requests a display of status information (as above), plus additional detail information, for
active director-agent sessions:

XNET DIS DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-007) ALL

Sample output from the previous command follows. This example requests a detailed display of one specific session. The
set of xntCMD708I messages provides the additional detail.

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS DIR(XNET-TXNTDIR-007) ALL

xntCMD707I Xnet DIRECTOR id XNET-TXNTDIR-007 agt XNET-ECHO-AGENTB usk 14 csq 277 prgcd 0

xntCMD707I      xnd 2D8CCEB8    xna 2D769458  itask 2D8B2FF8

xntCMD707I    prply        0  precv        0    weq 2D8FEAE8

xntCMD707I     msg#       85  ntfy#        0 antfy#        0

xntCMD707I      flags (00)

xntCMD707I      dirinfo len  22 value (Xnet Echo Director 007)
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xntCMD708I      IP addr len  16 value (::ffff:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD708I      IP port len   5 value (33704)

xntCMD708I      created 13:11:33.486 04/08/2009

xntCMD708I      lastmsg 13:12:58.787 04/08/2009

xntCMD708I      msgs in......................85

xntCMD708I      bytes in.................50,142

xntCMD708I      msgs out.....................85

xntCMD708I      bytes out................52,182

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: List All Xnet Definitions

Access to the Xnet system by directors and agents can be controlled using Xnet definitions. Xnet definitions for agents
and directors are explicitly created using the XNET DEFINE command. An Xnet definition is implicitly created, if one does
not currently exist, when a STOP command is used to block an agent or director from the system. The XNET DISPLAY
DEFINES command is used to list all of the definitions that are currently in effect.

XNET DIS DEFS

Sample output from the previous command follows. Each current definition is listed in a set of 6 xntCMD710I messages.

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS DEFS

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTC xnp 36769718

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (PLATDEV)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.541 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (80) stop

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTB xnp 36769558

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (WITRAB1)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.420 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION    Agent XNET-ECHO-AGENTA xnp 36769398

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (PLATDEV)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.320 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-009 xnp 367691D8

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (WITRAB1)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   4 value (1502)

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.194 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-008 xnp 36769018

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (WITRAB1)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:123.4.5.6)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:13.004 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-007 xnp 36768E58

xntCMD710I      user ID len   7 value (WITRAB1)

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()
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xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.893 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-006 xnp 36768C98

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.786 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (80) stop

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-005 xnp 36768AD8

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.652 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-004 xnp 36768918

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.542 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-003 xnp 36768758

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.431 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-002 xnp 36768598

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.332 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD710I Xnet DEFINITION Director XNET-TXNTDIR-001 xnp 367600F8

xntCMD710I      user ID len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      IP addr len  16 value (::FFFF:127.0.0.1)

xntCMD710I      IP port len   0 value ()

xntCMD710I      created 16:13:12.229 04/09/2009

xntCMD710I        flags (00)

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

XNET SET and RESET Commands -- Set and Reset Xnet Requirements
The XNET SET command is used to control access to the Xnet system by establishing a requirement that all agents and/
or all directors be explicitly defined to the Xnet system before they are allowed to connect. The XNET RESET command
is used to reverse requirements established by XNET SET. Agents and directors that are already connected to the system
when XNET SET is issued are not affected and their operation continues normally.

The XNET DEFINE command is used to create the definitions that XNET SET establishes as a requirement. Additional
criteria that you specify for the definitions can further qualify what connections are permitted.

These commands have the following syntax:

XNET SET   STATUS(DEF|AGTDEF|DIRDEF) 
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XNET RESET STATUS(DEF|AGTDEF|DIRDEF) 

You can enter XNET SET and XNET RESET (or XNET RSET) when you issue these commands.

• SET
Establishes a definition requirement.

• RESET
Removes a definition requirement.

• STATUS(DEF|AGTDEF|DIRDEF)
Specifies the type of definition as follows:
– DEF

Indicates that both agent and director definitions are affected.
– AGTDEF

Indicates that only agent definitions are affected.
– DIRDEF

Indicates that only director definitions are affected

Example: Set Xnet Requirement

This SET subcommand establishes the requirement that all agents and all directors must have an Xnet definition before
they are allowed to connect:

XNET SET ST(DEF)

The output from the command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET SET ST(DEF)

xntCMD700I Xnet set: request complete

The XNET DISPLAY command shows that director (dirdef) and agent (agtdef) definitions are required in the system:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS

xntCMD701I Xnet STATUS xmanid 1502 jobname PTX6791 agents 4 dirs 0 defs 0 prgcd 0

xntCMD701I      ixn 3689EDF8   ascb 00F30A00   asid 01F9

xntCMD701I      tcb 006DB0E8  itask 3689C3F8   ipcb 3689CF78

xntCMD701I     sswa 2AC1DA80   pxnv 2D3317C0   icvt 36526938

xntCMD701I    flags (8B00) conn,trace,dirdef,agtdef

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

Example: Reset Xnet Requirement

This XNET RESET command was issued some time after the preceding example that established a requirement for both
agent and director definitions. This command removes the requirement for agent definitions. Directors that connect to the
system must still be represented by an Xnet definition.

XNET RSET ST(AGTDEF)

Sample output from this command follows:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET RSET ST(AGTDEF)

xntCMD700I Xnet reset: request complete

The XNET DISPLAY command now shows that director definitions (dirdef) are still required. The requirement for agent
(agtdef) definitions no longer appears:

xntCMD001I (:) XNET DIS

xntCMD700I Xnet STATUS xmanid 1502 jobname PTX6791 agents 4 dirs 0 defs 0 prgcd 0

xntCMD701I      ixn 36879EDF8   ascb 00F30A00  asid 01F9

xntCMD701I      tcb 006DB038   itask 3689C3F8  ipcb 3689CF78
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xntCMD701I     sswa 2AC1DA80    pxnv 2D3317C0  icvt 36526938

xntCMD701I    flags (8A00) conn,trace,dirdef

xntCMD700I Xnet display: request complete

XNET START Command -- Start Xnet Activity
The XNET START command is used to start (or, in some cases, logically enable) some or all of the Xnet communications
activity (or trace activity). This command is typically used to reverse the flag, or “switch”, settings of a preceding STOP
command. Therefore, the START command does not make a z/OS agent connect to the Xnet system, or make a remote
director communicate.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET START ALL 

XNET START XMANID(xman-id) 

XNET START AGENT(agt-id|*) 

XNET START DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) 

XNET START TRACE [LEVEL(0|1|2)] [AGENT(agt-id)] [DIRECTOR(dir-id)] 

• ALL
Reverses the effects of all preceding STOP subcommands. All systemwide stop flags (Xmanager, agent, and director)
are reset. All stop flags in all agent and director definitions are also reset. If Xnet is not currently connected to
Xmanager, the Xnet periodic continuity checking detects this and attempts to re-establish the Xmanager connection.

• XMANID(xman-id) or XMID(xman-id)
This command is rejected if the “Xmanager stop” flag is not set. The systemwide “Xmanager stop” flag is reset and
the XMANID of the system is set to the specified ID. The Xnet periodic continuity checking attempts to establish
the Xmanager connection. Stopping the active XMANID and starting with a new XMANID lets you switch the Xnet
Xmanager association.

• AGENT(agt-id|*) or AGT(agt-id|*)
Starts a specific agent or all agents. If an agent definition exists for the specified agent, the STOP status is reset in
the definition. This agent is permitted to connect to the Xnet system, as long as other defined agent restrictions are
satisfied. For example, an agent with a defined user ID must still connect from an address space with that AUTHID. If
an agent definition does not exist for the specified agent-ID, the start command is rejected.
When all agents are started, the STOP status is reset in all existing agent definitions and the systemwide “agent stop”
flag is also reset. All agents are permitted to connect to the Xnet system, as long as other defined agent restrictions
are satisfied. For example, an agent with a defined user ID must still connect from an address space with that AUTHID.

• DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) or DIR(dir-id|*)
Starts a specific director or all directors. If a director definition exists for the specified director, the STOP status is reset
in the definition. This director is permitted to connect to the Xnet system, as long as other defined director restrictions
are satisfied. For example, a director with a defined IP address must still connect from that address. If a director
definition does not exist for the specified director-ID, the start command is rejected.
When all directors are started, the STOP status is reset in all existing director definitions and the systemwide
“director stop” flag is reset. All directors are permitted to connect to the Xnet system, as long as other defined director
restrictions are satisfied. For example, a director with a defined IP address must still connect from that address.

• TRACE [LEVEL(0 | 1 | 2)] [AGENT(agt-id)] [DIRECTOR(dir-id)]
Starts the Xnet diagnostic trace at the specified level of detail. The Xnet diagnostic trace writes information describing
Xnet activity to the Xnet log files. This trace information can be browsed in the log file data sets, in real time as the
trace records are created.
The level of trace detail is adjustable using LEVEL(number) and defaults to 0 (zero). Level 0 logs a description for each
major event that occurs, such as a message received from a director or a message that an agent sent. Level 1 adds a
complete listing of the input message and a partial listing of the output message to the trace information. Level 2 logs
the complete message header and data for each event.
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This Xnet trace can create a significant amount of activity to the log file data sets. Use this trace carefully in a
busy Xnet system. You can qualify the tracing with the AGENT() and/or DIRECTOR() specifications when you are
investigating a problem in a busy system. If you do not specify an agent or director, all are traced. If you do restrict the
trace with either parameter, specify the complete agent or director ID. Only one AGENT and/or one DIRECTOR can be
specified. If you specify an incorrect ID, tracing is activated but nothing is traced. You can specify an ID that does not
exist. If that agent or director later connects to the system, the tracing begins. The XNET STOP TRACE subcommand
resets all trace specifications and lets you correct any specifications with another XNET START TRACE subcommand.
The following list describes how the AGENT() and DIRECTOR() parameters of TRACE support wildcarding in the
name strings:
– A question mark “?” represents single characters that are unimportant.
– An asterisk “*” indicates that all remaining characters in the name string are unimportant.
For example, TRACE LEVEL(2) AGENT(SYSCDF?G*) matches all of the CA SYSVIEW for DB2 Agents that are active
on z/OS SYSC and monitoring DB2 subsystems with SSIDs such as DF1G, DF2G, DFAG, and so on.

XNET STOP Subcommand -- Stop Xnet Activity
The Xnet STOP command is used to stop some or all of the Xnet communications activity (or trace activity) and it should
not be confused with the stop command used to shut down the Xnet address space.

This command has the following syntax:

XNET STOP ALL 

XNET STOP XMANID(xman-id) 

XNET STOP AGENT(agt-id|*) 

XNET STOP DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) 

XNET STOP TRACE

• ALL
Requests an orderly shutdown of all communications activity. Active sessions for all agents are brought to a quick, but
orderly, end. Agents are signalled that communication is ending. When all agents have been signalled, the Xmanager
connection is ended. The START subcommand (or a shutdown and restart of Xnet) must be used to restart activity.

• XMANID(xman-id) or XMID(xman-id)
Indicates that Xmanager connection is to be ended. The system-wide “Xmanager stop” flag is set. All agent sessions
are brought to a quick, but orderly, end. This effectively disconnects all directors from the system. All agents are
signalled that communication is ending and the agents are logically deleted from the system. When all director and
agent activity has ended, the Xmanager connection is ended. This prevents all agents from reconnecting to the Xnet
system. Directors may attempt to re-establish sessions, but the requests will be rejected because the agent is not
available. The START subcommand can be used to activate the Xmanager connection and normal Xnet activity
will resume. Agents that are programmed to automatically reconnect will do so. Directors that are programmed to
automatically re-establish sessions will be able to do so when their target agent becomes available.

• AGENT(agt-id|*) or AGT(agt-id|*)
Stops a specific agent (agt-id) or all agents (*). For an individual agent, the agent’s sessions are brought to a quick, but
orderly, end. The agent is signalled that communication is ending and the agent is logically deleted from the system.
An agent definition is created for the agent (only if a definition does not already exist) and the STOP status is set in the
definition. This prevents the agent from reconnecting until the agent is restarted using an XNET START subcommand
or by system restart.
For all agents, the STOP status is set in all existing agent definitions and the system-wide “agent stop” flag is set. All
agent sessions are brought to a quick, but orderly, end. All agents are signalled that communication is ending and
the agents are logically deleted from the system. The STOP status flag in existing agent definitions and the system-
wide “agent stop” flag prevents all agents from reconnecting to the Xnet system. The XNET START subcommand (or a
shutdown and restart of Xnet) must be used to restart agent activity for some or all agents.

• DIRECTOR(dir-id|*) or DIR(dir-id|*)
Stops a specific director or all directors.
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For a specific director, all sessions are brought to a quick, but orderly, end. The agents involved in these sessions are
notified of the session end. A director definition is created for the director (only if a definition does not already exist)
and the STOP status is set in the definition. This prevents the director from reconnecting until the director is restarted
using an XNET START subcommand, or by system restart.
When all directors are stopped, the STOP status is set in all existing director definitions and the system-wide “director
stop” flag is set. All sessions are brought to a quick, but orderly, end. The agent session partner is signalled that the
session has ended and the sessions are logically deleted from the system. The STOP status flag in existing director
definitions and the system-wide “director stop” flag prevents all directors from establishing new sessions. The START
subcommand (or a shutdown and restart of Xnet) must be used to restart director activity for some or all directors.

• TRACE
Stops the Xnet diagnostic trace in the Xnet messaging component. This is not the same trace as the Xnet internal
trace that can record in-storage trace data from many Xnet components. This refers to the messaging trace that can
record detailed information about agent and director communications directly to the Xnet log file data set in a ready-to-
view format.

Collect DB2 Object Statistics Using PDASTATS Utility
The PDASTATS utility executes under the utility driver to collect statistics about DB2 objects (tablespaces, tables, and
indexes). The utility then optionally updates the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS tables and DB2 catalog with
that information.

NOTE

The IBM catalog statistics update function of the PDASTATS utility is deprecated.

To keep system information current and improve performance, we recommend that you execute PDASTATS after a load
or reorg or other updates have occurred for your DB2 objects. Review the following topics before execution:

The CA utilities for DB2 for z/OS support CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS table updates using the COLLECT-
PDASTATS keyword and DB2 catalog updates using the UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword. For more information about using
these keywords, see the specific utility documentation.

PDASTATS sets up some object-related control blocks (RAM*) and then invokes the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS API. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS is used to collect the statistics from the DB2 catalog. The output in
PTIMSG looks like a CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS extract output.

You can execute PDASTATS in batch or online. If you have a CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS license, there is
no need to use the PDASTATS utility. Normal CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS collection and the PS utility code
can be used to perform these tasks.

An object keyword (TABLESPACE, INDEX, INDEXSPACE, or TABLE) is required in your syntax. Other keywords are
optional. This utility has the following syntax:

PDASTATS {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}|[LIST listdef-name]|

          INDEX [creator.]{ixname}|LIST [listdef-name]|

          INDEXSPACE dbname.indexspace-name|

          TABLESPACE-INDEX [dbname.]{tablespace-name}|

          TABLE-INDEX [creator.]{table-name}}

          [ABEND-TASK YES|NO] 

          [COUNT int]

          [MAXTASKS int]

          [NUMCOLS int]

          [PART [ALL|int1, int2,....]] 

          [STATS-LOCID subsystem] 

          [STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED||COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL}]

          [UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|col1,col2,...|NO}]
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          [VSAM-BUFFERS int]

• TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}|[LIST listdef-name]
Defines the name of the tablespace that is being processed qualified by its database.
– dbname

Defines the name of the database. Selection criteria can be used.
If you do not specify a database name, DSNDB04 is assumed.

– tsname
Defines the name of the tablespace. Selection criteria can be used.

– LIST listdef-name
Defines the tablespace when LISTDEF is used.

• INDEX [creator.]{ixname}|LIST [listdef-name]
Defines the index to be processed.
– creator

Identifies the index creator. If you omit this value, the user identifier of the utility job is used.
– ixname

Defines the name of the index.
– LIST listdef-name

Identifies the index to be processed when LISTDEF is used.
• INDEXSPACE {dbname.indexspace-name}

Defines the name of the indexspace that is being processed qualified by its database.
– dbname

Defines the name of the database. Selection criteria can be used.
– indexspace-name

Defines the name of the indexspace. Selection criteria can be used.
You can specify multiple INDEXSPACE statements in your job.

• TABLESPACE-INDEX [dbname.]{tsname}
Processes all indexes for a tablespace that is qualified by its database. If specified, you do not have to list all
associated indexes; they are included automatically.
– dbname

Defines the name of the database that contains the tablespace. Selection criteria can be used.
If you omit the database name, DSNSB04 is assumed.

– tsname
Defines the name of the tablespace. Selection criteria can be used.

• TABLE-INDEX [creator.]{table-name}
Processes all indexes for a table.
This keyword is not supported by IBM. 

• ABEND-TASK(NO|YES)
Generates a dump and forces a user abend when a return code greater than 4 is returned during processing.
– NO

Indicates that a dump is not generated when a user abend occurs with a return code that is greater than 4.
– YES

Generates a dump and forces a user abend when a return code greater than 4 but less than 22 is returned.
If specified, you must include the SYSUDUMP DD statement in your JCL.

Default: NO; The default can be set in the ABEND-TASK parameter of the UTIL member of hlq.CDBAPARM.
• COUNT int

Defines the number of unique occurrences on index keys on which to collect frequency statistics.
– int

Defines the number of unique occurrences on index keys.
Default: 10
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Limits: 1 - 9999
• MAXTASKS int

Specifies the number of concurrent object scans you want to perform and process while collecting statistics. The more
scans that you perform, the faster the statistics collection processing occurs. You must enter at least one.
– int

Defines the number of concurrent object scans.
Limits: You must enter at least one.
Default: 1. The default can be set in the MAXTASKS parameter of the UTIL member of the hlq.CDBAPARM.

• NUMCOLS int
Defines the number of index key columns that are used to collect partial key cardinality and frequency (correlation)
statistics.
– int

Defines the number of index key columns.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 64

• PART {ALL|int1, int2,….}
Defines the partitions to be processed.
– ALL

Processes all partitions.
– int

Specifies the partition numbers to process.
Default: ALL

• STATS-LOCID subsystem-id
Specifies the DB2 subsystem where the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistical tables to be updated are
stored. Specify the same subsystem that the objects reside on.
If you do not specify a subsystem ID, the current SSID is used.

• STATS-OPTIONS {COLCARD-INDEXED||COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL}
Collects column statistics for the COLCARD column of SYSIBM.SYSCOLSTATS and the COLCARDF column of
SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS. These columns are updated when the job also includes the UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword.
If any part of a tablespace has an EDITPROC defined, this keyword is ignored. No column statistics are collected, and
SYSCOLUMNS and SYSCOLSTATS are not updated. 

• UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|col1,col2,...|NO}

WARNING

This function is deprecated.

Updates column statistics in the DB2 catalog.
A list of the DB2 catalog statistics (tables and columns) that are updated is provided in the CA Database for DB2 for z/
OS Analyzer documentation.Default: NO

• VSAM-BUFFERS int
Defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate for VSAM to read the tablespace or index.
Each buffer is 4096 bytes. VSAM-BUFFERS are allocated above the line. Define at least 3 tracks of space to activate
VSAM track read-ahead processing.
– int

Defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate.
Default: 80. The default can be set in the VSAM buffers parameter of the UTIL member of hlq.CDBAPARM.

Example: Collect Tablespace Statistics

This example shows how to collect statistics for the SAMPTS1 tablespace in database PDKJKDB1:

PDASTATS TABLESPACE PDKJKDB1.SAMPTS1
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Example: Collect Statistics for All Indexes in Table PDATEST

This example shows how to collect statistics for all indexes of the PDATEST table:

PDASTATS TABLE-INDEX USERA.PDATEST

Example: Collect Tablespace Index Statistics

This example shows how to automatically collects statistics for all indexes in the tablespace SAMPTS3:

PDASTATS TABLESPACE-INDEX PDKJK.SAMPTS3

Example: Collect Statistics For the First Two Partitions in a Tablespace

This example shows how to collects statistics on the first two partitions of tablespace PDKJK.SAMPTS1:

PDASTATS TABLESPACE PDKJK.SAMPTS1

PART 1,2

Example: Collect Frequency Statistics on the First Three Key Columns

This example shows how to collects frequency statistics on the first three key columns in the TS tablespace:

PDASTATS TABLESPACE db.ts

NUMCOLS 3

COUNT 7

Example: Collect Statistics for an Indexspace

This example shows how to collect statistics and update the DB2 catalog for the SAMPIX1 indexspace in the PDATEST
database:

PDASTATS INDEXSPACE PDATEST.SAMPIX1

Example: Collect Statistics for an Index

This example shows how to collect statistics for the SAMPIX1 index that is created by user USERA:

PDASTATS INDEX USERA.SAMPIX1

PDASTATS Authorization

To run PDASTATS, you must have CONTROL authority on the DB2 catalog and one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• DDBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the tablespace or indexspace
• UPDATE authority for PTI.PTLOG_CATSTATS and the following SYSIBM tables if you use the UPDATE-CATSTATS

keyword:
– SYSTABLESPACE
– SYSTABLES
– SYSCOLUMNS
– SYSINDEXES

PDASTATS Command Location

The PDASTATS utility syntax uses the following command notations:
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• Uppercase characters must be entered as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user‑specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters are shown in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

Collect Statistics Using JCL
We recommend that you execute PDASTATS to collect and update DB2 catalog statistics after data has changed for your
DB2 objects.

You can build and execute jobs manually and using the online interface.

To collect statistics using JCL

1. Create JCL that includes the following options:
– A JOB statement

//JOBNAME  JOB  (JOB INFO),'Statistics Collection',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M

– An EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters (PDASTATS under the utility driver)
//PDASTATS EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                          

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/<ssid>',CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parameter),

           plan,utilid'),REGION=0M

– STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, SYSIN and other DD statements
– PDASTATS command syntax (command, object, processing, performance, and execution keywords)
– SELECT and DELETE statements, if necessary.
The job is ready for execution.

2. Execute the job to generate the JCL and submit for processing.
The utility executes as a stand-alone batch job. The object is allocated to the batch job using JCL DD statements in
the batch run.

Example: Sample PDASTATS JCL

This example shows how to define your JCL to collect statistics using PDASTATS:

//PDASTATS EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                          

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/<db2ssid>',REGION=0M      

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=<ca.CDBALOAD>                

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=<db2.SDSNEXIT>              

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=<db2.SDSNLOAD>              

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=<ca.CDBAPARM>               

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                 

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                 

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY          Suppress Abendaid dumps   

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                 

PDASTATS TABLESPACE <dbname>.<tsname>                  

  STATS-LOCID     <db2ssid>                            

  MAXTASKS        3                                    

  VSAM-BUFFERS    360                                  

  UPDATE-CATSTATS ALL
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Collect Statistics Using the Online Interface
You can collect DB2 catalog statistics in batch or using the online interface to generate jobs for execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Type U (DB2 Object Manager) on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu and press Enter.
The DB2 Object Manager panel appears.

2. Type one of the following based on the type of object you are processing:
– 1 to select tablespaces
– 2 to select indexes
– 3 to select tables
Press Enter.
The Selection panel for the object appears.

3. Type selection criteria in the header fields and press Enter.
Only objects that match your selection criteria appear on the Selection panel. If the specified model JCL member
contains symbolic parameters, you are prompted for their values.

4. Select one ore more tablespaces, indexspaces, tables, or partitions for execution by entering a valid option as follows
for each object on the Selection panel:
– D (collect statistics for all indexes on a tablespace). This option is only valid for tablespaces.
– P (collect statistics and update the DB2 catalog statistics)
Press Enter.
The PDA Build panel appears for each selected object. The object name appears at the top of the panel.

5. Complete the following fields:
– Abend Task

Generates a dump and force a user abend if a return code greater than 4 occurs. Specify Y only as requested by
Technical Support.
Default: N
You can set the default for this field in the ABEND-TASK parameter of the UTIL member in high-level.CDBAPARM. 

– Update CATSTATS
Updates selected columns in the DB2 system catalog (specify Y) or updates the catalog statistics values (specify
U).
Default: N (do not update catalog statistics) unless set in the UPDATE-CATSTATS parameter of the UTIL member
of high-level.CDBAPARM.

– Statistics SSID
Specifies the name of the DB2 subsystem containing the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistical
tables to update. This subsystem also denotes the DB2 subsystem where the DB2 catalog is updated. This
subsystem is the same subsystem that the objects reside on.

– VSAM Buffers
Defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate for VSAM I/O. Each buffer is 4096 bytes. Allocate at least
three tracks of space to activate VSAM track read-ahead processing. On a DASD model 3380, 30 buffers is
approximately 3 tracks of space. On a DASD model 3390, 36 buffers must be allocated for 3 tracks. If you allocate
a lower number of VSAM buffers, buffers are allocated, but VSAM does not activate read-ahead processing.
If you specify at least one cylinder worth of VSAM buffers, VSAM performs cylinder reads. However, this can cause
excessive paging within your system.
Default: 80 buffers unless set in the VSAM buffers parameter of the UTIL member of high-level.CDBAPARM.

– Max Tasks
Defines the number of partitions to process concurrently.
Default: 1 unless set in the MAXTASKS parameter of the UTIL member of high-level.CDBAPARM.

Press F3.
The Catalog Update panel appears if you specified UPDATE-CATSTATS=Y; otherwise, the Submit Utilities panel
appears after you have completed all Utility Build panels.
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6. (Optional) Complete the fields on the Catalog Update panel.
You can use the ALL command to enter Y in all fields on this panel and press F3.
The catalog statistics to be updated are identified and the Submit Utilities panel appears.

7. Complete the following fields on the Submit Utilities panel:
– Execution Mode

Defines the destination of the utility job stream. Type B to write the utility job stream to a data set or submit it to JES
or P to view and change the data set first.

– Job Card
Specifies the member name of the model JCL job card for the utility execution. The default is MJJOBUT.

– Step JCL
Specifies the member name of the model JCL step information member for the utility execution. The default is
MJPTIUT.

– Library
Specifies the model JCL library name for the utility execution. The default is high-level.CDBAMDL, where high-level
is your installation high-level identifier.

– Work Dataset Device
Defines the device type for the SYSREC, SYSUT1, and STxxWKnn (sort work) data sets.
Valid values are 3350, 3380, and 3390.

– Batch Region Size
Defines the amount of real memory (below the line) that is required for the job execution. You can specify as
megabytes or kilobytes.
If more space is needed or you are processing multiple objects, the Performance Options panel appears.

– Restart Options
Defines restart processing options. The following values are valid:
• R (restart). Restarts at the last phase. If the object is not in restart mode, an error message occurs.
• B (restart bypass). Restarts the job at the unload phase. If there is a restart record, it is ignored.
• C (check syntax). The utility syntax is verified but not executed.
• P (restart phase). Restarts at the beginning of the next incomplete phase.
• blank. Starts the job as a new job. If a restart record is found, an error message occurs for the processing mode.

– Batch Parameters
Defines the job destination, output data set, and member.
Job Destination can be J (JES) to submit the utility job stream to JES for execution or D (data set) to write the utility
job stream to a data set.
If you specify D, also specify the destination library and member name for the utility job stream.

Press Enter.
If the execution mode is B, the utility job stream is written to a data set or submitted to JES and the object selection
panel appears. If the execution mode is P, you are placed in an edit session for the utility job stream. When you end
the session, you return to the Submit Utilities panel as described in the previous step. Process from this panel as
described in this procedure.

Use the Log Maintenance Facility
This section describes how to use the log maintenance facility to view, back up, purge, print, and restore log data for
Batch Processor, CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA RC/Update™ for
DB2 for z/OS. You can also delete log data automatically using a batch job.

Log Maintenance Facility includes the following main functions:

• How to Manage Log Data
• Delete Data from Log Tables Automatically
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Manage Log Data
The Log Maintenance facility lets you view, back up, purge, print, and restore log data for Batch Processor, CA Database
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS. You can also
delete log data automatically using a batch job.

Follow these steps:

1. Type W (Log Maintenance) in the Option field on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main
Menu and press Enter.
The Log Maintenance menu appears.

2. Enter one of the following options:
– 1 - Display log records

Displays log data for Batch Processor, CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/
OS, and CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS user activity.
• For SQL records, the log record is generated for each SQL data definition language (DDL) statement executed

by the Batch Processor and CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS. This record includes all ALTER, COMMENT,
CREATE, DROP, LABEL, and SET SQLID statements.

• For CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS Edit/Browse records, a log record is generated for every EDIT and
BROWSE session. If the RC/Edit EDLGLVL is set to 3 , an additional log record is written for each type of activity
performed showing the number of inserts, deletes, and updates in a table. Edit/Browse log records appear as
I: xxxx, D: xxxx, and U: xxxx for insert, delete, and update respectively. xxxx is the total number of affected
records.

• For CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, a log record is generated for each audit error and for user-
specified messages generated by CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. This record includes AUDIT and
USERMESS statements.

• For CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, a log record is generated for grants and revokes processed through
Security Request Services (SRS), Grant and Revoke Services (SRS), and Catalog Consolidation (CAT), or a
combination of these record types.

– 2 - Backup/purge log records
Backs up or purges data from the selected product. Several backup or purge options are available:
• Back up data only
• Purge data only
• Back up and purge data
• Verify the data that can be backed up or purged, but not perform an actual backup or purge
A wide variety of selection criteria helps identify which data is affected.

– 3 - Restore log records.
Reads previously backed up data and creates rows in the log for the selected product.

Press Enter.
The Log Maintenance Services menu appears for your selection.

3. Select the log record type that you want to view, backup or purge, or restore and press Enter.
The following processing occurs:
– If you are displaying log records, a Log Display panel appears. Press Enter again to view the contents of the log.

Use the header fields to limit the log records that are displayed.
For CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, you can enter selection criteria to limit the grantees (revokees), grantors
(revokers), and objects listed. The default is asterisk (*), all. 

– If you are backing up or purging data, the Log Table Maintenance Criteria panel appears. Enter a date range, object
information, and press F3 to process. Specify execution options to process. Review the generated report.
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For CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS, you can enter additional selection criteria (grantee, grantor, and type of log
record) to limit the affected data. 

– If you are restoring data, after you enter start and stop dates, object information, and press F3 to process, the
Data Restore panel displays. This panel shows the names of the backup files that contain data the matches your
selection criteria. Select the file you want to restore to the log tables and press F3. Review the generated report.

Delete Data from Log Tables Automatically
If log tables are left unchecked and are not cleaned out on a regular basis, they can become extremely large. You
can delete data from the log tables automatically by implementing a batch job designed for this purpose. You can also
designate how many days the information should be kept in the log tables before being deleted.

To delete data from log tables automatically, follow these steps:

1. Display the ALOGDEL member of your parmlib library in an edit session to determine which log tables you want to
process. You can perform automatic data deletion to any of the following log data and their associated log tables. Their
parmlib names are in parentheses () in the following list:
– Batch Processor log (BTCHPROC)
–  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics log (PDASTATS)
–  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS message log (PDAMSG)
–  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS log (RCUPDATE)
–  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS grant/revoke services log (GRSLOG)
–  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS security request services log (SRSLOG)
–  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS catalog consolidation log (CATLOG)
– Log maintenance log (LOG)

2. Determine how often the data should be deleted and assign a retention number to each log type within the ALOGDEL
member of the parmlib data set library and press F3 (End) to save. This number is listed after the log type in
parentheses.
The changes to the member are saved.
You can assign different numbers to each log type. For example, you could assign the following days for CA RC/
Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– GRSLOG(0005)
– SRSLOG(0010)
– CATLOG(0005)
With these values, the GRSLOG data will be kept for five days before being deleted, SRSLOG data will be kept for 10
days, and CATLOG data for five days. After the specified number of days has passed, the data will be deleted from the
log tables.
If you do not specify a deletion period, leaving the entry as 0000, the data will be kept indefinitely.
Continuing with the sample values, if the deletion job is running on the 16th of the month, then CA RC/Secure™ for
DB2 for z/OS begins with the previous day (the 15th, which is the first full day) when counting the number of days the
data will be kept. The following data will be deleted:
– For GRSLOG, any data that was written to the log tables on or prior to the 10th.
– For SRSLOG, any data that was written to the log tables on or prior to the 5th.
– For CATLOG, any data that was written to the log tables on or prior to the 10th.

3. Display the LOG#ADEL member of your CDBASRC library in an edit session. You can execute member LOG#ADEL
in the high-level.CDBASRC as part of a job scheduling system or as a stand-alone program to run the automatic log
deletion job. This member contains the JCL that runs the automatic log data deletion job. The JCL is pure JCL, that is,
you can actually run this job in its current form with only the following modifications.
The LOG#ADEL member data appears.

4. Do the following:
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– Add a valid job card.
– Substitute the correct library names.
Instructions are provided in the LOG#ADEL member to add your library information.
Save your changes.
The changes to the member are saved.

5. Execute the LOG#ADEL member.
The log data will be deleted.
Any entries you make to BTCHPROC, PDAMSG, PDASTATS, RCUPDATE, GRSLOG, SRSLOG, CATLOG, and LOG
are picked up in the ALOGDEL member of the parmlib data set library.
If you do not run the automatic deletion job, no log records will be deleted for the specified days. 
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Messages
The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS generate messages that describe normal processing, warning
situations, and error conditions that can occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS messages, go to CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Messages.

About Messages
Review the following message information:

Message Format

Within the sections, the messages are listed alphabetically, and then by message number. For example, message
PTGL123 comes before PTGL124. Each message includes the text of the message, an explanation for why the message
appeared, and (when necessary) suggests steps you should take to correct the error.

A short message appears on the third line of the panel (directly below the command line) to describe the error briefly.
Whenever a message appears, you can press PF1 (Help) to see a more detailed explanation of the message.

ISPF messages initially appear in the short format. If you do not understand the problem after reviewing the short
message, press PF1 (Help) to view the long message.

Variables

Some of the messages use variables, which appear in all lowercase or are indicated by the ampersand (&) sign. Variables
are replaced by actual values when the error message displays online. For example, &return and column-name in the
following sample messages indicate that the value is a variable. In the message that you see, an actual return code and
column name would be shown:

PFI0031E Invalid Return Code from PTAZLBLD - Return Code: '&return.'

RU527I UNPROTECT COMPLETE FOR column-name.

Suffixes

Some of the messages use three- or four-digit suffixes, which appear in all uppercase after the message text. These
suffixes are used by CA for diagnostic purposes and are for internal use only.

Message Levels

To help you determine problem severity, we use a one-letter code at the end of the message number, such as the E in
RU010E. The letter at the end of a message is used to represent one of the following values.

• I
Indicates an informational message

• W
Indicates a warning message

• E
Indicates an error message
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DSNTIAR Format for SQLCODE +445

The standard DSNTIAR formatted error message for an SQLCODE +445 looks like as follows:

DSNT404I SQLCODE = 445, WARNING: VALUE HAS BEEN TRUNCATED

DSNT418I SQLSTATE = 01004 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE

DSNT416I SQLERRD = 0 0 0 -1 0 0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

DSNT416I SQLERRD = X'00000000' X'00000000' X'00000000'

X'FFFFFFFF' X'00000000' X'00000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC

INFORMATION

DSNT417I SQLWARN0-5 = W,W,,,, SQL WARNINGS

DSNT417I SQLWARN6-A = ,,,, SQL WARNINGS

When a product has activated the SQL Truncation Translation feature, the SQLCODE is modified to be a value of +445.
To further aid in diagnosing the problem as having been simulated, the SQLCA field SQLERRM is modified so that the
following message is generated:

DSNT404I SQLCODE = 445, WARNING: VALUE *SQLCODE +0 -> +445* HAS BEEN TRUNCATED

DSNT418I SQLSTATE = 01004 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE

DSNT416I SQLERRD = 0 0 0 -1 0 0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

DSNT416I SQLERRD = X'00000000' X'00000000' X'00000000'

X'FFFFFFFF' X'00000000' X'00000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC

INFORMATION

DSNT417I SQLWARN0-5 = W,W,,,, SQL WARNINGS

DSNT417I SQLWARN6-A = ,,,, SQL WARNINGS

ISPF TSO Messages

ISPF has its own error message system in addition to the product system. ISPF has two types of messages: a short (30
character) format and a long (79 character) format. 

• The short messages display in the message column in the upper right portion of the panel.
• The long messages display on the third line of the panel (directly below the command line).

z/OS and TSO Messages

Some error messages are preceded by a z/OS or TSO error message. To display these messages, specify the
following code from any command line or ISPF panel:

TSO PROFILE WTPMSG

SQL Errors

Special error panel is available for any SQL errors that can occur during execution. The SQL Error panel automatically
appears whenever an internal SQL error condition occurs. If you enter incorrect data, if you do not hold the required
authorization, or if you have problems with your DB2 system, this panel can appear. For example, this panel can appear
while using EQF if you enter invalid SQL select syntax.

 From the SQL Error panel, you can:

• Use the FIND and RFIND commands to locate text strings. Use the FIND SQLCODE command to find the SQL Error
Code.

• Press PF7 or PF8 to scroll the SQL error message area up or down.
• Enter the QPRINT command to print the error message information. The entire message is printed even if the error

message spans more than one panel.
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Press PF3 (End) to return to the panel you were executing when the error occurred. The panel displays an error message
that includes the product error message followed by the SQL error code.

Example: Display EQF SQL Error

The following illustration shows a sample SQL Error panel. This error was achieved by using EQF and entering:

AND :1 LINK 'ABC%'

PTSQLET                         SQL ERROR                                     

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE 

   The information below describes an error condition detected in DB2. The     

     error is not necessarily a problem with the application that you are      

     executing. Carefully examine the error message to determine if the error  

     could have been caused by entering incorrect data, not holding required   

     authorization, or possibly a problem with your DB2 system.                

 ******************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************* 

  DSNT408I SQLCODE = -104, ERROR:  ILLEGAL SYMBOL LINK VALID SYMBOLS ARE       

           YEARS, DAYS, MINUTES, SECONDS, ETC.                                 

  DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNHPA SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR                      

  DSNT416I SQLERRD = 0  0  0  1  192  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION             

  DSNT416I SQLERRD = X'00000000'  X'00000000'  X'00000000'  X'FFFFFFFF'        

           X'000000C0'  X'00000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION                 

 ***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Audit Error Messages

The audit error messages start with prefix ERR.

An identifier is provided only for documentation and is not displayed within the error message. The ERRx identifier is
included so that you can easily report which message is causing problems.

• x
Represents the error message number.

Information in parentheses ( ) in a message is included to clarify the meaning of the message and is not displayed in the
actual message.

User Abends

On occasion, an internal error in a program may cause a user abend such as the following example:

U0299

This message not an error but a user abend. If you receive a user abend, save the dump information.

Interrupt a Data Retrieval Process

Many of the data retrieval processes used to create online reports or generate selection lists with the products use SQL.
You can optionally interrupt the SQL and terminate the data retrieval. This information is useful in situations where long
running SQL is inadvertently initiated.

To interrupt a data retrieval process, press the ATTN key or the equivalent keystrokes on your system. You might have
to press PA2 to refresh the panel data. The data that was retrieved before the ATTN key was pressed appears. The SQL
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uses cursor processing. If you press the ATTN key during open cursor processing, the interrupt does not take effect until
this processing completes and cursor fetching begins.

Reason, Return, Condition, and Information Codes
The messages can contain reason, return, condition, and information codes for the products and components as follows:

• Reason codes
Provide more information about why the error was generated.

• Return codes
Describe the processing that occurred (execution completed, terminated, and so on) within the product or component.
The following return codes are issued routinely for the products and components:
– 0

Indicates processing completed successfully.
– 4

Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that caused warning
messages to be generated.

– 8 +
Indicates errors occurred during processing. Processing usually terminates and cannot be completed until the errors
are corrected.

• Condition codes
Are returned at termination and are explained by messages written to the message log output file.

• Info codes (&info)
Provide diagnostic information that is used by Broadcom Support for problem analysis and determination.

Batch Processor Return Codes
The following return codes apply to all Batch Processor commands:

NOTE
Any non-zero return code is accompanied by a Batch Processor warning or error message. A return code is
generated based on the outcome of each statement.

• 0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

• 4
Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that resulted in the
generation of warning messages.

• 8
Indicates processing errors have occurred. These conditions will affect subsequent processing (for example, job steps
might be skipped).
For Batch Processor, this return code indicates a fatal error for any SQL statement that returns a non-zero SQLCODE
(except +100) and invalid Batch Processor commands. For some commands, the return code can be lower.

• 12
Indicates processing did not complete successfully and has stopped. The error must be corrected before processing
continues.

• 16
Indicates processing did not complete successfully due to a severe error and has stopped. The error must be corrected
before processing continues.
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IBM Return Codes
When a CA utility invokes an IBM utility and the IBM utility fails, a return code may be issued that is different than the
return code that may have been issued from the CA utility. When this occurs, a return code of 8 is issued by the CA utility
to indicate that the job failed. View the job output to find the IBM return code and resolve the error.

Media Manager Return Codes
The following return codes apply to Media Manager:

• 4
Indicates END OF FILE reached.

• 8
Indicates a GETMAIN failure.

• 12
Indicates that a LOCATE failed.

• 16
Indicates no data set match on generic mask.

• 20
Indicates a data set allocation error.

• 24
Indicates an open/connect error.

• 28
Indicates a close/disconnect error.

• 32
Indicates an I/O error.

• 36
Indicates that CHECK was issued before a GET.

• 40
Indicates that no MMIO blocks are available.

• 44
Indicates that a data set was opened with UBUF=YES.

• 48
Indicates that Media Manager was unable to extend the data set.

• 52
Indicates a user-supplied buffer size > 180*4 KB.

• 56
Indicates that the DIRECT requested page was not found in the current data set.

• 60
Indicates that a multi-page DIRECT request is not valid.

• 64
Indicates that a DIRECT requested page is beyond the current data set.

• 68
Indicates that a POINT request is invalid after the first PUT SEQUENTIAL.

• 72
Indicates a DEVTYPE macro error.

• 76
Indicates a TRKCALC macro error.

• 80
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Indicates that the CA size is not an integral number of tracks.
• 84

Indicates that SVC26 failed for LISTCAT.
• 88

Indicates that SVC26 failed for ADDVOL.
• 92

Indicates that SVC26 failed for REMOVEVOL.
• 96

Indicates an invalid MMGR control block for PTA@MMTX.
• 100

Indicates a PAGESIZE error: PGSIZE <> CISIZE & CISIZE <> 4K.
• 104

Indicates an IEANTCR service error.
• 108

Indicates an IEANTRT service error.

PTLDRIVM Product Driver Return Codes
The following return codes apply to the PTLDRIVM product driver:

• 0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

• 8
Indicates the program is not licensed or licensing cannot be verified.

• 12
Indicates an error occurred opening PTILIB.

• 24
Indicates a link failure.

• 68
Indicates a GETMAIN error.

• 120
Indicates no parameters passed.

• 128 and 130
Indicates an internal error.

• 131
Indicates the requested PLAN is not defined in PLANSxx.

• 133
Indicates the requested SSID is not defined in SETUPxx.

• 137
Indicates an invalid plan name.

• 138
Indicates the specified plan was not found.

• 139
Indicates an invalid output plan number or different from the input plan

• 140
Indicates the LOAD failed.

• 141
Indicates the DECP call failed.

• 142
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Indicates the TASKLIB call failed.
• 143

Indicates the DEFAULTS call failed.
• 202

Indicates a GETMAIN failure for parmlib DCB.
• 203

Indicates a CCB address was not passed.
• 206

Indicates an invalid FREE request.
• 208

Indicates an unsupported API request.
• 211

Indicates an error opening parmlib.
• 212

Indicates the parmlib DD was not found.
• 213

Indicates the Batch Processor call failed.
• 214

Indicates Invalid parameters.

Snapshot General Services Return and Reason Codes
Snapshot General Services has one abend code (U2780) and multiple return codes for the following modules:

TGAAPI

The following return codes apply to module TGAAPI:

• 01001001
(#TIGER macro version > max supported)
Indicates that the interface version that is used by a supporting Broadcom utility is at a higher level than the Snapshot
General Services subsystem. This error can occur if maintenance is applied that changes the interface, but the
Snapshot General Services subsystem is not reinitialized. 
Reinitialize the subsystem to correct.

• 01001002
Indicates that the RESMGR ADD failed.

• 01001003
Indicates that the Server Module ENQ failed.

• 01001004
Indicates that #TIGER issuer is not authorized.

• 01001005
Indicates an unrecognized RC from the function dispatcher.

• 01001006
Indicates that the Server Module DEQ failed.

• 01001007
Indicates that the RESMGR DELETE failed.

• 01001008
Indicates that the RC is not 0. Bringing up special ESTAEX.

• 01001009
Indicates that the RC is not 0. Bringing down special ESTAEX.

• 0100100A
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Indicates the requested subsystem (//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYSxxxx in a job) was not found and is not active.
– xxxx

Identifies the Snapshot General Services subsystem.
Initialize the requested subsystem or remove the //TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYSxxxx  DD statement to use the master
Snapshot General Services subsystem.

• 0100100B
Indicates that the release of a supporting Broadcom utility that calls Snapshot General Services is not the same as
the release of the Snapshot General Services subsystem. For example, when the current release of the utility is used
to call an earlier release of Snapshot General Services. Cross-release calls to Snapshot General Services are not
supported.
Verify that the requested Snapshot General Services subsystem and the calling utility are from the same release.

TGABMAN

The following return codes apply to module TGABMAN:

• 01005001
Indicates that the block size is not a multiple of 4 KB.

• 01005002
Indicates TTWA storage exhausted.

• 01005004
Indicates TBAV not found in owning TPBE's list in DeAbstract routine.

• 01005005
Indicates TBEA's elem count exhausted before queue in DeAbstract routine.

• 01005006
Indicates TBEA's queue exhausted before elem count in DeAbstract routine.

• 01005007
Indicates an invalid Buffer Queue in MoveSubQueue routine.

• 01005008
Indicates an invalid Queue Element Count (Target) in MoveSubQueue routine.

• 01005009
Indicates an invalid Queue Element Count (Source) in MoveSubQueue routine.

• 0100500A
Indicates invalid number of unabstracted buffers in GetBufferQ routine.

TGAFDISP

The following return codes apply to module TGAFDISP:

• 01004001
Indicates that TTWA's stack storage has been exhausted.

• 01004002
Indicates that SWAREQ for JFCB failed in OPEN-Read-Sequential function.

• 01004003
Indicates that SWAREQ returned unexpected block ID in OPEN-Read-Sequential function.

• 01004004
Indicates no filled in buffers and no I/O running Read-Plain function.

• 01004005
Indicates that no filled buffers after WAIT was called in Read-Plain function.

• 01004006
Indicates an abstracted buffer count greater than 2**31 in Read-Plain function.

• 01004007
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Indicates no abstracted buffers when some expected in Read-Plain function.
• 01004008

Indicates could not find TQAV with an associated TTOB in Read-Plain function.
• 01004009

Indicates that argument TBEA failed TQAV eyecatcher check-in Put-Anchor-Plain function.
• 0100400A

Indicates that TBAV not found in owning TPBE's list in Put-Anchor-Plain function.
• 0100400B

Indicates TBEA's element count exhausted before queue in Put-Anchor-Plain function.
• 0100400C

Indicates TBEA's queue exhausted before element count in Put-Anchor-Plain function.
• 0100400D

Indicates I/O Scheduler failed to flush all TQQEs in Close-Thread function.
• 0100400E

Indicates that TTCE is not on the TFCB list in Close-Thread function.
• 0100400F

Indicates that TFCB is not on the TLVT list in Close-Thread function.
• 01004010

Indicates that ENQ for SYSZTIOT failed in the EnqTiot routine.
• 01004011

Indicates SYSZTIOT ENQ not previously issued in DeqTiot routine.
• 01004012

Indicates that DEQ for SYSZTIOT failed in DeqTiot routine.
• 01004013

Indicates SVC-26 using DSName failed in MapVsam routine.
• 01004014

Indicates SVC-26 failed to return Catalog's ACB address in MapVsam routine.
• 01004015

Indicates SVC-26 failed to return Entry Type in MapVsam routine.
• 01004016

Indicates SVC-26 returned other than Cluster or Data in MapVsam routine.
• 01004017

Indicates SVC-26 failed to return NAMEDS data in MapVsam routine.
• 01004018

Indicates SVC-26 Cluster that is returned has no Data association in MapVsam routine.
• 01004019

Indicates SVC-26 using Data Component address failed in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401A

Indicates SVC-26 returned unexpected DSATRO data length in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401B

Indicates SVC-26 returned unexpected AMDCIREC data length in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401C

Indicates SVC-26 returned unexpected NAMEDS data length in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401D

Indicates SVC-26 returned multiple volinfo pointers in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401E

Indicates SVC-26 returned inconsistent extent data length in MapVsam routine.
• 0100401F

Indicates that SWAREQ for JFCBX failed in MapPhysSeq routine.
• 01004020
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Indicates that SWAREQ returned unexpected block ID in MapPhysSeq routine.
• 01004021

Indicates OBTAIN-SEARCH failed in MapDASD routine.
• 01004022

Indicates that DEVTYPE failed in MapDASD routine.
• 01004023

Indicates that TRKCALC failed in MapDASD routine.
• 01004024

Indicates OBTAIN-SEEK failed in MapDASD routine.
• 01004025

Indicates that SVC99 allocation failed in DynAlloc routine.
• 01004026

Indicates that SVC99 failed to return DDNAME in DynAlloc routine.
• 01004027

Indicates that SVC99 unallocation failed in DynAlloc routine.
• 01004028

Indicates other task awaiting lock in CloseThread function.
• 0100402A

Indicates that UCB is unavailable in OpenRead or OpenWriteSeq function.
• 0100402B

Device is VIO (Virtual I/O) in OpenRead or OpenWriteSeq function.
• 0100402B

Indicates that system does not support UCB services in FindUCB routine.
• 0100402E

Indicates that UCBLOCK failed in FindUCB routine.

TGALMAN

The following return codes apply to module TGALMAN:

• 01002001
Indicates TCB matched but RB did not, on lock obtain.

• 01002004
Indicates that Lock is not held, on lock release.

• 01002005
Indicates that TCB does not own lock, on lock release.

• 01002006
Indicates that RB does not own lock, on lock release.

• 01002009
Indicates TTWA exhausted, no room for savearea.

TGAMMGR

The following return codes apply to module TGAMMGR:

• 01007001
Indicates that a Media Manager error occurred.

• 01007002
Indicates that TMMI not complete after return from SUSPEND/CALLDISP.

• 01007003
Indicates an invalid calling sequence.

• 01007004
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Indicates that next TMMI not found on pending queue.

TGASCHED

The following return codes apply to module TGASCHED:

• 01006001
Indicates TTWA storage exhausted.

• 01006002
Indicates that block size is not a multiple of 4 KB.

• 01006004
Indicates output file not sequential.

• 01006005
Indicates input file not sequential.

• 01006006
Indicates that the output file is not tape.

• 01006007
Indicates the number of abstracted buffers > 2**31.

• 01006008
Indicates TTCE's current disk addr < extent in SizeSeqChunk routine.

• 01006009
Indicates TTCE's current disk addr > extent in SizeSeqChunk routine.

• 0100600A
Indicates blocks-to-end-of-extent <= 0 in SizeSeqChunk routine.

• 0100600B
Indicates an unexpected non-zero '@Next in TTOX in IoDriver routine.

• 0100600C
Indicates inconsistent IOPIDs across IOSBs in IoDriver routine.

• 0100600D
Indicates that SYSEVENT DONTSWAP failed in IoDriver routine.

• 0100600E
Indicates LRA for channel program start failed in VsSeqEckdIn routine.

• 0100600F
Indicates LRA for chanprog start failed (tape) in TapeAlgnOut routine.

• 01006010
Indicates media manager Put Sequential failed in MediaMgr routine.

• 01006011
Indicates an unexpected return code from media manager in MediaMgr routine.

• 01006013
Indicates LRA for TIC address failed in GetExtTcppCcw routine.

• 01006014
Indicates LRA for TIC address failed in GetExtTcppArg routine.

• 01006015
Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildDx routine.

• 01006016
Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildLr routine.

• 01006017
Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildNop routine.

• 01006018
Indicates TPBEs exhausted before count in BuildRckd1 routine.

• 01006019
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Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildRckd1 routine.
• 0100601A

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildRckd1 routine.
• 0100601B

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildRckd1 routine.
• 0100601C

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildRckd1 routine.
• 0100601D

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed in BuildRckd1 routine.
• 0100601E

Indicates no I/O is pending to wait on in Wait routine.
• 0100601F

Indicates I/O not completed after wait in Suspend routine.
• 01006020

Indicates abnormal I/O completion in Complete routine.
• 01006021

Indicates no TTWA room for IEASMFEX savearea in Complete routine.
• 01006022

Indicates IEFSMFEX's RC not "0" or "4" in Complete routine.
• 01006024

Indicates ending "CCHH" not as expected in Complete routine.
• 01006025

Indicates ending "R" not as expected in Complete routine.
• 01006026

Indicates that SYSEVENT DONTSWAP failed in Local Initialization routine.
• 01006027

Indicates that SYSEVENT OKSWAP failed in Local Initialization routine.
• 01006028

Indicates invalid logical block length in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 01006029

Indicates logical block not page aligned in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 0100602A

Indicates LRA for logical buffer failed in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 0100602B

Indicates that LRA for full block IDAW area failed in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 0100602C

Indicates that LRA for short block IDAW area failed in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 0100602D

Indicates block count > four billion in BuildAlignedWrite routine.
• 0100602E

Indicates that physical blocksize exceeded in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 0100602F

Indicates block count > four billion in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006030

Indicates that expected predecessor TLBE not found in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006031

Indicates more than four billion TLBEs in loop in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006032

Indicates nothing on output queue after split in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006033
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Indicates TQQE marking split point that is not found in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006034

Indicates more than four billion TQQEs in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006035

Indicates elements left on output queue < one in SizeOutChunk routine.
• 01006039

Indicates that TTOX failed validation in I/O Driver Exit.
• 0100603A

Indicates that TTOX failed validation in I/O Driver Exit.
• 0100603B

Indicates that TTOX failed validation in I/O Driver Exit.
• 0100603C

Indicates unrecoverable error in Dev/Chan Stat during tape output.
• 0100603D

Indicates ambiguous overall ending status during tape output.
• 0100603E

Indicates ending CCW address less than zero during tape output.
• 0100603F

Indicates that CCW did not use IDAWs during tape output.
• 01006040

Indicates first IDAW's addr not reverse-translated during tape output.
• 01006041

Indicates link from IDAW area .NE. ending CCW during tape output.
• 01006042

Indicates TLBEs incomplete for block written during tape output.
• 01006043

Indicates unexpected TQQE queue end (TQAV search) during tape output.
• 01006044

Indicates unexpected TQQE queue end (easy split) during tape output.
• 01006045

Indicates TLBE BCT-counter register wrapped during tape output.
• 01006046

Indicates residual TLBE queue size < zero during tape output.
• 01006047

Indicates TQQE BCT-counter register wrapped during tape output.
• 01006048

Indicates an unexpected null pointer to last comp TQQE during tape output.
• 01006049

Indicates completed TQQE queue size .LE. zero during tape output.
• 0100604A

Indicates blocks written TLBE BCT-counter wrapped during tape output.
• 0100604B

Indicates new VOLSER .NE. preallocated TVDEs during tape output.
• 0100604C

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed during tape input.
• 0100604D

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed during tape input.
• 0100604E

Indicates LRA for argument's address failed during tape input.
• 0100604F
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Indicates LRA for argument's address failed during tape input.

TGASMAN

The following return codes apply to module TGASMAN:

• 01003001
Indicates requested amount > pallet maximum in ObtainCtl routine.

• 01003002
Indicates requested amount > pallet maximum in ObtainCtlBelow routine.

• 01003003
Indicates requested amount > pallet maximum in ObtainObj routine.

• 01003004
Indicates that number requested not positive in ObtainObjMult routine.

• 01003005
Indicates negative remaining bytes in free parcel in ObtainObjMult routine.

• 01003006
Indicates negative remaining parcels to be gotten in ObtainObjMult routine.

• 01003007
Indicates request amount > pallet maximum in ObtainObjMult routine.

• 01003008
Indicates that number requested not positive in ObtainBfsePage or ObtainBfseMultPage routine.

• 01003009
Indicates negative remaining bytes in free parcel in ObtainBfsePage or ObtainBfseMultPage routine.

• 0100300A
Indicates negative remaining parcels to be gotten in ObtainBfsePage or ObtainBfseMultPage routine.

• 0100300B
Indicates request amount > pallet maximum in ObtainBfsePage or ObtainBfseMultPage routine.

• 0100300C
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 0100300D
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 0100300E
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 0100300F
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003010
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003011
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003012
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003013
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003014
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003015
Indicates pallet not found for parcel's address in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003016
Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.

• 01003017
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Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.
• 01003018

Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.
• 01003019

Indicates overlapping parcels detected in ReleaseObjList routine.
• 0100301A

Indicates FPD's parcel length > pallet length in ReleaseObjList routine.
• 0100301B

Indicates TTWA stack space exhausted in Entry Keep routine.
• 0100301C

Indicates pallet not found for released parcel in ComRelease routine.
• 0100301D

Indicates released and free parcels have same address in ComRelease routine.
• 0100301E

Indicates overlapping parcels in ComRelease routine.
• 0100301F

Indicates overlapping parcels in ComRelease routine.
• 01003020

Indicates that argument TSPD not found on TOPQ in FreeObjPal routine.
• 01003021

Indicates argument TSPD not empty in FreeObjPal routine.
• 01003022

Indicates free parcel size .NE. pallet size in FreeObjPal routine.
• 01003023

Indicates Page Extent Table exhausted in FreeObjPal routine.
• 01003024

Indicates Invalid Page Status Map entry in FreeObjPal routine.
• 01003025

Indicates Page Services Area exhausted in PageFix routine.
• 01003026

Indicates Page Services Area exhausted in PageUnFix routine.
• 01003027

Indicates pallet not found for parcel in PrepFixList routine.
• 01003028

Indicates Page Extent Table exhausted in PrepFixList routine.
• 01003029

Indicates Parcel page is already marked "fixed".
• 0100302A

Indicates requested amount > pallet maximum in ObtainSqa routine.
• 0100302B

Indicates corrupted TSPD or queue linkage in DeInitialize routine.
• 0100302C

Indicates that STORAGE RELEASE failed in DeInitialize routine.
• 0100302D

Indicates that queue elements disagree with count in DeInitialize routine.
• 0100302E

Indicates that count disagrees with queue elements in DeInitialize routine.
• 01003031

Indicates an invalid function.
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Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Return and Reason Codes
The following return codes apply when terminating threads in batch:

• 0
Indicates that processing completed successfully.

• 4
Indicates that one or more threads were not terminated.

• 8
Indicates that no qualifying threads could be found, therefore no threads were terminated.

• 12
Indicates that no SYSIN DD statement was present, or that there was an error in the control statement. No threads
were terminated.

The following return and reason codes are provided when a thread termination fails. These codes are listed in the log
record for the termination attempt.

• For return code 4, the following reason codes are generated:
– 1

Indicates that the thread is invalid. The thread may have already terminated or the task control block (TCB) of the
thread may have changed.

– 2
Indicates that DB2 termination was specified but the thread was not executing within DB2.

– 3
Indicates that the thread originated from a system address space. Threads that originate from a system address
space are not terminated.

– 4
Indicates that the address space where the thread was executing was already terminating.

– 5
Indicates that the thread TCB was already terminating.

– 6
Indicates that DB2 termination was specified but a DB2 termination had already been requested.

– 7
Indicates that the thread was not terminated because a DB2 termination was specified but the DB2 termination
failed.

– 10
Indicates that you requested to kill a distributed thread. That feature is not currently supported.

– 11
Indicates that the thread requested for termination has been put into Deferred End of Task status by DB2. 

• For return code 8, reason code 8 indicates that a z/OS termination was specified but the termination attempt failed.
• For return code 12, reason code 9 indicates that access to the thread was denied by the external security system.

Utilities Index Compression Service Return and Reason Codes
The following return and reason codes can be generated when CA utilities invoke the Index Compression Service:

• 10
Indicates that the compression service failed.
This return code can be accompanied by the following reason codes, which describe the specific failure that was
detected:
– C8
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Indicates that the DB2 index compression service failed to compress an index page.
– CC

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed during initialization.
– D0

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed to load the DB2 index compression service.
– D4

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed while terminating the DB2 index compression service.
– D8

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed during IXD initialization processing.
– DC

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed during IXD initialization processing.
– E0

Indicates that the internal LCMOD service failed during IXD termination processing.
– E4

Indicates that the DB2 IXD build service failed.
• 64

Indicates that the LOAD for the CSLCPINX compression service manager failed.
• 68

Indicates an invalid request to the CSLCPINX compression service manager.

Utilities Index Compression Size Service Return and Reason Codes
The following return and reason codes can be generated when CA utilities invoke the Index Compression Size Service:

• 08
Indicates that an error occurred during the service call.
This return code can be accompanied by the following reason codes, which describe the specific error encountered:
– 14

Indicates that a storage obtain failed.
– 15

Indicates that a call to UTA$SD for current version definitions failed.
– 16

Indicates that an unknown key version was encountered.
• 0C

Indicates that the request could not be processed because the processing context is incomplete or invalid.
This return code can be accompanied by the following reason codes, which describe the specific error encountered:
– 01

Indicates that the parameter list is not recognized.
– 02

Indicates that the request code is not recognized.
– 03

Indicates that the parameter list version is not supported.
– 04

Indicates that the current service call cannot be processed because the service has not yet been initialized.
– 05

Indicates an invalid GLEB control block.
– 06

Indicates an invalid RAMIX control block.
– 07
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Indicates an invalid index page.
– 08

Indicates an invalid header page.
– 09

Indicates an invalid directory page.
– 0A

Indicates an invalid key number.
– 0B

Indicates that a key number is out of range.
• 10

Indicates that the Index Compression Size API is not available.

Utilities Restart/Retry Return and Reason Codes
The following return codes can be generated when multiple CA utilities try to use the same restart rows:

• 0
Indicates processing completed successfully. Results expected.

• 4
Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that resulted in the
generation of warning messages.Unexpected results have occurred.

• 8
Indicates processing errors have occurred. These conditions will affect subsequent processing (for example, job steps
might be skipped). The function fails.

The following reason codes can be generated when two or more CA utilities try to use the same restart rows:

• 81 (X'00000051')
Indicates an unknown type of error.

• 82 (x'00000052')
Indicates that GETMAIN failed.

• 83 (x'00000053')
Indicates FREEMAIN failed.

• 84 (x'00000054')
Indicates that BUILD UTILID failed.

• 85 (x'00000055')
Indicates that BUILD AUTHID failed.

• 86 (x'00000056')
Indicates that an invalid utility name has been passed.

• 87 (x'00000057')
Indicates that the SSID is not found in SSCT.

• 88 (x'00000058')
Indicates a validation error.

• 89 (x'00000059')
Indicates an SQL error.

• 90 (x'0000005A')
Indicates that SQL is not found.

• 91 (x'0000005B')
Indicates that no dynamic SQL has been passed.

• 92 (x'0000005C')
Indicates that the SHRLV value is not E, R, or U.

• 93 (x'0000005D')
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Indicates that the statement level enqueue failed.
• 94 (x'0000005E')

Indicates that the clone and instance values must be the same.
• 95 (x'0000005F')

Indicates that the CCB pointer is invalid.
• 96 (x'00000060')

Indicates a failure in the UTAGLDBC module.
• 97 (x'00000061')

Indicates a failure in the UTAGLDB1 module.
• 98 (x'00000062')

Indicates that the maximum number of retries has been exceeded.
• 99 (x'00000063')

Indicates a failure in the GET_#@UTIL module.

Xnet Numeric Codes
Xnet numeric codes can appear in messages and displays. In some cases, the code values are reported using the
mnemonic name for the value. These values can also be reported using the actual numeric code, which can be in decimal
or hexadecimal format.

In most cases, Xnet uses a return code and a reason code value to indicate the results when an Xnet API routine returns
to a caller. These codes are tested by the caller to determine the success or failure of a call request. Xnet consistently
uses the return code value of 0 (zero) to indicate success and a non-zero positive integer value to indicate an error or
exceptional condition.

Xnet logs all service calls that end with a non-zero return code value. However, there are instances when this processing
is considered normal. For example, during the agent connection process, Xnet checks for agent definitions that place
restrictions on agents that are connecting using specific agent IDs. This call can be done to prevent unauthorized agents
from entering the Xnet network and communicating with directors. If there is no definition for a connecting agent's ID, the
call to locate the definition ends with a not found condition. If you do not use agent definitions, this processing is a normal
occurrence during the agent connection process. However, the failing call is logged to the Xnet log file because all such
failures are logged.

The Xnet messages are used to report exceptional conditions. When you are diagnosing an exceptional condition, look for
relevant Xnet messages in the following locations:

• Xnet log file data set
• z/OS SYSLOG
• Agent JOBLOG data set
• Xnet JOBLOG data set

These multiple locations are used because Xnet can be executing in the Xnet address space or in the agent’s address
space, in normal mode or cross-memory mode, and logging technique depends on the environment. For example, an
agent can experience an exceptional condition in the initial call to the Xnet address space. When this condition occurs, the
Xnet API routine logs to the agent’s JESx joblog using the z/OS Write-to-programmer (WTP) service. Be thorough when
researching a problem and look in the previously indicated locations for relevant messages:

NOTE
Other logical components of the Xnet address space (like the TCP/IP routines, for example) use their own
return code and reason code values. Some of these values can overlap with Xnet’s values. Ensure that you are
interpreting an Xnet value when using the Xnet PC return and reason codes, Xnet and XES return and reason
codes, and Xnet PC function codes. Return and reason codes reported in messages using the PXN or XNT
message prefixes are typically Xnet values.
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Xnet Program-Call Return and Reason Codes
Xnet uses PC (z/OS Program Call) routines to provide the linkage between the Xnet address space and the Xnet Agent
address spaces. If the Xnet PC routines detect an exceptional condition it is reported back to the caller using both a return
code value and a reason code value. The return and reason codes for the PC routines are unique to help isolate the
cause for any exceptional conditions.

The Xnet PC return code values are described in the following table:

Code Mnemonic Name Decimal Hexadecimal
PXN_RC_OK 0 00
PXN_RC_Xnet_inactive 101 65
PXN_RC_Bad_parameter 102 66
PXN_RC_Bad_parameter_address 103 67
PXN_RC_Bad_parameter_value 104 68
PXN_RC_Bad_syntax 105 69
PXN_RC_Bad_command 106 6A
PXN_RC_Bad_environment 107 6B
PXN_RC_ASCRE_failed 108 6C
PXN_RC_ALESERV_add_failed 109 6D
PXN_RC_ALESERV_delete_failed 110 6E
PXN_RC_ALESERV_extracth_failed 111 6F
PXN_RC_POST_failed 112 70
PXN_RC_Processing_error 113 71
PXN_RC_Data_area_too_large 114 72
PXN_RC_TPROT_translation_error 115 73
PXN_RC_TPROT_access_error 116 74

The Xnet PC reason code values are described in the following table:

Code Mnemonic Name Decimal Hexadecimal
PXN_RS_OK 0 00
PXN_RS_Bad_PXM$SSWA_pointer 151 97
PXN_RS_Bad_PXNV_pointer 152 98
PXN_RS_Bad_XNR_pointer 153 99
PXN_RS_Bad_IXN_pointer 154 9A
PXN_RS_Bad_Home_STOKEN 155 9B
PXN_RS_Bad_pxnvALET 156 9C
PXN_RS_Storage_obtain_failed 157 9D
PXN_RS_XNW_queueing_failed 158 9E
PXN_RS_Bad_Agent_storage 159 9F
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Xnet and XES Return and Reason Codes
When Xnet is not executing API requests in cross-memory mode, Xnet uses the following return and reason code values
to report exceptional conditions. These codes are used by all Xnet service routines in the Xnet address space and by the
Xnet API routine executing in the agent address space or spaces.

Some Xnet reason code values are also used in the reason code field of the Xnet message header. For example, abrupt
session outages typically end with notification messages to the session partners (the agent and director) containing a
purge-type reason code for the outage.

The Xnet and XES return codes are described in the following table:

Code Mnemonic Name Decimal Hexadecimal
Xnet_RC_OK 0 00
XES_RC_OK 0 00
Xnet_RC_Bad_parameter_list 201 C9
Xnet_RC_Bad_parameter_address 202 CA
Xnet_RC_Bad_parameter_value 203 CB
Xnet_RC_Xnet_request_failed 204 CC
Xnet_RC_$XMREQ_failed 205 CD
XES_RC_Bad_parameter_list 350 15E
XES_RC_Bad_parameter_address 351 15F
XES_RC_Bad_parameter_value 352 160
XES_RC_XES_request_failed 353 161
XES_RC_ASPARM_extract_failed 354 162
XES_RC_PC_error 355 163
XES_RC_PC_parameter_error 356 164
XES_RC_PC_bad_function_code 357 165
XES_RC_PC_bad_environment 358 166
XES_RC_PC_bad_initialization 359 167
XES_RC_PC_bad_termination 360 168
XES_RC_PC_bad_ESS_pointer 361 169
XES_RC_PC_bad_ESG_pointer 362 16A
XES_RC_PC_bad_ESV_pointer 363 16B
XES_RC_PC_bad_ASID_value 364 16C
XES_RC_PC_bad_parameter_address 365 16D
XES_RC_PC_work_queueing_failed 366 16E
XES_RC_PC_linkage_setup_failed 367 16F
XES_RC_ASPARM_bad_length 368 170
XES_RC_Call_failed 369 171

The Xnet and XES reason codes are described in the following table:

Code Mnemonic Name Decimal Hexadecimal
Xnet_RS_OK 0 00
XES_RS_OK 0 00
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Xnet_RS_Parameter_1 251 FB
Xnet_RS_Parameter_2 252 FC
Xnet_RS_Parameter_3 253 FD
Xnet_RS_Parameter_4 254 FE
Xnet_RS_Parameter_5 255 FF
Xnet_RS_Parameter_6 256 100
Xnet_RS_Parameter_7 257 101
Xnet_RS_Parameter_8 258 102
Xnet_RS_Parameter_9 259 103
Xnet_RS_Parameter_10 260 104
Xnet_RS_Already_connected 261 105
Xnet_RS_Not_connected 262 106
Xnet_RS_Xmanager_not_active 263 107
Xnet_RS_Invalid_XMANID 264 108
Xnet_RS_Invalid_XNR_address 265 109
Xnet_RS_Invalid_function_code 266 10A
Xnet_RS_Invalid_Agent_ID 267 10B
Xnet_RS_Invalid_Director_ID 268 10C
Xnet_RS_Invalid_ECB_address 269 10D
Xnet_RS_Not_found 270 10E
Xnet_RS_Agent_not_found 271 10F
Xnet_RS_Director_not_found 272 110
Xnet_RS_Duplicate_Agent 273 111
Xnet_RS_Duplicate_Director 274 112
Xnet_RS_Info_string_length 275 113
Xnet_RS_Invalid_message_field 276 114
Xnet_RS_Build_area_too_small 277 115
Xnet_RS_Invalid_sequence_number 278 116
Xnet_RS_Receive_area_too_small 279 117
Xnet_RS_Reply_not_outstanding 280 118
Xnet_RS_TCP_send_failed 281 119
Xnet_RS_Agent_drop 282 11A
Xnet_RS_Invalid_Agent_STOKEN 283 11B
Xnet_RS_Invalid_ID_string 284 11C
Xnet_RS_Definition_not_found 285 11D
Xnet_RS_Invalid_request 286 11E
Xnet_RS_Refused_by_definition 287 11F
Xnet_RS_Invalid_revision_level 288 120
Xnet_RS_User_ID_verify_error 289 121
Xnet_RS_SAF_security_error 290 122
Xnet_RS_Credentials_required 291 123
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Xnet_RS_XES_not_configured 292 124
Xnet_RS_XES_work_queue_error 293 125
Xnet_RS_Internal_error 299 12B
Xnet_RS_Purging_Xnet_shutdown 300 12C
Xnet_RS_Purging_Agent_Down 301 12D
Xnet_RS_Purging_Director_Stop 302 12E
Xnet_RS_Purging_Xmgr_unavailable 303 12F
Xnet_RS_Purging_Agent_unavailable 304 130
Xnet_RS_Purging_TCP_error 305 131
Xnet_RS_Purging_Protcol_error 306 132
Xnet_RS_Purging_Task_canceled 307 133
Xnet_RS_Purging_Start_rejected 308 134
Xnet_RS_Purging_Agent_stopped 309 135
Xnet_RS_Purging_Director_stopped 310 136
Xnet_RS_Purging_Agent_lost 311 137
Xnet_RS_Purging_Xnet_stopped 312 138
Xnet_RS_Purging_Director_timeout 313 139
XES_RS_Parameter_1 376 178
XES_RS_Parameter_2 377 179
XES_RS_Parameter_3 378 17A
XES_RS_Parameter_4 379 17B
XES_RS_Parameter_5 380 17C
XES_RS_Parameter_6 381 17D
XES_RS_Parameter_7 382 17E
XES_RS_Parameter_8 383 17F
XES_RS_Parameter_9 384 180
XES_RS_Parameter_10 385 181
XES_RS_Not_found 386 182
XES_RS_Invalid_Group_name 387 183
XES_RS_Duplicate_Group_name 388 184
XES_RS_Service_returned_error 389 185
XES_RS_Invalid_function_code 390 186
XES_RS_Internal_error 391 187
XES_RS_Maximum_Spaces_active 392 188
XES_RS_Invalid_ECL_call_list 393 189
XES_RS_PC_API_error 394 18A
XES_RS_Invalid_Space_type 395 18B
XES_RS_User_authentication 396 18C
XES_RS_Program_LOAD_failed 397 18D
XES_RS_Security_switch_failed 398 18E
XES_RS_Program_ABEND 399 18F
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XES_RS_Group_is_stopped 400 190
XES_RS_ECL_bad_parm_settings 450 1C2
XES_RS_ECL_bad_auth_settings 451 1C3
XES_RS_ECL_bad_extension_length 452 1C4
XES_RS_ECL_bad_parmlist_count 453 1C5
XES_RS_ECL_bad_parm_area_length 454 1C6
XES_RS_ECL_bad_return_area_length 455 1C7

Xnet PC Function Codes
The XnetReq call is used by agents, and also within Xnet, to invoke the Xnet cross-memory service routines. Trace data
and exceptional condition messages may report the function code associated with an XnetReq call as a numeric value.

The Xnet PC function code values are described in the following table:

Code Mnemonic Name Decimal
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Xnet_Connect 1
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Xnet_Disconnect 2
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Xnet_Complete 3
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Test 4
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Up 5
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Down 6
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Receive 7
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Reply 8
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Notify 9
Xnet_xnrFUNC_Agent_Call 10
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Additional Resources
The following additional resources are available for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

Product Support

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

• Maintenance Grid (login required)
• CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

DB2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for DB2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System (LMS) (LMS provides web-based training for your mainframe
products)

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• API Academy

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. Here is a list:

• A Day in the Life of a Db2 DBA featuring the following products:
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– CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS to migrate application changes from test to production.
– CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 to send an email alert about increased buffer pool

activity.
– CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS to locate packages with a high number of GETPAGES.
– CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS to perform access path analysis revealing a tablespace scan instead of the

expected index.
– CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS to determine whether the index still exists.
– CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to confirm the index was dropped and who dropped it.

• Installation Use Case:
Installation on Additional Subsystems that share DASD

• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS (applies to CA
Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Quick Copy for DB2 forz/OS)

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
Do you really need to rebind?

• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
Prioritize Object Maintenance

• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS:
– Demonstration for new users
– Collecting and viewing exception SQL
– Diagnose a performance problem using the Mainframe Team Center UI
– How CA Detector Solved my BIF Worries
– Using Filters in Mainframe Team Center
– Configure and sort Db2 Metrics in a Web Browser

• CA Fast Load® for DB2 for z/OS:
– Refresh a table without taking it offline
– Perform an online load

• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– OBID (OBIDXLAT) Translation
– System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Recovery Analyzer)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS:
Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS)

• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Quiet Point Analysis
– Recover Dropped Object Quick Guide
– Data replication
– UNDO/REDO Processing

• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Improve your DB2 disaster recovery process
– System level backup support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Recovery Analyzer)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8yWiYCWlno
https://youtu.be/yp_bNt5YPqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIRrvDnnx0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7aEQ4qUekg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LXlI4OuX3k
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– Create and Use a Virtual Index
– Virtual Index RCA
– CA-Defined Explain Profiles
– Quick Explains Featuring CA-Defined Explain Profiles
– On-Demand Rebind Compare Analysis
– Identify Access Path Changes and SQL Cost Changes
– Explain a single SQL statement
– Expert rules (overview)

• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS:
– Performance Tips
– Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Merge/Modify)

• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS:
Discard Processing

• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Column mapping feature
– Column mapping lookup feature
– Data subsetting and data transitioning as easy as 1, 2, 3, 4
– Using CA RC/Extract with Test Data Manager to Improve the Quality of your Test Data

• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Generate SQL for a specific creator
– Utility profiles
– Create dependent object strategy
– Analysis profiles
– RC/Merger move analysis advantages
– Performing a data only copy using RC/Merger move analysis

• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS:
OFS parmlib member impact

• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Merge/Modify)

• CA Report Facility:
– Simplified Usage
– Simplified Usage - Volume 2
– Building a query, form, and procedure
– Building a tabulation form
– Using variables

• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS:
Use Getpage Sampling

• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2:
– Online IFCID Help
– Improved Calculation of Database Space Used Exception
– Support for SNMP Traces and Emails in Exceptions

Social Media

Follow us on social media:
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https://youtu.be/mymysiNa5nM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6TVUvBHvBc&t=159s
https://youtu.be/f02crhlDlhQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cruEloqaA8E
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1anIYmLzYuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKazjLtunSo&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sp7MIxHQSM&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDhRYPPzhE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCjv6FFU5cM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ee4eBcrxkk&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpVqkDq5SVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFPyZSnGt9g&index=2&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKw3Oyqe_EQ&index=3&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2vrObnz-pQ&index=4&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://youtu.be/PQck8Q1ymCs
https://youtu.be/0Qcjr4nxaMo
https://youtu.be/D3DlahIzjBM
https://youtu.be/cf9YQFHW4kg
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• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools -- CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 User Community
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadocm and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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